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EESTI UUDISED
lL, detsembril toimus Standardikeskuses seminar
ff Sisseiuhatus terminoloogiassett. Teema atatrs vdga laialdast
huvi, meie koolitussaal oli viimase kohani tdiderud ia osa sooviiaid
jti kahiuks ukse t:'lw. Lektor Arvi Tavast andis tilevaate
terminoloogia olemusest, eesti Eerminimoodustusest ja

terminoloogia toomeetoditest. Ig teema l6pus vastas lektor
arvukatele kiisimustele. Loodame terminiseminaridele ietku
jnrgmisel aastil.

Standardikeskuse iuhatus on teies koosseisus uuenenud

Juhatuse esimees on I(aubandus -Toostuskoja peadirektor Siim
Raie, liikmed lvlajandus- j a kommunikatsiooniminis teeriumi
toos tus osakonna j uhataj a lVlerike l(omp us ning To oandjare
Keskliidu esindajana Eesti R6iva- ja Tekstiililiidu tegevdirektor
lVlaie Vader.

MASII\A OHUTUSE SEADUS RTI, 09.12.2002,99, 580

$ 50. Tehnilise normi ia standardi seaduse $ 6 muutmine
Tehnilise normi ja standardi seaduse (RT I 1999, 29,398;2000,29,1,69;
7 8, 495; 2002, 32, 1 86) S 6 l6ige 2 muudetakse ja s6nastarakse jirgmiselt:
( (2) Kui harmoneeritud standardi kohta on avaldatud teade (viide)
Euroopa Liidu Amedikus Teatajas ja see on vastu v6etud vrihemalt iihe
Euroopa Liidu liikmesriigi rahvusliku standardina, kui 6igusaktist ei
nrlene teisiti, siis eeldatakse, et sellist standardit j?irgiv toode v6i teenus

vastab asjakohasele tehnilisele oormile.>>

Vabariigi Valitsuse 3. dersemb i 2002. a mtiiruse rv 367

Volituste andmine <Ehitusseaduseso> ia <Toote ohutuse
seaduseso> tuleneva 6igusakti kehtestamiseks
RTI, 09. 12. 2002, 99, 584

$ 1. Volituste andmine
So tsiaalminis trit volitatakse kehtestama terviseohutus e n6uded
ehirusmaterjalidele ja -toodetele.

lvlajandus- ja kommunikatsiooniministri 4. detsemb n 2002. a

mzidrus nr 20 muudelakse Maiandusministri 29. novembri
2000. a miirust nr 38 <Mddtevahendite taatlemise kord ia
taatluskehtivusaiad> muutmine KlL, 1,2.L2.2002, 1,37, 201,3

Majandus- ja kommunikatsiooniministri 11. detsembri 2002. a

mdzirusega nr 28 kehtestati Ehitise ekspertiisi tegemise kord
RTL, 2A.1,2.2002, 1,43, 2092

$ 2. Ehitise ekspertiisi l?ihtealused
Ehitise ekspertiisi tegemisel Lihrutakse
12) ehitise kohta kliivatest standarditest;
13) ehitusmaterjalide ja -toodete kohta kiiivatest standarditesq

Majandus- ja kommunikatsiooniministri 11. detsembri 2002. a

mddrusega nr 29 kehtestati Ehitusproiekti ekspertiisi tegemise
kord RTL, 20.L2.2002, t43, 2093

$ 2. Ehitusprojekri ekspertiisi lihtealused
Ehitusprojekti ekspertiisi tegemisel Lihrutakse:
7) ehitusprojektis k?isidetud ehitise kohta kiiivatest standarditest.

TOIMETAJA
\rEERG

Khesoleva numbriga alustab
EVS Teataja oma 11. aastaringi.
10 aastat oleme vahendanud
standardiinfot Eestist, Euroo-
past ja kogu maailmast.
Ainult oma valdkonria standar-
dite ja veel toos olevate
standardikavandite kohta ile-
vaadet omades on vdimalik
konkurentsis pr.isida, seetStfu
peaks EVS Teataja olema iga
juhi ja spetsialisri toolaual. I(uu
algul on teie kasutada k6ik vrirs-
ked standardiuudised eelmise
kuu 20. kuupieva seisuga.
Et veel paremini arvestada Teie
soove ja ettepanekuid oa selle

numbri vahel ktisitlusleht,
millele palume Yastata jaanuari-
kuu jooksul Kiisidusele vasta-
mine on anoniiumne, kui aga

soovite osaleda Yastanute vahel
auhinna - Eesti standardite
loetelu - loosimisel, palume
lisada oma kootaktandmed.
Eesti standardite arv, mille
kohta infot annalne, oo
kasvanud v'dga kiiresti ning
aasta l6puks riletas see kiimne
tuhande piiri. Seisuga 1. jaanuat
2003 oli Eesti standardeid
10266, neist Euroopa standar-
deid 9982. Aasta l6pus on eriti
j6udsalt kasvanud Eesti
standardiks iile v6etud CLC
standardite anr, mis detsembris
kahekordistus.
Viimasel arj^ on hakatud
Euroopas suuremat tzihelepanu
poorama ehitusalasele standar-
dimisele. Euroopa ehiruskonst-
ruktsioonide TK kahe alam-
komitee koosolekul osales ja
seal toimunust annab dlevaate
Ivar Talvik.

Anne Laimets
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I5.- 17 .jaanuaril 2002 toimub
Saariselka's, Soomes

EUROOPA 6.

ISIKUKAITSEVAHENDITE
SEMINAR

eero.korhonen@occuDhealth.fi

EVS KOOLITUS 2OO3 AASTAL

2002 aasta oli EestiStandardikeskusele edukas - koost66s Eesti spetsialistide ja vtilispartneritega
korraldasime 12 seminari, millel kokku osales 301 inimest.

Algaval aastal p[0ame samuti oma partneritele ja klientidele pakkuda tarvilikke koolitusi, jitkates juba
tuttavate ning aktuaalsete teemadega (standardimine ehitussektoris, terminoloogia, Euroopa Liidu 0histurg ja
CE mirgistus) ning tutvustades uusiteemasid.

J6rgnevas tabelis on 6ra toodud 2003 aastalplaneeritavad koolituste ajad, lisainfot leiate alatimeie
kodulehelt : www.evs.ee

Kuu Koolitus
Veebruar Standarditele viitam ine 6igusaktides

ISO 9000 seminar

Miirts Infopiev: sissejuhatus standardimisse

Standardim ine eh itussektoris

Aprill Turvaline t66keskkond - isikukaitsevahendite standardid

Elektrioh utusn6uete standardid

Terminoloogiatd<i standardimises (Terminoloogia jfitkuseminar)

Mai Standardimine meditsiini valdkonnas

TKde tridkorraldus (eesk6tt EVS uutele TK-dele)

Juuni Standardimine Euroopas, Uhisturg ja CE mirgistus

August Keskkonnahoid - pakendite standardid

September L0hiseminar: Standardiinfo elektroonilised allikad

Standardim ine toidut6Ostuse valdkonnas

Oktoober Standardim ine ehitussektoris

November lnfopAev: sissej uhatus standardimisse

Term inoloogiatOO standardimises

Detsember TK toO korraldamine Euroopa standardiorganisatsioonide tiisliikme

kohustuste - hiflletamine ja arvamuse avaldamine, tiitmine

Nimikirion esialgne, mist6ttu v6ib seminaride toimumisaegades esineda muudatusi!

K6ik kommentaarid ning ettepanekud (seminaride v6inende temaatika osas) on vAga tere-tulnud e-posti
aadressile evelin(Eevs.ee
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Hea lugeja!

Head uut, edukat ja teguderohket aastat!

EVS-il oli raske ia pingeline, kuid
tulemuslik a st^.
Aasta kokkuv6tete tegemine veel kdib, kuid
juba ptaegu v6ib 6elda, et hrlemused olid
head.
Kui eelmist ^ stat v6ib nimetada teadlikkuse
suurendamise aastaks, siis algavat aastat v6iks
nimetada turunduse ja arendustegevuse aastaks.

Suurenev Eesti standardite arv, mis on selle
aasta alguseks dletanud 10 tuhande piin ja
n6udlus standardite elektroonilise levitamise
jirele sunnivad meid arendama oma miitigi- ja
turundustegevusi, et vastata klientide n6ud-
mistele.

Teisalt n6uab ka iihinemine Euroopa
standardimissiisteemiga senisest aktiivsemat
arendustegevust. Euroopas kasutusele v6etud
uute standatdilaadsete dokumentide (fS, TR,
C\fA jt) senine kasutamine ei ole laialdane,
kuid trendid nende kasutamiseks on positiivsed.
Eeldatavalt selle a st^ siigisest on Eesti
standardimine liitunud Euroopa standar-
dimisega ja siis saarne pakkuda EVS tehniliste
komiteede liikmetele vSimalust v6rdsete
partneriten a kaasa rddl<tda Euroopa standardite
koostamisel.

Eelmise ^ast^ iooksul toimus tehniliste
komiteede arvu hiippeline suurenemine. Aasta
jooksul registreerisime 8 uue tehnilise komitee
asutamise.

S6lmisime 3 uut koostoolepingut.

Avaldasime esimesed ehitusvaldkonna projekti
raames koostatud standardid.

Korraldasime'1.2 standardimisalast seminari.
millei kokku osales 301 inimest.

I(ogu standardimisalane info muutus pali"
kdttesaadavamaks seoses meie uue kodulehe
kasutuselevStuga. Veebilehe kiilastusi oli
eelmisel ^ st^1. 59353, ca 200 kiilastust pdevas,
mis on ligi seitse korda suurem kui 2001. aastal.

Moodunud aasta ei oleks saanud olla edukas
ilma meie koostcicipartnerite, klientide ning riigi
ja juhatuse toetuseta standardimisele.

Standardikeskuse tuleviku arengute seisukohait
saavad oluliseks pikemaajaliste m6judega
otsuste langetamised Eesti standardimispoliitika
osas, nii riiklikul kui ka organisatsioonitasandil.

Aitiih k6ikidele kes osalesid standardimises
v6i aitasid meie tegemistele kaasa! Ees
ootab uus ia mutranguline aasta.

J6udu ia jaksu ning edukat standar-
dimisaastat!

Sven Kasemaa
EVS tegevdirektor



10 AASTAT EVS TEATAJAT
Standardiaiakirjade avaldamine on iiks
vanimatest ja eelistatumatest kommunikat-
sioonivahenditest andmaks infot standarditesg
standardimisest ja sellega seotud tegevustest.
Viimastel aastatel on kiill stxndardiinfo
levitamisel nende k6rval koha sisse v5tnud
tunduvalt operatiivsemad veebilehed, ent on
paliu neid, kes tahavad saada infot
paberkandjal.
Mitrned standardiorganisatsioonid Euroopas (nt
SIS, NSD on -i"gl perioodil l6petanud
standardiajakirjade vdljaandmise, ent m6ne
aasta moridudes on nende ilmumine taastatud.
Soomlased on alati r6hutanud aial<tqa ilmumise
jderjepidevuse tdhtsust.
EVS valjaanne, nagu ka standardimine Eestis
on v6rreldes teiste Euroopa riikidega veel noor,
EVS Teataial tditus ktimnes ilmumisaasta.
Esimesed kaks EVS Teataja nn proovinumbrit
ilmusid 1,992. a l6pus. Regulaanet ilmumist
tellimuste alusel alustas Teataja 1.993. aastast.
Esimesed numbrid olid iipris k6hnukesed - 10 -
15 lk ja andsid infot uue, alles tegutsema
hakanud Standardiameti tegevuse kohta. Erilise
tihelepanu all oli iileminek kohustuslikult
GOST siisteemilt vabatahdiku standardimise
sristeemile, mis oli uudne kogu rihiskonnale ja

paljudele ka raskesti m6istetav. I{uidas nii, et
polegi enam kohustuslikud, siis ei hakka ju
keegi neid kasutama - oldi segaduses. Just uue
stisteemi selgitamisel oli uuest standardi-
biilletddnist, mis algul ajaktrla m56tu veel vdlja
ei andnud, pali" kasu. See oli ju ainuke
sellealane in foallikas -

Informatsiooni hulk hakkas v,iga kiiresti
kasvama. Tuli hakata selekteerima infot, mis
vdiks lugejatele huvi pakkuda. Saades 1993.
a st^ jaanuarist ISO kirjavahetajaliikmeks ia
CEN liitunud liikmeks alates maist 1.994,
hakkasime vahendama infot rahvusvahelise ia
Euroopa standardimise kohta.

Tehnilise normi ja standardi seadusega on
Standardikeskusel kohustus oma viljaandes
avaldada infot uute standardite, arvamus-
krisidusele pandud standardikavandite,
harmoneeritud standardite ja WTO teatiste
kohta. Seega on suufes osas Teataia praegune
sisu juba seadusega paika pandud. Lisaks
avaldame standardimisalaseid uudiseid nii
Eestist, ISO-st kui ka CEN-ist. Aiakiri on
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horisontaalse suunidusega - piiiiame pakkuda
igatihele -id"S, seet6ttu ei saa eri sektorites
minna vdga spetsiifiliseks.

Meie aiakirja tellijate arv on aastate jooksul kord
kasvanud, kord kahanenud, aga on rida tellijaid,
kes on jii?inud meiega algusest saadik. Need on
organisatsioonid, kes on aru saanud, et
omamat^ infot oma valdkonna standardite
kohta, on vag raske piisida turul konku-
rentsiv6imelisena. Ja mitte ainult standardite,
vaid ka standardikavandite koha, et iuba
varakult kursis olla oma valdkonnas koostamisel
olevate standarditega, et standardi ilmumisel
saaks seda kohe rakendada.
Kui vaadata tagasi EVS Teatzja algusaega,

meenub, et tollases Standardiametis oli vaid
iiks arvuti. Selle kasutamiseks tuli aeg eelnevalt
kinni panna ning tooks eraldati vud paat rundi.
Anruti oli ilma hiireta, kSik kiisklused tuli anda
klahvide kombinatsioonidena. Tollal tundus, et
need kiill iialgi pahe ei ji"it. Onneks muutus k6ik
v'iga kiiresti, saime arvuteid juurde, nende
kasutamine muutus ka tunduvalt lihtsamaks.
Ajakirja tegemisel saime algusaastatel palju abi
ja n6u rootsi ja soome kolleegidelt ning iga-
aastaselt CEN PR timarlaualt.
Esimestel ilmumisaastatel oli suurem r6hk
pandud rahvusvahelistele standarditele.
Avaldasime ig^ kuu EVS raamatukokku
saabunud ISO standardite loetelu.
Seoses standardimise kiire ar:engsg Euroopas
jz vafadusega rohkem arvesada Euroopa
ndudmistega sSltuvalt eelseisvast vdimalikust
liitumisest Euroopa Uiduga, tuli timber
orienteeruda.
Teatavasti on EL liikmekssaamise iiheks
eeltingimuseks CEN tiiisliikme staatus, mis
eeldab vdhemalt 80 % Euroopa standardite
rilev5tmist rahvusstandarditeks.

Ajakitja triikiti 7 aastat vdljaspool EVS-i.
EVS Teataja jaoks oli murranguline 1999. zasta,
kui saime omale Print on Demand siisteemi ja
hakkasime ajal<n1a algusest lSpuni tegema oma
majas. 1999. a oktoobrinumbrist alates on
Teataja ilmunud virvitriikis kaane ja fotodega.
1,999. a viimases numbris ilmus uute standardite
ja arvamuskrisiduse loetelu juba praegusel kujul.
See sai v6imalikuks tdnu standardite andme-
baasi OASE rakendamisele. Oleks olnud
m6eldamatu tohutu kiirusega kasvava



standardite massiivi kisidemine ilma
andmebaasita. I(uni selle ajani olme k6ik need
loetelud kdsitsi sisse triikkinud.
Mitme aasta vdltel oli populaame rubriik "Kus
kdidud, mida ndhtud". PRAQIII raames kiiisid
mitmed tehniliste komiteede spetsialistid
Euroopa ja ISO tehniliste komiteede koos-
olekutel ja iagasid seal saadud kogemusi ja
muljeid k^ teistega. Vahepeai on TK
spetsialistide osavdtt CEN.ia ISO tehniliste
komiteede koosolekutest olnud episoodiline v6i
hoopis soikunud, sest selleks puudusid
rahalised vahendid. Loodame, er see probleem
leiab lahenduse ja vastav rubriik meie ajakirias
muutub edaspidi mahukamaks.

I(una Standardiamet tegeles standardimise
k6rval ka metroloogia ning akrediteerimisega,
leidsid ka need valdkonnad meie vdljaande
veergudel kisidemist. K"iS Standardikeskuse
tegevusvaldkonda need alad enam ei kuulu, ei
ole me oma lehekiilgi ka nende teemade ees
sulgenud. Kuuluvad ju metroloogia ia
akrediteerimine nii nagu ka vastavushindamine
standardimise k6rval kvaliteedi infrastruktuuri.
Muidugi vSiks ajakiri olla parema kujundusega.
Professionaalse kujunduse ja mitmevirvitriiki
v6iks tellida vdljastpoolt, mis aga reeks ajal<tr1a
palju kallimaks ja ettevalmistusperioodi
pikemaks. Seet6ttu kannataks ka info
operatiivsus. Prioriteediks oleme pidanud EVS
Teataia tegemisr vSimalikult operariivse ja
odavana, et kellelgi ei jiiiiks nha parast tellirnus
vormistamata. Oma eesmdrgiks oleme seadnud,
et iga kuu 20. kuupdeva materjalid oleks juba
jiirgmise kuu algul lugeja laual.

Alates 2001,. a. maikuust on vdimalik saada EVS
T eatajat ka elektro onilis elt.

Oleme tdnulikud k6igile, kes on nende pikkade
a^state iooksul meile koostcicid teinud ja
loodame teie veel aktiivsemat kaasalocimist
nrlevikus. Ootame teilt artikleid, kommentaare
ja uudiseid. Standardite riha laiem rakendamine
leiab kindlasti edaspidi kisidemist ka meie
ajzl<tgas.
Oleme teinud paar ktisidust, kuidas lugejad
EVS Teztqaga rahul on olnud. Esimene
kiisidus oli m6ned aastad peale Teataja
iimumahakkamist. Kiisitluse nrlemused olid
positiivsed, nii saime teada, et oleme digel teel
ia avaldame lugejaile vajalikku infot. Teine
kiisidus toimus 1997. a standardimise olukorra
kohta Eestis, kus rihe krisimusena oli ka
hinnang EVS Teataiale iz seal avaldatavale
infole. EVS Teatajat peeti selle ktisitluse p6hjal
p6hiliseks teabeallikaks standardimise kohta.
Teada saamaks tenaste lugejate arvamusi ja
eelistusi on selle numbri vahel vdike
ktisiduslehg mille tulemuste p6hial saame teada,
mida te Teatajalt ootate ning teie ettepanekuid
ja arvamusi arvesse v6ttes teha plaane
edaspidiseks.

Anne Laimets
EVS Teataja toimetala

STANDARDIMINE

28.11.02 pidas Brtisselis jiriekordse
tookoosoleku CEN-i teraskonsrruktsioonide
projekteerimise standardeid kisitlev
alamkomitee GEN/TC 250 / SC3.
I(ohal oli rile 40 inimese, esindatud olid CEN-i
tdisiiikmetest Austria, Hispaania, Holland,
Iirimaa, Island, Itaaha, Luksemburg, Norra,
Prantsusmaa, Rootsi, Saksamaa, Soome,
Suurbritannia, Taani, T5ehhi. Assotsieerunud
Iiikmetest Poola, Slovakkia ia esmakordselt
Eesti.

Koosolekut juhtis alamkomitee esimees
professor Frans Bijlaard Hollandist.
Algselt kahele pdevale planeeritud koosoleku
pd,evakord 6nnestus Hbida juba esimese pdeva
6htuks. Raske on hinnata, kas tegemist oli
ootamahrlt efektiivse tooga koosolekul v6i
ebatdps elt planeedtud ajakavagz.
I(6igepealt anti iilevaade standardikavandite
prEN1993-1-1 (iildosa ja hoonete reraskonst-
ruktsioonid), prEN1993-1-8 (teraskonst-
ruktsioonide liited), prEN1993-1-9 (vdsimus),

KUS TATOUD, MIDANAHTUD

TERASKONSTRUKTSI O ONIDE
EUROOPAS



prEN1993-1-10 (materjali paksusest tulenevad
terase omadused) hetkeseisust.

Need peaksid j6udma liibida rilevaatusperioodi
ti.g olema valmis l6plikuks amedikuks
hdd.leamiseks aprilli l6puks 2003 a. T6deti, et
osad 1-8, 1-9 ja 1-10 on i6plikult valmis,
probleeme on osaga 1-1, mille valmimise taga
viibivad ka komposiitkonstruktsioone kdsit-
levad sandardid alamkomitees SC4, sest nendes
on palju viiteid teraskonstruktsiooni standar-
dikavandi punktidele. Nn nagu paljude
standardikavandite puhul, on ka alamkomiteel
SC3 ette niha probLeme t6lkega, sest kohati ei
ole v6imalik algsele ingliskeelsele s6nastusele
leida adekvaatset vastet saksa v6i prantsuse
keeles. Aprilli l6puks planeeritud l6pphddletus
ajaks peaksid aga dokumendid k6igis kolmes
keeles valmis olema.

Toogruppide esindajad andsid tilevaate terve
re teraskonstruktsioonide projekteerimist
kisidevate standardikavandite ettevalmistamise
olukorast prEN1993-1-3 ftiilmpainutatud
profiilid;, prEN1993-1-5 (omas tasapinnas
koormatud plaadid), prEN1993-1-1 1 (trossid),
prEN1993-1-4 (roostevabast terasest
konstruktsioonid), prEN1993-7-1 (tornid,
mastid), prEN1993-7-2 ftorstnad), prEN1993-
1-6 (<oorikud), prEN1993-4-1 (silod),
prEN1993-4-2 (reservuaarid), prEN 1,993-5
(terasvaiad). Arutati rahvuslike delegatsioonide
poolt esitatud mdrkusi ja kommentaare, mille
alusel valmistatakse 2003.a. mais toimuvaks
koosolekuks ette uued versioonid.

I(6ne all oli ka rahvuslke lisade koostamine
teraskonstruktsioone kdsidevatele standarditele.
I{omitee liikmeteni olid j6udnud esimesed
rahvuslike lisade versioonid Soomest ja

Suurbritanniast. Tehti ettepanek ptirida rahvus-
like lisade iilesehitust ja rahvuslikult mi6ra-
tavaid parameetreid eri riikide vahel v6imalikult
iihdustada.'

'16.12.02 toimus Briisselis CEN-i terasest ia
betoonist komposiitkonstruktsioonide projek-
teerimise standardeid kdsitleva alamkomitee
CEN/TC25OISC4 koosolek. Osav6tjaid oh 26,
esindatud olid CEN-i tdisliikmetest Hispaania,
Holland, Iirimaa, Itaaha, I{reeka, Luksemburg
Prantsusmaa, Rootsi, Saksamaa, Soome,
Suurbritannia, T5ehhi. Assotsieerunud liikme-
test Eesti esmakordselt.
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Koosolekut juhatas Professor J. Stark
Hollandist.

K6igepeait arutati olukorda prEN19941-1
(iildosa j a hoonete komposiitkonstruktsioonid)
tdhtaegade ja t6lke organiseerimisega. See
standardikavand on viidete kaudu tihedalt
seotud nii raudbetoon- kui
teraskonstruktsioonide vastavate osadega, mille
inglisekeelsed tekstid ei ole veel
komposiitkonstruktsioonide t6onihmani
i6udnud. Samas on tehnilise komitee CEN/TC
250 soov viia k6iki kolme'konstruktsioonittiripi
puudutavad standardikavandid iiheaegselt
formaalsele hidletusele aprillis 2A03.a.

Koosolekul osalesid ka Euroopa l{omisjoni
esindaja Pascal Bar ning CEN-i esindaja Johan
Van Tiel. P. Bar tutvustas Euroopa l(omisjoni
seisukohti ehitustoodete standardiseerimise alal.

J. Van Tiel-ga atutai standardikavandite
ettevalmistamise ajagraaftku muuffnist, praegu
on ametlikult CEN-i poolt levitatud
dokumentides ebareaalsed tdhtalad.

Ulejaanud osa todpaevast
liikmetel p6hiliselt
ftomposiitkonstruktsioonid tulekahj uolukorras)
iiksikas jaliseks ldbivaatamiseks ia
tedigeerimiseks. Ettekandjaks oli kavandi
koostaja professor J.-8. Schleich
Luksemburgist. Lisaks iiksikute sisuliste
punktide arutelule oli mitmeid mirkusi tdhiste
ja vormistuse kohta, mis l6ppvariandis peaksid
olema iihdustatud teras-, raudbetoon- ja
komposiitkonstruktsioonide standardite vahel.
I(omitee planeerib tulekahjuolukorra
standardikavandi mitteametlikku hidletust
2003.a. maikuusse rirg l6plikku amedikku
hddletust septembrisse.

Ltihidalt kdsitleti ka prEN1994-2
ftomposiitsillad) ettevalmistamist. Moodustati
redaktsioonitoimkond l6oliku kavandi
koostamiseks.

Veel oli jutuks infovahetuse arendamine.
Edaspidi peaks suurern osa informatsioonist
liikuma interneti vahendusel CEN-i poolt
selleks loodud keskkonnas.

Kahdemata on Eestil kasulik v6imaluse korral
s ^t^ oma esindajaid tehniliste komiteede
koosolekutele. Kohal olles saadud kogemus
andis ettekujutuse Euroopa standardite

kulus alamkomitee
prEN1994-1-2



ettevalmistamisprotsessi olemusest .irg ka
sellega paratamat'v,lt kaasnevatest
probleemidest. Loodud kontaktide abil peaks
edaspidi olema tagatud jooksva informatsiooni
rirg ettevalmistamisel olevate dokumentide
j5udmine Eestisse v6imdikult kiiresti ning see

DETSEMBRIKUU
EVS-EN 7990:2A02 Eurokoodeks.
Ehituskonstruktsioonide proiekteerimise
alused
EN 1990 kehtestab p6himStted ja nSuded
konstruktsioonide ohutusele, kasutusk6lblk-
kusele ja kestvusele, kirjeldab nende
projekteerimise ja kontrolli aluseid ning annab
j uhised konstruktsioonide tricikindluse koh ta.
EN 1990 on ette nihtud kasutamiseks koos EN
1,991, kuni EN 1,999-ga hoonete ja njaaste
konstruktsioonide projekteerimisel, h6lmates ka
geotehnika aspekte, ehituslikku nrleohutust ning
maavarina, ehitamise ja ajutiste konstrukt-
sioonidega kaasnevaid olukordi.
EN 1990 on kasutatav ka selliste konstrukt-
sioonide projekteerimisel, mille materliltd ia
koormused ei kuulu standarditega EN 1,991,

kuni EN L999 haaran:d valdkonda.
EN 1990 on kasutatav ka olemasolevate
konstruktsioonide ehituslikuks hindamiseks
remondi ja rekonstruktsiooni projekteerimisel
v5i kasutusotstarbe muutmisel.

EVS-EN 1997-7-l Eurokoodeks 1: Ehitus-
konstruktsioonide koormused. Osa 7-1..

tlldkoormused. Mahukaalud, omakaalud,
hoonete kasuskoormused
EN 1,991.-1,-1, annab hoonete ja rajatiste
konstruktsioonide projekteerimiseks juhised ja
koormused, kaasa arvatud m6ningad
geotehnilised aspektid: ehitusmaterjalide ja
ladustatud materjalide mahukaalud; ehitise
omakaal; hoone kasuskoormused.
Peanikk 4 ja lisa A annavad eri ehitus-
materjalide, tiiendavate sillamaterjalide ja ladus-
tatud materjalide mahukaalude nimividrnrsed.
Lisaks on anfud eri materjalide varisemisnurk.
Peanikk 5 annab meetodid ehitiste omakaalu
normvdirtuse midramiseks.

atab kaasa Eesti vastavate standardite ja
rahvuslike lisade koosamisele.

Ivar Talvik
TTU Ehitusprojekteedmise Instituudi teras-
konstruktsioonide 6ppetooli dotsent

STAI\DARDID
Peattikk 6 annab vahelagede ja kztuste kasurus-
klassile vastavate kasuskoormuste normvd.i,rtu-
sed jdgmiste pindade kohta hoonetes: elamis-,
rihiskondlik-, dn- ja halduspinnad; ganaLid ja
s6idukite liikluspinnad; lao- ja tootmispinnad;
katused; helikopterite maandumispinnad.
Peattikis 6 toodud liikluspindade koormused
kehtivad kuni 1,60 kN tdiskaaluga s6idukite
kohta. Ute tOO kN tdiskaaluga raskete s6idukite
Iiikluspindade projekteerimine vaiab v^st^va
ametkonna koosk6lastust. Tdiendavat teavet
v6ib saada EN 1991-2 -st.
Horisontaalj6ud piirdele ja piirde otstarvet
ttrwale seinale on antud peatiikis 6. Usa B
annab tiiendavaid juhiseid autoparklate piirete
kohta.
Silos ja mahutis vee v6i muu materjali
p5hjustatud arvutusolukordade ia koormuse
kohta vt EN 1991,-3.

EVS-EN 335-722002 Puidu ja puitma-
tetialide vastupidavus. Bioloogiliste ohu-
klasside mdiratlus. Osa 1: Oldsitted
See EN 335 osa midradeb viis ohuklassi, mis
v6ivad puidu ja puidup6histe roodete
mitmesuguste kasutusolukordade puhul
esineda. Uhdasi osutab see osa olulistele
bioloogilistele m6juritele igas olukorras.
Lisa A annab teavet nende bioloogiliste
m6jurite kohta.

EVS-EN 335-2:2002 Puidu ja
puitmaterialide vastupidavus. Bioloogiliste
ohuklasside m66ratlus. Osa 2z Rakendus
tiispuidule

See EN 335 osa 2 annab fuhised EN 335 osas 1

midradetud ohuklasside rakenduseks
tiispuidule s6ltuvalt bioloogilistest m6juritest,
mis ohustavad tdispuitu. Seda osa tuleb
kasutada koos EN 335 osaga 1.



Lisa A
vastava

annab teavet ja iuhiseid kasutajale
ohuklassi ja sobiva vastupidavuse

taseme ftas loodusliku vdi kaitsevahenditega
tootlemisel saavutatu) miiramiseks.

EVS-EN 335-322002 Puidu ja
puitmaterialide vastupidavus. Bioloogiliste
ohuklasside miiiiratlus. Osa 3: Rakendus
puitplaatidele

See EN 335 osa annab iuhised EN 335 osas L

midradetud ohuklasside siisteemi
rakendamiseks puiplaatidele: vineerile,
puidaastplaatidele, orienteeritud laastuga
plaatidele, kiudplaatidele, tsementsideainega
puidaastplaatidele ainult bioloogiJiste m6jurite
korral, mille m6ju kestus on kiillaldane nende
kahjustamiseks, Seda standardi osa tuleb
kasutada koos EN 335 osaga 1. Lisa A annab
tdiendavaid juhiseid puiplaatide kasutuse ja

sobivuse, kaits etoodu se b / v 6i viimisdus e kohta
antud ohuklassi korral.

EVS-EN 38422002 Ehituspuit. Mehaaniliste
omaduste ja tiheduse normviiirtuste
miiiramine
See standard annab meetodi mehaaniliste
omaduste iz tiheduse normvddrtuste
miiramiseks puidukogumi visuaalse ja/v6i
masinsortimisega mddratud tugevussortide
puhul.
Samuti on antud meetod puiduproovi midratud
tugevusvddrtuse kontroliiks.
I(desoleva standardi alusel midratud
mehaanifiste omaduste ja tiheduse vddrnrsed on
sobivad sortide ia fiikide paigutamiseks
standardi EN 338 tugevusklassidesse.

EVS-EN 408:2002 Puitkonstruktsioonid.
Ehituspuit ia liimpuit. M6nede fiiiisikaliste
ia rnehaaniliste omaduste meeramine

See standard spetsifitseerib meetodid
ehituspuidu ja liimpuidu jiirgmiste omaduste
midramiseks:
paindetugevus,

paindeelastsusmoodul,'
t6mbeelastsusmoodul

puidukiuga paralleelsel t6mbel, t6mbetugevus
puidukiuga paralleelsel t6mbel,
surveelastsusmoodul puidukiuga paralleelsel
survel, survetugevus puidukiuga paralleelsel
survel.
Lisaks on
niiskussisalduse ja tiheduse midramist.
Meetodid on rakendatavad tdisnurkse ja

ringikujulise (oluliselt konstantse) risd6ikega
mitteliidetud monoliitse v6i hammasliidetega ja
liimitud lamellpuidu kohta.
8

kirjeldatud md6tmete,

See standard ei ole m6eldud kvaliteedikonrolli
katseteks.

EVS.EN 13402-7:2042 R6ivaste
suurustehistus. Osa 1: Terminid, mi6rat-
lused ia m66duv6tmine (modifitseeritud
ISO 3635:1981)
Itdesolev Euroopa standard mdiratleb
keham66tmed r6ivastele, md'drab kindlaks
meneduse keha m66urriseks ia esitab
piktogrammid, mida tuleb kasutada
r6ivaetikettidel.

EYS-EN L3402-2:20A2 R6ivaste suurus-
tdhistus. Osa 2: Suurustunnused ia abi-
m66tmed.
Kdesolev Euroopa standard mddrab kindlaks
suurustunnused ia abim66tmed kindlaks-
mddratud rdivaliikidele, mida tuleb kasutada
koos standardiga EN 134A2-1,.

I(desoleva Euroopa standardi p6hieesmdrgiks
on suurustehistuse siisteemi kehtestamine, mida
tootjad fa jaemiiiijad saavad kasutada niitamaks
tarbijale (ihtsal, konkreetsel ja arusaadaval
viisil) selle isiku keham66tmed, kellele r6ivas
suuruse poolest sobib. Kui isiku kehasuurus

ftindlaksmidratud m66tmete abil esitatud) on
miiratud vastavalt standardile EN 1,3402-1,,

h6lbustab see tdhistussiisteem suuruse poolest
sobiva r6iva valikut.
Suurustdhistuse siisteem p6hineb keham66t-
metel, ag mitte r6ivam66tmetel. R6iva-
m66tmete valiku maranvad tavaliselt disainer ja
tootja, kes koostavad asjakohased lisad
arvestamaks r6iva liigi, kandmisala, stiili,l6ike ja
moe-elementidega.

EVS 809-7:2002 Kuritegevuse ennetamine.
Linnaplaneerimine ia arhitektuur. Osa 1:

Linnaplaneerimine
Antud standard toob dra erinevaid kuriteo riski
ja/v6i kuriteohirmu hindamise meetodeid ning
nende riskide vdhendamise vahendeid,
menedusi ja tegevuskavu.
Projekteerimisjuhendid erinevate kuriteoprob-
leemide ennetamiseks v6i nende vasru
v6idemiseks on esitatud elukeskkonna tiiripide
kaupa. Esitatud on ka jiirjepidevad
tegevuskavad k6ikide linnaplaneerimise ja

kuritegevuse ennetamisega seotud osapoolte
ning teiste, peamiselt piirkondliku ia kohaliku
v6imu esindajad ja elanikud, kaasamiseks
ametkondadevahelisse kuritegevuse ennetamise
ja kudtegevuse hirmu vdhendamise tegevusse.



Kdesolev standard on mdeldud kasutamiseks nii
rajatavates kui ka iuba olemasolevates
Iinnapiirkondades. Piirkonnahs v6ib olla
m6nest majast v6i tdnavast koosnev
naabruskond v6i keskkond ning ka linnakeskus,
toostuslik- v6i suurem iildkasutatav maa-afa.

EVS 812-1:2002 Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 1:
S6navara
Standard sitestab ehitusliku nrleohutuse
m6isted.

EVS 812-2:2002 Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 2:
Ventilatsioonististeemid ja suitsueemaldus
Standard sitestab tuleohutusn6uded ehitiste
ventilatsiooni- ja suitsueemaldusstisteemide
projekteerimisele, ehitamisele ia eksplua-
tatsioonile.

EVS 812-3:2002 Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 3:
Kiittesiisteemid
Standard klsideb ehitiste kiitmiseks, auru
tootmiseks ja kiiruse hoidmiseks ettenihtud
ruumide ja seadmete tuleohutust.

EVS 832-'1.:2002 Teras betooni
sarrustamiseks - Keevitatav sarrastusteras.
Osa 1: Uldised n6uded
I(desolev Eesti standard mdarab kindlaks
rildised n6uded betoonkonstruktsioonide sar-
rustamisel kasutatavale keevitatavale sarrus-
tensele kolmes venivusklassis A, B ja C, mida
tarnitakse: vaffaste ja vihtidena (valtstraat, traat)
rirg mida saab vahetult v6i mate\ahna
keevisv6rkude v6i sarruskarkasside valmis-
tamisel kasutada; tehases valmistatud masin-
keevisv6rkudena; sarruskarkassidena ia mille
ldbim66t on standardikavandites prEN 10080-2
kuni -5 kindlaks miriratud piirides.
Kdesolev Eesti standard ei rakendu:
mittekeevitatavale sarrusteraseie; galvaniseeritud
sarrusterasele; epokstikattega sarmsterasele;
korrosioonikindlale sarrusterasele; pingestus-
terasele (vt prEN 10138).

EVS 833-1:2002 Pingestusterased. Osa 1:
Uldised n6uded. Hind 117.-
I{desolev Eesti standard mddrab kindlaks
rildised n6uded k6rge t6mbemgevusega terasest
toodetele, mida kasutatakse laialdaselt betooni
eelpingestamisel ja ka teiste ehitusvaldkondade
t6mbeelementides, nagu pinnas-ankrud, t6ste-
seadmed, sildade kande- ja ankurdustrossid.
I(iesolev standard rakendub ainult neile

toodetele, mille seisund on sama, kui see oli
valmisaia poolt tarnimisel.
Uksikutele pingestusterase liikidele esitatavad
erin6uded on antud standardikavandites
prEN 1,01,38-2, -3 ja -4.

EVS-ES 207168:2002 K6net66tlus, edastuse
ia kvaliteedi aspektid. Digitaalsete pABXde
edastuskarakteristikud tihendusteks pri-
vaaw6rkudesse, avalikesse kommutee-
ritavatesse v6rkudesse v6i IP-liiiisidesse
See dokument kirjeldab edastusndudeid
digitaalsetele PABXdele (vahendusjaam,
kodukeskjaam, Piuate Branch eXcbange, pBX)
(lzibiva iihendusega telekommunikatsiooni
seadmetele), mis: ei ole avaliku vdrgu osaks; on
ette nzihtud rihendusteks avalikesse kommu-
teeritavatesse v6rkudesse, privaattr,6rkudesse
(niiteks koqporatiivseresse v6rkudesse) v6i Ip-
lritisidele; kannavad 3,1, kHz ribalaiusega
telefonisignaali analoogliideste vahel; kannavad
A-k6vegga kodeedrud signaale kiirusega
64kbit/s digitaalliideste vahel ia iihendavad
torutelefonide (uhtmega v6i iuhtmeta) akustilisi
liideseid, mis on konstrueeritud kasutamiseks
PABXdes h6lmates digitaalse pddsu avalikku
kommuteeritavasse v6rku; on v6imelsed
testimise eesmdrkidel tekitama testipunkti, mis
vdljastab edastusteele bititerviklikku signaali
kiirusega 64 kbit/ s (toodangus ol&ates
PABXides ei pea selle testipunki tekitamine
olema v5imalik); kannavad 3,1, kHz telefoni-
signaali (i,1 kHq uoice telepbory), hoolimata
sellest, kas nad kannavad lisaks ka teisi
teenuseid.
Arvestades viimase aja vdliatciotlusi, tuleb
selgesti aru saada, et seda dokumenti v6idakse
rakendada mitte ainult traditsiooniliste pABXde
nitipidele, vaid pigem igale funktsionaal-
iiksusele, mis toimib nagu PABX eespool
nimetatud tingimustel.

See standard ei kehti: vabakdelistele ja
valjuhddlsetele telefonidele; stisteemispetsiifiliste
telefonide ja PABXi vahelistele liidestele (vdlja
arvatud akustilised liidesed, nagu nenditud
iilalpool), s6ltumata sellest, kas need liidesed on
juhtmega v6i juhtmeta.



Iil/ALITEET

Juhtimissiisteemide standatdite sarias on ilmunud Briti infotutbe standardi teise osa
uust66tlus.
BS 7799-2:20A2Information Security Management. Specification for information cecurity managemenr
system standards such as BS EN ISO 9001 and BS EN ISO 14001.
Seoses kvaliteedijuhtimissiisteemide standardite ilmumisega asendab 857799-2:2002 1,999. a
vdljaande. Mida siis tihele panna uues versioonis

- PDCA mudel plaani - tee - kontroili - tdiusta)
- Protsessikeskneldhenemine
- Patemad riski hindamise protsessi, kontrolli valiku ja kasutatavuskohasuse deklaratsiooni

(Statement of Applicability)vaheliste seosre midradused
- Lisas on toodud uue versiooni kasutamise juhised
- Teises lisas on ndidatud seosed 857799-2:2002,ISO 9001,:200 ja ISO 14001:1996 vahel

CEN UUDISED
Uus raudtee standatd
CEN/TK 256 Raudtee rakendused koostas standardi EN 13129-1
Air conditioningfor nain line rolling stock. Part | : Confort parameters.

Standard sitestab Euroopa raudtee jaoks mugavusparameetrid 6hu
konditsioneeride osas.

Tddtervishoid- ja ohutus
CEN OHS foorumi organiseeritud seminaril 18. oktoobd Briisselis

arutati tciotervishoiu- ja ohutuse kiisimusi seoses masina- ja isikukaitsevahenditega. Kasutamisjuhised
on nt masinadirektiivi kohustusfik osa ning kaetud standarditega. Standardid peavad andma juhiseid,
kuidas kavandada riski hindamise nrlemusena infot masinate ohutuks kasutamiseks.
Seminari ettekanded pannakse iiles CEN kodulehel aadressil www.cenorm.be/sectors /ohs/htm

ISO UUDISED
ISO uueks presidendiks saab '/... iaanuafist 2003 kaheks
aastaks Oliver R. Smoot
USA kodanik, Massachusetsi Tehnoloogiainstituudi teadus- ja
majandusbakalaureus, iuuradoktor, aktiivne Ameerika
koodiassotsiatsiooni (ABA) Eigeia kdesoleval ajal ABA tehnilise
standardiseaduse komitee esimees. Hr Smootil on liidriroll ka
rahvusvahelises seadusandluses Maailma Intellektuaalse omandi
kaitse ITI N6ukogu esindajana.Ta on liiddpositsioonil ka P6hja-
Ameerika avatud stisteemide katse- ja sertifitseerimisn6ukogus
ning ANSI-s ja tihendkomitees JTC 1.

ISO liikmete arv on iaanuari 2003 seisugal45,
neist 94 tiisliiget, 37 l<ttlavahetajaliiget ia 1.4 zbonentliiget.
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Viimastest muutustest ISO liikmeskonnas on Elevandiluuranniku saamine ISO tiiisliikmeks, uue nime
on saanud Mongoolia MNCSM, kes on ntiiid Mongoolia Standatdi- ja metroloogiaagentuur O4ASN4,
standardimise timberkorraldamise t6tnr on esitanud uueks liikmeks saamise avalluse-Bulgaaria, Ktiprls
iaUktuna.ISO liikmena on vahetunud ka AserbaidZaan, kes on nriiid AserbaidZaani Staidardimise,
metroloogi a ja patendt riiktik agentuur AZSTAND.

Rahvusvaheline proiekt kaubakonteinerite transpordi
parandamiseks
ISO algatas javeab proiekti, mille eesmirk on parandada
kaubakonteinerite transpordististeemide ohutoit ja suuendada nende
toodust.
Programmi algatas ISO/TC 8 Sbips and marine tecbrzologt.
Uus rahvusvaheline cargo transpordististeem saab hakata toimima vaid
rahvusvaheliselt aktsepteeritud standardite olemasolu korral. Selle
programmi raames koostatud standardid avaldatakse avalikult
kdttesaadavate spetsifikatsioonidena (ISo pubiicly Available
Specifications PAS).
standardid tocitab vdlja rahvusvaheline tooriihm ISO/TC g iuhtimisel
ISO/IECJTC 1 Infotehnoloogia ja ISO/TC 2}4Tnnspotdi info- 1"
kontrollstisteemid osav6tul.

' 

": 

t'r 
trt I

ISO tehnilise aruande teemaks on inimeste ia arvutite vahelise 6nneliku abielu meetodid
Arvutisristeemide ja toodete h5lpsam kasutamine inimeste poolt on ISO/TR 16982 Ergononics of bunan-
ysterz interaction - Usabili4t metbods supporting bunan-centred design kasutamine teem^. Eeldatavasti suurendab
see arvutikasutajate rahulolu ja tootlikkust, vihendab klienditoe- ja kooliruskulusid ning parandab
kasutaiate tervist ja heaolu. TR rakendatakse arvutisristeemide kogu oleluststikli vdltel --k-avandamisel,
rakendamisel, kasutamisel ja teenindamisel.

uus rso tehniline aruanne aitab kokku liita eri ia keskkonna eesmiirke
I(eskkonnas6bralike toodete ia firma kasumi rihitamine on uue ISO tehnilise aruande ISO/TR 14062
Enuimnmental managenent. Integrating enuironmenta/ aspects into product duign and deuelopnent teema.
Uha enam firmasid i6uab jireldusele keskkonnaaspektide integreerimise kasuliki<usest toote
kavandamisse ja tootmisse - vdiksemad kulud, innovatsiooni kiirendamine, uued iriv6imalused ja
paranev toote kvaliteet.
K6ikidel kaupadel ja teenustel on oma oleluststikli jooksul teatav m6ju keskkonnale. Nditeks vee ja
energia kulu kodutehnika kasutamisel v6ib toote oleluststikli jooksul avaldada mirgatavat m6ju
keskkonnale.

HARMONEERITUKS TUNNISTATUD STA}{DARDID

lebnilise normi ja standdrdi seaduse muutrzise naduse eT I 2002, 32, 186) kohaselt avaldab Eesti
Standardikeskus oma veebilehel ja vdljaandes teavet harmoneeritud standardiiest.
Harmoneeritud (iihdustatud) standardid on EL Uue lihenemisviisi direktiMdega liituvad standardid.
Harmoneeritud standarditeks loetakse need standardid, millele on viidatud Ei amettikus v:iljaandes
Oi7cial Joumal. Harmoneeritud standardite kasutamine on k6ige lihtsam viis tdendada direktiivide
oluliste n6uete tditmist. Lisainfo http: / /www.newapproach.orgl

Igas EVS Teatzizs numbris ja EVS kodulehel saab tutvuda Uue ldhenemisviisi direktiivide all
harmoneeritud standarditega. Uhtlasi avaldame ka, millised neist standard-itest on tile v6etud Eesti
standarditeks. Seekord on avaldatud .gaasip6letusseadmete ia plahvatusohtliku keskkonna
standardid (avaldatud oktoobri Euroopa Uhenduste Teataja c-seerias). 

-

/
r/
\ ,ri
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I(5ik seekord viidatud sandardid on ti{e v6etud Eesti standarditeks, vd,lia anratud iiks kavand, mis on
aasa l6puni arvamuskiisidusel (oetelus miirgitud xx;.

Standardile EN 12882:2001 Conveyor belts for general pulpose use - Electrical and flammability
safety requitements on Dkektiivis 94/9/FJ0 (plahvatusohtlik keskkond) valesti viidatud, seet6thr
kustutakse see viidatud standardite nimekirjast (OJ C 243 9.10.2002).

EUROOPA PARIAMENDI JA NOUKOGU DIREKTIry gaasip6letusseadmeid kdsitlevate
liikmesriikide 6igusaktide tihdustamise kohta (9A / 39 6 I F,Mt, 29. Juuni 1 990

Qooz/c244/04)
10.1,0.2402

Viidatud standardi Standardi nimetus
tiihis

EN 416-1:1999/A3:2002 Single bumer gas-fired overhead radiant tube heaters for non-
domestic use - Part 1: Safety - Amendment 3

EN 777-1:1999 / A3:2002 Multi-bumer gas-fired overhead radiant tube heater sysrems for
non-domesti. ,rc. - Part 1: System D, safety - Amendment 3

EN 777-2:1999/43:2002 Multi-bumer gas-fted overhead radiant tube heater systems for
non-domestic use - Part2 System E, safety - Amendment 3

EN 777-3:1999/43:2002 Multi-bumer gas-fired overhead radiant tube heater systems for
non-domestic use - Pat3: System F, safety - Amendment 3

EN 777-4:1,999/A3:2002 Multi-burner gas-fired overhead radiant tube heater systems for
non-domestic use - Patt 4: System H, safety - Amendment 3

Q002/c262/08)
29.1.0.2002

Viidatud standardi Standardi nimetus
tihis
EN 297:1994/A2:7996 Gas-fired central heating boilers - Typ. B11 and B11BS boilers,

fitted with atmospheric burners of nominal heat input not
exceeding 70 kW - Amendment 2

EURO OPA PARLAMENDI JA N OUKO GU DIREKTIfV phhvatusohtlikus keskkonnas
kasutatavaid seadmeid ja kaitsesristeeme kdsidevate liikmesriikide 6igusaktide iihtlustamise kohta
(94/9/EtI) 23' mans 1'994 

eo02/c243/06)
9.1.0.2002
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Viidatud standardi
tiihis

EN 1,727-2:2002

EN 62013-1:2002**

Standardi nimetus

Explosive atmospheres - Explosion prevention and protection
- Part 2zBasic concepts and methodology for mining

Caplights for use in mines susceptible to firedamp - Part 1:
General requirements; Construction and testing in relation to
the risk of explosion (IEC 62013-1:1999, modified)

xx standard on awamuslnisitlusel kuni 01.01.2003

\TTO SEKRETARIAADILT
SAABUNUD TEATISED

Maailma Kaubandusorganisatsiooni !7TO sekretariaadilt saabunud 6igusaktide eelndud, milles
sisalduvad tehnilised notmid v5ivad saada kaubanduse tehnilisteks t6keteks.
Eeln6ude kohta on v6imalik esitada kommentaare 2 nddalat enne tabelis toodud kuupieva
Majandusministeeriumi Karel Kangro tel625 6397, faks 625 6404,kkangro@mkm.ee
Eeln6ude terviktekstid ja info EVS Teabekeskusest Signe Ruut tel 605 5062, faks 605 5063,
enquiry@evs.ee

WTO SEKRETARTAADILT
SAABUNUD TBT TEATISED

NUMBER
&
ESITAMIS-
KUUPAEV

RIIK TOODE/KAUP/
TEENUS

EESMARK
KOMMEN-
TAARIDE
ESITAMISE
\rIIMANE
KUUPAEV

G/TBT/N/ESP/20
25. oktoober 2002

HISPAANIA teekatte alus teekatte aluse
hindamise ja analiiiisi

meetodid

23. etsember
2002

G/TBT/N/EE'C/20
21. novembet 2002

EUROOPA
UHENDUSED

Parathion-methyl
(pestitsiid aktiivaine)

keelustamine 60 pieva

G/TBTIN/EEC/22
26. november2002

EUROOPA
UHENDUSED

Acephate
(pestitsiid aktiivaine)

keelustamine 60 pieva

G/TBT/N/ESP/21
29. november2002

HISPAANIA madalpinge
elektripaigaldiste

material ia seadmed

ohutus

G/TBT/N/FIN/8
2. detsember 2002

SOOME puuviljade ja
mitmeaastaste

ilutaimede paljundus- ja
kiiLlvimaterial

vabatahdik
sertifitseerimiskava

6. veebruar
2003

G/TBT/N/BEL/
35-37

3. detsember 2002

BELGIA 6nnemingud nimekirjade
avaldamine

60 pieva

13



G/TBT/N/COL/20
5. detsember 2002

KOLUMBIA elektdseadmed ohutus 1. miirts 2003

G/TBT/N/BRA/71
5. detsember 2002

BRASIILIA lehtnurkteras HS 73.02 kvaliteedin6uded 30. november
2042

GITBTIN/USA/28
5. detsember 2002

USA rasvhapped
ICS:67

olulisus igaplevases
dieedis

16. detsember
2002

G/TBT/N/EE,C/21
5. detsember 2002

EUROOPA
UHexousso

Metalaryl
(oestitsiid aktiivaine)

Kasutamlse
keelustamine

60 pleva

G/TBir/N/F.E,C/23
5. detsember 2002

EUROOPA
UHENDUSED

arseruc kasutamine puidu
tootlemisel

60 pieva

G/TBT/N/BRA/67
5. detsember 2002

BRASiILIA kiitte6lid HS 27 ta$ijate ohutus

G/TBT/N/BRA/68
5. detsember 2002

BRASIILIA maardeo[ ll5 Z/ tarbijate ohutus

G/TBT/N/BRA/6e
5. detsembet 2002

BRASIILIA diinaamilised vedeliku-
m66tesiisteemid HS

90.26;90.28

tiitibikinnitus 21. detsember
2002

G/TBT/N/BRA/70
5. detsember 2002

BRASIILIA s6idumeedk HS 90.29 tiitibikinnitus

G/TBT/N/BRA/72
5. detsember 2002

BRASIILIA klaastermomeetrid
HS 9025.11

tiiiibikinnitus 16. detsember
2002

G/TB'|/N/\/rex/42
6. detsember 2002

MEHHIKO autode ja kergete
veoautode rattarehvid

tatbijakaitse ja -ohutus
(ohutusn6uded,
kaubandusinfo,
katsemeetodid)

14. jaantar
2003

G/TBT/N/KOR/44
6. detsember 2002

KOREA
VABARIIK

kosmeetika inimeste tervis

G/TBT/N/CAN/52
6. detsember 2002

KANADA retseptiravimid
ICS: 11.120.11.220\

inimeste tervise kaitse 6. veebruar
2003

G/TBT/N/KOR/45
9. detsember 2002

KOREA
VABARIIK

kosmeetika uumeste terns

G/TBT/N/NZL/11
10. detsember 2002

UUS MEREMAA toit ia t6<ideldud toit inimeste tervise kaitse
(hoiatussildid)

12. detsember
2002

G/TBT/N/CLE /24
10. detsember 2002

SVEITS raadioseadmed ja
kaugside

tetminaliseadmed

muudatus
seadusandluses

6. veebruar
2003

G/TBT/N/BRA/73
1 1. detsember 2002

BRASIILIA pasttirisaatorid tarbijate tervis ja

ohutus
9. detsember

2002
G/TBT/N/BRA/74
11. detsember 2002

BRASIILIA isotetmilised mahutid
HS:8609.00

tarbiiate tervis ja

ohutus
20. detsember

2002
G/TBTlN/TPKM/5

12. detsember 2002
TAIWANI,
PENGHU,

KINMENI ia
MATSU

UHENDATUD
TOLLI-

TERRITOORIUM

pakendatud 6li
(socigivalmistamiseks),ra

svad ja kiiimutatud
toiduained

toidu mirgistamise
n6uded

10. veebruar
2003

G/TBT/N/GBR/5
13. detsember 2002

UHENDATUD
KUNINGRIIK

mdnguautomaadid eksiruste viiltirnine 13. apnll2003

G/TBTIN/GBR/6
13. detsember 2002

UHENDATUD
KUNINGRIIK

Paratsetarnoo!, asPffifi
ja rohkem kui 24mg

rauda sisaldavad ravimid

laste ohurus 60 pieva

G/TBT/N/COL/21
17. detsember 2002

KOLUMBIA kinnisoakis kaubad tarbijaeksituste
ennetamine

10. mdrts 2003
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\vTO SEKRETARIAADILT SAABUNUD
SPS TEATISED

NUMBER
&
ESITAIVIIS-
KUUPAEV

RIiK

F--
,\ l-l

FZU\v:,
,Fg -')Z H>A

TOODE EESMARK
KOMMEN-
TAARIDE
ESITAMISE
VIIMANE
KUUPAEV

c/sPS/N/Crn-/1r8
13. november 2002

TSIILI k6ik riigid eflnevate
puuviljasortide
seemned

taimekaitse 20. detsember
2002

G/SPS/N/GBR/3
13. november 2002

UHENDATUD
KUNINGRIIK

Kava-kava
tootv'ad;igrd
nagu Fidii"

Samoa,Tong4
Vanuatu

Piper
methysticumi
sisaldavad toidud
(tuntud ka
nimega Kava-
kava)

toiduohutus

G/SPS/N/PAN/39
21.. november 2002

PANAMA veiseliha toiduohutus/
loomatervis/

inimeste
kaitsmine
looma-,

taimehaiguste
eest

c/sPS/N/PAN/40
2'1,. november 2002

PANAMA- piii.ili- ja

maisijahu
toiduohutus/
loomatervis/

inimeste
kaitsmine
looma-,

taimehaiguste
eest

G/SPS/N/ARG/70
2'1.. november 2002

ARGENTIINA Paraguai p6llumajandus-
tooted

loomatervis

G/SPS/N/CUB/
2,3

26. sovember20A2

KUUBA k6ik riigid puud ja taimed,
juw- ja puuviljad,
kohvi, tee,

teravili, tubakas
jne. (tooted, mis
peavad liibima
taimekatantiini)

taimekaitse

G/SPS/N/CUB/4
26. november 2002

KUUBA BSE kahdusega
digid

miiletsejate veri"
kondid ja
rupskiiahu

loomatervis

G/SPS/N/CUB/5
26. november 2002

KUUBA BSE kahtlusega
.ngd

virske,
kiilmutatud liha

rumeste
kaitsmine
looma-

/taimehaiguste
eest

G/SPS/N/CUB/6
26. november 20O2

KUUBA BSE kahtlusega
.iigd

eksootilised
lambad, kitsed ja
mdletseiad

loomatervis

G/SPS/N/NZL/187
27. november 2002

UUS MEREMAA k6ik rngid tdcideldud toidud toiduohutus 20. jaanruat

2003
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G/SPS/N/TP[<M/12
27. tovember2A02

TAIWANI,
PENGHU,

KINMENI ja

MATSU
urnxoatuo

TOTII-
TERRITOORruM

sojakaste toiduohutus 31. detsember
2002

GIsPS/N/Prn-/4s
27. noverrber 2002

FILIPIINID Kalifomia
q52riik, USA

linnud ja nendest
tooted, linnuliha,
pievavanused
tibud, mrmad
(I{S 0105,0207,
0,107.0,108)

Ioomatervls

G/SPS/N/JPN/87
27. november2}}2

JAAPAN k6ik digid p6llumajandus-
kemikaalid
(HS:3208)

toiduohutus

G/SPS/N/JPN/8e
6. detsember 2002

JAAPAN koik riigid toit ja toidu
lisaained, nende
seadmed ja

oakendid

toiduohutus 15. jaanuar
2003

G/SPS/N/JPN/eo
6. detsember 2002

JAAPAN k6ik digid preeriakoerad fi[meste
kaitsmine
looma-

/taimehaiguste
eest

20.jaanuar
2003

G/SPS/N/COL/et
9. detsember 2002

KOLUMBIA Paragoai veised, lambad,
sead

loomatervis

G/SPS/N/COL/ES
9. detsember 2002

KOLUMBIA Kalifornia
osariik, USA

6unad, pimid,
vitsikud ja

nektariinid

taimekaitse

G/SPS/N/CAN/1ss
10. detsember 2002

KANADA toidu kiiritamine
0CS: 67.020)

toiduohutus 21. veebruar
2003

G/SPS/N/CAN/1s6
10. detsember 2002

KANADA Xylanase

ICS:67.220.20\
toiduohutus 6. veebruar

2003

G/SPS/NICAN/157
10. detsember 2002

KANADA Hispaania paljundus-
materjal,
puukoot. muld.

taimekaitse

G/SPS/N/KOR/121
11. detsembet 2002

KOREA
VABARIIK

piihHid;
Solanaceae vili,
varred ja lehed;
Pomoideae vili ja
kiilmutatud
Rubus soo.

taimekaitse 31. jaarrnt
2003

G/SPS/N/NZL/190
16. detsember 2002

UUS MEREMAA Austraalia,
Kanada,
Soome,

Prantsusmaa,
Saksamaa, Iiri,
Norta, Rootsi,

Uhendatud
Kuningriik ia

USA

Avena
kti,lviseemnete
impordin6uded

taimekaitse 3. veebruar
2003
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G/SPS/N/NZL/191
16. detsembet 2002

UUS MEREMAA Austraalia,
Ausftia, Belgia,
Kanada,Taati,

Soome,
Prantsusmaa,
Saksamaa, Iiri"

Jaapan,
Holland,
Norra,

Hispaania,
Uhendatud

Kuningtiik ja

USA

Hordeum
kiilviseemnete
impordin6uded

taimekaitse 3. veebruar
2043

G/SPS/N/NZL/192
16. detsember 2002

UUS MEREMAA Austraalia,
Kanada,

Saksamaa,

Itaalia,
Holland,

Uhendatud
Kuningdik ja

USA

Phaseolus
kiilviseemnete
impordin6uded

taimekaitse 3. veebruar
2003

G/SPS/N/NZL/1,93
16 detsember 2002

UUS MEREMAA Austraalia,
Belgia, Karada,

Taari,
Prantsusmaa,

Saksamaa,

Itaaha,
Holland,
Rootsi,

Uhendatud
Kuningriik ja

USA

Pisum
kiiLlviseemnete
impordin6uded

taimekaitse 3. veebruar
2003

G/SPS/N/NZL/1.94
16. detsember 2002

UUS MEREMAA Austraalia,
Kanada, Taani,

Soome,
Prantsusmaa,

Saksamaa,

Holland,
Norra, Rootsi,

Uhendatud
Kuningdik ja

USA

Triticum
kii,lviseemnete
impordin6uded

taimekaitse 3. veebruar
2003

G/SPS/N/NZL/195
16. detsember 2002

UUS MEREMAA Austraalia,
Kanada,

Saksamaa,
Itaalia, Holland

ia USA

Vicia
kiilviseernnete
impordin6uded

taimekaitse 3. veebruar
2003

G/SPS/N/NZL/196
16. detsember 2002

UUS MEREMAA k6ik;igid kindlad toidud,
mis sisaldavad
midratletud
p6llu-
maianduslikke
iliiike

toiduohutus 1. miirts 2003

G/SPS/N/NZL/197
16. detsember 2002

UUS MEREMAA kdik rngid haiguse
Phytophthora
tamonun
edasikandja:
Pseudotsuga
menziesii

taimekaitse

GISPS/N/AUS/144
17. detsember 2002

AUSTRAALTA k6ik riigid toodeldud toidud toiduohutus 19. detsember
2002

G/SPS/N/KOF./122
17. detsember 2002

KOREA
VABARIIK

k6ik
kaubandus-

Partnerid

taimed fa
nendest tooted

taimekaitse 27. detsember
2002
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G/SPS/N/TP[<NL/74
18. detsembet 2002

TAIIrANI,
PENGHU,

KINMENI ja
I\4ATSU

UHeNoaTUo
TOTIT.

fERRITOORIUM

Sodium
dehydroacetate

toiduohutus 10. veebruar
2003

G/SPS/N/MYS/12
19. detsember 2002

MAT-AISIA k6ik digid geneetiliselt
muudetud toit

toiduohutus 15. veebruar
2003

G/SPS/N/EECI180
20. detsember2082

EUROOPA
UHENDUSED

EU
liikmestiigid ja

-EU-SSe

importivad
kolmandad

riisid

mineraalvesi ia
looduslik
mineraalvesi (CN
2201)
ICS:67.160.20

toiduohutus

G/SPS/N/EEC/181
19. detsember 2002

EUROOPA
T}HENDUSED

Egiptus kartulid taimekaitse

G/SPS/N/JPN/e1
20. detsember 2002

JAAPAN k6ik rngid Hydrcxypropylm
ethylcellulose ja

biotin

toiduohutus 25. veebruar
2003

G/SPS/N/SVK/21
20. detsember 2002

SLOVAKKIA k6ik rngid taimed ja nendest
tooted

taimekaitse/
teritooriurni

kaitsmine
kahiurite eest

UUED STANDARDID JA KAVAI\DID
ARVAMUSKUSITLUSEKS

See EVS Teataia osa avaldab andmed uutest
vastuv6etud Eesti standarditest ja avalikuks
arvamuskrisiduseks esitatud standardite
kavanditest Rahvusvahelise standardite
klassifikaatori gCS) iergi.

Samas iaotises on toodud andmed nii eesti
keeles avaldatud kui ka j6ustumisteatega Eesti
standarditeks ingliskeelsetena vastuv6etud
rahvusvahelistest ja Euroopa standarditest.
I(una v6imalusel on ingliskeelsena vastuv6etud
standardi nimetus ja kisidusala t6lgitud eesti
keelde ia loetelust ei ole 

^rv 
s 

^d^, 
millised

standardid on t6lgitud eesti keelde, on eesti
keeles avaldatud standardid toodud ka eraldi
nimekirj ana T eataja l6pus.

Eesmd.rgiga tagada standardite vastuv6tmine

iargides konsensuse p6him6tteid, peab
standardite vastuv6tmisele eelnema standardite
kavandite avalik arvamuskiisidus, milleks
ettendhtud perioodi jooksul on asjasthuvitatuil
v6imalik tutvuda standardite kavanditega ning
teha ettepanekuid.

EVS Teatajas on esitatud arvamusktisidusele:
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1) Euroopa ja rahvusvahelised standardid, mis
on kavas vastu v6tta Eesti standarditeks
j5ustumisteatega ftavandid kittesaadaval
standardina inglise keeles EVS raamatu-
kogus ja neid saab osta mtiiigigrupist; EVS
tehnilistel komiteedel on v6imalik saada

koopiaid oma kdsidusalaga kokkulan-
gevatest standarditest EVS kontaktisiku
kaudu);

Eesti standardite kavandid, mis Eesti
standardimisprogrammi jatg on j6udnud
arvamuskrisiduse etappi (kavandid on
kittesaadavad eesti keeles standardi-
osakonnas, neid saab osta mtiiigitlupist);

Euroopa (ptEi$ standardite kavandid, mis
on saadetud liikmetele arvamusktisiduseks
(kavandid on kdttesaadavad EVS
raamatukogus, v.a Euroopa standarditeks
tilev6etavate nende ISO tehniliste
komiteede kavandid (prEN ISO), mille toos
EVS ei osale, ja neid saab osta
mritigigrupist. EVS tehnifistel komiteedel
on v6imalik saada koopiaid oma
kdsidusalaga kokkulangevatest kavanditest
EVS kontaktisiku kaudu).

2)

3)



EVS Teatajas on kavandid identifitseeritud
sellele standardite andmebaasis omistatud
projekti numbri jeryi (.,t prEVS 18958),
kavandite saamiseks on soovitatav ,ita nudata
ka kavandiga identse standardi tdhis. Teavet
Eesti standardimisprogrammist saab
standardiosakonnast.

Kavandite arvamuskrisidusel on eriti oodatud
teave, kui rahvusvahelist vdi Euroopa
standardit ei peaks vastu v6trna Eesti
standardiks (vastuolu Eesti 6igusaktidega, pole
Eestis rakendatav jt p6hjustel).

ICS
01

03

07
11

13

17

19

21

23
25
27
29
31

33
35
37
39
43
45
47

49

53

55

59

61,

65

67
71

73
75

77
79

81

83

85

87

91,

93
95

97
99

ICS POHIRUHMAD

Nimetus
uldktisimused. Terminoloogia. standardimine. Dokumentatsioon
Sotsioloogia. Teenused. EttevStte organiseerimine ja iuhtimine. Haldus.
Transport
Matemaatika. Loodusteadused
Tervisehooldus
Keskkonna- ja tervisekaitse. Ohutus
Metroloogia j a m56tmine. Fiirisikalised ndhtused
Katsetamine
Uldkasutatavad masinad ja nende osad
Uldkasutatavad hiidro- ja pneumosiisteemid ja nende osad
Tootmistehnoloogia
Elektri- ja soojusenergeetika
Elektrotehnika
Elekroonika
Sidetehnika
Infotehnoloogia. Kontoriseadmed
Visuaaltehnika
Tdppismeh aantka. J uveelitooted
Maantees6idukite ehitus
Raudteetehnika
Laevaehitus ja mereehitused

Ohus6idukid ja kosmosetehnika
T6ste- ja teisaldusseadmed
Pakendamine
Tekstiili- ja nahatehnoloogia
R6ivatocistus
P6llumajandus
Toiduainete tehnoloogia
I(eemiline tehnoloogia
Mdendus ja maavand
Nafta ja naftatehnoloogia
Metallurgia
Puidutehnoloogia
I(laasi- ja keraamikato<istus
I{ummi- j a plastitoostus
Paberitehnoloogia
Vdrvide ia vdrvainete to6stus
Ehitusmaterjalid ja ehitus
Tsiviilehitus
S5jatehnika
Olme. Meelelahutus. Sport
Muud

\\

,l?,
\'-{,
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01.040.13
Keskkonna- ia
tervisekaitse. Ohutus
(s6navara)

Environment and health
protection. Safety
(Vocabularies)

UUED STANDARDID
EVS 812-12002
Hind 179,00
Identne EYS 872-1:2002
Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 1:

SOnavata
I*iesolev standard sdtestab
ehitusliku tuleohutuse m6isted.

01.040.19
Katsetamine (s6navara)

Testing ffocabulades)

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60068-5-222O02
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 60068-5-2:1990

ia identne EN 60068-5-2:1999
Envitonmental testing - Pat 5:
Guide to dmfting of test
methods - Terms and
definitions
Defines terms used in the
environmetal testing of
electrotechnical products such as

components, sub-assemblies,
assemblies and equipments.

0't.040.25
Tootmistehnoloogia
(s6navara)

Manufacturing engineering
(y'ocabularies)

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 13622:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 13622:2002
Gas welding equipment -
Terminology - Terms used for
gas welding equipment
This standard constitutes a

compilation of technical terms and
definitions specificly telated to gas
welding equipment.

07.040.29
Elektotehnika (s 6navara)

Electdcal engineering
(Vocabulades)

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60383-k2002
Hind 295,00
Identne iEC 60383-1:1993
ja identne EN 60383-
1:1996+A11:1999
Insulators fe1 eygilrsad lings
with a nominal voltage above I
kV - Part 1: Ceramic ot glass
insulator units for a.c. systems -
Definitions, test methods and
acceptance cdteria
This part of IEC 383 applies to
insulators of ceramic matetial or
glass for use on a.c. overhead
power lines and overhead traction
lines with a nominal voltage greater
than 1000 V and a ftequency not
greater than 100 Hz.

EVS-EN 60674-l:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 606741:1980
ja identne EN 6067,1-.1:1998

Specification for plastic films for
electricil purposes - Part 1:

Delinitions and genetal
requirements
This standard is applicable to
plastic films used for electrical
pu{poses. This Pat 1 gives
definitions for, and specifies
general requirements to be firlfilled
by, plastic films used for electrical

PulPoses.

EVS-EN 61067-1.2002
Hind 117,00
Identrre IF,C 61O 67 -1 :19 9 1

ja identne EN 61067-1:1997
Specification for glass and glass
polyester fibre woven tapes -
Part 1: Definitions, classification
and genetal requirements
This standard specifies
requirements for loomstate,
continuous filament tapes woven
on conventional or shutdeless
looms from either glass fibres or a
combination of glass and polyester
fibres. The ranges of nominal sizes

covered by this standard are:
width: 10 mm to 50 mm. thickness:
0,05 mm to 0,40 mm.

EVS-EN 67086-722002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 61.086-7:1992

ia identne EN 61086-i:1994

Specification for coatings for
loaded priated whe boards
(conformal coatings) - Part 1:

Definitions, classffi cation and
general requfuements
Gives the definition, classification
and general requirements for
electrical insulating materials
suitable for application as coatings
for loaded ptinted wile boards
(confotrnal coatings).

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55287
Tdhtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60050-
826:19 82+ AI+A2+A3 : 1 999
ja iderrtne ID 384.252:2007
Intemational electotechnical
vocabulary - Chapter 825:
Electrical installations og
buildings
Intemational electrotechnical
vocabulary - Chapter 826:
Electrical installations og buildings

01.040.55
Pakendamine (s6navara)

Packaging and distribution
of goods fVocabularies)

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSI(CISITLUS
prEVS 34615
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 75867 :2002
ja identne prEN ISO 75867:2002
Intermediate bulk containers
(IBCs) fot non-dangetous goods
- Terminology
This European Standard defines
basic tetminology for all forrns of
IBCs intended to transport non-
dangerous goods

01.040.61
R6ivat66stus (s6navara)

Clothing industry
ffocabulades)

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 73402-1:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 13402-1 :2001

R6ivaste suurustahistus. Osa 1:

Terminid, miiiradused ia
m66duv6tmine (modifitseeritud
ISO 3635:1981)
Standard miiratleb keham66tmed
r6ivastele, m:i6rab kindlaks
meneduse keha m66tmiseks ia
esitab piktogrammid, mida tuleb
kasutada r6ivaetikettidel
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01.040.81
Klaasi- ia
keraamikatddstus
(s6navara)

Glass and ceramics industries

Cy'ocabularies)

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKIISITLUS
prEYS 22711
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1402-1:2002
Unshaped refractory products -
Part 1: Introduction and
classification
This European Standard defines
terms relating to unshaped
refractory ptoducts and establishes
the cassification for the various
types of products. Raw materials
and crushed or granulated
refnctory materials which do not
contain any binder are excluded

07.040.97
Ehitusmaterialid ja ehitus
(s6navara)

Consuuction materials and
building ffocabularies)
UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 1221622002
Hind 259,00
Identne EN 72216:2002
Shutters, external blinds,
iaternal blinds - Terminology,
glossary and definitions
This document applies to all types
of blinds, awnings and shutters
regardless of their pu4rose, and
design, and the component
materials, as they are normally used
and applied in buildings. It does
not apply to industrial, commercial
and garage doors (fot houses and
dwellings).

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSXEISITLUS
ptEVS 7025
Tihtaeg 20$-A3-07
Identne prEN 14037- 7:2002
Qgiling mounted radiant panels
supplied with water at
temperature below 120 oC - Part
1: Technical specifications and
tequirements

This European Standard defines
the technical specifications and
requirements of ceiling mounted
hot water radiant panels fed with
water at temperatures below 120
oC supplied by a remote heat
source. The European Standard
does not apply to independent
heating appliances. The European
Standard also defines the
additional conrmon data that the
manufacturer shall provide to the
trade in order to ensure the corect
application of the products
ptEYS 52728
Tihtaeg: 2003-U-A2'
Identne EN 1 2433 -2:"1 999
T66srus-, kommerts- tti.g
gataaliuksed ia v itav ad.
Terminoloogia. Osa2:
Ukseosad
This standard specifies the terms
for parts of most qpes of doors,
gates and bamiers in common use.
The terms used are therefore also
applicable fot baniers.
prEVS 55057
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14037-2:2A02
Ceiling mounted radiant paaels
supplied with water at
temperature below 120 oC - Part
1: Technical specifications and
tequitements
This European Standard defines
the technical specifications and
requirements of ceiling mounted
hot water tadiant panels fed with
water at temperatures below 120
"C supplied by a remote heat
source. The European Standard
does not apply to independent
heating appliances

01.070
Viirvuskoodid

Colour coding

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60446:2002
Hind'12f',00
Identne IEC 60446:1999
ja identne EN 60,{46:1999
Basic and safety principles fot
man-machine interface,
marking and identification -
Identification of conductots bv
colouts ot numerals

This standard provides general
rules fot the use of certain colours
or numerals to identiS conductofs
including cooductors in cables or
cores and for busbars, electrical
equipment and installations rvith
the aim of avoiding ambiquity and
ensuring safe operation.

01.080.10
ttldkasutatavad graafi lissd
tingt?ihised

-

Public information symbolsffi
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEVS 55177
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61286:2001
ja identne EN 61286:2001
Infotmation technology - Coded
gaphic chatactet set for use in
the pteparation of documents
used in elecrotechnology and
for information interchange
Specifies a standardized coded
graphic character set for use in
drawings and diagams, and for the
design of graphical symbols.
Edition 2 describes the
correspondence between this
character set and that of ISO/IEC
10646-1.

01.080.20
Eriseadmete graafi ti sed
tingtihised

Graphical symbols for use
on sPecific equiPment

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 60477-l:?.002
Hind 283,00
Identne IF,C 60477 -l :2000
ja identne EN 60417-1:2002
Graphical symbols for use on
equipment - Part t Overriew
and application
This part of IEC 60417 contains
graphical symbols and their
meaning (tide and application). The
graphical symbols in the standard
are primarily intended - to identi$
the equipment or a part of the
equipment (e.g. control or display);
- to indicate functional states (e.g.
on, of{ alarm); - to designate
connections (e.g. terminals, filling
points for materials); - to provide
information on packaging (e.g.
identification of content,
instructions for handling); - to
provide instruction for the
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opefation of the equipment (e.g.

limitations of use).

EVS-EN 60477-222002
Hind 433,00
Idenkre IF,C 60477-
2:1998+47:2000
ja identne EN 60417-
2:1999+41:2002
Gtaphical symbols fot use on
equipment - Part 2z Symbol
originals
This part of IEC 60417 contains
graphical symbols included in IEC
6041,7 -1, for reproduction
purPoses.

EVS-EN 80416-122002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 80416-1:2001
ja identne EN 80416-1:2001
Basic principles fot gtaphical
symbols for use on equipment -
Part 1: Creation of symbol
originals
This Part 1 of the standard
specifies the key principles for the
creation of symbol originals for use
on equipment. In accordance uith
the intended meaning of the
symbol originals, it contains rules
for design such as shape and size,
and also for preparation of the
accompanying texts.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKT]SITLUS
prEVS 55161
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 80416-3:2002
ja identne EN 80416-3:2002
Basic principles fot gtaphical
symbols fot use on equipment -
Part 3: Guidelines for the
application of gtaphical
symbols
Provides guidelines for the
application of graphical symbols
for use on equipment in order to
maintain visual clarity and overall
consistenry when such graphical
symbols are applied. It stipulates
the permissible extent by which a

symbol original may be modified in
reproduction for actual use on
equipment

01.080.30
Elektrotehnika ia
elektroonika alastel

ioonistel, diagtammidel,
plaanidel, kaartidel im
tehnilises d

.Graphical symbols for use
on mechanical engineering
and construction drawings,
diagmms, plans, maps

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60677-13:2002
H1nd272,00
Identne IEC 60677 -13:1993

ia identne EN 60617-13:1993
Graphical symbols fot diagtams
- Part fil: Analogue elements
Graphical symbols for diagrams.
Analogue elements. General;
qualiffing symbols; amplifiers;
firnction generators; co-ordinate
converters; signal convertets;
electronic switches; coeffi cient
scalar.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 53985
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-03
Identne EVS 831:2003
Ventilatsiooni tingmargid

01.080.50
Infotehnoloogia ja
telekommunikatsioonitehn
oloogia alases tehnilises
dokumentatsioonis
kasutatavad graafilised
tingtiihised

Graphical symbols for use

on information technology
and telecommunications
technical drawings

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55282
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 817 1 42:1998
ja identne EN 81714-2:1998
Design of gtaphical symbols for
use in the technical
documentation of products -
P att 2: Specifi cation for
gaphical symbols in a
computet sensible form
including graphical symbols for
a tefetence library, and
requitements fot their
interchange

Specifies requirements for
gtaphical symbols to be included in
a reference symbol library in a

computer sensible form. The
reference symbol library may be
used as a basis for the design and
editing of documents and for the
interchange of documents and
grahical symbol library among
computer-aided tools. Basic rules
are given in ISO/IEC 1,771+7

01.110

Toote tehniline
dokumentatsioon

Technical product
documentation

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67082-1:2002
Hind 381,00
Identne IEC 61082-
1:1991+A1:1995

ia identne EN 61082-
1:1993+A1:1995
Prepatation of documents used
in electotechnology - Part 1:

General requirements
This standard provides general
rules and guidelines-for the
preparation of documents used in
electrotechnology, and specific
rules and guidelines for certain
kinds of documentation.

KAVA}{DITE
ARVAMUSXf,lSITLUS
prEVS 55270
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IF,C 82045-l :2001,
ja identne EN 82045-1:2001
Document management - Part
t Principles and methods
Specifies pdnciples and methods to
define metadata for the
management of documents
associated with objects throughout
theit life cycle; This cycle generally
covers a range from the conceptual
idea of a document to its deletion.
The established principles and
methods ate basic for all document
management systems. This part is

intended as a general basic
standard in all application fields
and ptovides the fiamework
applicable for part 2. International
Standard 82045 is primarily
intended as a resource fot the use

in computerised systems such as

Electronic Document Nlanagement
Systems (EDN{S) or Product Data
Management Systems @DMS) for
the management, retrieval, storage
and selection and archiving of
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documents, and as a basis for the
exchange of documents.

03.080.10
T6dstusteenused

Industrial services

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSITCISITLUS
prEVS 33352
Tlhtaeg: 2003-03-07
Identne prEN 13547:2002
Industrial valves - Copper alloy
ball valves
This European Standard applies to
copper alloy ball valves for general
use having, flanged, threaded,
capillary or compression or loose
nut,/union body ends. This
standard specifies the design and
performance requirements
including materials,
pressure/ temperature ratings for
the shell and body seats,
dimensions, test procedwes and
marking

03.720.10
Kvaliteedijuhtimine ia -
tagarnine

Quality management and
quality assurance

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 700ll4l:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 100114-1:1996
Rule of Procedure - Quality
Assessment Procedures - Part 1:

CECC requirements for the
apptoval of an organization
This section is intended for use by
manufactureres, distributors and
specialist contractors operating in
the field of electronic components,

'q/ho u/ish to obtain quality system
approval fot an otganization under
the CECC System. This RP shall
prevail in cases of apparent
conflict.

03.240
Postiteenused

Postal services

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 1372422002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 13724:2002

Postal services - Apettues of
private letter boxes and lettet
plates - Requfuements and test
methods
This European Standard specifies
the requirements and the test
methods of the apernrres fot the
delivery of letter post items when
fitted in accordance with the
manufacturers instructions. It takes
into account security,
impregnability, safety and
performance for the recipient, and
ergonomics and efficiency for
delivery personnel. It allows the
daily delivery in good condition of
a great majodty of letter post items

17.040.01
Meditsiinivarustus ffldiselt

Medical equipment in
general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6720522002
Hind 199,00
Identne IE,C 61205:1993
ja identne EN 61205:1994
Ultrasonics; dental descaler
systems; measurement and
declatation of the output
characteristics
Specifi es: -essential non-thermal
oulput charactedstics of ultrasonic
dental descalersi -the methods of
measurement of the output
performance of ultrasonic dental
descalers; -the characteristics to be
declared by the manufachuers of
ultrasonic dental descalers.

EVS-EN L3778-7:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 13718-1:2002
Ait, water and difficult tertain
ambulances - Part t Medical
device interface requirements
for the conti.uity of patient care
This European Standard specifies
minimum petformance
requLements for interfaces of
medical devices used within air,
water, and difficult terrain
ambulances. Exclusions: the
standard specifi cally excludes
consideration of the design and
ergonomic requirements of the
vehicle or craft. Specific
requirements for permanent
outdoor use and storage of medical
devices are excluded from this
standard

EVS-EN 13778-2:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne EN 7 37 1 8-2:2002

Air, water and difficult tenain
ambulances -Patt2z
Opetational and technical
requfuements for the continuity
ofpatient care
This Eutopean Standard specifies
minimum tequirements for
dedicated ambulance services
coverhg air, water, and difficult
terrain vehicles and craft in
particular

EVS-EN 60607-l-7t2002
Hlnd229,00
Identne IEC 60601-1-1:2000
ja identne EN 60601-1-1:2001
Medical electrical equipment -
Part 1-ft General requitements
fot safety; Collateral standard:
Safety tequirements for medical
electrical systems
This standard is the first of a new
sedes of collateral standards that
specifr general requirements for
safety applicable to a group of
electromedical equipment not frrlly
addressed in the General Standard.
This publication deals with safety
requirements for medical electrical
systems

EVS-EN 60601-l-222002
Hnd272,00
Identne IEC 60601-1 -2:2007

ia identne EN 60601-1-2:2001
Medical electrical equipment -
P art l-2, Genetal tequirements
fot safety - Collateral Standatd:
Electromagnetic compatibility -
Requitements and tests
Kiesolev standard rakendub
elektrfi stele meditsiiniseadmetele,
elektrilistele meditsiinististeemidele,
elektdlistes meditsiinisiisteemides
kasutatavatele
infotehnoloogiaseadmetele ning
kdigile teistele seadmetele, mis
moodustavad osa elektrilisest
meditsiinisiisteemis t
EVS-EN 60601-14:2000 / AI22002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 60601-1-
4:1996/A1:1999
ja identne EN 60601-1- '
4:1996/Al:7999
Elektrilised meditsiiniseadmed.
Osa t Uldised ohutusn6uded 4.
kollatetaalstandard:
Progtammeeritavad elektrilised
meditsiinisiisteemid
Kdesolev kollateraalstandard
kiisideb programmeeritavaid
elektrilisi alamsiisteeme (PESS)
h6lmavate elektriliste
meditsiiniseadmete ja elektriliste
meditsiinisiisteemide, edaspidi
programmeeritavate elektriliste



meditsiirlisiisteemide @EMS),
ohutust

EVS-EN 60607-%3012002
Hind 199,00
Identne IE:C 60 60 1 -2-30 :1999

ia identne EN 60601-2-30:2000
Medical electrical equipment -
Patt2-30: Particulat
requirements fot the safety,
including essential
performance, of automatic
cycling non-invasive blood
pressure monitoring equipment
This Standard specifies the
particular safety requirements for
AUTOMATIC CYCLING
INDIRECT BLOOD PRESSURE
MONITORING EQUIPMENT
as defined n 2.701 and hereinafter
also referred to as equipment. This
Paticular Standard does not apply
to blood pressure measwing
equipment which uses finger
transducers or to semi-automatic
blood pressure measuring
equipment (typically in which each
determination needs to be initiated
manually).

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSI(USITLUS
prEVS 55345
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60601-1:1977 +
A1:1984

ia identne HD 395.1 S2:1988 +
A1:1993
Medical electrical equipment -
Part t Genetal requirements fot
safety
This is the major revised and
updated baseline of standards fot
the safety of all medical electrical
equipment used by or r:nder the
supervision of qualified personnel
in the general medical and patient
environment. lt also contains
certain requirements for reliable
operation to ensure safety.

17.040.10
Anesteeiia-, hingamis- ia
reanimatsioonivarus tus

Anaesthetic, respiratory and
reanimation equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 73328-2:2042
Hind 75,00
I dentne EN 1 3328 -2:2002
Breathing system filtets for
anaesthetic and tespiratory use -
P art 2: Non-filtration aspects

z+

This Standard specifies
requirements for non-filtration
aspects of breathing system filters

@SF) intended for anaesthetic and
respiratory use and addresses
connection ports, leakage,
resistance to flow, packaging,
marking and information supplied

77.040.20
Transfusiooni, infu siooni
ia siistimise varustus

Transfusion, infusion and
injection equipment

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 738682002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 13868:2002
Cathetets - Test methods fot
kinking of single lumen
catheters and medical tubing
This Standard specifies test
methods for kinking ptoperties for
single lumen catheters and medical
tubing as they relate to the device
ready for clinical use. The puq)ose
of the standard is to ensure
uniformity in the evaluation of
tubing kink propedies

11.040.30
Kirurgiariistad ja
matertalid

Surgical instruments and
matefials

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 60607-2-2.2002
Hind 190,00
Identne lE,C 60607 -2-2:1,99 8

ia identne EN 60601-2-2:2000
Medical electrical equipment -
Part 2-2: Particulat
requirements fot the safety of
high frequency sutgical
equipment
This Particular Standard specifies
requirements for the safety of high
frequency surgical equipment and
its associated accessories used in
surgical cutting or coagulation.

EVS-EN 60607-24722002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60601-2-4I:2000
ia identne EN 60601-2-47:2000
Medical electrical equipment -
Part2-4lz Particulat
requirements for the safety of
sutgical luminaites and
luminaires for diagnosis

This particutar standard details the
requirements to be applied to
surgical luminaires and luminaires
for diagnosis as defined in clauses

2.101 through 2.104, hereinafter
referred to as EQUIPMENT.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
piEVS 55319
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 37 95-2:2002
Surgical dmpes, gowns and
clean air suits, used as medical
devices fot patients, clinical
staff and equipment - Part 2:
Test methods
This part of the seties of EN
13795 specifies test methods for
evaluating characteristics of
surgical dtapes, gowns and clean
air suits

11.040.40
Kirurgilised implantaadid,
pfoteesimine ja ortopeedia

Implants for surgerS
prosthetics and orthotics

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-BN 5006722002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 50061 :1 988+A1 :1 995
Safety of implantable cardiac
pacemakets
This standard specifies safety and
other requirements exclusively for
all types of wholly implantable
cardiac pacemakers. This standard
also establishes basic terminolog;r
and definitions and includes
requitements for the marking of
pacemakers and their packaging. In
addition, minimum requirements
are specified for the ability of
pacemakers to withstand
environmental stress conditions.
Appropriate test methods are
given. This standard specifies the
tequirements for the reliable
operation of pacemakers only
insofar as they affect safety.

EVS-EN 50077:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 50077:1993
Low-ptofile connector fot
implantable cardiac pacemakers
This European standard specifies a

connector assembly to be used to
connect implantable pacemaker
leads to implantable pulse
genetators. Essential dimensions
and performance requirements are

specified, together with appropriate
test methods. However, this



staadard does not address all
aspects of the functional
compatibility and reliability of
different leads and pulse
generators assembled into a

pacemaker system.

11.040.50
Radiograafiaseadmed

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6052222002
Hind 92,00
Identne IF,C 60522:1999

ia identne EN 60522:1999
Determination of the pemanent
filttation of X-ray tube
assemblies
This standatd defines the concept
of permanent filtration in X-ray
tube assemblies for medical
diagnosis and radiotherapy and
describes a method for its
determination. It contains
requirements for statements of
compliance for accompanying
documents and for marking on X-
ray tube assemblies. Methods are
given to determine the permanent
filtration in an X-ray tube assembly

'udth an accuracy that is sufficient
to enable the appropriate
additional filtration to be provided
in order to attain the desired total
filtration.

EVS-EN 60737:2A02
Hind 338,00
Identne lEC 60737:7997

ia identne EN 60731:1997
Medical electrical equipment -
Dosimeters with ionization
chambers as used in
radiotherapy
This international Standard
specifies the performance
requirements or radiotherapy
dosimeters, as defined in 3.1,
intended for the measurement of
absorbed dose to water or air
kerma (and their rates) in photon
or electron tadiation fields as used
in radiotherapy.

EYS-EN 6097622002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 60976:1 989+A1 :2000

ia identne EN
6097 6:7999+A1:2000
Medical electrical equipment -
Medical electron acceleratots -
Functional performance
charactedstics

This standard applies to medical
electron accelerators when used,
fot therapy purposes, in human
medical ptactice. This standard
applies to electron accelerators
which deliver a radiation beam of
either X-mdiation ot electron
radiation with nominal energies in
the range 1 MeV to 50 MeV at
maximum absorbed dose rates
between 0,001 Gy s-1 and 1 Gy s-l
at 1 m from the radiation source
and at normal treatment distances
between 50 cm and 200 cm from
the radiation source.

EVS-EN 6715722002
I\nd272,00
Identne IE,C 61157:1992
ja identne EN 61157:1994
Requitements for the
declatation of the acoustic
output of medical diagnostic
ulttasonic equipment
Establishes requirements for the
declaration of the acoustic ouq)ut
information: l.to be presented in
technical data sheets supplied to
ptospective purchasers of
equipment by manufacturers; 2.to
be declared in the accompanfing
Iiterature/ manual supplied by
manufacturers; 3.as backgoirnd
information to be made available
on request to interested parties by
manufactuters.

EVS-EN 61206-.2002
Hind 0,00
Identne IF,C 67206:1993

ia identne EN 61206:1995
Ultasonics - Continuous-wave
Dopplet systems - Test
pfocedutes
Describes the test methods for
measuring the performance of
continuous-wave ultrasonic
Doppler fl owmeters, velocimeters,
or foetal heart detectors and
special Doppler test objects fot
determining various performance
properties of Doppler ultrasound
systems. Does not include
electrical safety and acoustic
output. This publication has the
status of a type 2 technical report.

EVS-EN 6122022002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 6122O:1993

ia identne EN 61220:1995
Ultrasonics - Fields - Guidance
fot the measutement and
chat tcteizadon of ulttasonic
fields generated by medical
ulttasonic equipment using
hydtophones in the frequency
tange 0,5 MHz to 15 MHz

Provides guidance on the practical
measurement of the acoustic
output of vadous types of medical
ultrasonic equipment. Contains
also procedures for correcting
limitations caused by the use of
hydrophones with finite bandwidth
and finite active element size,

EYS-EN 6126622002
tInd272,00
Identne IF,C 61266:1994
ja idefrtne EN 61266:1995
Ultrasonics - Hand-held ptobe
doppler foetal heartbeat
detectors - Performance
requirements and methods of
measurement and reporting
This Intemational Standard,
IF,,C 1266, specifies methods of
evaluating the performance of
ultrasonic foetal heartbeat
detectors and, in particular,
specifies a method of determining
the sensitivity of the system to the
detection of a moving target.

EVS-EN 61674.2002
Flln.d247,00
Identne lE,C 67674:7997
ja identne EN 61674:1997
Medical electrical equipment -
Dosimeters with ionization
chambets aud,/or semi-
conductor detectors as used in
x-ray diagnosis imaging
This standard specifies the
performance requirements of
diagnostic dosemeters, as defined
in 3.1, intended for the
measurement of AIR KERMA,
AIR KERMA I-ENGTH oTAIR
KERMA RATE, in photon
radiation 6elds as used in
tadiography, including
mammography, radioscopy and
computed tomography (CT), for
X-rays with genenting potentials
not greater than 150 kV.

EVS-EN 61675-122002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 61675-1:1998
ja identne EN 61675-1:1998
Radionuclide imaging devices -
Characteristics and test
conditions - Part t Positon
emission tomographs
This part of IEC 61675 specifies
terminology and test methods for
declaring the characteristics of
POSITRON TOMOGRAPHS.
POSITRON EMSSION
TOMOGRAPHS detectthe
ANNIHII,\TION F.ADIATION
of positron emitting
RADIONUCLIDES by
COINCIDENCE DETECTION.



EVS-EN 61675-2:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IE,C 67 67 5-2:7998
ja identne EN 61675-2:1998
RadionucHde imaging devices -
Characteristics and test
conditions - Part 2z Singte
photon emission computer
tomogtaphs
This part of IEC 61675 specifies
terminolog;r and test methods for
desctibing the characteristics of
Anger type rotational GAMMA
CAMERA SINGLE PHOTON
EMISSION COMPUTED
TOMOGRAPHS(SPECT),
equipped with parallel hole
collimators.

EVS-EN 67675-3:2o02
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 6167 5-3:1998
ia identne EN 61675-3:1998
Radionuclide imaging devices-
chatacteristics and test
conditions - Part 3: Ga-'na
camera based wholebody
imaging systems
This object of this part of IEC
61675 is to specifr test methods
for describing the chatacteristics of
CAMMA CAMERABASED
WHOLEBODY IMAGING
SYSTEMS. As these systems are
based on Anger type GAMMA
CAMERAS this part of IE.C 67675
should be read in coniunction with
rEC 60789.

EVS-EN 60 601-2-8-.2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 60601-2-8:1987 +
41,:1997
ja identne EN 60601-2-8:1997 +
Al:1.997
Medical electrical equipment -
Part 2z Particulat requfuements
for the safety of therapeutic X-
ray equipment opetating in the
tange 1.0 kV to l MV
Specifi ed particular requfu ements
for the safety of therapeutic X-ray
generators operating with nominal
X-ray tube voltages from 10 kV to
400 kV inclusive.

EVS-EN 61223-3-722002
Fl;nd272,00
Identne IEC 61223 -3 -1 :7 999

ia identne EN 61223-3-1:1999
Evaluation and routine testing
in medical imaging
departments - Part 3-1:
Acceptance tests - Imaging
performance of X-ray
equipment for radiognphic and
radioscopic systems
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This part of IEC l2?3 applies to
those components of X-ray
equipment which influence the
image quality aad patient dose of
diagnostic X-ray systems using
radiographic and radioscopic
i-"grg systems.

EVS-EN 67223-3422002
Hind 179,00
I dentne IE,C 67 223 -3 - 4:2000
ja identne EN 61223-3-4:2000
Evaluation and routine tesring
in medical imaging
departrrents - Part 342
Acceptance tests - Imaging
performance of dental X-ray
equipment
T'his part of IEC 61223 applies to
those components of dentalX-tay
equipment using radiogtaphic
i-^grg systems which influence
the image quality and patient dose.

Tlrjs standard applies to the
performance of the acceptance test
on dental x-ray equipment 'rdth
intta-oral x-tay image receptor and
dental x-ray equipment with extra-
oral x-ray image receptor (e.g.

dental panoramic x-ray equipment
or cephalometric x-ray). This
standard applies to dental film and
digital image acquisition and

Processing.

EVS-EN 6060r-2-
78;2001/N:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne iEC 60601-2-1,8:1996 /
A1:2000
ja identne EN 60601-2-18:1996/
A1:2000
Medical electrical equipment -
Part2-78t Particulat
tequitements for the safety of
endoscopic eguipment
This particular standard specifies
requirements for the safety of
endoscopic equipment and
integrated instrumentation used for
medical diagrosis and therapy and
for treatment in body cavities. It is
subdivided into Fve applications
conceming endosc6pes for (a)

direct visualiztion, (b) integration
with thermocautery or (c) lithotrite,
(d) electrosurgery and (e) other
specialized endoscopes.

EVS-EN 60601-L43:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60 607 -2-43 :2000

ia identne EN 60601-2-43:2000
Medical electrical equipment -
Patt2-43: Particulat
requitements for the safety of X-
ray equipment for interventional
procedures

This Particulat Standard applies to
X-ray equipment declated by the
MANUFACTURER to be suitable
for prolonged
RADIOSCOPICALLY GUIDED
INTER\'ENTIONAL
PROCEDURES.Its scope
excludes h particular: - equipment
foTRADIOTHERAPY; -

equipment for COMPUTED
TOMOGRAPFIY; -
ACCESSORIES intended to be
introduced into the PATIENT -
mammographic X-RAY
EQUIPMENT. Equipment
declared by the
MANUFACTURER to be suitable
for RADIOSCOPICAIIY
GUIDED INTERVENTIONAL
PROCEDURES, rvhich does not
include a PATIENT SUPPORT as

part of the system, are exempt
from the PATIENT SUPPORT
provisions of this standard.

EVS-EN 60601-2-M:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60601 -2- 44:2001
ja identne EN 60601-2-M:2001.
Medical electrical equipment -
Patt2-44: Particular
tequitements for the safety of X-
tay equipment for computed
tomogtaphy
This particular standard applies to
X-ray equipment for computed
tomography (CT SCANNERS). It
does not cover the safety
requirements for lfV-generators
which'will be the subject of
another standard. The object of
this standard is to establish
requirements for safe operation of
CT SCANNERS in as far as those
requitements have not yet been
specified in the General Standard,
the Collateral Standards ot othet
Particular Standards.

EVS- EN 60601-2- 45 :2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IF.C 60 601 -2- 45:2A01
ja identne EN 60601-2-45:2001
Medical electrical equipment -
Patt 2-45: Particular
requirements for the safety of
mammographic X-ray
equipment and mammographic
stereotactic devices
This particular standard contains
requirements for the safety of X-
ray equipment designed for
mammography amd
mammographic stereotactic
devices.



KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
PfEVS 55268
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IF.C 60627:2001
ja identne EN 60627:2001
Diagnostic X-ray imaging
equipment - Chatacteristics of
general purpose and
mammographic anti-scattet
gnds
Deals rvith the definitions,
determination and indication of
characteristics of anti-scatter grids
used in diagnostic X-ray imaging
equipment, in order to reduce the
incidence of scattered radiation,
produced particulady in the body
of the patient, upon the image
reception area and thus to improve
the contrast of the X-my pattern.
Only linear grids are considered in
this standard. This standard is
intended to be applied for the
demonstration of the
characteristics of anti-scatter grids
under test conditions.
prEVS 55357
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 60731:1997 /A1:2002
ia identne
EN 60731:1997 /A1:2002
Medical electrical equipment -
Dosimeters with ionization
chambers as used in
tadiothempy
This international S tandard
specifies the performance
requirements or radiotherapy
dosimeters, as defined in 3.1,
intended for the measurement of
absorbed dose to u/ater or air
kerma (and their rates) in photon
or elechon radiation fields as used
in radiotherapy.
prEVS 55359
Tihtaeg: 20Cf-A2-01
Identne IE,C 67674:1997 /A'l:20A2
ja identne EN
61674:1997 /A7:2002
Medical electrical equipment -
Dosimetets with ionization
chambers and/or semi-
conductor detectors as used in
x-ray diagnosis imaging
This standard specifies the
performance requirements of
diagnostic dosemeters, as defined
in 3.1, intended for the
measurement of AIR KERMA,
AIR KERMA LENGTH oTAIR
KERIU,\ RATE, in photon
radiation fields as used in
radiography, including
mammography, radioscopy and
computed tomography (CT), for

X-rays with generating potentials
not greater than 150 kV.
prEVS 55361
Tdhtaeg 2A$-02-Al
Identne IEC 67331 -7 :799 4
ia identne EN 61331-1:2002
Ptotective devices against
diagnostic medical X-radiation -
Part 1: Determination of
attenuation prop'erties of
materials
Applies to materials in sheet form
used for the manufacturing of
protective devices against X-
tadiation of radiation qualities
generated with X-ray tube voltages
up to 400 kV and a total filtratjon
of up to 3,5 mm Cu. This patt 1 is
not intended to be applied to
ptotective devices when these are
to be checked for the presence of
their attenuation properties befote
and after periods of use.
prEVS 55362
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IF,C 61331 -2:1. 99 4
fa identne EN 61331-2:2002
Ptotective devices against
diagnostic medical X-radiation -
Part 2: Protective glass plates
Applies to protective glass plates
for use in radiological equipment
or in radiological installations
where an optical transmission of
visual images, type SC, or other
kind of vieudng, tfpe VI, through
protective shielding is to be
tealized.

11.040.55
Diagnostikaseadmed

Diagnostic equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 60 6AL2-70 :?.A02
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 60601, -2-1 0: t 9 87 +
A1:2001
ja identne EN 60601-2-10:2000+
A1:2001
Medical electrical equipment -
Patt2-70: Particular
requirements for the safety of
nerve and muscle stimulators
Specifi es particular requkements
for the safety of electrical
stimulators of muscles and nerves
in the specialized practice of
physical medicine. It excludes
stimulators used with implanted
electrodes, brain stimulation,
neurological research, cardiac
pacemakers, defibrillators and
other surgical procedures.

EVS-EN 60601-L23:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IE.C 60 601. -2-23 :l 9 99
ja identne EN 60601-2-23:2000
Medical electdcal equipment -
Patt2-23: Patticular
requirements for the safet5r,
insluding essential
perfonrrance, of ttanscutatreous
partial pres sure monitoring
equipment
Specifies the particular
requirements for the safety of
transcutaneous partial pressure
monitoring equipment. Applies to
transcutaneous monitors used with
adults, children and neonates and
includes the use of these devices in
foetal monitoring during birth.
EVS-EN 60607-L33|2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 60607 -2-33:2002
ja identne EN 60601-2-33:2002
Medical electrical equipment -
Patt 2-33: Particular
requitements for the safety of
magnetic resonance equipment
for medical diagnosis
This particular standard applies to
MAGNETIC RESONANCE
EQUIPMENT. This standard does
not cover MAGNETIC
RESONANCE EQUIPMENT
intended for use in medical
reseatch.

EVS- EN 60 601-2-3 4:2002
Il1nd229,00
Identne LEC 60 60 1, -2-3 4:2000
ja identne EN 60601-2-34:2000
Medical eleckical equipment -
PartL34z Particular
tequirements for the safeer,
including essential
performance, of invasive blood
pressure monitofing equipment
This Particular Standard applies to
DIRECT BLOOD.PRESSURE
I\TONITORING EQUIPMENT
as defined n 2.10'l.,hereinafter
refered to as EQUIPMENT. This
Particular Standard does not apply
to catheter tubing catheter
needles, Luer locks, taps and
taptables, etc. This Particular
Standard also does not apply to
indir.., blood-pressure monitoring
equPmenr

EVS-EN 60601-24X2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60601 -2 -41:2000
ja identne EN 60601-2-47:2000
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Medical electrical equipment -
Part24L Particulat
tequirements for the safety of
surgical luminaites and
luminaircs for diagnosis
This particular standard details the
requirements to be applied to
surgical luminaires and luminaires
fot diagnosis as defined in clauses
2.101 through 2.104, hereinafter
referred to as EQUIPMENT.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEVS 55317
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1060-4:2002
Non-invasive
sphygmomanometers - Part 4:
Test procedures to determine
the overall system accuracy of
automated noninvasive
sphygmomanometers
This European Standard describes
test procedues for investigations
to determine the overall system
accuracy of automated non-
invasive sphygmomanometets,
designed for the indirect
measurement of blood pressrue

11.040.50
Raviseadmed

Therapy equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6768922002
Hind 283,00
Identne TF,C 61689:1996
ja identne EN 61689:1996
Ultrasonics - Physiotherapy
systems - Performance
tequirements and methods of
measurement in the frequency
range 0r5 MHz to 5 MHz
This Intemational Standard is
applicable to ultrasonic equipment
designed for physiotherapy
consisting of an ultrasonic
transducer generating continuous
or quasi-continuous wave
ultrasonic energy in the frequency
range 0.5 to 5 MHz. This
International Standard only relates
to ultrasonic physiotherapy
equipment employing a single
plane circular transducer per
treatment head, producing static
beams perpendicular to the face of
the treatment head in accordance
rvith present practice.

EVS-EN 62083.2002
Hlrl.d229,00
Identne IEC 62083:2000
ja identne EN 62083:2001
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Medical electrical equipment -
PartZ: Requfuements fot the
safety of radiotherapy treatuetrt
planning systems
This Standard applies to the design
and manufactute and some
installation aspects of an RIPS: -
for use in radiotherapy fteatmeot
planning in human medical
practice; - that import data either
through mput by the operator or
dirbctly from othet devices; - that
oulput data either in printed fotrn
for review ot directly to other
devices; - and intended to bs - fot
normal use, under the authority of
appropriately licensed or qualified
persons, by operators having the
required skills 2tt4 training -
maintained in accordance with the
recornmendations given in the
instructions fot use; and - used
within the environmental and
electrical supply conditions
specified in the technical
description.

EVS-EN 60607-2-122002
Hind 306,00
Identne IEC 60601-2-1 :1998+
Al:2002
ja identne EN 60601-2-1:1998+
A7:2002
Medical electrical equipment -
Patt2-l: Particular
tequitements for the safety of
electton acceleratofs in the
tange of l MeV to 50 MeY
This Particular Standard, with the
inclusion of TYPE TESTS and
SITE TESTS, applies respectively
to the manufacture and some
installation aspects of
ELECTRON ACCELERATORS
- intended for RADIOTHERAPY
in human medical practice,
including those in which the
selection and display of operating
parameters can be controlled
automatically by
PROTRAMMABLE
ELECTRONIC SUBSYSTEMS
("ESS), -that, under normal
conditions (flc) and in normal use,
deliver a radiation beam of X-
radiation and or ELECTRON
RADIATION having-
NOI\trNELENERGYin the
range 1 MeV to 50 MeV, -
MAXIMUMABSORSED DOSE
3) RATED BETWEEN 0,001 Gy
s-1 and 1 Gy s-l at 1 m from the
RADIATION SOURCE,.
NORMAL TREATMENT
DISTANCES OITDS) between
0,5mand2mfromthe
RTDIATION SOURCE" and

intended to be for normal use,
operated undet the authodty of
appropriately licensed or
QUALIFIED PERSONS by
OPERATORS having the requfued
skills gor a particular medical
application, for particular specified
clinical purposes, e.g.

STATIONARY
RADIOTI{ERAPY or MOVING
BEAMRADIOTHER"TPY, -
maintained in accordance with the
recommendations given in the
INSTRUCTIONS FORUSE, -
zubject to regular quality assurance
performance and calibration
checks by a QUALIFIED
PERSON and - used within the
environmental and electdcal supply
conditions specified in the
technical description. It also
applies to

EVS-EN 60601-2-5:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IF,C 60601, -2-5:2000
ja identne EN 60601-2-5:2000
Medical electrical equipment -
Part 2-5: Particular
requitements fot the safety of
ultrasonic physiotherapy
eq 'iFment
Specifies requirements and tests
for the safety of ultrasonic
physiotherapy equipment. The aim
of this second edition is to bring
this particular standard up to date
with reference to publications IEC
60601-1 (1988) including the
amendments 1 (1991) and2(1995),
IEC 60601-1-2 (1,993) and IEC
6168e (1ee6).

EVS-EN 60601-2-10 :2002
Hind 199,00
Identne TE,C 60601 -2-1 0: 1 987+
A1:2001
ja identne EN 60601-2-10:2000+
A1:2001
Medical electrical equipment -
Pa*2-70: Particular
tequirements for the safety of
nerlle and muscle stimulalors
Specifi es particular requirements
for the safety of electrical
stimulators of muscles and nerves
in the specialized practice of
physical medicine. It excludes
stimulators used with implanted
electrodes, brain stimulation,
neurological research, cardiac
pacemakers, defibrillators and
other surgical procedures.

EVS-EN 60607-2-29 t20 02
Hlr.d229,00
Identne IE,C 60 601 -2-29 :1 99 9
ja identne EN 60601-2-29:1999



Medical electrical equipment -
Part2-29: Particulat
requirements for the safety of
radiotherapy simulatots
This particular standard applies to
radiotherapy simulators which use
diagnostic X-ray equiprnent to
simulate physically a radiotherapy
radiation beam, so that the
treatment volume to be subjected
to irradiation during radiotherapy
gan !g lesqlized, and the position
and size of the radiotherapy
radiation field can be confirmed. -
intended exclusively for
radiotherapy simulation as a

prelude to intended radiotherapy,
and not for any other puqpose such

as general

1r.040.70
Silmaraviseadmed

Ophthalmic equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 7413922002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 14139:2002
Ophthalmic optics -
Specifications for ready-to-wear
spectacles
This European Standard specifies
the minimum requirement for
complete ready-to-wear spectacles.
These are not intended for regular
use without the approval of an eye-

care professional.

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 25656
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 1. 1, 97 9 -6:2002

!a identne EN 13503-6:2002
Ophthalmic implants -
Inttaocular lenses - Part 6:
Shelf-life and transport stability
This part ofEN 13503 specifies
tests by which the shelf-life of
sterile intraocular lenses (IOL$ in
their final packaging can be.

determined. T'hese tests include
procedures to establish the stability
of IOLs in distribution and storage

11.040.99
Muud meditsiiniseadmed

Other medical equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60607-2-39 :2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 60601-2-39:7999
ia identne EN 60601-2-39:7999

Medical electrical equipment -
Patt2-392 Particular
requitements fot the safety of
peritoneal dialysis equipment
This particular standard specifies
the minimum safety reguirements
for peritoneal dialysis equipment
(as defined in Sub-clause 2.1.102)
hereinafter referred to as

equipment. These devices ate
intended for use either by medical
staff or under the supervision of
medical expettise, including
peritoneal dialysis equipment
operated by the patient. These
particular requirements do not
apply to dialysing solution, the
tubing set, or to equipment solely
intended for use as continuous
ambulatory peritoneal dialysis
equipment.

EVS- EN 60 601-2- 47:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60607 -2- 4l :2000
ja identne EN 60601-2-41:2000
Medical electrical equipment -
Patt2-47: Particular
requirements fot the safety of
sutgical luminaires and
luminaires for diagnosis
This particular standard details the
requirements to be applied to
surgical luminaires and luminaires
for diagnosis as defined in clauses

2.101 through 2.104, hereinafter
referred to as EQUIPMENT.

11.080
Steritseerimine

Sterilization and disinfection

UUED STANDARDID
EVS- EN 61010 -2-0 4 5:,.002
Illu:.d212,00
Identne IEC 61 010-2-045:2000
ja identne EN 61010-2-045:2000
Safety rcquitements for
elecrical equipment fot
measutement control and
labotatory use - Part 2-045:
Particulat requirements for
washer-disinfectors used in
medical, phatrnaceutical,
veterinary and labotatory fields
This Standard applies to washer
disinfectors and other equipment
incorporating washing and
disinfection processes fot the
treatment of soiled items used in
the medical, veterinary,
pharmaceutical, and laboratory
fields. NOTE - This equipment
may have one or more chambets
and a loading and unloading
system.

11.080.10
Sterilis eerimisvahendid

Sterilizing equipment

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55079
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 285:2002
Sterilization - Steam sterilizers -
Large sterilizers
This European Standard specifies
requirements and the relevant tests
for large steam stedlizers primarily
used in health care for the
stedlization of one or more
sterilization rnodules. The test
loads described in this standard are
selected to represent the majority
of loads (i. e. wrapped goods
consisting of metal, rubber and
porous materials) for the
evaluation of general puq)ose
steam sterilizer for medical devices.
However, specific loads (e. g.

heavy metal objects ot extreme
long lumen) will require the use of
other test loads

17.120.20
Ravitarbed.
Kirurgiasidemed

Medical materials.

KAVANDITE
ARYAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55150
Tdhtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13726-3:2002
Non-active medical devices -
Test methods for primary
wound dtessings - Part 3:
Waterptoofness
This European Standard desctibes
a test method for the evaluation of
waterproofness of pdmary wound
dressings vrhen such claims are
made
prEVS 55151
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13726-4:2002
Non-active medical devices -
Test methods for primary
wound dtessings - Part 4z

Conformability
This European Standard describes
a test method for measuring
aspects of conformability of
primary wound dressings
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17.740
Haiglavarustus

UUED STA}{DARDID
EVS-EN 73795-722002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 13795-1:2002
Surgical dtapes, gowns and
clean air suits, used as medical
devices, for patients, clinical
stuffand equipment - Part 1:
General tequirements for
manufacturerc, ptocessors and
ptoducts
EN 13795-1 specifies information
to be supplied, in addition to the
usual labelling of medical devices,
concerning manufacturing and
proccessing tequirements. This
standard gives general guidance on
the characteristics of single-use and
reusable surgical gowns, surgical
drapes and clean air suits used as

medical devices for patients,
clinical staff and equipment.

EVS- EN 60 601-2- 46 22o02
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 60601 -2 -46:1998
ja identne EN 60601-2-46:1998
Medical electrical equipment -
Part2-46: Particulat
requitements for the safety of
operating tables
In addition to the General
Standard this Particular Standard
specifies safety requirements for
operating tables, as defined in
2.12.107, whether or not having
electrical parts, including
transporters as defined n 2.1,2.704,
used for the transportation ot the
table top to or from the base or
pedestal of an operating table with
detachable table top. It does not
apply to dental patient chair,
examination chairs and couches,
patient-supporting systems of
diagnostic and therapeutic devices,
operating table heating blankets,
patient transfer equipment,
delivery tables and beds, hospital
beds and field tables.

77.760
Esmaabi

First aid

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 13778-7:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 1371 8-1:2002
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Air, water and difficult terrain
ambulances - Patt t Medical
device interface requitements
for tle continuity of patient care
This European Standard specifies
minimum performance
requirements for interfaces of
medical devices used within air,
water, and difficult terrain
ambulances. Exclusions: the
standard specifically excludes
consideration of the design and
ergonomic requirements of the
vehicle or ctaft. Specific
requirements for permanent
outdoot use and storage of medical
devices are excluded from this
standard

EVS-EN 137l&122002
Hind 146,00
Identne F.N 137 18-2:2002
Air, water and difficult temain
ambulances -Patt2:
Operational and technical
tequfuements fot the continuity
ofpatient care
This European Standard specifies
minimum requirements for
dedicated ambulance services
covering air, v/ater, and difficult
terrain vehicles and craft in
particular

11.180

Puuetega inimeste
abivahendid

Aids for disabled or

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
p€VS 55324
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/DIS 7 6201 :2002
ja identne prEN ISO 16201:2002
Technical aids for disabled
persons - Requirements and test
methods for environmental
conttol systems
This European standard specifies
functional and technical
requirements and test methods for
environmental control systems
intended for use to alleviate or
compensate for a handicap

8.A20.20
Keskkonnadkonoomika

Environmental economics

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
orE\,'S 39808

Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 3439:2002
Packaging - Rate ofenergy
recovery - Definition and
method of calculation
Packaging - Rate of energy
recovery - Definition and method
of calculation

13.030.50
Taaskasutus-

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKIJSITLUS
prEVS 39807
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 3437:2002
Packaging and material
rccycling - Criteria for recycling
methods - Descdption of
rccycling processes and flow
chart
This European Standard defines
the criteria for a recycling process
and descdbes the principal existing
processes for material recycling
and their inter-relationship. Both
packaging and recovery
technologies are subject to
continuing and rapid development.
This European Standard describes
the present stage of knowledge but
may be subject to modifications in
the light of new developments
prEVS 39810
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13440:2002
Packaging - Rate of recycling -
Definition and method of
calculation
This European Staodard
establishes a methodology for the
calculation of the rate of recycling
of packaging and packaging
material

13.040.99
Muud 6hu lwaliteediga
seotud standardid

Other standards related to air
quality

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSI(OSITLUS
prEVS 55166
Tlhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ptEN 1341 9- 7 :2002
Building products -
Determination of the emission
of volatile organic compounds -
Part 1: Emission test chambet
method



This standard specifies a gerreral
laboratory test method for
deteffiination of the area specific
emission rate of volatile organic
compounds (VOC$ from oewly
produced building products under
defined climate conditions. The
method can also, in ptinciple, be
applied to aged products. The
emission data obtained can be used
to calculate concenftations h a

model room
prEVS 55167
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1341 9-2:20A2
Building products -
Determination of the emission
ofvolatile organic compounds -
Part 2: Emission test cell
method
This standard specifies a general
laboratory test method for
detemrjnation of the area specific
emission rate of volatile organic
compounds CfOCt from newly
produced building products under
defined climate conditions. The
method can in principle also be
applied to aged products. The
emission data obtained can be used
to calculate concentrations in a
model room
prEVS 55168
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1341 9-3:2002
Building products -
Determination of the emission
of volatile organic compounds -
Part 3: Ptocedure for sampling,
storage of samples and
pteparation of test speci'nens
Studies of the emission of volatile
organic compounds from unused
building products in test chambers
or cells require proper handling of
the product prior to testing and
during the testing period

13.060.20

Joogivee kvaliteet

Drinking water

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 1272922002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 12729:2002
Devices to prevent pollution by
bacldlow of potable watet -
Controllable bacldlow preventer
with reduced pressure zone -
FamilyB-TypeA

This Ewopean Standard specifies
the field of application, the
dimensiooal the physico-chemical,
the design, the hydraulic, the
mechanical and the acoustic
characteristics of controllable
backflow preventer with reduced
pressure zone Family B Tlpe A

13.060.70
Vee bioloogiliste omaduste
miihamine

Examination of biological
pfopefties of water

KAVANDITE
ARYAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55152
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13946:2002
Watet quatty - Guidance
standard for the routine
sampling and prereatment of
bentlic diatoms from rivers
This guidance European Standard
establishes a method for the
sampling and laboratory
pteparation of benthic diatoms for
water quality assessments. Data
produced by this method are
suitable for production of rvatei
quality indices based on the relative
abundance of taxa. !7ith
appropriate modifi cations the
method can be applied to the study
of benthic diatoms in lakes

13.170
Masinate ohutus

Safew of machinerv

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6007322002
Hind 170,00
Identne TEC 60073:2002
ja identne EN 60073:2002
Basic and safety principles for
man-machioes interface,
marking and identification -
Qoning principles fot indication
devices and actuators
This International Standard
establishes general rules for
assigning particular meanings to
certain visual, acoustic and tactile
indications in order to - increase
the safety ofpersons, property
and/ ot the environment through
the safe monitoring and control of
the equipment or process; -
faciliate the proper monitoring,
control and maintenance of the
equipment or process; - facilitate

the rapid recognition of contol
conditions and actuator positions.

EVS-EN 60204-1k2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IF,C 6020 4- 1 1 :2000
ja identne EN 6020,1-11:2000
Safety of machinery - Electrical
equipment of machines - Part
11: Requitements for FfV
equipment fot voltages above
1000 V a.c. or 1500 V d.c. and
not exceeding 36 kY
This part of IEC 60204 applies to
the application of electrical and
electronic equipment and systems
to machines, including a group of
machines working together in a co-
ordinated manner, but excluding
higherlevel system aspects (i.e.,
communications between systems).

13.720
Ohutus kodus

Domestic safetv

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 60335-2-
27:2007/A77:20O2
Hind 49,00
Identne EN 60335-2-
2'l:7999 /A71:2002
Safety of household and similat
electrical appliances - Pan2:
Particular tequitements for
stotage watet heatets
This standard applies to stationary
non-instantaneous stotage water
heaters intended for heating water
to a temperature below its boiling
point. lVater heaters may be
thermally insulated for long-term
storage or uninsulated for
temporary storage of hot water.
Water heaters not intended for
notmal household use, but which
nevertheless may be a source of
danger to the public, such as water
heaters intended to be used in
shops, in light industri and on
farms, are within the scope of this
standard.

EYS-EN 6033s-2-
47:2007/A7:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne IF,C 60335-2-
41:1,996/A1:2000
ja identne EN 60335-2-
41:1996/A7:2A01
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - Part 2-47:
Particular requirements fot
PumPs
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This standard deals with the safety
of electric pumps for liquids
having a temperature not
exceeding 35 oC, which are
intended for household and sirnilar
purposes, their rated voltage being
not more than 250 V for single-
phase appliances and 480 V for
other appliances.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55172
Tlihtaeg 2003-02-01,
Identne IF,C 60335-1, :2001
ja identne EN 60335-1:2002
Household and similat
electrical appliances - Safety -
Part 1: General tequirements
Deals with the safety of electrical
appliances for household and
similar purposes. It deals wifi the
common hazards presented by
appliances that are encountered by
all persons in and around the
home. It also covers appliances
used by laymen in shops, in light
industry and on farms (such as

catering equipment, and industrial
and commercial cleaning
appliances). The rated voltage of
the appliances are not more than
250 Y for single-phase appliances
and 480 \/ for other appliances.

73.760
Vibratsiooni fa ld6gi toime
inimesele

Vibration and shock with
respect to human beings

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 15907
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1032:2002
Mechanical vibration - Testing
of mobile machinery in otder to
determine the vibration
emission
This European Standard specifies
the determination of whole-body
and hand-arm vibration emissions
at operator position(s) during
testing of mobile machinery. The
purpose ofthis European Standard
is to assist technical standardization
committees responsible for specific
types of machinery in preparing
vibration test codes to ensure that
such vibration test codes are as

homogeneous as possible with
each individual test code having
the same basic structure; are in fi.rll

accordance 'ritJr basic standatds on
measurement of vibration emission

13.200
Avariide ia 6nnetuste
viiltimine

Accident and disaster control

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 500732002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 50073:1999
Guide for selection, installation,
use and meaintenance of
apparatus for the detection and
measurement of combustible
gases or oxygen
This document gives guidance on
the selection, installation, use and
maintenance of electrically
operated Group II 1 apparatus
intended for use in indusrial and
commercial safety applications for
the detection and measurement oF
Combustible gases, complying with
the requirements of EN 50054,
EN 50057, EN 50058 or oxygen
complying with the requirements
of EN 50104 or appamtus
approved by an accredited
institution following other methods
of petformance testing for the
above two cases.

13.220.01
Tuleohutus iildiselt

Protection against fire in
genefal

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-HD 384.4.482 Slz2002
Hind 75,00
Identne HD 384.4.482 S'l :7997
Electrical installations of
buildings - Patt 4: Protection for
safety - Chaptet 48: Choice of
protective measutes as a
function of external inlluences -
Section 482: Protection against
fire where particular risks or
danger exist
Selection and erection of
installations on locations with risks
of fue due to the nature of
processed or stored materials like
the manufacturing, processing,
storage of combustible materials,
including the accumulation of dust
as in barns, woodworking factodes,
paper mills, textile factories or
similar.

73.220.20
Tulekaitsevahendid

Fire protection

KAYANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 35043
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne EN 502641,:2002
Railway applications -Railway
tolling stock cables having
special fire performance -
Standard wall - Part t General
tequirements
Part 1 of EN 50264 specifies the
genetal requirements applicable to
the cables given in part 2 and part
3 of EN 50264.Ttincludes the
detailed requirements for the
insulating and sheathing materials
and other components called up in
the separate parts. In particular EN
5026+1 specifies those
requirements relating to fire safety
which enable the cables to satis$
Hazard Levels 2,3 and 4 of EN
45545-1,.

prEVS 35045
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50264-2:2002
Railway applicactions - Railway
tolling stock cables having
special fire petformance -
Standard wall - Pan 2: Single
core cables
Part 2 ofEN 50264 specifies
requirements fot, and
constructions and dimensions of,
single core cables of the following
types and voltage ratings: 0,6/7kV
unscreened, unsheathed (1 mm2 to
400 mm2),1,8/3 kV unscreened,
unsheathed (1,5 mm2 to 400
mm2), 7,8 / 3 kV unscreened
sheathed (1,5 mm2 to 400 mm2),
3,6 / 6 kV unscreened, sheathed

Q'5 mm2 to 400 mm2). All cables
have class 5 tinned copper
conductors to HD 383, halogen-
free insulation and where
applicable halogen-free sheath.
prEVS 35048
Tdhtaeg: 20A3-02-07
Identne EN 50264-3:2002
Railway applicactions - Railway
tolling stock cables having
special fire performance -
Standatd wall - Part : Multicote
cables
Part 3 ofEN 50264 specifies
requirements for, and
constructions and dimensions of,
multicore cables of the following
types and voltage ratings: 300
V/500 V Screened or unscreened



(1 mlln2, 1,5 mm 2atd2,5 mm2,
number of cores ftom2 to 40) -
0,6 kV/1 kV Screened or
unscteened, (1 mm 2 to 50 mrr.2 ,
2,3 and 4 core)
prEVS 55199
Tdhtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50305:2002
Railway applications -Railway
tolling stock cables having
special fire performance -Test
methods
This standard specifies special test
methods applicable to cables, and
their constituent insulating and
streathing materials, for use of
railway rolling stock. Such cables
are specified in the various parts of
EN 50264 and EN 50306

13.220.40
Mate{alide ia toodete
siittivus ning p6lemislaad

Ignitability and burning
behaviour of materials and
products

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50200:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 50200:2000
Method of test for resistance to
fire of unprotected small cables
fot use in emergency circuits
This Ewopean standard specifies
the test method for cables designed
to have intrinsic resistance to fire
and intended for use as emergency
circuits for alarm, Iighting and
communication purposes. This
standard is applicable to cables for
emergency circuits of rated voltage
not exceeding 600/1000V,
including those of rated voltage
below 80V and for emergency
circuit optical fibre cables.

EYS-EN 60707:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne IE,C 60707:7999

ia identne EN 60707:1999
Flammability of solid non-
metallic materials when
exposed to flame sources - List
of test methods
Lists test methods applicable to
solid non-metallic materials having
an apparent density of not less
than 250 kg/m3, determined in
accordance with ISO 845, and
intended to serve as a preliminary
indication of the behaviour of
these materials when exposed to a

flame ignition source. The results
make is possible to check the

constancy of the charactedstics of
a material and provide an
indication of the progress in the
development of materials and a
relative comparison and
classification of vadous materials.

EVS-EN 60695-8-l:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 60695-8 -l.2001
ja identne EN 60695-8-1:2001
Fire hazard testing - Pat &1:
Heat release - Gene'tal
Guidance
Provides guidance in the
assessment of heat telease form
electrotechnical ptoducts and
materials from which thev are
constructed.

EVS-EN 60695-9-7:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60695-9-1:1 998
ja identne EN 60695-9-1:1999
Ffue hazatd testing - Part 9-1:
Surface spread of flame -
General Guidance
This part of IEC 60695 provides
gu.idance in the assessment of
surface spread of flame for the
electrotechnical products and
materials from which thev are

. formed.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55108
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60695-1 -30:2002
ja identne EN 60695-1-30:2002
Fire hazard tesring - Part 1-30:
Guidance for assessing tle fire
hazar d of electrotechnical
ptoducts - Use of preselection
testing ptocedures
This part is intended to provide: a)
generic guidance; and b) guidance
for assessing the significance,
relevance and limitations of the
data from preselection fire tests
compared to the data from fire
tests that provide input for hazatd
assessment. Priodty is given to 6re
hazard assessment tests made on
the final end-produc! however, in
certain cases preselection tests may
be agreed upon for practical
reasons. Examples of test methods
which contain combustion
charactedstics tests specified in the
intemational test methods of IEC
and ISO are listed in annex A. Has
the status of a basic safety
publication in accordance with IEC
Guide 104.
prEVS 55346
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 829:1988

ia identne HD 541 31:1991
Methods of test for tle
determination of the initability
of solid electrical iasulating
materials when exposed to
electrica$ heated wire sources
Methods of test for the
determination of the initability of
solid electrical insulating materials
when exposed to electrically heated
wire sources

13.220.50
Ehitusmate{alide ja -
elementide tulepiisivus

Fire-resistance of building
materials and elements

UUED STANDARDID
EYS872-7:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne EYS 872-1:2002
Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 1:
S6navara
IGesolev standard satestab
ehirusliku tuleohutuse m6isted.

EYS 872-2:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EYS 872-2:2002
Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 2:
Ventilatsioonisff steemid ia
suitsueemaldus
Kiesolev standard satestab
nrleohutusn6uded ehitiste
ventilatsiooni- ja
siutsueemaldussiisteemide
projekteerimisele, ehitamisele ja
ekspluatatsioonile.

EVS 812-3:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EYS 872-3:2002
Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 3:
Kiittesrf steemid
Kiesolev standard kiisideb ehitiste
kiitmiseks, auru tootmiseks ja
kiituse hoidmiseks ettenihtud
ruumide ja seadmete tuleohutust.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 31015
Tihtaeg 2003-03-0I
Identne prEN 14600:2002
Fire tesisti. g andl ot smoke
control doorcets and operable
windows - Requfuements and
classification
This Euopean Standard specifres
only the performance and
durability requirements and
methods of test and classification
for both manually operated and
power operated fire resisting
doorsets and shutter assemblies
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and operable windows, and smoke
conftol doonets aad shutter
assemblies which are either: -
opening and self closing as a

normal mode of operation, or -
nonnally held open but self closing
in case of fire or smoke, or -
normally maintained locked in the
closed position
prEVS 52759
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 13501-1:2002
Ffue classification of
constfuction ptoducts and
building elements - Patt 1:
Classification using test data
from reaction to fire tests
This Euopean Standard
providesthe reaction to fue
classification procedue for all
construction products, including
products incolporated within
building elements. Products are

considered in relation to their end
use application. This document
applies to two categories, which are
treated separately in this European
Standard: - construction products,
excluding floorings; - floorings.

13.230
Plahvatusohutus

Explosion protection

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
pflVS 55169
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13463-2:2002
Non-electrical equipment
intended for use in potentially
explosive atrrosphetes - Part 2:
Ptotection by flow testricting
enclosute fr
This European Standard specifies
the requirements for the
construction and testing of flow
restricting enclosures for non-
electrical equipment intended for
use in potentially explosive
atmospheres if the atmosphere
outside the enclosure becomes
explosive rarely and for short
durations only
prEVS 55171
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ptEN 14591-1:2002
Explosion prevention and
ptotection in underground
mining - Ptotective systems -
Part 1: 2-bar explosion-proof
ventilation structure

This standard applies to air shutter
fiames and air doors for ventilation
structures which are to remain
firnctional after the passage of
explosions with ovelpressures of
up to 2 bar. Ventilation structures
of this type serve to provide a

stable ventilation flow after the
occurrence ofan explosion such
that the effects of an explosion on
the ventilation system can be
limited and adequate possibilities
remain for escape and rescue

13.260
Elektrilddgikaitse

Protection against electric
shock

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 61740|2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IE,C 61, 1 40:2001

ia identne EN 61140:2002
Ptotection against electric
shock - Common aspects fot
installation and equipment
Applies to the protection of
persons and animals against
electric shock. It is intended to give
fundamental principles and
requirements urhich are common
to electrical installations, systems
and equipment or necessary for
their co-ordination. Prepared for
installations, systems and
equipment without a voltage limit.
NOTE - There are some clauses in
this standard which refer to low-
voltage and high-voltage systems,
installations and equipment. For
the puqpose of this standard, low -
voltage is any rated voltage up to
and including 1 000 V a.c. or 1 500
V d.c. High voltage is any rated
voltage exceeding 1 000 V a.c. ot 1

500 V d.c. The requirements of
this standard apply only if they are
incorporated, or are referred to, in
the relevant standards. It is not
intended to be used as a stand-
alone standard. Has the status of a

basic safety publication in
accordance with IEC Guide 104.

EVS-EN 61219:2002
TI:nd272,00
Identne IEC 61219:1993
ja identne EN 61219:1993
Live working - Earthing ot
earthing and short-circuiting
equipment using lances as a
short-circuiting device - Lance
earthing

This European Standard applies to
equipment for temporary earthing
ot earthing and short-circuiting of
electrically isolated parts of a.c.
installations, the disconnection of
which has been vedfied, for the
protection of wotkers while work
is in progtess using lance(s) as tle
earthing or earthing and short-
circuiting device.

EVS-EN 67481:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 61481:2001
ja identne EN 61481:2001
Live wotking - Portable phase
comparators for voltages ftom 1
kY to 36 kY a.c.
This standard is applicable to
portable phase comparators with
or u'ithout built in power soutce to
be used on electrical systems for
voltages of1 to 36 kV a.c. and
fiequencies from 50 IIz to 60H2.
This standard is applicable to two
pose phase comparators having a

connection lead betrween, two pole
phase comparatots operating with
wireless connecdon, single pole
phase comparators operating with
memory system.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55208
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne EN 50365:2002
Electrically insulating helmets
for use on low voltage
installations
This standard is applicable to
elecrically insulating helmets used
for working live or close to live
parts on installations not exceeding
1000 V a.c. or 1500 V d.c.
prEVS 55336
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne TF,C 61 47 9 :2A07 / A7 :20A2
ja identne EN
61,479:2001 / A7:2002
Live wotking - Flexible
conductor covers (line hoses) of
insulating material
This standard is applicable to
flexible insulating covers (ine
hoses) for the protection of
workers from accidental contact
with live or eathed electrical
conductors and for the avoidance
of short circuits during live
working.
prEVS 55450
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne IF.C 61484:200'1, /
A7:2002

ia identne EN 61481:2001/
A7:2042
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Live working - Portable phase
comparators fot voltages from 1
kV to 36 kV a.c.
This standard is applicable to
portable phase compatators uiith
or without built in power source to
be used on electrical systems for
voltages of 1 to 36 kV a.c. and
frequencies fiom 50 Hz to 60 Hz.
This standard is applicable to t'wo
pose phase comparatots having a
connection lead bet'rzeen, two pole
phase comparators opetating with
wireless connecdon, single pole
phase comparators operating with
memory system.

73.280
Kiirguskaitse

Radiation protection

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50377:?.002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50371:2002
Generic standard to
demonsttate the compliance of
low powet electronic and
electdcal apparatus with the
basic restrictions related to
human exposute to
electromagnetic fields (10 MHz
- 300 GHz) - General public
This generic standard applies to
Iow power electronic and electrical
apparatus for which no dedicated
product- or product family
standard regarding human
exposrue to electomagnetic fields
applies. The frequency range
covered is 10 MFIz to 300
GHz.The object of this standard is
to demonstrate the compliance of
such apparatus with the basic
restdctions on exposute of the
general public to electdc, magnetic
and elec&omagnetic fields and
contact cufrent.

EVS-EN 60976:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 60976:1989+A1 :2000
ja identne EN
60976:7999+A1:2000
Medical electrical equipment -
Medical electron accelerators -
Functional p e rform ance
chatacteristics

This standard applies to medical
electron accelerators when used,
for therapy putposes, in human
medical practice. This standard
applies to electon accelerators
which deliver a radiation beam of
either X-radiation or electron
radiation with nominal energies in
the range 1 MeV to 50 MeV at
maximum absorbed dose rates
between 0,001 Gy s-1 and 1 Gy s-1
at 1 m from the radiation source
and at normal treatrnent distances
between 50 cm and 200 cm from
the radiation source.

EVS-EN 60825 -1:20 01 / A2220 02
F1lrrd229,00
Identne IEC 60825-
7:1993/A2:2001
ja identne EN 60825-
7:1,994/A2:2001
Safety oflaset products. Part 1:
Equipment classifi cation,
requirements and usetrs guide
Deals with the safety of laser
products. Covers laser radiation in
the wavelength range 180 mm to 1

mm, indicates safe wotking levels
of laser radiation and introduces a
system of classification of lasers
and laser products according to
their degee of hazard,. Replaces
IEC 825 (1984) and IEC 820
(1e86).

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55331
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identrre IEC 60825-1 :1993 /
A7:7997
ja identne EN 60825-1:1994l
A1:2002
Safety oflaser ptoducts. Part 1:
Equipment classifi cation,
tequirements and userrs guide
Deals udth the safety of laser
products. Covers laser radiation in
the wavelength tange 180 mm to 1

mm, indicates safe working levels
of laser radiation and inttoduces a
system of classification of lasers
and laser products according to
their degree of hazard. Replaces
IEC 825 (1984) and IEC 820
(1 e86).
ptEVS 55339
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60825-4:1997 /
A1:2002
ja identne EN 60825-4:1997 /
A7:2002
Safety oflaser products - Part 4:
Laser guatds

This standard specifies the
requirements for Laser Guatds,
permanent and temporary (e.g. for
service), that enclose the process
zolae of a Laser Processing
Machine and specifications for
Proprietary Laser Guards.

13.300
Kaitse ohtlike kaupade
eest

Protection against dangerous
goods

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 7089-222002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 1089-2:2002
Transportable gas rylinders -
Gas cylinder identification
(excluding LPG) - Patt2z
Precautionary labels
This European Standard specifies
the design, content, i.e. hazatd
symbols and text, and application
of precautionary labels intended
for use on the shoulders of
individual gas cylinders containing
single gases or gas mixtures or
immediately -below (maximum 50
mm from the rounded part).
Labels for bundles of cylinders and
for LPG cylinders are not covered
by this standard.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55325
Tihtaeg 2003-03-07
Identne prEN 14595:2002
Tanks for ttansport of
dangerous goods - Service
equipment for tanks - Pressute
and vaccum breathet vent
This European standard covers the
pressure and vacuum breather vent
used to ensure normal tank
compartrnent breathing. It
specifi es the performance
requirements and the critical
dimensions of the pressure and
vaculun breather vent. It also
speciEes the tests necessary to
veri$ the compliance of the
equipment with this standard

13.310
Kaitse kuritegevuse vastu

Protection against crime

UUED STANDARDID
EVS 809-1:2002
tLnd 212,00
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Identne EVS 809-1:2002
Kuritegevuse ennet4rn in e.
I.inn2plansgrimine ia
arhitelcuur. Osa 1:

Linnaplaneerimine
Standard toob dta erinevaid kuriteo
riski jalv6i kuriteohirmu hindamise
meetodeid ning nende tiskide
vihendamise vahendeid, menedusi
ja tegevuskavu.
Projekteerimisiuhendid ednevate
kuriteoprobleemide enneiamiseks
v6i nende vastu v6idemiseks on
esitatud elukeskkoona tiiipide
kaudu. Esitatud on ka jiirjepidevad
tegevuskavad k6ikide
linnaplaneerimise ja kudtegevuse
ennetamisega seotud osapoolte
ning teiste, peamiselt piirkondliku
ja kohaliku v6imu esindajad ja
elanikud, kaasamiseks
ametkondadevahelisse kuritegevuse
ennetamise ja kuritegevuse hirmu
vihendamise tegevusse.

EVS-EN 50737-6:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 50131-6:1997
Alarm systems - Intrusion
systems - Part 6: Power supplies
This standard specifies
requirements, testing procedures
and performance criteria fot Power
Supplies @S) for use in intrusion
detection and hold-up-alarm
systems ia buildings. This standard
covers mandatory functions which
shall be provided on all PS and
optional functions with
requirements which may be
provided. Other functions
associated with intrusion detection
and hold-up-alarm not specified in
this standatd may be provided.
Such functions shall not effect the
tequfuements of any mandatory or
optional functions.

EVS-EN 50732-5:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50132-5:2001
Alarm systems - CCTV
surveillance systems for use in
security applications - Part 5:
Video ttansmission
This standard specifies the
minimum requirements fot the
specification and testing of the
performance of a video
transmission channel involving
transmitter, receiver or
intermediate devices associated
with the selected transmission
media, for use in CCTV
surveillance systems.

EYS-EN 50132-4-7|2002
Hind 199,00

-) t)

Identne EN 501324-1 :2001
Alarm systems - CCTY
surveillance systems for use ia
security applications - Part 4-1:
Black aad white monitors
This standatd specifies the
minirnum requirements for the
specification and testi'g of black
and white video monitors used io
625-l:u;'e CCIR standard closed
circuit television (CCT\I)
surveillance systems for security
applications.

L3.320
Hiiire- ia
hoiatussiisteemid

Alarm and warning systems

UUED STANIDARDID
EVS-EN 50244:2A02
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 502,14:2000
Electrical apparatus for the
detection of combustible gases
in domestic premises - Guide
on the selection, installation,
use and maintenance
This guide is intended to ptovide
information on the selection,
installation, use and mainterrance
of apparatus for the detection of
combustible gas designed for
continous opetation in a fixed
installation in domestic premises as

described in prEN 50194. This
guide should be read in
conjunction with any additional
relevant national or local
regulations.

EVS-EN 50130-5:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50130-5:1998
Alarm systems - Part 5:
Envitonmental test methods
This standard specifies
environmental test methods to be
used for testing the system
components of the folloudng alarm
systems, intended for use in and
aroruld buildings: Intruder alarm
systems, hold-up alarm systems,
social alarm systems, CCTV
systems for secudty applications,
access control systems for security
applications. This standard
specifies three equipment classes

@ixed, Movable & Portable
equipment) and four
environmental classes.

EYS-EN 50732-7:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 50132-7:1996

Alarm systems - CCTV
surrreillance systems fot use in
security applications - Patt 7 z

Application guidelines
This standard gives
tecommendations fot t}e selection,
planning and installation of closed
circuit television systems
comprising of camera(s) with
monitor(s) and,/or video
recorder(s), switching, conftol and
ancillary equipment for use in
security applications.

EVS-EN 50133-1t2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50133-1 :1996
Alarrn systems - Access control
systems for use in security
applications - Part t System
tequirements
This standard specifies
requirements for automated access

control systems and components in
and around buildings. It includes: -
system architecture and general
requirements of an access control
system for security applications; -

requirements for functions; -
definition of the environmental
and elecff omagnetic compatibility
conditions; - requirements for
communication of an access

conftol with others, such as access

point acruators and sensors, alarm
system, etc. f'he standard does not

:5l;]:r': 
access Point actuators and

EVS-EN 50133-7.2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 50133-7:1 999
Alatrr systems - Access control
systems for use in security
applications - PartT:
Application guidelines
This standard provides guidelines
for the application of an automated
access control system and
components in and around
buildings based upon the EN
50133 series ofstandards. It covers
systern design, installation,
handovei, operation and
maintenance of access control
systems. The guidelines are

intended for access conEol systems
for use in security applications.
They cover systems ranglng from a

simple single access point up to
complex multiple access point
sysrems.

EVS-EN 50734-222002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50134-2:1999



Alarm systems - Social alarm
systems - Part 2: Trigger
devices
This Standard specifies the
requirements and tests for
manually-activated trigger devices
forming part of a social alarrn
system.

EVS-EN 50134-322002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50134-3:2001
Alarm systems - Social alarm
systems - Part 3: Local unit and
controuet
This part of the Standard describes
the functions of, and gives
minimum requirements for design,
function and testing for the local
unit and controller forming part of
the social alarm system, as

described in the requirements
section of this standard.

EVS-EN 50734-7:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 5013,t.7:1996
Alarm systems - Social alarm
systems - Parr. 7 : Application
guidelines
This standard provides
recommendations to service
providers (and their sub-
contracto$) for effective and
efficient management policy and
procedures for installing, testing,
operating and maintaining a social
alarm system, including technical
facilities and organizing assistance.

EVS-EN 50733-2-l:2O02
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50133-2-1:2000
Alarm systems - Access conrol
systems for use in security
applications - P art 2-I General
requirements for components
This standard provides general
requirements for the components
for an automated Access Control
System based upon the EN 50133
as detailed in EN 50133-1 section
4.2. This standard does not defne
component functionality as this is
detailed in EN 50133-1. The
manufacfurer shall desribe the
functions embodied within the
comPonent(s) submitted for
certification and fi.rlfil the
appropriate requirements as

detailed in EN 50133-1.

EVS-EN 50736-7-1:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 50136-1-1:1998+
A1:2001

Hiiiresiisteemid.
Hiireedastussiisteemid ja -
seadmed. Osal l-t Oldnouded
hiireedastussiisteemidele
This standard specifies the general
requirements for the petformance,
reliability and security
characteristics of alarm
transmission systems. It covers the
general requfuements for
connections providing signalling
between an alarm system and an
alarm receiving centre. EN 50136
shall apply for transmission of all
types of alarms; fire, intrusion,
access control social alarm etc.
Different q,pe of alarm systems
may tn addition to alarm messages

also send other types of messages,

e.g. fault messages and status
messages.

EVS-EN 50136-1-2:2O02
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 50136-1-2:1998
Alarm systems - Alarm
transmission systems and
equipment -Pattl-22
Requirements fot systems using
dedicated alarm paths
This standard specifies the
requirements for alarm
transmission systems utiJising
dedicated alarm transmission paths
which are additional to those
specified in EN 50136-1-1. The
alarm transmission system may
uti-lise wired links (e.g. DC or a
modulated signal over a twisted
pair cable), voice grade signa[ing
links or data links and may include
multiplexers or message

processors. The standard is also
applicable to alarm ttansmission
systems in which signalling links
are shared with othet services.

EVS-EN 50136-l-322002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 501 36-1 -3:'j998
Alatm systems - Alarm
ftansmission systems and
equipment - Part 1-3:
Requirements for systems with
digital communicators using
the public switched telephone
netwotk
This standard specifies the
requirements fbr digital
communicator systems utiJising the
Public Suitched Telephone
Nelwork which are in addition to
those specified in EN 50136-1-1. It
covers switched connections
providing event driven signalling
between an alarm system and a
remote centre. The information
urill be transmitted using digitized

srgnals to automauc recervrrg
centre transceivers at remote
centres. A facility may be included
to provide an audio channel.

EVS-EN 50136-l4t?-002
Hird 66,00
Identne EN 50136-1-4:7998
Alarm systems - Alarm
tqansmission systems and
equipment -Pattl4:
Requirements for systems with
voice communicatots using the
public switched telephone
network
This standard specifies the
requirements for voice
communicator systems utiJising the
Public S',vitched Telephone
Network which are in addition to
those specified in EN 50136-1-1. It
covers suritched connections
providing event ddven signaling
between an alarm system and a
remote centre. The information
will be transmitted by using a
stored voice message to one or
more responsible persons and/or
to an alarm receiving centre
succesively.

EVS-EN 50136-2-7:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50136-2-1:1998+
A1:2001
Hiiresffsteemid.
Hiireedastussiisteemid ja -
seadmed. Osa 2-t UlanOuded
hiiiteedastussfi steemidele
This standatd specifies the general
requirements for alarm
transmission equipment used in
alarm ttansmission systems. This
standard does not speci$ the
equipment used to display the
inforrnation at the alam receiving
centre or the installation of
equipment. Additional
requirements for specific types of
alarm transmission eguipment are
given in sepatate documents as

parts of this standard. This does
not preclude the use of any alarm
transmission equipment not
covered by one ofthese specific
documents, provided that it meets
these general requirements.

EVS-EN 50136-2-2:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 501 36-2-2:1998
Alarm systems - Alarm
ttansmission systems and
equipment -PartLZz
Requirements fot equipment
used in systems using dedicated
alarm paths



This standard specifies the
rcquirements fot equipment used
in alarm transmissioa systems
utilising dedicated alar-
transmission paths which are
additional to those specified in EN
50136-2-1. The alarm transmission
system may utilise *ircd links,
voice grade signalling links or data
linl.s and may include multiplexers
or message processors. The
standard is also applicable to alatrn
transmission systems in which
signalling links are shared with
other services.

EVS-EN 50136-2322AA2
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50136-2-3:1998
Hiitesffsteemid.
Hiireedastussiisteemid ja -
seadmed. Osa 2-3: N6uded
seadmetele, mida kasutatakse
siisteemides koos iildkasutatava
telefoniv6tgu
digitaalkommutaatorite ga
This standard specifies the
requirements for equipment used
in digitd communicator systems
utiJising the Public Switched
Telephone Net'vork which are in
addition to those specified in EN
50736-2-7. The remote centre will
normally be an alarm receiving
centre but may be a satellite station
with onward transmission using an
alarm transmission system meeting
the requirements of EN 50736-1-2.

EVS-EN 50136-L4:?.O02
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50136-2-4:1998
Hiiresffsteemid.
Hiiresiisteemide ia -seadmed.
Osa2-42 N6uded
tildkasutatavas telefoniv6tgus
tdiitavate salvestatud
k6nekommunikaatorite
siisteemide seadmestikule
This standard specifies the
requirements for equipment used
in voice comminicators systems
utilising the Public Switched
Telephone Network urhich are in
addition to those specified in EN
50136-2-1.

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55248
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50134-1:2002
Alarm systems -Social alarm
systems - Part 1: System
requitements

This standatd specifies the
minimum requirements for a social
alarm systems. For people with
disabilities (e.g. visual and hea'i.g
impairment), additional
requirements not covered in this
series of staodatds may apply

13.340.n
Kaitser6ivad

Protective clothing

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55332
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60984:1 990 / A7:2002
ja identne EN
60984:7992/ A7:2002
Sleeves of insulating material
fot live working
Applies to insulating sleeves for the
protection of workers from
accidental contact with live
electrical conductors, apparatus or
circuits.

73.340.20
Pea kaitsevahendid

Head protective equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 769:2002
Hind 109,00
Ideotne EN 169:2002
Personal eye-protection - Filters
fot welding and telated
techniques - Ttansmittance
requitements and
tecommended use
This European standard specifies
the scale numbers and
transmittance requitements for
filters intended to protect
operators performing work
involving welding, braze-welding,
air-arc gouging and plasma jet
cutting.

EVS-EN 73819-2:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 13819 -2:2002
Hearing protectors - Testing -
Part2: Acoustic test methods
This European Standard EN
13819 specifies acoustic test
methods for hearing protectors.
The purpose of these tests is to
enable assessment of the
performance of the headng
protector as specified in the
appropriate product standard

EVS-EN 61243-2t2002
Hind 0,00

Identne EC 61243-
2:1,995+A7:7999
ja identne EN 61243-
2:7997+47:2000
Live workiog - Voltage
detectots -Patt2: Resistive type
to be used fot voltages of1 kV to
36 kV a.c.
This part of IEC 61243 is
applicable to portable voltage
detectors with ot udthout a built-in
power soruce to be used on
electrical systems for voltages of 1.

kV to 36 kV a.c., and frequencies
from 15 I1zto60I1z.
EVS-EN 20721999/

Nt?.002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 207:1998 /A7:20A2
Petsonal eye-protection - Filters
and eye-protectors against laser
tadiation (laser eye-protectors)
ISiesolev Euroopa standard kehtib
vastavalt normdokumendi EN
60825 - 7:7994 miltatlusele
lassrikiirguse eest kaitsvate
silmakaitsevahendite kohta (s.t.

LED (valgusdioodi) kiirgus kaasa

arvatud) spektraalvahemikus 1 80

nm (0,18 pm) kuni 1000 pm.
Standard miiradeb n6uded,
testimismeetodid ja mirgistuse.
Valiku- ja kasutusiuhis on esitatud
lisas B. Normdokument EN 208
kehtib silmakaitsevahendite kohta
lasedte reguleerimisel.

EVS-EN 208:7999 / A7:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 208:1998 /A1:2002
Personal eye-ptotection - Eye-
protectors for adiustrnent wotk
on lasers and laser systems
(laset adjustrnent eye-

Ptotectots)
ICiesolev Euroopa standard kehtib
laserite teguleerimisel kasutatavate
silmakaitsevahendite kohta.
Nendeks on normdokumendi EN
60825 - l:1994 mddntluse kohaselt
filtdd ja silmakaitsevahendid, mida
kasutatakse laserite ja

lasersiisteemide reguleerimisel (s.t.

LED (valgusdioodi) kiirgus kaasa

arvatud). Standard h6lmab nihtava
spektri vahemikus 400 nm kuni
700 nm esinevat kiirgust.
ICiesolevas standardis esitarud
filtrid viihendavad seda kiirgust 2.

klassi laseritele ette nihtud
viirtusteni (v6i C!(z
(pidetoimelaserite) korral 1 m\V-
ni). Sel juhul aitavad silmi kaitsta ka
inituvusreaktsioonid, kaasa

arvatud pilgutusrefl eks. I{desole'r'
standatd miirab kindlaks
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tehnilised andmed,
testimismeetodid ja miitgistuse.
Valiku- ia kasutusjuhis on esitatud
lisas B.

EVS-EN 67243-222002 / A2:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne IF,C 67243-
2:1995/A2:2002
ja identne EN 61243-
2:1997 /A2:2002
Live working - Voltage
detectors - Patt2z Resistive type
to be used fot voltages of1 kV to
36 kV a.c.
This part of IEC 67243 is
applicable to portable voltage
detectors'vith or urithout a built-in
power soruce to be used on
electrical systems for voltages of 1

kV to 36 kV a.c., and frequencies
from 15 Hz to 60 Hz
KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55208
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne EN 50365:2002
Electrically insulating heknets
fot use on low voltage
installations
This standard is applicable to
elecrically insulating helmets used
for working live or close to live
parts on installations not exceeding
1000 V a.c. or 1500 V d.c.
prEVS 55316
Tiihtaeg 2003-03-07
Identne prEN 14052:2002
High performance industrial
helmets
This European Standard specifies
physical, petformance, test and
marking requirements for high
performance industdal helmets.
High performance industrial
helmets, as speciEed in this
European standard, are intended to
provide to the weater protection
against falling objects and lateral
impacts and consequential brain
iniury, skull fracture and neck
i"j"ry

13.340.30
Respiraatorid

Respiratory protective
devices

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKTJSITLUS
prEVS 7955
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14593-1:2002

Respiratory protective devices -
Comprcssed air line glgathing
apparatus with demand valve -
Part t Apparatus with a full face
mask - Requirements, testing,
matking
This Ewopean Standard specifies
minimum requhements for
compressed air line bteathing
appafatus with demand valve for
use with a firll face mask as a
respiratory protective device.
Escape and diving apparatus and
apparatus used in abtasive blasting
operations without additional
protective features are not covered
by this standard, although certain
requirements addressing the use in
conjunction with escape apparatus
and escape conditions are given
prEVS 16501
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14594:2002
Respiratory protective devices -
Continuous flow comptessed ait
line bteathing apparatus -
Requitements, testing, marking
This European Standard specifies
minimum requirements for
continuous flow compressed air
line breathing apparatus for use
with a frrll face mask, half mask, or
incorporating a hood or a helmet,
as a respi.ratory protective device.
Escape and diving appararus and
apparatus used in abrasive blasting
operations udthout additional
protective feafutes are not covered
by this European Standard
prEVS 21581
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14593-2:2002
Respiratory ptotective devices -
Comptessed air line bteathing
apparatus with demand valve -
Patt2l Apparatus with a half
mask at positive pressure -
Requirements, testing, marking
This European Standard specifies
minimum requirements for
compressed air line breathing
aPParatus vrith demand valve for
use with a'half mask at positive
ptessure, as a respiiatory protective
device. Escape and diving
apparatus, apparatus for
firefighting and apparatus used in
abrasive blasting operations
udthout additional protective
features are not covered by this
standard, although ceftain
requitements addressing the use in
conjunction with escape apparatus
and escape conditions are noted
prEVS 55285
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01

Identne EN 129 42:7998 / Al:2002
Hingamisteede kaitsevahendid.
Sundventilatsiooniga
filtreerimisseadised, millel on
tiiismaskid, poolmaskid v6i
veerandmaskid. N6uded,
katsetamine, miirgistus
This European Standatd specifies
minimum requirements for power
assisted respiratory protective
devices which incorporate a frilI
face mask, half mask or a quarter
mask together with gas, particle ot
combined filter(s). It does not
cover devices designed for uses in
circumstances where there is or
might be an oxygen deficiency
(oxygen less than 17ohby volume).
Also, it does not cover respiratory
protective devices designed for
escaPe PurPoses

17.020
Metroloogia ia m66tmise
iildkflsimused

Metrology and measurement
in general

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSXf,]SITLUS
prEVS 55185
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 607 46-3:2002

ia identne EN 60746-3:2002
Expression of performance of
electrochemical analyzets - Part
3: Elecnolytic conductivity
Electrolytic conductivity

77.140.20
Masinate ia seadmete
mtira

Noise emitted by machines
and equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60704-72?.002
Fl:uad229,00
Identne IE,C 607 041 :1997

ia identne EN 60702t1:1997
Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
aitborne acoustical noise - Part
1: Genetal requirements
This standard applies to electric
appliances (including their
accessories or components) for
household and similar use,
supplied from mains or fiom
batteries. This standard does nor
apply to: - appliances, equipment
or machines designed exclusively
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for industrial or professional
purposes; - appliances which are
integrated parts of a fgllding or its
installations such as equipment for
air conditioning, heating and
ventilating (except household fans,
cooker hoods and free standing
heating appliances), oil bumers for
central heating, pumps for water
supply and fot sewage systems.

EVS-EN 60704-322002
I\nd212,00
Identne IF,C 6A7 A43:1992
ja identne EN 6070,1-3:1994
Test code for the determination
of airborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and
similat electrical appliances -
Part 3: Ptocedure fot
determining and veriffing
declated noise emission values
This part of IEC 704 describes
procedures for determiniog aod
verifying the declared values of the
noise emitted by household and
similat electrical appliances
covered by IEC 70,1-1 and IEC
7 0 4-2 dealng with particular
requirements for special categories
of appliances. Applies to
appliances being produced in
quantity (series, batches, lots)
manufactured to the same
technical specification and
chatacteized by the same labelled
value of noise emission.

EVS-EN 60534-8-1:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 60534-8-1 :1 986
ja identne EN 6053,1-8-7:2000
Industrial-ptocess conftol valves
- Part 8: Noise consideration;
Section 1: Laboratory
measurement of noise
genetated by aetodynamic flow
through control valves
Defines equipment, methods and
procedures for obtaining
labolatory measurements of
airbome sound-pressure levels
radiated by control valves and/or
associated piping configurations,
including fixed restrictions,
through which compressible fluids
are passing. Provides a method of
testing the noise-generating
characteristics of control valves.
The noise charactedstics to be
determined are usefi:l for
comparing the performance of
different valves and planning
measrues for noise abatement.

EVS-EN 60534-8-2:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 60534-8-2:1991
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ja identne EN 6053,+-8-2:1993
Industrial-ptocess contol
valves; Part 8: Noise
consideration; Section 2:
Labotatory measurement of
noise generated by
hydrodynamic flow through
con&ol valves

. Provides a method for measuring
the sound-pressure level due to
liquid flow through a control valve,
and the characteristic increase in
noise due to cavitation.

EVS-EN 60534-*32002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 60534-8 -3:2000

ia identne EN 6053,1-8-3:2000
Industrial-ptocess control valves
- Part 8-3: Noise considerations;
Conttol valve aetodynamic
noise prediction method
This section of Intemational
Standard IEC 534-8 establishes a

theoretical method to predict the
external sound-pressure level
generated in a control valve by the
flow of compressible fluids. This
method considers only single-
phase dry gases and vapours and is
based on the perfect gas laws. This
section addresses only the noise
generated by aerodynamic
processes in valves and in the
connected pipi"S. It does not
consider any noise generated by
reflections, mechanical vibrations,
unstable flow pattems, and other
unpredictable behaviour.

EVS-EN 60534-8-4:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 6053,1-8- 4:199 4
ja identne EN 60534-8-4:1994
Industrial-process control valves
- Part 8: Noise considerations -
Section 4: Ptediction ofnoise
genetated by hydrodynamic
flow
Permits designers and operators of
industrial-process plants to
determine the noise generated by
hydrodynamic flow through
control valves. The sound power
emitted into the pipe as well as the
airbome noise emitted by the valve
and piping system can be
predicted.

EVS-EN 60704-2-1:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 607 04-2-1 :2000
ja identne EN 60704-2-1:2001

Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
airborne acoustical noise - Part
2-t Particular requirements for
vacuum cleanerc
This standard applies to dry pick-
up portable electdc vaculun
cleaners for household and similar
use, supplied from mains ot from
battteries. By similar use, is
understood the use in hotels,
hospitals, shops, offices etc.

EVS-EN 60704-L222002
Hind 163,00
Iden&re IF,C 607 0 4-2-2:79 85

ia identne EN 60704-2-2:7994
Test code for tte determination
of airborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and
similar electrical appliances -
Part 2z Particular requirements
for fotced draught convection
heatets
This standard is applicable to
electric forced draught convection
heatets, (fan heaters), designed for
placing on the floor, table or
counter, etc., or for wall-mounting.

EVS-EN 60704-2-3:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IF,C 607 0 42-3 :2001
ja identne EN 60704-2-3:2002
Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
airborne acoustical noise -
Pan2-32 Particutar
tequirements fot dishwashers
These patticular requirements
apply to single unit electric
dishwashers for household and
sirnilar use, with and without
automatic programme control, for
cold and (or) hot water supply, for
detachable or permanent
connection to water supply or
sewage systems, intended for
placing on t}re floor against the
wall, for buildhg in ot placing
under a counter, a kitchen work-
top or under a sink, for wall-
mounting of on a counter.
Limitations for the use of this test
code are given in the scope of IEC
Publication 704-1.

EVS-EN 60704-2-4:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IF,C 607 0+2-4:2001
ia identne EN 60704-2-4:2001
Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
airborne acoustical noise -



Patt24t Particular
requirements fe1 q/2shin g
machines and spin exttactors
This standard applies to single unit
elecric washing machines for
household and similar use, and to
spin extractors. Limitations for the
use of this test code are given in
the scope clause of IEC
Publication 704-1.

EVS-EN 60704-2-5:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IE,C 607 0+2-5: 1 989

ia identne EN 60704-2-5:7994
Test code for ttre determination
of airborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and
similar electrical appliances -
P att 2: Particular requirements
for toom heaters ofthe storage
type
This standard applies to electric
room heaters of the storage type
having forced convection output.
Heaters may be designed for floot
standing, for wall mounting or fot
building in.

EVS-EN 60704-2-6:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IFC 607 04-2-6:1994

ia identne EN 60704-2-6:1995
Test code for the determination
of aitborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and
similar electrical appliances -
Part 2: Particulat requirements
fot tumble-dryers
This standard applies to household
electric tumble-dryers as defined in
IF,C 7121.Its application to
washer-dryer combinations, when
operated as a dryer, is under study.
Limitations for the use of this test
code are given in the scope of IEC
704-7.

EVS-EN 60704-2-72002
Hind 139,00
Identne IF,C 607 0 +2-7 :L997
ja identne EN 60704-2-7:1998
Household and similar
electrical appliances.- Test code
for the determination of
airbome acoustical noise - Part
2: Particulat tequitements for
fans
This standard applies to electrical
fans (including their accessories
and their component parts), for
household and similar use,

designed for a.c. or d.c. supply.

EVS-EN 60704-2-8:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 607 04-2-8:1 997

ia identne EN 60704-2-8:1997

Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
afuborne acoustical noise -
P att 2z Particulat tequfu ements
for electdc shavers
This standard applies to electric
shavers for domestic and similar,
supplied ftom mains ot batteries.
By similar use is understood the
use in hotels, shops, of6ces, etc.

'Note - This standard does not
apply to shavers which are
powered by other than electrical
means for example by a spring-
device. If possible, this standard
can also be applied to analogous
electrically operating devices such
as hait clippers and depilating
devices.

EVS-EN 60704-2-71:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IF,C 607 04-2-1 1 :1 998
ja identne EN 60704-2-11:7999
Household and sitnil2s
electrical appliances - Test code
fot the determination of
airborne acoustical noise -
Patt?-llt Particular
requirements fot electrically
opetated food preparation
appliances
This standard applies to the
electrically operated food
preparation appliances, either in
the form of separate machines udth
a single function or in the foun of
multi-purpose machines with
approptiate tools or attachments
for several functions, intended fot
placing on counters, tables work
tops ot sinks, for wall-mounting,
for building-in, ot fot hand-held
use, supplied from mains or from
batteties and able to ensute the
functions described in clause 4 of
IEC 60619. Limitations for the use
of this test code are given in the
scope of IEC 6070+7.

EVS-BN 641 A 4-2-13 :2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IF,C 607 0 +2-1 3:2000
ja identne EN 60704-2-13:2000
Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
airborne acoustical noise -
Part2-l3t Particular
requfuements for range hoods
This standard applies to elecftical
range hoods (including theit
accessodes and their component
parts) for household and similar
use. By similar use is understood
the use in similar condition as in
households, for example in inns,

coffeehouses, tea-rooms. This
standatd applies to range hoods
intended fot filteting the air of the
room or to exhaust the air out of
the toom . This standard does not
apply to: range hoods fot industrial
or proffessional pulposes.
Appliances in vzhich the fan is
located in a separate unit from the
range hoos itself.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEYS 28324
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01

Identne prEN 13023:2002
Noise measutement methods
fot pdnting, paper converting,
paper making machines and
auxiliary equipment - Accutacy
gtades 2and3
This standard specifies all the
information necessary to carry out
efficiendy and under standardized
conditions the determination,
declaration and verification of
airbome noise emission ftom
pri"ti"g and paper converting
machines covered by the EN 1010
series and from paper making and
finishing machines covered by the
EN 1034 series. It specifies noise
measurement methods and
installation and operating
conditions to be used for the test

t7.r40.s0
Elektroakustika

Electroacoustics

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 608042?.002

Hind 0,00
Identne IEC 60804:2000
ja identne EN 60804:2000
Integtating- av eragia g s ound
level metets
This standard describes
instruments for the measurement
of frequency weighted and time
averaged sound pressurs levels.
Optionally, sound exposure levels
may be measured. This standard is
consistent with the relevant
requirements of IEC Publication
651: Sound Level Meters, but
specifies additional characteristics
urhich are flecessary to measure the
equivalent continuous sound
pressure level, L eq, of steady,
intermittent, {luctuating and
impulsive sounds.

EVS-EN 6702722002
Fl:lrd229,00
Identne IEC 61027:1991
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ja identne EN 61027:1993
fnstruments for tl.e
measurement of aural acoustic
impedance/admittance
Covers instruments designed
primaily for the measurement of
modulus of acoustic
impedance/admittance in the
human extemal acoustic meatus
using a probe tone of 226H2.
Defines the charactedstics to be
specified by the manufacturer, lays
down perforrnance specifications
for four types of instrument and
specifies the facilities to be
provided on three of these types.

EVS-EN 61043:20A2
Hind 283,00
Identne IE,C 67043:7993

ia identne EN 61043:1994
Electtoacoustics - Instruments
for the measurement of sound
intensity - Measurement with
pairs of pressute sensing
microphones
The pulpose of this Standard is to
ensure the accuracy of
measruements of sound intensity
applied to the determhation of
sound power in accordance urith
ISO 9614*1. To meet the
requirements of that standard,
instruments are required to analyse
the sowrd intensity in one-third
octave bands, and optionally to
provide A-weighted band levels.
They are also required to measure
sound pressure level in addition to
sound intensity level to facilitate
the use of the field indicators
described in ISO 967+7

EYS-EN 67701220O2

Hind 247,00
Identne IEC 61101:1991

ia identne EN 61101:1993
The absolute calibration of
hydtophones using the planar
scanning technique in the
frequency range 0r5 MHz to 15
MHz
The standard .specifies a method of
absolute calibratibn of
hydrophones based on the planar
scanning technique in the
frequency range 0,5 MHz to 15
MHz.

EVS-EN 61102:2002
Hind 338,00
Identne IEC 671,02:1997 t
A1:1993
ia identne EN 61102:1993 +
A7:1994

Measurement and
chatacterisation of ultrasonic
fields using hydtophones in the
frequency range 0r5 MHz to 15
MHz
The standard specifies the methods
ofuse of calibrated piezoelectric
hydrophones for the measurement
in liquids of acoustic fields
generated by ulttasonic medical
equipment operating in the
frequency range 0,5 MHz to 15
MHz.
EVS-EN 67757|2002
tLnd272,00
Identne IF.C 677 57 :1,992
ja identne EN 61157:1994
Requitements for the
declaration of the acoustic
output of medical diagnostic
ulttasonic equipment
Establishes requirements for the
declaration of the acoustic oulput
information: 1.to be presented in
technical data sheets supplied to
prospective purchasets of
equipment by manufacture rs; 2.to
be declared in the accompanFng
literature/ manual supplied by
manufacturers; 3.as background
infotmation to be made available
on request to intetested paries by
manufacturers.

EVS-EN 67167:20O2

Hind 259,00
Identne IF.C 671 67 :7992+A1 :1 998
ja identne EN 61161:1994+
A1:1998
Ultrasonic powet measurement
in liquids in the ftequency range
0,5 MHz to25MHz
Specifies a method of determining
the total radiated acoustic power of
ultrasonic transducters based on
the use of a radiation force
balance. It establishes genetal
principles for the use of radiation
force balances in which an obstacle
(target) intercepts the sound field
to be measured. It provides
hformation on assessment of
overall measurement uncertainties.
NOTE: The radiation force is
equal to the change in the time-
averaged momentum flow and is
thus related to ulftasonic intensity
and power. It is applicable to: - the
measurement of ultrasonic power
based on the use of a radiation
force balance in the frequency
range from 0,5 I\4Hz to 25lvfrl7' -
the measurement of total
ultrasonic power of transducers
with well-collimated beams; - the
use ofradiation force balances of
the gravimetric type. NOTE: The

tides of other publications referred
to in this Standard are listed in
annex C.

EYS-EN 6720522002
Hind 199,00
Identne IE,C 67205:7993
ja identne EN 61205:1994
Ultrasonics; dental descaler
systems; mea$urement and
declaration of the output
chatacteristics
Specifi es: -essential non-thermal
output characteristics of ultrasonic
dental descalers; -the methods of
measurement of the output
performance of ultrasonic dental
descalers; -the characteristics to be
declared by the manufacturers of
ultrasonic dental descalers.

EVS-EN 67206:2002
Hind 0,00
Identne IE,C 61206:1993
ja identne EN 61206:1995
Ulttas onics - Continuous-wave
Dopplet systems - Test
procedures
Describes the test methods for
measudng the performance of
continuous-wave ultrasonic
Doppler flourmeters, velocimeters,
or foetal heart detectors and
special Doppler test objects for
determining various performance
properties of Doppler ultrasound
systems. Does not include
electrical safety and acoustic
output. This publication has the
status ofa type 2 technical report.

EVS-EN 61265.2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 67265:1995

ia identne EN 61265:1995
Electroacoustics - Instruments
for measutement of aircraft
noise - Performance
requirements for systems to
measute one-third-octave band
sound pressure levels in noise
certilication of ransport-
category aeroplarres
This International Standard
specifies tequirements for the
electroacoustic performance of
systems of instruments used to
measute sound for the purpose of
aeroplane noise certification, and
recommends methods by which
tests may be made periodically to
ved$r that the performance
continues to comply with the
requirements given within stated
tolerances,

EVS-EN 61685:2O02
Hhd 179,00
Identne IEC 61685:2001
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ja identne EN 61685:2001
Ulttasonics - Flow
measurement systems - Flow
test object
Specifies parameters for a flow
Doppler test object representing a

blood vessel of known diameter at
a certtin depth in human tissue,
carrying a steady flow. Establishes
a flow Doppl'er test obiect which
can be used to assess various
aspects of the performance of
Doppler diagnostic equipment.

EVS-EN 67828:2002
Hlg:,d272,00
Identne IF,C 61828:2001
ja identne EN 61828:2001
Ulrasonics - Focusing
ttansducers - Definitions and
measurement methods for the
transmitted fields
Provides definitions for the
transmitted 6eld characteristics of
focusing transducers for
applications in medical ultrasound;
relates these definitions ro
theoretical descriptions, design,
and measurement of the
transmitted fields of focusing
transducers. Gives measurement
methods for obtaining defined
characteristics of focusing
transducers. Specifies beam axis
alignment methods appropriate for
focusing transducets.

EVS-EN 50332-722002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50332-1:2000
Sound system equipment:
Ffeadphones and earphones
associated with portable audio
equipment - Maximum sound
ptessufe level measurement
methodology and limit
considerations Part 1: General
method for ttone package
equipmentrl
The object of this standard is to set
up a suitable measuring
methodology allowing accurate
measurement of the maximum
sound pressure level produced by
consumer's headphones and
earphones when associated with
portable audio equipment.

EVS-EN 60118-0:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 60118-0:1983 +
A1:1994
ja identne EN 60118-0:7993 +
A1:1994
Hearing aids - Part 0:
Measutement of
electroacoustical characteristics

Defines the measutement of
physical perfomance
characteristics of air-conducti.on
hearing aids based on a free-field
technique and measured with an
ear simulator. Describes methods
of measurement for evaluation of
the electroacoustical characteristics
of hearing aids.

EVS-EN 6071U1:.2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 60118-
1:1995+A1:1998

la identne EN 60118-
1:1995+A1:1998
Hearing aids - Part t Hearing
aids with induction pick-up coil
input
This Standard describes a method
of determining the physical
performance of hearing aids using
an induction pick-up coil within an
audio-frequenry magnetic field.

EVS-EN 607784:2002
Hind 109,00
Identoe IEC 60118-4:1981+
A1:1998
ja identne EN 60118-4:1998+
A1:1998
Hearing aids - Part 4: Magnetic
field strength in audio-
frequency induction loops for
hearing aid purposes
The standard applies to audio-
frequency induction loop systems
producing an altemating magnetic
field and intended to provide an
input signal for hearing aids
operating with an induction pick-
up coil.

EVS-EN 60778-622002
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 60118-6:1999
ja identne EN 60118-6:1999
Hearing aids - Pat 6:
Characteristics of electrical
input circuits for hearing aids
fhe standard specifies the
electrical, marking and safety
characteristics of a circuit for an
external electrical input to a
personal hearing aid to ensure
compatibility with extemal

::TrT".Jt 
or elecfto-acous tic signal

EVS-EN 60378-l:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60318-1:1998
ja identne EN 60318-1:1998
Electroacoustics - Simulators of
human head and ear - Part 1:

Eat simulatot for the calibtation
of supra-aural earphones

This Intemational Standard relates
to the specification of an eat
simulator which covers the
frequency band 20 Hz to 10000 FIz
and is intended for calibrating
supra-arual ealphones used in
audiometry and telephonometry
applied to the ear rrithout
acoustical leakage. This device is
not intended for the calibtation of
circumaural earphones.

EVS-EN 6O318-2:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IE,C 6037 &2:199 8
ja identne EN 60318-2:1998
Electoacoustics - Simulators of
human head and ear - Part 2: An
interim acoustic coupler fot the
calibration of audiometric
ea4rhones in tle extended high-
frequency range
This part of IEC 60318 specifies
two different adapters and the
removable conical ring to be used
with the IEC 60318-1 ear simulator
to provide an interim acoustic
coupler for the calibration of
certain audiometric earphones
designed for use in the extended
high frequency mnge fiom 8 kHz
up to 16 kHz. Environmental
conditions for the calibration and
use of the coupler are given in IEC
6031 8-1.

EYS-EN 60318-322002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 60318-3:1998
ja identne EN 60318-3:1998
Electtoacoustics - Simulators of
human head and ear - Pan 3:
Acoustic coupler for the
calibration of supra-aural
earphones used in audiometr5r
This Intemational Standard
describes an acoustic coupler for
loading supra-aural audiometric
ea4)hones as specified in ISO 389-
1 (to be published) with a specified
acoustic impedance, when
calibrating audiometers, in the
frequency nnge of 125 Hz to 8000
Hz. The sound pressure developed
by an earphone is not, in general,
the same in the coupler as in a

person's ear. However, the IEC
recommends its use as a simple
and ready means fot the exchange
of specifications on audiometers
and for the calibration of specified
earphones used in audiometry.

EVS-EN 60645-l:2002
lllnd247,00
Identne IF.C 60645-1 :2007
ia identne EN 60645-1:2001
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Electroacoustics - Audiological
equipment - Part t Pure-tone
audiometets
This part of Intemational Standard
IEC 645 specifies general
requirements for audiometers and
particular requirements for pute-
tone audiometers for use in
deterrnining hearing thteshold
levels, io compatison with the
standard reference threshold level
by meahs of psycho-acoustic test
methods.

EVS-EN 6L094-120A2
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 6709 4l:2000
ia identne EN 61094-1:2000
Measutement microphones.
Part t Specifications fot
laboratory standard
microphones
This part of IEC 1094 specifies
mechanical dimensions and certain
electroacoustic chatactedstics for
condenser microphones used as

laboratory standards for the
realization of the unit of sound
pressure, and for sound pressure
measurements of the highest
attainable accuracy. The
specifications are intended to
ensure that primary calibration by
the reciprocity method can be
readily carried out.

EVS-EN 61094-2:2002
Hnd272,00
Identne IF..C 6109 4-2:7992
ja identne EN 61094-2:1993
Measurement microphones -
Part2z Pdmary method fot
pressure calibmtion of
laboratory standard
microphones by the teciprocity
technique
Applies to laboratory standard
microphones meetjng the
requirements of IEC 7094-7 and
other types of condenser
microphones having the same
mechanical dimensions or specifies
a primary method of determining
the pressute sensivity so as to
establish a reproducible and
accurate basis for the measurement
of sound pressure.

EVS-EN 60718-72:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IE,C 601 7 8-1 2:799 6
ja identne EN 60118-12:1996
Hearing aids - Part 12:

Dimensions of electrical
connectof systems

This Intemationd Standatd applies
to plugs and connector systems for
hear'.g aids and specifies the
dimensions and their tolerances
essential for enswing
intetchangeability.

EVS-EN 60tL*13:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 6011 8-13:1997
ja identne EN 60118-13:1997
Hearing aids - Part 13:

Elecuomagnetic compatibility
(EMc)
This Intemational standard covers
all relevant EMC-phenomena for
hearing aids. It specifies
measurement methods and
acceptance levels for hearing aid
immunity to high frequency
electromagnetic fields originating
ftom digital telephone systems as

specified in IEC 61000-,1-3.

Measutement methods for heering
aids with non-acoustic outputs and
for hearing aids connected to other
equipment by cables are not given
in this standard.

EVS-EN 60118-1422002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60118-14:1998
ja identne EN 60118-14:1998
Headng aids - Part 14:

Specification of a digital
interface
This standard specifies the
electrical and mechanical
requirements for an interface
device, to allour a general pulpose
device such as a desktop computer
to connect to hearing aids, for the
purpose of electdcal setting of
their operating parameters.

17.180.30
Optilised m66tevahendid

Optical measuring
instruments

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 36455
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 67746:2001
ja identne EN 61746:2001
Catbmtion of optical time-
domain teflectometers
(oTDRs)

Provides procedures for calibtating
single-mode optical time domain
reflectometers (ODTRs). It only
covers ODTR measruement erors
and uncertainties. The ODTR
must be equipped with a minimum
featue set: programmable index of
refraction, dirpl"y of a ttace
representation, two cursors,
absolute distance measuremen!
displayed power level relative to a

fefefence level. It does not cover
correction of the ODTR response.

17.200
Termodiinaamika ia
temp eratuurim6 6tmis ed

Thermodynamics and
tempefatufe measufements

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 33358
Tiihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14597:2002
Tempetature concol devices
and temperature limiters fot
heat generating systems (cenral
heating systems)
This standard refers to 8N60730-
2-9 and modifies and replaces
requirements of that standard as

appropriate for the purposes of
this standard. All clause references
apply to EN 60730-2-9 used
together with EN 60730-1, if not
indicated other.qrise

n.2a0.0r
Termo diinaamika iildis elt

Thermodynamics in general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60682:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 60682:1980+
A7:1987+A2:1997

ia identne EN
60682:1,993+A2:7997
Method of measuring the pinch
tempeiature of quartz glass
lamps
Specifies details of the type of
thermocouple to be used to
measure the pinch temperature of
quartz glass lamps, three methods
of preparation of the lamp and
thermocouple, and the
measurement to be made.
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17.200.20
Temperatuuri
m66tevahendid

Temperature-measuring
instruments

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50L7222002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 501 12:1994
Measurement, control,
tegulation - Electrical
tempetatute sensors - Metal
protecting tubes for TC
assemblies
This standard applies to metal
protecting tubes, used for straight
thermocouple (t/c) assemblies,
where the components parts are
exposed to internal or external
pressures, (ISO 7268), and where
the working conditions have to be
taken into consideration for the
materials used.

EVS-EN 5A773:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 50113:1994
Measutement, conttol,
regulation - Electrical
temperature sensors - Isolating
tubes for thermocouples
This standard applies to ceramic
insulating tubes for use'vith
thermocouples.

EVS-EN 50212.2O02
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 50212:1996
Conn ectots for thermoelectric
sensofs
The object of this standard is to
determine composition, nature of
matedals, manufacturing tests and
thermoelectric behaviour, of
connectors for sensors using
thermocouples according to HD
446.3 51. The latter standard does
not cover such special
thermocouples as IJ, L and W
types; nevertheless the user of such
special thermocouples may use the
connectors desctibed hereafter
with some restrictions mentioned
in the relevant paragraphs.

EVS-EN 6775222002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 67152:1992
ja identne EN 61152:1994
Dimensions of metal-sheathed
thermometer elements
Specifies diameters for metal-
sheathed thermometer elements
and tolerances on these diameters.

77.220
Elekter. Magnetism.
Elektrilised ja
magnetilised m66tmised

Electricity. Magnetism.
Electrical and magnetic
measufements

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 6099022002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 60990:1999
ja identne EN 60990:1999
Methods of measurement of
touch current and protective
conductor current
Defines measurement methods for
d.c. or a.c, of sinusoidal or non-
sinusoidal vzaveform, which could
flow through the human body, and
current flowing through a

pfotective conductor. The
measuring methods recommended
foTTOUCH CURRENT are based
upon the possible effects of
current flowing through a human
body. In this standard,
measurements of current through
networks representing the
impedance of the human body are
referred to as measurements of
TOUCH CURRENT. These
netwotks are not necessarily valid
for the bodies of animals. The
basic safety publication is primarily
intended for use by technical
committees in the preparation of
standards in accordance with the
principles laid down in IEC Guide
104 and ISO/IEC Guide 51. It is
not intended for use by
manufacrurers or certifi cation
bodies. It has the status of a basic
safety publication in accotdance
with IEC Guide 104.

EVS-EN 61788-2z20A2
Fl:ul.d212,00
Identne IF.C 617 88-2:7999
ja identne EN 61788-2:1999
Supetconductivity - Par 1:

Critical curent measurement -
Section 2: DC critical curtent of
Nb3Sn composite
superconductors
This Intemational Standard covers
a test method for the
determination of the dc cdtical
current of Nb3Sn composite
superconductors which are
fabricated by eithet the bronze
process or the internal tin diffusion
process and have a copper/non-
copper ratio larger tjna'i0,2.

EVS-EN 6778U32002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 61788-3:2000

ia identne EN 61788-3:2001
Superconductivity - Part 3:
Critical curent measurement;
DC critical curent of Ag-
sheated Bi-2212 and Bi-?.?23
oxide superconductors
Covers a test method for the
determination of the d.c. critical
current ofshort and straightAg- or
Ag alloy-sheathedBi-22|2 and Bi-
2223 oide superconductors that
have a monolithic structure and a
shape of round'vire or flat or
square tape containing mono- or
multicores of oxides.

17.220.04
Elekter. Magnetism.
Elektrilised ia
magne tilised m66trnised

Electricity. Magnetism.
Generel aspects

UUED STAI\DARDID
EYS-EN 50747-7:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50147-1:1996
Anechoic chambers - Part 1:

Shield attenuation measuremenr
This standard applies to
measurements of shielding
attenuation of shielded enclosures
(chambers, rooms) in the
frequency range 9 kHz - 40 GHz.
The object of this standard is to
establish a cornrnmon
measruement procedure for
validating the shielding
effectiveness of a shielded
enclosure.

EYS-EN 50147-2:2002
Hiod 130,00
Identne EN 50147-2:1996
Anechoic chambers - P*tZ:
Alternative test site suitability
witl respect to site attenuation
This standard specifies
requirements for altemative test
sites regardhg site attenuation. As
long as the document
CISPR/A(CO)63 is not published

^s ^ 
part of CISPR 16 it shall be

used for test site qualification.
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17.220.01
Elekter. Magnetism.
Elektrilised ia
magnetilised m66tmised"
Uldised aspektid

Electricity. Magnetism.
General aspects

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60909-0:2002
Hind 306,00
Identne IEC 60909-0:2001
ja identne EN 60909-0:2001
Shot circuit curretrts in three-
phase a.c. systems - Part 0:
Calculation of currents
This standard is applicable to the
calculation of short-circuit currents
in low-voltage three-phase a.c.

systems and in high-voltage three-
phase a.c. systems operating at
nominel ftequency 50 Hz or 60
Hz. Systems at highest voltages of
525 kV and above with long
transmission lines need special
considemtion.

17.220.20
Elektriliste ia magnetilislg
suufuste m66tmine

Measurement of electrical
and magnetic quantities

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60770:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IF.C 60270:2000
ja identne EN 60270:2001
High-voltage test techniques -
Partial discharge measurements
The standard is applicable to the
measurement of partial discharges
which occur in electrical apparahils,
components or systems when
tested with altemating voltages up
to 400 Hz or udth direct voltage.

EYS-EN 60514:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IF.C 60514:1975

ia identne EN 60514:1995
Acceptance inspection of Class
2 alternating-current watthour
metets

The methods and procedures
included in this teport apply to
newly manufactured ditect
connected induction type watthour
meters of Class 2, covered by IEC
Publication 521, which are
produced and delivered in large
quantities.They provide for 100%o

inspection e1 so-pling inspection
for acceptance by the purchaser.

EVS-EN 60688:2002
Hind i95,oo
Identne IEC
60688:1992+ Al :1997 + A2:2007
ia identne EN
60688:1 992+Al:1999 + A2:2001
Illectrical measuring
transducets for converting a.c.
electrical quantities to analogue
ot digital signals
Applies to ttansducers rndth

electrical inputs and outputs for
making measurements of a.c.
electrical quantities with a nominal
frequency between 5 FIz and 1500
Hz. The output signal may be in
the form of an analogue direct
current e1 ;n rligital forrn.
Supersedes IEC 688-1 and 688-2.

EVS-EN 60873.2002
Hind 229,00
Identne IEC 60873:1986
ja identne EN 60873:1993
Methods of evaluating the
performance of electrical and
pneumatic analogue chart
recotderc for use in industrial-
process conftol systems
Provides methods for evaluating
the performance of all electrical
and pneumatic analogue chart
recorders operating ftom a

standardized signal which may be
used in process control.
Continuous and dotted line traces,
multiple-pen and multiple-channel
instruments ate covered.

EVS-EN 60044-1:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IE,C 60a441 :199 6 +
A1:2000
ja identne EN 60044-1:1999+
A1:2000
Instrument transformers - Part
1: Current transformers

This part of IEC 44 applies to
newly manufactuted current
ttansfomrers for use with electrical
measudng instruments and
electrical protective devices at
ftequencies from 15 Hz to 100 Hz.
Although the requirements are
applicable pdmatily to trans
formers with sepatate windings,
they are also applicable, where
appropriate to autotransformerc.

EVS-EN 600M-2:20A2
Hind 283,00
Identne IF.C 600442:1997 +
A1:2000

la identne EN 60044-2:1999+
A1:2000
Instrument transfomers - Patt2z
Inductive voltage transformers
This pat of IEC 44 applies to neut
inductive voltage transfomers fot
use',vith electtical measuring
instruments and electdcal
protective devices at frequencies
from 15 Hz to 100 Hz. Although
this standard relates basically to
transformers with separate
windings, it is also applicable,
where apptopriate, to auto-
transformers. This standard does
not apply to transformers for use
in laboratories.

EVS-EN 600tA-6:2002
\Ind272,00
Identne IEC 60A446 :1 99 2

ia identne EN 60044-6:1999
Instrument tfansformers -
Part 6: Requirements fot
protective current transformets
for transient performance
This part of IEC 44 covers the
requirements and tests, in addition
to those in Chapter I of IEC 185,
that ate necessary for inductive
cutrent transformers for use with
electrical protective schemes in
which the prime requirements for
the current ftansformers is the
maintenance of a defined
performance up to several times
the rated curent when the curre.nt
contains an exponentailly decaying'
d.c. component of defined time
constant.

EVS-EN 600tA-722002
Hind 306,00
Identne IE.C 60044-7 :7999
ja identne EN 60044-7:2000
Instrument tfansfomers -
Part 7 z Electonic voltage
transformets
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International Standard TF,;C 4+7
applies to newly manufactured
electonic voltage transforrners
with analogue ouq)ut, for use vdth
electrical measuring instruments
and electrical plotective devices at
frequencies fiom 15 to 100 Hz.

EVS-EN 61083-7:2002
tllgi.d247,00
Identne IEC 61083-1:2001

ia identne EN 61083-1:2001
Instruments and softwate used
for measurements in high-
voltage impulse tests - Part 1:
Requirements for instruments
This part of IEC 61083 is
applicable to digital recorders and
digital oscilloscopes, analog
oscilloscopes and peak voltmeters
used for measurements during
tests with high impulse voltages
and high impulse currents. It
specifies the measuring
characteristics and calibrations
required to meet the measuring
uncertainties and procedures
specified in IEC 60060-2.

EVS-EN 67083-22002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 67 083 -2:799 6
ja identre EN 61083-2:1997
Digital recorders for
measurements in high-voltage
impulse tests - Pafi 2:
Evaluation of softwate used for
the determination of tle
parameters of impulse
waveforms
This part of IEC 1083 is applicable
to the processing ofrecords taken
by digital recorders used for
measurements during tests with
high-voltage impulses and high
current impulses as specified in
IEC 60. It specifies the test
ptocedures to be applied to assess
the accuracy of software used to
process and read the records of
impulses and calibration signals.

EVS-EN 61788-422002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 6 17 88- 4:,2007
ja identne EN 61788-4:2001
Superconductivity - Part 4:
Residual resistance ratio
measurement; Residual
resistance mtio of Nb-Ti
composite supetconductors

Describes a "teference" method
for the determination of the
residual resistance ratio (RRR) of a

composite superconductor
comprised of Nb-Ti filaments and
Cu, Cu-Ni ot Cu/Cu-Ni matrix.
This method is intended for use
with superconductors that have a
rectangular or round cross-section,
RRR less than 350, and cross-
sectional area less than 3 mm2. All
measufements shall be done
without an applied magnetic field.
Optional acquisition methods are
outlined in annex A.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSI(OSITLUS
prEYS 24403
Tihtaeg: 2001-01-01
Identne EN 50191:2000
Erection and operation of
electrical test equipment
This standard is applicable to the
erection and operation offixed and
temporary electdcal test
equipment. Compliance with this
standard is not necessary, if contact
with live parts presents no danger.
prEVS 55091
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF.C 62056-21 :2A02
ja identne EN 62056-21:2002
Electricity metering - Data
exchange for meter reading,
tariff and load conttol - Patt 27:
Direct local data exchange
Describes hardware and protocol
specifications fot local meter data
exchange. In such systems, a hand-
held unit (HHU) or a unit udth
equivalent functions is connected
to a tariff device or a group of
devices.
prEVS 55139
Tdhtaeg: 20A3-02-01
Identne EN 50383:2002
Basic standard fot the
calculation and measurement of
elec$omagnetic field strength
and SAR related to human
exposure ftom radio base
stations and fixed terminal
stations for wireless
telecommunication systems (110
MHz - 40 GHz)
This clause describes the
procedure to calculate, at points of
investigation (POI), the
electromagnetic field components
and/or power density, radiated by
an antenna
prEVS 55142
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50384:2002

Product standard to
demonsftate the compliance of
tadio base stations and fixed
teturinal stations for wfueless
telecommunication systems
with the basic restrictions or the
reference levels related to
human exposute to radio
ftequency electtomagnetic
fields (110 MHz - 40 GHz)
Occupational
This product standard applies to
radio base stations and 6xed
terminal stations for vrireless
telecommunication systems as
defined in Clause 3, operating in
the frequency range 110 MHz to
40 GHz
prEVS 55145
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50385:2002
Product standard to
demonstrate tle compliance of
radio base stations and fixed
terminal stations for wireless
telecommunication systems
urith the basic restrictions or the
reference levels related to
human exposule to tadio
frequency electromagnetic
fields (110 MHz - 40 GHz) -
General public
This product standard applies to
tadio base stations and 6xed
terminal stations for wireless
telecommunication systems as

defined in Clause 3, operating in
the frequency range 110 MHz to
4O GHz
prEVS 55158
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60404-1 4:2002
ia identne EN 60404-14:2002
Magnetic materials - Patt 74:
Metlods of measurement of the
magnetic dipole moment of a
feromagaetic material
specimen by the qrithdrawal or
totation method
Applicable to all ferromagnetic
materials. It is particularly aimed at
the measurement of the magretic
dipole moment of permanent
magnet (magnetically hard)
materials and the measurement of
the specific saturation magnetic
polarization of cemented carbide
prEVS 55176
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-0L
Identne IE,C 60044-8:2002
ja identne EN 600214-8:2002
Instrument transformers -
Fart 8: Electonic current
ttansformers
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This part of IEC 60044 applies to
newly manufacrured electronic
current transformers having an
analogue voltage ouqput or a digital
ouq)ut, for use u/ith elecftical
measudng instruments and
electrical protective devices at
nominal frequencies from 15 Hz to
100 Hz.
prEVS 55181
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne EN 50249:2002
Elecftomagnetic locatorc for
buried pipes and cables -
Performance and safety
This European standard specifies
the performance and safety
requfuements for outdoor portable
electromagnetic locators for the
location of butied conductive
pipes, cables and u/ires (including
allied components) by means of
detecting the electromagnetic 6eld
caused by a low ofa.c. current

17.220.99
Muud elektri ia
magnetismiga seotud
standardid

Other standards related to
electricity and magnetism

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60343:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60343:1991
ja identne EN 60343:1992
Recommended test methods for
determining the relative
resistance of insulating
materials to breakdown by
surface discharges
Assesses the relative resistance of
solid insulating materials to
bteakdown when exposed to
partial surface discharges at
stresses and frequencies used in
industrial service.

EVS-EN 60599:2002
Hnd247,00
Identne IEC 60599:1999
ja identne EN 60599:1999
Mineral oil-impregnated
electrical equipment in service -
Guide to the interptetation of
dissolved and ftee gases
analysis

This Intemational Standard is a
guide describing how the
concentrations of dissolved gases

or free gases may be intelpreted to
diagnose the condition of oil-filled
elecrical equipment in service and
suggest future action. This guide is
applicable to electrical equipment
6lled with mineral insulating oil
and insulated'vith cellulosic paper
or ptessboard-based solid
insulation. Information about
speofic types of equipment such as

transformers (powet, instrument,
industrial, railways, distribution),
reactors, bushings, switchgear and
oil-filled cables is given only as an
indication in the application notes
(see annex A). The Guide may be
applied only with caution to other
liquid-solid insulating systems. In
any case, the indicatioos obtained
should be viewed only as guidance
and any tesulting action should be
undertaken only with proper
engineering judgement.

EVS-EN 61006:2002
Hind 229,00
Identne IEC 61006:1991
ja identne EN 61006:1993
Methods of test for the
determination of the glass
transition temperature of
electdcal insulating materials
These methods are applicable to
amotphous materials or to partially
crystalline materials containing
amotphous regions which are
stable and do not undergo
decomposition or sublimation in
the glass transition region.

EVS-EN 61065:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 61065:1991

ia identne EN 61065:1993
Method fot evaluating the low
temperature flow properties of
mineral insulating oils aftet
ageing
The standard describes a method
for assessing the changes in activity
of pour point depressant additives
in inhibited and uninhibited
mineral insulating oils when aged

in the presence of insulating kraft
Paper.

EVS-EN 61074:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IE,C 61474:1991
ia identne EN 61074:1993

Determination of heats and
temperatuier of 6sl.'ng and
crystallization of electrical
insulating materials by
diffetential s6anning
calorimetry
The standard describes the method
fot thermally stable materials with
well-de6ned exothermic and
endothermic behaviour. The
typical operating temp-erature range
extends fiom -100 C to +500 C.
The temperature range can be
extended depending upon the
instrumentatibn used.

EVS-EN 61725.2002
Hnd247,00
Identne IE.C 67125:1992 +
Cot.:7992
ja identne EN 61125:1993
Unused hydrocarbon-based
insulating liquids - Test
methods fot evaluating the
oxidation stability
This European Standard describes
tlree test methods using the same

apparatus for evaluating the
oxidation stability of mineral
insulating oils and of hydrocarbon-
based insulating liquids.

EVS-EN 6774422002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 67744:7992
ja identne EN 611,14:1993

Test method for the
detetmination of oxygen index
of insulating liquids
This standard describes a method
for measuring the orygen index of
insulating liquids. This test method
is applicable to all liquids, the
viscosity of which is lower than or
equal to 50 mm2lS 

^t 
40 C + / - |

C.

EVS-EN 6719822002
Hhd 0,00
Identne IEC 61198:1993
ja identne EN 61198:1994
Minetal insulating oils -
Methods fot the determination
of 2-furfutal and related
comPounds
This Intemational Standard
specifies test methods for the
analysis of 2-furfural and related
futan compounds resulting from
the degradation of cellulosic
insulation and found in mineml
insulating oil samples taken from
electrical equipment.

EVS-EN 60243-2:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IF,C 60243-2:2007
ja identne EN 60243-2:2001
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Electric stength of insulating
materials - Test methods -
P art 2: Additional requirements
for tests using direct voltage
This standard gives requitements
additional to those in IEC 60243-L
for the determination of the
electric strength of solid insulating
materials under dfuect voltage
stfess.

EVS-EN 60243-3:2o02
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60243 -3:2001
ja identne EN 60243-3:2001
Electrical strength of insulating
matetials - Test methods -
Part 3: Additional tequitements
forl,2/50 ps impulse tests
This intemational standard gives
requirements additional to those in
IF.C 6A2$-1 for the determination
of the electdc strength of solid
insulating materials under 1,2/50
micro seconds impulse voltage
sffess.

EVS-EN 60377-222002
lllr'd 272,00
Identne IF,C 60371-
2:1987+A1:1994
ja identne EN 60371-2:1997
Specifi cation for insulating
materials based on mica - Part
2: Methods of test
Defines the methods of test which
are applicable to built-up mica
materials, products based on them
and mica paper. Tests are carried
out at ambient temperatue (15oC
to 35"C), unless a test temperature
is specified either in the metlod or
in the specification for individual
matedals.

EVS-EN 60455-2:2002
H:l;ld2"12,00
Identne IEC 60455-2:1998
ja identne EN 60455-2:1999
Resin based teactive
compounds used for electrical
insulation -Part2z Methods of
test
This part of IEC 60455 specifies
methods of test to be used for
testing resin based reactive
compounds, their components and
cured compounds used for
electrical insulation.

EVS-EN 60672-2:2002
II1nd272,00
I dentne IEC 60 67 2-2:1, 9 99

ia identne EN 60672-2:2000
Ceramic and glass insulating
materials -Patt2z Methods of
test

Applicable to cerarnic, glass and
glass-ceramic materials to be used
for electrical insulation prr?oses.
Specifies methods of test. Intended
to provide test results typical of the
material from which the test pieces
are processed. Since, in the
majoity of cases, ceramic
components for insulating
purlroses are ofrather different
size and shape to test pieces, the
results of such tests provide only a
guide to the actual properties of
components. The limitations
imposed by the method of forming
and processing are discussed whete
relevant.

EVS-EN 60276-4-2:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IE.C 6027 6-4-2:2000
ja identne EN 60216-4-2.2000
Electrical insulating materials -
Thermal endurance properties -
Part 4-2t Ag.iog ovens;
Precision ovens for use up to
300 0c

Covers minimum petformance
requirements for ventilated and
electrically heated precision ovens
for thermal endurance evaluation
of electrical insulating materials
and other appropdate applications.
It covers ovens designed to
operate over all or part of the
temperature range from 20 K
above room temperature up to
300"C. Two possible methods of
achieving the required
performance are described: a)
where the required performance is
achieved by precise control of
temperature in a simple single
chamber oven, i.e., upgraded
versions of ovens conforming to
IF.C 60216-4-1, and, otherwise
b)where the requled petfotrnance
is achieved by utiluing a second
chamber (iso-box), mounted udthin
the chamber of a single-chamber
oven, the purpose of which is to
reduce the magnitude of any
temperature changes to an
acceptable level whilst maintaining
the required levels of air changes
and circulation.

EVS-EN 60216-4-32002
Hind 163,00
Identne IBC 6027 6 -+3 :2000
ja identne EN 60216-,1-3:2000
Electrical insulating materials -
Thermal endurance properties -
Part 4-32 Ageing ovens; Multi-
chamber ovens

This standard covers minimum
requirements for ventilated and
heated multi-chamber ovens for
thermal endurance evaluation of
electrical insulating matedals and
any other apptopriate thermal
conditioning application, u/here the
use of single chamber ovens is
inappropriate. It covers ovens
designed to operate over all or part
of the temperature tange ftom 20
K above room temperature up to
300 c.
EVS-EN 600 6l-2:2007 / A25 22002
Hind 190,00
Identrre IEC 60061 -2:19 69 /
425:2002
ja identne EN 60061-2:1993l
425:2002
Lamp caps and holders together
with gauges for the conttol of
interchangeability and safety -
Part2:. Lamp holdets
This consolidated version of IEC
60067-2 is based on the third
edition (1969) and its supplements
A (1 97 0), B(1 e7 7), C (197 2),
D(1 97s), E(197s), F(1980),
G(1 983), H(1987), J(1 e89),
K(l 9 9 2), L(7 9 9 4), M(1 9 9 4),
N(1ees), P(1 ee6) Q(1ee6),
R(1996), S(1997), and amendments
18 (19e8), l,e (799e),20 (199e) 21
(2000), 22 Q001) and23 (2001). It
bears the edition number 3.23.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEYS 26776
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IE,C 6021 6-3:2002

ia identne EN 60216-3:2002
Electrical insulating materials -
Thermal endurance properties -
Part 3: Instructions for
calculatiag thermal endurance
characteristics
Specifies the calculation
procedutes to be used for deriving
thermal endurance characteristics
from experimental data obtained in
accordance with the instructions of
IEC 60216-1 and IEC 60216-2.
The experimental data may be
obtained using non-destructive,
destructive or proof tests. Data
obtained from non-destructive or
proof tests may be incomplete, in
that measurement of times taken to
reach the endpoint may have been
terminated at some point after the
median time but before all
specimens have reached end-point.
The ptocedures are illustrated by
rvorked examples, and suitable
comPuter Programs are
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fecortmended to facilitate the
calculations.
prEVS 55182
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 61,3 40-2-l :2042
ja identne EN 61340-2-12A02
Elecrostatics - Part 2-1:
Measutement metlods - Ability
of materials and prcducts to
dissipate static electric charge
Describes test methods for
measuring the tate of dissipation of
static charge of insulating and static
dissipative materials and products.
It includes a generic description of
test methods and detailed test
procedures for specific
applications.
prEVS 55209
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 605542:2001
ja idenkre EN 60554-2:2002
Cellulosic papers for electrical
purposes -Pzrt2: Methods of
test
Applies to cellulosic papers for
electrical purposes. It specifies the
methods of test to be used in
testing cellulosic papers for
electrical purposes to meet the
requirements prescribed in the
specification sheet of IEC 60554-3.
In this standard, reference is made
in several places to ISO standards
accompanied by a short
description of the method used. It
is to be undetstood that this short
description is meant for
identification purposes only and
that all details should be taken
from the ISO standard itself.
prEVS 55243
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 613 40 -3 -1 :2002

ia identne EN 61340-3-1:2002
Electtostatics - Part 3-1:
Methods fot simulation of
elec&ostatic effects - Human
body model (HBM) -
Component testing
Describes the discharge current

' w3veforms used to deftne the
FIBM and the basic equipment
requirements used to develop these
waveforms. Test parameters are

defined for testing and classi$ing
the electostatic discharge @SD)
sensitivity of non-powered devices
to the FIBM. The purpose of this
standard is to establish a test model
that will replicate IIBM failures
and will define the HBM transient
culrent discharge rvaveform and all
necessary test Parameters to ensure

reliable, reproducible test results.
Reproducible data urill allow
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accruate comparisons of FIBM
ESD sensitivity levels.
prEVS 55266
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 673 40 -4-3 :2007
ja identne EN 61340-4-3:2001
Electostatics - Part 4-3:
Standard test methods fot
specific applications - Footwear
Describes a test method for
determining the electrical
resistance of footweat used in the
control of electrostatic potential on
people. This standard is suitable
for use by the manufacturer of
footweat as well as the end user. A
method for measudng the
electrical resistance of footwear
alone is described and serves as an
acceptance test for new footwear.
Insulatiog footwear is not included
within the scope of this standatd
although the electrical resistance
measufemeflt techniques may be
applicable.
prEVS 55467
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne IEC 61 340-3-2:2002

ia identne EN 61340-3-2:2002
Electrostatics - Part 3-2:
Methods fot simulation of
electrostatic effects - Machine
model (MIvf) - Component
testing
Describes the dischatge cu$ent
waveforms used to define the MM
and the basic equipment
requirements used to develop these
waveforms. Test parameters are
defined for testing and classifring
the electrostatic discharge (ESD)
sensitivity of non-powered devices
to the MM. The purpose of this
standard is to establish a test model
that will replicate MM failures and
will define the MM transient
current discharge wavefotm and all
necessary test parameters to ensure
reliable, teproducible test results.
Reproducible data will allorv
accurate compadsons of MM ESD
sensitivity levels.

77.240
Kiirgusm66tmised

Radiation measurements

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6ATX2002
Hind 338,00
Identne IF,.C 60737:1997

ia identne EN 60731:1997

Medical electrical equipment -
Dosimeters with ionization
chambets as used in
radiothetapy
This intemational Standard
specifi es the petforrnance
requirements or radiotherapy
dosimeters, as defined in 3.1,
intended for the measurement of
absorbed dose to water or air
kerma (and their rates) in photon
or electron radiation fields as used
in radiotherapy.

EVS-EN 6767422002
I\nd247pA
Identne TF,C 67674:7997
ja identne EN 61674:1997
Medical electrical equipment -
Dosimeters with ionization
chambers and/or semi-
conductor detectors as used in
x-tay diagnosis imaging
This standard specifies the
performance requirements of
diagnostic dosemetets, as defined
in 3.1, intended for the
measurement of AIR KERMA,
AIR KERMA LENGTH oTAIR
KERMA RATE, in photon
radiation fields as used in
radiogtaphy, including
mammography, radioscopy and
computed tomogtaphy (CT), for
X-rays with generating potentials
not greater than 150 kV.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55357
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 60737:1,997 /Al:2002
ja identne EN
60731:1997 /A7:2002
Medical electrical equipment -
Dosimetets with ionization
chambets as used in
radiotherapy
This intemational Standard
specifies the performance
requirements ot radiotherapy
dosimeters, as defined in 3.1,
intended for the measurement of
absorbed dose to water or air
kerma (and their rates) in photon
or electron radiation fields as used
in mdiotherapy.
prEVS 55359
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 61674:1997 /A1:2002
ia identne EN
67674:7997 /A1:2002
Medical electtical equipment -
Dosimeters uritl ionization
chambets and/or semi-
conductot detectots as used in
x-tay diagnosis imaging



This standard specifies the
performance requirements of
diagnostic dosemeters, as defined
in 3.1, intended for the
measurement of AIR KERMA,
AIR KERIVIA LENGTH oT AIR
KERMA RATE, in photon
radiation fields as used in
radiography, including
mammogtaphy, radioscopy and
computed tomogaphy (CT), for
X-rays with generating potentials
not greater than 150 kV.
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KATSETAMINE

TESTING

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55312
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14488-5:2002
Testing sptayed concrete - Part
5: Determination of enetgy
absorption capacity of fibre
reinforced slab specirnens
This European Standard specifies a
method for the determination of
the load/deflection response ofa
slab specimen in order to calculate
the energy absorption capacity up
to a specified deflection

19.020
Katsetingimused ia -
prots e duurid ii{diselt

Test conditions and
procedures in general

UUED STAINDARDID
EVS-EN 67775:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne tF.C 67715:7992

ia idenhre EN 61115:1993
Expression of performance of
sample [21dling systems for
process analyzers
The standard specifies the tests
which should be carried out to
determine the functiooal
performance of sample handling
systems. In addition, it specifies the
information to be provided by the
manufacturers and users ofsuch
systems.

EVS-EN 60276-4-3220O2
Hind 163,00
Identne IF,C 6021 6 - +3 :2000

ia identne EN 60216-4-3:2000

Electrical insulating materials -
Thermal endurance properties -
Patt 4-32 Ag.iog ovens; Multi-
char.bet oveus
This standard covers minimum
requirements for ventilated and
heated multi-chamber ovens for
thermal endurance evaluation of
electrical insulating materials and
any other appropriate thermal
conditioning application, qrhere the
use of single chamber ovens is
inappropriate. It covers ovens
designed to operate over all or part
of the temperature range ftom20
K above room temperature up to
300 c.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEYS 26776
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF.C 6021. 6-3 :2002
ja identne EN 60216-3:2002
Electrical insulating matedals -
Thermal endurance properties -
Part 3: Instructions for
calculating thermal endurance
chatacteristics
Specifies the calculation
procedures to be used for deriving
thermal endurance characteristics
from experimental data obtained in
accordance with the instructions of
IEC 60216-7 and IEC 60276-2.
The experimental data may be
obtained using non-destructive,
destructive or proof tests. Data
obtained from non-destructive or
proof tests may be incomplete, in
that measurement of times taken to
reach the endpoint may have been
terminated at some point after the
median time but before all
specimens have reached end-point.
The procedures are illustrated by
worked examples, and suitable
computer programs are
recommended to facilitate the
calculations.

19.040
Keskkonnakatsetused

Environmental testing

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 50130-5:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50130-5:1 998
Alarm systems - Part 5:
Environmental test metlods

This standard specifies
environmental test methods to be
used for testing the system
components of the following alarm
systems, intended for use in and
around buildings: Intruder alarm
systems, hold-up alarm systems,
social alarrn systems, CCTV
systems for security applications,
access control systems for security
applications. This standard
specifies three equipment classes
(Fixed, Movable & Portable
equipment) and four
environmental classes.

EVS-EN 6006&l:20o2
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 60068-
1 : 1 988+corr1 988+ A1:1992
ja identne EN 60068-1:1994
Environmental testing - Part 1:

Genetal aod guidance
The standard lists a series of
environmental test procedures, and
their sevedties, designed to assess

the ability of electrotechnical
products to perform undet
expected conditions af service.

EVS-EN 67207-3:2002
FIlrad212,00
Identne IEC 67207 -3:2002
ja identne EN 61207-3:2002
Gas analyzers - Exptession of
performance - Part 3:
Patamagnetic oxygen analyzers
This standard applies to the three
main methods oudined in Section
1.0; it considers essentail ancillary
units and it applies to analysen
installed indoors and outdoors. It
shall be used in conjunction with
Publication IEC 1207-1
"Exptession of Performance of
Gas Analysers". Note: Safety
Critical App. may require an
additional requirement of system
and analyser specifications not
covered in this document.

EVS-EN 60068-2-7:2002
Flll;.d272,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-
1:1990+41:1993
ja identne EN 60068-2-
7:7993+A7:1993
Environmental testing - Part 2:
Tests - Tests A: CoId
The obiect of this standard is to
provide a standard test procedure
to determine the suitability of non
heat-dissipating components,
equipment or other articles for use
and/or storage under conditions of
low temperature and for which the
subjection to a sudden change of
temperature has no detrimental
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effect. This procedure is for
specimens which are subjected to a
low temperature for a time long
enough for the specimen to
achieve temperature stability.

EVS-EN 60068-L2.2002
I\nd272,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-
2:7974+A7:7993
ja identne EN 60068-2-
2:7993+A1:7993
Basic envirorr rn ental testing
procedures -Part2: Tests -
Tests B: Dry heat
The obiect of this standard is to
provide a test procedute to
deterrnine the suitability of non
heat-dissipating compooents,
equipment ot other artides for use
and/ot storage under conditions of
high temperature and for which
the subjection to a sudden change
of temperatute has no ditrimental
effect. This ptocedure is for
specimens which are subjected to
an elevated temperature for a time
long enough for the specimen to
achieve temperature stability.

EVS-EN 60068-2-7:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-7:7983 +
A1:1986
ia identne EN 60068-2-7:7993
Basic envitonmental testing
ptocedures - Patt2... Tests - Test
Ga and guidance: Acceleration,
steady state
The object of this standard is to
prove the structural suitability and
the satisfactory performance of
components, equipment and other
electrotechnical products, when
subjected to forces produced by
steady acceleration envitonments
(other than gravity) such as occur
in moving vehicles, especially flying
vehicles, rotating parts and
proiectiles, and to provide a test of
structural integnty for certain
components.

EVS-EN 60068-2-9:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-
9:7975+41:1984
ja identne EN 60068-2-9:1999
Environmental testirg - Patt 2:
Tests - Guidance for solat
mdiation testing
The standard describes methods of
simulation designed to examine the
effect of solar radiation on
eq ripment and components at the
surface ofthe earth. To be used
with Publication 68-2.5.
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EVS-EN 6006U3-l:.2002
Fllr;'d229,00
Identne IEC 60068-3-7:797 4+
3-1A:1978
ja identne EN 60068-3-1:1999
Environmental testing - Part 3:
Backgtound information -
Section one: Cold and dry heat
tests
Gives background information for
Tests A: Cold (IEC 68-2-1), and
Tests B: Dry heat QI,C 68-2-2).
Includes appendices on the effect
of: chamber size on the surface
temperature of a specimen when
no forced air circulation is used;
airflow on chamber conditions and
on surface temperatures of test
specimens; wire termination
dimensions and matedal on surface
temperature of a component;
measurements of temperature, air
velocity aod emission coefficient.

EVS-EN 6A068-3-222002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 60068-3-2:197 6
ja identne EN 60068-3-2:1999
Environmental testing - Patt 3:
Bacl5ground information -
Section 2: Combined
tempetature/low air pressure
tests
The standard gives backgtound
information for Test Z/ AM:
Combined cold/low air pressure
tests for both heat-dissipating and
non-heat-dissipating specimens of
Pub[cation 68-2-40, and for Test
Z/BM: Combined dry-heat/low air
pressure tests for both heat-
dissipating and non-heat-
dissipating specimens of
Publication 68-2-41.

EVS-EN 60068-3-3:2002
Hind 295,00
Identne iEC 60068-3-3:1991

ia identne EN 60068-3-3:1993
Environmental testing; part 3:
guidance; seismic test methods
for equipments
Guidance is included in each of the

'three test methods referred to in
this standard but it is specific to
the test method. The guidance in
this standard is directed towards
choosing the appropriate test
method and applying it to seismic
testing.

EVS-EN 60068-5-222002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 60068-5-2:7990
ia identne EN 60068-5-2:7999

Envitonrnental testing - Part 5:
Guide to dtaftiag of test
methods - Terms and
definitions
Defines terms used in the
environmetal testing of
electrotechnical products such as

components, sub-assemblies,
assemblies and equipments.

EVS-EN 60127-3-022002
Hind 163,00
Identne lF,C 60727-3-0:1984 +
A1:1987
ja identne EN 60721-3-0:7993
Classifi cation of environmental
conditions - Part 3:
Classification of gtoups of
environmental patameters and
their severities - Intoduction
The standard establishes classes of
environmental parameters and
their severitites, covering the
exfteme (short-term) conditions
which may be met by a product
when being transported, installed,
stored and used. Separate groups
of classes are g'iven for different
product applications.

EVS-EN 60727-3-722002
Hind 190,00
Identne IF,C 607 2'l -3 -1 :7997

la identne EN 60721-3-1:i997
Clas sifi cation of environmental
conditions - Part 3:
Classification of groups of
envitonmental parameters and
theit severities - Section 1:

Stotage
This section of IEC 60727-3
classifies the groups of
environmental patametets and
their severities to urhich products,
together with their packaging if
any, 

^re 
subjected urhen stored.

EVS-EN 60727-3-2:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IE.C 607 21 -3-2+ A2:7997
ja identne EN 60721-3-2+A2:1997
Classifi cation of environmental
conditions - Part 3:
Classification of groups of
envitonmental parameters and
their severities - Section 2:
Ttansportation
This section of IEC 60721-3
classifies the groups of
environmental paramenters and
their severities to which a product
is subjected while being
transported from one place to
another after being made ready for
dispatch from the manufacturing
factory.

EVS-BN 50721-3-322002
Hind 306.00



Identne IF,C 60721-3-
3:1994+A2:7996

ia identne EN 60721-3-
3:1,995+A2:1,997
Classifi cation of environmental
conditions - Pat 3:
Classification of gtoups of
environmental parameters and
their severities - Section 3:
Stationary use at
weatherprotected locations
The standard classifies groups of
environmental parameters and
their severities to which products
are subjected when mounted for
stationary use at weatherprotected
locations under use conditions,
including periods of erection work,
down time, maintenance and
repair.

EVS-EN 60727-3-4:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 6072't-3-4:1995 +
A1:1996

ia identne EN 60721-3-4:7995 +
A7:1997
Classifi cation of environmental
conditions - Patt 3:
Classification of groups of
envitonmental patameters and
their severities - Section 4:
Stationary use at non-
weatherprotected locations
The standard classifies groups of
environmental parameters and
their severities ro which a product
may be exposed under its use
conditions, including periods of
erection work, down time,
maintenance and repair, when
mounted for stationary use at
locations which are non-
weathelprotected.

EVS-EN 60721-3-5:20O2
Hind 212,00
Identne IEC 607 27 -3 -5:7997
ja identne EN 60721-3-5:1997
Classifi cation af environrnental
conditions - Part 3:
Classification of gtoups of
environmental pasameterc and
ttreir severities - Section 5:
Ground vehicle installations
This standard classifies the
environmental conditions to which
a product not forming part of the
vehicle is subjected vhen installed
in a ground vehicle. Such products
are for example radios,
communication systems, fare
meters, and flow meters for liquids
transported by the vehicle.
Vehicles where products may be
permanently or temporarily
installed include road vehicles, rail
vehicles, ovedand vehicles,

handling and storage vehicles, and
self-propelled machinery.

EVS-EN 60721-3-6:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IF,C 60727-3-
6:1 987+A1 :1 9 91 + A2:7996
ja identne EN 60721-3-
6:1993+A2:7997

. Classification of environrnental
conditions - Part 3:
Classification of groups of
environmental pararn eters and
their severities - Ship
environment
The standard classifies groups of
environmental parameters and
their severities to which a product
is subjected'q/hen installed aboard
a ship. Ships where products may
be permanently ot tempomrily
installed include ships propelled by
mechanical means and ships not
ptopelled by mechanical means.

EVS-EN 60727-3-922002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 607 2l -3 -9 :7 99 3
ja identne EN 60721-3-9:1993
Classification of environmental
conditions - Part 3:
Classification of gtoups of
environmental parametets and
their severities - Sectiou 9:
Microclimates inside products
This section of IEC 721-3 defines
classes of microclimatic conditions,
to which components (basic parts,
assemblies, built-in units) may be
subjected inside products, which
are used under the climatic
conditions as classified in sections
IEC721-3-3 and IEC 727-3-4.

EVS-EN 6A0 68-2-17:2.002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 6006&2-11:1981

fa identne EN 60068-2-It:7999
Environmental testing - P art 2t
Tests - Test Ka: Salt mist
The object of this standard is to
compare the tesistance to
deteriomtion from salt mist of
specimens of similar construction.
Is usefirl for evaluating the quality
and the uniformity of protective
coatings.

EVS- EN 600 68-2-73 z?.002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-13:1983
ja identne EN 60068-2-131999
Environmental testing - Part 2..

Tests - Test M: Low air
Pressute

The object of this test is to
determine the ability of
components, equipment or other
articles to be stored, transported or
used under low air pressure
conditions.

EVS-EN 600 68-2-14:2002
Hind 170,00
Idenkre IEC 60068-2-
1,4:7984+A7:7986

fa identne EN 60068-2-14:7999
Environmental tes''ng - patt 2z

Tests - Test N: Change of
temPeratnre
The standard determines the abilitv
of components, equipment or
other articles to withstand tapid
changes of ambient
temperature.The exposure times
adequate to accomplish this will
depend upon the nature of the
specimen.

EYS-EN 60068-2-78:2002
Ilrtd 247,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-1 8:2000
ja identne EN 60068-2-18:2007
Environ-ental testing - PartL
18: Tests; Tests R and guidance:
!7ater
This part of IEC 60068 provides
methods of tests applicable to
electrothechnical products which,
during transportation, storage or in
service, may be subjected to falling
drops, impacting water or
immersion.

EYS-EN 600 68-2-27:2A02
Htr;'d212,00
Identne IEC 60068-2 -21,:1999
ja identne EN 60068-2-21:1999
Environmental testing - Part2-
2t Tests - Test U: Robustness
of tetminations and integtal
mounting devices
Applies to all electtical and
elecftonic components whose
terminations or integral mounting
devices are liable to be subjected to
stress dudng normal assembly or
handling.

EVS-EN 6A068-2-272A02
t1l;:.d247,00
Identne IEC 60068-2 -27 :1987
ja identne EN 60068-2-27:1993
Basic environmental testing
ptocedures - Patt 2: Tests - Test
Ea and guidance: Shock
The object of the test is to
determine the suitability of
components and equipment for
application where they are
subjected to non-repetitive
mechanical shocks and/ot to
assess their structural integdty.



EVS-EN 6006*2-29:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-29:1,987 +
Corr.:1987

ia identne EN 6006&2-29:7993
Basic envitonmental testing
procedutes -Patt2:. Tests - Test
Eb and guidance: Bump
This standard ptovides a standard
procedure for determining the
abolity of a speciment of withstand
specified severities of bump.

EVS-EN 600 68-2-30 :2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-
30:1980+A1:1985

fa identne EN 60068-2-30:7999
Environmental testing - P a* 2z

Tests - Test Db and guidance:
Damp heat, cyclic (72 + 7?-hout
cycle)
The object of the test is to
determine the suitability of
components, equipment or odrer
articles foruse ard/or storage
under conditions of high humidity
when combined with cyclic
temperature changes. This test
replaces the original test D in the
Publication 68-2-4 for future
applic:tions.

EVS- EN 600 68-2-31:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-31:1,969 +
AL:7982

ia identne EN 60068-2-31:1993
Basic environmental testing
ptocedures - Part2: Tests - Test
Ec: Dtop and topple, pdmarily
for equipment-type specimens
The object of the test is to
determine the effects upon a
specimen of simple standard
treatrnents intended to be
representative of the knocks and
jolts likely to occur during repair
work or rough handling in use on a
table or bench.

EVS-EN 60068-2-32:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-32:7975 +
A1,2:1990

ia identne EN 60068-2-32:1993
Basic environmental testing
procedures -Part2z Tests - Test
Ed: Ftee fall
The object of the test is to
determine the effects on specimen
of simple standard &eatments
intended to be reptesentive of the
falls likely to be experienced during
rough handling, or to demonstrate
a minimum degree of robustness,
lor the purpose of assessing
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compliance with safety

requirements.

EVS-EN 6006&L3322002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-
33:L977+41j978
ja identne EN 60068-2-33:1999
Environmental test'ng - Part2t
Tests - Guidance on change of
tempetature tests
This recommendation gives gives
guidaoce to designers and testing
personnel on the specifcation and
use of change of tempelature tests.

EVS-EN 6006*%38:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-38:1,97 4
ja identne EN 60068-2-38:1999
Environrnental tes''ng - Part2:
Tests - TestZ/ADz Composite
temperature/h'rrnidity cyclic
test
The object of this standard is to
provide a cornposite test
procedute, primadly intended for
component type specimen, to
determine in an accelerated
manner the resistance of
specimens to the deteriorative
effects ofhigh
temperature/humidity and cold
conditions.

EVS-EN 60068-2-39 22002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-39:197 6

ja identne EN 60068-2-39:7999
Environrnental testing - Patt2z
Tests - Test Z/AMD:
Combined sequential cold, low
air pressure, and damp heat test
The object of this standard is to
provide a standard environmental
test procedwe consisting of the
application of cold, low air
pressrue and damp heat; the first
nvo conditions in combination and

the second condition combining
with the third during the sequential
transition from the first. The test
employed are Test A and Test M,
but although introduction of
moisture is not exacdy in
accordance with Test D, this letter
has been used h identification
Z/AI\ID as being the most
appropriate and informative.

EVS-EN 60068 -2- 40 22402
Hind 139,00
Identne 39997:1983
ja identne EN 60068-2-40:1999
Environmental testing - Pat 2z

Tests - TestZ/ANl: Combined
cold/low ait ptessure tests

The object of this test is to
deterrnine the ability of
components or equipment or other
aticles to be stored and used
undet a simultaneous combination
of low temperature and low air
pressute.This combined test should
normally be used only if the effects
of combined environments vuill not
be revealed by subjecting the
specimen to single envirooments.
The procedues given in this
publication are limited to tlle case

of specimens which achieve
temperature stabiJity duting the
test procedute.

EVS-EN 60068-%4722002
Hind 146,00
Identoe IEC 60068-2-
47:1976+47:1.983
ja identne EN 60068-2-41:1,999
Enviro.mental testing - Patt?z
Tests - TestZ/BM: Combined
dry heat/low air pressure tests
The object of this standatd is to
provide a standard test procedure
to determine the suitabiJity of
components, equipment ot other
articles for use and/ or storage
under a combination of high
temperature and low air pressure.

EVS-EN 60068 -2- 47 22002

Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-47 :7999
ja identne EN 60068-2-47:"1999
Envitonmental testing -
Part2-47: Test methods -
Mounting of components,
equipment and other articles for
vibration, impact and similar
dynamic tests
Specifies standard methods of
mounting of cornponents, and
related mounting requirements, for
dynamic tests such as shock,
bump, vibration and steady-state
acceleration.

EVS-EN 60068-L4822002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-48:7982
ja identne EN 60068-2-48:1999
Environmental testing - Patt2t
Tests - Guidance on the
application of the tests of IEC
60068 to simulate the effects of
stotage
The standard provides gu.idance on
the application of the tests to
simulate effects of storage.

EVS-EN 60068 -2- 50 22002

Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-50:1983
ia identne EN 60068-2-50:1999



Enviro.tnental testing - Patt2:
Tests - Tests Z/AFc: Combined
cold/vibration (sinusoidal) tests
fot both heat-dissipating and
non-heat-dissipating specimens
The standard is basically a
combination of test Fc: Vibtation
(sinusoidal) and test A: Cold.

EVS-EN 60068-L5l:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-51:1983

ia identne EN 60068-2-51:7999
Environmental testing - P art 2t

Tests - Tests Z/BFc: Combined
dry heat/vibtation (sinusoidal)
tests for both heat-dissipating
and non-heat-dissipating
specimens
The standard is basically a
combination of test Fc: Vibration
(sinusoidal) and test B: Dry heat.

EVS- EN 60068 -2- 5 522002

Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-55:1987
ja identne EN 60068-2-55:7993
Basic environmental testing
procedures - Patt2'. Tests - Test
Ee and guidance: Bounce
The standard provides a standard
procedure for determining the
ability of a specimen to 'withstand
specified severities of bounce.

EVS-EN 60068-2-572002
FIluJ.d229,00

Identne IEC 60068-2 -57 :7999

ia identne EN 60068-2-57:20O0
Envitonmental testing - Part 2-
57: Tests - Test Ff: Vibration -
Time-history-method
This standard provides a standard
procedute for determinig, by the

time-history method, the ability of
a specimen to withstand specified
severities of transient vibration.

EVS- EN 600 6U2-582?.002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-58:1999

ia identne EN 60068-2-58:1999
Environmental testing - P art 2-
58: Tests - Test Td: Test
methods for sol{etability,
tesistance to dissoltrtion of
metallisation and to soldering
heat of Surface Mounting
Devices (SMD)
The standard provides a standard
procedure for determining the
solderability, resistance to
dissolution of metallization and
resistance to soldering heat devices
(SNID) (rereafter referred to as

specimens). The procedure uses a

solder bath and is applicable only
to specimens of products designed

to withstand short-term immersion
in molten solder.

EVS-EN 6006*2-5922002
Hind 247,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-59:1990
ja identne EN 60068-2-59:7993
Envitonmental testing - Part2t
Test methods - Test Fe:
Vibration - Sine beat method
The standatd details methods for
testing components, equipments
and other electrotechnical products
which in service can be subjected
to pulsating or oscillating forces of
short duration caused for example
by seismic or explosive phenomena
or by vibration in machinery.

EVS- EN 600 68 -2-6122002
Fl:ll.d212,00
Identne IF,C 60068-2- 61 :199 1

ja identne EN 60068-2-67:7993
Envitonmental testi.g _ patt2z
Test methods - Test Z/ltBDM:
Climatic sequence
This International Standard
provides standard composite test
methods for determining the
suitability of a specimen when
subj ected to environmental
conditions consisting of a sequense

of tempetature, humitidy and,
where required, low air ptessrre
environmental stresses.

EVS- EN 600 68-2-64 22002

Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-64:1993 +
Corr.:1993
ja identne EN 60068-2-64:1994
Environmental testing - Patt2z
Test methods - Test Fh:
Yibration, btoad-band random
(digital contol) and guidance
The obiect of this Intemational
Standard is to provide two
standard test methods (method 1

and method 2) for determining the
ability of a specimen to vdthstand
specified sevedties of brcad-band
random vibration. Neither test
method can be considered more
severe than the othet, the
difference being primarily that
method 2 provides more
information to quanti$ the applied
test, and is therefore more
reproducible.

EVS-EN 6006*L6522002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 60068-2- 65:7993
ja identne EN 60068-2-65:1994
Environmental testi?rg - Patt2:
Methods of test - Test Fg:
Yibtation, acoustically induced

To ptovide standard procedures
and guidance for conducting
acoustic tests in order to determine
the ability of a specimen to
withstand vibration caused by a

specified sound-pressure level
environment to which it is, or is
liable to be, subjected. For sound-
pressrre level environments of less

than 120 dB acousdc tests ate not
normally required.

EVS-EN 600 68-2-66 z?.002

Hind 199,00
Identne IF,C 60068-2- 66:199 4
ja identne EN 60068-2-66:1994
Envitonmental testing - Part 2z

Test methods - Test Cx: Damp
heat, steady state (unsaturated
pressurized vapout)
This Intemational Standard
provides a standard test procedute
for the purpose of evaluating, in an

accelerated rnanner, the resistance
of small electrotechnical products,
primarily non-hermetically sealed

components, to the deteriorative
effect of damp test.

EVS-EN 600 68-2-68:2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 60068-2 -68:199 4

ia identne EN 60068-2-68:1996
Environmental testing - P att 2l
Tests - Test L: Dust and sand
Specifies test methods to
determine the effects of dust and
sand suspended in air, on
electrotechnical products.

EVS- EN 60068 -2-7 422002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 60068-2 -7 4:1999
ja identne EN 60068-2-74:1999
Envhonmental testing - Patt 2:

Tests - Test Xc: Fluid
contamination
This part of IEC 68 gives a

method of test which ptovides a
standard procedure to determine
the ability of components,
equipment or their constituent
materials, hereinafter referred to as

specimen, to withstand accidental
contact udth fluids, without being
unacceptably affected. The fluids
listed in this part of IEC 68 are
representative of those commonly
encountered in operational
applications.

EVS-EN 6006*2-75:2002
tl:uad,229,00
Identne IEC 60068-2 -7 5:1997
ja identne EN 60068-2-75:7997
Environmental testing - Pan2z
Tests - Test Eh: Hammer tests
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This part of IEC 60068 provides
three standardized and co-
ordinated test methods for
determining the ability of a
specimen to withstaod speciEed
sevedties of impact. It is used, in
particular, to demonstrate an
acceptable level of robustrress
whgn assessing the safety of a

product and is pdmarily intended
for the testing of electrotechnical
items. It consists of the application
of the specimen of the prescribed
number of impacts defined by their
impact energy and applied in the
prescdbed directions.

EVS-EN 60068-L77:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-77 :1,999

ia identne EN 60068-2-77:7999
Envfuonmental testing - Patt 2-
77: Tests - Test 77: Body
strength and impact shock
Provides test methods applicable
to surface mounting devices made
of glass ot sinteted rnaterials such
as capacitots, resistors and
inductors incolpotating ferrites.
Two test methods exist body
strength and impact shock. The
obiect of both tests is to evaluate
dre mechanical stesses applied to
SMDs during and after mounting
these tests look at different
rnechanical stresses.

EVS-HD 323.2.56 Slz2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-56:1988
ja identne ID 323.2.56 S1:1990
Basic envhonrnental testing
ptocedurcs; paft2z tests; test
Cb: damp heat, steady state,
pdmarily for equipment
Determines the suitability of
electrotechnical ptoducts,
ptinctpully equipment, for use and
storage under conditions of high
humidity.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 33676
Tlhtaeg: 2001-06-01
Identne IEC 260:1968
ja identne HD 98 S1:1977
Test enclosutes of non-iniection
type fot constant telative
humidity
This Report specifies performance
and constructional requirements
for conditioning enclosutes with
forced air circulation which may be
used to carry out humidity tests on
components or equipment or
similar articles. The relative
humidity of the air in the enclosure
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is controlled by the use of
satuated salt solutions or
glycedne-water mixtures.
prEVS 40000
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60068-2-5:797 5
ja identne EN 60068-2-5:1999
Basic envirorm ental testing
ptocedures -Pafi2', Tests -Test
Sa: Simulated solat radiation at
gtound level
Tbe object of this test is to
determine the effects (thermal,
mechanical, chemical, electrical,
etc.) produced on equipment and
components as a result of exposure
to solar radiation under the
conditions experienced at the
surface of the earth.

19.080
Elektrilised ja
elekttoonilised katse- ja
m66tevahendid

Electrical and electronic
testing

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 5007322002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 50073:1999
Guide fot selection, installation,
use and meaintenance of
appatatus for the detection and
measutement of combustible
gases or oxygen
This document gives guidance on
the selection, installation, use and
maintenance of electrically
operated Group II 1 apparatus
intended for use in industrial and
commetcial safety applications for
the detection and measurement of:
Combustible gases, complying with
the tequirements of EN 50054,
EN 50057, EN 50058 or oxygen
complying with the requirements
ofEN 50104 or apparatus
approved by an accredited
institution following other methods
of performance testing for the
above two cases.

EVS-EN 50704:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 50104:2002
Electrical apparatus for the
detection and measutement of
oxygen - Performance
requirements and test methods

This Europeaa Standatd specifies
performance tequirements and test
methods for portable,
transportable aod 6xed electrical
apparatus for the measurement of
the oxygen concentration in gas
mixtures indicating up to 25o/o

(v/v). This European Standard
applies to apparatus intended for
commercial and industrial safety
applications, ;ngluding integlal
sdmpling system of aspirated
apPafatus.

EVS-EN 602702?.002

Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 60270:2000

ia identne EN 60270:2001
High-voltage test techniques -
Partial dischatge measurements
The standard is applicable to the
measurement of partial dischatges
which occur in electrical apparatus,
components or systems when
tested with alternating voltages up
to 400 Hz or with direct voltage.

EYS-EN 6703222002
Hind 212,00
Identne IF,C 61032:7997
ja identne EN 61032:1998
Protection of persons and
equipment by enclosutes -
Probes for verification
This Intemational Standard
specifies details and dimensions of
test probes intended to veriff the
protection provided by enclosures
with regard to: - protection of
persons against access to
hazardous parts inside the
enclosure; - protection of the
eq 'iFment inside the enclosure
against ingress of solid foreign
objects. The object of this
Standard is: a) to bring together in
one publication object probes and
access probes currently specified in
other standards with any new
probe required; b) to guide
Technical Committees in the
selection of test probes; c) to
encourage those concemed to
speci$ test probes in accordance
rvith those already specified in tlis
Intemational Standard rather than
modiS details and dimensions; d)
to limit dre further proliferation of
types oftest probe.

EVS-EN 611072002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 61107:1996
ja identne EN 61107:1996
Data exchange for meter
reading, tariff and load control -
Direct local data exchange



Specifi es'hatdware and ptotocol
specifications for local systems.
Deals with dircct local systems, in
which the hand held unit is

connected to one tariffdevice only
at a time.

EVS-EN 67?20:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 6722O:7993
ja identne EN 61220:1995
Ultrasonics - Fields - Guidance
for the measutement and
chrtrcteriz ation of ultras onic
fields genetated by medical
ultrasouic equipment using
hydtophones in the frequency
range 0,5 MHz to 15 MHz
Provides guidance on the practical
measurement of the acoustic
ouq)ut of various types of medical
ultrasonic equipment. Contains
also procedures for correcting
limitations caused by the use of
lrydrophones with 6nite bandwidth
and finite active element size.

EYS-EN 67070-7t2002
Hind 360,00
Identne IEC 61010-1 :2001
ja identne EN 61010-1:2001
Safety requirements for
electrical equipment fot
measurement, con&ol and
laboratory use - Part 1: General
tequifements
This International Standard
specifies general safety
requirements for electdcal
equipment intended for
professional, industrial process,
and educational use, including
equipment and computing devices
for: Measurement and test, control,
Iaboratory use, and accessodes
intended for use with the above
(e.g. sample handling equipment).

EVS-EN 61083-7:2002
Illnd247,00
Identne IEC 61083-1:2001
ja identne EN 61083-1:2001
Instruments and software used
fot measurements in high-
voltage impulse tests - Part 1l
Requirements for instruments
This part of IEC 61083 is
applicable to digrtal recorders and
digital oscilloscopes, analog
oscilloscopes and peak voltmeters
used for measurements during
tests'urith high impulse voltages
and high impulse currents. It
specifies the measudng
characteristics and calibrations
required to meet the measuring
uncertainties and procedures
speci{ied in IEC 60060-2.

EVS-EN 61180-l:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IF,C 67180-l:7992
ja identne EN 61180-1:1994
High-voltage test techniques for
low-voltage equipment - Part 1:

Definitions, test and procedute
requirements
Applies to: -dielectric tests udth
direct voltage -dielectric tests with
altemating voltage -dielectric tests
with impulse voltage -tests with
impulse current -tests udth
combinations of the above.

EVS-EN 61207-lz20A2
Il1nd 229,OO

Identne IEC 61207 -7 :1 99 4

ia identne EN 61207-1:1994
Exptession of petformance of
gas analyzets; part 1: general
Applies to gas analyzers used for
the determination of certain
constituents in gaseous mixtures.
Specifies general aspects of
tetminology and definitions related
to the performance. Unifies
methods for making and veriffing
statements on functional
performance. Specifies tests to
determine functional performance.

EVS-EN 61207-6.2002
Hind 212,00
Identne IE,C 61207 -6:1,994

ia identne EN 61207-6:1994
Expression of performance of
gas 

^a 
lyzets - Part6:

Photometric analyzers
Applies to analyzers using non-
dispersive and dispersive
wavelength selection and using
absorption, emission, ot
wavelength derivative techniques.
Applies to analyzers receiving
conditioned or unconditioned
samples of gas under vaculun or
pressurized, and to measurements
directly within the sample gas.

EVS-EN 60572-17-822002
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 60512-11-8:1995
ja identne EN 60512-11-8:1999
Electromechanical components
fot electonic equipment - Basic
testing ptocedutes and
measuring methods - Part 11:

Climatic tests - Section 8: Test
11 h: Sand and dust
This section of IEC 572-1,1 defines
a standard test method to assess

the ability of a connector to
withstand driving fine sand and
dust.

EVS- EN 67070 -?-A 45 :2002
Hlll,d272,00
Identne IEC 61010-2-045:2000

ja identne EN 61010-2-045:2000
Safety requirements for
electrical equipment for
measulement control and
laboratory use - Part 2-045:
Particulat requirements for
washer-disinfectors used in
medical, pharmaceutical,
veterinary and laboratory fields
This Standard applies to washer
disinfectors and other equipment
incorporating washing and
disinfection processes for the
treatrnent of soiled items used in
the medical, veterinary,
pharmaceutical, aod laboratory
fields. NOTE - This equipment
may have one or more chambers
and a loading and unloading
system.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 40177
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61 01 0-2-081 :2001
ja identne EN 61010-2-08L:2002
Safety requirements for
electrical equipment for
measurement, contfol and
laboratory use - Part 2-081:
Particulat tequirements for
automatic and semi-automatic
labotatory equipment for
analysis and other purposes
Applies to automatic and semi-
automatic laboratory equipment
for analysis and other pu{poses.
Automatic and semi-automatic
laboratory equipment consists of
instruments or systems for
measudng or modi$ring
chatacteristics of samples,
performing the process without
manual intervention. Examples of
such eqniFmerrt are: analytical
equipmeot, automatic sampler (e.g.

pipettor), equipment for sample
replication and amplification.

21.060.01
Kinnitus elemendid iiLldis elt

Fasteners in general

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55163
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14592:2002
Timber structures - Fasteners -
Requirements
For the pupose of this standard,
fasteners for timber strucrures are
taken to be nails, staples, screws,
dowels, and bolts. Definitions of
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these items are 1$ven in clause 4
below. Only ptoducts
manufactured from steel are

covered by this standard
prEVS 55374
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 16426:2002
ja identne EN ISO 76426:2002
Fasteners - Quality assurance
system
This Internationd Standard
specifies requirements for a faster
quality assruance system to be met
by the fastener manufacturets and
distributors

27.060.40
Needid

Rivets

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSI(OSITLUS
prEVS 55067
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 15975:2002

ia identne EN ISO 15975:2002
Closed end blind rivets with
bteak pull mandtel and
protruding head - AllAlA
This lntemational Standard
specifies dimensional and
mechanical characteristics and
application data for closed end
blind rivets with break pull
mandrel and protruding head, with
a commercial pure aluminium
body (Al) and an aluminium alloy
mandrel (AIA) and with nominal
diameters, d, from 3,2 mm up to
and including 4,8
prEVS 55068
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 15977:2002
ja identne EN ISO 15977:2002
Open end blind rivets with
break pull mandtel and
ptotruding head - AIA/SI
This Intemational Standard
specifies dimensional and
mechanical characteristics and
application data for open end blind
rivets with break pull mandrel and
protruding head, with an
aluminium body (Al) and a steel
mandrel (St) and with nominal
diameters, d, from 2,4 mm up to
and including 6,4 mm
prE\rS 55069
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 15976:2002
ja identne EN ISO 75976:2002
Closed end blind rivets with
break pull mandrel and
protrudiing head - St/St
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This Intemational Standard
specifi es dimensional aad
mechanical characteristics and
application data for closed end
blind rivets with break pull
mandrel and ptotruding head, with
a steel body (St) and a steel
man&el (St) aad with nominal
diameters,d, ftom3,2. mm up to
and including 6,4 mm
prEVS 55070
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 15978:2002
ja identne EN ISO 15978:2002
Open end blind rivets with
bteakpull mandrel and
countersunk head - AIA/SI
This Intemationd Standard
specifies dimensional and
mechanical characteristics and
application data fot open end blind
rivets with break pull mandrel and
countetsunk head, with an
aluminium alloy (AIA) body and a
steel man&el (St) and with
nominal diameters, d, fiom 2,4 mm
up to and including 5 mm
prEVS 55071
Tdhtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 1. 597 9 :2002
ja identne EN ISO 15979:2002
Open end blind rivets with
break pull mandtel and
ptotru.ling head - St/St
This International Standard
specifies dimensional and
mechanical charactedstics and
application data for open end blind
rivets rvith break pull mandrel and
proruding head, with a steel body
(St) body and a steel mandrel (St)

and with nominal diameters, d,
ftom2,4 mm up to and including
6,4mm
prEVS 55072
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 15981:2002

fa identne EN ISO 1,5981:2002
Open end blind rivets with
bteak pull mandtel and
protruding head - AIA/AIA
This Intemational Standard
specifies dimensional and
mechanical characteristics and
application data for open end blind
rivets with bteak pull mandrel and
proruding head, with an
aluminium body (ALA) and an
aluminium mandrel (AI-A) and
with nominal diameters, d, from
,:f up to and including 6,4

prEVS 55075
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 15983:2002

ia identne EN ISO 15983:2002

Open end blind rivets with
brcakpull mandd and
protruding head - M/lt2
This Intemationd Standard
specifi es dimensional and
mechanical charactedstics and
application data fot open end blind
tivets with break pull mandrel and
ptotruding head, with an austenitic
stainless steel body (A2) and an
austenitic stainless steel mandrel
(A2) and with nominal diametets,
d, from 3 mm up to and including
5mm
prEVS 55377
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 15982:2002
ja identne EN ISO 75982:2200
Open end blind rivets w'ith
break pull mandrel and
countersunk head - AIA/AIA
This Intemationd Standard
specifi es dimensional and
mechanical characteristics and
application data for open end blind
rivets with break pull mandrel and
countersunk head, with an
aluminium alloy body (AIA) and an
aluminium alloy mandrel (AIA)
and with nominal diameters, d,
ftom2,4 mm up to and including
6.4 mm

23.020.01
Gaasi- ia vedelikumahutid
iildiselt

Fluid storage devices in
genefal

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 36697
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 31 60-7:2002
Leak detection systems - Part 1:

Genetal pdnciples
This European Standard specifies
the geneml pdnciples for leak
detection systems fot use urith
double-skin tanks, single-skin tanks
and pipework designed for water
polluting fluids
prEVS 36700
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ptEN 1 31 60-2:2002
Leak detection systems - Patt2:
Pressute and vacuum systems
This European Standard specifies
the requirements for leak detection
systems class I for use'q/ith double-
skin systems, designed for water
polluting fluids
prEVS 36701
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 31 60-3:2002



Leak detection systems - Part 3:
Liquid systems fot tanks
This European Standard specifies
the requirements for leak detection
systems class II for use q/ith
double-skin tanks designed for
water polluting fluids
prEYS 36702
Tihtaeg 2003-03-07
Identne prEN 13160-4:2002
Leak detection systems -Pa* 4z

Liquid and/or vapour sensor
systems for use in leakage
containments or interstitial
sPaces
This standard specifies the
requirements for leak detection
systems - class III for use in the
interstitial space of double-skin
systems or in leakage containments
of single skin systems designed for
water polluting fluids
prEVS 36704
Tlhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13160- 6:2A02
Leak detection systems - Part 6:
Sensors in monitoring wells
This European Standard specifies
the requirements for leak detection
systems class V for use q/ith
systems designed for fuels which
are flammable, having a flash point
up to but not exceeding 100 oC

prEVS 36705
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 131 60-7 :2002
Leak detection systems -PartTz
Genetal requfuements and test
methods for intetstitial spaces,
Ieak protecting linings and leak
protecting iackets
This European Standard specifies
the type test of the interstitial space
and the general requirements and
test methods for leak protecting
linings and leak protecting jackets
which are parts of leak detection
systems

23.020.10
Statsionaarsed mahutid ia
feservuaarid

Stationary containers and
tanks

I(AVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 38374
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13 121- l:2002
GRP tanks and vessels fot use
above gtound - Part 1: Raw
materials - Specification
conditions and acceptance
conditions

This Euopean Standard gives
requirements for specification and
acceptance conditions of raw
materials for GRP tanks and
vessels with or without lining for
storage or processing of fluids,
factory made or site built, non
pressurised or pressurised, for use
above ground

23.020.30
Surveanumad,
gaasiballoonid

Pressure vessels, gas
cylinders

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 73709:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 13109:2002
LPG tanks - Disposal
This European standard specifies
methods for the safe disoosal of
tanks above 150 litre waier
capacity.

EVS-EN 14075:2002
fIlnd 272,00
Identne EN 14075:2002
Static welded steel cylinddcal
tanks, serially produced for the
storage of Liquefied Petroleum
Gas (LPG) having a volume not
greater tlan 13 m3 and for
installation underground -
Design and manufacture
This European Standard specifies
requirements for the design and
manufacture of static welded steel
cylindrical tanks, serially produced
for the storage of liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG) with a
volume not greatet than 13 m3 and
for installation underground

EYS-EN 7089-222-002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 1089-2:2002
Ttansportable gas cylinflsjs -
Gas cylindet identifi cation
(excluding LPG) - Part2z
Precautionary labels
This European Standard specifies
the design, content, i.e. hazard
symbols and text, and application
of precautionary labels intended
for use on the shouldets of
individual gas cylinders containing
single gases or gas mixtures or
immediately below (maximum 50
mm from the rounded part).
Labels for bundles of cylinders and
for LPG cylinders are not covered
by this standard.

EVS-EN 286-722000 / AJ22002
Hind 57,00

Identne EN 286-1 :1 998 / Al:2002
Simple unfired pressrue vessels
desigaed to contain air or
nitrogen - Part 1: Ptessure
vessels for genetal putposes
This part of this European
Standard applies to the design and
manufacture of welded, simple
unfued pressrue vessels
manufactured in series, with a
single compartrnent, here-in-after
referred to as vessels, the essential
safety requirements of which are
given in Annex G

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55074
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 73952:2002
LPG cylinde6 - Pilling
procedures
This European Standard specifies
the requirements for the operation
of a rylinder Eling plant to ensure
that filling of LPG cylinders is
caried out in a controlled and safe
manner. This European Standard
does not covet requirements for
Elling LPG cylinders that are
designed and equipped for filling
by the user. This European
Standard does not cover
requkements for filling LPG
containers on vehicles

23.020.40
Kriiogeenanumad

Cryogenic vessels

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKTTSITLUS
prEVS 39434
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13458-3:2002
Cryogenic vessels - Static
vacuum insulated vessels - Part
3: Operational requfuements
This European Standard specifies
opetational requirements for static
vaculun insulated vessels desrgned
for a maximum allowable pressirre
of more than 0.5 bar. It may also
be used as a gu.ideline for vessels
designed for a maximum allowable
pressure of less than 0,5 bar
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23.040
Torustike osad ja
torustikud

Pipeline components and
pipelines

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 60534-6-2t2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 6053,{-6- 2:20O0
ja identne EN 6053,1-'6-2:2001

Indusuial-process contol valves
-Patt6-22 Mounting details for
attachment of positioners to
control valves; Positioner
mounting on totary actuatorc
This section of IEC 60534-6 is
intended to permit a variety of
positioning devices, which respond
to a rotary motion, to be mounted
on the actuator of a control valve,
either direcdy or by employing an

intermediate mounting bracket.
This section is applicable where
interchangeabiJity between
actuators and positioners is

desired.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55135
Tilrtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 1 587 4-3:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 75874-3:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold water installations -
Polypropylene (PP) - Part 3:
Fittings (ISO/FDIS 1587 4-
322002)
This Part of prEN ISO 15874

speciEes the characteristics of
fittings for polypropylene @P)
piping systems intended to be used

for hot and cold water installations
within buildings for the
conveyance of water, whethet or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems)

and for heating systems under
design pressures and tempetatues
according to thi class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15874-1:2002)

23.040.01
Torustike osad ja
torustikud tiLldiselt

Pipeline components and
pipelines in general

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKTJSITLUS
prE\zS 55114
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Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 1 587 5-5:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 75875-5:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold watet installations -
Crosslinked polyethylene
(PE-D - Part 5: Fitness fot
purpose ofthe system
This Part of prEN ISO 15875

specifies the characteristics of the
fitness fot purpose of crosslinked
polyethylene (PE-X) piptng
systems, intended to be used for
hot and cold water installations
within buildings for the
conveyance of water whether or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems)

and for heating systems, under
design pressures and temperatures
according to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15875-1:2002)
prEVS 55115
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 1 587 6-1 :2002
ja identne prEN ISO 75876-l:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold watet installations -
Polybutylene (PB) - Patt 1:

General
This Part of prEN ISO 15876

specifies the general aspects of
polybutylene @B) piping systems

intended to be used for hot and

cold water installations within
buildings fot the conveyance of
water whethet or not intended for
human consumption (domestic
systems) and for heating systems,

under design pressures and
temperatures according to the class

of application (see Table 1)

prEVS 55119
Tiihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 7587 6-5:2002

ia identne prEN ISO 15876-5:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Polybutylene (PB) - Paa 3:
Fittings
This Part of prEN ISO 15876:

specifies the characteristics of
fittings for polypropylene (PB)

piping systems intended to be used

for hot and cold water installations
within buildings for the
conveyance of water, whether or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems)

and for heating systems under
design pressures and temperatures
according to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15876-1:2002)
prEVS 55124

Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne ISO /FDIS 1 587 41, :2002
ja iderrtne prEN ISO 7587411:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold watet installations -
Polyptopylene (PP) - Patt 1:

Genetal
This Part ofptEN ISO 15874
specifies the gen"fal aspects of
polypropylene (PP) piping systems

intended to be used for hot and
cold watet installations within
buildings for the conveyance of
water whethet or not intended fot
human consumption (domestic
systems) and for heating systems,

under design ptessutes and
temperatures according to the class

of application (see Table 1)

ptEVS 55136
Trilrtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne ISO /FDIS 7587 ar-5:2002
ja identne ptEN ISO 15874-5:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Polypropylene (PP) - Part 5:

Fitness fot purpose of the
system
This Part ofprEN ISO 15874

specifies the characteristics of the
fitness for purpose of
polypropylene @P) piping systems,

intended to be used fot hot and
cold water installations uithin
buildings for the conveyance of
water, whether ot oot intended for
human consumption (domestic
systems) and for heating systems,

under design ptessutes and
temperatures according to the class

of application (see Table 1 of
prEN ISO 1,58747:2002)
prEVS 55137
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identoe ISO/FDIS 15877 -1:2002
ja identne ptEN ISO 75877-1:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Chlorinated poly(vinyl chloride)
(PVC-C) - Partt General
This Part of prEN ISO 15877

specifies the genetal requirements
of chlorinated poly(vinyl chloride)

@VC-C) piping systems intended
to be used fot hot and cold water
installations within buildings for
the conveyance of u/ater, whether
or not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems),

under design pressutes and
temperatutes apPropriate to the
class of application (see Table 1)

prEVS 55141
Tlhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 75877 -5:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 15877-5:2002



Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Chlorinated poly (vinyl chloride)
(PVC-C) - Part 5: Fitness for
purpose of the system
This Part of prEN ISO 15877
specifies tlre characteristics of the
fitness for purpose of chlorinated
poly(vinyl chlotide) (PVC-C)
piping systems, intended to be
used fot hot and cold'vater
installations within buildings for
the conveyance of water, whether
or not intended for human
consumption, (domestic systems)
and for heating systems, under
design pressures and temperatures
according to tlle class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 75877-1,:2002)

23.040.15
Virvilisest metallist torud

Non-ferrous metal pipes

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 13349:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 13349:2002
Copper and coppper alloys -
Pte-insulated copper tubes with
solid covering
This draft European Standard
specifies the requitemeots,
sampling, test methods and
conditions of delivery for seamless
round copper tubes covered'urith
solid plastics material. It is
applicable to tubes intended for: -
distributing networks for hot water
and cold water; - hot water heating
systems (temPerature not
exceeding 95oC) includi.g
underfloor heating systems; -
domestic gas and liquid fuel
distribution

23.040.20
Plasttorud

Plastics pipes

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 7347
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 3126:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 3126:2002
Plastics piping systems -
Plastics components -
Determination of dit ensions

This European Standatd specifies
methods for measurement and/or
determination of the dimersions of
plastics pipes and fittings and the
accuracy of the measuternent. It
specifies procedures for rneasuring
angles, diametets, lengths,
squareness and vzall thicknesses for
the purposes of checking
conformity to geometric limits
prEVS 55086
Tihtaeg: 2003-$-A7
Identne ISO/FDIS 1, 587 5 -2:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 15875-2:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Ctosslinked polethylene (PE-D
- PartTz General
This Part of prEN ISO 15875
specifies the genetal aspects of
ctosslinked polyethylene eE-$
piping systems intended to be used
for hot and cold water installations
within buildings for the
conveyance of water, whether ot
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems),
and for heating systems, under
design pressures and temperatures
according to the class of
application (see Table 1)

prEVS 55116
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS | 587 6-2:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 75876-2:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold watet installations -
Polybutylene (PB) - Patt 2z

Pipes
This Part of prEN ISO 15876
specifies the characteristics of
pipes made of polybutylene @B)
for piping systems intended to be
used for hot and cold water
installations within buildings for
the conveyance of water whether
or not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems),
and for heating systems, under
design pressures and temperatutes
appropriate to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15876-1:2002)
prEVS 55134
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IS O/FDIS 1 587 4- 4:2AA2
ja identne prEN ISO 15874-4:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold water installations -
Polyptopylene (PP) - Patt 2:
Pipes

Ttris part of prEN ISO 15874
specifies the characteristics of
pipes made from polypropylene

@P) for piping systems intended to
be used for hot and cold water
installations within buildings for
the conveyance of water whether
or not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems)
and for heating systems under
operating pressures and
temperafures appropriate to the
class of application (see Table 1 of
prEN ISO 15874-7:2002)
prEVS 55138
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 75877 -2:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 75877-2:2A02
Plastics pipiag systems for hot
and cold water ilstallations -
Chlorinated poly(vinyl chloride)
(PYC-C) - Part 2: Pipes
This Part of prEN ISO 15877:2002
specifies the requirements of pipes
made from chlorinated poly(vinyl
chloride) @VC-C) for piping
systems intended to be used for
hot and cold water installations
within buildings for the
conveyance ofwater, whether or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems),
under design pressures and
tempetatures appropriate to the
class of application (see Table 1 of
prEN ISO 15877-1:2002)

23.040.4s
Plasttoruliitmikud

Plastics fittings

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEVS 55111
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 1 587 5-3 :2002
ja identne prEN ISO 75875-3:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Crosslinked polyethylene (PE-
X) - Part 3: Fittings
This Part of prEN ISO 15875
specifies the characteristics of
fi ttings for crosslinked
polyethylene (PE-X) piping
systems intended to be used for
hot and cold water installations
wiflin buildings for the
conveyance of water, whether or
not intended for human
consumption, (domestic systems)
and for heating systems, under
design pressures and temperatures
appropdate to the class of
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application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15875-1:2002)
prEVS 55117
Tfitaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 7 587 6-3 :2002
ja identne prEN ISO 75876-3:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold water installations -
Polybutylene (PB) - Part 3:
Fittings
This Part ofprEN ISO 15876:
specifies the charactetistics of
fittings for polypropylene @B)
piping systems intended to be used
for hot and cold water installations
within buildings fot the
conveyance of water, whether or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems)
and for heating systems under
design pressures and temperatures
according to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15876-1:2002)
pflVS 55135
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne ISO /FDIS 1 587 4-3:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 1,58743:2O02
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Polyptopylene (PP) - Paft 3:
Fittings
(I S O / FD I S 1587 4-3 22002)
This Part ofprEN ISO 15874
specifies the characteristics of
fittings fot polypropylene @P)
piping systems intended to be used
for hot and cold urater installations
within buildings for the
conveyance of water, whether or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems)
and for heating systems under
design pressures and temperatures
according to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15874-1:2002)
prEVS 55140
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 15877 -3:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 15877-3:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold watet installations -
Chlorinated poly(vinyl chloride)
(PVC-C) - Part 3: Fittings

This Pat ofpiEN ISO 15877
specifies the characteristics of
fittings made from chlorinated
poly(vinyl chlotide) pVC-C) for
piping systems intended to be used
fot hot and cold water instal-lations
within buildings for the
conveyance of water, whether or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems)
and for heating systems undet
design pressures and teanpelatures
according to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 75877-1:2002)

23.040.60
Aarikud, muhvid im
totuffhendused

KAVANDITE
ARYAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEVS 12194
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 759-3:2002
Flanges and their joints -
Citculat flanges for pipes,
valves, fittings and accessories,
Class designated - Part 3:
Copper alloy flanges
This European Standard specifies
requirements for circular copper
alloy flanges and copper alloy
collats combined vdth loose steel
plate flanges in Class designations
Class 150 and Class 300 and
nominal sizes from DN 10 to DN
900 (NPS % to NPS 36) in the
types shown in Table 1

prEVS 23158
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1092-3:2002
Flanges and their ioints -
Circular flanges for pipes,
valves, fittings and accessories,
PN designated - Part 3: Coppet
alloy flanges
This Euopean Standard specifies
requirements for circular copper
alloy flanges and copper alloy
collars combined with loose steel
plate flanges in PN designations
from PN 6 to PN 40 and nominal
sizes from DN 10 to DN 1800 in
the types shown in Table 1

23.040.70
Voolikud ia
voolikuiihendused

Hoses and hose assemblies

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 39491
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13483:2002
Hoses and }Iose assemblies
with Intemal vapour tecovery
for measured fuel dispensing
system - Specification
systems udth an intemal vapour
recovery tubing or hose. The
assemblies are intended for use at
ambient temperatutes between -30
oC and +65 oC and at a working
pressure up to and including 3,5
bar
prEVS 55403
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-07
Identne prEN 1360:2002
Rubber hoses and hose
assemblies for measured fuel
dispensing - Specification
This European Standard specifies
minimum requirements for three
types of rubber hoses in two
categories and two grades ofhose
assemblies used for measured fuel
dispensing, including orygenated
fuels (up to a maximum of 75oh

orygenated compounds), having a

working temperature range of -30

"C to +55 oC. The maximum
working pressure is 16 bat.1)
Hoses can be constructed from
rubber or thermoplastic elastomer

CTI'E)

23.040.99
Muud torustike
komponendid

Other pipeline components

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 1028922002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 10289:2002
Steel tubes and fittings for
onshore and offshore pipelines -
External liquid applied epoxy
and epoxy-modified coatings
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This European Standard specifies
the reqiurements of liquid applied
extemal coating epoxy (EP) and
epoxymodified (EP-MOD), for the
corrosion protection of steel tubes
and pipeline fittings. The coating in
this standard can be applied to
longitudinally or spirally welded
and to seamless steel tubes and
fittings used for the construction
of pipelines for conveying liquids
or gases

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 36697
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 131 60-1:2002
Leak detection systems - Part 1:

General principles
This European Standard specifies
the general principles for leak
detection systems for use vrith
double-skin tanks, single-skin tanks
and pipework designed for water
polluting fluids
prEVS 36700
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-0'1,

Identne prEN 131 60-2:2002
Leak detection systems -Patt2:
Pressure and vacuum systems
This Ewopean Standard specifies
the requirements for leak detection
systems class I for use with double-
skin systems, designed for water
polluting fluids
prEVS 36701
Tlhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 3160-3:2002
Leak detection systems - Patt 3:
Liquid systems for tanks
This European Standard specifies
the requirements for leak detection
systems class II for use vdth
double-skin tanks designed for
water polluting fluids
prEVS 36702
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ptEN 13160-4:2002
Leak detection systems - Part 4:
Liquid and/or vapour sensor
systems for use in leakage
containments or interstitial
spaces
This standard specifies the
reguirements for leak detection
systems - class III for use in the
interstitial space of double-skin
systems or in leakage containments
of single skin systems designed fot
water polluting fluids
prEVS 36704
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 131 60-6:2002
Leak detectiorl systems - Part 6:
Sensors in monitoring wells

This European Standard specifies
the requirements for leak detection
systems class V for use with
systems desigped fot fuels which
are flammable, having a flash point
up to but not exceeding 100 "C
prEVS 36705
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13160-7 :2002
Leak detection systems -PartTt
General tequirements and test
methods for interstitial spaces,
leak ptotecting linings and leak
ptotecting iackets
This European Standard specifies
the type test of the interstitial space
and the general requirements and
test methods for leak protecting
linings and leak protecting jackets

which are parts of leak detection
systems

23.060
Sulgeseadmed

Valves

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60534-3-7:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 605343-1:2000
ja identne EN 60534-3-1:2000
Industrial-ptocess control valves
- Part 3-t Dimensions - Face-
to-face dimensions fot flanged,
two-way, globe-type, sttaight
pattetn and centte-to-face
dimensions for flanged, two-
way, globe-type, angle pattern
conftol valves
Section 1 of this standard specifies
face-to-face (FIF) and centre-to-
face (CTF) dimensions for given
nominal sizes and presswe ratings
of flanged, two-way, globe-type,
stmight pattem and angle pattem
contlol valves, The nominal sizes

included ate DN 15 through DN
400 for straight pattern control
valves and DN 25 through DN
400 for angle pattem contol
valves.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55363
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61514:2000
ja identne EN 61514:2002
Industrial-process contol
systems - Methods of evaluat:ng
the performance of valve
positionets with pneumatic
outPuts

This Euopean Standard specifies
tests designed to determine the
static and dynamic performance of
single-acting or double-acting
analogue positioners. The tests
may be applied to positioners,
which receive standard analogue
input signals (as specified in IEC
60381 and IEC 60382) and have a

pneumatic ouqput. Positioners'rdth
pulsed or digital input signals,
positioners with digital contollers
and positioners with pulsed
outputs are outside the scope of
this standard.

23.060.40
R6huregulaatorid

Pressure regulators

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 60534-L:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 6053,1-1:1987
ja identne EN 60534-1:1993
Industrial-process contol valves
- Part 1: Conrol valve
terminology and general
corisiderations
Applies to all types of industrial-
process control valves. Establishes
a basic component and functional
terminology list and gives guidance
on the use of the other parts of this
publication. Gives overall design
requirements, test requirements
and prediction methods.

EVS-EN 60534-2-1t2002
Hnd272,00
Identne IE,C 6053+2-1 :1 998

ia identne EN 605342-1:1998
Industrial-ptocess conttol valves
-PartZ-lt Flow capacity - Sizing
equations fot fluid flow under
installed conditions
Applies to industrial-process
cootol valves and provides the
low capacity. This new edition of
IFC 53+2-7 covers sizing
equations for both incompressible
and compressible fluid flow and
replaces the first editions of both

which covered incompressible and
compressible fluid flow,
respectively.

EVS-EN 60534-2-322002
Hind 199,00
Identne IE,C 6053 +2-3 :1 997

ia identne EN 6053,1-2-3:7998
Industrial-process control valves
- Patt2-3t Flow capacity - Test
procedutes



This section of IEC 605342is
applicable to industrial-process
control valves and provides the
flow capacity test procedures for
detetrnining the vatiables used in
the equations given in IEC 6053+
2-7 andIEC 6053+2-2.

EVS-EN 605353-222002
Hind 101,00
I dentne IEC 60 53 43 -2:200 1
ja identne EN 6053,f-3-2:2001
Industrial-ptocess conttol valves
-Part3-2: Dimensions - Face-
to-face dirnensions for rotary
contol valves except butterfly
valves.
This section 2 of IE,C 6053+3
gives the overall lenghts of
following q4)es: segmental ball,
eccentric rotary plug, and barstock
globe; wafer buttetfly valves are
excluded.

EVS-EN 605343-3:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 60534-3-3:1998
ja identne EN 6053,1-3-3:1998
Industdal-process control valves
- Part 3-3: Dimensions - Section
3: End-to-end dimensions for
butnreld, two-way, globe-type,
straight pattern contol valves
This section of IEC 5343 specifies
end-to-end dimensions for given
nominal sizes and ptessure ratings
of butt'*reld, two-way, globe-type,
straight pattem conttol valves for
nominal sizes DN 15 through DN
450. The purpose of this standard
is to aid users irl their piping design
by providing normalised
dimensions of butnpeld end
control valves.

EVS-EN 60534-6-122002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 605346-1 :1997
ja identne EN 6053,1-6-1:1997
Industrial-process contol valves
- Part 6: Mounting details for
attachment of positioners to
control valves - Section 1:

Positionet mounting on linear
actuators
This section of IEC Publication
534-6 is intended to permit a

variety of positioning devices,
which respond to a linear motion,
to be mounted on the actuator of a

control valve, either ditecdy or by
employing an intetmediate
mounting bracket. This section is
applicable where, interchangeability
between actuators and positioners
is desired.

EVS-EN 60534-8-l:2002
Hind 130,00
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Identne IEC 60534-8-1:1986

ia identne EN 60532t-8-1:2000
Indusfial-process control valves
- Part 8: Noise consideration;
Section 1: Labotatory
measurement of noise
generated by aetodynamic flow
through control valves
Defines equipment, methods and
proceduies for obtaining
laboratory measurements of
afuborne sound-pressure levels
radiated by control valves and/or
associated piping configuations,
including 6xed restdctions,
thrcugh which compressible fluids
are passing. Provides a method of
testing the noise-generating
characteristics of control valves.
The noise charactedstics to be
determined are usefi:l for
compadng the performance of
different valves and planning
measures for noise abatement.

EVS-EN 60534-8-222002
Hind 117,00
Identne IF,C 6053 48 -2:199 1
ja identne EN 6053,f-8-2:1993
Industrial-process control
valves; Patt 8: Noise

. 
consideration; Section 2:
Labotatory measurement of
noise generated by
hydtodynamic fl ow through
control valves
Provides a method for measudng
the sound-pressure level due to
liquid flow through a control valve,
and the characteristic increase in
noise due to cavitation.

EVS-EN 60534-8-322002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 6053+8-3:2000
ja identne EN 6053,1-8-3:2000
Industrial-ptocess control valves
- Patt 8-3: Noise considerations;
Concol valve aerodynamic
noise prediction method
This section of Intemational
Standard IEC 534-8 establishes a

theoretical method to predict the
extemal sound-pressure level
generated in a control valve by the
flow of compressible fluids. This
method considers only single-
phase dry gases and vapours and is
based on the perfect gas laws. This
section addresses only the noise
generated by aerodynamic
processes in valves and in the
connected pipi"g. It does not
consider any noise generated by
teflections, mechanical vibrations,
unstable flow pattems, and other
unpredictable behaviour.

EVS-EN 60534-5422002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 6053,1-8 -4:1994
ja identne EN 60534-8-4:7994
Industrial-process control valves
- Part 8: Noise considetations -
Section 4: Prediction ofnoise
generated by hydrodynamic
flow
Permits designers and operators of
industrial-ptocess plants to
determioe the noise generated by
hydrodynamic flow through
conttol valves. The sound power
emitted into the pipe as well as the
airborne noise emitted by the valve
and piping system can be
ptedicted.

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 15558
Tlhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne pflN 13918:2002
Gas welding equipment -
Integtated fl owmeter tegulators
used on cylinders forwelding,
cutting and allied processes -
Classification, specification and
tests
This European Standard specifies
the requfuements and type test
methods of integtated flowmeter
regulators for welding, cutting and
allisd p1r..ses. It is applicable to
integrated fl o'wmeter regulators
which may be equipped with flow
control and measuring devices of
gas flows on gas cylinders normally
used for compressed gases up to
300 barl) (30 MPa) and carbon
dioxide (CO2)

23.080
Pumbad

Pumps

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60335-2-
4t:2007/N:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne IE,C 60335-2-
41:7996/A1:2000
ja identne EN 60335-2-
47:7996/A1:2001
Safety of household and similat
electrical appliances - P att 2-47:
Paticular tequirements for
PumPs
This standard deals with the safety
of electric pumps for liquids
having a temperature not
exceeding 35 "C, which are

intended for household and similar
purposes, their rated voltage being



not more than250 V for si.gle-
phase appliances and 480 V for
other appliances.

23.t20
Ventilaatorid. Puhurid.
Kliimaseadmed

Ventilators. Fans. Air-
conditioners

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 60704-2-7:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IF,C 607 0 4-2-7 :1.997
ja identne EN 6070,1-2-7:7998
Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
airbome acoustical noise - Part
2: Paticulat tequirements for
fans
This standard applies to electrical
fans (including their accessories
and their component parts), for
household and similar use,
designed for a.c. or d.c. supply.

EVS-EN 60335 -2-65 :2001 /
N:2002
Hind 57,00
Identne IEC 60335-2-
65:1993/A1:2000
ja identne EN 60335-2-
65:1995/A1:2001
Safety of household and si-ilar
electrical appliances - P att 22,

Particular requirements for air-
cleaning appliances
Deals with the safety of electrical
air-cleaning appliances for
household and similar pulposes,
whose rated voltages is not more
than 250 V for single-phase
appliances and 480 V for other
appliances. Is to be used in
conjunction u/ith IEC 335-1 (third
edition).

23.140
Kompressorid ia
suru6humasinad

Compressors and pneumatic
machines

UUED STANDARDID
EVS- EN 60335 -2-3 4:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 60335-2-34:7999
ja identne EN 60335-2-34:2000
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - Patt 2-342
Particulat requirements for
motot-comptessots

This standard applies to sealed
(hermetic and semi-hetmetic type)
motor-compressots intended for
use in equipment for household
and similar pu4)oses and which
conform with the standards
applicable to such equipment. It
applies to motor-comPressors
tested separateln under the most
severe conditions urhich may be
expected to occur in normal use,
their rated voltage being not more
than 250 V for single-phase motor-
compressors and 480 V for other
motor-compressofs.

2s.040
T66stusautomaatika
stisteemid

Industrial automation
systems

KAVA}{DITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 38824
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 6201 4-1 :1 9 9 8

ia identre EN 62074-7:2002
Elecronic design automation
libtaries - Part 1: Input/oulput
buffet information
specifications (IBIS vercion 3.2)
Gives specifications for electonic
behavioml of digital integrated
circuit input/ ourput analog
characteristics. It specifies a

consistent soft'ware-parsable
format for essential behavioral
information. The goal of this
standatd is to support all
simulators of all degrees of
sophistication.

2s.040.40
M66tmine ja kontroll
tddstusprotsessides

Industrial process
measufement and control

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 6038222002
Hhd 109,00
Identne IEC 60382:1991
ja identne EN 60382:1993
Analogue pneumatic signal for
process control systems
Applies to analogue pneumatic
signals used in process control
systems to transmit information
between the elements of systems
and gives definitions, units and the
recommended value of the range
of the analogue pneumatic signal.

EVS-EN 60873:2002
lllgl'd229,00
Identne IEC 60873:1986
ja identne EN 60873:1993
Methods of evaluating the
performance of electrical and
pneumatic analogue chart
recotders for use in industdal-
process contol systems
Provides methods for evaluating
the performance of all electrical
and pneumatic analogue chart
recorders operating from a

standardized signal which may be
used in process control.
Continuous and dotted line traces,
multiple-pen and multiple-channel
instruments are covered.

EVS-EN 60534-122002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 6053 4-7 :79 87
ja identne EN 605321-1:1993
Industrial-process control valves
- Part 1: Control valve
terminology and general
considerations
Applies to all types of industrial-
process control valves. Establishes
a basic component and functional
termhology list and gives guidance
on the use of the other parts of this
publication. Gives overall design
requirements, test requirements
and prediction methods.

EVS-EN 60546-l:2002
Hind 229.00
Identne IF.C 60546 -7 :1 9 87
ja identne EN 60546-1:1993
Controllers with analogue
signals fot use in industrial-
Process control systems; Pat 1.:

Methods of evaluating the
performance
Applies to pneumatic and electric
indusrial-process controllers using
analogue continuous input and
ouq)ut signals. Specifies uniform
methods of test for evaluating the
perfomrance of such controllets.

EVS-EN 60546-22002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 60546-2:1987

ia identne EN 60546-2:1993
Con&ollers with analogue
signals for use in industrial-
Process control systems; Patt2:
Guidance for inspection and
routine testing
Provides technical guidance for
inspection and routine testing of
controllers, for instance, as

acceptance tests or after repair.

EVS-EN 60654-7:2002
tJln.d229,00
Identne IEC 60654-1:1993
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ia identne EN 606521-1:1993

Industrial-process measurement
and conftol equipment;
opemting conditiousl part 1:

climatic conditions
Lists environrnental climatic
conditions e.g. air temperature
humidity and air prcssure in
specilied locations to which land-
based and offshore industrial-
process measulement and control
systems may be exposed dudng
opetation, duting periods when
they are installed but inactive aod
during storage or transportation.

EVS-EN 60654-k2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IF,C 6065+2:7979 +
A7:7992
ja identne EN 6065,1-2:1997
Opemting conditions for
industrial process measurement
and control equipment -Patt2:
Power
The standard gives the limiting
values for power received by land-
based and off-shore industrial
process measurement and control
systems or parts of systems, during
operation. Maintenance and repair
conditions are not considered.

EYS-EN 60654-3:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 60652{-3:1983

la identne EN 6065,1-3:1997
Openting conditions for
industrial-process measurement
and control equipment - Patt 3:
Mechanical influences
The standard considers the specific
operating conditions of vibration,
shock, seismic and mechanical
stress conditions to which land-
based, and off-shore, industdal-
process measurement and conftol
systems or parts of systems may be
exposed during operation, storage
or ftansportation. Maintenance and
repair conditions are excluded
from consideration.

EVS'EN 60654-4:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IF,C 60 654-4:79 87
ja identne EN 60654-4:1997
Operating conditions for
industrial-process measurement
and conuol equipment - Part 4:
Corrosive and etosive influences

The standard considets the
corrosive and erosive industdal
environment to qrhich land-based
and off-shore, industrialprocess
measuiement and control systems
or parts of systems may be
exposed duting opelation, d "i.rg
periods when they are installed but
inactive, dudng storage or
transportation. Maintenace and
repair conditions are not
considered.

EVS-EN 60770-712002
Hiod 190,00
Identne IEC 607 7 0 -7 :1999
ja identne EN 60770-1:1999
Ttansmittets for use itr
industrial-process con&ol
systems - Part t Methods for
performance evaluation
The Standard applies to
transmitters which have either a

standard electric current ouqput
signal or a standard pneumatic
ouqput signal in accordance with
Publication 381-1 or Publication
382. The test detailled herein may
be applied to traflsmitters which
have other output signals, provided
that allowance is made fot such
difference. For certain qpes of
transmitters, where the sensor is an
integrd part, other specific IEC ot
ISO standards may need to be
consulted (e.g. for chemical
analysers, flowmeters, etc.)

EVS-EN 61003-7:2002
Hnd272,00
Identne IEC 61003-1 :1 991
ja identne EN 61003-1:1993
Industrial-process conrol
systems - Instuments with
analogue inputs and two- or
multi-state outputs - Part 1:

Methods of evaluating the
petformance
Applies to pneumatic and electdc
industrial-process instruments
using measured values that are

continuous signals. Specifies
uniform methods of tests for the
evaluation of the performance.

EVS-EN 61069-122002
lLnd229,00
Identne IEC 61069-1 :1991
ja identne EN 61069-1:1993
Industdal-ptocess measurement
and control - Evaluation of
system properties for the
purpose of system assessment -
Part 1: Genetal considetations
and methodology

Provides methods and procedures
fot the assessment of industtial-
process measutement aod control
systems, Is intended for users and
manufacturers, and also those
carrying out assessmeflts as an
independent party.

EVS-EN 61069-322002
Fl:gJid272,00
Identne IEC 61069-3:1996
ja identne EN 61069-3:199-6
Industrial-ptocess measutement
and contol - Evaluation of
system properties for the
pu4rose of system assessment -
Patt 3: Assessment of system
functionality
This part of IEC 1069 desctibes in
detnil the method to be used to
systematically assess the
functionality of an industrial
process measurement and control
system. The assessment
methodology detailed in IEC 1069-
2 is applied to obtain the
functionality assessment
progrunme. The subsidary
functionality properties are

analyzed, and criteda to be taken
into account when assessing

funcf onality are described.

EVS-EN 61069-4220O2
Hind 247,00
Identne IF,C 610 69 - 4:1997
ja identne EN 61069-4:1997
Industrial process measurement
and control - Evaluation of
system propeties for the
purpose of system assessment -
Patt 4: Assessment of system
performance
This part of IEC 1069 covers the
method to be used to
systematically assess the
petfotmance of an industrial
process measurement and control
systems. The assessment
methodology detailed io IEC 1069-
2 is applied to obtain the
performance asses sment
progfamme. The subsidary
performance properties are
analyzed, and criteria to be taken
into account when assessing

performance are described.

EVS-EN 61069-522002
FIlul^d212,00
Identne IEC 61069-5:1 994
ja identne EN 61069-5:1995
Industrial-process measurement
and control - Evaluation of
system properties for the
purpose of system assessment -
Part 5: Assessment of system
dependability
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This part of IEC 1069 describes in
detail the method to be used to
systematically assess the
dependability of industrial-process
measurement and control systems.
The assessment methodolog;r
detailed in IEC 1069-2 is applied to
obtain the dependability
assessment programme. The
subsidiary dependability properties
are analyzed, and criteria to be
taken into accorurt when assessing

dependability are described

EVS-EN 67069-6:2002
Hlr,d212,00
Identne iEC 61069-6:1 998
ja identne EN 61069-6:1998
Industrial-ptocess measurement
and control - Evaluation of
system properties for the
purpose of system assesment.
Part 6: Assessment of system
operability
This part of IEC 1069 covers the
method to be used to
systematically assess the
performance of an industrial
process measurement and control
systems. The assessment
methodology detailed in IEC 1069-
2 is applied to obtain the
performahce assessment
programme. The subsidary
performance properties are
aralyzed, and criteria to be taken
into account when assessing

performance are described.

EVS-EN 67069-7:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IE,C 61069 -7 :1999
ja identne EN 61069-7:1999
Industrial process measurement
and control - Evaluation of
system properties fot the
PulPose of system assessment -
PartT:. Assessment of system
safety
This part of IEC 61069 (formedy
IEC 1069) deals with the method
which should be used to assess the
system property safety of
industrial-process measurement
and conftol systems. The treatment
of safety in this standard is
confined to hazards that can be
present uithin the industrial-
process measurement and control
system itself. If the system mission
includes activities which could
affect the safety ofthe process or
equipemnt under control, the
requirements of these activities are
the subiect of IEC 61508.

EVS-EN 61069-8:2002
Hind 229,00

Identrre IEC 61069-8:1999
ja identne EN 61069-8:1999
Industrial-process measurement
and control - Evaluation of
system properties for the
purpose of system assessment -
Part 8: Assessment of non task
related system propeties
This part of IEC 61069 deals with
the method which should be used
to assess the non task related
properties of industdal process
measurement and control systems.
Assessment of a system is the
judgement, based on evidence, of
the system's suitability for a

specific mission or class of
missions.

EVS-EN 61731-3:20A2
Hind 338,00
Identne IF,C 617 37 -3 :7993
ja identne EN 61131-3:1993
Progtammable conttollers -
Part 3: Ptogtamming laaguages

This European Standard applies to
the pdnted and displayed
representation, using characters of
the ISO/IEC 646 character set, of
the programming languages to be
used for progranmable conttollen.
Specifies the syntax and semantics.

EVS-EN 61137-522002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 61131-5:2000

ia identne EN 61131-5:2001
Ptogtammable contollets - Part
5: Communications
This part of IEC 61131 specifies
communication aspects of a
programmable controller. It
specifies fiom the viewpoint of a
PC hour any device can
communicate with a PC as a servet
and how a PC can communicate
with any device.

EVS-EN 60534-2-l:2002
l|td272,00
Identne IE,C 6053+2-1 :7998
ja identne EN 60534-2-7:1998
Industrial-process conft ol valves
- Pat2-72 Flow capacity - Sizing
equations for fluid flow under
installed conditions
Applies to industrial-proces s

con$ol valves and ptovides the
low capacity. This new edition of
IEC 53+2-1 covers sizing
equations for both incompressible
and compressible fluid florv and
replaces the fust editions of both
IE'C 53+2-1and IEC 53+2-2,
which covered incompressible and
compressible fluid flow,
resoectivelv.

EVS-EN 60534-3-l:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 60534-3 -7 :2000
ja identne EN 6053+3-1:2000
Industrial-process control valves
- Part 3-1: Di-ensions - Face-
to-face dimensions for flanged,
tw(>way, globe-type, straight
pattern and centre-to-face
dimensions for flanged, two-
way, globe-type, aagle pattern
cotrttol valves
Section 1 of this standard specifies
face-to-face (FIF) and centre-to-
face (CTF) dimensioos for given
nominal sizes and pressrue ratings
of flanged, two-way, globe-type,
straight pattern and angle pattem
control valves. The nominal sizes
included are DN 15 through DN
400 for straight pattem control
valves and DN 25 through DN
400 for angle pattem control
valves.

EVS-EN 6A$4-3-2:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60534-3 -2:2007
ja identne EN 60534-3-2:2001
Industrial-process con0ol valves
- Patt3-2t Dimensions - Face-
to-face dimensions for rotary
conttol valves except butterlly
valves.
This section 2 of IEC 60534-3
gives the overall lenghts of
following types: segmental ball,
eccentric rotary plug, and barstock
globe; wafer butterfly valves are
excluded.

EVS-EN 60534-3-3:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 60534-3-3:1998

ia identne EN 605343-3:7998
Industrial-ptocess conttol valves
- Part 3-3: Dimensions - Section
3: End-to-end dimensions fot
butnreld, two-wa1 glob e-type,
straight pattern contol valves
This section of IEC 534-3 specifies
end-to-end dimensions for given
nominal sizes and pressure ratings
of butt'weld,' turc-way, globe-type,
straight pattern control valves for
nominal sizes DN 15 through DN
450. The pupose of this standard
is to aid users in their piping design
by providing normalised
dimensions of buttweld end
control valves.

EYS-EN 60534-6-222002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60534-6-2:2000
ia identne EN 60534-6-2:2001
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Industrial-process control valves
- Patt 6-2: Mounting details for
attachment of positioners to
conttol valves; Positioner
mounting on rotary actuatofs
This section of IEC 6053,1-6 is
intended to permit a variety of
positioning devices, which respond
to a rotary motion, to be oounted
on the actuatot of a contol valve,
either dLecdy or by employing an
intermediate mqun '.g bracket.
This section is applicable where
interchangeability betrween
actuators and positioners is
desired.

EVS-EN 60534-8-1:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 60532t-8-1 : 1 986
ja identne EN 6053,{-8-1:2000
Industrial-process control valves
- Part 8: Noise consideration;
Section t Laboratory
measurement of noise
generated by aetodynamic flow
through control valves
Defines equipment, methods and
procedures for obtaining
laboratory measwements of
airborne sound-pressure levels
radiated by control valves and/or
associated piphg configurations,
including fixed restdctions,
through which compressible fluids
are passing. Provides a method of
testing the noise-generating
characteristics of control valves.
The noise charactedstics to be
determined are usefirl for
comparing the performance of
different valves and planning
measures fot noise abatement.

EYS-EN 60534-8-2:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 6053 4-8-2:1, 9 9 7

ja identne EN 6053,1-8-2:7993
Industrial-process control
valves; Part 8: Noise
consideration; Section 2:
Laboratory measutement of
noise generated by
hydrtidynamic fl ow through
contiol valves
Provides a method for measuring
the sound-pressure level due to
liquid flow through a control valve,
and the characteristic increase in
noise due to cavitation.

EVS-EN 60534-8-32002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 6053+8-3:2000
ia identne EN 60534-8-3:2000

Industrial-process control vahes
- Part &3: Noise considerations;
Control valve aerodynamic
ooise prediction method
This section of Intemational
Standard IEC 534-8 establishes a

theoretical method to predict the
extemal sound-pressute level
genetated in a control valve by the
flow of compressible fluids. This
method corisiders only single-
phase dry gases and vapouts and is
based on the perfect gas lav/s. This
section addresses only the ooise
generated by aerodynamic
processes in valves and in the
connected piping. It does not
consider any noise generated by
reflections, mechanical vibrations,
unstable flow pattems, and other
unpredictable behaviour.

EVS-EN 60534-84:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 6053,+-8- 4:7994

ia identne EN 60534-8-4:7994
Industrial-ptocess control valves
- Part 8: Noise considerations -
Section 4: Prediction ofnoise
generated by hydrodynamic
flow
Permits designers and operators of
industrial-process plants to
determine the noise generated by
hydrodynamic flow through
control valves. The sound power
emitted into the pipe as well as the
airbome noise emitted by the valve
and piping system can be
predicted.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 38827
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IE,C 61 1 3'1, -7 :2000
ja identne EN 61131-7:2000
Ptogtammable conuollets - Part
7: Fuzzy control programming
This part ofIEC 61131 defines a

language for progamming of
Ftzzy Conttol applications which
use programmable controllers.
prEVS 54195
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne ISO 10303-21 0:2001

ia identne EN ISO 10303-210:2002
Industrial automation systems
and integtation - Product data
tepresentation and exchange -
P art 2101 Application ptotocol:
Electronic assembly,
interconnection, and packaging
design
prEVS 55363
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne iEC 61514:2000

ja identne EN 61514:2002
Industrial-process conttol
systems - Methods of evaluating
the performance of valve
positioners with pneumatic
outPuts
This European Standard specifies
tests designed to determine the
static and dynamic perfounance of
single-acting or double-acting
analogue positioners. The tests
may be applied to positionets,
which receive standard analogue
input signals (as specified in IEC
60381 and IF.C 60382) and have a
pneumatic output. Positioners with
pulsed o1 digrtal input signals,
positioners with digitd conftollers
and positioners with pulsed
outputs are outside the scope of
this standard.

25.080.10
Tteipingid

Lathes

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55080
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 1 2415:2000 / A7:2002
Safety of machine tools - Small
nurnerically controlled turning
machines and turning centres
This European Standard specifies
requirements and/ot measures to
remove the hazards and limit risks
on general purpose numerically
conrolled turning machines and
tuming centres which aredesigned
pdmadly to work cold meta urith
no access to the work-zone during
machiningas defined n3.7 afi,3.2
and hereafter refemed to as

machines

25.080.60
Saagimispingrd

Sawing machines

UUED STANDARDID
EVS- EN 50144-2-70 22002

Hind 92,00
Identne EN 50144-2-10:2001
Safety of hand-held electric
motor operated tools - Part2-70:
Particular requirements for iig
saws
This standard applies to fig saws.

NOTE: This standard does not
apply to sabre saws.

EVS- EN 5074 4 -L77-.2002
Hind 75.00
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Identne EN 50144-2-77:7996
Safety of hend-held electric
motor operated tools - Patt?-7lz
Particular requirements for
sabte saws and double blade
reciprocating saws
This standard applies to sabre saws
and double blade reciprocating
saws intended to cut wood and
similar material

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSI(tjSITLUS
prEVS 55133
Tdhtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 67029-2-5:'1.993 +
A7:2001

ia identne EN 61029-2-5:2002
Safety of tansportable motor-
operated electric tools - Patt 2:
Particulat requirements for
band saws
Applies to transportable band saws
having a length of saw band not
more than 2 500 mm and band
wheels having a diameter of not
more than 315 mm.

25.100.50
Keermepuurid ja -l6ikurid

Taps and threading dies

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50144-2-9:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 501,+4-2-9 :1,99 6
Safety of hand-held electric
motor opetated tools - Part2-91
Particulat requirements for
tappers
This standard applies to tappers.

25.720JA
Sepistusseadmed. Pressid.
Keerid

Forgtng equipment. Presses.
Shears

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50lM-2-622002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 50144-2-
6:2000+A1:2001
Safety of hand-held electdc
motor operated tools - Part 2-6:
Farticular requitements for
hammers
This standard applies to hammers
including rotary hammers. Jhis
standard does not give
requirements for the reduction of
the risk arising from noise and
vibration.

EVS-EN 50744-2-822002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50144-2-8:7996
Safety of hand-held electric
motor operated tools - Part 2-8:
Particular tequirements for
sheet metal shears and nibblers
This standatd applies to sheet
metal shears afld nibblers.

25.740.20
Elektrit66riistad

Electric tools

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67776:2002
Hind 190,00
Identrre IF,C 61 17 6 :7993
ja identne EN 61176:1993
Hand-held electric mains
voltage operated citcular saws -
Methods fot measuring the
performance
This European Standard applies to
hand-held elecrically operated
circular saws, intended for
household and similar use both
indoors and outdoors. Defnes the
principal perforrnance
characteristics of circular saws that
are of interest to t[e user and
describes the standardized
methods for measudng these
chatacteristics.

EVS-EN 507tt4-2-6 22002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 501,{4-2-
6:2000+A1:2001
Safety of hand-held electric
motor opetated tools - Part2-6:
Particular requitements for
hammerc
This standard applies to hammers
including rotary harnmers. This
standard does not give
requirements fot the reduction of
the risk arising fiom noise and
vibration.

EVS-EN 507tA-2-7:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 501,14-2-7 :2000
Safety of hand-held electric
motor operated tools - Pat2-7:.
Particular requfu ements fot
sprayA guns
This standard applies to spray guns
for non-flammable materials. This
standard does not give
requirements for the reduction of
the risk arising from noise and
vibration..

EVS-EN 50lM-2-822002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50144-2-8:1996

Safety of hand-held electric
motor opetated tools - Patt2-8:
Particulat reguirements for
sheet metal shears and nibblets
This standard applies to sheet
metal shears and nibblers.

EVS-EN 507M-L922002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 501 44-2-9 :7996
Safety of hand-held electric
motor opesated tools - Part2-9:
Particular tequirements for
tappers
This standard applies ro rappers.

EVS-EN 507M-7:2001 / N:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50144
1:7998/A7:2002
Safety of hand-held electric
motor operated tools - Pat 1:

General requirements
This standard applies to hand-held
electric motor operated or
magnetically driven tools, intended
for indoor or outdoor use designed
for use by one person. This
standard applies to a.c. tools
having any frequency and d.c.
tools.

EVS-EN 50lM-2-10:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 50144-2-70:2001.
Safety of hand-held electric
motor operated tools - Part2-70:
Particular requirements for iig
saws
This standard applies to jig saws.
NOTE: This standard does not
apply to sabre saws.

EVS-EN 50l$-2-7r:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50144-2-71:7996
Safety of hend-held electric
motor opetated tools - Patt?-tlz
Particular requitements for
sabte saws and double blade
reciprocating saws
This standard applies to sabre saws
and double blade reciprocating
saws intended to cut wood and
similar matedal

EVS-EN 50744-2-14 :2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 50144-2-14:2001
Safety of hand-held electric
motor operated tools - Part 2-l4z
Particular requfu ements for
planers
This standard applies to planers
with a cutting width up to 150 mm.
NOTE: For planers with a cutting
width above 150 mm other
requiremeots may apply.

EVS-EN 5074 4-2-15 :2002
Hind 126,00
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Identne BN SOf ++Z-1 5:2001
Safety of hand-held electric
motot operated tools - Part2-l5z
Particular requirements for
hedge tfimmers
This standard applies to hedge
trimmets which are designed fot
use by one operator, for ttimming
hedges and bushes utilzing one or
more linear reciprocating cufter
blades.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 22480
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne EN 501,142-3:2002
Safety of hand-held electric
motot operated tools - Part2-3t
Particulat requirements fot
grinders, disk type sanders and
polishers
This standard applies to gtinders,
with maximum rated rotational
speed corresponding to a
peripheral speed of 80 m/s,
polishers and disc type sanders.
prEVS 30507
Tilrtaeg 2A$-02-01
Identne EN 50260-1 :2002
Safety of hand-held battery-
powered motor-operated tools
and battery packs - Part 1:

Genetal requirements
This standard applies to hand-held
rechargeable battery-powered
motor-operated or magnetically
driven tools and the battery packs
for such tools including those
intended to be charged from
chargers rvith a non-isolated output
with an output voltage of not more
than 250 V. Battery opetated tools
which can be operated while
connected to the mains shall also
complywith EN 50144-1.
prEVS 30514
Tdhtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50260-2-7 :2002
Safety of hand-held battery-
powered motor-operated tools
and battery packs - Patt2-l:
Particulat requirements for
drills
This standard applies to drills.
Impact drills are widrin the scope
of this standard.
prEVS 30515
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50260-2-2:2002
Safety of hand-held battery-
powered motot-operated tools
and battery packs - Patt2-2:
Particular requitements for
screwdrivers and impact
rvtenches
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This standard applies to
screwdrivers and impact wrenches.
prEVS 30516
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50260-2- 4:2002
Safety of hand-held battery-
powered motor-operated tools
and battery packs - Parl2-42
Paticular requirements for
sandets
This standard applies to sandets
with the exception of all types of
disc-type sanders which ate
covered by EN 5026A-2-3.
prEVS 30517
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne EN 50260-2- 5:2002
Safety of hand-held battery-
poweted motor-operated tools
and battery packs - Patt?-Sz
Particulat requirements fot
citculat saws and circular
knives
This standard applies to all types of
circular saws for cutting wood and
similat materials and circular
knives.
prEVS 30518
Tdhtaeg: 20A3-02-01
Identne EN 50260-2- 6:2002
Safety of hand-held battery-
powered motor-operated tools
and battery packs - Patt2-6l.
Particular requfuements for
hammers
This standard applies to hammers
including rotary hammels.
prEVS 30520
T4htaeg 2003-02-0L
Identne EN 50260-2-7 :2002
Safety of hand-held battery-
powered motoroperated tools
and battery packs - Patt2-7t
Particulat requfu ements for
sPfay guns
This standard applies to spray guns
for non-fl ammable materials.
prEVS 30522
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-0I
Identne EN 50260-2-10:2002
Safety of hand-held battery-
poweted motdt-gperated tools
and battery packs - Part2-702
Particular requitements for
teciprocating saws
This standard applies to all types of
reciprocating saws.

prEVS 30523
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50260-2- 1 4:2002
Safety of hand-held battery-
powered motor-opefated tools
and battery packs - Parl-2-742
Particular requirements for
toutets and laminate trimmers

This standard applies to routers
and trimmets.
prEVS 55133
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 61029-2-5:1993 +
A1:2001
ja identne EN 61029-2-5:2002
Safety of transportable motor-
opetated electric tools - Patt2t
Particulat tequirements for
band saws
Applies to uansportable band saws
having a length ofsaw band not
more than 2 500 mm and band
wheels having a diameter of not
more than 315 mm.
ptEVS 55164
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne EN 50144-2-13:2002
Safety of hand-held electric
motor operated tools - Part2-73t
Particular requirements for
chain saws
This standard applies to chain saws
but does not apply to chain saws
operated by two persons and to
polecutters and pruners. This
standards does not give
requirements for the design of the
tool to reduce the risks arising
from noise and vibration

25.740.30
Kiisitri6riistad

Hand-operated tools

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50109-l:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 50109-1:1995
Hand crimping tools - Tools for
the crimp termination of electric
cables and wites for low
frequency and radio frequency
applications - Part tGeneral
tequirements and tests
Part 1 of this Euopean Standard
specifies general requirements and
tests for hand crimping tools for
the operation udthin an ambient
temperature range of -15oC to
+400c.

EVS-EN 50709-2-7:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 50109-2-1:1995
Hand crimping tools - Tools for
the crimp termination of electric
cables and rnrites for low
ftequency and radio ftequency
applications - Part 2-72
Particulat requirements for
tadio frequency connectors and
concentric contacts - Open
thtoat tools with fixed dies,
sizes A to E, V and W



Patt 2-7 of this Ewopearr Standatd
specifies requirements, limiting
dimensions and operating forces
for hand crimping tools udth fixed
dies, sizes A to E, V and W, for the
termination of cables to radio
frequency connectors. For tool
style references see 5.1 and table 1.

EVS-EN 50709-2-2:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 50i 09-2- 2:199 5
Hand crimping tools - Tools for
the crimp termination of electdc
cables and wires for low
frequency and radio frequency
applications - Part 2-2:
Particulat requitements fot
radio frequency connectors and
concentric contacts - Open
throat tools with removable and
interchangeable dies, sizes A to
GrQtoTrVandW
Part2-2 of this European Standard
specifi es requirements, Iimiting
dimensions and operating forces
for hand crimping tools'.rdth
removable and interchangeable
dies, sizes A to G, Q to T,V and
W, for the termination of cables to
radio frequency connectors. For
tool style references see 5.1 and
table 1.

EVS-EN 50109-2-32002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 50109-2-3:7995
Hand crimping tools. Tools fot
the crimp termination of electric
cables and wires for low
ftequency and tadio frequency
applications - Patt 2-3:
Paticular requirements fot
contacts of electrical connectors
Part 2-3 of this European Standard
specifies detail requirements for
hand crimping tools incolpotating
a system of multiple indentors for
use with removable male and
female contacts of electrical
connectors and similar
comPonents.

EVS-EN 50109-2-4:2002
Hind i26,00
Identne EN 50109-2-4:7995
Hand crimping tools. Tools for
the crimp termination of electric
cables and wires for low
frequency and radio frequency
applicatious - Part 2-4:
Particular requitements for
cetrtre contacts of RF
connectors, series SMZ

Pan2-4 of tlis European Standard
specifies detail requirements,.
limiting dimensions and operating
forces incorporating a system of
multiple indentors of the 8-indent
type, commonly known as

"Octodent". It includes test
tequirements for the tool crimping
action, under load using a test-

P1ece,

EVS-EN 50109-2-5:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 50109-2-5:7995
Hand crimping tools. Tools for
the cdmp termination of elec&ic
cables and wires for low
ftequency and radio frequenry
applications - Part 2-52
Particular requirements for the
termination of twia-ax cable for
databus applications
Part 2-5 of this European Standard
specifies detail requirements for
hand crimping tools incorporating
a system of multiple indentors for
use with Databus contacts of
electrical connectors and similar
comPonents.

25.760.30
Keevitusseadmed

\\,.14"g equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN L3622:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 13622:2002
Gas welding equipmeat -
Terminology - Terms used for
gas welding equipment
This standard constitutes a

compilation of technical terms and
definitions specificly related to gas
welding equipment.

EVS-EN 60974-7:2002
tlv:'d272,00
Identne IEC 60 97417:2000

ia identne EN 60974-7:2000
Arc welding equipment - Patt 7z

Torches
Specifies safety and construction
requirements for torches consisting
of the torch body, the cable-hose
assembly and other components. It
does not apply to to torches for
air-arc cutting/ gouging

25.180.10
Elelicriahiud

Electric furnaces

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60?39:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne TEC 60239:1997
ja identne EN 60239:1997
Nominal dimensions of
cylindrical machined gtaphite
electuodes with threaded
sockets and nipples for use in
electric arc furnaces
This standard applies to tu:rned and
thteaded rylindrical electodes and
to graphite nipples fo.r use as firll
graphite columns on arc fumaces.

EVS-EN 60398:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 60398:1999
ja identne EN 60398:1999
Industrial electroheating
installations - General test
methods
Tbjs standard is applicable to
industrial electroheat installations
such as: Direct arc furnaces,
submerged arc fumaces, induction
fumaces, medium and high-
frequency induction heating, r.f,
heating and dielectric heating
appliances, appliances for direct
and indirect resistance heating.

EVS-EN 6064622002
Hind 155,00
Identne EC 60646:1992
ja identne EN 60646:1998
Test method for crucible
induction furnaces
This Intemational Standard applies
to electrical installations
comprising industrial crucible
induction furnaces for melting,
holding and superheating. Its
object is the standardization of test
methods to determine the essential
paramete$ and technical
characteristic of electrohear
installations comprising the type of
furnaces indicated above.

EYS-EN 60240-7:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 6A240 -1 :799 2
!a identne EN 60240-1:1994
Characteristics of electric infra-
red emitters for industrial
heating - Patt 1: Short wave
infra-red emitters
This part deals with bulb reflector
infra-red lamps and rubular
emitters.
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KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSITOSITLUS
PIEVS 33354
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identoe EC 60579 -6:2002

ia identne EN 60519-6:2002
Safety in electroheat
installations - Part 6:
Specifications for safety in
industrial microwave heating
eguipment
This standard is applicable to
eguipment using microwave energy
alone or in combination vdth other
kinds of energy for industrial
heating of materials, and is to be
read in coniunction with iEC
Publication 519-1: Safety in
Electroheat Installations, Part L:

General Requirements. This
standard does not apply to
appliances for household and
similar pwposes (see IEC
Publication 335-25: Safety of
Household aod Similar Electrical
Appliances, Part 2: Particular
Requfuements for Mcrowave
Cooking Appliances).
prEVS 55180
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 61922:2002
ia identne EN 61922:2002
High-frequency induction
heating installations - Test
methods for ttre determination
ofpower output ofthe generatot
Applicable to industrial radio- or
high- frequency induction heating
installations used for the purpose
of thermal applications (e.g. for
surface hardening, welding,
soldering, melting, forging, zone
refining of semiconductors, etc).
Relates to high-frequency
induction heating installations in
the frequency range up to 300
MHz for power levels of 500 W
and above, comprising high-
frequency generators and inductors
together with necessary mechanical
devices for charge handling (e.g.
hardening machines). The main
pulpose is to provide the test
methods for the determination of
oulput power of industrial high-

i:'"t:::t 
induction heating power

25.224.70
Ilaaveldus

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60335-2-
7922001/L1t2002
Hind 66,00
Identne reC 60335-2-
79:1995/A1:2000
ja identne EN 60335-2-
79:1998/Al:2001
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - Patt 2:
Particulat requirements for high
ptessure cleanets and steam
cleaners, for indusrial and
commercial use
This standard applies to high
ptesswe cleanets having a pressure
not less than25 bars and not mote
than 250 bars with an input to the
drive for the high pressrue pump
not exceeding 10 kW. It also
applies to steam cleaners having a

usable volume of the water
container equal to or greater than
1,5 lites even if the pressure is less
than 25 bars.

25.22A.60
Orgaanilised pinded

Organic coatings

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 70289:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 10289:2002
Steel tubes and fittings for
onshore and offshote pipelines -
External liquid applied epo:ry
and epory-modified coatings
This European Standard specifies
the teqiurements of liquid applied
extemal coating, epory (EP) and
epoxymodified (EP-MOD), for the
corrosion protection of steel tubes
and pipeline fittings. The coating in
this standard can be applied to
longitudinally or spirally welded
and to seamless steel tubes and
fittings used for the construction
of pipelines for conveying liquids
or gases

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 39319
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13438:2002
Powder otganic coatings for
galvanized steel products for
construction pufPoses

This standard specifies
perforrnance requirements for
powder coatings applied to
galvanized steel products, fot
architectual (intemal and extemal
application), fencing and
construction pufposes. Galvanized
steel products may be articles
batch hot dip galvanized

@alvanized after fabdcation) or
articles consisting of continuous
hot dip galvanized sheet which is
then subsequendy fabricated
prEVS 55157
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 101 69:2002
Pidevmeetodil orgaanilise
materialiga kaetud (rullis
kaetud) tasapinn2lies6
terastooted. Osa 1 Otanfo
(miiitatlused, materialid,
tolerantsid, katsemeetodid)
This European Standard ptovides
inforrnation on the selection and
ordering of continuously organic
coated (coil coated) steel flat
products and specifies appropriate
technical requirements for the
products, e.g. for test methods and
tolerances on coating thickness,
appearance, and product
dimensions and shape

27.020
Sisep6lemismootorid

Internal combustion engines

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 55072:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne CISPR 72:2007
ja identne EN 55012:2002
Vehicles, boats and intetnal
combustion engine driven
devices - Radio disturbance
characteristics - Limits and
methods of measurement for
the protection of receivets
except those installed in the
vehicle/boat/device itself or in
adiacent vehicles /boats/devices
Applies to the emission of
broadband and narrowband
electromagnetic energy which may
cause interference to radio
reception and which is emitted
from: a) vehicles propelled by an
intemal combustion engine,
electrical means, or both; b) boats
propelled by an intemal
combustion engine, electrical
means, or both. c) devices
equipped with internal combustion
engines. This standard includes
limits and test methods for both
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btoadband and narrowband
emissions. The limits are designed
to provide protection for broadcast
receivers in the frequency range of
30 MHz to 1000 MHz when used
in a residential environment.

27.040
Gaasi- ja auruturbiinid.
Aurumasinad

Gas and steam tubines.
Steam engines

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 45570-4-4:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne EN 45510-4- 4:2002
Guide fot ptocutement of power
station equipment - Part 4-4:
Boiler auxiliaries - Fuel

Pfeparation equipment
This European Standard gives
guidance on writing the technical
specification for the procurement
of fuel preparation plant for solid,
liquid or gaseous fuels associated
with steam generating plant, for
use in electricity generating stations
(power stations). This Guide for
proculement is not applicable to
equipment for use in the nuclear
reactor plant atea ofnuclear power
stations. Other possible
applications of such equipment
have not been considered in the
preparation of this Guide

EVS-EN 45 510 - 4 - 5 :?-002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 45510-4-5:2002
Guide for procurement of power
station equipment - Part 4-5:
Boilet auxiliaries - Coal
fialdling and bulk stofage plant
This standard gives guidance on
writing the technical specification
for the procuremeot of coal
handling and bulk storage plant for
use in electticity generating stations
(power stations). This Guide for
procurement is not applicable to
equipment fot use in the nuclear
reactor plant area of nuclear power
stations. Other possible
applications of such equipment
have not been considered in the
preparation of this Guide

27.100
Elektrii aamad iildiselt

Power stations in general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 45570-2-5:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 45510-2-5:2002
Guide for procurement of power
station equipment - Part2-S:
Electrical equipment; Motors
This Standard gives guidance on
writing the tchnical specification
for the procurement of motors for
use in electricity generating stations
(power stations). This Guide for
proculement is not applicable to
equipment for use in the nuclear
reactor plant area of nuclear power
stations. Other possible
applications of such equipment
have not been considered in the
preparation of this Guide.

EVS-EN 45510-2-722002
Hind 163,00
Identne EN 4551 0-2-7 :2002
Guide for procurement of power
station equipment - P a* 2-7 z

Electrical equipment;
Switchgear and controlgear
This Standard gives guidance on
writing the technical specification
for the procurement of switchgear
and controlgear for use in
electricity generating stations
(power stations). This Guide for
procurement is not applicable to
equipment for use in the nuclear
reactor plant area of nuclear power
stations. Othet possible
applications of such equipment
have not been considered in the
preparation of this Guide.

EYS-EN 45570 - 4 - 4:?.002
Hind 146,00
Identne EN 45510-4-4:2002
Guide fot procurement of power
station equipment - Patt 4-42

Boilet auxiliaries - Fuel
prepatation equipment
This European Standard gives
guidance on wdting the technical
specifrcation for the procurement
of fuel preparation plant for solid,
liquid or gaseous fuels associated
with steam generating plant, fot
use in electricity generating stations
(powet stations). This Guide for
procurement is not applicable to
equipment for use in the nuclear
reactor plant area ofnuclear power
stations. Other possible
applications of such equipment

have not been considered in the
preparation of this Guide

EVS-EN 4551045:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 4551 0-,+-5:2A02
Guide for ptocutement of powet
station equipment - Part 4-5:
Boiler auxiliades - Coal
handling and bulk storage plant
This standard gives guidance on
*itirg fhe technical specification
for the procurement of coal
handling and bulk stotage plant for
use in electricity generating stations
(power stations). This Guide for
procurement is not applicable to
equipment for use in the nuclear
reactor plant atea ofnuclear power
stations. Other possible
applications of such equipment
have not been considered in the
preparation of this Guide

27.140
Hiidroenergeetika

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6079322002
Hind 506,00
Identne IE,C 60193:1999

ia identne EN 60193:1999
Hydtaulic tutbines, storage
pumps and pump-tubines -
Model acceptance tests
This Intemational Standard applies
to laboratory models of any type of
impulse or reaction hydraulic
turbine, stolage pump or pump-
turbine.

EVS-EN 60609-2:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 60609 -2:1997

ia identne EN 60609-2:1999
Cavitation pitting evaluation in
hydraulic turbines, stotage
pumps and pump-turbines -
Patt2,. Evaluation in pelton
turbines
This part of IEC 609 serves as a

basis for the formulation of
guarantees on cavitation pitting on
Pelton tubine nurners and also for
the measurement and evaluation of
the amount of cavitation pitting on
Pelton turbine nuulets of a given
turbine, which is defined in the
contract by power, specific
hydraulic energy of machine
(head), rotational speed, material,
operation, etc.

t-)



27.160
Piiikeseenergeetika

Solar energy engineedng

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 61173:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IE,C 61 1'7 3:7992
ja identne EN 61173:1994
Overvoltage protection fot
photovoltaic (PV) power
generating systems - Guide
This Intetnational Staadatd gives
guidance on the protection of
overvoltage issues for both stand-
alone and grid-connected
photovoltaic power generating
systems. It is intended to identi!'
sources of overvoltage hazatds
(including lightning) to define the
types ofprotection such as

grounding, shielding, stroke
interception and protective
devices.

EYS-EN 67683:2A02
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 61683:1999
ja identne EN 61683:2000
Photovoltaic systems - Power
conditionets - Ptocedure fot
measudng efficiency
This document describes
guidelines for measuring the
efficiency of power conditioners
used in stand-alone and utility-
interactive photovoltaic systems,
where the output of the power
conditioners is a stable AC voltage
ofconstant frequency or a stable
DC voltage. The efficiency shall be
calculated from a direct
measurement of input and oulput
power in the factory. An isolation
transformer shall be included
where it is applicable.

EVS-EN 67707t2002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 61701:1995
ja identne EN 61701:1999
Salt mist corosion testing of
photovoltaic (PY) modules
Determines the resistance of the
module to corrosion from salt
mist.

EVS-EN 67702:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 61702:1995

ia identne EN 61702:1999
Rating of ditect coupled
photovoltaic (PV) pumping
systems

Defines predicted shott-term
characteristics (mstantaneous and
for a typical daily period) of direct
coupled photovoltaic @\) water
pumping systems.

EVS-EN 61727:?.002
Hind 83,00
Identne EC 61721:7995

ia identne EN 61721:1999
Susceptibility of a photovoltaic
(PV) module to accidental
impact damage (resistance to
impact test)
Determines the susceptibility of a

module to accidental impact
damage.

EVS-EN 677?-522002

Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 61725:7997
ja identne EN 61725:1997
Analytical expression for daily
solar ptofiles
This procedure provides a

normative equation for analytically
deriving a set of data points or a
cure of irradiance vetsus time of
day for a synthetic solat day.

EVS-EN 6182922002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 61829:1995
ja identne EN 61829:1998
Crystalline silicon photovoltaic
(PV) aray - On-site
measurement of I-V
chatacteristics
This Intemational standard
describes procedures for on-site
measuremerit of crystalline siJicon
photovoltaic (PV) afiay
charactedstics and for
exttapolathg these data to
Standard Test Conditions (STQ or
other selected temperatures and
irradiance values. Measutements of
PV array I-V chatactetistics under
actual on-site conditions and their
exfapolation to Acceptance Test
Conditions (A,TC) can provide (see

annex A and QC 001002): - data
on power rating - verification of
installed array powe! performance
relative to design specifications -

detection of possible diffetences
between on-site module
charactedstics and labotatory or
factory measurements - detection
of possible performance
degradation of modules and arrays
with respect to on-site initial data
For a particular module on-site
measulement extrapolated to
Standard Test Conditions (STC)

can be direcdy compared with
results previously obtained in
labotatory or factory for that

module, provided that in both
measurements the reference
devices have the same spectral and
spatial response as described in the
relevant IEC 904. Data from on-
site aray measurements contain
diode, cable and mismatch lossos.
Therefore, they are not direcdy
comparable to the sum of the
respective module data. If a PV
aray is formed-vdth sub-artays of
different tilt, odentation,
technolog;r or electrical
confi.guration, the procedure
described hete vill be applied to
each unique PV sub-array.

EYS-EN 60904-L2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IE,C 609047:7987

ia identne EN 6090,1-1:1993
Photovoltaic devices - Part 1:

Measurement of photovoltaic
cunent-voltage chatacteristics
Describes measutement
procedures for current-voltage
characteristics of crystalline silicon
photovoltaic devices in natural or
simulated sunlight. These
procedures are applicable to a

single solar cell, a sub-assembly of
solar cells, or a flat module.

EVS-EN 60904-2:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IE,C 60904-2:1 989+
A1:1998

ia identne EN 6090,1-2:1993+
A1:1998
Photovoltaic devices - Patt2t
Requirements for reference
solar cells
Applies to the following crystalline
silicon photovoltaic devices for
terrestrial applications: single solar
cells with or without protective
cover, sub-assemblies at solar cells,
and flat modules.

EVS-EN 60904-322002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60904-3:1989
ja identne EN 60904-3:1993
Photovoltaic devices - Part 3:
Measurement principles for
terestrial photovoltaic (PV)
solar devices with reference
spectral irradiance data
Applies to the following crystalline
silicon photovoltaic devices for
terestrial applications: single solar
cells with or without protective
cover, sub-assemblies at solar cells,
and flat modules.

EVS-EN 609O4-7:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 60904-7:1 998
ja identne EN 60904-7:1998
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Photovoltaic devices - Pan 7 :
Computation of spectral
mismatch error introduced in
the testing of a photovoltaic
device
This part of IEC 904 describes the
procedure for determining the
enor intoduced in the testing of a

photovoltaic device caused by the
hteraction of the mismatch
between the specftal responses of
the test ryecimen and the reference
device, and the mismatch between
the test spectrum and the reference
spectnun. The procedure applies
only to linear photovoltaic devices.

EYS-EN 60904-822002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 6090,1-8:1998
ja identne EN 60904-8:1998
Photovoltaic devices - Part 8:
Measutement of specttal
tesponse of a photovoltaic (PY)
device
This part of IEC 60904 gives
guidance for the measurement of
the relative spectal response of
both linear and non-linear
photovoltaic devices. This is only
applicable to single-junction
devices.

EYS-EN 60904-70:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 6090,1-10:1998
ja identne EN 609021-10:1998
Photovoltaic devices - Part 10:
Methods of linearitv

This standard describes procedures
for determining the degree of
linearity of any photovoltaic device
pararneter with respect to a test
parameter. It is primarily intended
for use by calibration laboratories,
module maoufactuters and system
designers. It applies to all PV
devices and is intended to be
carried out on a sample or on a
comparable device of indentical
technology. It is to be performed
prior to all measurement and
correction procedures that require
a linear device.

27.780
Tuulegeneraatorid it
alternatiivsed
energiaallikad

!7ind turbine systems and
other alternative sources of
enefgy

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 67724:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 67724:7998
ja identne EN 61724:1998
Photovoltaic system
performance monitoring -
Guidelines fot measurement,
data exchange and analysis
This Intemational standard
recommends procedutes for the
monitoring of energy-related PV
system charactedstics such as in-
plane irradiance, 

^t^y 
output,

storage input and ouput, and
power conditioner input and
ouq)ut, and for the exchange and
analysis of monitored data. The
purpose ofthese procedures is to
assess the overall performance of
PV systems configured as stand-
alone or utility grid-connected, or
as hybridised with non-PV power
sources such as engine generators
and wind turbines. This standatd
may not be applicable to small
stand-alone systems due to the
relatively high cost of the
measurement equipment.

29.020
Elektrotehnika
ii{dkiisimused

Electrical engineering in
general

UUED STA}{DARDID
EVS-EN 5010222002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 501 02:1 995+A1 :1 998.
Degtees of ptotection provided
by enclosures fot electrical
equipment against external
mechanical impacts (IK code)
This standard refers to the
classification of the degrees of
protection provided by enclosures
against extemal mechanical
impacts when the rated voltage of
the protected equipment is not
greater thara72,5 kV. This standard
is only applicable to enclosures of
equipment where the specific
standard establishes degrees of

protection of the enclosure against
mechanical impacts (expressed in
this standatd as impacts).

EVS-EN 5076022002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 50160:1999
Elektdiaotusv6rkude pinge
turrnussuurused
Kiesolev standard normib madal-
ja keskpingeelektriv6rkude pinge
olulisemad tunnussuulused tarbija
liitumispunktis
normadtalidus tingimustel.
Standard normib iga tarbija
oodatavad toitepinge
tunnussuurused v6i nende
piirviirnrsed, kuid ei kirjelda
toitev6rku iihendatud tarbiia
keskmist olukorda.

EVS-EN 55020:2002
Hind 316,00
Identne CISPR 20:2002
ja identne EN 55020:2002
Sound and television broadcast
teceivers and associated
equipment -Immunity
characteristics -Limits and
methods of measutement
This standard for immunity
tequirements applies to television
broadcast receivers, sound
broadcast receivers and associated
equipment intended for use in the
residential, commercial and light
industrial envfuonment. Immunity
requirements are given in the
frequency range 0 Hz to 400 GHz.
Radio-frequency tests outside the
specified frequency bands or
concerning other phenomena than
given in this standard are not
tequired.

EVS-EN 6OO5922002

Hind 75,00
Identne IEC 60059:1999
ja identne EN 60059:1999
IEC standatd curent tatings
This standard specifies standard
current ratings for elechical
devices, apparatus, instruments and
equipment and should be applied
to desigrring of utilisation systems
or equipment as well as to
operating characteristics.

EVS-EN 60073:2002
Hind 170,00
Identrre IEC 6007 3:2002
ja identne EN 60073:2002
Basic and safety principles for
man-machines interface,
marking and identificatiorl -
Coning principles for indication
devices and actuators
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This Intemationd Standard
establishes general rules for
assigning particular meanings to
certain visual, acoustic and tactile
indications in order to - increase
the safety of persons, ptoperty
and/ot the environment thrcugh
the safe monitoring and control of
the equipment or process; -
faciliate the proper monitoring,
conftol and maintenance of the
eq 'iFment or plocess; - facilitate
the rapid recognition of conftol
conditions and actuator positions.

EVS-EN 604452002
Hind 146,00
Identne IE,C 60445:1.999

ia identne EN 60,145:2000

Basic and safety principles for
man-machine interface,
marking and idetification -
Idetifi cation of equipment
terminals and of terminations of
certain designated conductors,
including general rules for an
alphanumeric system
This standard applies to the
identification and marking of
terminals of electrical equipment
distributed as an unit such as

resistors, fuses, relays, contactots,
transformers, rotating machines
and, whenever applicable, to
combinations of such equipment
(e.g. assembiles). It also upptl"r to
the identification of terminations
of certain designated conductors.

EVS-EN 60446:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60M6:1999
ja identne EN 60446:1999
Basic and safety principles for
man-machine interface,
matking and identification -
Identification of conductors by
colours or numerals
This standard provides general
rules for the use ofcertain colours
or numerals to identi$ conductors
including conductors in cables or
cores and for busbars, electrical
equipment and installations udth
dre aim of avoiding ambiquity and
ensuring safe operation.

EVS-EN 60447:20A2
Hlr:.d212,00
Identne IEC 60447:1993
ja identne EN 60447:1993
Man-machine interface (MMI) -
Actuating principles

This standard establishes general
actuating principles for manually
operated actuator forming part of
the man-machine interface
associated urith electrical
equipment. The standard has the
status of a basic safety publication
in accordance ril/ith IEC Guide 104.

EVS-EN 60707:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne IF,C 6A707:7999

ia identne EN 60707:1999
Flammability of solid non-
metallic materials when
exposed to flame sources - List
of test methods
Lists test methods applicable to
solid non-metallic materials having
an apparent density ofnot less

than 250 kg/tn3, determined in
accordance with ISO 845, and
intended to serve as a preliminary
indication of the behavioru of
these materials when exposed to a

flame ignition source. The tesults
make is possible to check the
constancy of the charactedstics of
a material and provide an
indication of the progress in the
development of materials and a

telative comparison and
classification of various materials.

EVS-EN 67740:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne lF,C 61, 1, 40 :2001
ja identne EN 61140:2002
Protection against electric
shock - Common aspects for
installation and equipment
Applies to the protection of
persons and animals against
electric shock. It is intended to give
fundamental principles and
tequirements which are cofllmon
to electrical installations, systems
and equipment or necessary for
their co-ordination. Prepared for
installations, systems and
equipment vrithout a voltage limit.
NOTE - There are some clauses in
this standard which refer to low-
voltage and high-voltage systems,
installations and equiFment. For
the purpose of this standard, low -
voltage is any rated voltage up to
and including 1 000 V a.c. or 1 500
V d.c. High voltage is any rated
voltage exceeding 1 000 V 

^.c. 
at'1.

500 V d.c. The requfuements of
this standard apply only if they are
incoqporated, ot are refered to, in
the relevant standards. It is not
intended to be used as a stand-
alone standard. Has the status of a

basic safety publication in
accordance with IEC Guide 104.

EVS-EN 50065-l:2002
Hind 146,00
Ideotne EN 50065-1 :2001
Signallin g on low-voltage
electrical installations in the
frequency range 3 kHz to 148,5
kHz - Part 1: General
requfu ements, frequency bands
and electromagnetic
disturbances
This standard applies to electrical
equipment using signals in the
frequency range 3 kHz to 148,5
kHz to uansmit inforrnation on
low-voltage electrical systems,
either on the public supply system
ot udthin installations in
consumefs' premises.

EVS-EN 50147-l:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50147-1:1996
Anechoic chambers - Part 1:
Shield attenuation measurement
This standard applies to
measurements of shielding
attenuation of shielded enclosures
(chambers, rooms) in the
frequency range 9 kHz - 40 GHz.
The oblect of this standard is to
establish a commmon
measruement procedure for
validating the shielding
effectiveness of a shielded
enclosure.

EVS-EN 5A147-222002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 50147-2:1996
Anechoic chambets - Patt 2z

Alternative test site suitability
with respect to site attenuation
This standard specifies
requirements for altemative test
sites regarding site attenuation. As
long as the document
CISPR/A(CO)63 is not published
as a part of CISPR 16 it shall be
used for test site qualification.

EVS-EN 61082-l:2002
Hind 381,00
Identne IE,C 67082-
1:1991+A1:1995
ja identne EN 61082-
1:1993+A1:1995
Ptepatation of documents used
in electrotechnology - Part 1:
General tequirements
This standard provides general
rules and guidelines for the
preparation of documents used in
electrotechnology, and specific
rules and gurdelines for certain
kinds of documentation.

EVS-EN 67082-2:2002
Hind 360,00
I dentne IEC 61 082,2:1 9 93
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ja identne EN 61,082-2:1994
Preparation of documents used
in electrotechnolog5r - Patt 2z

Function-oriented diagrams
This standatd provides rules for
function oriented-diagrams such as

overview diagrams, function
diagrams and circuit diagrams.

EVS-EN 67082-322002
H1rud247,00
Identne IEC 61 082-3:1993
ja identne EN 61082-3:1994
Pteparation of documents used
in electtotechnology - Part 3:
Connection diagrams, tables
and lists
This standard provides rules for
connection diagrams, tables and
lists.

EVS-EN 61082-422002
Hnd247,00
Identne IEC 67082-4:19 9 6
ja identne EN 61082-4:1996
Pteparation of documents used
in electrotechnology - Patt 4:
Location and installation
documents
This part of IEC 1082 provides
rules for location and installation
documents mainly used for
installation work. It cover
different systems and objects such
as affangement ot installation
drawings for site, buildings and
equipment, installation drawings or
diagrams for site or buildings, and
drawings for location on or in
comPonents.

EVS-EN 61780-2:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IF,C 61 7 8O-2:799 4
ja identne EN 61180-2:1994
High-voltage issl lgshniques fot
Iow-voltage equipment - Pzrt 2:
Test equipment
Applicable to rhe test equipment
used for dielectric tests on low-
voltage equipment. It covers tests
with direct, alternating or impulse
voltage, impulse cuffent, and tests
with a combination of impulse
cuffent.

EVS-EN 60204-11:20A2
Hhd 295,00
Identne IE'C 6020 4-l 1 :20A0

ia identne EN 60204-11:2000
Safety of machinery - Electrical
equipment of machines -
Pat 11: Requitements for ffV
equipment for voltages above
1000 V a.c. or 1500 V d.c. and
not exceeding 36 kV

This part of IEC 60204 applies to
the application of electrical and
electronic equipment and systems
to machines, including a group of
machiaes working together in a co-
ordinated marurer, but excluding
higher level system aspects (.e.,
communications between qfstems),

EVS-EN 50097-7-222002
Fltrl'd212,00
Identne EN 50091-1-2:7998
Uninterruptible power systems
(UPS) - Partl-22 Geneml and
safety requirements for UPS
used in restricted access
locations
This Standard applies ro electronic
indirect a.c. convertor systems with
an electrical energy storage device
in the d.c. link. The ptimary
function of the unintetruptible
pou/er system (UPS) covered by
this Standard is to ensure
continuity of an alternating power
source. The unintemrptible power
system may also serve to improve
the quality of the power source by
keeping it wirlin specified
characteristics.

EVS-EN 60695-5-122002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 60695-5-7:1993
ja identne EN 60695-5-1:7993
Ffue hazard testing - Part 5:
Assessment of potential
cortosion damage by fire
effluent - Section 1: General
guidance
This section of IEC 60695-5 is
intended to give guidance on the
assessment of corrosion damage: a)
to electrotechnical equipment and
systems from fire effluenq b) to
building structutes ftom 6re
effluent emitted by electrotechnical
equipment and systems.

EVS-EN 60695-8-l:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 60695-8-1:2001
ja identne EN 60695-8-1:2001
Ffue hazard tes 'ig - part 8-1:
Fleat telease - General
Guidance
Ptovides guidance in the
assessment of heat telease form
elecft otechnical products and
materials from which they are
constfucted.

EVS-EN 60695-9-1:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60695-9-1:1998
ja identne EN 60695-9-7:1999
Fire hazatd testing - Part 9-1:
Surface spread of flame -
Genetal Guidance

This part ofIEC 60695 provides
guidance h the assessment of
surface spread of flame for the
electrotechnical products and
materials from which they are
formed.

EVS-EN 6700045:2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 61000-4-
5:1995+A1:2000
ja identne EN 61000-4-
5:1995+A7:2007
Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) -Pa*4t Testing and
measuring techniques - Section
5: Surge immunity test
This section of IEC 1000-4 relates
to the immunity requirements, test
methods, and range of
recommended test levels for
equipment to uniditectional surge
caused by overvoltages ftom
switching and lightning transients.
Several test levels are defined
which telate to different
environment and installation
conditions. These requirements ate
developed for and are applicable to
electrical and elecronic equipment.

EVS-EN 67000-4-6:2002
II1nd272,00
Identne IEC 61 000-4-6:7996+
A1:2000
ja identne EN 61000-4-6:1996+
A1:2001
Electromagnetic Compatibility
(EMC) -Part4: Testing and
measuremenl lsqhniques -
Section 6: Immunity to
conducted distutbances,
induced by radio-frequency
fields
This section of International
Standard IEC 1000-4 related to the
conducted immunity requirements
of electrical and electronic
equipment to electromagretic
disturbances coming from
intended radio-frequency (RF)
transmitters in the frequency range
9 kHz up to 80 iv{Hz. Equipment
not having at least one conducting
cable (such as mains supply, signal
line or earth connection), which
can couple the equipment to the
distubing RF fields is excluded.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 35796
Tihtaeg: 20A3-02-01.

Identne IEC 60695-1 0 4:2A02
ja identne EN 60695-10-3:2002
Fite hazard testing - Part 10-3:
Abnormal heat - Mould sress
reliefdistortion test
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This part of IEC 60695-10
specifies the mould stees relief
distortion test method for Product
Committes. It is applicable to
equipment including parts of
polymeric materials. This test is
intended to simulate the effects
caused by relieving of moulding
stress by conditioning the product
or part at a temperature higher
than the maximum nornal
operati.g temperature and
observing the nature of the
resulri.g changes.
prEVS 55108
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60695-1 -30:2002
ja identne EN 60695-1-30:2002
Fire hazard testing - Part 1-30:
Guidance for assessing the fue
hazatd of elecuotechnical
ptoducts - Use of preselection
testing ptocedures
This part is intended to provide: a)

generic guidance; and b) guidance
for assessing the significance,
relevance and limitations of the
data from preselection fue tests
compared to the data from fire
tests that provide input for hazatd
assessmenr. Priority is given to fue
Irrazard assessment tests made on
the final end-product; however, in
certain cases preselection tests may
be agreed upon for practical
reasons. Examples of test methods
which contain combustion
characteristics tests specified in the
international test methods of IEC
and ISO are listed h annex A. Has
the status ofa basic safety
publication in accordance with IEC
Guide 104.

prEVS 55143
Tdhtaeg: 2003-01-01
Identne IF,C 61024-1 :1990
Ehitiste piksekaitse. Osa 1:

Uldm6isted
This standard is applicable to the
design and installation of Ughrring
Protection Systems (LPS) for
common structures up to 60 rn
high.
prE\/S 55144
Tihtaeg 2003-01-01
Identne IEC 61 0241 -1 :7 993
Ehitiste piksekaitse. Osal-l:
Uldm6isted. Juhis,{,:
Piksekaitse sff steemide
kaitsetasemete valik
Contains information on the
classification of structures
according to the consequential
effects of a lightrring stroke. Gives
procedures for the selection of a

/6

lightning ptotection system. Is to
be used with part 1.

prEVS 55146
Tihtaeg: 2003-01-01
Identne IF,C 6702+1 -2:7998
Ehitiste piksekaitse. O sal-22
Ula-6isted. Jrrhis S3

Piksekaitse sff steemide
projekteerimine, paigaldamine,
hooldus ja kontoll
Applicable to the design and
installation of Ughtning Protection
Systems (SPS) for conunon
structures up to 60 m high, in
accordance with IEC 6102+7.
Ptovides guidelines on how to use
IF,C 61,024-1 and assists the user
vdth the physical design and
construction, maintenance and
inspection of an LPS
prEVS 55177
Tdhtaeg: 20A3-02-A1
Identne IE,C 61286:2007

ia identne EN 61286:2001
Information technology - Coded
gtaphic character set fof use in
the preparation of documents
used in electrotechnology and
for information interchange
Specifies a standardized coded
graph.ic character set for use in
drawings and diagtams, and for the
design of graphical symbols.
Edition 2 describes the
correspondence between this
character set and that of
rso/IEc 10646-1.
prEVS 55182
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IF,C 61 3 40 -2-7 :2002

ia identne EN 61340-2-1:2002
Electrostatics - Part 2-1:
Measutement methods - Ability
of materials and ptoducts to
dissipate static electric charge
Describes test methods for
measuring the rate of dissipation of
static charge of insulating and static
dissipative materials and products.
It includes a generic description of
test methods and detailed test
procedures for specific
applications.
prEVS 55210
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE.C 60848:20A2

ia identne EN 60848:2002
GRAFCET specification
language for sequential function
charts
Defines the GRAFCET
specification language for the
functional description of the
behaviour of the sequential part of
a control system.Specifies the
symbols and the rules for the

graphical representation of this
language, as well as for its
intelpretation. This standard has
been prepared for automated
production systems of industdal
applications.Howeve! no particular
area of application is excluded.
prEVS 55243
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61 340-3- 7 :20A2
ja identne EN 61340-3-l:2002
Electrostatics - Part 3-1:
Methods for simulation of
electostatic effects - Ffuman
body model (HBM) -
Component testing
Descdbes the discharge cutrent
waveforms used to define the
FIBIvI and the basic equipment
requirements used to develop drese
waveforms. Test parameters are
defined for testing and classifring
the electtostatic discharge @SD)
sensitivity of non-powered devices
to the FIBN{. The purpose of this
standard is to establish a test model
that will replicate FIBM failues
and'qdll de6ne the FIBM tmnsient
current discharge waveform and all
necessary test parametefs to ensure
reliable, reproducible test iesults.
Reproducible data will allow
accurate compadsons of HBM
ESD sensitivity levels.
prEVS 55266
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IE,C 61340-4-3 :2007
ja identne EN 61340-,1-3:2001
Elec&ostatics - Pafi 4-3:
Standard test methods fot
specific applications - Footweat
Describes a test method for
determining the electrical
resistance of footwear used in the
conftol of electrostatic potential on
people. This standard is suitable
for use by the manufacturer of
footwear as well as the end user. A
method for measuring the
electrical resistance of footwear
alone is described and serves as an
acceptance test fot new footwear.
Insulating footwear is not included
within the scope of this standatd
although the electdcal resistance
measurement techniques may be
applicable.
prEVS 55391
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50083-8:2002
Cable networks for television
signals, sound signals and
intetactive seryices - Part 8:
Elecuomagnetic compatibility
fot networks



This standard for elecromagnetic
compatibility for ins tallations
applies to cabled distdbution
systems for television, sound and
interactive multimedia signals (with
the wording "systems" in the sence
of the scope of CLC/TC 109) and
covets the fiequenry range 0,3
NIHz - 3,0 GHz.
prEVS 55467
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 673 40 -3 -2:2002
ia identne EN 61340-3-2:2002
Electtostatics - Part 3-2:
Methods for simulation of
electfostatic effects - Machine
model (MM) - Component
testing
Describes the discharge current
waveforms used to define the MM
and the basic equipment
requirements used to develop these
waveforms. Test parameters are
defined for testing and classi$ing
the electrostatic discharge @SD)
sensitivity of non-powered devices
to the lvM. The purpose of this
standard is to establish a test model
that udll replicate lv{Nf failures and
will define the N{IvI transient
current discharge waveform and all
necessary test parameters to ensure
reliable, reproducible test results.
Reproducible data will allow
accurate comparisons of N{M ESD
sensitivity levels.

29.030
Magnetmaterialid

Magnetic materials

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60404-2:20A2
Hind 179,00
Identne IF.C 6040 4-2:19 9 6
ja identne EN 60404-2:1998
Magnetic materials - Patt 2t
Methods of measurement of the
magnetic properties of electrical
steel sheet and strip by means
of an Epstein frame
This part of IEC 404 is applicable
to grain oriented and non-otiented
electrical sheet and strip for a.c.
measurements of magnetic
properties at frequencies up to 400
Hz and for d.c. magnetic
measurements. The object of this
part is to define the general
principles and the technical details
of the measurement of the
magnetic properties of electrical
sheet and strip by means of an
Epstein frame. The Epstein frame
is applicable to tesr specimens

obtained from electrical sheets and
stiFs of any grade.

EVS-EN 604044:2002
Hll:.d229,00
Identne IF,C 6040+ 4: 1 995+
A1:2000
ja identne EN 60404*4:1997+
A7:20A2
Magnetic materials - Part 4:
Methods of measurement of d.c.
magnetic properties of iron and
steel
This part of IEC 404 specifies the
methods of measuring the d.c.
magnetic properties of iron and
steel in a closed magnetic circuit
using either the ring or the
perrneameter methods.

EVS-EN 60424-2:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IE,C 60424-2:1997
ja identne EN 60424-2:1997
Guidaace of the limits of
surface iregularities of ferdte
cores - Patt2: RM-cores
This part of IEC 60424 g1ves a

guidaoce on allowable limits of
surface irregularities applicable to
Rlvf-cores in accordance vdth the
relevant generic specification. This
standard should be considered as a
sectional specification usefirl in the
dialogue between ferrite core
manufacturers and customers
about surface irregularities.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSXdTSITLUS
prEVS 28119
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60431:1983 +
A2:7996

ia identne EN 60431:1995 +
A2:1998
Dimensions of squate cores
(RM-cotes) made of magnetic
oxides and associated parts
The standard specifies the
dimensions that are of importance
for mechanical interchangeability
for apreferred range ofsquare
cores (RM-cores) made of
magnetic oxides, the dimensional
limits for wound coil formers to be
used with these cores and the
locations of theit teminal pins on
a2,54 mm pdnted wiring gdd in
relation to the base outlines of the
cores.
prEVS 55158
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE.C 60 40 4-1 4:2002
ia identne EN 60404-14:2002

Magnetic materials - Part 14:
Methods of measutement of the
magnetic dipole moment of a
ferromagnetic material
specirnen by the withdmwal ot
totation method
Applicable to all ferromagnetic
materials. It is particularly aimed at
the measurement of the magnetic
dipole moment of permanent
magnet (magnetically hard)
materials and the measurement of -

the specific satwation magnetic
polarization of cemented catbide
prEVS 55202
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 125401:1991
Blank Detail Specification:
Adjusters used with magnetic
oxide (ferrite) cores for use in
inductors and tuned
ttansformers

29.035.07
I s olatsioonimateri alid
ti{diselt

Insulating materials in
general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60343:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60343:7991
ja identne EN 60343:1992
Recommended test methods for
determining the relative
tesistance of insulating
materials to bteakdown by
surface discharges
Assesses the relative resistance of
solid insulating materials to
breakdown when exposed to
patial sutface discharges at
stresses and frequencies used in
industrial service.

EVS-EN 67006:2002
Fllnd229,00
Identne IEC 61006:1991
ja identne EN 61006:1993
Metlods of test for the
determination of the glass
transition temperature of
electrical insulating materials
These method3 are applicable to
amorphous materials or to partially
crystalline materials containing
amorphous regions which are
stable and do not undergo
decomposition or sublimation in
the glass ttansition region.

EVS-EN 61074:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 67074:1991
ja identne EN 61074:1993



Determination of heats and
temperatures of melting and
crystallization of electrical
insulating materials by
diffetential scanning
calorimetry
The standard describes the method
for thermally stable materials uitl
well-defined exotherrnic and
endothermic behaviour. The
typical operating-temperature range
extends ftom -100 C to +500 C.
The temperature tange can be
extended depending upoo the
instrumentation used.

EVS-EN 6043-222002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 60243 -2:2007
ja identne EN 60243-2:2007
Electtic strengdr of insulat"rg
materials - Test methods - Part
2: Additional requirements for
tests using dfuect voltage
This standard gives requitements
additional to those in IEC 60243-1
for the determination of the
electdc sftength of solid insulating
matetials under dircct voltage
stress.

EVS-EN 60243-3:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60243 -3 :2001
ja identne EN 60243-3:2001
Electrical strength of insulating
materials - Test methods - Part
3: Additional tequirements for 1,
2/50 ps impulse tests
This international standard gives
requirements additional to those in
IE,C 60243-1 for the determination
of the electric strength of solid
insulating materials under 1,2/50
micro seconds impulse voltage
stress.

EVS-EN 60455-7:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 60455-1 :1998
ja identne EN 60455-1:1998
Resin based reactive
compounds used for electrical
insulation - Part 1: Definitions
and general requirements
This part of IEC 60455 dates to
resin based reactive compounds
and their components used for
electrical insulation. All reactive
compounds are solvent-free and
may contain reactive dilutants and
fillers. The reactions involved in
curing are polymerization and
or/ctosslinking. This standard does
not relate to reactive compounds
used as coating powders.

EVS-EN 60455-2:2002
H:ul,d272,00
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Identne IEC 60455-2:1998
ja identne EN 60455-2:1999
Resin based reactive
compounds used for electrical
insulation -Patt2: Methods of
test
This part of IEC 60455 specifies
methods of test to be used for
testing resin based reactive
compounds, their components and
cuted compounds used for
electrical insulation.

EVS-EN 60464-122002
Hind 117,00
Identne IE'C 604641 :7998
ja identne EN 604641:1999
Vatnishes used fot electrical
insulation - Part t Definitions
and general requirements
This part of IEC 60464 relates to
varnishes used for electrical
insulation. All vamishes contain
solvent. The vamishes may be used
for finishing impregnating
applications, and may be dried or
dried and cured at ambient or
elevated temperatures.

EVS-EN 60626-3:2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IE,C 60626-
3:7996+A1t7999

ia identne EN 60626-
3:7996+47:7999
Combined flexible materials for
electrical insulation - Part 3:
Specifi cations for individual
materials
This part of IEC 626 specifies
dimensional and performance
requirements for individual
combined flexible materials. This
part is in the form of groups of
sheets, Sheets are numbered in
accordance with TABLE 1 entitled
"Master Listing for IEC-626 Part 3
Sheet ldentification"

EVS-EN 606W222002
fIln'd247,00
Identne IE.C 6068L2:7997
ja identne EN 60684-2:1997
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Part2t Methods of test
This part of IEC 60684 grves

methods of test for flexible
insulating sleeving, including heat
shrinkable sleeving intended
primadly for insulating electrical
conductols and connections of
electrical apparatus, although they
may be used for other purposes.

EVS-EN 61?34-222002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 61 23 4-2:1 997

ia identne EN 61234-2:1998

Electdcal insulating matedals -
Method of test for the hydtolytic
stability - PartZz Moulded
thermosets
This part of IEC 61234 describes
the test method for the
determination of the hydrolytic
stability of moulded thermosets
made of room temperature or
oven-cudng reaction resins when
subiected to the simultaneous
influence of water and high
temperature. !7ith this test
method, the irreversible change of
mechanical and electrical
properties is measured, but no
mechanical sftess is imposed on
the test specimens.

EVS-EN 602164-222002
Hind 179,00
Identne IF,C 6021 6-+2:2000
ja identne EN 60216-zl-2:2000
Electrical insulating materials -
Thetmal endurance ptoperties -
Part 4-22 Ageing ovens;
Ptecision ovens for use up to
300 0c

Covers minimum performance
requirements for ventilated and
electrically heated precision ovens
for thermal endurance evaluation
of electrical insulating materials
and other appropriate applications.
It covers ovens designed to
operate over all or part of the
temperature range from 20 I(
above room tempenture up to
300"C. Two possible methods of
achieving the required
perfomance are described: a)

where the required performance is

achieved by precise control of
temperature in a simple single
chamber oven, i.e., upgraded
versions of ovens conforming to
IEC 60216-4-1, and, otherurise
b)where the required performance
is achieved by utilizing a second
chamber (iso-box), mounted within
the chamber of a single-chamber
oven, the pu{pose of which is to
feduce the magnitude of any
temperature changes to an
acceptable level whilst maintaining
the required levels ofair changes
and circulation.

EVS-EN 60276-4-3:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 6021 6- 4 -3 :2000

ia identne EN 60216-4-3:2000
Electrical insulating materials -
Thermal endurance ptoperties -
Patt4-3:. Ageing ovens; Multi-
chambet ovens



This standard covers minimum
tequirements for ventilated and
heated multi-chamber ovens for
thermal endurance evaluation of
electrical insulating materials and
any other appropriate thermal
conditioning application, where the
use of single chamber ovens is
inappropriate. It covers ovens
designed to operate over all or part
of the temperature range from 20
K above room temperature up to
300 c.
EVS-EN 60455-3-5:2002
Hind i17,00
Identne IEC 60455-3-5:2001
ja identne EN 60455-3-5:2001
Resin based reactive
compounds used for electrical
insulation - Part 3:
Specifi cations fot individual
materials; Sheet 5: Unsatutated
polyester based impregnating
tesins
Gives the requirements for
unsaturated polyester based
impregnating resins and includes
requirements for certain properties
at elevated temperature.

EVS-EN 60464-3-7:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60464-3 -1 :2001
ja identne EN 60464-3-1:2001
Varnishes used for electrical
insulation - Part 3:
Specifi cations fot individual
materials; Sheet 1: A-urbient
curing frnishing varnishes
Gives the requirements for
ambient curing finishing varnishes.

EVS-EN 60464-3-2:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 60464-3-2:2001
ja identne EN 6046413-2:2001
Varnishes used for electrical
insulation -Pan3:
Specifi cations for individual
materials; Sheet 2: Hot curing
imptegna t''rg varnishes
This sheet specifies requirements
for hot curing impregnating
vamishes and includes
requirements for certain properties
at elevated temperatures.

EVS-EN 600 67-2:?-007 / AZS :Z0OZ
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60061-
2:1969/A25:2002
ja identne EN 60061-
2:7993/A25:20O2
Lamp caps and holders together
with gauges fot the control of
interchangeability and safety -
Patt2:. Lamp holders

This consolidated version of IEC
60061-2 is based on the thfud
edition (1969) and its supplements
A (1 970), B (797 1), C(r97 2),
D(1e7s), E(197s), F(1 980),
G(1e83), H(1e87), J(1e8e),
K(I 9 9 2), L(l 9 9 4), M(7 9 9 4),
N(1 ees), P(19e6) Q(1996),
R(1996), S(1997), and amendments
18 (1998), 19 (1999),20 (1999) 21
(2000), 22 Q001) al;rd23 (2001). It
bears the edition number 3.23.

EVS-EN 60684-3-157:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 606821-3-151:1998
ja identne EN 6068+3-151:1998
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Patt 3: Specification for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 151: Extruded PVC/nirile
rubber - General purposes
This sheet of IEC 606843 gives
the requirements for non-heat-
shrinkable sleeving, extruded ftom
compounds based on a blend of
polyvinyl chloride and acrylonitrile
elastomers. Sleeving of this type is
normally available vrith intemal
diameter up to 25 mm, and in the
following opaque colows: Black,
brown, red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, violet, grey, white, pink and
green/yellow.

EVS- EN 6O 684 -3 -27i2:20O2
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60684-3-212:7998

fa identne EN 60684-3-212:1998
Flexible insula''qg sleeving -
Part 3: Specifications for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 212: Heat-shdnkable
polyolefin sleeviag, flame
retatded, shrink tatio 2:1
This sheet of IEC 60684-3 gives
the requirements for one type of
heat-shrinkable, flame retarded
polyolefin sleeving with a

temperature index of 135 oC and a
nominal shdnk ratio of 2:1. This
sleeving is normally supplied with
intemal diameter up to 102 mm
and in the following colours:
black,btown, red, yellow, gteen
blue, orange, violet, grey, urhite and
green/yellow. Sizes or colours
other than those specifically listed
in this standard may by available as
custom items. These items shall be
considered to comply with this
standard if they comply with the
property rcqufuements listed in
tables 1, 2,3,4 and 5.

EYS-EN 60 684-3 -273 22002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 60684-3-2731998

ia identne EN 60684-3-273:1999
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Part 3: Specifications for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 213: Heat-shrinkable,
polyolefin sleeving, not flame
tetarded, shrink tatio 227

This sheet of IEC 606843 gives
the requirements for one type of
hiat-shrinkable polyoleEn sieeving
vrith a thermal index of 735 and a
nominal shrink ratio of 2:'l,.The
sleeving is not flame retarded. This
sleeving is normally supplied with
internal diameter up to 102 mm
and is transparent. Sizes other than
those specifially listed in this
standard may be available as

custom items. These items shall be
considered to comply with this
standard if they comply with the
property requirements listed in
tables 1,2,3,4anLd5.

EVS- EN 60 684-3 -217 :2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 606843 -21,7 :1998
ja identne EN 60684-3-217:1998
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Part 3: Specifications for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 217: Heat-shrinkable,
polyolefin sleeving, flame
retarded, shrink mtio 3:1
This sheet of IEC 60684-3 gives
the requirements for one type of
heat-shrinkable, flame retarded
polyolefin sleeving with a

temperature index of 135 and a
nominal shrink ratio of 3:1. This
sleeving is normally supplied with
intemal diameters up to 39 mm
and in the following colours: black,
brown, red, yellow, green, blue,
oralrge, violet, grey and white. Sizes
or colours other than those
specifically listed in this standard
may by available as custom items.
These items shall be considered to
comply with this standard if they
comply with the prcperty
requitements listed in tables 1,2,3,
4 and 5.

EVS-EN 60 684-3 -218 2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 6068,1-3 -218:1998
ja identrre EN 60684-3-218:1,998
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Part 3: Specifications for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 218: Heat-shrinkable,
polyolefin sleeving, not flame
retarded, shrink ratio 3:1
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This sheet of IEC 60684-3 gives
the requirements for one type of
heat-shrinkable, polyolefin sleeving
with a temperature index of 135
and a nominal shdnk mtio of 3:1.
The sleeving is not flame retarded.
This sleeving is normally supplied
with intemal diametet up to 39
mm and is transparent. Sizes or
coloun other than those
specifically listed in this standard
may by available as custom iterns.
These items shall be considered to
comply with this standard if they
comply with the property
requirements listed in tables 1,2,3,
4 and 5.

EVS-EN 606W3-22822002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60684-3-228:7998
ja identne EN 6068+3-228:1998
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Part 3: Specifications fot
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 228: Heat-shdnkable
semi-rigid, polyvinylidene
fluoride sleeving, flame
tetarded, fluid resistant, shrink
tano 2:7
This sheet of IEC 60684-3 gives
the requirements for one type of
heat-shrinkable, flame retarded
fl uid resistant polyvinylidene
fluoride sleeving with a
temperature index of 775 and a
nominal shdnk ratio of 2:1. This
sleeving is normally supplied with
internal diamete! up to 25,4 mm
and the standard colour is
transparent. Sizes or colours other
than those specifically listed in this
standard may by available as

custom items. These items shall be
considered to comply with this
standard if they comply with the
property requirements listed in
tables 1, 2,3,4 and 5.

EVS-EN 60 684 -3 -?33 22002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60684-3-233:1998

ia identne EN 60684-3-233:7998
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Part 3: Specifications for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet Z3: Heat-shrinkable,
fl uoroelastomer sleeving, flame
retatded, fluid resistant, shdnk
ratio 2:1

This sheet of IEC 606843 gives
the requfuements for one type of
heat-shrinkable, flame retarded
fluid resistant, fluoroelastomer
sleeving with a tempemtute index
of 200 and a nominal shdnk tatio
of 2:L. This sleeving is normally
supplied with intemal diameter up
to 51 mm and the standard colour
is black. Sizes or colours other than
those specifically listed in this
standard may by available as

custom items. These items shall be
considered to comply with this
standard if they comply with the
propterty requirements listed in
tables 1, 2,3,4 and 5.

EVS-EN 606W3-271:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 6068,1-3-27 l:7998
ja identne EN 60684-3-277:7998
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Part 3: Specifications fot
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 27ft Heat-shrinkable
elastomet sleeving, fl ame
retafded, fluid resistant, shrink
tatio 2t7
This sheet ofIEC 60684-3 gives
the requirements fot one tlpe of
heat-shrinkable, fl ame retatded,
fluid resistant, elastomer sleeving
with a temperature index of 120
and a nominal shrink ratio of 2:1.
This sleeving is normally supplied
with intemal diameter up to 102
mm and the standard colour is
black. Sizes or colours other than
those specifically listed in this
standard may be available as

custom items. These items shall be
considered to comply with this
standard if they comply with the
property requirements listed in
tables 1, 2,3,4 and 5.

EVS-EN 60684-3 -27 222002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60684-3-27 2:7998
ja identne EN 60682t-3-272:7998
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Patt 3: Specifications for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 27 2z Heat-shrinkable
elastomer sleeving, flame
tetarded, fluid tesistant, shrink
ratio 2t7, thin wall

This sheet of IEC 60684-3 gives
the requirements for one type of
heat-shrinkable, flame retatded
fluid tesistang elastomet sleeving
with a temperature index of 120
and a nominal shdnk ratio of 2:1.
This sleevingis nocnally supplied
with intemal rtiameter up to 102
mm and the standatd colour is
black. Sizes or colorus other than
those specifically listed in this
standatd may be available as

custom items. These items shall be
considered to comply with this
standard if they comply with the
prcperty requirements listed in
tables 1,2,3,4and.5.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
ptEYS 26776
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 6027 6-322002
ja identne EN 60216-3:2002
Electrical insulating materials -
Thermal endurance properties -
Part 3: Instructions for
calculating thermal eodurance
chatacteristics
Specifies the calculation
ptocedures to be used for deriving
thermal endurance characteristics
from experimental data obtained in
accordance with the instnrctions of
IE,C 60216-1and IEC 60276-2.
The experimental data may be
obtained using non-destructive,
destructive or proof tests. Data
obtained from non-destructive or
proof tests may be incomplete, in
that measurement of times taken to
reach the endpoint may have been
terminated at some point after the
median time but before all
specimens have reached end-point.
The procedures are illusrated by
worked examples, and suitable
computef Pfograrns are
recommended to facilitate the
calculations.
prEVS 55346
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 829:1988
ja identne HD 541 51:1991
Methods of test fot the
determination of the initability
of solid electrical insulating
matedals when exposed to
electrically heated wite sources
Methods of test for the
determination of the initability of
solid electrical insulating materials
when exposed to electrically heated
wrre sources

6Z



29.035.70
Paberist ia kartongist
is olatsioonimate{ alid

Paper and board insulating
materials

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 60879-2:.2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IF,C 60819 -2:2001

ia identne EN 60819-2:2001
Non-cellulosic papers for
electrical pulposes - Patt 2z

Methods of test
This part 2 of the standard
contains the test methods to be
used in testing non cellulosic
papels for electrical purposes to
meet the requirements prescribed
in the specification sheets of part 3.

EVS-EN 60641-3-7:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IE,C 60 641 -3 -7 :199 2

ia identne EN 60641-3-1:1994
Specffication for pressboard and
presspaper fot electrical
pu{poses - Part 3: Specifications
for individual materials - Sheet
t Requirements for pressboard,
types 8.0.1, 8.2.1, 8.2.3, 8.3.1,
8.3.3, 8.4.7, B.4.3, 8.5.1, 8.6.1
and B.7.1
Gives the requirements for
pressboard for electrical pu4)oses
comprised of 100 oh sulphate
wood pulp or a mixture of s'rlFhate
wood pulp and cotton.

EVS-EN 60641-3-22002
Hind 179,00
Identne IE,C 60641 -3 -2:199 2
ja identne EN 60641-3-2:1994
Specification for pressboatd and
presspaper for electrical
purposes - Part 3: Specifications
fot individual materials - Sheet
2: Requirements for presspaper,
types P.2.1, P.4.7, P.4.2, P.4.3,
P.6.1and P.7.1
Gives the requirements for
presspaper for electrical purposes
comprised of 70O oh sulphate
wood pulp or 100 oh cotton or a
mixtue of sulphate wood pulp and
cotton.

EVS-EN 60879-3-l:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 60819-3-1:2001
ja identne EN 60819-3-1:2001
Non-cellulosic papers for
electrical purposes - Part 3:
Specilications for individual
materials - Sheet 1: Filled glass

PaPer

This sheet of IEC 819-3 specifies
tequfuements for two types of filled
glass paper designated P-FG: Type
1: High inorganic content papet (
Maximum organic content
apptoximately 1570) and Type 2:

Medium inorganic content paper
(N,Iaximum organic content
approimately 25o/o).

EVS-EN 60819-3-2:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne IE.C 60879 -3-2:2007

ia identne EN 60819-3-2:2001
Non-cellulosic papers fot
electrical purposes - Part 3:
Specifi cations for individual
materials - Sheet 2: Hybrid
inorganic-organic paper
This sheet of IEC 819-3 specifies
requirements for a single type of
hybrid inorganic-organic paper
made from polyethylene-
terephthalate fibres filled with
silicates of aluminium and
designated P-H.

EVS-EN 60879-3-422002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60819-3-4:2001
ja identne EN 60819-3-4:2001
Non-cellulosic papers for
electrical purposes - Part 3:
Specifications for individual
materials; Sheet 4: Aramid fibte
paper containing not more than
50 %o of mica particles
Specifies requfuements for two
types of aramid fibre paper
containing mica particles and
designated as PAaM. type 1:

calendered aramid paper
containing mica particles. type 2:
uncalendered aramid paper
containing mica particles.

KAVA}{DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55209
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-0'1,

Identne lEC 6O5542:2aO7

ia identne EN 605542:2002
Cellulosic papers for electrical
pu{poses - Patt2z Methods of
test
Applies to cellulosic papers for
electrical pu{poses. It specifies the
methods of test to be used in
testing cellulosic papers for
electrical purposes to meet the
tequirements prescribed in the
specification sheet ofIEC 60554-3.
In this standard, reference is made
in several places to ISO standards
accompanied by a short
description of the method used. It
is to be understood that this short
description is meant for

identification purposes only and
that all details should be taken
from the ISO standard itself.

29.035.20
Plastikust ia kummist
is olatsioonimateri alid

Plastics and rubber insulating
materials

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60674-722002
Hind 92,00
Identne IF,C 6067 4-7 :1980
ja identne EN 60674-1:1998
Specification for plastic fiIms for
electrical purposes - Part 1:

Definitions and general
requitements
This standard is applicable to
plastic films used for electrical
pulposes. This Part 1 gives
definitions for, and specifies
genetal requirements to be frrlfilled
by, plastic films used for electrical

PurPoses.

EVS-EN 67068-7120A2
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 61068-1:1 991
ja identne EN 61068-1:1997
Specification for polyester fibre
woven tapes - Part 1:

Definitions, designation and
genetal requfuements
Specifies requirements for tapes
woven on shuttleless looms for
continuous filament polyestet
fibres. Nominal thicknesses of 0,13
mm and 025 mm and nominal
widths of 15 mm, 20 mmand25
fiun are covered. The standard
combinations on nominal thickness
and nominal width are specified
and an additional designation is
included for tapes which, whilst
complying with the majodty of the
requirrnents ofthis part, are

supplied with non-standard widths.

EVS-EN 61068-2:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 67068-2:7997
ja identne EN 6i068-2:1997
Specification for polyestet fibre
woven tapes - Patt2z Methods
of test
Gives methods of test to
demonstrate compliance with the
general requirements of Part 1 and
the specific requirements of Part 3
of the standard.

EVS-EN 61t34-7:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 61234-1:199 4
ja identne EN 67234-1:1994
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Method of test fot the hydrolytic
stability of electrical insulating
materials - Part 1 Plastic filrns
This part of IEC 61234 describes
the test method for the
determination of the hydrolytic
stability of plastic films subjected
to the simultaneous influence of
water and high temperatwe. With
this test method, the irrevetsible
changes of the mechanical and
electrical properties are measured.
The test method is applicable to
films up to 250 micro m thick.
Aldrough this method q/as

developed for electdcally insulating
plastic films, as specified, for
example, in the seties of IEC
60674rrt may be appropriate for
other types of plastic filrns.

EVS-EN 6A 4 5 4 -3 -L4|2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 6045,f3-74:2001

ia identne EN 6045,1-3-74:2001
Ptessute seasitive adhesive
tapes for electrical purposes -
Part 3: Specifications for
individual materials - Sheet 14:
Polytettafluoroethylene lilm
tapes witl pressure sensitive
adhesive
Tlris sheet of IEC 6045+3
contains the requirements for
polytetrafluoroethylene 6Ln with
pressure sensitive adhesive.
Materials which conform to this
specification meet established
levels of performance. However,
the selection of a material by a user
for a specific application should be
based on the actual requirements
necessary for adequate
performance in that application
and not based on this spec6cation
alone.

EVS-EN 60454-3-752002
Hind 101,00
Identne IF,C 6045+3 -1 5:2001
ja identne EN 60454-3-75:2O01
Ptessure sensitive adhesive
tapes for electrical puqposes -
Patt 3z Specifications for
individual materials - Sheet 15:
Polyester film/polyester non
woven combinations with
rubbet thermosetting adhesive
This sheet of IEC 6045+3
contains the requirements for
polytetrafl uoroethylene filrn with
pressure sensitive adhesive.
Materials which conform to this
specification meet established
levels of perforrnance. However,
the selection of a material by a user
for a specific application should be
based on the actual requirements
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necessary for adequate
perforrnance in that application
and not based on this specfication
alone.

EVS-EN 60 45 4-3 -17 :2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 6045,1-3 -17 :2001
ja identne EN 60454-3-77:2001
Ptessute sensitive adhesive
tapes for electrical purlroses -
Part 3: Specificatious for
individual materials - Sheet 17:

Polyestet/epory combinations
with pressute sensitive adhesive
This sheet of IEC 6045+3
contains the requirements for
polyester/epory combination tapes
with pressure sensitive adhesive.
Materials which conform to this
specifi cation meet established
levels of perforrnance. However,
the selection of a material by a user
for a specific application should be
based on the actual requirements
necessary for adequate
performance in that application
and not based on this specfication
alone.

EVS-EN 60584-3-100 kuni
105:2O02
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 6068,1-3-100 to
105:2001
ja identne EN 6068,1-3-100 to
705:2007
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Patt 3: Specificatious for
individual types of sleeving;
Sheets 100 to 105: Extruded PVC
sleeving
Gives the requirements for thtee
types of non-heatshdnkable
sleeving, extruded from PVC.
Sleeving of this type is normah
available'with an internal diameter
up to 50 mm and in a range of wall
thicknesses between 0,2 mm and
1,8 mm. Each sheet covers up to
three levels of wall thickness, "thin
wall", "standard wall" and t'thick

wall" related to nominal intemal
diameter and with corresponding
differences in requirements fot
breakdown voltage. Sheets 100 and
103 cover sleevinghaving a

tempelature range of -10 oC to 90

"C. Sheets 101 and 104 cover
sleeving having a temperature
range of-10 oC to 105 oC. Sheets
702and 105 cover sleevinghaving
a temperature tange of -40 oC to
70 0c.

EVS-EN 60684-3-121 kuni
124:2002
Hind 117.00

Identne IEC 60684-3-721 to 724:
2401

ia identne EN 60684-3-1,21 to 724,
2001
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Part 3: Specifications for
individual t5rpes of sleeving;
Sheets lZltoW: Extruded
silicone sleeving
Gives the tequirements for four
types of non-heatshdnkable
sleeving, extruded from silicone
elastomer. These sleevings ate
normally available with intemal
diameter up to 25 mm aod in a

range of wall thicknesses between
0,1 mm and2,0 mm. National
standards may select a restricted
list of preferred combinations of
intemal diameter and wall
thickness.

EVS-EN 6068/,-3 -73 6 :20A2
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 6068,1-3-136:7997
ja identne EN 6068+3-136:1998
Flexible insula 'qg sleeving -
Part 3: Specificatiou for
individual qrpes of sleeving -
Sheet lji6: Extruded
fluorosilicone sleeving - Genetal

PufPose
This sheet of IEC 606843 gives
the requirements for non-heat-
shrinkable sleeving, extruded from
compounds based on
fluorosilicone rubber. Sleeving of
this type is normally available with
intemal diameters up to 25 mm,
and in a range of different wall
thicknesses between 0.1 mm and
2.0 mm. National standards may
select a testricted list ofpreferred
combinations of intemal diameter
and vall thickness. These sleevings
are normally available in the
following opaque colours: black,
btown, red, orange, yello% green,
blue, violet, gten white, pink and
green/yellow. They are also
availabe in coloudess
translucent/ transparent form.

EVS-EN 60684-3-145 kuni
747t2002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 6068+3-745 to 1,47:

2001

ia identne EN 60684-3-745 to 147:

2001
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Part 3: Specifications for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 145 to 147 z Extruded
PTFE sleeving



This sheet of IEC 606843 gives
the requirements for three type of
non-heat shdnkable sleeving,
extruded from PTFE. Sleeving of
this type is normally available with
intemal diameters up to 8,53 mm
and in the range of wall thicknesses
between 0,15 and 0,51 mm.

EVS-EN 60684-3-277:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 6068+3-217:7992
ja identne EN 60684-3-2ll:7994
Specification for flexible
insulating sleeving -Patt 3z

Specifi cation requirements for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 211: Heat-shrinkable
sleeving, genetal purpose, semi-
rigid polyolefin, shrink tatio 2:l
Gives the requirements for semi-
ngr d, heat-shrinkable polyolefin
sleeving with a nominal shrink
taio of 2:7 that has been found
suitable for temperatures up to 135

"C. Type 1: General pu4)ose,
flame-retarded, opaque colours.
Type 2: General pu{pose, n

EYS-EN 60 684-3 -246 :2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60684-3-246:2007
ja identne EN 60684-3-246:2002
Specification for flexible
insulating sleeving - Part 3:
Specifi cation requirements for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 246: Heat-shrinkable
polyolefin sleeving, dual-wall,
not flame-retarded
The outer layer is a semi-ngrd
crosslinked polyolefin material as

described in IEC 68+3-277,
type 2. The inner layer is a
substantially nsn-s1e5 5linLsd
polyoleftr that flows and fuses
duting the shrinkage process to
provide a seal. Sleeving of this type
is normally available in bore sizes
up to 25mm.

EVS-EN 60684-3-343 kuni
345:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne iEC 6068+3-343 to 345:
2002

ia identne EN 60684-3-343 to 345:
2002
Flexible insulatiog sleeving -
Patt 3: Specilications fot
individual types of sleeving -
Sheets 343 to 3452 Expandable
braided ethylene
chlototrifl uotoe thylene
(E-CTFE) textile sleeving,
uncoated

Gives the requirements for
sleeving having the ptoperty of
expanding its intemal diameter
when compressed longitudinally
and thereafter retuming to its
ioitial diameter after release of the
compressing force. This
expandable braided textile sleeving

EYS-EN 60684-3-340 kuni
34222002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60684-3-340 to
342:1992
ja identne EN 60684.3-340 to
342:7994
Specification for flexible
insulating sleeviag - Part 3:
Specifi cation requitements for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheets 340 to 3422 Expandable
braided polyethylene
terephthalate textile sleeving
Gives the requirements for
sleeving having the propery of
expanding its bore diameter vrhen
compressed longitudinally and
thereafter retuming to its initial
diameter after release of the
compressing force. Sleeving of this
type is constructed of polyethylene
terephthalate monofilament and is
generally available in bore sizes
from 6 mm to 63 mm.

EVS-EN 606W3-40922002
Hiod 126,00
Identne IEC 6068,t3- 409:7999

ia identne EN 60684-3-409:1999
Flexible insularing sleeving -
Patt 3: Specifications for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheets 409: Glass textile
sleeving with polyurethane
(PUR)-based coating
This standard gives requirements
for E type glass sleeving in a
braided construction rvith a
continuous polyurethaneeuR)-
based coating.The sleeving is
normally available in bore sizes
between 0,5 mm and 30 mm.

EYS-EN 60811-2-1:2007 / N:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 6081 1-2-l:1998 /
A1:2001
ja identne EN 60811-2-1:1998/
A7:2007
Insulating and sheathing
materials of electric and optical
cables - Common test methods -
Part2-l: Methods specific to
elastomedc compouads -
Ozone tesistance, hot set and
mineral oil immetsion tests

This Standard specifies the test
methods to be used for testing
polymeric insulating and sheathing
materials of electric cables for
power distribution and
telecommunications including
cables used on ships. This Section
One of patt 2 gives the methods
for the ozone resistance test, hot
set test and mineral oil immersion
test, which apply to elastomeric
compounds.

KAYAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 36015
Tihtaeg: 20A2-Q-01
Identne IF'C 6201 1 -1 :199 8
ja identne EN 62017-1:2002
Insulating materials -
Industrial, rigid, moulded,
laminated tubes and rods of
rectangular and hexagonal
ctoss-section based on
thermosetting resins for
electrical putposes - Part 1:

Definitions, designations and
general tequfuements
Contains the definitions and
designations related to, and the
general requirements to be fulfilled
by, industdal, rigid, moulded,
laminated tubes of rectangular
cross-section and rods of
rectangulat and hexagonal cross-
section. The moulded sections are
manufactured using either phenolic
ot epoxy resins as the binder and
using the following reinforcements:
cellulosic paper, cotton cloth or
glass cloth. This standard covers
both rods and tubes ofnatural
colour and those containing
colouting matter or other additives.
Materials which confiorm to this
standard meet established levels of
performance. However, the
selection of a material by a user for
a specific application should be
based on the actual requirements
necessary for adequate
performance in that application
and not based on this standard
alone. colour and those containing
coloudng matter or other additives.
prEVS 55101
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60684-3-277 :2002
ja identne EN 60684-3-277:2A02
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Patt 3: Specifications for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheet 21t Heat-shrinkable
sleeving, semi-rigid polyolefin,
shrink tatio 2:7
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Gives the requirements for semi-
rigid, heat-shrinkable polyolefin
sleeving with a nominal shrink
nio of 2:7 that has been found
suitable for temperatures up to 135
oC. Type 1.: General pulpose,
fl ame-retarded, opaque colours.
Type 2: General puf,pose, n
prEVS 55102
Tlhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60684-3-403 to 405:
2002
ja identne EN 60684-3-403 to 405:
2002
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Part 3: Specification for
individual types of sleeving -
Sheets 403 to 405: Glass textile
sleeving with acrylic based
coating
Gives the requirements for three
types of E-type glass sleeving using
either braided or knitted
construction with a continuous
acrylic based coating, and
differentiated by their breakdorvn
voltage: high breakdown voltage
(sheet 403), medium breakdo'wn
voltage (sheet 404) and low
breakdown voltage (sheet 405).
These sleevings have been found
suitable for use at temperatures up
to 155 oC. Materials which
conform to this speciftcation meet
established levels of performance.
However, the selection of a

material by a user for a specific
application should be based on the
actual requirements necessary for
adequate performance in that
application and not based on this
specification alone.
prEVS 55103
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60684-3-420 to 422:
2002
ja identne EN 6068,1-3-420 to 422:
2002
Flexible insulating sleeving -
Part 3: Specification for
individual types of sleeving -
Shgets 420 to 4222 Polyethylene
tetephthalate textile sleeving
with acrylic based coating
Gives the requirements for three
types of sleeving constructed from
polyethylene terephthalate yams
using either braided or knitted
construcdon, with a continuous
acrylic based coating and
differentiated by their breakdovrn
voltage: high breakdown voltage
(sheet 420), medium breakdown
voltage (sheet 421) and low
breakdourn voltage (sheet 422).
Experience ofproduct
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performance indicates that sleeving
of the types specified in these
sheets may be suitable for
operation at 130 oC or in some
applications at temperatures up to
155'C.
prEVS 55305
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 684-3-403 to 405:
1988

ia identne ID 5233.403 to 405 51:
1990
Specifi cation for flexible
insulating sleeving - Part 3:
Specifi cation requirements for
individual types of sleeving '
Sheets 403 to 405: Glass textile
sleeving with acrylic based
coating
Specification for flexible insulating
sleeving -Specifi cation
requfuements for individual types
of sleeving. Glass textile sleeving
with acrylic based coating

29.035.30
Klaasist ia keraamilised
is olatsioonimaterj alid

Glass and ceramic insulating
materials

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60672-2:2002
Hnd272,00
Identne IEC 6067 2-2:7999
ja identne EN 60672-2:2000
Cetamic and glass insulating
materials - Part2z Metlods of
test
Applicable to ceramic, glass and
glass-ceramic materials to be used
for electrical insulation putposes.
Specifies methods of test. Intended
to provide test results typical of the
material from which the test pieces
are processed. Since, in the
majority of cases, ceramic
components for insulating
pulposes are ofrather different
size and shape to test pieces, the
results ofsuch tests provide only a

guide to the actual properties of
components. The limitations
imposed by the method of forming
and processing are discussed where
relevant.

EVS-EN 60672-3:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IE,C 60 67 2-3 :1997
ja identne EN 60672-3:1997
Cetamic and glass-insulating
materials - Part 3: Specifications
for individual materials

The part of IEC 60672is
applicable to ceramic, glass-
ceramic, glass-mica and glass

materials for electrical insulation
puq)oses. It provides, for guidance,
a classification of materials for
general electrical insulating
pulposes, and indicates, typical
numerical values for the
characteristics televant to each
subgroup o! type of matedal as

deterrnined by the test methods
defined in IEC 60672-2-

EVS-EN 61067-122002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 61067-1:1991

ia identne EN 61067-1:1997
Specffication fot glass and glass
polyestet fibte wovgn tapes -
Part 1: Definitions, classification
and general requirements
This standard specifies
requirements for loomstate,
continuous filament tapes woven
on conventional or shuttleless
looms from either glass fibres or a

combination of glass and polyester
fibres. The ranges of nominal sizes
covered by this standard ate:
width: 10 flrm to 50 mm, thickness:
0,05 mm to 0,40 mm.

EVS-EN 61067-2:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 61 0 67 -2:79 9 2
ja identne EN 61067-2:7997
Specification for glass and glass
polyester fibre woven tapes -
Part2: Methods of test
This Intemational Standard
specifies reguirements for
loomstate, continuous filament
tapes woven on conventional or
shutdeless looms from either glass
6btes or a combinatjon of glass
and polyester 6bres. This part of
IEC 1067 gives methods of test to
demonstrate compliance with the
general requirements of Part 1 and
the specific requirements of Part 3.

29.035.50
Vdgnl p6hinevad
mate{alid

Mica based materials

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60371-222002
Illn.d272,00
Identne IEC 60371-
2:1.987+A7:1994
ja identne EN 60371-2:1997
Specification for insulating
materials based on mica - Part
2: Methods of test



Defines the methods of test which
are applicable to built-up mica
matedals, products based on them
and mica paper. Tests are carded
out at ambient temperature (15oC
to 35"C), unless a test temperature
is specified either in the method or
in the specification for individual
materials.

29.040.10
Isoleerivad 6lid

Insulating oils

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60599:2002
Ffllad247,00
Identne IEC 60599:1999
ja identne EN 60599:1999
Mineral oil-imptegnated
electrical equipment in serwice -
Guide to the interpretation of
dissolved and free gases
analysis
This Intemational Standard is a
guide describing how the
concenttations of dissolved gases

or free gases may be intelpreted to
diagnose the condition of oil-filled
electrical eqrripment in service and
suggest future action. This guide is
applicable to electrical equipment
filled with minetal insulating oil
and insulated with cellulosic paper
or pressboatd-based solid
insulation. Information about
speciEc types of equipment such as

transformers (power, instrument,
industrial, railways, distribution),
reactors, bushings, switchgear and
oil-filled cables is given only as an
indication in the application notes
(see annex A). The Guide may be
applied only with caution to other
liquid-solid insulating systems. In
any case, the indications obtained
should be viewed only as guidance
and any tesulting action should be
undertaken only with proper
engineering judgement.

EVS-EN 61065:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 61065:1991

ia identne EN 61065:1993
Method fot evaluating the low
tempetatute flow propeties of
minetal insulating oils after
ageing
The standard describes a method
fot assessing the changes in activity
of pour point depressant additives
in inhibited aod uninhibited
mineral hsulating oils when aged
in the presence of insulating kraft
PaPer.

EVS-EN 6109920A2
Hind 170,00
Identne IE,C 61,099:t992
ja identne EN 61099:1992
Specification for unused
synthetic organic esters for
electrical purposes
Specifies characteristics of
synthetic organic esters intended
for use as insulating liquids in
transformers and other electrical
equipment.

EVS-EN 6770022002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 61100:1992
ja identne EN 61100:1992
Classifi cation of insulating
liguids accotding to fite point
and net calorific value
The standard defines a system for
classifi ing insulating liquids
according to firepoint and net
calorific value. The characteristics
on which the system is based are
given together with limiting values.

EVS-EN 6772522002
Fl:rrd247,00
Identne IF,C 61125:1992 +
Cor:7992
ja identne EN 61125:1993
Unused hydrocarbon-based
insulating liquids - Test
methods for evaluating the
oxidation stability
This European Standard describes
three test methods using the same
apparatus for evaluating the
oxidation stability of mineral
insulating oils and of hydrocarbon-
based insulating liquids.

EVS-EN 6lltA:?.002
Hind 170,00
Identne IF,C 611,M:7992
ja identne EN 61144:1993
Test method for the
determination of oxygen index
of insulating liquids
This standard describes a method
for measuring the orygen index of
insulating liquids. This test method
is applicable to all liquids, the
viscosity of which is lowet than or
equal to 50 mm2lS 

^t 
40 C + / - 7

C.

EVS-EN 6177912002
Hind 456,00
Identne IF,C 61179:1993
ja identne EN 61179:1993
Helical-scan digital composite
video cassette recording system
using 19 mm magnetic tape,
format D2 (NTSC, PAL, PAL-
M)

This European Standard specifi.es

the content, fonnat and recording
metlod of the data blocks forming
the helical records of the tape
containing video, audio and
associated data using the 19 mm
typeD-2 cassette.

EVS-EN 6lt8k?.002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 61181:1993
ja identne EN 61181:1993
Impregnated insulating
materials - Application of
dissolved gas analysis (DGA) to
factory tests on electrical
equipment
This European Standard specihes
analysis requirements and
procedures, and recommends
sensitivity and precision criteria for
f^ctory testing of power
transforrners, reactots and
instrument transformers.

EVS-EN 61798:2002
Hind 0,00
Identne IEC 61198:1993

ia identne EN 61198:1994
Mineral insulating oils -
Methods fot the detetmination
of 2-furfural and related
compounds
This Intetnational Standard
specifies test methods for the
analysis of 2-furfural and related
furan compounds tesulting from
the degradation of cellulosic
insulation and found in mineral
insulating oil samples taken from
electrical equipment.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEVS 55343
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne EN 50375:2002
Testing methodology for wipets
used in electrical insulating oil
This European standatd specifies
testing procedures for fibrous
wipers to be used with equipment
normally containing electrical
insulating oil. Such testing is
necessary to rank commercial
products, so that possible
contamination of insulating oil and
electrical equipment with fibres
duting maintainance operations
may be minimized.
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29.040.20
Isoleerivad gaasid

Insulating gases

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 67203:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IF,C 61203:7992
ia identne EN 61203:1994
Synthetic organic esters for
electrical purposes - Guide for
maintenance of transformer
esters in equipment
This Internationd Standatd is a
guide to the maintenance of
synthetic organic esters, originally
complying with the requirements
of IEC 1099, in transformers with
rated voltages up to 35 kV. It is
intended to assist the equipment
operator in assessing the quality of
the liquid during use in the
equipment and maintaining it in a

serviceable condition.

EVS-EN 60454-122002
Hind 163,00
Identne IE,C 6045t*1 :1992
ia identne EN 604521-1:1994

Specifi cations fot pressute-
sensitive adhesive tapes for
electrical purposes - Part 1:

General requirements
Specifies general tequirements for
pressure-sensitive adhesive tapes
for electrical purposes. Particular
types of tape are designated by
using the code letters for the form
and nature of backing rnaterial
given in a new table, followed by
the figwes for temperature index
and code letters for the adhesive,
as indicated in an updated table.

EVS-EN 60454-2:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IF,C 6045 4-2:1, 99 4
ja identne EN 6045,1-.2:1995

Specifi cation for ptessute-
sensitive adhesive tapes fot
electrical pulposes Patt 2z

Methods of test
Describes methods of determining
the mechanical and electrical
resistance and the adhesive
properties of pressure-sensitive
adhesive tapes, and the test
methods to be used.

EVS-EN 60544-L:2002
H:r:,d272,00
Identne IE.C 605441:1994
ia identne EN 60544-1:1994

Electrical insulating materials -
Determination of the effects of
ionizing tadiation - Pat 1:

Radiation interaction and
dosimetry
This part of IEC 544 deals broadly
with the aspects to be considered
in evaluating the effects of ionizing
radiation on all types of organic
insulating materids. It also
provides, for X-rays, y-rays, and
electrons, a guide to dosimetry
terrninolog;r, methods of
determining exposure and
absotbed dose, and methods of
calculating absorbed dose.

EVS-EN 61086-122002
Hind 109,00
Identne TEC 61086-1:1992
ja identne EN 61086-1:1994
Specification for coatings fot
loaded printed wire boatds
(conformal coatings) - Patt 1:

Definitions, classification and
genetal requirements
Gives the definition, classification
and general requLements for
electrical insulating materials
suitable for application as coatings
for loaded printed wire boards
(conformal coatings).

EVS-EN 61086-2t2002
llln'd229,00
Identne IEC 61 086-2:1992

ia identne EN 61086-2:1994
Specification fo1 6sa.'ngs for
loaded printed wire boards
(conformal coatings) - Patt2z
Methods of test
Gives the methods of test for
electrical insulating materials
suitable for application as coatings
for loaded printed wire boards
(conformal coatings). The tests are:

visual assessment, properties after
thernal cycling, resistance to
organic liquids, coating temoval,
dissipation factor and permittivity,
insulation tesistance after damp
heag mould growth, shelf life,
flammability, lagkifless, loss of
volatile matter, thdrmal ageing,
insulation resistance after salt mist,
extreme altitude and temperature
test, electric strength.

EVS-EN 60674-3-4.2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 6A67+3-4 to 6:1993
ia identrre EN 60674-3-4 to 6:7995

Specification for plastic films for
electrical purposes - Part 3:
Specifi cations for individual
materials - Sheets 4 to 6:
Requirements for polyimide
films used fot elecrical
insulation
Gives the requirements for the
following polyimide films with or
urithout heat sealable

fl uoroethylene-propylene (FEP)
coatings; based on poly Q.J, N'-
pp'-oxydiphenylene
pyromellitimide) (sheet 4); based
on poly (I.{, N'-p-phenylene
biphenyl tetra carboxylimide)
(sheet 5); based on poly Q.{, N'-
p,p'-oxydiphenylene biphenyl-
tetracarboxylimide) (sheet 6).

EVS-EN 67086-3-722002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 61086-3-1 :1995

ia identne EN 61086-3-1:1995
Coatings for loaded printed wire
boatds (conformal coatings) -
Part 3: Specifications for
individual materials - Sheet 1:

Coatings for genetal purpose
(class 1) and for high reliability
(class 2)
This sheet of IEC 1086-3 gives the
methods of test for electrical
insulating materials suitable fot
application as coatings for loaded
printed wire boards (conformal
coatings).

EVS-EN 60811-1-1:2007 / Al22002
Hind 75,00
Identne IEC 6081 1-1-1:1993 /
A1:2001
ja identne EN 60811-1-1:1995/
A1:2001
Insulating and sheathing
materials of electric cables -
Common test methods - Part 1:

Genetal application - Section 1:

Measurement of thickness and
overall dimensions - Tests for
determining the mechanical
properties
The International Standard IEC
811-1 specifies the test methods to
be used for testing polymeric
insulating and sheathing materials
of electric cable for power
distribution and
telecommunications including
cables used on ships. This section
of IEC 811-1 gives the methods
for measuring thicknesses and
overall dimensions, and for
determining the mechanical
properties, which apply to the most
common types of insulating and
sheathing compounds (elastomeric,
PYC, PE, PP etc.).
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EVS-EN 60877-1-222007 / A2z?-O02
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60811-1-
2:1,985/A2:2000
ja identne EN 6081 1-1-
2:1995/A2:2000
InsulaFng and sheathing
materials of electric cables -
Common test methods - Part 1:

Genetal application - Section 2:
Thermal ageing methods
This standard specifies the test
methods to be used for testing
polymeric insulating and sheathing
materials of electric cables for
power distribution and
telecommunications including
cables used on ships. This Section
Two of Part 1 gives the thermal
ageing rnethods which apply to the
most common t,?es of insulating
and sheathing compounds
(elastomedc, PVC, PE, PP, etc.).

EVS-EN 60811-1-3:2001 / N:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 6081 1-1-3:1993 /
A1:2001
ja identne EN 60811-1-3:1995/
A1:2001
Insuladng aad sheathing
materials of electric cables
Common test methods - Part 1:

General application Section 3:
Methods fes dglsrmining the
density - Water absotption tests
- Shrinkage test
This section of IEC 811-1 specifies
the test methods to be used for
testing polymeric insulating and
sheathing materials of elecric
cables for power distribution and
telecommunications including
cables used on ships. This section
three of part 1 gives the methods
for determining the density, water
absolption tests and shdnkage test
which apply to the most conunon
types of insulating and sheathing
compounds (elastomeric, PVC,
PE, PP, etc).

EVS-EN 60811-1-4:200 7 / A2z7-002
Hind 75,00
Identne IEC 6081 1-1-4:1,985 /
A2:2007
ja identne EN 60811-1-4:7995/
A2:2007
Insula t'ng and sheathing
materials of electric cables -
Common test methods - Part 1:
General application - Section 4:
Test at low temperature

This standard specifies the test
methods to be used for testing
polymeric insulating and sheathing
materials of electdc cables for
power disribution and
telecommunications including
cables used on ships. This Section
Four of Part 1 gives the methods
for tests at low temperature which
apply to PVC'and PE compounds.

EVS-EN 60811-3-1:2001 / A2:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 60811-3-
1,:7985/A2:2001

ia identne EN 60811-3-
7:7995/A2:2001
Insulating and sheathing
materials of electric cables -
Common test methods - Part 3:
Methods specific to PVC
compounds - Section 1: Ptessute
test at high temperature - Tests
for tesistance to cracking
This Standard specifies the test
methods to be used for testing
polymeric insulating and sheathing
materials of electdc cables for
power distribution and
telecommunications including
cables used on ships. This secton
One of Part 3 gives the methods
for pressure test at high
temperature and for tests for
resistance to cracking, which apply
to PVC compounds.

EVS-HD 6275122002
Hind 433,00
Identne ID 627 51:1996
Medium voltage imprcgnated
paper insulated distribution
cables
ID 627 applies to impregnated
paper insulated cables for rated
voltages UO/U(Um) from
3.6/6Q2)kv tp to 2a.8/36(42)kv
used in power distribution systems.
Part 1 specifies the general
requhements applicable to these
cables, unless otherwise specified
in the particulat sections of this
HD. Test methods are given in
HD 605 EN 60811, HD 383 and
HD 405 and in IEC 55-1and IEC
229.Par. 2 covers all those test
methods which are specified to
paper insulated cables, and not
included in HD 605. The particular
types of cables are specified in
Parts 3 and 4.

29.045
Pooliuhtmateridid

Semiconducting materials

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60146-l-3:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60146-1-3:1991

ia identne EN 60146-1-3:7993
Se-iconductof convettors ;
genetal requfuements and line
commutated convettors; part 1-
3: transformers and reactots
Specifi es characteristics wherein
convertor transformers differ from
ordinary power transformers. In all
other respects, the rules specified
in IEC 60076 shall apply.

29.050

Juhid
Conducting materials

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 61788-1:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 61788-1:1998
ja identne EN 61788-1:1998
Superconductivity - Part 1:

Critical cuffent measurement -
DC critical cuffent of Cu/Nb-Ti
composite superconductors
This part ofIEC 67788-1 covers a

test method for the determination
of the d.c. critical current of
Cu/Nb-Ti composite
superconductors that have a
copper/superconductor ratio
larger than 1. This method is
intended for use with
superconductors that have critical
currents less than 1 000 A and n-
values larger than 12, under
standard test conditions and at
magnetic fields less than or equal
to 0,7 of the upper critical
magnetic field. The test specimen
is immersed in a liquid helium bath
during testing. The Cu/Nb-Ti
composite test conductor has a

monolithic structure with a round
or rectangular cross-sectiorral area
that is less than 2 square
milimeters. The specimen
geometry used in this test method
is an inductively coiled specimen.
Deviations from this test method is
allowed for routine tests and other
specific restrictions are given in
this standard. Cu/Nb-Ti
conductors'*ith critical currents
above 1 000 A or cross-sectional
areas greater than 2 square
milimeters could be measured with
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the present method with an . .
anticipated reduction in precision
and a more significant self-field
effect (see annex B). Othet, more
specia'lized, specimen test
geometies may be mote
appropriate for larget conductor
testing which have been omitted
from this present standatd fot
simplicity and to retain precision.
The test method given in this
standard is expected to apply to
other superconducting composite
u,ires after some appropriate
modifis2tie1s.

EVS-EN 6778*222002
Fllr;'d272,00
Identne IE.C 617 88-2:1,999
ja identne EN 61788-2:1999
Superconducti"ity - Part 1:
Critical cunent measutement -
Section 2: DC critical curent of
Nb3Sn composite
supetconductots
This Intemational Standard covers
a test mettrod for the
determination of the dc critical
current of Nb3Sn composite
superconductors which are
fabricated by either the bronze
process or the internal tin diffusion
process and have a copper/non-
copper ratio larger than 0,2.

EVS-EN 61788-3:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne iEC 61788-3:2000

fa identne EN 61788-3:2001
Superconducti"ity - Part 3:
Ctitical current measurement;
DC critical curent of AC-
sheated Bi-2272 and Bi-?223
oxide supetconductots
Covers a test method for the
determination of the d.c. critical
cutrent of short and straight Ag- or
Ag alloy-sheathedBl-2212 and Bi-
2223 oide superconductors that
have a monolithic structure and a

shape of round wire or flat or
square tape containing mono- or
multicores of oxides.

EVS-EN 67788-422002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 617 88-4:2001

ia identne EN 61788-4:2001
Superconducti"ity - Patt 4:
Residual tesistance tatio
measurement; Residual
resistance tatio of Nb-Ti
composite superconductors
Describes a "reference" method
for the determination of the
residual resistance ratio (RRR) of a

composite superconductor
comprised of Nb-Ti filaments and
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Cu, Cu-Ni or Cu/Cu-Ni matrix.
This method is intended fot use
with superconductors that have a
rectangular or round cross-sectioo,
RRR less than 350, and ctoss-
sectional area less than 3 mm2. All
measulemeots shall be done
urithout ao applied magnetic field.
Optional acquisition methods are
outlined in annex A.

EV$-EN 6t788-5.2002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 61788-5:2000
ja identne EN 6178&5:2001
Superconductivity - Part 5:
Matrix to superconductor
volume tatio measutemeng
Copper to superconductor
volume ratio of Cu/Nb-Ti
composite superconductors
Coven a test method for the
determination of copper to
superconductor vohune ratio of
Cu/Nb-Ti composite
superconducting wire. The
Cu/Nb-Ti composite test
conductor discussed in this
method has a monolithic structure
with a round ot rectangular cross-
section. This test method is carried
out by dissolving the copper with
nitric acid. Deviations ftom this
test method that are allowed for
routine tests and other specific
restrictions are given in this
standard,

EVS-EN 61788-622002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 61788-6:2000

ia identne EN 61788-6:2001
Superconductivity - Part 6:
Mechanical ptoperties
measutement; Room
tempefature tensile test of
Cu/Nb-Ti composite
superconductors
Covers a test method detailing the
tensile test procedures to be
carried out on Cu/Nb-Ti
superconductive composite wires
at room temperature. This test is
used to measure modulus of
elasticity, 0,27o proof strength of
the composite due to a yelding of
the coppet component, and tensile
stfengtl.

EVS-HD 38352:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IF,C 60228:7978+A 1 :1 993

ia identne HD 383
52: 1 986+A1 : 19 89 + A2:1,993
Conductors of insulated cables;
guide to the dimensional limits
of circular conductots

Specifi es standardized nominal
cross-section areas from 0.5 mm2
to 2 000 mm2, numbers and
diameters of urires and resistance
values ofconductors in electric
cables and flexible cords. Classifies
conductors for: l.Cables for fixed
installations -Class 1, solid
conductors; -Class 2, staoded
conductors. 2.Flexible copper
conductors -Class 5, -Class 6 (more
flexible than Class 5). Includes
table of temperatule correction
factors kt for conductor resistance
to correct the measured resistance
at t oC to 20oC. Does not apply to
conductors for telecornmunication
puq)oses. Applies to conductors of
special desigp only when stated in
the specification for the type of
cable. Conductors of special design
ate, for example. conductors for
pressure cables, conductors in
exua-flexible welding cables or in
special types offlexible cables for
having the cores t'wisted together
with unusually short lays. This
publication supersedes IEC 60180
(1965). Note: -In this edition, the
numbet of classes of conductors
has been reduced from 6 to 4.

29.060.10
Elektriiuhid

Wires

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50782|2002
Il:ul.d 247,00
Identne EN 50182:2001
Conductots for overhead linss -
Rou.d wire concentric lay
stranded conductors
This European Standard specifies
the electrical and rnechanical
characteristics of round wire
concentdc lay bate overhead
electrical conductots stranded in
alternate directions, qdth or
without grease as per prEN 50326,
made of one or a combination of
any of the following: a) Hard
drawn Aluminirun as per IID 532
51 designated AL1 b) Aluminium
alloy as per prEN 50183
designated AI-2 to AL7 c) ST1A,
ST2B, ST3D, ST4A, ST5E, ANd

ST6C designated dre grade and
class of zinc coated steel wire as

per prEN 50189 d) 20SA (grades A
and B),2754,30SA, and 40SA
designated the class of aluminium-
clad steel wire as per EN 61232.
Conductors made of zinc coated
steel wires onhr are not included.
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E"VS-EN 50189:2002
Hind 0,00
Identne EN 50189:2000
Conductots for overhead lings -
Zinc coated steel qrites
This standard applies to tound
zins-gealed steel wires used in the
constnrction and./ ot reinforcement
ofconductors fot overhead power
transmission pu4loses. It is
intended to cover all wircs used in
constructions urhere the individual
wire diameters, including coating,
ate h the range of 1.25 mm to
5.50m-. Nine grades of steel are
included to reflect the needs of
conductor usets. Five classes of
coa. 'rg represented by minimum
zinc mass per unit atea ate

EVS-EN 60889:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 60889:1987
ja identne EN 60889:1997
Hatd-dtawn alurninium wirc for
overhead line conductots
Applies to hard-drawn aluminium
wires for the manufacture of
stranded conductots for overhead
power transmission purposes. It
specifies the mechanical and
electrical properties of uzires in the
diameter nnge1.25 rnm to 5.00

EVS'EN 60317-1:2OO2
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 60317-
1 :1 990+A1 :1 997 + A2:1997
ja identne EN 60317-
| :199 4+ A1 :1997 + A2:7998
Specifi cations for particular
types of windingwires - Part 1:
Polyvinyl acetal ena'nelled
round copper wire, class 105
Deals with insulated urires used fot
windings of electrical equipment.
This recommendation is composed
by basic dimensions, methods of
test, specifications for particular
types of wires and packaging. It
tecommends requirements for a
well-defined range of wires. Part 1:

Polyvinyl acetal enamelled round
copperwire, class 105.

EYS-EN 60317-42002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 60317-
4: 1 990+A1 :1 997 + A2:1999
ja identne EN 60317-
4:799 4+ Al :t99 8+ A2:2000
Specifi cations for particular
types of winding wires - Part. 4t
Soldetable polyurethane
enamelled round copper wire,
class 130

This Intemational Standatd
specifies the reguLements of
solderable ena- melled round
copper winding rxdre of class 130
vdth a sole coating based on
polyuethane resin, which may be
modified provided it remains the
chemical identity of the odginal
resin and meets all specified wire
requirements. Class 130 is a
thennal class that requires a
minimum temperature index of
130 and a heat shock temperatue
ofat least 155 oC. The range of
nominal conductor diameters
covered by this standard is: -
Grade 1: 0,018 mm up to and
including 2,000 mm, - Gtade2:.
0,020 mm up to and including
2,000 mm.

EVS-EN 603f1-7:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IF,C 60317 -7 :7990+
A1:7997+42:1997
ja identne EN 60317-7:1994+
41,:7997+A2:7998
Specifi cations for paticular
types of winding wires - Pari. 7 z

Polyimide enamelled ro rt'd
coppet wire, class 220
This Intemational Standard
specifies the requirements of
enamelled totrod copper winding
wire of class 220 with a sole
coating based on polyimide resin.
Class 220 is a thermal class that
requircs a minimum tempemtute
index of220 and a heat shock
temperatu:re of at least 240 "C.\\e
range of nominal conductor
diameters covered by this staadard
is: - Grade 1.:0,020 mm up to and
including 2,000 m-, - Grade 2:
0P20 mm up to and including
5,000 rnm.

EYS-EN 6031jl-822002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 60317-8:1990+
A1:1997+A2:1997
ja identne EN 60317-8:1994+
A7:1997+A2:7998
Specifi cations for particular
types of winding wires - Part 8:
Polyesterimide enarnelled round
coppet wire, cl,ass 180
This Intemationd Staadard
specifies the requirements of
ena-elled round copper windiqg
urire of class 180 vdth a sole
coating based on poly- estedmide
resin, which may be modified
provided it remains the chemical
identity of the original tesin and
meets all specified wire
requirernents. Class 180 is a
thermal class that requires a

minlmum temperature index of
180 and a heat shock temperature
ofat least 200 oC. The range of
nominal conductor diameters
coveted by this standard is Grade
1: 0,018 mm up to and incl. 3.150
mm, Gr.2:0,020 mmto 5,000 mm,
Gr.3: 0,250 mm to 1,600 m.n.

EVS-EN 603f1-t122002
Hind 190,00
Identne EC 60377 -71:1999
ja identne EN 60317-11:2000
Specifi cations for particular
types of winding wires - Patt 71t
Bunched solderable
polyuethane enat elled round
copper wires, class til0, with silk
covering
This Intematioaal Standard
specifies tle requirements of
bunched solder-able enamelled
round copper winding wires, class
130, with silk covering. This
covering consists of one or two
layers of silk; The single wire is a
solderable polyurethane enamelled
round copper winding wire, class
130 (rEC 317-4).

EVS-EN 60317-12:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60317-
72:1990+A7:7997
ja identne EN 60317-
72:7994+Al:1998
Specifi cations fot particular
types of winding wircs - Patt \2:
Polyvinyl acetal enar.elled
round copper s'ire, class 120
This Intemational Standard
specifies the requirements of
enamelled round copper -i"di"g
wire of class 120 with a sole
coating based on polyvinyl acetal
resin, which may be modiEed
provided it temains the chernical
identity of tle o.igt.al resin and
meets all specified wire
requirements. Class 120 is a
thermal class that requires a

minimum temperatue index of
720 and a heat shock ternperature
of at least 155 oC. The range of
nominal conductor diam eters
covered by this standard is: -
Grade 1: 0,040 mm up to and incl.
2,500 --, - Gn2; 0,040 mm to

HO 
*, Gr.3:0,040 mm to 5,000

EYS-EN 60377-13:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 60317-13:1990+
A1:7997+A2:1997
ja identne EN 60317-13:7994+
A1:1997+A2:7998
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Specifi cations fot particulat
types of winding whes - Part 13:

Polyester ot polyesterimide
ovetcoated with polyam ide-
imide, enamelled round coppet
wite, class 200
This Intemational Standard
speciEes the rcguirernents of
enamelled tound copper windi.g
ri'ire of class 200 with a dual
coating. The coating may be
modified provided it remains the
chernical identity of the o'igl"al
resin and meets all specified wire
tequirements. Class 200 is a
thermal class that requires a

minimum temperature index of
200 and a heat shock tempetatute
of at least 220 "C. The range of
nominal conductor diameters
covered by this staodatd is: -
Grade 1:0,050 mm up to and
including 2,000 mm, - Grade 2:

0,050 mm up to and including
5,000 mm.

EYS-EN 60377-1422002
Hind 139,00
Identne EC 60377 -1 4:1 990+
A1:7997

ia identne EN 60317-14:7994+
A1:1998
Specifi cations for particular
types of windingwires - Pattl4t
Polyvinyl acetal enamelled
round aluminium wire, class 105

This Intemational Standatd
specifies the requirements of
enamelled tound aluminium
windingwire of class 105 with a

rolg qe2ring based on polyvinyl
acetal resin, which may be
modified ptovided it temains the
chemical identity of the original
resin and meets all specified wire
requirements. Class 105 is a

themral class that requires a

minimum temperature index of
105 and a heat shock temperature
ofat least 155 oC. The range of
nominal conductor diameters
covered by this standard is: -
Grade 1: 0,040 mm up to and
including 1,600 mm, - Gmde 2:
0,040 mm up to and including
5,000 mm.

EVS-EN 60317-25:?.002

Hind 163,00
Identne IE,C 60317 -25: 1 990 +
Al:7997+42:1997

ia identne EN 60317-25:1996+
A7:1997+42j998

Specifi cations for particular
types of winding wires - Patt ?52

Polyester ot polyestedmide
overcoated with polyarnids-
itniflg gnamelled round .

aluminium wite, class 200
This Intemational Standard
specifies the rcquirements of
enamelled round aluminium
winding wirc of class 200 with a
dual coating. The uodedying
coatiag is based on polyester or
polyestetimide resio, u'hich may be
modified providingit retains the
chemical identity of the o'igi.al
resin and meets all specified wire
requitements. The superimposed
coating is based oa polyamide-
imide resin. Class 200 is a therrnal
class that requires a minirnum
temperature index of 200 and a
heat shock tempetature of at least

220"C.

EVS-EN 603f1-Xiz?-002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60317 -26: 1 990+
A1,:1997

ia identne EN 60317-26:1996+
A1:1998
Specifi cations for particulat
types of winding wfues P att ?.6t

Polyamide-i-ide eniamelled
tound copper wire, class 200

This Intemationd Standard
speciEes the requirements of
enamelled tound copper rrinding
wire of class 200 with a sole

coating based on polyamide-imide
resin. The temperature in degees
Celsius correspooding to the
temperature index is oot
necessarily that at which it is
recommended that the vdre be

operated and this will depend on
many factors, iocluding the type of
equipment involved.

EVS-EN 60377-2722002
Hind 146,00
Identne IE,C 60317-
27:1998+41:7999
ja identne EN 60317-27:1998+
A1:2000
Specifi cations fot particulat
types of winding wires - P att ?ll z

Paper tape coveted tectangular
copper wire
This Intemational Standard
specifies the generd requirements
of paper covered rectangulat
copper q7fu.ling wircs. This
covering consists of two ot more
lappings of paper tape. The mnge

of nominal conductor dimensions
covered by this standatd is: -
width: min. 2,0 mm max. 16,0 mm;

- thickness: min. 0,80 mmma:(.
5,60 mm.

EVS-EN 60311-29z?.002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 60317-
29:1990+Al:1997

fa identne EN 60317-
29:1996+Al|1,998
Specifi cations for particular
types of winding wfues - Patt 292

Pplyester or polyesterimide
'overcoated with polyamide-
imide enamelled rectangulat
coppet wire, class 200

This Intemational Standatd
specifies the tequirements of
enamelled rectangular copper
windingwire of class 200 with a
dual coating. The undedying
coating is based on polyestet or
polyestedmide resin, which may be
modified providing it tetains the
chemical identity of the odginal
resin and meets all specified wire
requircments. The supetimposed
6sxting is based on polyamide-
imide resin. Class 200 is a thermal
class that requires a minimum
temperature index of 200 and a
heat shock temperature of at least

220"c.
EVS-EN 60317-302?.002
Hind 130,00
Identne IF,C 60317 -30: 1 990+
A1:7997
ja identne EN 60317-30:1996+
A1:1998
Specifi cations for particular
types of winding whes - Part 30:

Polyimide enamelled
tectangular copper wire, class
220
This Intemationd Standard
specifies the requirements of
enamelled rectangular coppet
windingwire of class 220witha
sole coating based on polyimide
resin. Class 220 is a thermal class

that requires a minimum
tempetature index of 220 and a
heat shock tempetature of at least

240"C.

EVS-EN 60317-3122.002

Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60317-31:1990+
A7:1,997
ja identne EN 60317-31:L996+
A1:7997
Specifi cations fot particulat
types of winding wites - Part 31:

Glass-fibre wound, polyestet ot
polyestedmide vatnish-treated,
bare or enamelled rcctangular
copper wire, temperature index
180
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This Intemational Standard
specifies the requirements of glass-
6bre wound, polyestet or
polyesterimide vamish-treated
barc or grade 2 eaamelled
rectangular copper winding wirc,
temperature index 180. The
temperature index of the glass-
6bre wound varnish-treated wire is
depeodent upon the type of
vamish used. The vamish applied
to the glass-fibre is based upon
polyester or polyesterimide resin
and shall have a minimum
temperature index of 180. The
method of test is to be agreed
between purchaser and supplier.

EVS-EN 60317-32:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IE,C 60377 -32:1990+
A7:7997
ja identne EN 60317-32:1996+
A7:7997
Specifi cations for particular
types of wiading wires - Patt 322
Gl,ass-fibre wound, polyester or
polyesterimide vatnish-ft eated,
bare ot enamelled rectangular
coppet wite, temperature index
155

This Intemational Standard
specifies the requitements of
polyester ot polyesterimide
vamish-Geated glass-Ebte wound,
polyester or polyestedmide
vamish-treated, bare or grade 2
enamelled rectangular copper
winding whe, temperature iadex
155. When an enamelled udre is
used, it must have a minimum class
of 130.

EVS-EN 60377-33:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60317-33:7990+
A1:1997

ia identne EN 60317-33:7996+
A1:1997
Specifications for particular
types of windingwires - Pan 33:
Glass-fibre wound, silicone
vamished-treated, bare or
ena melled rectangulat copper
wire, temperature index 200
This International Standatd
specifies the requLements of glass-
fibre wound, silicone vamish-
teated, bare or grade 2 enamelled
rectangulat copper windi.g wite,
temperature index 200. When an
enamelled wire is used, it must
have a minimum class of 180.

EVS-EN 60317-342002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 60317 -34:1997
ja identne EN 60317-34:1997

Specifications fot particular
types of winding wircs - Paurf, 342
Polyester enamelled rotrnd
copperu/ire, class il|O L
This Intemational Standatd
speofies the requirements of
enamelled rouod copper winding
wire of class 130 L udth a sole
coating based on polyestet resin,
which may ls 6edifisd providing
it reains the chemical identity of
tle otigtral resia and meets all
specified wire requirements. Class
130 L is a the-al class that
requires a minimum temperature
index of130 and a heat shock
temperature of at least 155 oC.

EVS-EN 603f1-35:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60377 -35:1992+
A7:1997+A2:1999
ja identne EN 60317-35:1994+
41:1998+42:2000
Specifi cations fot particular
types of winding wires - Par 35:
Solderable polyurethane
enamelled tound copper wire,
class 155, with a bonding layet
This part of IEC 317 specifies the
requirements of solderable
eoamelled round coppet winding
wire of class 155 with a dual
coating. The undedying coating is
based on polyurethane resin, which
may be modified providing it
retains the chemical identity of the
odginal tesin and meets all
speciEed wire rcquircments. The
superimposed coa' gis a [61ding
layer based on a thermoplasitc
tesin. Class 155 is a thermal class
that requires a minimum
ternperature index of 155 and a
heat shock temperature of at least
175 "C.
EVS-EN 603f1-3622002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60317-36 t7992+
Al:1997+A2:1999
ja identne EN 60317-36:1994+
A1:1998+A2:2000
Specifi cations for particulnt
types of windi.g wires - Part 36:
Soldenble pollzesterimide
ena-elled round coppet wite,
class 180, with a Sqnding layer
This part of IEC 317 speciGes the
requiremeots of soldetable
enamelled round copper rxrinding
wire of class 180 with a dual
coating. The undedying coating is
based on polyestedmide resin,
which may be modified providing
it retains the chenical identity of
the original resin and meets all
specified wire requirements. The

supedmposed coating is a bonding
layer based oa therrnoplastic resin.
Class 180 is a thetmal class that
requires a midmum temperatue
index of 180 and a heat shock
temperature of at least 200 "C.

EVS-EN 603f1-37:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60377 -37 :7992+
Al:1997+A2:1999

ia identne EN 60317-37:1994+
A1:1998+42:2000
Specifi cations for particular
tylres of windingwites -Part37z
Polyesterimide enamelled tound
copper vrire, class 180, with a
bonding layet
This part of IEC 317 specifies the
requirements of enamelled round
copper vrinding wirc of class 180
with a dual coating. The undedying
coating is based on polyestedmide
tesin, which may be modified
providing it retains the chemical
identity of the otiginal resin and
meets all specified wire
requirements. The superimposed
coating is a bonding layer based on
a thermoplastic resin. Class 180 is a

thermal class that requires a
minimum temperature index of
180 and a heat shock temperatue
of at least 20A oC.

EVS-EN 60317-3822002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60317-38:7992+
41,:1997+42:1999
ja identne EN 60317-38:1994+
A1:1998+A2:2000
Specifi cations for particular
types of windingwire - Part 38:
Polyester or polyesterimide
overcoated with polyamide-
imide enamelled round copper
wfue, class 200, with a bondi.g
Ly"r
This pat of IEC 317 specifies the
tequitements of enamelled round
copper winding vdre of class 200
with a triple coating. The
undedying coating is based on
polyester or polyester-imide resin,
which may be modified providing
it retains the chemical identity of
the original resin and meets all
specified wire requirements. The
secondary coating is based on
polyamide-imide resin. The third
coating is a bonding layer based on
a thermoplastic or thermosetting
resin.

EVS-EN 60377-3922002
Hind 155,00
Identne IE,C 6031,7 -39 :7992+
A7:7997
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ja identne EN 60317-39:7994+
A1:1998
Specifi cations fot particular
types ofwiadingwircs - Patt39:
Glass-fibre bnided, polyester or
polyesterimide vanrish-treated,
bate ot enamelled tectaugulat
coppet wire, temperature index
180
This part of IEC 317 specifies the
requirements of glass-fibre braided
polyester or polyesterimide
varnish-treated, bare or enamelled
rectangular copper win.ling vrire,
tempetatute index 180. The
temperatue index of the glass-
fibre btaided vamish-treated rwire

is dependent upon the type of
vamish used. The vamish applied
to the glass-fibre is based upon
polyester ot polyesterimide resin
and shallhave aminimum
tempelature index of 180. The
rnethod of test is to be ageed
between puchaser and supplier.

EVS-EN 60317-402?n02
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 60317-40:7992+
A7:1997
ja identne EN 60317-40:7994+
A1:1998
Specifi cations for particular
types of winding wires - Pat 40:
Glass-fibre btaided, silicone
vatnish-teated, bare or
enamelled rectangular copper
wite, tempetature index 200
This patt of IEC 317 specifies the
requirements of glass-fibre baided
silicone vamish treated, bate or
enamelled tectangular copper
winding wire, temperature index
200. The temperature index of the
glass-fibre wound vamish-treated
wire is dependent upon the type of
vamish used. The vamish applied
to the glass-Ebre is based upon
silicone resin and shall have a
minimum temperatute index of
200. The method of test is to be
agreed between purchaset and
supplier.

EVS-EN 60317-42:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IE'C 60377 42:1997
ja identne EN 60317-42:1997
Specifi cations fot particulat
types of windingwires -Patt 42t
Polye stet-amide-imide
ena-elled round copper wire,
class 200
Specifications for particular types
of winding wires - Pzrt 42:
Polyester-amide-imide enamelled
tound copper winding wire, class

200
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EVS-EN 6031j14322002
Hind 155,00
Identne EC 60377 -43:7997
ja identne EN 6031743:1997
Specifi cations for particular
types of win.{ing whes - Patt 43t
Aromatic polyimide tape
wtapped round copper wire,
class 240
This pat of IEC 317 qpe.ifies
tequirements of tape wtapped
tound copper windi.g wfue of class

240.The insulation coosists of one
or two wrappings of aromatic
polyimide tape.

EVS-EN 603fl44:?.002
Hind 139,00
Identne EC 60377 44tl997
ia identne EN 60317-,{4:1997
Specifi catioas for paticular
types of windingwites - Part 44:
Aromatic polyimide tape
wrapped tectangular copper
wite, class 240
This part of IEC 317 speciEes
requiremeots of tape vnapped
rectangular copper winding wire of
class 240. The insulation consists
of one or two wtappings of
aromatic polyimide tape.

EVS-EN 60377-452002
Hind 109,00
Identne IF.C 60317 -45: 1 998
ja identne EN 6031745:1998
Specification fot particular types
ogq;'fudingwires - Part 45:
Polyestet ena rn elled round
copper wfue, class 130
This part of IEC 317 specifies the
requirements of solderable
enamelled round copper winding
wire of class 130 with a sole
coating based on polyester rcsio"
which may be modified providing
it tetains the chemical identity or
the origt.d tesin and meets all
specified wire requirements.

EVS'EN 60317-46:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne reC 60317 -46:1997
ja identne EN 60317-46:1997
Specification for particular tylres
o1*6ding wires - Part 45:
Aromatic polyimide enamelled
round copperwire, class 240
This part of IEC 317 specifies the
requirements of enamelled tormd
copper windiog udre of class 240
with a sole coating of aromatic
polyimide tesin. Class 240 is
thermal class that requires a
minimum temperaflxre index of
240 and heat shock temperature of
at least 260 Degrees celcius.

EVS-EN 6031747:2002
Hind 109,00
Ideatne BC 60377 47 :7997
ja identne EN 60317-47:1997
Specification for particular types
ogqrfuding wire s - Part 4T z

Aromatic polyimide enamelled
rectangular copper wire, class
u0
This part of IEC 317 specif.es the
requirements of enamelled
rectangular copper winding rrLe of
class 240 vdth a sole coating of
aromatic polyimide tesin. Class 240
is thermal dass that requires a

minimum temperature index of
240 and heat shock temperature of
at least 260 Degrees celcius.

EVS-EN 603f1-4822002
Hind 101,00
Identne TF,C 60317 48:1999
ja identne EN 60317-48:2000
Specification for particular types
of udndingwires - Part 48:
Glass-fibre wound resin or
varnish impregnated, bare or
enamelled round copper wite,
temperature index 155

This part ofIEC 60317 specifies
requirements of glass-fibre wound
or vamish impregnated, bare, grade
1 or grade 2 enamelled round
coppet windhg wire, temperature
index 155. The impregnating agent
can be, for instance, polyester or
polyesterimide resin based.

EVS-EN 60317492002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60317 -49 :7999
ja identne EN 60317-49:2000
Specifi catioas for particular
types of windingwires. Part 49:
Glass-fibte wound resin or
varnish imptegnated, bare or
enamelled rorurd coppet wire,
temperature index 180
This Intemational Standard
specifies the requirements of glass-

6bre wound resin or varnish
impregnated, bare, gtade 1 or
grade2 enamelled round coppet
winding wire, temperatute index
180. The impregnating agent can
be, fot instance, polyester or
polyesterimide resin based.

EVS-EN 60317-5020A2
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 6031 7-50:1 999
ja identne EN 60317-50:2000
Specffi cations for particulat
types of windingwires. - Pan
50: Glass-fibre wound resin or
varnish impregnated, bare ot
enamelled rourd copper wire,
temperature index 200



This International Sta.dard
specifies the requirements of glass-
fibre wound resin or vamish
impregnated bare, gtade 1 or
grade2 enamelled round copper
winding wire, temperature index
200. The impregnating agent can b,
for instance, polyesterimide or
silicone tesin based.

EVS-EN 60377-57:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IE'C 60317 -57 :2007
ja identne EN 60317-51:2001
Specifi cations for particular
types of winding wires - Part 51:
Solderable polyurethane
enamelled round copper qrire,
Class 180.
This international standard
specifies the requirements of
solderable enamelled round copper
winding wire of class 180 with a
sole coa '.g based on polyurethane
resin, which may be modified
providing it retains the chemical
identity of the original resin and
meet all speofied wire
requirements. Class 180 is a
thermal class that requires a

minimum temperature index of
180 oC and a heat shock ofat least
200 "C. The temperature in
degrees celsius corresponding to
the temperature index is not
necessadly that at which it is
recommended that the wire be
operated and this will depend on
many factors, including the type of
equipment involved. The range of
nominal conductor diametets
covered by this standard is: -
Grade 1: 0p18 mm up to aod
including 1.00 mm - Gnde 2t
0,020 mm up to and including 1.00
mm

EVS-EN 60377-52:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IE,C 60377 -52:1999

ia identne EN 60317-52:1999
Specifi cations for particular
types of winding wfues - Patt. 52t
Aromatic polyamide (aramid)
tape wrapped touad copper
wire, temperatute index 220
This part of IEC 60317 specifies
requirements for tape wtapped
round copper winding wfue of
temperature index 220. The
insulation consists of one or more
wrappings of aromatic polyamide
(aramid) tape of vadous
thicknesses. NOTE - For this type
of wire the heat shock test is
inappropriate and therefore a heat
shock temperatute cannot be
established. Consequently, a class

based on the requirements for
tempe?ature index and heat shock
tempemtue carutot be specified.

EVS-EN 603f1-53:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60377 -53:1999
ja identne EN 60317-53:1999
Specifi cations for partic ular
types of windingwites - Part 53:
Atomatic polya'.ide (atamid)
tape wrapped rcctangular
copPer q/ire, temperature index
n0
This part of IEC 60317 specifies
requirements for tape wrapped
rectangular copper winrli.g vdre of
temperature index 220. The
insulation consists of one or more
wrappings of aromatic polyamide
("tu-i{ tape of various thickness.
NOTE - For this type of wire, the
heat shock test is inapptoptiate and
therefore a heat shock teanperature
cannot be established.
Conseguendn a class based on the
requirements fot temperture index
and heat shock tempetature cannot
be specified.

EVS-EN 602653-l:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IE,C 6A26+3 -l :19 9 9

ia idehtne EN 60264-3-1:2000
Packaging of windingwires -
Part 3-t Taper barrelled
delivery spools - Basic
dimensions
Specifies the basic dimensions for
taper barrelled delivery spools for
q7fudingwircs.

EVS-EN 60%i4-3-22002
Hind 117,00
Identne IE,C 6026+3 -2:19 99
ja identne EN 60264-3-2:1999
Packaging olyfuding wires -
P att 3-22 Taper banelled
delivery spools - Specificatioa
for returnable spools made from
thermoplastic materials
Specifies the requirements for
retumable taper barrelled delivery
spools made from thermoplastic
matetial.

EVS-EN 60X54-3422002
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 6026 43 4:l 999
ja identne EN 60264-3-*,1999
Packaging of windi.gwires -
Patt34l Taper barelled
delivery spools - Basic
dimensions of contaiaers fot
tapet banelled delivery spools
Specifies the basic dirnensions of
containers for taper barrelled
delivery spools standardized in
IF,C26+3-7.

EVS-EN 60%i4-3-5:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EC 6026+3 -5:1999
ja ideatne EN 602621-3-5:7999
Packaging of windingwires -
Part 3-5: Taper barrelled
delivery spools - Specification
fot spool containers nade from
thermoplastic matedal
This section of IEC 2643 specifies
the requirements fot spool
containers made fiom
thermoplastic material and used for
taper barrelled delivery spools.

EVS-EN 602644-2t2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IF,C 6026++2:1992
ja identne EN 6026+4-2:7994
Packaging of urindig wires -
Part4: Methods of test -
Section 2: Containets made
from thermoplastic material for
taper banelled delivery spools
Describes the methods of test fot
containers made from
thennoplastic matedal to be used
for taper banelled delivery spools
for winding wires.

EVS-EN 60264-5-222002
Hind 109,00
Identne IE,C 6A2645 -2:2007
ja identne EN 602645-2:2001
Pact<aging of windingwires -
Part 5-22 Cylindrical barelled
delivery spools urith conical
flanges - Specification for
teturnable spools made from
thermoplastic material
Specifies the requiremeats for
retumable cylinddcal barrelled
delivery spools urith conical flanges
made from thetmoplastic material.

EVS-EN 603f14-122002
tlllld229,00
Identne IEC 6031 7-0-l:1997 +
A1:1999
ja identne EN 60317-0-1:1998+
Al:20O0
Specifi cations for particular
types of winrlingwires - Part 0:
General requilemetts -
Section I Ena'nelled round
coppet wirc
Deals with insulated wires used fior
windings of electtical equipment.
This recommendation is composed
of basic dimensions, methods of
test, specifications for particular
types of wires and packaging. It
recornmends requirements for a

well-defined range of wires.
Specifies the general requirements
of enamelled round copper
winding wires udth or without
bonding layer. This publication
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supersedes IEC 182-1:1984 and
8C782-2:7987.

EVS-EN 603f1-0-222002
Hind 212,00
Identne IEC 60317-0-2:1997 +
A1:1999

fa identne EN 60317-0-2:1998+
A1:2000
Specifi cations fot paticular
types of winding wires - Part 0:
General requirements - Section
2: Enamelled tectangular
copperwire
Deals with insulated wires used fot
windings of electrical equipment.
This recommendation is composed
of basic dimensions, methods of
test, specifications for particular
types ofwires and packaging. It
recommends tequirements for a
well-defined range of wkes.
Specifies the general requirements
of enamelled tound copper
winding wires with or udthout
bonding layer. This publication
supersedes EC 782-7:1984 and
IF,C182-2:1987.

EVS-EN 60317-0'322002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 60317-0-3:7997 +
A1:7999
ja identne EN 60317-0-3:1998+
Ai:2000
Specifi cations for particular
types of windingwires - Part 0:
General requfuements - Section
3: Enamelled round aluminium
wire
Deals with insulated wires used for
windings of electdcal equipment.
This recommendation is composed
of basic dimensions, methods of
test, specifications for paticular
types of wircs and packaging. It
recommends requirements for a
well-defined range of wires.
Specifies the general requiremerrts
of enamelled tound copper
winding wires with ot q/ithout
bonding layer. This publication
supersedes EC 182-L:1984 and
IEC 182-2:7987.

EVS-EN 603f1-0422002
Hrlrd212,00
Identne IEC 60317-0-4:1997 +
41;1999
ja identne EN 60317-0-4:1998+
,{'1:2000
Specifi cations for particular
types of windingwires - Patt 0:
General requirements - Section
4: Glass-fibte wound resin or
varnish impregnated, bare or
enamelled rectangular copper
wite
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Deals with insulated wires used for
windings of electrical equipment.
This recornmeodation is composed
of basic dimensions, methods of
test specifications for particular
types of wires and packaging. It
iecommends reciuitements for a
welldefined range of wires.
Speci6es the genenl requirements
of enamelled rectangular coppei
winding wires with or without
bonding layer. This publication
supetsedes EC 782-3.

EVS-EN 603f I -0 -S z?-0O2

FLnd247,00
Identne IEC 60317-0-
5:1992+ Al :1997 + A2:1999
ja identne EN 60317-0-
5:1994+A1 :1 998+A2:2000
Specifi cations for patticular
types ofwindingwires - Paft 0:
Genetal requitements -
Section 5: Glass-fibte bmided,

bare ot enamelled rectangulat
coppet wire
Deals with insulated vrires used for
windings of electrical equipment.
This recommendation is composed
by basic dimensions, methods of
test, specifica- tions for particulat
types of wires and packaging. It
recommends require-ments fot a

well-defined range of wites.
Specifies the general requirements
ofglass-fibre braided bate and of
glass-fibre bmided enamelled
tectangular coppet winding wires.

EVS-EN 60317-0-62002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60317 -0-6:2001

ia identne EN 60317-0-6:2001
Specifi cations fot paticular
types of winding wires -
Pat 0-6: Genetal requfuements -
Glass-fibre wound resin or
vamish imptegnated, bare ot
enamelled round copper wire
This intemational standard
specifies geneml requirements of
glass-fibre wound tesio or vamish
impregnated, bare and of glass-
fibre wound impregnated,
enamelled round copper winding
wires. The range of nominal
conductor diametets is given in the
relevant specification sheet. When
a refetence is made to a winding
wire according to one of the IEC
60317 series mentioned under
clause 2, the following information
shall be given in the description: -
reference to IEC specification, -

nominal conductor dimensions in
mm (width x thickness), -grade of
coating and glass covering.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55297
Tiihtaeg: 2002-12-07
Identoe EC 60377-28:1990 +
A7:7997
ja ideotne EN 60317-28:1996 +
A1:1998
Specifi cations for particulat
types of winding wfues. Part 28:
Polyesterimide enamelled
rectangular copper wite, class
180

29.060.20
Kaablid

Cables

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 50018:2001
Hind 212,00
Identne EN 50018:2000
Electdcal apparatus for
potentially explosive
atuospheres - Flameproof
enclosutes rrdrl

This European Standard contains
the specific requirements for the
construction and testing of
electrical appaiatus with type of
ptotection fl ameproof enclosure
"d", intended for use in potentidly
xplosive atmospheres. This
Ewopean Standard supplements
European Standard EN 50014, the
requirements of which apply to
electrical apparatus with
flameproof enclosure,

EVS-EN 5074322002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50143:1997
Cables for signs and luminous-
dischatge-tube installations
operating ftom a no-load rated
ouqputvoltage exceeding 1 kY
but not sr.sssding 10 kV
EN 50143 applies to single cote
cables of rated voltage Uo/U up to
and including 5/10 kV used with
elecftic signs and high-voltage
luminous-discharge-tube
installations. These cables are fot
use in installations complying with
EN 50107. The particular types of
cables are speified in clause 6-9 of
this standard.

EVS-EN 50200:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 50200:2000
Method of test for tesistance to
fite of unprotected small cables
for use in emetgency circuits



This European standard specifies
the test method for cables designed
to have intrinsic resistance to fue
and intended fot use as emetgency
circuits for alarrn, fuhtiog and
communication purposes. This
standard is applicable to cables for
emergency circuits of rated voltage
not exceeding 600/1000V,
including those of ratbd voltage
below 80V and fot emetgency
circuit optical fibre cables.

EVS-EN 6T13822002

Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 61138:1994 +
A1:1995
ja identne EN 61138:1997
Cables for portable eatthing and
short-circuiting equipment
Applies to flexible cables vdth
covering based on ethylene
propylene rubber (EPR) or on
polyvinyl chloride @VC) for
portable earthing and short-
circuiting equipment.

EVS-EN 60811-1-1:2007 / AJt2002
Hind 75,00
Identne IEC 6081 1-1-l:1993 /
A1:2001

ia identne EN 60811-1-7:1995/
A7:2O07
Insulating and sheatqing
materials of electric cables -
Co--on test methods - Part 1:

Genetal application - Section 1:
Measurement of thickness and
overall dimensions - Tests fot
dslsrmining the mechanical
ptoperties
The Intemational Standard IEC
811-1 specifies the test methods to
be used fot testing polymedc
insulating and sheathing materials
of electric cable for power
distribution and
telecommunications including
cables used oo ships. This section
of IEC 811-1 gives the methods
for measudng tbicknesses and
overall dimeasions, and for
determining the mechanical
properties, which apply to the most
cofilmon types of insulating and
sheathing compounds (elastomedc,
PVC, PE, PP etc).

EVS-EN 60871-1-22?-A0l / A222002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60811-1-
2:7985/A2:20A0

ia identne EN 60811-1-
2:1995/A2:2000

Insulating and sheathing
materials of electric cables -
Common test methods - Patt 1:

General application - Section 2:
Thermal ageing methods
This standard speciEes the test
methods to be used for tesring
polyrnetic insulati"g aod 5hsathing
materials of electric cables for
power distribution and
telecommunications including
cables used on ships. This Section
Two of Part 1 gives the thermal
ageing methods which apply to the
most common types of insulating
and sheathing compounds
(elastomeric, PVC, PE, PP, etc.).

EVS-EN 60811-1-3:2001 / N:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 6081 1 -1-3:7993 /
Al:2041
ja identne EN 60811-1-3:1995/
A1:2007
Insulatiag and sheathing
materials of electric cables
Common test methods - Part 1:

Geneml application Section 3:
Methods fot determining the
density - !(ater absorption tests
- Shrinkage test
This section of IEC 811-1 specifies
the test methods to be used for
lgsting polymeric insulati.g and
sheathing materials of electric
cables fot power distribution and
telecommunications iocluding
cables used on ships. This section
three of pat 1 gives the methods
for determining the density, water
absorption tests and shdnkage test
which apply to the most cocunon
types of insulating and sheathing
compounds (elastomeric, PVC,
PE, PP, etc).

EVS-EN 60811-1-4:200U A2:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne IEC 6081 1-1- 4:7985 /
A2:2007
ja identne EN 60811-14:1995/
A2:2007
Insulating and sheathing
materials of electdc cables -
Co-rnon test methods - Part 1:

General application - Section 4:
Test at low temperatute
This standard specifies the test
methods to be used for testing
polymeric insulating and sheathing
matetials of electric cables for
powet distribution aod
telecommunications including
cables used on ships. This Section
Four of Part 1 gives the methods
for tests at low temperatue which
apply to PVC and PE compounds.

EVS-EN 60811-2-1:2001/ Alz2002
Hiod 83,00
Identne IE,C 6081 1 -2-7 :l 99 8 /
A1:2001
ja ideotne EN 60811-2-1:7998/
A7:2001
Insulating and sheathing
matedals of electric and optical
cables - Co--on test methods -
PartLlz Methods specific to
elastomeric compounds -
Ozone resistancerhot set and
mineral oil immersion tests
This Standard specifies the test
methods to be used for testing
polymeric insulating and sheathing
materials of electric cables fot
power distdbution aod
telecommunicafions including
cables used on ships. This Section
One of part 2 gives the methods
for the ozooe resistance test, hot
set test and mineral oil immersion
test, which apply to elastomedc
compounds.

EVS-EN 60811-3-12007 / M:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 6081 1-3-1:1985 /
A2:20Q1
ja identne EN 60811-3-1:1995/
A2:2001,
Insulating and sfigathing
materials of electric cables -
Common test methods - Part 3:
Methods specific to PVC
compounds - Section 1: Pressure
test at high temperatute - Tests
for resistance to sacking
This Standatd specifies the test
methods to be used for testing
polymeric iasulating and sheathing
materials of electdc cables for
power distribution and
telecommunications including
cables used on ships. This secton
One of Part 3 gives the methods
for pressure test at high
temperature and for tests for
resistance to cracking, which apply
to PVC compounds.

EVS-HD 62.057:2002
Hind 0,00
Identoe HD 620 51:1996
Disttibution cables with
extruded insulation fot rated
voltages ftom3,6/6 (7,2) kV up
to20,8/36 (42) kV
ID 620 applies to cables with
extruded instulation and for rated
voltages UolU(Um) ftom 3.6 / 6

0.2) kV up to 20.8/36(42) kV used
in powet distribution systems of
voltages not exceeding the
maximum rms value of the system
voltage Um. This Part part 1)

specifies the general requirements
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applicable to these cables, untess
otherwise specified in the
paticular sectioos of this HD
EVS-HD 62157:2002
Hind 433,00
Identne ID 627 S1:1996
Medium voltage imptegnated
paper insulated distribution
cables
ID 621 applies to impregnated
papet insulated cables for rated
voltages U0/Upm) from
3.6 / 6Q .2)kv up to 20.8 / 36(42)kv
used in power distribution systems.
Part 1 specifies the general
requfuemeats applicable to these
cables, unless otherwise specified
in the particulat sections of this
HD. Test methods are given in
HD 605 EN 60811, HD 383 and
HD 405 and in IEC 55-land IEC
229.Pact 2 covers all those test
methods which are specified to
paper insulated cables, and not
induded in HD 605. The particular
types ofcables are specified in
Parts 3 and 4.

EVS-HD 62257:?-002
I{lnd 472,00
Identne ID 622 S1:1996+A1:2000
Power cables having tated
voltage ftom.316/6 (7,2) kY op
to and instuding Z0,B/36 (42) kV
with special firc performance for
use in power stations.
ID 622 applies to rigid cables for
fixed installations having rated
voltage UolU (Jm) ftom3.6/6
Q.z)kV up to and including
20.8/36 (42)kV in systems of
voltages not exceeding the
maximum r.m.s. value of the
system volage Um. This part 1

specifies the general requirements
applicable to these cables,
additional or deviating
requitements are given in the
particular sections of this HD.
EVS-HD 6285k2002
Hind 170,00
Identne HD 628 51:1996+A1:2001
Test methods for accessories fot
power cables with rated voltage
ftom 3,6/6kV (U- = 7,2 kV) up
to and including 20,9/36ky
(Um = 42k'V)
This standard specifies the test
methods to be used for type testing
accessories fot power cables rrith
rated voltage ftom 3,6 / 6(,2) W
up to and including 20,8/36(42)
kV. Test methods are specified for
accessoties for polymedc and
paper cables to HD 620 and HD
621.
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EVS-HD 7l.tLS7z200l
Hind 83,00
Identne fD 21.17 51:1995
Polyvinyl chlodde insulated
cables ofrated voltages up to
a1ld insfudin g 4S0 /750 V - Par
11 Cables for luminaires
This Part 11 of the HD deails the
particular tequirements for PVC
insulated cables ofrated voltages
up to Uo/U 300/300 V for use
indoors as intemal wLing or direct
supply connection to lumioaires.
Each cable shall complywith the
apptopriate requirements given in
Part 1 of the HD and the paticular
requirements of this Part 11.

EVS-HD 2l.l2S1:2001
Hind 109,00
Identne ID 21.72 51:1994
Polyvinyl chlodde iasulated
cables ofrated voltages up to
and includin g 450 / 750Y -
P att li\z Fleat-resistaat fl exible
cables (cotds)
This part of the HD details the
particular specifi cations for heat-
resistant polyvinyl chloride
insulated and sheathed flexible
cables ofrated voltage up to and
including 300/500V, for a rated
conductor temperature not
exceeding 90oC.

EVS-HD 2l.l3Sl:2001
Hind 117,00
Identne ID 21.73 S1:1995
Polyvinyl chloride insulated
cables ofrated voltages up to
a1ld iaslrrding 450/750Y -Patt
13: Oil tesistant PVC sheathed
cables with two or more
conductors
This part of the HD details the
particulat specifications for oil
resistant polyvinyl chloride
insulated and sheathed flexible
cables ofrated voltage up to and
indudiag 300/500V, for a
maximum conductot temperature
in normal opration of 70"C.

EVS-HD 629.75122002
Hind 170,00
Identne ID 629.1

S1:1996+A1:2001
Test requirements on
accessories for use on power
cables oftated voltage from
3,6/6(7,2) kVup to 20,8/36(42)
kV - Part t Cables with
extruded insulation
This standard specifies
performance requirements for type
tests for cable accessories for use
on extruded insulation power
cables as specified in HD 620.

Accessodes for special applications
such as submarine cables, ships
cables or hazardous situations
(explosive environments, fu e
resistant cables or seismic
conditions) are not included.

EYS-HD 629.231:?.002
Hind 163,00
Identne ID 629.2
S1:1997+A1:2001
Test requirements on
accessories for use on pouret
cables ofrated voltage from
3,6/6Q,2)kY upto
20,8 / 36(42)kY - P att 2t Cables
with impregnated paper
insulation
This standard specifies
perfotmance requLements for
cable accessories for use on
impregnated paper insulated power
cables as specified in HD 621.
Accessoties for pressure tnre
power cables and for special
applications such as submarine
cables, ships cables ot hazardous
situations (explosive environments,
fire resistant cables or seismic
conditions) are oot included.

EVS-HD 605 512001/ A3 22002
Hind 83,00
Identne HD 605 3l:1994/A3:2002
Electrical cables - Additional
test methods
This HD collates and specifies the
test methods to be used for testing
polymeric insulated and sheathed
electic cables, ofrated voltage up
to and including 0,6/1kV, intended
fot public distdbution systems, and
for use in power genslating plants
and sub-stations. Test methods in
this HD are additional to those
already harmonised, e.g. HD 405
and HD 505, and are used for
testing cable types specified in HD
603 and 604. In each case specific,
these HDs give complementary
information needed for the pratical
application to each specific type.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 35043
Tdhtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 502641:2002
Railway applications -Railway
rolling stock cables having
special fire performance -
Standatd wall - Part 1: Genetal
tequifements
Pat 1 of EN 50264 specifies the
genetal requirements applicable to
the cables given in patt 2 and patt
3 of EN 50264.It includes the
detailed requirements for the



insulating and sheathing matedals
and other components called up in
the separate parts. In particular EN
5026+l specifies those
requirements relating to firc safety
which enable the cables to satis$
Hazatdlevels 2,3 and 4 of EN
45545-1.
prEVS 35045
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-0l
Identne EN 502642:2002
Railway applicactions - Railway
telling stock cables having
special fire performance -
Standard wall - Patt 2: Single
core cables
Part 2 ofEN 50264 specifies
requirements for, and
constructions and dimensions of,
single core cables of the following
fypes and voltage ratings: 0,6/7 kV
unscreened, unsheathed (1 mm2 to
400 mm2), 1,8/3kV unscreened,
unsheatled (1,5 mm2 to 400
ll;-lr^2), 1,8/3 kV unscreened
sheathed (1,5 mm2 to 400 mm2),
3,6 / 6 kV unscreened, sheathed

Q,5 mm2 to 400 mm2). All cables
have class 5 tinned copper
conductors to HD 383, halogen-
free insulation and where
applicable halogen-ftee sheath.
prEVS 35048
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50262t-3:2002
Railway applicactions - Railway
lqlling stock cables having
special fire performance -
Standard wall - Pan : Multicore
cables
Part 3 ofEN 50264 specifies
requirements for, and
constructions and dimensions of,
multicore cables of the following
types and voltage mtings: 300
V/500 V Screened ot unscreened
(1 mm 2 ,1,5 mm2and2,5 mm2,
number of cores ftom2 to 40) -
0,6 kV/1 kV Screened or
unscreened" (1 mm 2 to 50 mm 2,
2,3 ard 4 cote)
prEVS 36701
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ptEN 131 60-3:20O2
Leak detection systems - Part 3:
Liquid systems for tanks
This European Standard specifies
the requirements for leak detection
systems class II for use with
double-skin tanks designed fot
water polluting fluids
prEVS 55199
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne EN 50305:2002

Railway applicatioas -Railway
rolling stock cables having
special fite performance -Test
methods
This standatd specifies special test
methods applicable to cables, and
*reir constituent insulatiqg and
steatling materials, for use of
railway rolling stock. Such cables
are speofied in the vadous parts df
EN 50264 and EN 50306
ptEVS 55337
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne ID 632 37:7998 / A7:2002
Power cables with extuded
insulation and their accessories
for tated voltages above 36 kV
(U^ = 42kY up to 150 kV (Um
= 120 kD
This standard specifies test
requirernents for power cables for
fixed installations vrith extruded
insulation of the rFpes listed in
sub-clause 1.5 and their accessodes
for rated voltages U above 36 kV
([J- = 42k'V) up to and including
150 kV ([J- = 170 k\0.
prEVS 55452
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne EN 5001 8:2000 / A7:2002
Electtical apparatus for
potentially explosive
atrnosPhetes - FlameProof
enclosutes trdrl

This European Standard contains
the specific requirements for the
construction at14 rcsdng of
electrical apparatus with type of
protection flameproof enclosure
"d", intended for use in potentially
xplosive atmospheres. This
European Standard supplements
European Standard EN 50014, the
requirements of urhich apply to
electdcal apparatus with
flameproof enclosure.
prEVS 55455
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne ID 22.4 33:7995 / A2:2002
Rubber insulated cables of rated
voltages up to and includi'g
450/750 Y - Part 4: Cotds and
flexible cables
Thispartof (Part4) of theHD
details the particular specifications
for EPR insulated and btaided
cords and EPR insulated and EP&
rubber ot polychloroprene or other
equivalent synthetic elastomer
sheathed cords and flexible cables
ofrated voltages up to and
including 450 /750Y.

29.080.00
fsolatsioon

Insulation. General

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 50209:2A02
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50209:1998
Test of insulation of bars and
coils of high-voltage machines
This specification applies to
rotating electrical machines vrith
rated voltages ftom 5 kV to 24 kV
inclusive and with rated output
ftom 5 MVA upwards for
generators and from 5 M!7
upwards for motors. Requirements
for machines udth rated voltage
above24 kV should remain the
subject of individual agreement
This specification is also applicable
to machines with mted ouq)uts
between l MVA (1 MW) and 5
MVA (5 MW) and q/irh rated
voltages of5 kV and above,
provided its use has been agreed
befotehand.

29.080.70
Isolaatorid

Insulators

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 50089:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 50089:1 992+ A7:199 4
Cast resin partitions for metal
enclosed gas-filled high voltage
switchgear and controlgear
This standatd applies to cast resin
partitions pressutized with inert
gasses, fq1 $(ample sulphut
hexafluodde ot a mixture of gases
such as sulphur hexafluodde and
nitrogen used in indoor or outdoor
installatioos of highvoltage
switchgear and cootrolgear, whete
the gas is used pdncipally for its
dielectric and / ot arc-quenching
properties, with rated voltages.

EVS-EN 60168i2002
Hind 326,00
Identne IEC
607 68:7 99 4 + A1 :7997 + A2:200O
ia identne EN
60 1 68 :1 99 4 + A1 :7 9 97 + A2:200O
Tests on indoor and outdoot
post insulators of cera-ic
material or glass for systems
with nominal voltages greater
than 1kY
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Applies to post insulators and post
insulator units of caramic matetial
or glass for indoor and outdoor
service in electtical iostallations or
equipment operating on altemating
cutrentwith a oomiaal voltage
greater Athan 1 000 V and a
frequency not greater thao 100 Hz.

EVS-EN 60433:?.002
Hind 109,00
Identne IE,C 60433:1998
ja identne EN 60433:1998
Insulators fot ovethead lines
with a nominal voltage above 1
kV - Ceramic insulatom for a.c.
systems - Characteristics of
insulator units of the long rcd
tyPe
This Intemational Standard is
applicable to string insulatot units
of the long rod type with insulating
parts of ceramic material intended
for use in a.c. ovethead power lines

'sith a nominal voltage greater than
1000 V and a frequency not greater
than 100 Hz. It is also applicable to
insulators of similat design, used in
sub-stations.

EYS-EN 60507:?.002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 60507:1991
ja identne EN 60507:1993
Artificial pollution tests on
high-voltage insulators to be
used on a.c. systems
Is applicable fot the determination
of the power frequeory withstand
characteristics of ceramic and glass

insulators to be used outdoors and
exposed to polluted atmosphetes,
on a.c. systems with the highest
voltage of the system raoging ftom
1 000 V up to 765 kV. These tests
are not direcdy applicable to
greased insulators or to special
types of insulators (nsulators with
conductive Saze ot covered with
any organic insulating material).

EVS-EN 606602?.002

I\nd,212,00
Identne IEC 60660:1999
ja identne EN 60660:1999
Insulatots Tests on indoot post
insulators of otganic material
for systems udth nominal
voltages gteatet than lkY up to
but not including 300 kV

This standard is applicable to post
insulators of orgaoic matedal for
indoor senice in electrical
installations or equipmeat
operating in afu at atmospheric
pressure on alternating current
with a oomiaal voltage greatet than
1000 V up to but not including 300
kV, as defined by raoge I of IEC
71-7,and a frequency not greater
than 100 L[2. Qemposite insulators
are not covered by this standard.

E"VS-EN 612642?.002

Hind 199,00
Identne EC 67264:1998
ja ideatne EN 61264:1998
Ceramic ptessudzed hollow
insulatorc for high-voltage
switchgeat and controlgeat
This standard applies to hollow
insulators made of ceta-ic
material, with th& 6xing devices,
intended for use with a perrnaoent
gas ptesswe gteater thao 50 kPa
gauge having an iflternal volurne
equal to or greater than 1 litre
(1000 cm3). They are intended for
use in electrical equipmeot
operating on alternating current
qrith a rated voltage gteater than
1000 V and a frequency not greater
than 100 Hz ot for use io direct
cuffent equipmentwith a rated
voltage greater than 1500 V.

EVS-EN 60383-1-.2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 60383-1:1993
ja identne EN 60383-1:1996+
A11:1999
Insulatots for overhead liqes
with a neminal yohags above 1
kV - Part t Cetamic or glass
insulator units for a.c. systems -
Definitions, test methods and
acceptarrce cdteria
This part of IEC 383 applies to
insulators of ceramic material ot
glass for use on a.c. overhead
power lines and ovethead traction
lines udth a nominal voltage greater
than 1000 V and a frequency not
greatet than 100 Hz.

29.080.20
Labiviigud

Bushings

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEVS 55249
T'Chtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50336:2002

Bushingp for transformers and
teactor cable boxes not
s:(qssding 36 kV
This standardis applicable to
insulated bushing for use in air
insulated, shroud insulated aod
firlly inzulated cable boxes for
liquid filled ttansformers and
reactors for rated voltages up to 36
kV, and rated curents up to 4000 A
at ftequencies ftom 15 FIx to 60
IIz
ptEVS 55469
Tiihtaeg 20A3-02-01
Identne EN 50243:2002
Outdoor bushings for 24 kV and
36 kY and fot 5 kA and 8 k\ for
liquid filled ftansformets
This standard is applicable to
cetamic insulated outdoor
bushings fq1 highgsf voltages for
equipment of 24kY and 36 kV,
uith tated curreots of 5 kA aod 8
kA and ftequencies ftom 15 Hz up
to 60 FIz for insulathg liquid filled
transfomrers.

29.080.30
Isolatsioonisff steemid

Insulation systems

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 6050522002
Illnd 247,00
Identne IEC 60505:1999

ia identne EN 60505:2000
Evaluation and qualification of
electrical insulation systems
This intemational standard
establishes the basis for estimating
the ageing of Electrical Insulation
Systems @IS) under conditions of
either electrical, thermal,
mechanical environmental or
multifactor stresses. It specifies the
ptinciples and procedues that
should be followed, drrring the
development of EIS functional test
and evaluation procedures, to
establish the senrice life for a

specific insulation system. It is
applicable to all IEC Technical
Cornmittees responsible fot
equipment (ETC) having and EIS.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55269
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IF,C 62114:2007
ja identne EN 62114:2001
Electrical Insulation Svstems -
Thermal classification
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Establishes the the'mal
classification of an electrical
iasulation system @IS). It dso
identifies recogo.ized procedures
for the thetmal evaluation of EIS.
This standard is applicable to EIS
used in electrotechoical devices
urhete the themral factor is the
dominating ageing factor.

29.700.47
Elektriseadmete osad
ffldiselt

Components for electrical

KAVAI{DITE
ARYAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55165
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne EN 50281-3:2002
Equipmeat fot use in the
presence of combustible dust
Part 3: Classification of ateas
where combustible dusts are or
may be present
This standard is concemed with
the classification of areas where
exploisive dust/air mixtures and
combustible dust layers are
present, in order to permit the
proper selection of equipment fot
use in such areas

29.100.70
Magnetosad

Magnetic components

UUED STAI{DARDID
EVS-EN 60L3322002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 60133:2000
ja identne EN 60133:2001
Dit ensions of pot-cores made
of magnetic oxides aad
associated patts
Specifies ths dimsnsions that are
of importance for mechanical
interchangeability for a preferred
range of pot-cores made of
mag.etic oxides, and the
dimensional limits fot coil fotrnets
to be used with them.

EVS-EN 60205:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60205:2001
ja identne EN 60205:2001
Calculation of the effective
parametets of magnetic piece
parts

Lays doum uniform rules for the
calculation of the effective
parameters of closed &cuits of
ferromagnetic material.

EYS-EN 6178522002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 61 1 85:1 992+ Al:1995
ia identne EN 61185:1997
Magnetic oxide cores (ETD-
cores) intended fot use in power
supply applications -
Di-ensions
This Intemational Standard
specifies the dimensions that are of
importance for mechanical
interchangeability for ETD-cores
made of magretic oxides, the
essential dimensions of coil
formers to be used with them, and
the effective values to be used in
calculations involving them.

EYS'EN 6124722002
Hind 163,00
Identne IE.C 61247:1995
ja identne EN 61247:7997
PM-cores made of magnetic
oxides and associated parts -
Dir.ensions
Specifies the di:nensions that are
6f importance for mechanical
interchangeability for a preferred
range of PM-cores made of
magnetic oxides and the main
dimensions for associated coil
formers.

EVS-EN 6183022002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 61830:1997
ja ideotne EN 61830:1998
Microwave ferritq components -
Measudng methods for maior
properties
This International Standatd gives
guidance on the measuring
methods for major microv/ave
properties, such as teturn loss,
forward loss, reverse loss, phase
shift and group delay, of
microwave fertite components.

EVS-EN 125000:2002
Hind 109,00
Idlentne EN 125000:1997
Generic specification: Cores
made of ferite materials
This Generic Specificatioa is
applicable to cores made of ferrite
matedals. These products are used
in a wide range of inductive
components required for many
applications in almost all industries.
It establishes standard terms,
inspection procedures and
methods of testing for use in
sectional and detail specifications

within the CECC System for
electronic components.

EVS-EN 1255A0:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 125500:1996
Sectional Specification :
Magnetic oxide ring cores for
interference suppression and
Iow level signal transformet
applications
This sectional specifi cation
prescribes the characteristics,
ratings and inspectioo
requirements of assessed quality
fot ring cores made of soft
magnetic oxides and iron powders.
Such cores are intended for chokes
fot interference suppression and
also for low level signal
transformers for professional and
industrial application .

EVS-EN 60424-2:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IE'C 60 424-2:1 9 97
ja identne EN 604242:1997
Guidance of the limits of
surface irregularities of ferrite
cores - Patt 2t RM-cotes
This part of IEC 60424 $ves a

guidance on allowable limits of
surface iregularities applicable to
RM-cores in accordance uzith the
relevant generic specification. This
standard should be considered as a
sectional specification usefril in the
dialogue between ferdte core
manufactuters and customers
about surface irregulatities.

EVS-EN 604t44:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EC 60 424-4:.2001
ja identne EN 604244:,2001
Ferrite cores - Guide oa the
limits of surface ireguladties -
Part 4: Ring-cores
Gives guidance on allowable limits
of surface irregularities applicable
to ring-cores in accordance with
the relevaat generic specification
IEC 6042+1.Is considered to be
usefirl in the aegotiation between
fertite core manufacturers and
customers about surface
irregulatities.

EVS-EN 60938-r:?.002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 60938-1:1999

ia identoe EN 60938-1:1999
Fixed inductors for
elec&omagnetic interference
supptession - Part t Generic
specification
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This standard applies to inductors
designed for electomagnetic
interfercnce suppression intended
for use within, or associated witl,
electronic ot electrical equipment
and machines. It is restricted to
inductots, for which electdcal
shock hazard protection tests are
approptiate. The combination of
two ot mote inductors within one
enclosure is also included.
Inductots within the scope of this
standard may also be used to
ptotect apparatus and machines
from electrical noise and voltage or
current ttansients coming ftom
either the supply or ftom other
parts of the apparatus. The
standard does not necessarily apply
in its entfuety to ioductors intended
for use on motor vehicles, in
aircraft or for mari.e applicatioos.

EVS-EN 6093*2:2002
Hind 0,00
Identne IEC 60938-2:1999
ja identne EN 60938-2:1999
Fixed inductots for
electtomagaetic interference
supptession - Part 2t Sectional
specification
This standard applies to 6xed
inductors designed for
electromagnetic interference
suppression and which fall witlin
the scope of the Generic
specification, IEC 60938-1. It is
restricted to fixed inductors for
which electrical shock hazard
protection tests are appropriate.
This implies that inductors
speciEed according to this
specification will either be
connected to mains supplies, when
compliance with the mandatory
tests of table 1 is necessary or used
in other circuit positions where the
equipment specification ptescribes
that some ot all of these electrical
shock hazard protection tests are
required.

EVS-EN 61021-722002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 61027 -l :1 990

ia identne EN 61021-1:1997
Laminated core packages for
ttansfomers and inductors used
in telecommunication and
electronic equipment - Part 1:

Dimensions
This part of the standard specifies
the dimensions, with their
associated tolerances, of a range of
laminated core packages using
YF.E zlaminations, both in their
standard configuration and for
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assemblies using t'wo larger E
Parts.

EVS-EN 6102.1-2:N02
Hind 155,00
Identne BC 61021 -2:1995
ja ideotne EN 61021-2:1997
Larninated core packages for
&ansfotmers aad inductors for
use in telecommunication and
electronic equipment - Patt 2t
Electdcal charactedstics fot
cotes usingYEE 2 laminations
Specifies the electtical
chaacteristics qf lamin2fgd sqls
packages usingYEE I lamiqaliqng

according to IEC 740. It also gives
the marking and packaging
requirements

EVS-EN 60938-?-7:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IE,C 609 3 I -2-7 :7 9 9 9
ja identne EN 6093&2-1:1999
Fixed inductors for
electomagnetic interference
suppression - P art 2-lz Blank
detail specifi cation: I:.ductots
for which safety tests are
required. Assessment level D
A blank detail specification is a
suppleanentary document to the
Sectional specification and contains
requirnents for style, layout and
minimum content of detail
specification.Detail specifications
not complyiog with these
requirements may not be
considered as being in accordance
with IEC specificatioos nor shall
they so be described. In the
preparation of detail specifications
the content of 1.4 of the sectional
specification shall be taken into
accorult.

EVS-EN 6093UL222002
Hiod 92,00
Identne IEC 609 3 I -2-2:7 9 9 9
ja identne EN 60938-2-2:7999
Fixed inductors for
electrcmagnetic interference
supptession - Pat 2-22 Blank
detail specification - Inductors
for which safety tests are
required (only)
Forms the basis for a uniform
procedure for a common mark. It
implements the approval schedule
for safety tests ooly in IEC 60938-
2, requires a declaration of design
for patameters relevant ot safety
tests and prescribes conformance
tests to be conducted on every lot
prior to its release and re-
qualification tests depending on
changes of the design. May be
more appropriate for components

manufactured in mass production,
whereas this specificatioo may be
necessaly in those cases whete
approval and te-qualification tests
contribute considetably to the
costs of the product

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKCTSITLUS
prEVS 28119
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60431:1983 +
A2:7996
ja identne EN 60431:1995 +
M:7998
Dimensions of square cores
(RM-cotes) made of magnetic
oxides and associated parts
The staadard specifies the
dimensions that are of importance
for mechanical intetchangeability
for apreferred tange ofsquare
cores (RM-cores) made of
magnetic oxides, *1s dimsrislqaal
limits for wound coil fotners to be
used with these cores and the
locations of their terrninal pins on
a2,54 nm printed wfuing gdd in
relation to the base outlines of the
cotes.
prEVS 55107
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne BC 620241:2002
ja identne EN 62024-l:2002
High frequency inductive
componentg - Electrical
characteristics and measuring
methods - Part t Nanohenty
range chip inductor
Specifies electrical chanctedstics
and measuring rnethods for the
nanohenry range chip inductor that
is normah used in the high
ftequency (over 100 kHz) range.
prEVS 55113
Tlhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identae TEC 62025-1 :2002
ja identne EN 62025-l:2002
High frequency inductive
components - Non-electrical
characteristics and measuriag
methods - Part t Fixed, sutface
mounted inductots for use in
electronic and
telecornmunication equipment
Establishes requirements to
describe terms, to give
teco-- endations for standard
values and dimensions and.to give
guidance on 6xed, surface
mounted inductors.
prEVS 55118
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne TF.C 62044-1 :2002
ia identne F.N 620441:2002



Cores made of soft magnetic
materials - Measudng methods
- Part I Genetic specification
Applies to magnetic cores made of
soft magnetic materials used in
inductors, transfotsrers and
devices used to suppress
electromagnetic interference,
Provides guidance for the
specification of measuring
methods for both magnetic and
non-magnetic (for example,
mechanical, electrical etc.)
properties.
piEVS 55200
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 125200:2001
Sectional specifi cation:
Magnetic oxide cotes for lineat
tfansformers
This sectional specification lists the
characteristics, ratings and
inspection requirements for
magnetic cores of assessed quality
for linear transforrners intended
for professional and industdal
applicatioos, excluding power,
blocking and tuned transfomrers.
It selects from the genedc
specification CECC 25 000 the
appropriate methods of test to be
used in detail specifications derived
from this specification
prEVS 55201
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01,
Identne EN 125400:1991
Sectional specifications:
Adjustets used with magnetic
oxide cores for use in iaductors
and tuned transformers
This SS prescdbes the
charactedstics and inspection
requirements for adjusters of
assessed Suality for use with
magnetic oxide (ferdtQ cores
intended for inductors and
transformers in tuned circuits for
professional and industrial
applications
ptEVS 55202
Tlhtaeg: 2003-A2-A1,

Identne EN 125401:1991
Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Adiusters used with magnetic
oxide (ferrite) cores for use in
inductors and tuned
transformers
prEVS 55291
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IE.C 604243:1999

ia identne EN 604243:1999
Ferrite cores - Guide otr the
limits of surface furegularities -
Part 1: General specification

Gives guidaoce on allowable limits
of surface irregularities of fenite
cores. Is useful in the negotiation
betweeo ferrite core maoufacturers
and customers.
prEVS 55293
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Ideotne EC 604247:1999
ia ideatne EN 604221-1:1999
Ferrite cores - Guide on the
limits of surface iregulatities -
Part 3: ETD-cores and E-cores
Gives guidance on allowable limits
of surface irreguladties applicable
to ETD-cores, E-cores arrd other
similar shapes in accordance urith
the relevant general specification.

29.r20.00
Elektriaparaadid, ia -
tarvikud

Electdcal accessories.
General

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 17550022002
E\nd212,00
Identne EN 175500:1997
Sectioaal specifi cation: Cable
outlet accessories for
connectots, including
qualification approval and
capability approval
This Sectional Specification (SS) is
applicable to cable oudet
accessodes for connectors. It shall
be used in conjunction with the
relevant Detail Specification pS).
The object of this SS is to establish
uniform specifications, tfpe test
requirements and quality
assessement procedures for cable
outlet accessoties and to establish
des for the prepamtion of detail
speciEcations for cable oudet
accessories of assessed qudity.

29.120.01
Elektriapanadidia -
tarvikud ti{diselt

Electrical accessories in
general

KAVAINDITE
ARVAIVIUSKOSITLUS
pfiYS27826
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 60335 -2-95: 1 998

ia identne EN 60335-2-95:2001

Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - P att L95:
Particular requirements for
drives fot vettically moving
g t^ge doors forresidentialuse
This standard deals with the safetv
of non automatic electric ddves fot
garage doors for resideotial use by
one household only which open
and close in a vertical direction" the
rated voltage of the &ives being
oot more than 250 V for single-
phase appliances and 480 V for
other appliances. It covers the
hazatds associated with the closing
and opening movement of door
leaf.

29.120.10
Elektriiuhtide
paigaldustorud ims
Conduits for electrical

Pu{Poses

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 6042322002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60423:7993
ja identne EN 60423:1994
Conduits fot electrical putposes
- Outside diameters of conduits
for electrical installations and
threads for conduits and fittings
Specifies outside diameters for
conduits used in electrical
installations and the dimensional
requirements fot threads. It also
specifies the dimensional
requirements for threads used in
associated fittirgr.
EVS-EN 50085-12001 / Alt2002
Hiod 49,00
Identne EN 50085-
7:7997 /A7:7998
Cable trunking systems and
cable duct'.rg systems for
electrical installations - Part 1:

General requirements
This Europeao Standatd specifies
rcqufuemepts and tests for cable
trunking syst6ms and cable ducting
systems intended for the
accommodation, and where
necessary for the segregation, of
insulated conductors, cables, cords
and possibly other electrical
equipment.in electrical atd/ ot
communicatioo systems
installations up to 1000 V a.c.
and/or 1500 V d.c.

EVS-EN 50086 -2-3 z?n0l /
Axl:2002
Hind 49,00
Identne EN 50086-2-3:1995 /
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A11:1998
Conduit systems for electrical
installations - Pan 2-3t
Particular requircments for
flexible conduit systems
This standard specifies the
tequirements for flexible conduit
systems. Conduit systems which
are used as an integtal part of othet
equipment also have to be tested
accotding to the televant standatd
for that equipment.

29.720.20
T .iiteseadised ia klemmid

Connecting devices

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 60352-k2002
I\nd229,00
Identne IE.C 60352-1 :7997
ja identne EN 60352-1:1997
Soldetless connections - Part 1:

Wtapped connections - General
requitements, test methods and
ptactical guidance
Applies to soldedess wrapped
connections made with single solid
round wires with nominal
diameters of 0.25 mm (0.01 in)
minimum and appropdately
designed posts for use in
telecommunications equipment
and in electronic devices
employing similar techniques.
Determines the suitability of
soldedess wmpped connections
under specified mechnical
electrical and atrnospheric
conditions.

EVS-EN 60352-322002
Iltuad272,00
Identne IF,C 60352-3:1 993
ja identne EN 60352-3:1994
Soldetless connections - Part 3:
Soldedess accessible insulation
displacement connections -
General requircments, test
methods and practical guidance
Applies to ID connections which
ar€ accessible for tests and
measurements, and which are

made udth: -appropriately designed
ID terminations -wires having solid
round conductors of 015 mm to
3,6 mm nominal diameter -wires
having stranded conductors of0,05
mm2 to 10 mm2 cross-section.

EVS-EN 60352-4:2002
Hind 316,00
Identne IF,C 60352-
4:7994+47:2000
ia identne EN 60352-
4:7994+A7:2000
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Solderless connections - Patt 4:
Soldedess non-accessible
insulation displacement
connections - General
requirements, test methods and
ptactical guidance
This part of IEC 60352is
applicable to non-accessible ID
connections for vzhich the tests
and measutemeats of section 3 are
suitable aod which are made with: -
appropriately designed ID
tetminations; - wircs having solid
round conductots of 015 mm to
3,6 mm oominal diameter; - wires
having stranded conductors of0,05
mm2 to 10 mrl;.2 cross-section; for
use in telecommunication
equipmeat aad in electronic
devices employing similar
techniques.

EVS-EN 6035%522002
Ik'd247,00
Identne IE,C 60352-5:2001
ja identne EN 60352-5:2001
Soldedess connections - Part 5:
Press-in connections - Genetal
requirements, test methods and
ptactical guidance
This part of IEC 352 is applicable
to soldedess press-in connections
where a termination having a

suitable solid ot compliant ptess-in
section is inserted into a plated-
through hole of a double-sided or
multilayer printed boatd for use in
telecornmunication equipment and
in electronic devices employing
similat techniques.

EVS-EN 60352-622002
EI:und272,00
Identne BC 603 52-6:79 97
ja identne EN 60352-6:1997
Soldetless connections - Part 6:
Insulation piercing connectiolrs
- General requitements, test
methods and practical guidance
This pat of IEC 60352 is
applicable to insulation piercing
connections made with stranded
urires and tinsel-wire, flat
conductors and flat flexible
citcuitries for use in
telecommunication equipment and
in electronic devices employing
similar techniques. Information on
materials and data &om industrial
expedence is included in additioo
to the test procedures to provide
electrically stable connections
under prescdbed environmental
conditions.

EYS-EN 60999-l:2002
FJ:nd212,00
Identne IEC 60999-1:1999

ia identne EN 60999-1:2000
Connectiag devices - Electrical
copper conductors - Safety
tequiremenb for screw-grpe and
sctewless-type clamping units -
Pat t General requfuements
and particular requfuements for
clamping uaits fot conductors
from 0r 2 mrn up to 35 rnr-
(included)
This str.dard applies to screw-type
and screwless types clamping units
for connectirg devices, ei&er as

sepa&te entities or as integral parts
of equipment, for the connection
of electrical copper conductors
(complying wifh IEC publication
22q,ngd (solid or stranded)
rrd/ot flexible, having a cross-
sectional area of 0.5 rnm2 up to
and including 35 mm2 and
equivalent AVG sizes with a rated
voltage not exceeding 1000 V a.c.

with a ftequency up to aad
including 1 000 Hz, and 1 500 V
d.c.

29.120.30
Pistikud, pistikupesad,
pistikiihendused

Plugs, socket-oudets,
couplers

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50066:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne EN 50066:1992
Mini-couplets for the
interconnection of electrical
mains suppplied equipment in
toad vehicles
This standard specifies general
safety requirements fot mini-
couplers udth a rated curtent of 16

A and a rated voltage of 250Y a.c.

single phase, applied for the
interconnection of mains supplied
eguipment in road vehicles, e.g. to
supply electrical heaters, battery
chargers and cab heaters.

EVS-EN 5007522002
Hird 139,00
Ideotne EN 50075:1990
Flat non-teqrirable two-pole
plugs, 2rS A?50 V, vrith cotd, for
the connection ofclass II-
equipment for household and
similal pu{poses
This standard applies to flat non-
rewirable nro-pole plugs without
earthing contact udth a rated
voltage of250V a.c. and a rated
cuttent of 2,5A. They ate supplied
with a cord, for the connection of



equipment of Class II, fot
household and similar pu4roses,
and having no special protectioa
against ingress of water are
intended for indoor use.

EVS-EN 60320-122002
Hind 360,00
Identne IE,C 60320 -7 :20a1
ja identne EN 60320-1:2001
Appliance couplers for
household and similar general
purposes - Part 1: General
tequitements
Applicable to two-pole appliance
couplers for a.c. onln with and
without earthing contacf with a
rated voltage not exceeding 250 V
and a rated current not exceeding
164.
EVS-EN 186000-l:2002
Hind 306,00
Identne EN 186000-1:1993
Generic specification: connectof
sets for optical fibres and
cablesl part 1: requirements, test
methods and qualification
approval ptocedutes
This specification applies to 6bre
optic connector sets for optical
fibres and cables. It includes:-
connector set requirements,-
measurement and test procedures
for quality assessment of both
connector sets and their individual
components, such as adaptors,
plugs and sockets.

EVS-EN 60320-2-32002
I\nd212,00
Identne reC 60320 -2-3: 1 998

ia identne EN 60320-2-3:1998
Appliance couplers fot
household alrd similar general
putposes - P att 2: Appliance
couple$ with a degree of
protection higher than IPXO
This standard applies to two-pole
non-reversible cold condition
appliance couplers for a.c. onln
with a degree of protection against
ingress of water higher than IPXO,
with a rated voltage not exceeding
250 V and a rated cu$ert not
exceeding 10 A for 50 Ilz or 60 IIz
supply. They are intended for the
connection of the supply cotd to
portable electrical appliances of
class II for household, commercial
and light industrial use.

EVS-EN 60998-12001 / Al:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne IEC 60998-
1:1990/A7:7998
ja identne EN 60998-
1:7993/Al:2007

Connecting devices for low
voltage circuits fot household
and sir.ilat purlroses - Part 1:

General requirements
Applies to connecting devices as

sepatate entities for the connection
of two ot more electrical copper
conductots, rigid or flexible,
having a cross-sectional area of0.5
-mo up je 2nd Insluding 35 rollla2
with a rated voltage not exceeding
1000 V a.c. up to and including
1000 Hz and 1500 V d.c. where
electrical energy is used for
household aod similar purposes.
This publication supersedes
IEC 685-1.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 33348
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 7,1-.1:2002

Couplers, spigot pins and
baseplates for use in falsework
and scaffolds - Part 1: Couplers
for tubes - Requirements aad
test procedures
EN 741 speciEes for right angle
couplets, swivel couplers, sleeve
couplers and paullel couplers
working by friclion - matedals, -
design requirements, - sEength
classes with different structural
paramete$ including specified
values fot resistances and
stiffiresses vhich a coupler has to
achieve. - test procedures, -
assessment, - recommendations fot
on-going production control

29.120.40
Lfilitid

Switches

UUED STAI\DARDID
EYS-EN 60714:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 60214:7989
ja identne EN 60214:1997
On-load tap-changers
This standard applies to on-load
tap-changers for power
ttansformers and their motor-dtive
mechanisms. ft telates mainly to
tap-changers irnmetsed in
transformer oil according to IEC
Publication 296,but may also be
used for gas-insulated tap-changers
in so far as conditions are
applicable.

EVS-EN 60934:2002
Hind 360,00
Identne IEC 60934:2000
ja identne EN 60934:2001

Cfucuit-breakets for equipment
(cBE)
This sta.dard is applicable to
mechanical switching devices
designed as "circuit-bteakers for
equipment" (CBE) intended to
provide protection to citcuits
within electrical equipmeor This
standard is also applicable fior
protection of electrical equipment
in case of undervoltage arrd/or
ovewoltage. It is applicable for a.c.

not exceeding 440Y and/ot d.c.
not exceeding 25OV, and a rated
cu$ent not exceeding 125 A.

EVS-EN 611292002
Hind 117,00
Identne IE,C 61729:1992
ja identne EN 61129:1994
Altemating curent earthing
switches - Induced current
switching
Applies to altemating cuffent
earthing switches, tated,52 kV and
above, capable of switching
induced currents. Speo fi es

switching requirements for
earthing srvitches used to eath
transmission lines.

Hind 139,00
Identne EN 50123-3:1 995
Railway applications - Fixed
installations - D.C. switchgear -
Part 3: Indoor d.c.
disconnectors and ss'itch-
discortneCtots
This Part ofEN 50123 specifies
requirements for d.c.
disconnectots, switch-
disconnectors and earthing
srvitches for use in indoor
stationary installations of traction
systems. NOTE 1: EN 5012-6
specifies requirements for d.c.
switchgear assemblies. NOTE 2:

EN 50121-5 specifies requitements
for electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC).NOTE 3: EN 50126
specifies requirements for
dependability.

EVS-EN 60669-2-l:20A2
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 60669-2-l:1996+
A2:7999
ja identne EN 60669-2-1:2000+
M:2O01
Switches fot household and
si'nilar fixed-electrical
installations - Part 2z Particular
tequirements - Section 1:

Electronic switches

IUJ



This standard applies to electrooic
srritches and to associated
electrooic extension units for
household and similar Sxed
electrical iostallatioos either
indoors or outdoon. It applies to
electronic suritches for the
operation of lamp circuits aod the
control of the bdghtness of lamps
(dimmers) as well as the control of
the speed motors (e.g. those used
in ventilating fans) and for other
purposes (e.g. heati.g installatioas),
syift 2 ryedring voltage not
exceeding 250 V a.c. and a rated
cufient up 1o ,116 fudsding 16 A.

EVS-EN 6l05SLlz2001
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 105&2-1 :1992+
A1:1995
ja identne EN 6105&2-l:7993+
A1:1996
Switches for appliances - Part 2-
t Particular leqrrire6snlt f.t
cord switches
Applies to cord switches for
appliances actuated by hand, by
foot or by other human activity fot
use in, on or with appliangs5 ao4
other equipment for household
and similat pulposes, with a rated
voltage not exceeding 250 V and a
rated current not exceeding 16 A.

EYS-EN 61058-2-522007
Hind 66,00
Identne IEC 1 05*2-5:19 9 4
ja identne EN 61058-2-5:1994
Switches for appliances - Part 2-
5: Patticulat tequitements for
change-ovet selectors
This Intemational Standard IEC
1058-2-5 applies to change-over
selectors fot appliances actuated by
hand, by foog or by other human
activity for use in, on, or with,
appliances and other equipment
for household and sirnilar
pulposes, with a rated voltage not
exceeding 440 V and a rated
current not exceeding 63 A.

EYS-EN 609 4l -322001 / A7:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IF,C 60947 -3:7999 /
A7:2001

ia identne EN 60947-
3:1999/A1:2007
Low-voltage switchgear and
controlgear - Paft 3: Switches,
disconnectors, switch-
disconnectors and fuse-
combination units

States the characteristics of the
equipmeng the conditions with
which the equipmeot shall comply
(operation and behaviour in
notmal sewice, operation and
behaviout in case ofqpecified
abnormal conditions, dielectric
properties), the test fq1 geafirming
that these conditions have been
met and the methods to be
adopted fot these tests; the
infornation to be marked on the
equipoent ot made available by
the manufacturer, e.g. in the
catalogue. This publication
supersedes IEC 408 (1985) and
should be tead in conjunction with
IF,c947-r (1988).

EVS-EN 6r095200U AJ:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne IEC 61095:1 992 / Al:2000
ja identne EN 61095:1993/
A1:2000
Electromechanical contactors
for household and similat
Purposes
Applies to electromechanical air
break contactors for household
and similar pu{poses provided with
main contacts intended to be
connected to circuits the tated
voltage ofruhich does not exceed
440Y a.c.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55198
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne EN 196110:2002
Sectional Specifi cation: Rotary
switches - Capability approval
This specification is a sectional
speofication appb4ng to rotary
switches, which may be either built
to customer's requircments or
manufacurer's standard catalogue
items
prEVS 55371
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60 6 69 -7 :199 8 /
A1:1999
ja identne EN 60669-1:1999/
A1:2002
Switches for household and
similar fixed electrical
installations - Pan t General
requirements
Applies to manually opetated
general purpose switches for a.c.

onln with a rated voltage not
exceeding 440 V and a rated
cuffent not exceeding 63 A.
intended for household and similar
fixed-electrical installations, either
indoors or outdoors.The rated
current is limited to 16 A for

switches provided with screwless
teminals. Unless otherwise
specified in subsequent patts, this
standatd applies to switches
intended to be used 

^t 
50 Hz.

prEVS 55444
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 61058-2-
5:1994/Al7:2002
Switches for appliances -
PartLT: Pamicular
requfuements for cord switches
Applies to cord switches fot
appliances actuated by hand, by
foot or by other human activity for
use in, on or udth appliances and
other equipment for household
and similat pu4roses, with a rated
voltage not exceeding 250Y and a
tated curent not exceeding 16 A.
prEVS 55445
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne EN 61058-2-
5:1994/A1j:20O2
Switches for appliances -
Patt?-$: Particular
tequitements for change-over
selectors
This Intemational Standard IEC
1058-2-5 applies to change-over
selectors for apipliances actuated by
hand, by foot, or by other human
activity for use in, on, or with,
appliances and other equipment
for household and similar
pulposes, udth a rated voltage not
exceeding 440 V and a rated
current not exceeding 63 A.

29.720.50
Kaitsmed im
liigvo olukaits eap araadid

Fuses and other overcuffent
protection devices

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 606M22002
Hind 130,00
Identne EC 60644:7979
ja identne EN 60644:1993
Specifi cation for high-voltage
fuse-tinks fot motor circuit
applications
This staodard applies primady to
fuse-links used with motors started
direct-on-line on altemating
cu$ent systems of 50 Hz and 60
Hz. Note.- When motors are used
with assisted starting this
specification can also be applied
but particular attention should be
paid to the selection of the rated
cu$ent of the fuse-link (see Sub-
clause 8.1) and the manufacturer of
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the fuse-link should preferably be
consulted.

EVS-EN 50722-222002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50122-
2:7998+A7:2402
Railway appfications - Fixed
installations - P art 2z Protective
provisions against the effects of
stray cuments caused by d.c,
traction systems
This standard specifies
requirements for the protective
provisions against the effects of
stray cuffents which result from
the operation of d.c. traction
systems. It applies to all metallic
fi-xed installations which form a
part of the traction system, and
also to any ofher unrelated metallic
components located in any
position in the earth, which may
catry sftay currents resul '.rg from
the operation of the d.c. railway
system. It applies to all new
electrification of a d.c. railway
system. The principles may also be
applied to existing or electrified
systems where it is necessary to
consider the effects ofstray
currents.The range of application
includes railways; guided mass
transportation systems such as:

Tramways, elevated and
underground railways, trolleybus
systems and magnetic levitated
systems. It also includes material
transportation systems.This
standard does not apply to: a) mine
ftaction systems in underground
mines; b) cranes, transportable
platforms and similar
transportation equipment on rails,
temporary structures (e.g.

exhibition structures) in so far as

these are not supplied dirccdy
from the contact line system and
are not endangered by the traction
power supply systems; c)
suspended cars; d) funicluar
railways and e) maintenance work.

EVS-EN 60099-l:2002
Hind 326,00
Identne IEC 60099-
7:1,997+47:1999

ia identne EN 60099-1:1994+
A1:1999
Surge anesters - Part tNon-
lingal lgsislrt type gapped
sufge affesters fot a.c. systems

This part of Intemational Standard
IEC 99 applies to surge protective
devices designed for repeated
opetatioa to limit voltage surges on
a.c. powet circuits and to intemrpt
power-follow cureot. Ia particular,
it applies to surge aresteis
coosis. 'ng of single or multiple
spa* gaps in sedes u/ith one or
more non-linear fesistors.

EVS-EN 60099422002
Hiod 433,00
Identne IE,C 60099 -4:1997
ja identne EN 60099-4:1993
Sutge arresters - Part 4: Metal-
oxide sutge attestersl without
gaps for a.c. systems
This Intemational Standard applies
to non-linear metal-oxide resistot

me surge arreste$ without spark
gaps designed to limit voltage
sruges on a.c. power circuits. This
standard basically applies to all
metal-oxide surge arresters;
however, polyrneric housed, GIS,
liquid immersed and other special
designs may require special
considention ia design, test and
application.

EVS-EN 60099-52002
Hind 316,00
Identne IEC 60099-5:1 996+
A1:1999
ja identne EN 60099-5:1996+
A1:1999
Surge arresters - Part 5:
Selection and application
fecornmendations
This part of IEC 99 provides
recommendations fot the selection
and application of suge airesters
to be used in three-phase systems
with nominal voltages above 1 kV.
It applies to oon-linear resistor
type gapped sruge arresters as

defined in IEC 99-l and to gapless
metal-oxide surge affesters as

defined io IEC 99-4.

E"VS-EN 607?il-522002
Hird 126,00
Identne IEC 60127-5:1988
ja identne EN 60127-5:1991
Miniature fuses - Pat 5:
Guidelines for quality
assessment sf rniniafirtg fuss-
lirks
Gives a guide for tests for
assessing the quality of miniature
fuse-links other than type tests, for
the case where there is no
complete agteement betureen the
user and the manufactuter on what
such tests should be.

EVS-EN 60255-6:2002
Hind 212,00

Identne IEC 60255-6:1988
ja identne EN 60255-6:1994
Electrical telays - Pan 6:
Measuting telays and protection
equipment
This standard specifies the general
perforrnance requirements of all
electrical measuring relays and
protection equipment used in the
electrotech:rical 6elds of the IEC.

EVS-EN 608714:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IE,C 6A87 7 -4:7996
ia identne EN 60871-4:1996
Shunt capacitots for a.c. power
systems having a tated voltage
above 1 kY - Part 4: Internal
fuses
This part of IEC 871 applies to
iotemal fuses vrhich are designed
to isolate faulty capacitor elements,
in order to allow operation of the
remaining parts of that capacitor
unit afld the bank in which the
capacitor unit is connected. Such
fuses are not a substitute for a
switching device such as a circuit-
breaker, or for external protection
ofthe capacitor bank or any part
thereof. The object of this part of
IEC 871 is to formulate
requLements regatding
performance and tes ' g and to
provide a guide for co-ordination
of fuse protection.

EYS-EN 607?il -422001 / Alt2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IE,C 60127 -4:199 6 /
A7:2002
ja identne F-ll 60727-4:1996/
A7:2002
Miniatute fuses - Patt4:
Universal Modular Fuse-links
(uMF)
This part of IEC 127 tehtes to
Universal Modulat Fuse-links

CJNry for printed circuits and
other substrate systems, used for
the protection of electric
appliances, electronic equipment,
and component parts thereof,
notmally intended to be used
indoots.

EYS-EN 60691:200U A222002
Hind 92,00
Ideotne IEC 60691 :1993 / A2:2000
ja identne EN
60691:7995/A2:2000
Thermal-Iinks - Requirements
and application guide
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Applies to thermal-links, inteaded
fot incoqporation in electrical
appliaqss5, electrcnic equipmeot
aod componeat parts thereol
norrnally intended for use indoors,
in ordet to protect them against
excessive temperatues under
abnormal conditions. May be
applicable to thermal-links for use
under other thaa indoor
conditions, provided that the
climatic and other circumstances in
the immediate suroundings of
such themral-links are comparable
with those in this standard.

EVS-HD 630.2.155:2002
Hlnd272,40
Identne IF,C 60269-2-1:1998 +
A1:1999
ja identne HD 630.2.1 35:2002
Low-voltage fuses - Pat'r.2-lz
Supplementary requirements for
fuses for use by authorized
persons (fuses mainly fot
industrial application) -
Sections I to fV: Examples of
qrpes of standardized fuses for
use by authorized persoas
The following additional
requirements apply to fuses
with:SECTION I and (IA) -
(striker) fuse-links having blade
contacts htended to be replaced by
means of a device, such as a

replacement handle. Such fuses
have tated currents up to and
including 7250 A and a rated
voltages up to alrd including 690
V a.c. or 440 V d.c.SECTION II -
fuse-links having bolted
connections. Such fuses have rated
curtents up to and including 1250
A and a rated voltages up to and
including 690 V a.c. and up to and
including 500 V d.c. SECTION III
- fuse-links having cylindrical caps

udth or without stiker. Such fuses
have rated curtents not exceeding
l25Aatdarated

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAIIIUSKIISITLUS
prEVS 27570
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 36++43:7977 +
Al:1997
ja identne ID 3U.4.43 52:2001
Electrical installations of
buildings - Part 4: Protection for
safety - Chapter 43: Protection
against ovefcurrent

Sets out general rules.for
protection of live conductors
against ovedoad and short circuit
Specifies the features ofvatious
protective devices and necessary
cootdinatioa betweeo conductors
and ovedoad protective devices.
prEVS 55215
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identoe IEC 60269 47 :2002
ja identne EN 6026941:2002
Lgw-voltage fuses - Part 4-1:
Supplementary requirements for
fuse-links fot the protection of
semiconductor devices -
Sectioas I to III; Examples of
types of standardized fuse-links
Is divided into ttrrce sections, each
dealingwith specific examples of
standardized dimgn5iqne. Section I:
Fuse-links having bolted
connections: Type A, Type B,
Type C. Section II: Fuse-links vdth
flush end connections: Type A,
Type B. Section III: Fuse-links
with cylinddcal contact caps: Type
A. This standard covets
dimensioaal systems but does not
standardize chatacteristics.
ptEVS 55294
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE.C 3 64-4-45:7984

ia identne HD 384.4.45 S1:1989
Electrical installations of
buildinge - Patt 4: Ptotection fot
safety - chapter 45: Protection
against undervoltage
Electrical installations of buildings
- Part 4: Protection for safety -
chapter 45: Protection against
undervoltage
prEVS 55462
Tdhtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IF'C 60269 -3 -7 :7 99 4+
A1:7995+42:2002
ja identne HD 630.3.1 33:2002
Low-voltage fuses - Part 3-1:
Supplementary requfu ements for
fuses fot use by unskilled
petsons (fuses mainly for
household and si-ilar
applications) Sections I to fV
Gives a comprehensive description
of the mechanical and electrical
charactedstics of these fuses and of
the relevant tests, Describes six
types of standatdized fuses; D type
fuses; cylindrical fuses (tFpe A, B,
C); pin-type fuses; cylinddcal fuse
links (primarily used in plugs) This
new publication is of equal interest
to the manufactuer and to the
uset of fuses namely for household
and similar applications.

29.120.60
Liilitus- ia
iuhtimisaparaadid

Switchgear and controlgear

UUED STANIDARDID
EVS-EN 5078722002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 50187:1996
Gas-filled compartments for a.c.
switchgear and contolgear for
rated voltages above 1 kV and
up to and hs[uding 52 kV
This standard applies to
compartments ptessudzed at a
maximum pressure of 3 bar (g 

"ggand with a maximum product
prcssure x volume of 2000 bar
litres with inert gases, for example
sulphur hexafluoride or nitrogen or
a mixtute of such gases, used in
indoor ot outdoor installations of
AC switchgear and controlgear
with raated voltages above 1 kV up
1e 211d inqluding 52 kV where the
gas is used principally for its
dielectdc and / ot atc-quenching
properties.

EVS-EN 60129|2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC
607 29 :1 9 84 + Al :1 9 9 2+ A2:7 9 9 6
ja identne EN
60 | 29 :79 9 4 + A7 :79 9 4 + A2:1 99 6

Alternating current
disconnectors and earthing
switches (iacludes Amendment
A1:1ee4)
This standatd applies to altemating
curreflt disconnectors and earthing
switches designed for indoor and
outdoor installation, for voltages
above 1000 V and fot service
freguencies up to and including 60
Hz. This standard also applies to
the operating devices and their
auxiliary equipment.

EVS-EN 60934|2002
Hind 360,00
Identne IEC 60934:2000
ja identne EN 60934:2001 

'

Circuit-breakets for equipment
(cBE)
This standatd is applicable to
mechanical switching devices
desigped as "circuit-breakers for
equipment" (CBE) intended to
provide protection to citcuits
within electrical equipment. This
standard is also applicable for
ptotection of electrical equipment
in case ofundervoltage and./ot
ovewoltage. It is applicable for a.c.

not exceeding 44AY an.d/or d.c.
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rrq1 sr(6ssding 250V, and a rated
cu$ent not exceeding 125 A.
EVS-EN 507?3-l:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50123-1:1995
Railway applications - Fixed
installations - D.C. switchgear -
Patt t Genetal
This European Standard,
consisting of seven parts, specifies
requirernents for d.c. switchgear
and conttolgear and is intended to
be used in fixed electrical
installations, with nominal voltage
oot exceeding 3000 V d.c., which
supply electrical powet to vehicles
for public guided transport, i.e.
railway vehicles, tramway vehicles,
underground vehicles and
trolleybuses.

EVS-EN 50723-2:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 50123-
2:1995+Al:7996
Railway applications - Fixed
installations - D.C. switchgeat -
Patt2: D.C. circuit breakers
This Part of EN 50123 specifies
requkements for d.c. circuit
breakers for use in stationary
installations of traction systems.
NOTE 1: EN 50123-6 speciEes
requirements for d.c. switchgeat
assemblies. NOTE 2: EN 50121-5
specifies requirements for
electromagnetic compatibility

@MC).NOTE 3: EN 50126
specifies requirements for
dependability.

EVS-EN 50ra3422002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 5012-4:1999
Railway applications - Fixed
installations - D.C. switchgear -
Part 4: Outdoor d.c. in-line
switch-dis connectors,
disconnectors ,rnd d.c. earthing
switches
This Pat of EN 50123 specifies
requirements for outdoor d.c.
switch-disconnectors,
disconnectors and earihing
switches for use in outdoor
stationary installations of traction
systems.

EVS-EN 50123-62002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50123-6:1998
Railway applications - Fixed
installations - D.C. Switchgeat -
Patt 6: D.C. Switchgeat
assemblies

This EN 50123-6 covers D.C.
metal-enclosed and non-metallic
switchgear assemblies used in
indoor stationary installafie115 ef
traction systems, with nominal
voltage not exceeding 3 000 V. It is
intended that individual items of
equipment, for example circuit
breakers, housed io the assembly is
designed, amufactured and
iodividually tested (simulating the
enclosute when necessary) in
accordance with then respective
parts of EN 50123 or, when
appropriate, udth aoother
applicable standatd.

EVS-EN 45570-2-7:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne EN 45510-2-7 :2002
Guide for ptocurement of power
station equipment - Patt 2-7 z

Electrical equipmenq
Switchgear and controlgear
This Standard gives guidance on
*iti"g the techaical specification
for the procirrement of switchgear
and controlgear for use in
electricity generating stations
(power stations). This Guide for
procurement is not applicable to
eguipment fot use in the nuclear
reactof pla nl vtea of nuclear power
stations. Other possible
applications of such equipment
have not been considered in the
preparation of this Guide.

EVS-EN 6094747:?.002
Hind 338,00
Identne IF,C 609 47 -+1 :2000
ja identne EN 609474-1:2001
Low-voltage switchgear and
contolgeat - Part 4: Contactots
and motor-starters - Section
one: Elec&omechanical
contactots atrd motof-stafters
States the charactedstics of
contactors and starters and
associated equipmeng the
conditions with ufiich contactors
of starters shall comply (operation
and behaviour, dielectric
properties, the degrees of
protection provided by their
enclosures, their construction), the
tests intended for confirrning that
these conditions have been meg
the information to be given with
the eguipment or in the
manufactue/s literature.

KAVANIDITE
ARVAT4USKOSITLUS
prEVS 55276
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 67540:7997 +
A1:1998

ja identne HD 639 37:2002
Electrical accesso8ies Potable
residual cnarent devices without
integtal ovetcurrent ptotection
fot household and sirnilal usg
(PRCDs)
Electrical accessories Portable
residual crurent devices'rdthout
integtd overcurent protection for
household and similar use

@RCDs)

29J24.70
Releed

Relays

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 50205:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50205:2002
Relays with forcibly guided
(mechanically linked) contacts
This standatd applies to all-or-
nothing relays with forcibly guided
(linked) contacts. The intention of
this standatd is to define
stadardized requirements and tests
for forcibly guided Qinked)
operation. Exisri. g standards
dealing with all-or-oothing relays
maintain their validity. The
requirements of this standard apply
in addition to the existing
standards uzherever the all-or-
nothing telays are equipped with
forcibly guided (inked) cootacts.

EVS-EN 716203.2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 116203:1994
Blank detail specifi cation:
Electomechanical all-or-
nothing telays for enhanced
industrial application
Blank detail specification.

EVS-EN 7162A422002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 116204:1994
Btank detail specifi catioa:
Elecuomechanical all-or-
nqthing sealed relays for
aggtessive industrial application
Blank detail specification.

EVS-EN 776300:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 116300:1993
Sectional Specffication:
Electromechanical All-Or-
\fething Heavy Load Relays of
Assessed Quality (Rated from 5
A and above)
This sectional specification applies
to electromechanical all-or-nothing
heavy load relays of assessed
quality, rated from 5 A and above.
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EVS-EN 1190002?.002

tsltnd,272,00
Identne EN 119000:1996
Genedc Specification: Dry and
mercury wetted teed contact
units
This Genetic Specificatioo applies
to dry and mercury wetted reed
contact rmits of assessed qudity. It
lists the tests anil measwement
procedutes which may be selected
for use in Detail Specifications for
such units. This document also
specifies the quality assessment
procedures to be folloved. This
specification applies to those reed
contact units which are opetated
by an applied magnetic 6eld; it is
not restricted to any particular qfpe
contact load.

EVS-EN 1470002?.002

Hind 155,00
Identne EN 147000:1993
Generic specification: Sockets
for use with electrical telays of
assessed quality
This specificafion covers the
general tequirements for sockets
used with pl"g i" electrical relays
of assessed quality.

EVS-EN 14710012002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 147100:1993
Sectional specifi cation: Relay
sockets of assessed quality
This sectional specification applies
to relay sockets ofassessed quality.
It selects from the genetic
specification EN 147000:1993 ard
other sources the appropriate
methods of test to be used in detail
specifications derived from this
specification, and contains basic
test schedules to be used in the
pteparation of such specifi cations.

EVS-EN 147107:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 147101:1994
Blank detail specification: Relay
sockets of assessed quality
Blank detail speciEcation.

EVS-EN 60?15422002
II1^d212,00
Identne IEC 60255-6:1988
ja identne EN 60255-6:1994
Electrical telays - Patt6z
Measuring telays and protection
equipment
This standard specifies the general
perfotmance requirements of all
electrical measuring relays and
protection equipment used in the
electrotechnical 6elds of the IEC.

EVS-EN 6l8tI-1:2002
Hind 139,00
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Identne IEC 61811-1:1999
ja ideotoe EN 61811-1:1999
Electromechani gal nqn-
specifi ed-tim s all-os-lqthing
rel,ays of assessed quality - Part
t General specification
This geaedc specification applies
to electromechanical non-
specified-ti-e all-ot-oothing relays
of assessed Suality. Io ordet to
permit assessment of the quality of
electromechanical all-or-nothi.g
relays, this specification contains
the definition ofprocedures to be
followed for gualification approval
and quality confotrnance
inspection. Within the IECQ
quality assessment system, this
genetic speofication togethet with
the televaot sectiond and detail
speofications is used for relay
guallEcation approval. Apptoved
telays will be granted an IECQ
Certificate of Apptoval authorizing
the use of the IECQ Matk of
Apptoval.

EVS-EN 60255-232?-002
Hind 229,00
Identne EC 60255-23:1994
ja identne EN 60255-23:1996
Electrical telays - PattZ3z
Contact performance
Is applicable to contact assemblies
of relays within the scope of the
IEC and covers basic
considerations which are, in
geneml coflrmon to all types of
relays covered by IEC 255.

EVS-EN 60?55-Vl:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IE,C 60255-24:2007
ja identne EN 60255-24:2001,
Electrical relays - Patt24:
Common fotmat for tansient
data exchange (COMTRADE)
fot power systems
This standard defines a format fot
files containing transient wavefomr
and event data collected from
power systems or power system
models. The standard is for 6les
stored on physical media such as

digital hard ddves and diskettes. It
is not a standard for transferring
data files over communication
networks. The fotrnat is intended
to provide an easily interpretable
format for use in exchanging data,
as such it does not make use of the
econimies available from data
encoding and compression which
proprietary forrnats depend on for
competitive advantage.

EVS-EN 60?55-25.2002
Hind 155,00

Identne IEC 60255-25:2000

ia identne EN 60255-25:2000
Electrical relays - Patt2Sz
Electomagnetic emission tests
fot measudng relays and
protection equipment
This sta:rdard specifies the general
requirements for the measurement
of radio ftequency emissions
emanating ftom measwing telays
and protectioa equipment for
povrer systems protection including
the control -qnilering and
process interface equipment used
with those systems. It is based on
IEC CISPR 22 - see rnn651 [.
EVS-EN 602.55-21-3.2A02
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60255 -21 -3:7 9 93
ja identne EN 60255-21-3:1995
Electrical telays - Part2Tz
Vibration, shoclg ! rrnp and
seismic tests on measuring
telays and protection equipment
- Section 3: Seismic tests
Specifies the vibration, shock,
bump and seismic tests applicable
to electromechanical and static
measuring relays and protection
equipment, with or without output
contacts.

EYS-EN 60255-22-2.2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IF,C 60255 -22-2:1 9 9 6
ja identne EN 60255-22-2:7996
Electrical telays - Part22:
Electrical disturbance tests for
measuring relays and protection
equipment - Section 2:
Electrostatic discharge tests
This section of IEC 255-22is
based on IEC 1000-,1-2 and it
refers to that standard where
applicable. This sectioo specifies
general requirements fot
elecftostatic discharge tests of
static measudng relays and
protection equipmeng with or
without output contacts. The
object of the tests is to confirrn the
equiprnent being tested rxrill not
maloperate when energized and
subjected to an electrostatic
discharge.

EVS-EN 60255 -22-3 :2002
Hind 139,00
I dentne IF,C 60255 -22-3 :2000

ia identne FN 60255-22-3:2000
Electdcal telays - Part22-3:
Electrical distubance tests fot
measuring relays and protection
equipment - Radiated
elecftomagnetic field
disturbance tests



This standard is based on IEC
61000-+3, refering to that
publication where applicable, and
specifies the general requirements
for radiated electrom€netic 6eld
disturbance tests for measudng
relays and protection equipment
for power system protection,
including the control monitodng
and process interface equipment
used with those systems. The
obiective of the tests is to confirm
that the EUT will operate correcdy
wheo energised and subjected to
an electrornagnetic field ftoo a
radiation source operating within
the ftequency mnge 80 MHz to
1000 MHz
EYS-EN 6025 5 -22-6:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IE,C 6025 5 -22-6 :20A I
ja identne EN 60255-22-6:2001
Electrical telays - Patt?2-62
Electrical disturbance tests for
measuring relays and protection
equipmenq Ir.munity to
conducted disturbances
induced by radio ftequency
fields
This standatd is based on IEC
61000-+6, referring to that
publication where applicable, and
speciEes the general requirements
for conducted elecft omagnetic
field disturbance tests for
measuring telays and protection
equipment for power system
protection, including the con&ol
monitoring and process interface
equipment used udth those
systems. The objective of the tests
is to confirm that the EUT will
operate correcdy when enetgised
and sublected to conducted
disturbances, induced by radio-
ftequency fields with the frequency
range 150 KHz to 80 MHz.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55120
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EC 62246-l:2002
ja identne EN 62246-1:2002
Reed contact units - Part 1:
Generic specification
Is a generic specification applyrng
to dry and mercury wetted reed
contact units ofassessed quality.
Lists the tests and measurement
procedures which may be selected
for use in detail specifications fot
such units. Specifies the quality
assessment procedures to be
followed.
prEVS 55250

Tiihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60255-224:2002
ja identne EN 60255-224t2002
Electdcal relays - Patt?24:,
Electdcal disturbance tests fot
measuring relays and protection
equipment - Electrical fast
transient/burs1 irnmrrnity test
Specifies the general requirements
for electrical fast transient
immunity tests for measudng
relays and protection equipment
for power system ptotection,
including the control, monitoting
and process interface equipment
used u/ith these systems. Is based
on IEC 61000-+4.
prEVS 55251
Tdhtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 60255 -22-5 :2002
ja identne EN 60255-22-5:2002
Electrical relays - Patt?2-S:
Electrical disturbance tests for
measudng relays and protection
equipment - Surge irnmunity
test
Specifies the general requirements
for surge tests fot measuring telays
and protection equipment for
power system protection, including
the contol monitoring and
process interface equipment used
vith these systems. Is based on
IEC 61000-,1-5.

29.124.99
Muud elektdtarvikud

Other elecuical accessories

UUED STANIDARDID
EVS-EN 61870-1:2002
FIluJLd,229,00

Identne IEC 61810-1:1998
ja identne EN 61810-1:1998
Electtomechanical non-
specified tirne all-or-ne tring
telays - Part Genetal
requfuements
This part of IEC 61810 is a generic
specification. It applies to
elecuomechanical non-specified
time all-or-aothing relays in a new
condition onln which are used in
many Eelds of electtotecbnics (e.g.
telecommunications, general
industry equipment, etc).
Discrimination from other types of
relays and related switching devices
is given in anoex C. Nevertheless,
parts of this standatd may be used
also for othet types of telays, such
as static all-or-nothing telays. This
standard states basic requirements
for electromechanical non-
specified time all-or-nothing relays.

It comprises indicatioa and
explanations necessary for the
uoderstanding of the relevant basic
characteristics of such relays. This
standard contains standard values
tJrat reduce the vadety of vadants
and facilitate the compadson of
mes.

Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 61810-5:1998
ja identne EN 61810-5:1998
Electromechanical non-
specifi ed time all-or-nothi.g
ielays - Part 5: Insulation
seeldin2ti6n
This part of IEC 61810 specifies
the general requirements for the
insulation coordination of
electromechanical non-specifi ed
time all-or-nothing relays. This
standard is based upon the basic
safety standard for insulation
coordination IEC 6066,1-1. This
standard specifies the requirements
for clearances, creepage distances
and solid insulation for relays
based upon perfotmance criteria. It
includes methods of electric testing
with respect to insulation
coordination for relays within low-
voltage systems. It applies to relays
fot use up to 2 000 m above sea

level, having a rated voltage up to 1

000 V a.c. or 1 500 V d.c. It does
not include high-frequenry
requirements for insulation
cootdination. The tequirements of
this standard do not cover
distances - through liquid
insulation; - through gases other
than art; - through compressed air.

29.130.70
K6rgepingelised
lfflitusseadmed ia nende
juhtseadmed

High voltage switchgear and
contfolgeaf

UUED STA\IDARDID
EVS-EN 5005222002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 50052:1986 +
A2:I993
Cast aluminium alloy
enclosures for gas-filled high
voltage switchgear and
controlgeat
This standard applies to cast
aluminium alloy enclosures
pressurized with dry air, inen
gases, for example sulphur
hexafluoride or nitrogen or a
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mixture of such gases, used in
indoor or outdoor installations of
high voltage switchgear and
controlgear with rated voltages
above 1 kV, where the gas is used
pdncipally for its dielectric atd/or
arc-quenching ptoperties.

EVS-EN 50A64zX)02
Hind 259,00
Identne EN 50064:1989 +
A1:7993
Wrought aluminium and
aluminium alloy enclosures for
gas-filled high-voltage
switchgeat and controlgear
This standard applies to fusioo
welded wrought aluminium and
aluminium alloy enclosures
ptessutized *ith dry arr, inert
gases, for example sulphur
hexafluoride or nitrogen or a
mixture of such gases, used in
indoor or outdoor installations of
high-voltage switchgear and
controlgeat with rated voltages of
72,5kY and above, where the gas
is used principally for its dielectdc
and / ot arc-quenching properties.

EVS-EN 50068:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne EN 50068:1 991 +A1:1993
Wtought steel enclosures for
gas-fi lled high-voltage
switchgeat and con$olgear
This standard applies to fusion
welded wrought steel enclosures
pressurised *ith d.y air, inert gases,
for example sulphut hexafluotide
or nitogeo or a mixture of such
gases, used in indoor ot outdoor
installations of high-volage
switchgear and controlgear with
rated voltages 72,5kV and above,
where the gas is used ptincipally
for its dielectdc and/ot atc-
quenching properties.

EVS-EN 50069:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 50069:1 991 + A1, :1,993
Welded composite enclosures of
cast and wrought aluminium
alloys for gas-filled high-voltage
switchgear and controlgear
This standard applies to welded
composite enclosures of cast and
wrought aluminium and aluminium
alloy enclosures pressurized with
dty 

^it, 
inert gases, for example

sulphur hexafluoride or niftogen or
a mixture of such gases, used in
indoor or outdoor installations of
high-voltage switchgear and
controlgear with rated voltages of
72,5kV and above, whete the gas
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is used pdncipally for its dielectric
ard / ot arc-quenching properties.

EVS-EN 60420:2A02
I'I:nrd212,00
Identne IE;C 60420:1990
ja identne EN 60420:1993
High-voltage altemating
current switch-fuse
combinations.
This standatd applies to three-pole
r.its for public and industrial
distribution systems which are
functional assemblies of switches
including svyitch-disconnectors and
currentjirniting fuses and thus able
to inteffupt -anyload cufieatup
to the rated breaking curreot of the
switch; -any over-cuffent up to the
rated short-citcuit breaking current
of the combination by which
automatic internrption is initiated.
This standard applies to
combinations desigped with tated
voltages above 1 kV and below 52
kV for use on three-phase
altematirg cufrent systems of
eithet 50 Hz ot 60H2.

EVS-EN 604?i122002
Hind 316,00
Identne IE'C 60 427'.2000
ja identne EN 60427:2000
Synthetic testing of high-voltage
altemating current circuit-
bteakets
Applies to a.c. citcuit-breakers
vdthin the scope of IEC 56 (Clause
1). It ptovides the general rules for
testing a.c. circuit-breakers, fot
making and breaking capacities
over the range of test-duties
described in Sub-clauses 6.102 to
6.111 of IEC 56, by synthetic
methods. The purpose of this
standard is to establish criteria for
syntlietic testing and for the proper
evduation of tesults. Such critetia
will establish the vdidity of the test
method udthout imposing
res&aints on innovation of test
circuitry.

EVS-EN 60470:2002
Hind 316,00
Identne IE,C 6047A:L999
ja identne EN 60470:2000
High-voltage altemating
cuttent contactors and
contactor-based motot-starters
This standard is applicable to a.c.
contactors and / ot contactor-based
motor-starters designed for indoor
installation and operation at
ftequencies up to and including 60
Hz on systems having voltages
above 1 000 V but not exceeding
12 000 v.

EVS-EN 6t166:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 61166:1993
ja identne EN 61166:1993
High-voltage altetnating
cutlent circuit-breakets - Guide
for seismic qualification of
high-voltage dternating cu$ent
circuit-brcakerc
This Euopean Staodard specifies
seismic severity levels and gives a

choice of methods that can be
applied to demoostrate the
petformaace of FfV circuit
bteakers for which seismic
qualification is required.

EV$EN 61?5922002
Hind 101,00
Identne EC 61259:1994
ja identne EN 61259:1994
Gas-insulated metal-enclosed
switchgeat for rated voltages
72,5kY and above -
Requirements 6o. rs'i16hing of
bus-chatging cutrents by
disconnectots
This Intemational standard applies
to altemating current gas-insulated
metal-eaclosed disconnectors for
tated voltages of 72,5 kV and
above. This standatd provides test
requirements for gas-insulated
metal-enclosed disconnectors used
to switch small capacitive currents
(no load currents) such as occur
q/hen sections of busbars or
grading capacitors are energized or
de-energized.

EVS-EN 62Tll-100:2002
Hind 506,00
Identne EC 6227 | -7 00 :20O7
ja identne EN 62271-100:2001
High-voltage switchgear and
controlgeat - Part 100: High-
voltage alltematin g-curtent
circuit-breakers
Is applicable to a.c. circuit-breakers
desigrred for indoor ot outdoot
installation and for operation at
frequencies of 50 Hz and 60 Hz on
systems having voltages above 1

000 v.
KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSXfISITLUS
prEVS 55106
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IE,C 6227 1 -1 A2:2001

ia identne EN 62271-102:2002
High-voltage switchgear and
controlgear -Pat702l
Alternating curent
disconnectots and earthing
switches



Applies to altemating cu$ent
disconnectors and earthing
switches, designed for indoor and
outdoor enclosed and open
terrninal installations for voltages
above 1 000 V and fot selsice
frequencies up to and including 60
Hz. It also applies to the operating
devices ofthese disconnectots and
earthing switches and their
auxiliary equipment. Additional
requirements for disconnectors
and earthing switches in enclosed
switchgear and conttolgeat are
given in IEC 60298, EC 60466
and IEC 60517. Note:
Disconnectors in which the fuse
forms an integrd part are not
coveted by this standard This 6tst
edition cancels and replaces Ed.3
of IEC 60129 published in 1984,
amendment 1 (1992) and,

amendment 2 (1996).In addition,
it replaces IE.C 61728,I8C 61129
and IEC 61259,u'hich are hereby
withdrarxm and cancelled.

29.r30.20
Madalpingelised
lii{itusseadmed ia nende
iuhtseadmed

Low voltage switchgear and
controlgeaf

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6A 439 -3 :2001 / A2;2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IE.C 60439 -3:1990 /
A2:2001

ia identne EN 60439-3:1991/
A2:2007
Low-voltage switcheat and
controlgear assemblies - Part 3:
Particular requirements for low-
voltage switchgeat and
contolgear assemblies intended
to be installed in places where
unskilled percons have access to
their use - Distribution boards
This standatd gives supplementary
requirements for such enclosed
distdbution boards pBU), which
are stationary, E?e tested
assemblies (ITA) for indoor use,
containing protective devices and
intended for use either in domestic

ftousehold) applications or in
other places where unskilled
persons have access for theit use.

EVS-EN 609 47 -3 22001 / Al:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IE'C 609 47 -3:1999 /
A1:2001
ja identne EN 60947-3:1999/

A1:2001
Low-voltage switchgear and
controlgeat - Patt 3; Switches,
disconnectots, switch-
disconnectors and fuse-
combinatioa urrits
States the characteristics of the
equipment, the conditions rrith
which the equipment shall comFly
(operation and behaviour in
normal service, operation and
behaviour in case ofspecified
abnormal conditions, dielectric
ptoperties), the test fot confirming
that these conditions have been
met and the methods to be
adopted for these tests; the
infomration to be marked on the
equipment or made available by
the manufacturer, e.g. in the
catalogue. Ttris publication
supersedes IEC 408 (1985) and
should be read in conjunction with
IEC 947-1 (1e88).

EVS-EN 609474
2:2001/N:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IE,C 609 47 -+2:7999 /
Al:2001
ja identne EN 60947-,1-2:2A00/
Al:2002
Low-voltage switchgear and
controlgeat - Part 4-22
Contactors and motor-staftefs -
Section 2: AC semiconductor
motor controllers and stafters
This standard applies to controllets
and statten, which may include a
series mechanical switching device,
intended to be connected to
circuits, the rated voltage of which
does not exceed 1 000 V a.c. This
standatd chanctedzes controllers
and starters fot use with or without
bypass swirching devices.

29.L30.99
Muud lfflitusseadmed ia
nende iuhtseadmed

Other switchgear and
controlgear

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55106
Tihtaeg 2A$-02-A7
Identne IE.C 6227 7 -102:2001
ja identne EN 62271-102:2002
High-voltage switchgear and
controlgear - Pattl02:
Altemating cuffeot
disconnectors and eatthing
switches

Applies to altemating curent
disconoectors and earthing
switches, designed for indoor and
outdoot enclosed and open
terninal installations for voltages
above 1 000 V and for service
frequencies up to and including 60
Hz. It also applies to the operating
devices ofthese disconnectors and
earthing switches and their
auxiliary equipment Additional
requirements for disconnectors
and earthing spitches in enclosed
switchgear and controlgeat are
given in mC 60298,IEC 60466
and IEC 60517. Note:
Disconnectors in ufiich the fuse
forrns an integral part are not
coveted by this standard This first
edition caocels and replaces Ed.3
of IEC 60129 published in 1984,
amendment 1 (992) and
amendment 2 (1996).In addition,
it teplaces IEC 61128, reC fi729
and IEC 61259,which are hereby
withdrawn and cancelled.

29.740.70
Lambisoklid ia -pesad

Lamp caps and holders

UUED STAI\iDARDID
EVS-EN 600 6l-122007 / A25 :2002
Hind 146,00
Identne EC 600 61, -7 :79 69 /
M5:2001
ja identoe EN 60061-1:1993l
425:2001
Lamp caps and holders together
with gauges for the control of
interchaageability and safety -
Part t Lamp caps
This is a looseJeaf publication and
supplements conaining new and
revised sheets are issued ftom d-e
to time.

EVS-EN 60061-122007 / A2:6:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne BC 60061, -7:7969 /
426:2007
ja identne EN 60061-1:1993l
M6:2O01
Lamp caps and holders together
with gauges for the control of
intetchangeability aad safety -
Pat 1: Lamp caps
This is a loose-leaf publication and
supplements cootaining new and
revised sheets are issued ftom time
to time.

EVS-EN 60061-1:2001 / A27 22002
Hind 126,00
Identne TEC 60067 -1 :79 69 /
427:2001
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ja identne EN 60061-1:1993/
4272007
Lamp caps aad holders together
with gauges for the contol of
interchangeability and safety -
Part t Lamp caps
This is a loose-leaf publication and
supplements qeataining nerp and
revised sheets are issued ftom '' e
to time.

EVS-EN 60061-lz200l / A28z?.002
Hind 126,00
Identne IF,C 60067 -1:1969 /
428:2002
ja identne EN 60061-1:1993/
428:2002
Lamp caps and holders together
with gauges fot the control of
interchangeability and safety -
Part t Lamp caps
This is a loose-leaf publication and
supplements containing new and
revised sheets ate issued from time
to time.

EVS-EN 60061-12001 / l.29 :2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IE,C 60067-1:79 69 /
429:2002
ja identne EN 60061-1:1993/
429:2002
Lamp caps and holders together
with gauges for the contol of
intetchangeability and safety -
Part t Lamp caps
This is a loose-leaf publication and
supplements containing new and
tevised sheets are issued from time
to time.

EVS-EN 60061-2:2001 / A22:2n02
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 60061 -2:19 69 /
422:2001
ja identne EN 60061-2:1993/
422:2001
Lamp caps and holders togethet
with gauges for the control of
intetchangeability and safety -
Patl2t Lampholders
This is a looseJeaf publication and
supplements containing new and
revised sheets ate issued from time
to time.

EVS-EN 60061-222001 / A23 2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IE;C 60067 -2:19 69 /
423:2007
ja identne EN 60061-2:1993/
423:2007
Lamp caps and holdets togethet
with gauges for the control of
interchangeability aud safety -
Part2: Lampholders

This is a loose-leaf publication and
supplements sentaining new and
revised sheets are issued ftom time
to" e.

EVS-EN 60067-2:2001 / lt2lz?.002
Hind 92,00
Identne BC 60061-2:79 69 /
M4:,2001
ia identne EN 60061-2:1993/
424:20O2
Lamp caps and holdets together
with gauges for the control of
interchangeability and safety -
Patr2z Lampholdets
This is a loose-leaf publication and
supplements containing new and
revised sheets are issued from time
to time.

E'VS-EN 600 61-222001 / A2627.002

Hind 126,00
Identne IF,C 60067 -2:19 69 /
426:2002
ja identne EN 60061-2:1993/
426:2002
Lamp caps and holders together
with gauges for the contol of
interchangeability and safety -
Part2: Lamp holders
This consolidated version of IEC
60061-2 is based on the third
edition (1969) and its supplements
A(1 970), B(1 971), C(197 2),
D(1 975), E(l97s), F(1980),
G(1 983), H(1 987), J(1 989),
K(l 9 9 2), L(r99 4), M(1 994),
N(1e9s), P(1ee6) Q(l9e6),
R(l996), 5(1997), and amendments
18 (1998), 19 (1999),20 (1999) 2r
(2000), 22 Q001) ard 23 (2001). It
bears the edition number 3.23.

EVS-EN 60061-3:2001 / 19422002
Hind 212,00
Identne IEC 60067 -3 :19 69 /
424:2001

la identne EN 60061-3:1993l
424:2001
Lamp caps and holders together
with gauges fot the control of
interchangeability and safety -
Part 3: Gauges
This is a loose-leaf publication and
supplements containing new and
revised sheets are issued from time
to time.

EVS-EN 60061-3:?.001 / A2.52?.002

Fllrad272,00
Identne IE,C 60061 -3:19 69 /
425:2001
ja identne EN 60061-3:1993l
425:2001
Lamp caps and holdets together
with gauges for the contol of
;n1s16fuangeability and safety -
Patt3z, Gauges

This is a loose-leaf publication aad
supplemeots contai:ring new and
revised sheets are issued from time
to " te.

EVS-EN 60061-3:2001 / A2622.002
Hind 179,00
Identne EC 60067-3:19 69 /
426:2001

ia identne EN 60061-3:1993/
426:2007
Lamp caps and holders together
with gauges for the control of
interchangeability and safety -
Pat 3: Gauges
This is a loose-leaf publication and
supplements qeltaining new and
revised sheets are issued ftom time
to '' tre.

EVS-EN 60061-3:2001 / A27 2002
Hind 170,00
Identne BC 60067 -3:1.9 69 /
427:2002

ia identne EN 60061-3:1993/
427:,20O2
Lamp caps and holders together
with gauges for the conttol of
interchangeability and safety -
Part 3: Gauges
This is a loose-leaf publication and
supplements containing new aod
revised sheets are issued from time
to time.

EVS-EN 60061-3220o7 / A2822002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60061-3 :1969 /
428:2002
ja identne EN 60061-3:1993/
428:2002
Lamp caps and holders together
with gauges for the control of
intetchangeability and safety -
Part3: Gauges
This is a loose-leaf publication and
supplements containing nelil/ and
revised sheets are issued from time
to time.

EVS-EN 61L8422007 / AJ22002
Hind 75,00
Identne IEC 61184:1997 /A7:2000
ja identne EN
61184:7997 /A1.20AI
Bayonet lampholders
This standard applies to bayonet
lampholders B15d and B22d for
connection of lamps and semi-
luminaires to a supply voltage of
250V.
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29.140.20
H66glambid

fncandescent lamps

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 5028522002
Hind 66,00
Identae EN 50285:1999
Energ5r efficiency of electric
lamps for household use -
Measutement methods
This standard specified the test
conditions and method of
measurement of luminous flux,
lamp wattage and lamp life as given
on a label on the lamp packaging.
together with a procedure for
verifi cation of the declared values.
Only those patarneters that are
specific to the above mentioned
Directive ate included in this
standard, all other paramete$ ale
defined in the relevantlamp
performance standards.

EVS-EN 6063022002
Hind 316,00
Identne IF,C 60630:1994+
AtA2A3:7999
ja identne EN 60630:1998+
A3:1999
Maximum lamp outlines for
incandescent lamps
Comprises maximum lamF ou'lines
for tungsten filament lamps for
domestic and similar general
lighting pulposes.

EVS-EN 6068222002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 60682:1980+
A7:1987+A2:1997
ja identne EN 60682:1993+
A2:1997
Method of measudng the pinch
temperatute of quartz glass
lamps
Speofies details of the type of
thermocouple to be used to
measure the pinch temperature of
quarz glass lamps, thtee methods
of preparation of the lamp and
thermocouple, and the
measurement to be made.

EVS-EN 60983:2002
Iltnd229,00
Identne IEC 60983:1995
ja identne EN 60983:1996
Miniatue lamps
This Intemational Standard
specifies requirements for
miniature halogen and non-halogen
lamps with a nominal voltage up to
30 V and a nominal wattage up to
25 !7. It covers: - lamps to be used
in road vehicles not subiect to

regulation and which therefore are
not included ia IEC 809 (section
2); - lamps for electric torches
(section 3); - lr-ps for miners'
caplights (section 4). Aircnft la-ps
ate standardized in IEC 434.

EVS-EN 670{l:2002
ILnd,229,00
Identne EC 67047:7991+
A1:1996+A2:2001

ia identne EN 61047:1992+
Al:1996+A2:2001
D.c. or a.c. supplied electonic
step-down convertors for
filament lamps - Performance
reguirements
Specifies performance
requirements for electronic step-
down convertots for use on d.c.
supplies up to 250 V and a.c.
supplies up to 1000 V at 50 Hz or
60 Hz with operating frequencies
deviating from the supply
frequency, associated with tungsten
halogen lamps (as specified in
IEC 354 and other filament lamps.

EVS-EN 60432-l:2002
Hiod 259,00
Identne IE.C 60432-7 :L999
ja identne EN 60432-1:2000
Incandescent lamps - Safety
specifications - Patt 1: Tungsten
filatnent lamps for domestic and
similat genetal lighting
Pu4roses
Specifies the safety and
interchangeability tequfuements of
tungsten filament incandescent
Iamps for general lrghti"g service,
having a rated watt€e up to and
including 200 W or a rated voltage
from 50 V to 250 V inclusive.
Replaces TE,C 432 (1984).

EVS-EN 60432-2:7.002
Hind 155,00
Identne TEC 60 432-2:199 9
ja identne EN 60432-2:2000
fncandescent lamps - Safety
specifications - Part 2: Tungsten
halogen lamps for domestic and
similar general lighting
PurPoses
Specifies the safety and the related
iaterchangeability requirements of
tudgsteo halogen lamps for genetal
Itghti"g service. Covers those
tungsten halogen lamps that are
used as direct replacements for
conventional tungsten filament
lamps as well as neu' turgsten
halogen lamps which have no
correspondence in IEC 432-1,but
for which the safety and
interchangeability requirements are

treated by this standard in
conjuaction with IF,C 432-7.

29.740.30
Luminofoodambid.
Lahenduslambid

Fluorescent lamps. Discharge
lamps

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50107:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 50107:1998
Signs and lurninqus-fischarge-
tube installations operating
from a no-load tated output
voltage exceeding 1 kY but not
orsssding 10 kV
This European Standard specifies
the requirements and method of
installation for signs and luminous-
discharge-tube installations
openting ftom a no-load rated
output voltage g:(6ss.ling 1000 V,
but not exceeding 10 000 V,
including the electrical components
and wiring.

EVS-EN 5A285:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 50285:1999
Enetgy efficiency of electric
lamps for household use -
Measurement methods
This staadard specified the test
conditioos and method of
measurement of luminous flux,
lamp wattage and lamp life as given
on a label on the la-F packaging.
togetherwith a procedure for
vedfication of the declared values.
Only those paraoeters that are
specific to the above mentioaed
Directive are included in this
standard, all other parameters are
defined in the televant la-p
perforrnance standards.

EVS-EN 60081:2002
Iltnd 472,00
Identne IEC 60081 :1 997 + Al:2000
ja identne EN 60081:1998+
A7:2002
Double-capped fluorescent
lamps - Petformance
specifications
This Intemational Standard
specifies the performance
requirements for double-capped
fluotescent lamps for general
lighting service. The requirements
of this standard relate only to tpe
testing, Conditions of compliance,
including methods of statistical
assessment, are under
consideration.
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EVS-EN 6018&2002
11nd,247,00
Identne IEC 60188:2001

ia identne EN 60188:2001
High ptessure mercury vaporu
lamps - Performance
specifications
This standatd specifies the
perforrnance requiremeots for
high-prssure mercury vaporr
lamps for genetal ltghtiog
purposes, with or urithout a ted
correcting fl uorescent coating.

EYS-EN 60192:2A02
Hind 21a00
Identne EC 60192:2007
ja identne EN 60192:2001
Low ptessute sodium vapour
lamps - Perfomance
specifications
States the methods of test to be
used fot detemrining the
chatacteristics of low pressure
sodium vapour lamps of the
integral type, both U-shaped and
linear, operating on a.c. mains, 50
IIz or 60 Hz.

EYS-EN 60907:2002
Hind 506,00
Identne IEC 60901:1996+
A1:1997+A2:2000

ia identne EN 60901:1996+
A7:1997+42:200A
Single-capped fluorescent
lamps - Performance
specificafions
Specifies the safety and
performance requirements of a
range of single-capped fluorescent
lamps which are operated on a.c.
supplies.

EVS-EN 609212?.002

tl:rl.d27290
Identne iEC 60921:1988+
Al:1990+42:7994
ja identne EN 60921:1991+
A7:1992+A2:1995
Ballasts fot tubulat fluorescent
lamps - Perfonrrance
requirements
Specifies perfotmance
requirements for ballasts gsglu.ling
resistance types for use on a.c.

supplies up to 1 000 V at 50 FIz or
60 Ha associated with tubular
fluorescent lamps with or without
pre-heated cathodes operated with
or urithout a starter or starting
device and having rated wattages,
dimensions and characteristics as

speciEed in IEC 81. A.C. supplied
electronic ballasts for high
frequency operation are excluded.
These ate specified in IEC 928.
Supersedes IEC 82.
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EVS-EN 60923:?.002
Ilind,229,00
Ideotne IE,C 60923:1995+A1 :2001
ja identne EN 60923:1996+
A7:2007
Auxiliaries f'e1 lamps - Ballasts
for discharge lamps (excluding
tubulat fluotescent lamps) -
Perfor-ance requirements
Specifies perfotmance
tequirements for ballasts for
discharge lamps such as higb-
pressue mercury vapout, low-
pressure and high-pressure sodium
vapour, hi,gh-pressure sodium and
metal halide laops. Each section
details specific requLements for a
particular type of ballasts. The
standard coven inductive type
ballasts fot use on a.c. supplies up
to 1 000 V at 50 IIzto 60IIz
associated with discharge lamps,
having rated wattage, dimensions
and chasctetistics as specified in
the relevant IEC lamp standards.

EVS-EN 609?522002
FI:'J.d229,00
Identne IEC 60925:1989+
A7:1996+42:2007
ja identne EN 60925:1991+
A7:1996+42:2007
D.C. supplied electtonic ballasts
for tubular fluorescent lamps -
Perfotmance requifements
Specifi es genetal perfotmance
requirements for electronic ballasts
for use on d.c. supplies having
rated voltages ne1 q(sssding 250 V
associated urith tubular fluorescent
Iamps.

EVS-EN 60927:2002
Fllr;ld229,00
Identne IE,C 609 27 :19 9 6 + A7 :79 9 9
ja identne EN 60927:1996+
Al:7999
Auxiliaries fot lamps - Starting
devices (other than glow
starters) - Petfotmance
requfuements
Specifies perfomraoce
requirements for starting devices
(starterc and ignitors) for tubular
fluotescent and other dischatge
lamps for use on a.c. supplies up to
1000 V 

^t 
50 Ilz or 60 Hz which

ptoduce starting pulses not greater
than 5 kV. Should be read in
conjunction with EC 926.

EVS-EN 60929:2002
Hind 316,00
Identne IEC 60929:1990+
Cor+A1:1994+A2:1996
ja identne EN 60929:1992+
A7:7995+42:7996

,1,.C.-supplied electronic ballasts
fot tubrrlar fluotescent lamps -
Performance requirements
Speofies performance
requiremeots for electronic ballasts
for use on a.c. supplies up to 1000
V at 50 Hz or 60 Hz with
opetating ftequencies deviating
ftom the zupply frequency,
associated with tubular fluorescent
lamps as specified in IEC 81 and
901 and othet tubular fluoresceot
lamFs for high ftequency
operatioo.

Hind 170,00
Identne IF,C 61228:1993 + A7 :199 6
ja identne EN 61228:1994+
A1:1996
Method of measudng and
speci$ing the LlV-radiation of
ultraviolet lamps used for sun-
lanning
This Intemationd Standard
describes a method of measuring
evaluating and specifying the
ultraviolet tadiation of lamps
which are used in skin treatment
appliances for household and
similar use, mainly for sun-tanning

Purposes.

29.140.40
Valgustid

Luminaires

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 606342202
Hind 163,00
Identne IF,C 60634:1993

ia identne EN 60634:1995
Heat test sorrce (H.T.S.) lamps
for carying out heating tests on
luminaires
Specifies requirements for heat test
souce (FI.T.S) lamps used for
carrying out the thermal tests of,
IEC 598.

EVS-EN 60s98-2-
2322007/A7t2002
Hind 75,00
Identne IEC 60598-2- 23 :7996 /
A1:2000
ja identne EN 60598-2-23:7996/
A1:2000
Luminaires - Patt 2z Particulat
requirements - Section 23: Extra
low-voltage lighting systems for
fila-ent lamps



This section of IEC 598-2 specifies
requirements for extra low voltage
lighting systems for filameot lamps
intended for ordinary interior use
on supply voltages not exceeding 1

000 V. The luminaires, being
connected in parallel, are supplied
via freely suspended continuous
supporting conductors or profiles.
The current in the output circuit of
the system is limited to 25 A.
EVS-EN 60 59 8-2-3 :2007 /
M:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60598-2-3:7993 /
A2:2000
ja identne EN 60598-2-3:7994/
A2:2001
Luminaires - Patt 2: Particular
tequirements - Section 3:
Luminaires for road and street
Iighting
Specifi es requirements for
luminaircs for road and street
lighting, for use with tungsten
filament, tubular fluorescent and
other discharge lamps on supply
voltages not exceeding 1 000 V.

29.140.99
Muud lampide ia
valgustitega seotud
standardid

Other standards related to
lamps

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6081022002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 60810:1993+
A1:1994+42:2007
ia identne EN 60810:1994+
Al:2007+42:2001
Lamps for road vehicles -
Performance requirements
One of a series of IEC standards
for incandescent lanps to be used
in headlamps, fogJamps and
sigrralling lamps of road vehicles.

29.160
P66rlevad masinad

Rotating machinery

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60034-5:20A2
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 600321-5:2000

fa identne EN 600321-5:2001

Rotating electrical machines -
Part 5: Degrees of protection
provided by the integal desiga
of rotating electrical machines
(IP code); Classification
This standard applies to the
classification of degrees of
protection provided by enclosures
for rotating machines. Protection
of machines against harmfirl effect's
due to the ingress of water,
designation for these protective
degrees, and tests to veri$ that the
machines meet the requirements.

29.760.01
P66devad masinad ii{diselt

Rotating machinery in
genefal

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60034-l:2001
Hind 306,00
Identne IEC 600321-.1 :1 996+
Al:1997+A2:1999
ia identne EN 6003,1_1:1998+
A1:7998+A2:1,999
Rotating electrical 64shinss -
Part 1 Rafirg and performance
This standard is applicable to all
rotating electrical machines except
those covered by other IEC
standards - for example,IEC 349.
Machines within the scope of tlis
standard may also be subjected to
supersedin& modi$ing or
additional requirements in other
publications - for example,Ec7g,
andEC92.

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKTISITLUS
prEVS 321496

Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60034-8:20A2
ja identoe EN 600321-8:2002
Rotatiag electrical 64shinss -
Part 8: Terminal matkings and
direction oftotation
Determines terrninal matkings,
direction of totation and telation
between terminal markings and
direction of rotation for a.c.
machines without cornmutator arrd
d.c. commutator machines.
prEVS 55451
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 6003.1-
7:7998/A77:2002
Rotaring electrical machines -
Part t Rating and performance

This standard is applicable to all
rotating electrical machines except
those covered by othet IEC
standards - for example,IF,,C349.
Machines vdthin the scope of this
standard may also be subjected to
superseding modifring or
additional requirements io other
publications - fot example,IF.:C79,
atd,IEC92.

29.760.10
P66tlevate masinate osad

Components for rotating
machines

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50209:2002
Hind 75,00
Ideatne EN 50209:1998
Test of insulation of bars and
coils of high-voltage machines
This specification applies to
rotating electrical machines with
rated voltages from 5 kV to 24 kV
inclusive and with mted ouq)ur
from 5 MVA upwatds for
generators aod from 5 M!?
upwards for motors. Requiteroents
for machines vdth rated voltage
above24 kV should remain the
subject of individual agreement.
This specification is also applicable
to machines udth rated ouqputs
between 1 MVA (1 MW) and 5
MVA (5 MW) andwith rated
voltages of5 kV and above,
provided its use has been agreed
beforehand.

29.160.20
Genematorid

Generators

UUED STA}{DARDID
EVS-EN 60034-22:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IE,C 6003+22:199 6

ia identne EN 6003422:1997
Rotating electrical 646hinse -
Part22: AC genetators for
reciprocatiag internal
combustion (RIC) engine
driven generating sets
This part of IEC 34 establishes the
principal chasctedstics of a.c.
generators under the control of
theit voltage tegulators when used
fot reciprocating intemal
combustion (X.IC) engine driven
genetating set applications and
supplements the requirements
given in IEC 34-1.
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29.160.30
Mootorid

Motors

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6003512:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne EC 60034-12:2002
ja identne EN 6003,1-.12:2002

Rotating electrical machnines -
P tt 122 Starting pedormance of
single-speed three-phase cage
induction motors
Specifies four standard designs of
starting performance for thtee-
phase motots, &om 0.4 k!7 up to
630 kI7 for dircct on-line or star-
delta starting aod rated on the basis
of duty-type S-1 (maximum
continuous ra.i.d.
EVS-EN 45510-2-5:.2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 45510-2-5:2002
Guide fot ptocurement of power
station equipment - Patrt LSt
Electrical eqrripmentl Motors
This Standard gires guidance on
writing the tchnical specification
fot the procurement of motors for
use in electricity generating stations
(powet stations). This Guide for
procurement is not applicable to
equipment for use in the nuclear
teactor plant area ofnuclear power
stations. Other possible
applications of such equipment
have not been considered in the
preparation of this Guide.

29.760.40
Genetaatoragregaadid

Generating sets

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 6720412001 / A7z?.002

Hind 92,00
Identne
ja identne EN 67204:7995/
A1:2001
Low-voltage powet supply
devices, d.c. output -
Performance characteristics and
safety requfuements
Describes a method of specifiing
requfuements for low-voltage
power supply devices (including
switching types) providing d.c.
output(s) up to 200 V d.c. at a
power level up to 30 kW, operating
from a.c. ot d.c. source voltages of
up to 600 V. The devices are for
use within class I equipment or fot
ftee-standing peration when used
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with adequate electdcal and
rnechaoical protection. Wheo
polret supplies are developed as

componeots of ao equipmeat
covered by specific product
standards, these standards apply.

29.180
Trafod. Reaktorid

Transformef s. Reactors

UUED STAI\DARDID
E'VS-EN 50180:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne EN 50180:1997
Bushings above 1 kV up to 36
kY and from 250 A to 3,15 kA for
liquid filled ttansformers
This standard is applicable to
ceramic and tesin insulated
bushings for rated voltages above 1

kV up to 36 kV, rated curents
from 250 A up to 3150 A and
frequencies from 15 Hz up to 60
Hz for fu3sl2ting liquid filled
ttansformers.

EVS-EN 501812002
Hind 83,00
Identoe EN 50181:1997

llug-in type bushings above 1
kV up to 36 kV and ftom 250 A
to 7r?5 kA fot equipment othet
than liquid filled ttansformers
This standard is applicable to
insulated bushings for rated
voltages above 1 kV up to 36 kV,
rated currents from 250 A up to
7250 A and frequencies from 15

Hzupto 60 IIzfot equipment
other than liquid filled
ftansformers.

EVS-EN 50195:2.002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 50195:1996
Code of practice for the safe use
of fully enclosed askarel-fiIled
electrical equipment
This Code of practice gives
guidance to users of firlly enclosed
askarel-filled electrical equipment.
National and Local Authorities
regulations 0f ^y) 

take ptiority.
This Code of Practice is applicable
to fully enclosed electrical
equipmentwhich is desigoated to
be filled rvith askarels: i.e. askarel-
filled electrical equipment. This
Code of Practice is applicable to
electrical equipment which
contains more than five lites of
askarels.

EVS-EN 50?2522002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 50225:1996

Code of practice for the safe use
of fully enclosed oil-filled
electrical equipment which may
be contaminated with PCBs
This Code of Practice gives
guidance to users of fully enclosed
electdcal equipment which is
designed to be filled 'with oil but
which may have become
contarninated with PCBs. National
and Local Authodty tegulations (f
any) taken into ptiotity. This Code
of Practice is applicable to
electdcal equipment which
contains more than five liEes of
iosulating arrd / or cooling liquid.

EVS-EN 60370.2002
Hind 247,00
Identne IEC 60310:1991
ja identne EN 60310:1996
Railway applications ' Traction
transfotmets and inductors on
sqlling stock
This European Standard EN
60310 applies to traction
transformer installed on boatd
lelling stock and to the various
tn>e of inductors inserted in the
power and auxiliary circrrits of
electric vehicles. The tetm
"inductot" is used in the Standard
with the same meaning as the term
"reactottt mentioned in IEC
Publications 50(427), 50(81 1) and
289 (EN 60289) and is consideted
equivalent.

EVS-EN 605992002
I\nd,247,00
Identne IEC 60599:1999
ja identne EN 60599:1999
Mineral oil-impregnated
electrical equipment in service -
Guide to the interpretation of
dissolved and free gases
analysis
This Intemational Standard is a
guide describing how the
concenttations of dissolved gases

or free gases may be inteqpreted to
diagnose the condition of oil-filled
electrical equipment in service and
suggest future action. This guide is
applicable to electrical equipment
filled with mineral insulating oil
and insulated with cellulosic paper
or ptessboard-based solid
insulation. Information about
specific types of equipment such as

transformers (powet, instrument,
industdal, nilways, disttibution),
reactors, bushings, switchgear and
oil-filled cables is given only as an

indication in the application notes
(see annex A). The Guide may be
applied only with caution to other
liquid-solid insulating systems. In



aoy case, the indicatioas obtained
should be viewed only as guidance
and any resulting action should be
undertaken only with proper
engineering judgement

EVS-EN 6100722002
Hind 295,00
Identne BC 67007:7994
ja identne EN 61007:1997
Transformers and inductors for
use in electronic and
telecornm unication equipment -
Measuring methods aad test
ptocedures
Describes measuring methods and
test procedures for inductors and
transformers for use in electtonic
and telecommunication equipment
that may be involved in any
specifications for such
components, in particular those
forming part of the IECQ.

EVS-EN 61187t2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 61181:1993
ja identne EN 61181:1993
Impregnated insulating
materials - Application of
dissolved gas analysis (DGA) to
factory tests on electrical
equipmeut
This European Standard specifies
aoalysis requirements and
procedures, and recomrnends
sensitivity and precision criteria for
factory testing of power
transfotmers, reactors and
instrument trarisfomers.

EVS-EN 6120322002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 67203:1992
ja identne EN 61203:1994
Synthetic organic esterc for
electrical putposes - Guide for
maintenance of transformer
esters in equipment
This Intemational Standard is a
guide to the maintenance of
synthetic organic esten, originally
complying with the requitements
of IEC 1099, in transforrners with
rated voltages up to 35 kV. It is
intended to assist the equipment
operator in assessing the quality of
the liquid d"ring use in the
equipment and maintaining it in a
serviceable condition.

EVS-EN 73872122002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 138121:2001
Blank detail specification: Fixed
inductors for electromagaetic
interference suppressiou -
Inductors fot which safety tests
ate tequired (safety tests only)

This blank detail specification
fomrs the basis of a unifomr
procedure for a common
Europeaa Mark. Itimplements the
approval schedule for safety test in
EN 138100, tequires a declaration
of design for paraoetets relevant
to safety and prescdbes
conformance tests to be conducted
on every lot prior to its telease and
regualification tests depending on
changes of the design.

EVS-EN 60076-l:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 6007 6 -7 :1993 +
Al:L999+412:2002
ja identne EN 60076-1:1997+
A1:2000+A12:2002
Power ttansformers -Patt 7z

General
This part of Intemational Standard
IEC 76 applies to three-phase and
single-phase power transformers
(ncluding auto-traosformers) with
the exception ofcertain categodes
of small and special ttansfotrners
such as: single-phase transformers
with rated power less than 1 kVA
and three-phase transformets less
than 5 kVA; instrument
transfoqners; transf,ormers for
static convertors; traction
transformets mounted on rolling
stock; starting transformers; testing
transformers; weldi.g
transfomrers.

EVS-EN 60076-222002
Frj(old229,00
Identne EC 6007 6-2:1993
ja identne EN 60076-2:1997
Powet transfomers - Patt 2z

Temperatute rise
This part of Intemational Standard
IE,C 7 6 ideatifies tansforrners
according p their cooling
methods, de6nes tempetature-dse
limits and details the methods of
test for temperature-rise
measurements. It applies to
ttansformers as defined in the
scope ofIEC 76-1.

EVS-tsN 60076-3:?.002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 60076-3:2000+
coRR2000
ja identne EN 60076-3:2001
Power transformers - Part 3:
Iasulation levels, dielectdc tests
and external cleatances in air

Gives insulation requirements for
power ftansfornen and the
correspon.ling insulatioo tests for
specific windings. Applies to
single-phase ar1d thrsg-phass 6il-
immersed power transformers as

defined in the IEC 60076-1. it
Includes appendices on: partial
discharge measurements during
induced a.c. withstand voltage test
on transfornets; overvoltage
transferred from a high-voltage
winding to a low-voltage winding
information to be supplied with
enquiries and orders.

EVS-EN 67027-X20A2
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 61021 -71990
ja identne EN 61021-1:1997
Laminated core packages for
transformers and inductors used
in telecommunication and
electronic equipment - Pat 1:

Dit ensions
This part of the standard speofies
the dimensions, with their
associated tolerances, ofa range of
laminated core packages using
YEEzlaminations, both in their
standard configuration and for
assemblies using lwo larger E
parts.

EYS-EN 61027-222002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 61021 -2:1995

ia identne EN 67027-2:1997
Laqinated core packages for
tansformers and iaductors for
use in telecommunicatio! and
electonic equipment - Patt 2:
Electrical characteristics for
cores usingYEP ! laminaliens
Specifies the electrical
characteristics of laminated core
packages using YEE 2 laminations
according to IEC 740.1t also gives
the marking and packaging
requirements

EVS-EN 672./,5122002
lllro.d229,00
Identne IEC 61248-7 :799 6
ja identne EN 61248-1:1997
Ttansfomets and inductots for
use in electronic and
telecommunication equipment -
Pan tGeneric specification
This part of EN/IEC 61248 is a
generic specification which
prescribes the compliance
requirements fotmanufacturers of
transforme$ and inductors for use
in electronic equipment in order to
obtain capability approval in
accordance with 1 1.7 of QC
001002, and the component test
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schedules to be used for the
assessment of that capability. It
applies to componeots, including
polyphase tnres, that are pdmadly
intended for use in electronic and
telecommunication equipment

EVS-EN 61248-2t2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EC 6724&2:7996
ja identne EI.J 61248-2:1997
Transformers and inductors for
use in electronic and
telecomrnunication equipment -
P art 2z Sectional specifi cation
for signal ftansfomers on the
basis of the capability apptoval
procedure
This part of EN/IEC 61248
specifies how to prepate detail
specifi cations for sigoal
transfomers to be relased under
the te*s of EN/IEC 6724A7
(QC 260000) capability apptoval. It
includes a blank detail specification

@DS), which shows the forrna!
and indicates which tests are
considered to be appropriate to
this type of component, although
the 6nal selection of tests to be
included in the inspection schedule
is at the discretion of the
specification vniter. It dso lists
appropriate ratings and
chasctedstics.

EVS-EN 61J24*322002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 67248-3 :799 6

ia identne EN 61248-3:1997
Transformets and inductots for
use in electonic and
telecornrnrrnication equipment -
Part 3: Sectional specification
fot powet ftansformets oa the
basis of the capability approval
ptocedure
This part of EN/IEC 61248
specifies how to prepare detail
specifications for power
ftansformets to be released under
tlre terms of EN/IEC 61248-1
(QC 260000) capability approval. It
includes a blank detail specification

@DS), urhich shows the format
and indicates uzhich tests are
considered to be approptiate to
this tlpe of component, although
the final selection of tests to be
included in the inspection schedule
is at the discretion of the
speciFcation writer. It also lists
appropriate ratings and
characteristics.

EVS-EN 6724*4:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IE.C 67248 -4:799 6
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ia identne EN 61248-4:1997
Ttansfotmers and inductors for
use in electronic and

equipment-
P att 4: Sectional specifi cation
fot power traasformers for
switched mode power supplies
(SMPS) on the basis of the
capability approval procedute
This part of EN/IEC 61248
specifies how to ptepare detail
specifications for SMPS power
transformen to be released under
the terms of EN/IEC 67248-l
(QC 260000) capability approval. It
includes a blank detail specification

@D9, which shows the fomrag
and indicates which tests are
considered to be apptopriate to
this type of component, although
the 6nal selection of tests to be
included in the inspection schedule
is at the discretion of the
specification wtiter. It also lists
appropriate ratings and
charactedstics,

EVS-EN 67V18-5:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne TEC 61248-5:199 6
ja identne EN 61248-5:1997
Transfotmers and inductors for
use in electonic and
telecommunication equipment -
Part 5: Sectioaal specification
for pulse ftansformers on the
basis of the capability approval
procedute
This part of EN/IEC 61248
specifies how to ptepate detail
specifications fot pulse
transformers to be released under
the terrns of EN/IEC 61248-l
(QC 260000) capability apptoval. It
includes a blank detail specifi.cation

@DS),which shows the formag
and indicates which tests are
considered to be appropriate to
this type of componeot, although
the 6nal selection of tests to be
included in the inspection schedule
is at the discretion of the
specification writer. It also lists
appropriate ratings and
characteristics.

EVS-EN 67248-6:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IE,C 61248-6:7996
ja identne EN 61248-6:1997
Transforme$ and inductors for
use in electronic and
telecom m unication equipment -
Part 6: Sectiona lspecification
for inductors on the basis of the
capability approval procedure

This part of EN/IEC 61248
specifies how to prepare detail
specifications for inductors to be
released uoder the terms of
EN/rEC 61248-1 (QC 260000)
capability apptoval. It includes a
blank detail specification @DS),
uzhich shows rhe formag and
indicates which tests are
coosidered to be apptopdate to
this type ef 6qmponen! dtho.gh
the 6nal selection of tests to be
included in the inspection schedule
is at the disctetion of the
specification uniter. It also lists
appropriate ratings and
charactedstics.

EVS-EN 67248-72002
Hind 212,00
Identne EC 67248-7 :7997
ja identne EN 61248-7:7997
Transfotmets and inductors for
use in electronic and
telecommunication equipment -
Pat 7: Sectional specification
for high-ftequency inductors
and intermediate transfosrrers
on the basis of the capability
apptoval ptocedure
This part of EN/IEC 61248
specifies how to prepare detail
specifications fror high frequency
inductors and intermediate
frequency transforrners between 1 0
KHz to 2 GHz for use in
electronic and telecommunication
equipment to be released under the
terns of EN,/IEC 61248-1 (QC
260000) capability approval. It
includes a blank detail specification
(BDS), which shows the format
and indicates which tests are
considered to be appropriate to
this type of component, although
the final selection of tests to be
included in the inspection schedule
is at discretion of the specification
wdtet.

EVS-EN 61797-1t2002
Hind 199,00
Identne EC 617 97 -l:1996
ja identne EN 61797-1:1996
Ttansformets and inductors for
use in telecommunication and
electonic equipment - Main
di-ensions of coil formers -
Part 1: Coil forners for
larninated cores
This part of IEC 1797 specifies the
main dimensions of coil formers
for transformets and inductors,
using a square stack of the
laminations inserted in the coil
fotmers. The main dimensions are

those permitting interchangeability
with respect to conformance vdth



core sizes and outline dimsnsiort
of the completed components.

EVS-EN 60076-1022002
Hind 179,00
Ideotne IEC 60076-10:2001
ja identne EN 60076-10:2001
Power ttansfomers - Part 10:
Determination of souud level
This standard defnes sound
pressure and sound intensity
measuremeflt met}ods by which
sound power levels of
transformers, reactors and their
associated cooling auxiJiaries may
be deterrnined. The methods are
applicable to transformers and
reactors covered by publications
IEC 60076,IE,C 60289,I8C 60726
and IEC 6l378,without limitation
as regards size or voltage and when
fitted with their normal cooling
auxiliaries. This standard is
primiarily intended to apply to
measurements made at the factory.
Conditions on-site may be very
different because of the proximity
of objects, including other
transfomrers. Nevertheless, the
same genetal rules as are given in
this standard may be followed
when onsite measurernents are
made. For the pdrposes of this
standard, the temr'transfomrert
should be taken to meaa
'transfotmer or reactort.

EVS-EN 60146-l-3:?n02
Hind 179,00
Identne BC 607 46 -l -3 :799 |
ja identne EN 60146-1-3:7993
Semiconductot conveftors;
general requilements and line
commutated conveftors; part 1-
3: ransformers and reactors
Specifies characteristics wherein
convertor transformers differ ftom
ordinary power tnnsformers. Ia all
other respects, the rules specified
in IEC 60076 shall apply.

EVS-EN 6!55UL722001
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 61558-2 -7 :1997
ja identne EN 6155&2-7:1997
Safety of power transfotmets,
power supply units and similas -
PatL'I: Particulat
requirements for transfotmers
for toys
This part 2 of IE,C 61558 applies
to ttansformers for toys having a
rated supply voltage not exceeding
250Y a.c., a rated freguency of
50/60 I1z, a rated output voltage
not exceeding 24Y a.c. or 33 V
ripple-ftee d.c. and a rated ouqput

not exceeding 200 VA and a rated
output cutreot oq1 ga6sgding 10 A.

KAVA}{DITE
ARVA1VIUSKOSITLUS
p:EYS36124
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60076-5:2000
ja identne EN 60076-5:2000
Power transformers - Part 5:
Ability to with-stand short
citcuit
This part of IEC 60076 ideotifies
the tequirements for power
transformers to sustain without
damage the effects of overcurrents
originated by extemal short
circuits. It describes the calculation
procedutes used to deoonstrate
the therrnal ability of a power
ftansforrner to withstand such
overcurents and the special test
used to demonstrate its ability to
withstand the relevant dynamic
effects. The requirements apply to
transformers as defined in the
scope of IEC 60076-1.
prEVS 55175
Tiihtaeg: 20C,3-A2-A1

Identne IE,C 6007 6-4:,2002
ja identne EN 600764:2002
Power transfomers - Patt 4z

Guide to the lightning impulse
and switching impulse test'?|g -
Power transformets and reactors
Gives guidance aod explanatory
cornrnents on the exis'' g
procedures f6s ligh6ilg 2nd
switching impulse testing of power
transfomrers to supplement the
requirements of IEC 60076-3. Also
generally applicable to the testing
ofreactors (see IEC 60289),
modifications to power
transforrner procedues being
indicated where required.
Infomratioa is given on
waveshapes, test circuits including
test connections, earthing
practices, failure detection
methods, test procedures,
measuring techniques and
interptetation of results.
prEVS 55249
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50336:2002
3.6hings for transforure$ and
reactor cable boxes not
exceeding 36 kV
This standatd is applicable to
insulated bushing for use in air
insulated, shroud insulated and
fully insulated cable boxes for
Iiquid filled ransformers and
teactors fot rated voltages up to 36
kV, and rated cutents up to 4000 A
at ftequencies from 15 FIx to 60Hz

prEVS 55365
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-07
Ideotne ID 428.6 51:2002
Three phase oil-immersed
distribution transfomerc 50 Hz,
from 50 kVA to 2 500 kVAwith
highest voltage for equipment
11e1 s:.sss.{ing 36 kV Part 6:
Requirements and tests
concerning pressurised
cornrgated tanks
This pat 6 of HD 428 sedes is
applicable to test proceduies to
ved$ the mechanical uzithstand
capability of the comlgated tanks
of completely oil 6lled and
herrnetically sealed distribution
transformers,
prEVS 55469
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne EN 50243:2002
Outdoor 6lshings for 24 kV and
36 kV and for 5 kA and 8 lcA, fot
Iiquid filled tansformers
This standard is applicable to
ceramic insulated outdoor
bushings fot highest voltages for
equipment of 24kY and 36 kV,
with rated currents of 5 kA and 8
kA and frequencies from 15 Hz up
to 60 Hz for insulating liquid filled
transformers.

29.200
Alaldid. Muundurid.
Stabiliseeritud toiteallikad

Rectifi ers. Converters.

UUED STANIDARDID
EVS-EN 502072002
Hind 212,00
Identne EN 50207:2000
Railway applications -
Electronic power convefterc for
lelling stock
This standard is applicable to
power electronic converters
mouoted on-board railway rolling-
stock and intended for supplying -
traction circuits - adxiliarv circuits
ofpower vehicles, coaches and
trailers The application of this
standard extends as far as possible
to all other tmction vehicles,
including trolleybuses for example.

EVS-EN 6063322002
Hind 229,00
Identne IEC 60633:1998
ja identne EN 60633:1999
Terminology for high-voltage
direct current (I{YDC)
ttansrnission
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This Intemational Staadard defines
terms for hig!-voltage direct
cuffent (FIVDQ power
traosmission systems aod for
I{VDC substations using electronic
power convefiers for the
conversion ftom a.c. to d,c. or vice
vetsa.

EVS-EN 60700-l:2002
Fllul'd272,00
Identne IEC 60700-1:1998
ja identne EN 60700-1:1998
Thyristor valves for high voltage
direct curent (HVDC) power
transrnission - Pat t Electrical
testing
This standard applies to thydstor
valves with metal oxide surge
arresters direcdy connected
between the valve terminals, fot
use in a line commutated converter
for high voltage d.c. power
transmission or as part of a back-
to-back link. It is testricted to
electrical type and ptoduction tests.
The tests specified in this standard
are based on air insulated valves.
For othet types of valves, the test
requirements and acceptance
criteria must be agreed.

EVS-EN 67204-622002
Hind 179,00
Identne IF,C 612046:2000

ia identne EN 6120,1-6:2001

Low-voltage powet supplies,
d.c. oulput - Pan 5:
Requirements for low-voltage
powef supplies of assessed
petformance
This standard applies to power
supplies for general purpose
applications. These power supplies
carry out an AC-to-DC conversion
or a DC-to-DC conversion.
Appropriate provisions for safety
will be fotrnd in the relevant
product standards. As far as input
characteristics are concemed, this
standard applies only to the
supplies of DC voltages with a

rated value up to 600 V. As far as

ouqput chatactedstics are
concemed, this standard applies
only to the supplies of DC voltages
less thao 200 V with a pou/er
limited to 2,5 klr; the latter power
can be extended to 30 k!7 by
taking cate of the appropriate test
methods.

EVS-EN 67800-2:?.002
Hind 338,00
Identne IEC 61800-2:1998
ja identne EN 61800-2:1998

Adiustable speed electrical
power dtive systems - Pat 2:
General tequfuements - Ratirg
specifi cations for low voltage
adiustable frequency a.c. power
ddve systems
This standard applies to adjusable
frequeocy 3-phase, cage-rotot
motot drive systems (AFD) using
semiconductor pov/et conversion
udth a maximum load side
ftequency up to 600 Hz. The AFD
includes power conversion, contol
equipmeng and also an A.C. motor
or motors. It applies to pou/er
ddve systems @DS) connected to
line voltages up to 1 kV A.C., 50 or
60 LIz.

EVS-EN 50091-l-2:2002
Ilir.d,272,00
Identne EN 50091-1-2:7998
[Jninlsnupti$le power systems
(UPS) - Part l-2l. General and
safety requirements fot UPS
used in restdcted access
locations
This Standard applies to electronic
indfuect a.c. convertor systems with
an electrical energy storage device
in the d.c.link. The ptimary
function of the uninteruptible
pourer system (UPS) covered by
this Standard is to ensure
continuity of an altemating power
source. The uninternrptible power
system may also serve to imptove
the quality of the power source by
keeping it within specified
charactedstics.

EVS-EN 60146-l-122002
Hind 348,00
Identne IEC 60146-1-l:7991 +
Al:1996
ja identne EN 60146-1-l:1993 +
A7:1997
Semiconductor convefrors -
General requitements and line
cornrnutated corrvertots - Part 1-
1: Specifications of basic
requiremeats
Specifies the tequirements for the
performance of all electronic
power convertors and elecuonic
power switches using controllable
arad/ ot non-controllable elecronic
valves. Specifies the requirements
applicable to line commutated
convertors for conversion ofa.c.
power to d.c. power or vice versa
including tests and senice
conditions which influence the
basis of rating.

29.?20.10
Primaarelemendid ia -
patafeid

Ptim*y cells and batteries

UUED STAI\DARDID
EY$EN 60086-ft2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 60086-1:2000
ja identne EN 60086-1:2001
Primary battedes - Part 1:

Geaeral
This part of IEC 60086 applies to
pdmary cells aad batteries based
on any elecEochemical systern.
The obiects of its publication are:
a) to enswe the electrical and
physical interchangebility of
products ftom diffetent
manufacturets; b) to limit the
number of battery types; c) to
define a standard of quality and
provide guidaoce fot its
assessmeo!, d) to provide guidance
on matters of safety,

EVS-EN 60086-2:2002
L[lu0id,229,00

Identne IEC 60086-2:2000+
Alz200l
fa identne EN 60086-2:2001+
A1:2001
Primary batteries - Patt 2:
Physical and electtical
specifications
Specifies dimensions together with
outline drawings of batteries,
conditions and minimum duration
of discharges and applications.

EVS-EN 60086422002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 600864:2000
ja identne EN 60086-4:2000
Pdmary batteries - Patt 4: Safety
standatd for lithi '- battedes
This international standard
specifies performance
requirements for primary lithium'
batteries to ensure their safe

opeation under normal use and
reasonably foreseeable misuse.

EVS-EN 60086-5:?.002
Hind 163,00
Ideatne IEC 60086-5:2000
ja identne EN 60086-5:2000
Ptimary batteries - Par 5: Safety
of battedes with aqueous
electrolpe
This International Standard
specifies performance
requirements for primary batteries
with aqueous electrolpe to ensure
their safe operation under normd
use and resonably foreseeable
nususe.
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29.220.20
Happeakudi^ -
alirupatateid

Acid secondary cells and
battedes

UUED STA\IDARDID
'EVS-EN 610M22002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 610,14:1990
ja identne EN 610,$4:1992

Oppornurity-charging of lead-
acid traction batteries
The standard covers the
"oppornrnity-charging" of lead-
acid iraction battedes, i.e. the use

of free time dudng a wotking
period to top up the charge and
thus extend the working day of a

battery whilst avoiding excessive

discharge.

EVS-EN 60095-2:2002
Hind 190,00
I dentne IEC 6009 5 -2:1 9 84

ia iderrtne EN 60095-2:1993 +
A7l:1994
Lead-acid starter batteries -
Patt2: Dimensions of batteries
and dimensions aad matking of
terrninals
This standard is applicable to lead-
acid batteries with a nominal
voltage of 72Y,used primarily as a

power source fot starting and
ignition of intemal combusion
engines, lighting and also for
auxiliary equipment of intemal
combustion engrne vehicles. These
batteries ate commonly called
"Starter batteries". This standard is
not applicable to battedes fot other
pu{poses, fot example the starting
of railcar intemal combustion
engines.

EVS-EN 60095422002
Hind 1,+6,00

Identne IEC 60095-4:1989
ja identne EN 60095-4:7993 +
A7l:1994
Lead-acid startet batteries -
Patt4: Di-ensions of batteries
for heavy commercial vehicles
This standard is applicable to lead-
acid batteries used for stalting
lighting and igniting of agriculture
machhes, buses, coaches and
lorries.

EVS-EN 60254-2t2002
Hind 163,00
Identne EC 6025+
21997+Al:2000
ia identne EN 6025,{-
2:7997+47:2000

Lead-acid traction batteries -
Patt2z Dimensions of cells and
terminals and marking of
polatity on cells
This part of IEC 254 is applicable
to lead-acid traction battedes used
as power soutces for electdc
propulsion. The object of the
present sandatd is to speci$: - the
maximum extemal (overall)
dimensions of traction battery
cells, that is, the width, the height
and the lenght; - the form of the
marking of tractioo battery cell
polarity and dimension of
corresponding symbols; - the basic
dimensions of some commonly
used traction battery terminals
designed to connect oulput cables

to the battery.

EVS-EN 60896-lz?.002

Fllrl.d229,00
Identne IEC 60896-
1 :1 987+A1 :1988+A2:1990
ja identne EN 60896-
1:7991+42:1992
Stationary lead-acid batteries -
General tequirements and
methods of test - Patt t Vented
tyPes
The standatd applies to lead-acid
cells and batteries uthich are

desigrred fot sewice in a 6xed
location [.e. not habitually to be
moved ftom place to place) and
which are perrnanendy connected
to the load and to the d.c. powet
supply.

EVS-EN 6095%122002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60952-1:1988
ja identne EN 60952-1:1993
Aircmft batteries - Part 1:

General test tequitements and
perfotmance levels
This standad, published in t'wo
parts, covers both vented nickel-
cadmium and vented lead-acid
aircmft batteries containing vented
or valve-regulated cells or
monoblocs. The batteries ate used

for general purposes and dedicated
applications.

EVS-EN 60952-222002
Hind 170,00
Identne IE;C 609 52-2:19 9 |
ja identne EN 60952-2:1993
Afuctaft batteries -Patt 2z

Design and constnrction
requfuements

This part ofEC952 covets both
nickel-cadmiurn and lead-acid
aircraft batteries sontaining vented
or valve-regulated cells or
monoblocs. The batteries are used

fot both general pulposes and
spe.i6c applications.

EVS-EN 6095%32?.002
Hind 117,00
Identne BC 60952-3:7993
ja identne EN 60952-3:1995
Airctaft batteries - Part
3:Extetnal electrical connectots
Defines the design aod dimensions
of the extemal electtical
connectors on aircraft batteries
which interface urith the connector
plugs on the aircraft.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 30938
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IF,C 602547:1997
ja identne EN 602541:1997
Lead-acid traction batteries -
Pat t General requirements
and methods of test
This part of IEC 254 is applicable
to lead-acid traction batteries used

as powet sources fot electric
propulsion. Clauses 1 to 5 are

applicable to all traction battery
applications which include rcad
vehicles, locomotives, industdal
trucks and mechanical handling
equipments. Clause 6 offers a

sedes of tests which may be used
specifically to test batteties
developed for use in vehicles such
as light passenger vehicles, motor
cycles, liglrt commercial vehicles,
etc.
prEVS 55330
Tthtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 5027 2-3:2002
Safety tequfuements for
secondary batteries aod battely
install,ations - Part 3: Ttaction
battedes
This standard applies to secondary

batteries and battery installations
used for electric vechicles, e.g. in
electric industrial tnrcks (ncluding
lift trucks, tow trucks, cleaning
machines, automatic guided
vechicles), in battery powered
locomotives, in electdc road
vechicles (e.g. passenger and good
vechicles, golf carts, bicycles, wheel
chais. The nominal voltages are

limited to 1000 V d.c., tespectively
and describe the principal
measures for protection against

hazards generally from electricity,
gas emission and electrolyte.
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29.220.30
Leelisakud ia -akupatateid

Alkaline secondary cells and
batteries

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 67150:7.002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 61150:1992 +
Cot.:1992
ja identne EN 61150:1993
Alkaline secondary cells and
batteries - Sealed nickel-
cadmium techargeable
monobloc batteries in button
cell design
Specifies tests and requirements
for sealed nickel-cadmium
rechatgeable monobloc batteties in
button cell design, suitable for use
in any orientation.

EVS-EN 61808:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 61808:1999
ja identne EN 61808:2000
Secondaty cells and batteries
collainilg alkaline or other
non- acid electolytes - Sealed
nickel-metal hydride button
techatgeable single cells
This Intemational Standard
specifies tests and tequirements for
sealed nickel-metal hydride button
recheargeable single cells, suitable
for use in anv direction.

29.220.99
Muud akud ia patateid

Other cells and batteries

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 606?3:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60623:2001

ia identne EN 60623:2001
Secondary cells and battedes
gsll4ining alkaline or other
non-acid electrolytes - Vented
nickel- cadmium prismatic
rechatgeable single cells
This international standard
specifies tests and tequirements for
vented nickel-cadmium prismatic
secondary single cells. NOTE - In
this context, "prismatic" refers to
cells having rectangular sides and
base. When there exsists an IEC
standatd specifying test conditions
and requirements for cells usd in
special applications and which is in
conflict with this standard, the
former shall take precedence.
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29.U4
Elektriiaotusv6rgud

Powet transmission and
distribution networks

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 6049522002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 60495:7993
ja identne EN 60495:1994
Single sideband power-line
carrier terminals
Establishes recommeaded values
for characteristic ioput and output
quantities of single sideband powet
line carier tetrrrinals and the
definitions essential for an
understanding of the requirements.

29.240.00
Elektriiaotusv6rgud

Power transmission and
distribution networks

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50777:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 50171:2001
Cental powet supply systems
This European Standatd specifies
the general requirements for
central power supply systems for
an independent energy supply to
essential safety equipment. In
particulat it covers systems
permanendy connected to a.c.

supply voltages not exceeding 1000
V and that use battedes as the
dternative power source.

29.240.07
Elektriiaotusv6rgud
iildiselt

Power transmission and
distribution networks in
general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6713822002
Hind 190,00
Identne IF,C 671.38:1994 +
A1:1995
ja identne EN 61138:1997
Cables for portable eathing and
short-circuiting equipment
Applies to flexible cables with
covedng based on ethylene
propylene rubber @PR) or on
polyvinyl chloride (?VQ for
portable earthing and short-
circuiting equipment.

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKITSITLUS
prEVS 55287
T?ihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60050-
826:19 82+ A7 + A2+ A3 :79 9 9
ja identoe HD 384.2 52:2001
Intetnational electrotechnical
vocabulary - Chaptet 826:
Electrical iastallations og
buil.{ings
Intemational electrotechnical
vocabulaty - Chapter 826:
Electdcal installations og buildingr

29.240.70
Alaiaamad.
Liigpingepiirikud

Substations. Surge arresters

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 60099-l:2002
Hind 326,00
Identne IEC 60099-1:1991+
At:1999
ia identne EN 60099-1:1994+
A1:1999
Sutge anesters - Part l:Non-
lineat tesistor qpe gapped
sutge affesters fot a.c. systems
This part of Intemational Standard
IEC 99 applies to sruge protective
devices designed for repeated
operation to limit voltage surges on
a.c. power circuits and to intemrpt
power-follour curent. In particulat,
it applies to swge affesters
consisting of single or multiple
spark gaps in series vrith one or
more non-linear resistots.

EVS-EN 60099-4:2002
Hind 433,00
Identne IEC 60099-4:1991
ja identne EN 60099-4:1993
Surge aresters - Part 4: Metal-
oxide sutge affestets without
gaps for a.c. systems
This Intemationd Standatd applies
to non-linear metal-oxide resistor
type surge arresters without spark
gaps designed to limit voltage
sulges on a.c. power circuits. This
standard basically applies to all
metal-oxide surge afiesters;
however, polymeric housed, GIS,
liquid immersed and other special
designs may requLe special
consideration in design, test and
application.

EVS-EN 60099-522002
Hind 316,00
Identne IEC 60099-5:1996+
A7:7999
ia identne EN 60099-5:1996+



A1:1999
Surge artesters - Part 5;
Selection and application
recommeadations
This part of IEC 99 ptovides
recommendations for the selection
and application of sutge arresters
to be used in three-phase systems
uith nominal voltages above 1 kV.
It applies to non-linear resistor
type gapped surge arresters as

defined in IEC 99-1 and to gapless
metal-oxide surge artesters as

defined in IEC 99-4.

29.244.20
Elektriiaotusfiinid

Power transmission and
distribution lines

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50183:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50183:2000
Conductors for overhead lings -
A'lg6inis6-magnesium-silicon
alloy wires
This standard is applicable to heat
teated aluminium-magnesium-
silicon alloy 'vires for the
manufacture of stranded
conductots for overhead power
transmission puq)oses. It specifies
the mechanical and electrical
properties of wire in the range of
1,50 mm to 5,00 mm.

EVS-EN 60743:2002
\Lnd272,00
Identne IEC 6O743:200L
ja identne EN 60743:2001
Live working - Terminology for
tools, equipment and devices
Applies to terminology for tools
and equipment used in live
working. This standard is not
intended to be a dictionary giving
detailed definitioos of all the tems
used in live working but only the
necessary details, without
indications of their components
and their methods of use, to permit
identification of the tools and
equipment and to standardize their
natnes.

EVS-EN 6148722002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 61481:2001
ja identne EN 61481:2001
Live working - Portable phase
comparators for voltages from 1
kV to 36 kY a.c.

This standard is applicable to
portable phase compatatots qdth
or without built in pourer source to
be used on electrical systems for
voltages of1 to 36 kVa.c. and
fiequencies from 50 Hz to 60 l1z.
This standard is applicable to two
pose phase coe.parators haviag a
connection lead between, two pole
phase comparators operating with
wireless connection, single pole
phase comparatoc operating with
memory system.

EVS-EN 67773:2002
t|nd272,00
Identne IEC 67773:L996
ja identne EN 61773:1996
Overhead lines - Testing of
foundations for structures
This Intemational Standard is
applicable to the testing procedwes
for foundations of overhead line
structures. The obiect of this
standard is to provide procedures
which apply to the investigation of
the load-carrying capaaty and/or
the load response (deflection or
rotation) of the foundation as an
interaction between the foundation
and the su$eunding soil and/or
rock. The mechanical strength of
the structural components is not
within the object of this standard.

EVS-EN 60834-122002
Hind 283,00
Identne IE,C 608341:1999
ja identne EN 6083,1-1:1999
Teleprotection equipment of
power systems - Performance
and tes 

"rg - Part 1: Comnand
systems
Applies to teleprotection command
systems used to convey command
information, generally in
conjunction with protection
equipment. Aims at establishing
perforrnance rcquirements and
tecommendei[ lssring methods for
commaod type teleprctectioo
equipment. The information
conveyed by the teleprotection
equipment can be in analogue ot
digital form.

EVS-EN 60909-022002
Hind 306,00
Identne IEC 60909-0:2001
ja identne EN 60909-0:2001
Short circuit curents ia thnee-
phase a.c. systems - Part 0:
Calculation of curents

This staadard is applicable to the
calculation of short-circuit currents
in low-voltage three-phase a.c.
systems and in high-voltage tlree-
phase a.c. systems operating at
nominel frequency 50 FIz or 60
llz. Systems a1 highest voltages of
525 kV and above with long
transmission lines need special
consideration.

KAVA}{DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
pflVS 55241
Tdhtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50347 -2:2002
Overhead electrical lines
exceedingAC 45 kV. Patt?:
Index of National Normative
Aspects
Overhead electrical lines exceeding
AC 45 kV. Part 2: Index of
National Normative Aspects
prEVS 55336
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne IE'C 6147 9 :2001 / Al:2002
ja identne EN 67479:2001/
A1:2002
Live working - Flexible
conductor covets 0i.e hoses) of
insulating material
This standard is applicable to
flexible insulating covers (ine
hoses) for the protection of
workers from accidental contact
vdth live or eathed electrical
conductors and for the avoidance
of short circuits during live
wotkiag.
prEVS 55450
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne EC 61484t2007 / A1:2002
ja identne EN 61481:2001/
A1:2002
Live working - Portable phase
compafatofs for voltages from 1
kV to 36 kV a.c.
This standatd is applicable to
portable phase comparators with
or urithout built in povrer source to
be used on electrical systems for
voltages of1 to 36 kV a.c. and
frequencies from 50 llz to 60 IIz.
This standard is applicable to t'vo
pose phase comparators having a

connectiorl lead between, two pole
phase comparators operating with
wireless connection, single pole
phase comparators operating with
memofy system.
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29.260
Eritingimustes t66tavad
elektriseadmed

Electtical equipment for
working in special conditions

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 60743:?.002
Iltndn2,00
Identne IE,C 60743:2001
ja identne EN 60743:2001
Live wotking - Terminology for
tools, equipment aad devices
Applies to teurinology fot tools
and equipment used in live
working. This standard is not
intended to be a dictionary giving
detailed defnitions of all the tetms
used in live working, but only the
necessary details, without
indications of their compoflents
and their methods of use, to permit
identification of the tools and
equipment and to standardize their
narnes,

29.260.04
Eritingimustes tdiitavad
elektriseadmed

Electrical equipment for
working in special
conditions. General

UUED STAI{DARDID
EVS-EN 5A1870.002
Hind 101,00
Ideotne EN 50187:1996
Gas-filled compartuents for a.c.
switchgear and contolgear for
rated voltages above 1 kV and
up to and;asluding 52 kV
This standard applies to
compartrnents pressurized at a
maximum pressute of 3 bat (g"Wd
and urith a maximurn product
pressure x volume of 2000 bar
lires with inert gases, for example
sulphur hexafluoride or nitrogen or
a mixture of such gases, used in
indoor ot outdoor installations of
AC switchgear and conttolgeat
vdth raated voltages above 1 kV up
19 x1ld Llsluding 52 kV ufiere the
gas is used principally for its
dielectric and / or arc-quenching
properties.

29.260.10
Ydlis elektdp aigaldis e d

Electrical installations for
outdoor use

UUED STAI{DARDID
EVS-EN 50186-12002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50186-1:1998
Live-line washing systems for
power installations with
nominal voltages above 1 kV -
Pat ft Common requirements
This staodard applies to the
installation and operation of fixed
and portable rpzshing systems fol
the washirrg aod cleaniog of
energized insulators on outdoor
installations with voltages of over 1

kv.
BVS-EN 50786-2t2002
Hind 57,00
Identne EN 50186-2:1998
Live-line qrashing systems for
power installations with
nominal voltages above 1 kV -
P art 2t National annexes
These nornative annexes list the
the particular national
requirements, as laid down in the
relevant laws, regulations and
standatds, which specifr the
protective distances for each of the
CENFJ-EC member countdes at
the .' e when this standard was
prepated. They may be different to
the ptotective distances given in
EN 50186-1.

29.260.20
Plahvatusohdikus
keskkonnas t66tavad
elektriseadmed

Electrical apparatus for
explosive atrnosphefes

UUED STAINDARDID
EVS-EN 50076:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne EN 50016:2002
Electrical apparatus for
potentially explosive
ahospheres - Pressutized
appatatus trptl

This Euopean Sandard contains
the specific tequirements for the
constnrction and testing of
electtical apparatus with type of
protectioo plessudzation "p",
intended for use in potentially
explosive atmospheres. This
Euopean Standard supplernents
European Staodard EN 50014, the
requirements of which apply to
electrical appantus with type of
protection ttptt.

EVS-EN 500202002
Ilind272,00
Identne EN 50020:2002
Electrical apparatus for
potentially explosive
atmospheres - Intrinsic safety
rirr

This Ewopean Standard specifies
the construction and tes ' g of
intdnsically safe apparatus,
intended for use in potentidly
explosive atmospheres and for
associated apparatus, which is
intended fot connection to
intrinsically safe circuits vrhich
entet such atrnospheres. This
European Standard supplements
EN 50014: 1 992, the requirements
of which apply to intrinsically safe

apparatus and to associated
apPatatus except as indicated in the
following list.

EVS-EN 50033:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 50033:1991
Electrical appatatus for
potentially explosive
atuospheres; Caplights for
mires susceptible to firedamp
This European Standatd prescribes
the specific requirements related to
the risk of a gas explosion for the
construction and testing of
caplights for use ia mines
susceptible to firedamp (electrical
apparatus for potentially explosive
atmospheres of gtoup I).

EYS-EN 60079-14:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 6007 9 -7 4:799 6'
ja identne EN 60079-14:1997
Electtical apparatus for
explosive gas atrnospheres -
Pat 14: Electrical instdlations
in hazardous areas (other than
mines)
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This part of IEC 79 contains the
specific requirements for the
design, selection and erection of
electrical iastallations in explosive
gas atmospheres. These
requirements ate in addition to the
requirements for installations in
non-hazardous aleas. This standard
applies to all electrical equipment
and installations in hazatdous areas
whetler permanent, temporary,
portable, transportable ot hand-
held. It applies to installations at all
voltages.

EVS-EN 60079-172002
HlgJld212,00
Identne IF,C 60O7 9 -17 :199 6
ja idenhre EN 60079-17:1997
Electrical apparatus fot
explosive gas atmospheres -
PartlTz Inspection and
maintenance of electrical
installations in hazatdous areas
(othet than tniaes)
The standard is intended to be
applied by users, and covers
factors direcdy telated to the
inspection and maintenance of
electdcal installations within
hazardous areas only. It does not
include conventional requirements
for electrical installations nor the
testing and certification of
electrical apparatus. It does not
cover Group I (applications for
mines suscqrtible to 6redamp)
apparatus. It does not cover the
altemative of "Continuous
supervision by skilled personnel".
This staadard supplernents the
requirements laid down io IEC
36+6-67.

KAVANDITE
ARYAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 36697
Tihtaeg: 2A$-03-01
Identne prEN 131 60-1:2002
Leak detectiou systems - Part 1:
Genetal principles
This European Standard specifies
the general ptinciples for leak
detection 

"yrt"-r 
for use udth.

double-skin tanks, single-skin lanks
and pipework designed for water
polluting fluids
prEVS 36700
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 131 60-2:2002
Leak detection systems - Part2z
Ptessure and vacuum systems
This European Standard specifies
the requirements for leak detection
systems class I for use with double-
skin systems, designed for u/ater
polluting fluids

prEVS 36702
Tdhtaeg 2003-03-01
Ideatne prEN 131604:2002
Leak detection systems - Patt 4:
Liquid and/or vapour sensor
systems fot use in leakage
containments or interstitial
spaces
This standard specifies the
requirements for leak detection
systems - class III for use in the
interstitial space of double-skin
systems or in leakage containrnents
of single skin systems designed for
watet polluting fluids
prEVS 36704
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-07
Identne prEN 13160- 6:2002
Leak detection systems - Part 6:
Sensors in monitoring wells
This European Standard specifies
the requirements for leak detection
systems class V for use vrith
systems designed for fuels which
ate flammable, having a flash point
up to but not exceediqg 100 "C
prEVS 36705
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13160-7 :2002
Leak detection systems - Part 7:
General requitements and test
methods for interstitial spaces,
leak ptotecting linings and leak
ptotecting iackets
This European Standard specifies
the type test of the inls$titial spxsg
and the general requirements and
test methods for leak protecting
linings and leak protecting jackets
which are parts of leak detection
systems

29.260.99
Muud eritingimustes
t66tavad elektriseadmed

Other electrical equipment
for wotking in special
conditions

UUED STA}{DARDID
EVS-EN 60743:2002
Ilrd272,00
Identne IE,C 60743:2001

ia identne EN 60743:2001
Live wotking - Terminology for
tools, equipment and devices
Applies to terminolog;r for tools
and equipment used in live
wotking. This standard is not
intended to be a dictionary giving
detailed definitions of all the terms
used in live working, but only the
necessary details, udthout
indications of their components

and their methods of use, to perrnit
identification of the tools and
equipmeot and to standardize their
naflles.

EVS-EN 6121922002
llrn'd,272,00
Identne EC 61219:1993
ja identne EN 61219:1993
Live working - Earthing or.
earthing and short-circuiti'g
equipment using lances as a
short-circuiting device - Lance
earthi.g
This European Standard applies to
equipment for temporary earthing
or earthing and short-circuiting of
electrically isolated pats of a.c.
installations, the disconnection of
which has been veri6ed, for the
ptotection of workers wbile work
is in progress using lance(s) as the
earthing or earthing and short-
circuiting device.

EVS-EN 6748122002
Hind 283,00
Identne EC 67481:2001
ja identne EN 61481:2001
Live working - Porable phase
compafators for voltages from 1
kY to 36 kV a.c.
This standard is applicable to
portable phase comparatots with
or without built in power source to
be used on electrical systems for
voltages of1 to 36 kV a.c. and
frequencies from 50 Hz to 60 Ha
This standard is applicable to trvo
pose phase comparators having a

connection lead betqreen, two pole
phase comparators operating with
wireless connection, single pole
phase comparatots operating with
memofy system.

EVS-EN 6lVl3-5:2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IE'C 61 243 -5 19 97
ja identne EN 61243-5:2001
Live working - Voltage
detectors - Part 5: Voltage
detec 'ng systems (VDS)
This standard is applicable to
voltage detecting systems that are
single pole capacitively coupled to
live parts and that are used to
detect the presence or absence of
operati.g voltage on AC electrical
systems for voltages from 1 kV to
52 kV and frequencies from 16
2/3Hz til 60 Hz. This standard is
also applicable to phase
comparators designed for voltage
detecting systerns.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSXf,ISITLUS
prEVS 55336
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Tihtaeg 2AC'3-02-A7

Identne IE,C 67 47 9 :2007 / Al :2002
ia identne EN 67479:2007/
A7:2002
Live wotking - Flexible
conductot covets 0i.e hoses) of
insulating material
This standard is applicable to
flexible insulating covers (line
hoses) for the protectioa of
workers ftom accidental contact
u/ith live or eathed electrical
conductors and for the avoidance
of short circuits during Iive
wotking.
prEVS 55450
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 61 484:2007 / A7 2002
ja identne EN 61481:2001/
A7:2002
Live wotking - Portable phase
comparatofs for voltages from 1

kV to 36 kY a.c.
This standard is applicable to
portable phase comparators udth
or without built in power soutce to
be used on electrical systems for
voltages of1 to 36 kV a.c. and
frequencies ftom 50 FIz to 60 Hz
This standard is applicable to t'vo
pose phase comparato$ having a
connection lead between, two pole
phase comparators operating with
wireless co..ecdon, single pole
phase comparators operating with
memory system.

29.280
Elekterveoseadmed

Electric traction equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 5076322002
Hind 0,00
Identne EN 50163:1995
Railway applications - Supply
voltages of traction systems
This standard applies to line
voltages of traction systems under
normal operating conditions.
NOTE: Specifications in other
intemational documents referring
to "the maximurn voltage value
specified in IEC 850" shall be
interprcted as referring to Umaxl
until such time as these documents
have determined the appropriate
definition of maximum voltage
following the publication of EN
50163.

EVS-EN 50215:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 50215:1999
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Railway applications - Testing
ef rclling stock after completioa
of construction and before entry
into service
This European Standard specifies
geneml criteria to demonstrate by
tesdng that complete railway
vehides conform with sratrdards or
other no.-ative documents. This
European Stardard, as a whole or
h p"tt, applies to all railway
vehicles except special purpose
vehicles such as trackJaying
machines, ballast cleaners aad
persoonel car.iers. The extent of
application of the standard for
paticular vehicles vdll be
specifically meotioned in the
contract. In so far as this Europeao
Staodard is applicable it may be
used for the following: - genemtor
sets mounted on a vehicle
provided for auxiliary puq)oses; -
the electrical transmission used on
molley busses or similat vehicles; -
control and auxiJiary equipment of
vehicles with non-electrical
propulsion systems; - vehicles
guided, supported or electdcally
propelled by systems which do not
use the adhesion between wheel
and tail.

EVS-EN 60310t2002
IImd,2n,00
Identne IEC 60310:1991
ja identne EN 60310:1996
Railway applications - Traction
transfotmers and inductors on
lelling stock
This European Standad EN
60310 applies to traction
transforner installed on boatd
rolling stock and to the vadous
type of inductors inserted h the
power and auxiliary circuits of
electric vehicles. The term
"inductot" is used in the Standard
with the same meaning as the term
ttteactor" mentioned in IEC
Publications 50(421), 50(81 1) and
289 (EN 60289) and is considered
equivalent.

EVS-EN 50723-322002
Hind 139,00
Identne EN 5012-3:1995
Railway applications - Fixed
installations - D.C. switchgear -
Part 3: Indoor d.c.
disconnectors and suritch-
disconnectors

This Part of EN 50123 specifies
requirements for d.c.
disconnectors, switch-
disconnectors and earthing
switches for use in indoor
stationary installations of tractioo
systems. NOTE 1: EN 50123-6
speofies requirements for d.c.
switchgear assemblies. NOTE 2:
EN 50121-5 specifies requitements
for electromagnetic compatibility
(E,MC).NOTE 3: EN 50126
specifies requirernents fot
depeodability.

E'VS-EN 50206-7t2002
Hind 146,00
Ideotne EN 50206-1:1998
Raihn'ay applications - Rolling
stock - Pantogtaphs:
Characteristics and tests -
Pat t Pantographs for main
line vehicles
This document defines the general
assembly characteristics which are
to be applied to pantographs, to
enable cunent collection from the
overhead line system. It also
defines the tests the paotogaphs
have to perform, excluding
insulatots.This standard does not
apply to pantogtaph dielectdc tests,
which ate to be performed on the
pantograph installed on the vehicle
roof.This standard does not apply
to pantographs used on isolated
metros and light rail systems: these
pantographs are considered in EN
50206-2.

EVS-EN 50206-2:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 50206-2:1999
Railway applications - f,,elling
stock - Pantogtaphs:
Characteristics and tests -
Part2z Pantogtaphs fot me&os
and light rail vehicles
This standard defines the general
assembly charcteristics vrhich are
to be applied to pantographs, to
enable current collection from the
overhead line system. It also
defines the tests the pantogtaphs
have to perform, excluding
insulators. This standard does not
apply to pantograph dielectric tests,
which are to be perfonned on the
pantograph installed on the vehicle
toof. This standatd does not apply
to pantographs used on main line
vehicles: these pantographs are
considered in EN 50206-1. This
standard relates to conventional
suspended overhead line systems
and accessodes. The systems (or
part of them) which are rigidly
suspended will require special



consideration betweeo the
customer and the supplier.

EVS-EN 60349-lz?.A02
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 60349-1:7999 +
Al:2002
ia identne EN 60349-1:2000 +
A7:2002
Electric traction - Rotating
electrical machines for rail and
road vehicles - Part ft Machines
other than electronic Go[v€ttot-
fed alternating curent motors
This Intemational Standatd is
applicable rotating electrical
machines, other than convertor-fed
altemating current motors, forming
paa of the equipment of
electrically propelled rail and road
vehicles. The vehicles may obtain
power either from an extemal
supply or from an internal source.

EVS-EN 60349-2:2002
II1^d272,00
I dentne IE,C 603 49 -2:7 9 93
ja identne EN 60349-2:2001
Raih*'ay applications - Rotating
electrical mashinss for rail and
toad vehicles - Part 2:
Electonic convertet-fed
alternating cuttent motots
Applies to convertor-fed
altemating current motots forming
part of the equipment of
electrically ptopelled rail and rcad
vehicles and enables the
performance of a motor to be
confirmed by tests.

EVS-EN 50123 -7 -2:.2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50123-7-2:1999
Railway applications - Fixed
install,ations - D.C. switchgear -
P att 7 z Measuremen$ control
and protection devices fot
specific use ir d.c. traction
systems - Section 2: Isolating
cnrrent tmnsducers and other
current measuring devices
EN 50123-7-2 gives the
requirements for isolating curtent
transducers and other cuffent
measudng devices used in d.c.

railway applications, 6xed
installations. This transducet is
norrnally positiooed between the
sensor oo the live switchboard
conductot or rail and the
secondary device, giving galvanic
insulating between the input and
the oulput.

EVS-EN 50123 -7 -3 z?.002

Hind 75,00
Identne EN 501 23-7-3:7999

Railway applications - Fixed
installations - D.C. switchgeat -
P att 7 z Measuremeng contol
and ptotection devices fot
specific use in d.c. ttaction
systems - Section 3: Isolating
voltage traasducers and other
voltage measuting devices
EN 5012-7-3 gives the
requiremeots for isolating voltage
transducers and other voltage
measuring devices used in d.c.

railway applications, 6xed
installations. This transducer is
normally positioned between the
voltage sensor on the line
switchboard conductor or rail and
the secondary device, giving
galvanic insulation between the
input and the oulput

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55328
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50317:2002
Railway applications -Cunent
collection systems -
Requirements for and validation
of measurements of the
dynatnic interaction between
pantograph and ovethead
contact line
The European standard specifies

the functional requirements for
output and accuracy of
measurements of the dynamic
interaction between pantograph
and overhead contact line
prEVS 55329
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50318:2002
Railway applications -Curent
collection systems -Validation
of simulation of the dynamic
interaction between pantogtaph
and overhead contact line
This Euopean standard specifies
functional requLements fot the
validation of simulation methods
to eosure mutual acceptance of
input and ouq)ut parameters, a

standardized subset of test results ,

for evaluation of simulation
methods, compatison with
measurements and compatison
between simulation methods. This
standard applies to the cuuent
from an overhead contact line by
pantogtaphs mouted on railway
vecicles. It does not apply to trolley
bus systems.
prEVS 55366
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60077-1:1999

ia identne EN 60077-1:2002

Railway applications - Electric
equipmeat fq1 lelling stock -
Part 1: Genetal service
conditions and geneml tules
Specifies the general service

cooditions and requirements fot all
electric equipment installed in
power circuits, auxiliary circuits,
control and indicating circuits etc.,

on tolling stock. Intends to
harmooize as far as practicable all
rules and requirements of a general

nature applicable to electdc
equipment for rolling stock..

prEVS 55367
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IF,C 6007 7 -3:2007
ja identne EN 60077-3:2002
Railway applications - Electric
equipment fq1 rclliag stock -
Pat 3: Electotechnical
components - Rules for d.c.
citcuit-breakets
In addition to the general

requirements of IEC 60077-2,it.
gives the rules fot circuit-breakers,
the main contacts of which are to
be connected to d.c. power and/ot
auxiJiary circuits. The nominal
voltage of these circuits does not
exceed 3 000 V d.c. accotding to
IEC 608s0.

37.020
Elektroonikaseadiste
iildkiisimused

Electronic components in
generd

UUED STAI\DARDID
EYS-EN 6770922002
Hind 259,00
Identne EC 61709:1996
ja identne EN 61709:1998

Electronic components -
Reliability - Reference
conditions for failute rates and
stess models for conversion
This document gives guidance on
the use of failure rate data for the
teliability prediction of
components in electonic
equipment. Reference conditions
for failure rate data are specified,
so that data ftom different soutces

can be cornpared on a uniforrt
basis. If failue rate data are given
in accotdance with this document
then no additional information on
the specified conditions is required,

EVS-EN 60938-1:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 60938-1:1999

ia identne EN 60938-1:1999
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Fixed inductors for
electromagnetic interference
supptession - Part t Genetic
specification
This standard applies to inductors
designed for electomagnetic
interference suppression intended
for use withiq or associated with,
electronic or electdcal equipment
aad machines. It is restricted to
inductors, for r*rhich electdcal
shock hazard protection tests are
appropriate. The combination of
two or more inductors udthin one
enclosute is also included.
Inductors within the scope of this
standard may also be used to
ptotect apparatus and machines
from electrical noise and voltage or
current transients coming from
either the supply or ftom other
parts of the apparatus. The
standatd does not necessarily apply
in its entirety to inductors intended
for use on motor vehicles, in
utctaft or for marine applications.

EVS-EN 6093*2t2002
Hind 0,00
Identne IEC 60938-2:7999

ia identne EN 60938-2:1999
Fixed inductots fot
electromagnetic interference
suppression - Patt 2: Sectional
specification
This standard applies to fixed
inductors designed for
electromagnetic interference
suppression and which fall within
the scope of the Generic
specification, IEC 60938-1. It is
restricted to fixed inductors for
which electrical shock hazatd
protection tests are appropriate.
This implies that inductors
specified according to this
specification will either be
connected to mains supplies, when
compliance with the mandatory
tests of table 1 is necessary, or used
in other circuit positions whete the
equipment specification prescribes
that some or all of these electrical
shock hazard protection tests are
required.

EVS-EN 6f160-2:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne IE,C 617 60-2:1998
ja identne EN 61760-2:1998
Surface mounting technology --
P art 2t Transpoft ation and
storage conditions of surface
mounting devices (SMD) -
Application guide

This Intemationd Standard
describes the ttansportation aod
storage conditions for surface
mouoting devices (SI\rDt that ate
fulfilled in order to eoable trouble-
free processing of surface
mouoting devices, both active and
passive. (Conditions for printed
boards are not takea into
consideration)

EYS-EN 100t14.7:2fi02
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 100114-1:1996
Rule of Ptocedure - Quality
Assessment Procedures - Part 1:

CECC requitements for the
apprcval of an otganization
This section is inteoded for use by
manufactutetes, distributors and
specialist conftactors operating in
the field of electronic componeots,
who vish to obtain quality system
approval for an organization rmder
the CECC System. This RP shall
prevail in cases ofappatent
conflict

EVS-EN 700tt4-62002
Hind 170,00
Identoe EN 100114-
6:1996+41:7999
Rule of procedwe 14: Quality
assessment ptocedutes - Part 5:
Technology apptoval of
electronic component
manufacturers
Technology approval is a method
of approving a complete
technological piocess (design,
process sgaliz2lies, product
manufacture, test and shipmenQ
covedng the qualification aspects
cofiunotr to all products as

detemrined by the technolog;r
undet consideration. This method
has evolved to meet the needs of
users and manufacturen and
incoqporates many of the latest
pdnciples and technicques in the
man€ement of qualityi.e. TQM.

EVS-EN 160200-2:2002
Hind 259p0
Identne EN 160200-2:1997
Sectional specifi cation:
Microwave modular electronic
units of assessed qudity -
Part2: Index of testmethods
This part 2 of the Sections
Specification EN 160200 defines
standard,/refetence test methods
for electtical mechanical and visual
inspection as prescribed in Part 1

of the Sectional Specification EN
760200 and blank detail
specification EN 160201 for

oicroqrave modulat electronic
units (MMEU$.

EVS-EN 6093*2-l:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60938-2-7:7999

fa identne EN 6093&2-1:1999
Fixed inductots fot
electromagnetic interfetence
suppression - P att 2-lz f, tank
detail specification: Inductors
for which safety tests are
reguired. Assessment level D
A blank detail specification is a
supplementary document to the
Sectional specification and contains
requirments for style, layout and
mioimum content of detail
specifi cation.Detail specifi cations
not complying vdth these
tequirements may not be
considered as being in accordance
with IEC specifications nor shall
they so be described. In the
preparation of detail specifications
the content of 1.4 of the sectional
specification shall be taken into
account.

EVS-EN 60938-2-2:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 6093 8-2 -2:7999
ja identne EN 60938-2-2:1999
Fixed inductots fot
electomagnetic interfetence
suppression - Part 2-2: Blank
detail specification - Ioductor
for which safety tests are
requircd (only)
Forms the basis for a uniform
procedure for a common parlr. It
imFlements the approval schedule
for safety tests only in IEC 60938-
2, requires a declantion of design
for parameters relevant ot safety
tests and prescdbes conformance
tests to be conducted on every lot
pdor to its release and rc-
qualification tests depending on
changes of the design. May be
mote appropriate for components
manufactued in mass production,
wheteas this specification may be
necessary in those cases uzhere

approval and re-qualification tests
contribute considembly to the
costs of the product.

KAYANIDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55306
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IE,C 597-l:1977
ja identne HD 95.1 51:1979
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Aeriala for the reception of
sound and television
broadcasting in the freguency
tange 30 Mzto26 GHz - Patt2:
Electrical and mechanical
characteristics
Aeriala fot the reception of sound
and television broadcasting in the
frequency range 30 NIz to 26 GIIz.
Electrical and mechanical
characteristics
prEVS 55307
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 597-2:1977
ja identne ID 95.252:7979
Aedala for the reception of
sound and television
broadcasting in the frequency
range 30 Mz to 26 GHz - Put2z
Methods of measurement of
electdcal perforrnance
parametets
Aeriala for the reception of sound
and television broadcasting in the
frequency range 30 Mz to 26 G}{z.
Methods of measurement of
electrical perforrnance paramete$
prEVS 55310
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 91:1958
ja identne HD 97 51:1978
Recommended methods of
mesurement on receivets fot
frquency-modulation btoadcast
ttansmissions
Recommended methods of
mesutement on receivers for
ftquency-modulation broadcast
ttansmissions
prEVS 55311
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 184:1965
ja identne HD 178 Sl:1977
Methods for speci$ing the
charactedstics of electro-
mechanical transducers for
shock and vibration
measufemetrts
Methods for speci$ing the
chamcteristics of electro-
mechanical transducers fot shock
and vibration measuremenm
prEVS 55314
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne EC 457:7974
ja identne FtO 242 51:1977
Maximum case dimensions fot
capacitators and resitots
Maximum case dimensions for
capacitators and resitors
pfiVS 55315
Tdhtaeg: 208-A2-01
Identne TE,C 339-2:1972
ja identne HD 350.2 51:1978

General puqrose rigid coaxial
transmission lines and their
associated flange connectofs -
P att 2t Detail specifi cation
Geneml pwpose frFd coaxial
transmission lines and their
associated flaoge connectors.
P art 2: Detail specifi cation
prEVS 55318
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 5748:1979

ia identae HD 369.8 51:1984
Audiovisual, video aad
television equipment and
systems - Pat 8: Symbols and
identifications
Audiovisual, video and television
equipment and systems. Symbols
and identifications

31.040.00
Resistorid

Resistors. General

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 60062t2002
Hind 190,00
Identne BC 60062:7992 +
A1:1995
ja identne EN 60062:1993 +
A7:7997+A1l:2007
Marking codes for resistors and
capacitors
Specifies a colour code of.1.2
colours forvalues and tolerances
of fixed resistors aod a letter and
digit code for resistance and
capacitance values and tolerances.

31.040.10
Piisitakistid

Fixed resistors

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 140100:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 1401 00:1 996+A1 :2001
Sectional specifi cation: Fixed
low power non-wire wound
resistors
This sectional specification
prescribes the preferred values for
characteristics and ratings and also
the inspection requirements for
6xed low power non-wire wound
resistors ofassessed quality. It
selects from the generic
specification, EN 140000, the
approptiate methods of test to be
used in detail specifications derived
ftom this specification.

EYS-EN 740101:2002
Hind 83,00

Identne EN 140101:1996
Blank detail specification: Fixed
Iow power non-wire worurd
resistors (Assessment level S)
The oumbers between square
brackets on the first page
correspond to the following
indications which should be given.

EVS-EN 1402002A02
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 140200:1 996+ A1:2001
Sectional Specifi cation: Fixed
power resistors
This sectional specification
prescribes the preferred values for
characteristics and ratings and also
the inspection requirements for
6xed surface mounting resistors of
assessed quality having a nted
dissipation up to 1 000 !f. It
selects from the genedc
specification, EN 140000, the
appropriate methods of test to be
used in detail specifications derived
from this specification.

EVS-EN 74020122002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 1210201 :1996
Blank detail specification: Fixed
power resistors (Assessmeat
level S)
The numbers between square
brackets on the 6rst page
correspond to the following
indications ufiich should be given.

EVS-EN 140202:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne E,l.l 7 4A202:1 9 9 6
Blank detail specification: Fixed
power resistots (Assessment
levelM)
The numbers between square
brackets on the first page
correspond to the following
indications rvhich should be given.

EVS-EN 740203:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 1z$0203:1996
Blank detail specification: Fixed
powet resistors (Assessment
Ievel H)
The numbets between square
brackets on the 6tst page
correspond to the following
indications which should be given.

EVS-EN 140210:?-002
Hind 199,00
Identne EN
MO21A:1994+cott;1994
Sectional specifi cation: Fixed
power tesistors - Capability
apptoval
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This specification applies to foxed
power resistors with related
dissipation not less than 2 w,
ptimadly intended for applications
in electronic equipment. These
resistors may be either
manufactuted to customerst
requirernents or manufacturerst
standatd catalogu.e iterns.

EVS-EN 14021122002

Hind 117,00
Identne EN 1,1021 1:1 994
Blank detail specification: Fixed
power resistors - Capability
approval
The numbers between square
brackets correspond to the
following indications, all of which
should be given in a
manufacturels detail specification
for standard catalogue items; only
those indicated by an asterisk (x)
are requircd in a detail specification
not intended for registration.

EVS-EN 140400:?.002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 140400:1 996+A7:2001
Sectional specification: Fixed
low power sutface mounting
(SMD) tesistors
This sectional specification
prescribes the preferted values for
chatacteristics and mtings aod also
the inspection requirements for
fixed surface resistors ofassessed
quality. These tesistors generally
have metallised connecting pads
and are intended to be mounted
dirccdy on to substrates, for
example hybrid integrated circuits
or printed boards. It selects from
the generic specification, EN 140
000, the appropriate methods of
test to be used in detail
specifications derived ftom this
speci6cation.

EVS-EN 140401:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 140401:2002
Blank Detail Specification -
Fixed low power non wfue-
wound surface moutrt (SMD)
resistots
A blank detail specification is a
supplemerrtary document to the
sectional specification and contains
requirements for style and layout
and minimum content of detail
specifications. Detail specifi cations
not complying with these
requirements shall not be
considered as being in accordaoce
with European standards nor shall
they be so described.

732

EVS-EN 14040222002
Hind 92,00
Identoe EN 1,10402:1998

Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Fixed low powerwire wound
surface mounting (SMD)
resistors
The 6rst page of the Detail
Specification should have the
layout recommended on page 3.
The numbers in square brackets
correspood to the indications to be
completed hereunder.

EVS-EN 60115-l:2002
Hluoldn2,00
Identne IEC 60115-1:1999+
A7:2001
ja identne EN 60115-1:2001+
Al:2001
Fixed resistors for use in
electronic equipment - Part 1:

Generic specfficatioa
This standard is applicable to fixed
resistors for use in elecftonic
equipment. It establishes standard
terms, inspection procedures and
methods of test for use in sectiond
and detail specifications of
electonic components for quality
assessment or any other puq)ose.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSIdISITLUS
prEVS 55217
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 140401-801:2002
Detail Specification: Fixed low
powet non wfue-wound surface
mount (SMD) resistors -
Rectangular - StabiHty classes
0rli0125;0r5;7
This specification frrlfils the
requirements of the zeto effect
approach. The new assessment
lertelBZ is introduced to align the
assessment procedures and levels
with cutrent industry practices
prEVS 55220
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 140401-802:2002
Detail specification: Fixed low
power non wire-wo rnd surface
mount (SMD) resistors -
Rectaagulat - Stability classes 1;
2
Fixed low power non wire-wound
chip resistors with tetangular base
without leads fot surface
mounting. Style: RR Electronic
components of assessed Suality in
accordance with EN 60175:2002;
EN 140400:200>q EN
140401:2002
prEVS 55223
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 140401-803:2002

Detail specification: Fixed low
power non wire-wound sutface
mourt (SMD) resistors -
Cylinddcal - Stability classes
0105; 0,1; 0 r?.5; 0,5i li 2
Fixed lowpower non wire-wound
surface mount resistors (SN{D)
cylinddcal style: RC. Electtonic
components of assessed quality in
accordance with EN 60115:201;
EN 1210400:200)q EN
1404O1:2002

31.040.30
Tetmistodd

Thermistors

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 60738-1t2002
Hind 212,00
Identne IEC 60738-1:1998
ja identne EN 60738-1:1999
Thermistots - direcdy heated
positive step-function
tempemture coefficient. Patt 1:

Generic specffication
This standard prescribes terms and
methods of test for positive step-
function temperature coeffi cient
thermistors, insulated and non-
insulated types, typically made
from ferro-electric semi-conductor
materials.

EVS-EN 60738-l-122002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60738-1-1 :1998
ja identne EN 60738-1-1:1999
Thermistots - Ditecdy heated
positive step-function
tempetature coefficient -
Pat l-t Blank detail
specification - Cument limiting
application - Assessment level
EZ
Blank detail specification.

EVS-EN 60738-1-2:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60738-1-2:7998
ja identne EN 60738-1-2:1999
Thermistors - Ditectly heated
positive step-function
temperature coefficient - Part 1-
2: Blank detail specffication -
Heati'g element application -
Assessmeat level EZ
Supplementary document to the
generic specification, contains
tequirements for style and layout
and minimum content of detail
specifications.

EYS-EN 6A738-1-32002
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 60738-1-3:1998
ja identne EN 60738-1-3:1999



Thermistors - Directly heated
positive step-function
temperature coefficient - Part 1-

3: Blank detail specification -
Inrush curtent application -
Assessment levelE,Z
Bla.k detail specifi catioa.

EYS-EN 6073U1422402
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60738-1-4:1998
ja identne EN 60738-14:1999
Thermistors - Direcdy heated
positive step-function
temperature coefficient -
Part 1-4: Blank detail
specification - Sensing
application - Assessment level
EZ
Blank detail specification.

31.060
Kondensaatorid

Capacitors

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 60384-122002
Hind 316,00
Identne IEC 6038 47 :1,999

ia identne EN 603841:2001
Fixed capacitors for use in
elecnonic equipment - Pac 1:

Generic specification
This standard is applicable to fixed
capacitors for use in electronic
equipment. It establishes standatd
terrrs, inspection procedures and
methods of test for use in sectional
and detail specifications of
electronic components for Quality
Assessment or any other pu4)ose.

31.060.00
Kondensaatorid

Capacitors. General

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60062t?.002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60062:1992 +
A1:1995
ja identne EN 60062:1993 +
A1:1997+A11:2001
Matking codes fot tesistos and
capacitors
Specifies a colout code of 12
colours for values and tolerances
of 6xed resistors and a letter and
diglt code for resistance and
capacitance values and tolerances.

31.060.01
Kondensaatorid fildiselt

Capasitors in general

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 73Vl2l:?fi02
Hind 92,00
IdentneEN 1324211997
Blank detail specification: Fixed
capacitors fot electromagaetic
interference supptession -
Capacitors fot which safety tests
are required (Safety tests ooly)
This blank detail specification
forms the basis for a trriform
procedure for a common
Euopean Safety Mark. It
implements the approval schedule
for safety test in EN 132N0,
requires a declaration ofdesign for
parameters relevant to safety and
prescribes conformance tests to be
conducted on every lot prior to its
release and tequalification tests

depending on changes ofthe
declared design.

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEVS 55347
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 871-2:7987
ja identne ID 525.2 51:1989 +
A1:1991
Shunt capacitatots fot a.c.
power systems having a tated
voltage above 660 V - Part 2:
Endumnce tes 'ng

Shunt capacitators for a.c. powet
systems having a rated voltage
above 660 V. Endutance testi.g

31.060.10
Piisikondensaatorid

Fixed capacitors

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 13V10022002
Hind 338,00
Identne EN
1 32400:199 4 + A2 A3 A4t 2001
Sectional Specification: Fixed
capacitors for electromagnetic
interference suppression and
co.nection to the supply mains
(Assessment level D)

This speciEcation applies to 6xed
capasitors and resistot-capasitor
combinations for electromagn etic
intefereoce supptession (formedy
called mdio inteference
suppression) for use within, or
associated with, electronic or
electrical appatatus and la2shingg
where the capacitors will be
connected to a mains supply with a
voltage not exceeding 500 V d.c. or
500 V a.c. (r.m.s) betweeo
conductors or 250 V d.c. ot 250 V
a.c. (r.m.s) between any one
conductor and earth and with a
freguency not exceeding 700 Hz.

EVS-EN 732407:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 132401:1994
Blank detail specification: Fixed
capacitots for electromagaetic
interference suppression and
connection to the supply mains
(Assessment level D)
A blank detail specification is a

supplementary document to the
sectional specification and contains
requirements for style and layout
and minimum cofltent of detail
specifications. In the preparation
of detail specifications the conterrt
of 1.4 of the sbctional specification
shall be taken into accorurt.

EVS-EN 60384-20:?.002
Iltnd212,00
Identne IEC 6038 +20:19 9 6
ja identne EN 6038,1-20:1999
Fixed capacitots for use in
electonic equipment - P att 202

Sectional specifi cation; Fixed
metallized polyphenylene
sulfide film dielectric surface
mount D.C. capacitots
This standard is applicable to fixed
chip capacitors for direct cutrent,
with metallized electrodes and

polyphenylene sulfide dielecttic for
use in electronic equipment. These
capacitors have metallized
conoecting pads or soldering strips
and are intended to be mounted
direcdy onto substrates for hybdd
circuits or onto printed boatds.
Capacitors for radio intetference
suppression ate not induded, but
are coveted bv IEC 38+14.
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37.060.20
Ketaamilised ia
vilkkondensaatorid

Cemmics and mica
capacitors

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN L32100:.2002
Hind 199,00
Identne EN 132100:1996
Sectional Specifi cation: Fixed
multilayer cetamic sutface
mounting capacitors.
Assessment levels EZ alLdDZ
This specification applies to fixed
unencapsulated multilayer surface
mounti.g capacitors of ceramic
dielectric Class 1 and Class2 with
rated voltage normally not
exceeding 200 V. These capacitors
generally have terminations
consisting of metallized connec rg
pads or solderable s .F s and are
intended to be mounted direcdy
onto substmtes fot hybdd circuits
or onto printed boards.

EVS-EN 13270k2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 132101:1996
Blandk Detail Specifi cation:
Fixed multilayet ceramic
surface mounting capacitors -
Assessment lertelEZ
This specification applies to 6xed
unencapsulated multilayer surface
mounting capacitors of ceramic
dielectric Class 1 and Class 2 with
rated voltage normally not
exceeding 200 V. These capacitors
generally have terrninations
consis'' g of metallized cormecring
pads or soldemble strips and are
intended to be mounted directly
onto substrates for hybrid circuits
or onto pdnted boards.
Detailspecification.

EVS-EN 732702:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 132102:1996
Blank detail specification: Fixed
multilayer ceramic surface
mounting capacitors -
Assessment level DZ
The numbers in square brackets
correspond to the following
information which shall be inserted
at the position indicated.

EVS-EN 603W20-122002
Hind 170,00
Identne IE,C 60384-20 -7 :799 6

ia identne EN 60384-20-7:1999

Fixed capacitors for use in
electronic equipment - Patt202
Blank detail specification: Fixed
metallized polyphenylene
s'lfide film dielectdc sutface
rnorurt d.c. capacitors -
Assessment level EZ
Blank detail specification.

31.060.30
Paber- ia
p olff meerkondens aatorid

Paper and plastics capacitors

UUED STAI\iDARDID
EVS-EN 130100:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 130100:1997
Sectional specifi cation: Fixed
polyethylene-terephtalate fi lm
dielectric metal foil capacitors
for direct cunent
This Euopean Standard specifies
requirements for fixed capacitors
for dfuect cunent, rxdth electrodes
of thin metal foils and a
polyethylene-tetephthalate fi lrn
dielectric.

EVS-EN 730707t2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 130101:1997
Blank detail specification: Fixed
polyethylene-terephtalate film
dielectric metal foil capacitors
for direct curenq Assessment
level E
Blank detail specification.

EVS-EN L3010222$02

Hind 92,00
Identne EN 130102:1997
Blank detail specification: Fixed
polyethylene-terephtdate fi lm
dielectdc metal foil capacitors
for direct current; Assessment
l*elEZ
Blank detail specification.

EVS-EN 7305002?.002

Hind 170,00
Identne EN 130500:1998
Sectional Specifi cation: Fixed
metallized polycarbonate film
dielectdc capacitors for direct
cuEent
This European Standatd specifies
requirements for 6xed capacitors
for ditect cu$ent, with metallized
electrodes and polycarbonate
dielectric for use in electronic
equipment. These capacito$ may
have "self-healing propefties"
depending on conditions of use.

They are primatily intended for
applications where the a.c.

component is small udth respect to

the nted voltage. Two
petfomrance grades of capacitors
are covered, grade 1 fot long-life
application and gtade 2 for general
applicatioo. It specifies prefered
ratinp and characteristics and
selects ftom EN 130000 the
appropriate quality assessment
procedures, test and measudng
methods and gives general
performance requirements for this
type ofcapacitor. Capacitors for
direct connection to the supply
mains to ptovide radio intetference
suppression are not included.

EYS-EN L3050122002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 130501:1998
Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Fixed metallized polycatbonate
film dielectric capacitors for
direct current. Assessment level
E
Blank detail specification.

Hind 109,00
Identne EN 130502:1998
Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Fixed metallized polycarbonate
film dielectric capacitors for
dhect cutrent. Assessment level
EZ
Blank detail specifi cation.

EVS-EN 7309A02002
Hidd 170,00
Identne EN 130900:1997
Sectional Specifi cation: Fixed
polystytene film dielectric metal
foil d.c. capacitors
This European Standard specifies
requirements for 6xed capacitors
for direct cu$ent, for rated
voltages not exceeding 6300 V,
with electrodes of thin metal foils
and a polystyrene 6lm dielectric.
They are intended for use in
electronic equipment.

EVS-EN 730901:2002
Hind 101,00
Idenkre EN 130901:1997
Blank Detail Specification:
Fixed polystytene film dielectric
metal foil d.c. capacitors -
Assessment level E
This European Standard specifies
requitements for 6xed capacitors
fot direct current, for rated
voltages not exceeding 6300 V,
with electodes of thin metal foils
and a polystyrene film dielectdc.
They are intended for use in
electronic equipment.

EVS-EN 730902:2002
Hhd 101,00
Identne EN 130902:1997
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Blank Detail Specification:
Fixed polystytene film dielectdc
metal foil d.c. capacitots -
Assessment levelEZ
This European Standatd specifies
requirements for fixed capacitors
for direct currenq for rated
voltages not exceeding 6300 V,
with electrodes of thin metal foils
and a polystyrene film dielectric.
They are intended for use in
electronic equipment.

EYS-EN L31700:2402
Hind 163,00
Identne EN 131700:1997
Sectional Specffication: Fixed
capacitors for ditect cunent
with electtodes of thin metal
foils and a polycarbonate lilm
dielectric
This European Standard specifies
requirements for fixed capacitors
for direct cufient'il/ith electrodes
of thin metal foils and a
polycarbonate film dielecttic. It
specifies preferred ratings and
characteristics and selects from EN
130000 the appropdate quality
assessment procedures, tests and
measudng methods and gives
general petformance requirements
for this type of capacitor.

EVS-EN 1377012?-002

Hind 101,00
Identne EN 131701:1997
Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Fixed capacitots for direct
cutrent with electrodes of thin
metal foils and a polycatbonate
film dielectric - Assessment
level E
This Euopean Sandard specifies
requirements for fixed capacitors
for direct current with electrodes
of thin metal foils and a
polycarbonate film dielectric. It
specifies preferred ratings and
charactetistics aod selects fiom EN
130000 the apptopriate qudity
assessment procedures, tests and
measuring methods and gives

. general performance requirements
for this type of capacitor.

EYS-EN L3170222002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 131702:1997
Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Fixed capacitors fot ditect
current with electodes of thin
metal foils and a polycarbonate
fiIm dielectric - Assessment
levelE,Z

This European Standatd specifies
requirements for fixed capacitors
for direct cu$ent with electrodes
of thin metal foils and a
polycatbonate 6lm dielectric. It
speciEes pteferred ratings and
characteristics and selects from EN
130000 the apptopriate guality
assessment procedures, tests and
measuring methods and gives

general perforrnance tequirements
. for this rype of capacitor.

EVS-EN L3t8A0:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 131800:1997
Sectional Specification: Fixed
polyptopylene film dielectric
metal foil d.c. capacitors
This Euopean Standard specifies
requirements for 6xed capacitors
fot direct current, using as

dielectric a polyptopylene 6lm and

electrodes of thin metal foils. The
capacitors covered by this
specification arc intended for use
in electronic equipment.

EVS-EN 137801:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 131801:1997
Blank Detail Specifikation:
Fixed polyptopylene film
dielectric metal foil d.c.
capacitors - Assessment level E
This European Standard specifies
requirements for 6xed capacitors
for direct curreot, using as

dielectric a polypropylene film and
elecuodes of thin metal foils. The
capacitors coveted by this
specification ate intended for use
in electtonic equipment.

EVS-EN 131802:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 131802:1997
Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Fixed polypropylene film
dielectric metal foil d.c.
capacitots - Assessment level
EZ
This European Standard specifies
requirements for 6xed capacitors
for direct curren! using as

dielectric a pollpropylene film and
electodes of thin metal foils. The
capacitors covered by this
specification are intended for use
in electronic equipment.

KAVA}{DITE
ARVAIVIUSKEISITLUS
prEVS 55211
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne EN 131201:2002

Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Fixed capacitots urith
metallized electodes and
polypropylene dielecttic
prEVS 55213
Tilhtaeg: 2003-02-47
Ideotne EN 131200:2002
Sectional Specifi cation: Fixed
capacitots with metallized
electodes and polypropylene
dielectric
This European standard specifies
requirements for 6xed capacitors
with metallized electrodes and
polypropylene dielectric. It
specifies preferred ratings and
characteristics and selects from EN
130 000 the appropriate quality
assessment ptocedure, test and
measudng methods and gives
general performance requirements
for this subfamily of capacitors

31.060.40
Elektroliiiitilised
tantaalkondens aatorid

Tantdum electrolytic
capacitors

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 130200:?.002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 1 30200:1 993+A3:1 998
Sectional Specifi cation: Fixed
tantalum capacitors with non-
solid or sotd electrolyte
This specification applies to polat
and bipolar tantalum electrolytic
capacitors rvith solid or non-solid
electrolyte. It comprises capacitors
for long-life applications and
capacitors for general-purpose
applications. Capacitors for special
pu{pose application may oeed
additional requirements. Surface
mounting styled capacitors ate not
covered.

EVS-EN 130?.01:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne EN 130201 :1 993+ A2:1,998
Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Fixed Tantalum Capacitors with
Solid Electrolyte, Potous Anode
(SUB-FAMTLY3)
The fust page of the detail
specifcation should have the
layout recommended on page 4 of
this blank detail specification. The
numbers in square brackets
correspond to the following
information vrhich shall be inserted
at the position indicated.

EVS-EN 1302022?-002

Hind 109,00
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Identne EN 130202:1998
Blank Detail Specifiation: Fixed
tantalum capacitors with non-
solid electro$rte, porous anode
(sub-family 2)
Blank detail specification.

EVS-EN 130800:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 130800:2000
Sectional Specffi cation:
Tantalum surface mounting
capacitors
This specification applies to
tantalum solid electtolyte surface
mounting capacitors. These
capacitots are ptimarily intended to
be mounted direcdy onto
substrates for hybtid circuits or
onto pdnted boards.

31.060.50
Elektrolfl iitilis ed alu-
miiniumkondens aatorid

Aluminium electrolytic
caPacitofs

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 13030022002
Hind 199,00
Identne EN 130300:1998
Sectional Specification:
Aluminium electrolytic
capacitors with solid and non-
solid electtol5rte
This specification applies to
aluminium electrolytic capacitors
vrith solid or non-solid electolyte
primadly intended for d.c.
applications for use in electronic
equipment. SMD capacitors are
not covered. The object of this
speciEcation is to prescdbe
preferred ratings and
characteristics and to select ftom
the generic specification EN
130000 the appropdate quality
assessment ptocedures, test and
measuring methods and to give
general performance tequLements
for this type of capacitor.

31.060.70

J6ukondensaatorid

Power capacitors

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60143-3:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 60143-3:1998

ia identne EN 60143-3:1998
Series capacitots fot power
systems - Part 3: Internal fuses
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This part of IEC 60143 concems
intemal fuses designed to isolate
faulty capacitor elements, to allow
opetation of the teoaining pats of
that capacitor unit aod the baok in
which the capacitor units is
connected. Such fuses are not a
substitute for a switching device
such as a circuitbreaker, or for
extemal protection of the capacitor
ban\ ot any part thereof.

EVS-EN 60871-7:2002
tllod272,00
Ideatne BC 6087 | -l:1997
ja identne EN 60871-1:1997
Shunt capacitors fos a.c. power
systems having a rated voltage
abovelkV-Part1:Geneml
Performance, testing and ratiag
- Safety tequfuements - Guide
for installation and operation
This part of IEC 60871 is
applicable to both capacitot units
and capacitor banks intended to be
used, paticulady, for power-factor
correction of a.c. power systems
having a rated voltage above 1 000
V and frequencies of 15 Hz to 60
Hz.

31.080
Pooliuhtseadised

Semi-conductor devices

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 601914:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 60191-
4:1999+A7:2007

ia identne EN 60191-
4:7999+A7:2002
Mechanical standardization of
semiconductor devices - Patt 4:
Codi.g system and
classification into forms of
package outlines for
semiconductor device packages
Describes a method for the
designation and the classification
into forrns of package outlines for
semiconductor devices. Provides a

systematic method for generating
universal descriptive designators
for serniconductor packages.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55456
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60191 -4:1999 /
A2:2002
ja identne EN 60191-4:1999/
A2:2002

Mechanical standardization of
semicouductor devices - Par 4:
Coding system and
classification into forms of
package outlines for
serniconductor device packages
Descdbes a method for the
designation aod the dassificatioa
into forms of package oudines for
semiconductor devices. Ptovides a

systematic method for generating
universal desctiptive ds5ignators
for semiconductor packages.

31.080.00
Pooliuhtseadised

Semi-conductor devices.
General

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 153000:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 153000:1998
Generic specifi cation: Discrete
Pressure contact Power
semiconductot devices
(Qualifi cation approvd)
This document applies to discrete
pfessrue contact Powef
semiconductor devices oamely
tectiEer diodes, transistors and
their derivatives. The requirements
also cover encapsulated assemblies.
The document does not apply to
stact or assemblies made vrith tlese
encapsulated componeots.

31.080.01
Pooliuhtseadised fildiselt

Semiconductor devices in
genefal

UUED STAINDARDID
EYS-EN 60749:2002
Hind 360,00
Identne IE,C 607 49:1999 +
Al:2000+A2:2007
ja identne EN 60749:1999+
A7:2000+42:2007
Specifies the safety and
performance tequfuements of a
tange of single-capped
fluorescent lamps which ate
operated on a.c. supplies.
This Intemational Standard lists
test methods applicable to
semiconductor devices (discrete
devices and integrated circuits)
from which a selection may be
made. However, additional test
methods may be requircd for non-
cavity devices. This standard has
taken into account, wherever



possible, IEC 68. The object of
this standard is to establish
uniform prefered test methods
with preferred values fot stress

levels for judging the
environmeotal properties of
semiconductot devices.

EVS-EN 60791-322002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 60191-3:1999

!a identne EN 60191-3:1999
Mechanical standardization of
semiconductot devices - Part 3:
Genetal rules fot the
preparation of outline dtawiags
of integmted citcuits
Gives gu.idance on the ptepatation
of drawings ofintegtated circuits
outlines.

EVS-EN 60791-6-3:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60191-6-3:2000
ja identne EN 60191-6-3:2000
Mechanical standardization of
semiconductor devices -
Part 6- 3: Genetal des fot the
prepatation of outline drawings
of surface mounted
semiconductot device packages;
Measuring methods for package
dimensions of quad flat packs
(QFP)
Stipulates a method fot guad flat
packs measuring dimensions which
are classified into Form E.

EVS-EN 60191-6-62?n02
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 601 91-6 -6:2001
ja identne BN 60191-6-6:2001
Mechanical standardization of
semiconductor devices - Part 6-
6: Genetal rules for the
pteparation of outline dmwings
of surface mounted
semiconductor device packages
- Design guide for fine pitch
land gdd array (FLGA)
Provides colnmon outline
drawings and dimensions for all
types of s&uctures and composed
materials of fine-pitch land grid
whose ter-ind pitch is less than,
or equal to, 0,80 mm and whose
package body oudine is square.

KAVA}{DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55099
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 601 91 -6 -12:2002
ja identne EN 60191-6-12:2002
Mechanical s61drydiz61ion of
semiconductot devices -

Part6-7i2: General rules fot the
prcparation of oudine drawings
of surface mounted
se- iconductor device packages
- Desiga guide fot fiae-pitch
land gdd anay (FLGA) -
Rectangular type
Ptovides commoo oudine
dmwings and dimensions fot all
types of structures and composed
matedals of fine-pitch land grid
array whose terrnioal pitch is less

than, or equal to,0,80 mm and
whose package body oudine is
rectangular.
prEYS 55122
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 607 49 -10:2002
ja identne EN 60749-10:2002
Semiconductor devices -
Mechanical and clirnatic test
methods - Part 10: Mechanical
shock
Describes a shock test iotended to
determine the suitability of
component parts for use in
electronic equipment which may
be subjected to moderately severe
shocks as a result of suddenly
applied forces ot abrupt qha.ges in
motion produced by rough
handling transportation, ot field
opemtion. Shock of this gpe may
disturb operating chatactedstics,
particulady if the shock pulses ate
repetitive. This is a destructive test.
It is normally applicable to cavity-
type packages.
prEVS 55123
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-A7
Identne IE,C 607 49 -7 7 :2002

ia identne EN 60749-11:2002
Semiconductor devices -
Mechanical and climatic test
methods - Part lt Rapid change
of temperatute - Two-fluid-bath
method
Defines the rapid change of
temperature test method and the
two-fluid-bath method. This test
method may also be used,
employing feryer cycles, to test the
effect of immerslon in heated
liquids that are used fot the
pu4)ose of cleaning devices. This
test is applicable to all
semiconductor devices. It is
considered destructive unless
otherwise detailed in the relevant
specification.
prEVS 55125
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 6O7 49 -12:20O2
ia identne EN 60749-12:20O2

Set iconductor devices -
Mechanical and climatic test
methods - Parl 72: Vibration,
variable frequency
Describes a test to deternine the
effect of variable frequency
vibration, within the specified
frequency range, on intemal
structural elements. This is a
destructive test. It is nomrally
applicable to cavity-type packages.
prEVS 55126
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identrre IE,C 607 49 -13:2002
ja identne EN 60749-13:2002
Semiconductot devices -
Mechanical and climatic test
methods - Part 13: SaIt
a. osPhefe
Descdbes a salt atmosphere test
that determines the resistance of
semiconductor devices to
corrosion. It is an accelerated test
that simulates the effects of severe

sea-coast atmosphere on all
exposed surfaces. It is only
applicable to those devices
specified for a marine
environment. The salt atmosphere
test is considered destructive.
prEVS 55127
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 607 49 -2:2002
ja identne EN 60749-2:2002
Set iconductot devices -
Mechanical and climatic test
methods -Part2t Lowair
pressufe
Covers the testing of low air
pressure on semiconductor
devices. The test is intended
pri-urily to deterrrine the ability
of component parts and materials
to avoid voltage breakdown
failures due to the reduced
dielectric srength of ait and other
insulating materials at reduced
pressures is only applicable to
devices where the operating
voltage exceeds 1 000 V. This test
is applicable to all semiconductor
devices provided they are in cavity
type packages. The test is intended
5es rnililary and space-related
applications only.
prEVS 55128
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IE,C 607 49 -3:2002

ia identne EN 60749-3:2002
Semiconductor devices -
Mechanical and climatic test
methods - Part 3: External
visual inspection
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Aims at veri$ing that the
materials, design, constnrction,
markinp, andworlmanship of a
semiconductor device are io
accordance with the applicable
pfocurement document External
visual inspection is a non-
destnrctive test and applicable for
dl package types.
prEVS 55129
Tihtaeg 20$-A2-07
Identne IE:C 607 49 -4:2002
ja identne EN 60749-4:2002
Semiconductor devices -
Mechanical and climatic test
methods - Part 4: Damp heat,
steady state, highly accelerated
suess test ([IAST)
Provides a highly accelerated
temperature and humidity stress

test (FIAST) for the purpose of
evaluating the reliability of non-
hermetic packaged semiconductor
devices in humid environments.
prEVS 55130
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 607 49 -6:2002
ja identne EN 60749-6:2002
Semiconductor devices -
Mechanical and climatic test
methods - Part 6: Stotage at
high tempetature
Aims at testing and determining
dre effect on all semiconductor
electronic devices ofstorage at
elevated temperature udthout
electrical stress applied. This test is
considered non-destructive.
prEVS 55131
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 607 49 -7 :2002
ja identne EN 60749-7:2002
Semicoaductor devices -
Mechanical and climatic test
methods - Part 7 z Intemal
moisture content measurement
and the analysis of other
residual gases
Aims at testing and measuring the
vater vapour and other gas content
of the atmosphere inside a metal ot
ceramic hernetically sealed device.
Applicable to semiconductor
devices sealed in such a manner
but generally only used for high
reliability applications such as

military or aerospace.
prEVS 55132
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 607 49 -9 :2002

ia identne EN 60749-9:2002
Semiconductot devices -
Mechanical and clirnatic test
methods - Part 9: Permanence
of marking
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Aims at testing and veti$ing that
the marlings oa semicooductor
devices vrill not become illegible
when subject to solvents ot
cleaning solutions cornmonly used
during the removal of solder flux
residue from the ptinted circuit
boatd assembly ptocess. This test
is applicable for all package types.
The test should be considered non-
destructive.
prEVS 55272
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-07
Ideotae iEC 601 91-6-7:2007
ja identne EN 60191-6-1:2001
Mechanical standatdization of
serniconductor devices -
Part 6-t General rules for the
pteparation of outline &awings
of sutface mounted
semiconductor device packages
- Design guide for gull-udag
lead terminals
Covers the requirements for the
design rule of temrinal shape
plastic packages with gull-wing
leads (e.g. QFP, SOP, SSOP,
TSOP, etc)

31.080.99
Muud pooliuhtseadised

Other semiconductor devices

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60146-2:2002
I\nd272,00
Identne EC 60146-2:1999
ja ideotne EN 60146-2:2000
Semiconductot convetters -
P att 2z Self-commutated
sernicotrductof convettets
includi.g direct d.c. convefters
This standard applies to all types of
electonic power converters of the
self-commutated type including
power converters which cootain at
least one part of a self-commutated
type, e.g. AC converters, indirect
DC converters, direct DC
convefters.

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55105
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne reC 607 47 -1, 6-3:2002
ja identne EN 60747-16-3:2002
Serniconductor devices -
Patt 16-3: Microwave integtated
circuits - Frequency conyefters
Provides new measudng methods,
tetminology and letter symbols, as

well as essential ratings and
charactetistics for integrated circuit
microwave frequency converters.

31.100
Elektronlambid

Electronic tubes

UT'ED STA}IDARDID
EVS-EN 60139;2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 60139:2000

ia identne EN 60139:2001
Preparation of oudine drawings
for cathode-ray tubes, their
comPonents, connections and
gauges
Gives guidance on the preparation
of oudioe drawings of cathode ny
tubes vdth the object of
encowagiog the .same practice
when publications are ptepated in
different countdes.

KAYA}{DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55203
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 135000:1992
Generic Specifi cation: travelling
wave amplifier tubes
Generic Speci6cation: Ttavelling
wave amplifier tubes
prEVS 55204
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 135001:1992
31dtk Dstail specification: C.W.
power amplifier travelling wave
tubes up to 500 Watts
Blank Detail Specification: C.W.
power amplifiet tmwelling wave
tubes up to 500 !flatts
prEVS 55205
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 136000:1992
Generic Specifi cations:
Magnetons
This document relates to pulsed
and cw magnetrons
prEVS 55206
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne EN 136001:1992
Blank Detailed Specifi cation:
Pulsed magneftons (exclu.f ing
ftequency agile magnetrons)
This blank detail specification
shows the layout and contents to
be followed in the prepatation of
hartnonised detail specification for
pulsed magnetons, including
coaxial types, tunable and
adjustible types but excluding
frequenry agile types
prEVS 55207
Tzihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Ideotne EN 136002:1992
Blank Detail Specification: C.W.
magnetfons for RF heating or
cooking applications



This blank detail specification
shows the layout and contents to
be followed in the preparatioo of
harmonised detail specifications
for C\V magnettons for RF heating
or cooking applications

31.724
Elekronnaidikud

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 61747-7:?.002
tsL1rrd229,00

Ideotne IE,C 677 47 -7:1998
ja identne EN 61747-1:1999
Uquid crystal and solid-state
display devices - Part t Generic
specification
This essential mtings and
characteristics apply to passive
matrix monochrome [quid crystal
display rnodules.

EVS-EN 67747-k?.002
Hi$d 163,00
Identree IE,C 617 47 -2:7998

ia identne E)l 61747-2:1999
Liquid crystal and solid-state
display devices -Part2: Uquid
crystal display modules -
Sectional specification
Applies to liquid crystal and solid-
state display modules such as the
following - static/segment type
liquid crystal display modules; -
passive matdx monochrorne and
colour liquid crystal display
modules; - active matrix
monochrome and colour liquid
crystal display modules. Gives
details of the Suality assessment
procedures, the inspection
tequfuements, screening sequences,
sampling requirements, and test
and measurement procedures
required for the assessment of
liquid crystal display modules.

EVS-EN 61747-3.2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IE,C 617 47 -3:L998
ja identne EN 61747-3:7999
Liquid crystal and solid-state
display devices - Part 3:
Sectional specification for liguid
crystal display (LCD) cells
Applies to liquid crystal cells of the
segment type monochrome liquid
crystal display cells. It gives details
of the quality assessment
procedutes, the inspection
requirements, screening sequences,
sampling requirements and test and
rneasurement procedures tequited
for the assessment of liquid crystal

display cells. Instead of tlre
qualification approval procedure, it
is allowed to apply the capability
approval procedure.

EVS-EN 61747-4t?.002
Hind 126,00
Identne IE'C 677 47 -4t7998
ja identne EN 61747-4:1998
Liquid crystal and solid-state
display devices - Part 4r Liquid
crystal display modules and
cells -- Essential ratings and
charactetistics
Describes the essential mtings and
characteristics of LCD cells aod
passive matrix monochtome liquid
crystal display modules. It does not
apply to active matrix LCD cells
nor to multicolour cells.

EVS-EN 61747-5:2002
FLnd247,00
Identne TE,C 677 47 -5:7998
ja identne EN 61747-5:1998
Liquid crystal and solid-state
display devices - Patt 5:
Enviton-ental, endutance and
mechanical test methods
Lists test methods applicable to
liquid crystal display devices. Takes
into account, wherevet possible,
the environmental test rnethods
oudined in IEC 60068. Also
includes visual inspection for both
liquid crystal display cells and
modules. Establishes unifomr
ptefered test methods with
preferred values for stress levels
for judging the environmental
properties of liquid crystal display
devices.

EVS-EN 61747-%122002
Hind 130,00
Identne TEC 677 47 -2-1 :1 998
ja identoe EN 67747-2-l:2007
Liquid ctystd and solid-state
display devices - Patt 2-lt
Passive matrix monochrome
LCD modules; Blank detail
specification
The IEC quality assessment system
for electronic components is
operated in accotdance with the
statutes of the IEC and under the
authority of the IEC. The object of
this system is to de6ne quality
assessment procedures in such a

manner that electronic
components released by one
participating country as

conforming with the requLements
ofan applicable specification are
equally acceptable in all other
participating countries without the
need for further testing.

KAVA}{DITE
ARVAMUSXCTSITLUS
prEVS 55313
Tiihaeg 20A3-02-07
Identne IEC 169-1:1965
ja identne ID 134.7 37:1,977

Radio-frequency coturecto$ -
Part t General requirements
and measudng methods
Radio-frequency connectots.
Geneml requirements and
measuring methods

31.140
Piesoelektrilised seadised

Piezoelectric and dielectric
devices

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67i240:2002
Hiod 130,00
Identne EC 61240:7994
ja identne EN 61240:1997
Piezoelectric devices -
Ptepatation of outline dtawings
of surface-mounted devices
(SMD) fot frequency conrol
and selection - General rules
This Intemational Standard sets

out general des for dawing all
dimensional and geometrical
charatedstics of a surface-mounted
piezoelecttic package (referred to
in this standard as SMD) in order
to ensrue mechanical
interchangeability of all oudine
drawings of the SMDs for
frequency control and selection.

BVS-EN 168100:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 168100:1993+
Al$2:1993
Sectional specifi cation; quartz
crystal units (capability
apptoval) (includes
amendments A1 and A2:1993)
This sectional specification applies
to quartz crystal units
manufactured as custom built
products or as standard catalogue
items and whose quality is assessed

on the basis of capability approval.

EVS-EN fi4000:?.002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 170000:1999
Generic specification:
Waveguide type dielectric
tesonatorst
This generic specifcation applies to
waveguide type dielectric
resonators of assessed quality using
either capability approval or
qualification approval procedures.
It also lists the test and
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measurement Procedures vrhich
may be selected fot use io detail
specifications for such resonators.

EYS-EN fl0l00:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 170100:2001
Sectional specifi cation:
Waveguide type dielectric
fesonato$l
This sectional specification applies
to waveguide type dielectric
lesorators as custom built
products or as standard catalogue
items uzhose quality is assessed on
the basis of capability approval.

EVS-EN 1710002002
Hind 139,00
Identne EN 171000:2001
Genetic specifi cation: Filters
using waveguide type dielectdc
fesonatorcr
This Generic Specification applies
to filters using waveguide type
dielectric resonato$ of assessed

quality using eithet capability
apptoval or qualification approval
procedures. It also lists the test and
measurement procedures which
may be selected for use in Detail
Specifications for such filters.

EVS-EN 60368-122002
Htnd247,00
Identne IEC 60368-1 :2000

ia identne EN 60368-1:2000
Piezoelectdc filters of assessed
quality-PartftGeneric
specification
This part of IEC 60368 specifies
the methods of test and general
requitemeots for piezoelectric
filters of assessed quality using
either capability approval or
qualification apptoval procedures.

EVS-EN 60368-4:?.002
Illuad212,00
Identne IEC 60368-4:2000

ia identne EN 60368-4:2000
Piezoelectric fiIters of assessed
quality - patt 4t Sectional
specification - Capability
approval
This sectional specifcatibn applies
to Piezoelectdc filters as custom
built products or as standard
catalogue items and whose quality
is assessed on the basis of
capability approval. It prescribes
dre preferred ratings and
characteristics with appropirate
tests and measuring methods
contained in the future generic
specification, IEC 60368-1, and
gives the general perforrnance
requirements to be used in detail
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specifcations for piezoelectric
filters.

EVS-EN 60444-1t2002
IIil;d229,00
Identne TF.C 60 444-7 :79 86 +
A1:1999
ja identne EN 60444 1:1997+
Al:1999
Measutement of quafz crystal
unit paameters by zero pha
.g lsshnique in a pi-nennrork -
Part t Basic method for the
measutement of resonance
frequency and resonance
tesistance of quartz crystal units
by zero phase technique in a pi-
netwotk
This standard specifies a simple
method of measurernent of
resonance ftequency and
resonance resistance of quartz
clystal units and desctibes a
suitable measuring netrwork. The
measudng method and the
network are suitable fot use over
the frequency range 1 MHz to 200
MHz with a fractional frequency
accruacy of the order of 10-6 with
a reproducibility of10-6 to 10-8
depending on the type of crystal
unit being measured, and an
accuracy of the measurement of
resonance tesistance of + / - 2oh to
+ / - sTo depending on the accuracy
of the voltage measurement.

EVS-EN 60444-22002
Hiad 130,00
Identne IE,C 604 4 4 -2:19 80
ja identne EN 60444 2:7997
Measurement of quartz crystal
unit parameters by zero phase
lsqhnique in a Pl-Netrrork -
Patt2z Phase offset method fot
measurement of motional
capacitance of quatu, crystal
units
This standard describes a method
of measuring the motional
capacitance of quartz crystal units
in the frequency range 1 MHz to
725WIz with a total measruement
error of the order of 5olo. The
advantage of this method is that it
uses only the measudng circuit
described in IEC Publication 444
and thetefore avoids the use of
additional elements or instruments
which could be sources oferrot.
EVS-EN 60144-52002
Hind 283,00
Identne IE'C 6044+5:1995
ja identne EN 60,M,t5:1997

Measurement of quar@ crystal
unit parametets - Patt 5:
Methods for the determination
of equivalent electrical
parametets using automatic
netwoik analyzer techniques
and ertot cortection
The obiective of this International
Standard is to give melhods for
detetrrining the best
reptesentations of modes in guartz
crystal resonators by liaear
equivalent circuits. Circuit
teptesentations are based on
electtical pararneters measured
urith vector network analyzet
equipment using automatic error
corection. Determination of the
equivaleot parameters by the
method of this standard is based
on the measutement of device
immittance in the viciniw of series

tesonance.

EVS-EN 60444-6:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IF,C 60 44+6:799 5
ja identne EN 60444 6:1997
Measurement of quartz crystal
unit parameters - part 6:
Measutement of drive level
dependence (DLD)
This part of IEC 444 applies to the
measurements of drive level
dependence pLD) of qtanz
crystal units. Two test methods are
described. Method A, based on the
pi-net'work method according to
IF,C 44+7, can be used in the
complete frequency range covered
by this part of IEC 444. Method B,
an oscillator method, is suitable for
measutements of frrndamental
mode crystal units in larger
quantities with fixed conditions.

EVS-EN 60679-122002
Hind 338,00
Identne reC 60679-
7:1997+Al:2002
ja identne EN 60679-
7:7998+Al:2002

Quartz crystal controlled
oscillators ofassessed quality -
Part t Generic specification
This standard applies to quartz
crystal contolled oscillators
intended for use in electronic
applications and which ate
commercially available as separate
and independent units. It should
be used in conjunction with IEC
Publication 68: Basic
Environmental Testing
Ptocedures.

EVS-EN 60679-4:2002
Il1nd229,00



Identne IE,C 6A67 9-4:,1997
ja identne EN 60679-4:1998

Quattz crystal cotrttolled
oscillators ofassessed quality -
Patt 4t Sectional specification -
Capability approval
This sectional specification applies
to quartz crystal contolled
oscillators as custom built products
or as standard catalogue items and
whose quality is assessed on the
basis of capability approval.

EVS-EN 60679-5:?.002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 60679-5:1998
ja identne EN 60679-5:1998

Quartz crystal conEolled
oscillatots ofassessed quality -
Part 5r Sectional specification -
Qualification apptoval
This sectional specification applies
to quartz crystal conuolled
oscillators whose quality is assessed

on the basis of capability apptoval.
It ptescribes the preferred ratin5
and charactetistics with
appropdate tests and measuring
methods contained in the generic
specifcation IEC 60679-1, and
gives the general performance
requirements to be used in detail
specifications for quartz crystal
controlled oscillators.

EVS-EN 61019-222002
Hlnd229,00
Identne IEC 61019 -2:1995
ja identne EN 61019-2:1997
Surface acoustic wave (SAW)
resonatots - Patt 2:. Guide to the
use
SAW tesonatots are now widely
used in a variety of applications:
VCR RF-converters, CATV local
oscillators, measuring equipment,
remote control and so on. While
SA!7 resonators ate also applied to
narrow bandwidth filters, the scope
of this guide is limited to SAIT
resonators for oscillator
applications.

EVS-EN 60368-2-2:2.002
Hiod 199,00
Identrre IE,C 603 68-2-2:7 9 9 6

ia identne EN 60368-2-2:1999
Piezoelectric filters - Part2z
Guide to the use of piezoelectdc
filters - Section 2: Piezoelectdc
cetamic filtets
Describes passive band-pass Elters
operating over the fiequency range
of a few kHz to more than 10
MHz which ate commercially
availa ble as separate and
independent units. Draws attention
to sorne funda mental questions

which should be considered by the
user before he places an order for
a new filter.

EVS-EN 60368.47:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60368-,+-1 :2000
ja identne EN 603641:2000
Deals with the safety of electric
q/4shing mashinge fq1
household a1d eimilal
purposes, intended for washing
clothes and textiles, thei tated
'voltage is not more than 250 Y
for single-phase appliances and
480 V for other appliances.
Is a supplementary document to
the sectional specification and
contains requirements fot the
minirnum content of detail
specifications.

EVS-EN 60679-4-122002

Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 6067 9 -+1 : 1 998
ja identne EN 60679-,1-l:1998

Quanz crystal controlled
oscillators ofassessed quality -
P^tt+ t Blankdetail
specifi cation - Capability
approval
This sectional specification applies
to quartz crystal controlled
oscillators as custom built products
or as standard catalogue iterns and
whose quality is assessed on the
basis of capability approval.

EVS-EN 60679-*122002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 60679-5-1 :1998

ia identne EN 60679-5-1:1998

Quattz crystal controlled
oscillatots of assessed quality -
Part 5- t Blank detail
specifi cation - Qualifi cation
approval
This sectional specification applies
to quartz crystal contfolled
oscillators whose quality is assessed

on the basis of capability approval.
It prescribes the preferred mtingp
and characteristics with
appropriate tests and measudng
methods contained in the generic
specifcation IEC 60679-1, and
gives the general performance
requirements to be used in detail
specifications for quarz crystal
conbolled oscillators.

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55109
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IE,C 60862-2:2002
ia identne EN 60862-2:2002

Surface acoustic wave (SAW)
filters of assessed qudity - Part
2: Guidance orr use
Draws attention to some
frrndamental questions, which
should be consideted by the user
before he places ao order for a
SA!7 filter for a new application.
Such a procedure will be the user's
insurance agaiost unsatisfactory
performance. Covers various kinds
of filter configurations with
operating ftequency ranges fiom
10 MHz to3 GIlz
prEVS 55274
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 170101:2001
Blank detail Specifi cation:
Waveguide type dielectric
resonators - Capability apptoval
This is a blank detail specification.
It is a supplementary document to
the sectional specification and
contain requirements for the
minimum content of detailed
specification

37.160
Elektrifiltrid

Electric filters

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 73300022.002

Hind 170,00
Identne EN 133000:1997
Generic Specifi cation: Passive
filter units for electromagaetic
interfetence suppression
This standard relates to passive
6lter units for electomagnetic
interference suppressioa for use
vithin, ot associated with,
electtonic or electrical equipment
and machines. Both sigle- and
multi-channel Elters within one
enclosure are included within the
scope of this specification.

EVS-EN 1331002?.002

Hind 179,00
Identne EN 133100:1998
Sectional Specifi cation: Passive
filter units for electomagaetic
interference supptession. Filter
fot which safety tests ate oote
rcquired
This specification applies to
passive 6lter units for
electromagnetic interference
suppression which fall within the
scope of the Generic Specification,
EN 133000.The scope of this
specification is restricted to passive
filter units for which safety tests
are not appropriate. This implies
that filters specified according to
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this specification will aot be
connected to maias supplies that
such tests ate required.

Hind 101,00
Identne EN 133101:1998
Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Passive fihsi rrni6 fe1
electomagnetic interfetence
suppression. Filters for which
safet5r test ate not rcquircd

' Blank detail specification.

EVS-EN 13320022002
Hind 179,b0
Identne EN 133200:1999
Sectional Specifi cation: Passive
fi.lter units fot electromagnetic
interference supptession (Filters
for which safet5r tests are
requircd)
This specification applies to
passive filter units for
electromagnetic interfetence
suppression which fall within the
scope of the Generic Specification
EN 133 000. The scope of this
specification is testricted to passive
filter rmits for which safety tests
are appropriate. This implies that
filters specified according to this
speciEcation will either be
connected to mains supplies, whea
compliance with the mandatory
tests ofTable 2 is necessary or
used in other &cuit positions
where the equipment speofication
prescribes that sooe or all of these
safety tests are required.

EVS-EN 733201:2O02
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 133201:1998
Blank Detail Specification:
Passive filter units fot
electtomagnetic interfetence
suppression. Filters fot which
safet5r tests are tequired
The numbes in square brackets
correspond to the following
indications which should be given.

EVS-EN 73322722002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 133227:1998
Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Passive filter units for
electromagnetic interference
suppression - Filtets for which
safety tests ate tequired (safety
tests only)
This blank detail specification
forms the basis fot a uniform
procedure for a common
European Safety Mark. It
implements the approval schedule
for safety test in EN 133200,
requires a declaration ofdesign for

742

parametels devant to safety and
ptesctibes conformance tests to be
conducted on every lot ptior to its
release and requalification tests
depending on changes ofthe
declated design.

EVS-EN 16610022002
Hind 155,00
Ideotoe EN 166100:1998
Sectional Specification: Surface
acoustic wave (SAW) filters
This sectional qpecification applies
to surface acoustic wave (SA!0)
filters as custom built products or
as staodard catalogu.e items urhose
quality is assessed oa the basis of
capability approval It prescribes
the preferred ratingp and
characteristics, with the
appropdate tests and measuring
methods contained in the generic
specification EN 166 000, and
gives the general pedormance
tequirements to be used in detail
specifications for surface acoustic
wave (SAW) filters.

EVS-EN 16610L2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 166101:1999
Blank detail specification:
Surface acoustic wave (SA!9)
filtets - Capability apptoval
A blank detail specification is a
supplementary document to the
sectiond specification and contains
requirements fot the minimum
content of detail specification.

EVS-EN fl!000:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne EN 171000:2001
Geaeric specification: Filters
ssing waveguide type dielectric
resonators
This Generic Specification applies
to filters using waveguide type
dielectric resonators of assessed

quality using either capability
apptoval or qualification approval
procedures. It also lists the test and
measutement ptocedures which
may be selected for use in Detail
Specifications for such 6lters.

EVS-EN 60368-122002
IIlgJ.d2n,00
Identne IEC 60368-1 :2000

ia identne EN 6036&1:2000
Piezoelectric filters of assessed
quality-Part1:Generic
specification
This part of IEC 60368 specifies
the methods of test and general
requirements for piezoelectric
filters of assessed quality using
either capability approval ot
quatfi cation approval procedures.

EYS-EN 500654-12?.002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 50065-,1-1:2001
Signaling on low-voltage
electrical installations in the
frequency mnge 3 kllz to 148,5
kFIz - Pat4-t Lowvoltage
decoupling filters; Generic
specification
This standard applies to
decoupling filters installed on the
lowvoltage mains network and
operating in the ftequency range 3
kFIz to 148,5 kHz on low voltage
mains network.

EVS-EN 5006542:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne EN 50065-21-2:2001

Sigualling on low voltage
electrical installations in the
frequency range 3 kFIz to 148, 5
kHz - Pat 4-2: Low-voltage
decoupling filtets; Safety
tequitements
This product safety standard
applies to electrical equipment,
such as decoupliog filters and
phase couplers in a mains
cornmunication system fot a phase
to neuttal voltage not exceeding
AC 250 V and a nominal current
not exceeding 725 A, intended for
household and similar fixed-
electrical installations including
residential, commetcial and light
industrial buildings

EVS-EN 6036*L222002
Hind 199,00
Identne IE,C 603 68-2-2:199 6
ja identne EN 60368-2-2:7999
Piezoelectric filtets - Patt2z
Guide to the use of piezoelectric
filtets - Section 2: Piezoelectric
cetamic filtets
Describes passive band-pass filters
operating over the ftequency range
of a few kHz to more than 10

MHz which are commetcially
availa ble as separate and
independent units. Draws attention
to some funda mental questions
which should be considered by the
uset before he places an order for
a new 6lter.

EVS-EN 60368-4-l:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60368-,1-1 :2000
ja identne EN 60368-4-1:2000
Deals with the safety of electric
washing machines fot
household and si-ilat
purposes, intended for washing
clothes and textiles, thei rated
'voltage is not more than 250 V



for single-phase appliances and
480 V for other appliances.
Is a supplementary docuoent to
the sectional specification and
contains requirements for the
minimum content of detail
specifications.

31.180
Trff kkliiLlitus ed i a -plaadid

Printed circuits and boards

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60097:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 60097:1991

ia identne EN 60097:1993
Grid system for printed circuits
Relates to grid systems fot printed
circuits to ensure compatibility
between the printed circuits and
parts to be mounted on them at
the intersections of the grid.

EVS-EN 7236002?-002

Hind 199,00
Identne EN 123600:1996
Sectional Specification: Flex-
rigid multilayer pdnted boards
with through connections
This document is a Sectioonal
Specification relating to flex-rigid
multilayer printed boads with
through connections irrespective
of thek method of manufacture,
when they are ready for the
mounting of the components, It
defines the characteristics to be
assessed and the test methods to
be used for capability approval
testing and for quality
conformance iospection (ot-byJot
and petiodic inspection).

EVS-EN 123700:?i02
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 123700:1996
Sectional Specifi cation: Flex-
rigid double sided pdnted
boards with through
connections
This document is a Sectioooal
Specification relating to flex-dgd
double sided printed boards with
through connections irtespective
of their method of manufactue,
when they are ready for the
mounting of the components. It
defines the characteristics to be
assessed and the test methods to
be used for capability approval
testing and for quality
conformance inspection (ot-byJot
and periodic inspection).

EVS-EN l?380022002
Hind 199,00

Identne EN 123800:1996
Sectional Specification: Flexible
multilayer printed boards with
through connections
This document is a Sectional
Specification relating to flexible
multilayer printed boads with
through connections irrespective
of their method of manufacture,
when they ate ready for the
mounting of the components. It
defines the characteristics to be
assessed and the test methods to
be used for capability approval
testing and for quality
conformance inspection (lorbyJot
and periodic inspection).

EVS-EN 760700:2002
FIrold229,00
Identne EN 160100:1997
Sectional specifi cation:
Capability approval of
manufactutets of printed board
assemblies of assessed quality
This document is a sectional
specification relating to prioted
board assemblies of assessed

quality which meet the criteria for
a modulat electtonic unit as

defined h the generic specification
EN 160 000. It applies to both
custom built products and to
standard catalogue items and
defines the charactedstics to be
assessed and the test methods to
be used for capabiJity approval, for
quality conformance inspection
(ot-by-lot) and maintenance of
approval.

EYS-EN 60?49-1:2002
Hind 306,00
Identne EC 60249 -7 :19 82+
A7A2A3A4:7993
ia identoe EN 60249-1:1993+
A4:1994
Base materials for printed
circuitsl Pat t Test methods
Describes methods for testing
electrical, mechanical aod other
properties of base matedals in
sheet or toll fomr fot application in
the 6eld of printed circuits
icespective of the nature of the
insulating base material.

EVS-EN 6t189-1:.2002
Hind 247,00
Identne IEC 61 189-1:1997+
A1:2001
ja identne EN 61189-1:1997+
A1:2001
Test methods for electrical
materials, intetconnection
structutes and assemblies - Part
1: General test methods and
methodology

This series relates to test methods
for ptinted boards and printed
board assenblies, as well as telated
materials ot component
tobustness, irespective of their
method of manufacture. This part
contains test methods for
evaluating printed boards and
other fo.qrs of interconnection
structurcs. The methods are
designed to achieve uniformity and
teproducibility in the procedures
and test methodologies.

EVS-EN 67789-2z2OO2

Hind 338,00
Identne IE'C 61 1 89 -2:1997 +
A1:2000
ja identne EN 61189-2:1997+
A1:2000
Test methods for electrical
materials, intercon.ection
structures and assemblies - Part
2: Test methods for materials
for intetconn ection structures
This part of IEC 61189 is a
catalogue of test methods
representing methodologies and
procedures that can be applied to
test materials used for
manufacturing interconnection
strucnres (printed boards) and
assemblies.

EVS-EN 61189-32?-002

Hind 306,00
Identne IEC 61189-3:7997 +
A1:1999
ja identne EN 61189-3:1997+
A1:1999
Test methods for electrical
materials, interconnection
structures and assemblies - Part
3: Test methods for
intercon. ection structures
(printed boards)
This part of IEC 61189 is a
catalogue of test methods
representing methodologies and
procedures that cao be applied to
test materials used for
manufacturing interconnection
structures (printed boads) and
assemblies.

EVS-EN 60249-2-r:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IF,C 60249 -2-1 :1 985+
,\4:2000
ja identoe EN 60249-2-l:7994+
A4:2000
Base materials for pdnted
circuits -Patt2: Specifications -
Specification No. t Phenolic
cellulose papet copper-clad
laminated sheet, high electrical
quality
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Gives requirements for properties
of phenolic cellulose paper coppet-
clad laminated sheeg high electrical
quality, in thicknesses of 0.5 m-
up to 6.4 mm. The sheet consists
of an insulating base phenolic resin
bonded cellulose paper laminate
with metal foil bonded to one or
both side. This publication
supersedes reC 249-2 Q,970),249-
2A (197 r) ard, 249 -?3 (197 3).

EVS-EN 60219-L2:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne reC 60249 -2-279 85 +
A5:2000

ia identne EN 60249-2-2:7994+
A5:2000
Base materials for pdnted
circuits -Parl2:. Specifications -
Specification No. 2: Phenolic
cellulose papet copper-clad
laminated sheet, economic
quality
Gives requirements fot properties
of phenolic cellulose papet copper-
clad laminated sheet, of defioed
flammability and high electrical
quality, in thicknesses of 0.5 mm
up to 6.4 mm. The sheet consists
of an insulating base (phenolic
resin bonded cellulose paper
laminate) with metal foil bonded to
one or both sides. This publication
supersedes IE,C 249-2 (1970) and
24e-24 (1e71).

EVS-EN 60249-2'3:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IE'C 60249 -2-3:1987 +
A4:2000

ia identne EN 60249-2-3:1994+
A4:2000
Base materials for printed
citcuits -Patt2: Specifications -
Specification No. 3: Epoxide
cellulose papet copper-clad
laminated sheet of defined
fl ammability (vertical burning
test)
Gives reguirements for properries
of epoxide cellulose papet coppet-
clad laminated sheet, of defined
flammability, in thickness of 0.5
mm up to 6.4 mm. The sheet
consists of an insulating base

(epoxide resin bonded cellulose
paper laminatQ with metal foil
bonded to one or both sides. This
publication supetsedes IE.C 249-2
(1970), 249-2A (1971) and 49-23
(1973) and 249-2D (r975).

EVS-EN 60?49-2-4:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IF,C 60249-2-
4:1987+A5:2000
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ja identne EN 60249-2-
4:1994+A5:2000
Base materials for printed
citcuits -PattZz Specifications -
Specification No. 4: Epoxide
woven glass fabric copper-clad
laminated sheet, general
pu4lose gmde
Gives tequirements for properties
of epoxide woven ghss fabric
copper-clad laminafsd sfuss!
general pwpose grade, in
thicknesses of 0.5 mm up to 6.4
mm. The sheet consists of ao
insulating base (epoxide resin
bonded woven glass fabric
laminate) with metal foil bonded to
ooe ot both sides. This publication
supersedes IE'C 249-2 (7970),249-
2A (1971) and249-?3 (1973) and
24e-?D (1e7s).

EVS-EN 60249-2-522002
Itilld229,00
Identne IE,C 60249 -2-5: 1 987 +
42,3,5:2000
ja identne EN 60249-2-5:1994+
A3,5:2000
Base matetials for pdnted
citcuits -Part2: Specifications -
Specification No. 5: Epoxide
woven glass fabric copper-clad
laminated sheet of defined
fl ammability (vertical buming
test)
Gives requirements for properties
of epoxide woven glass fabric
copper-clad laminated sheet, of
defined flammability, in
thicknesses of 0.5 mm up to 6.4
mm. The sheet consists of an
insulating base (epoxide resin
bonded woven glass fabric
laminate) with metal foil bonded to
one or both sides. This publication
supersedes IE,C 249-2 (1970),249-
2A (1971),249-28 (1973) and249-
2D (re7s).

EVS-EN 60249-2-6|2002
fI1^d272,00
Identne IE,C 60249 -2-6:1 985+
47,2,4:2000
ja identne EN 60249-2-6:7994+
42,4:2000
Base materials for pdnted
citcuits - Patt 2: Specifications'
Specification No. 6: Phenolic
cellulose papet copper-clad
laminated sheet of defined
fl ammability (horizontal
buming test)

Gives requirements for properties
of phenolic cellulose paper copper-
clad, lamin6lsd "sheet, economic
quality, io thicknesses of 0.5 mm
up to 6.4 mm. The sheet consists
of an insulating base (phenolic
rcsia bonded cellulose papet
laminate) with metal foil bonded to
one or both sides.

EVS-EN 60249-2-722002
F[:r;.d,212,00
Ideatne reC 60249 -2-7 :'1.987 +
47,2,4t2000
ja identne EN 60249-2-7:7994+
42,4:,2000
Base materials for printed
circuits -Part2z Specffications -
Specification No. 7l Phenolic
cellulose paper copper-clad
l2tninagsfl sheet of defiaed
flammability (vertical buming
test)
Gives requirements for properties
of phenolic cellulose paper copper-
clad laminated sheet, of defned
flammability, in thicknesses of 0.5
mm up to 3.2 rnm. The sheet
consists of an insulating base

(phenolic resin bonded cellulose
papet laminate) with metal foil
bonded to one or both sides.

EVS-EN 60249-2-9:20O2
Hind 199,00
Identne reC 60249 -2-9:1987 +
A5:2000
ja identne EN 60249-2-9:1994+
A5:2000
Base materials for pdnted
circuits -Part2t Specifications -
Specification No. 9: Epoxide
cellulose paper core, epoxide
glass cloth surfaces copper-clad
laminated sheet of defined
fl a'.m ability (vertical buming
test)
Gives requirements for properties
of epoxide cellulose papet core,
epoxide glass cloth sutface copper-
dad laminated sheet, of defined
flammabiliry, in thicknesses of 0.7
mm up to 6.4 mm. The sheet
consists of an insuluating base
(epoxide resin bonded composite
laminate consisting of a cellulose
paper core and glass cloth surface
layen) with metal foil bonded to
one or both sides.

EVS-EN 67188-1-l:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 61 188-1-1:1997
ja identne EN 61188-1-7:1,997



Pdnted boatds and printed
board assemblies - Design and
use - Part 1-t Genedc
requirements - Flatness
considentions fot electorric
assemblies
This part of IEC 61188 describes

those factors which control the
flatness of rigid printed boards and
their assemblies. The object of this
standard is to infotm the designer,

manufacturer, assembler and user
of rigid printed boards and their
assemblies about those factors
affecting their flatoess. This
standard incolpomtes advice
tegarding: design; base materiaL
unassembled printed boards;
printed board assemblies.

EYS-EN 61188-l-2:2402
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 61 188-1-2:1998
ja identne EN 6118&1-2:7998
Printed boards and printed
board assemblies - Design and
use - Part 1-2: Generic
requirements - Controlled
impedance
This part of IEC 61188 is intended
to be used by circuit designers,
packaging engineers, printed board
manufacturefs and procurement
personnel so that all may have a

cofilmon understanding of each

area. The aim in packaging is to
hansfer a signal ftom one device to
ooe or more other devices through
a conductor. High-speed designs
are defined as designs in which the
intetconnectjng properties affect
circuit performance aod require
unique considerations.

EVS-EN 61249-34:2402
Hind 155,00
Identne IF,C 67 249 -3 -3 :1999
ja identne EN 61249-3-3:7999
Materials for printed boatds and
othet interconnecting structures
- Part 3-3: Sectional
specification set fot
unreinforced base materials,
clad and unclad (intended for
flexible printed boards) -
Adhesive coated flexible
polyester film
This specification gives
requirernents for flexible polyester
(PETP) films coated on one side
or both with polyester, acrylic or
epoxide type adhesive for use in
the fabrication of flexible printed
wiring.

EVS-EN 61249-3412002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 61249 -3-4:7999

ia identne EN 61249-3-4:,1999
Materials fot printed boatds and
othet interconnecfin g sttuctures
- Part 3-4: Sectional
specification set fot
unreinfotced base matedds,
clad and unclad (intended fot
flexible printed boards) -
Adhesive coated flexible
polyimide film
This part of IEC 61249 glves
reguirements for flexible polyimide
films coated on one side or both
sides udth acrylic ot epoxide type
adhesive for use in the fabrication
of flexible printed wiring.

EVS-EN 67249-3-512002

Hiod 155,00
Identne IF,C 67249 -3 -5:1999

ia identne EN 61249-3-5:1999
Materials for printed boatds and
other interconnecting sttuctures
- Part 3-5: Sectional
specilicatiou set for
unreinforced base materials,
clad and unclad (intended for
flexible printed boards) -
Tansfer adhesive films
This part of IEC 67249 gSves

requirements fot transfer adhesive
films for use in the fabrication of
flexible multilayer boards ot flex-
rigid printed boards.

EVS-EN 6lVl9-542?.002
Hind 163,00
Identne IE,C 61249 -5-4:1996
ja identne EN 61249-5-4:1996
Materials fot intetconnection
structutes - Part 5: Sectional
specification set for conductive
foils and films with orwithout
coating - Section 4: Conductive
inks
This specification details
requirements fot the qualification
of conductive inks intended for use
as a substitute for metallic finishes
on contacts and for conductive
inks. Information in this document
will also ptovide guidance
regarding the suitability of printed

. boards which featue conductive
inks. Requirements for the release

of products using conductive inks,
should be included io the
Customer Detail Specification
(cDS).

EVS-EN 67219-*72?.002
Hind 163,00
Identne IF,C 67 249 -8 -7 :19 9 6
ja identne EN 61249-8-7:1996

Matedals for interco-nection
structures - Part 8: Sectional
specification set fot non-
conductive films and coatings -
Section 7: Matking legend inks
This specificatioo details
requirements for the qualification
of marking inks used for legends
and other identifications used on
printed boards. Infomration in this
specification will also ptovide
guidance regarding the suitability
of ptinted boards which feature
matking inks. Requirements for the
release of products using marking
inks should be included in the
customer detail specifi cation
(cDS).

EYS-EN 67249-8-822002
Hind 130,00
Identne IE,C 61 249 -8 -8:19 97
ja identne EN 61249-8-8:1997
Materials for intetconn ection
structures - Part 8: Sectioaal
specification set fot !ron-
conductive films and coatings -
Section 8: Tempotary polymet
coatings
This specification within the IEC
61249 series details requLements
for the qualification of temporary
solder resist coatings. These have

been referred to as a mask in this
specification since they have the
facility of being readily removed.

EVS-EN 6O?49 -2-1022002
Ilill'd272,00
Identne reC 60249 -2-1 0: 1 987+
AlB,5:2000
ja identne EN 60249-2-70:1994+
A3,5:2000
Base materials for pritrted
citcuits -Part2: Specifications -
Specification No. 10: Epoxide
non-woven,/$/oven glass
reinfotced copper-cl,ad
terninalgd sheet of defiaed
flam'nability (vertical burning
test)
Gives requirements for ptopeties
of epoxide non-woven/woven
glass rcinforced copper-clad
laminated sheet of defined
flammability, in thicknesses of 0.7
mm up to 3.2 mm. The sheet
consists of an insulating base
(epoxide resin bonded composite
laminate consisting of a non-
woven glass-fibte core and glass

cloth surface layer$ with metal foil
bonded to one or both sides.

EVS-EN 60249 -Lll:?.002
Hind 199,00
Identne IF,C 60249 -2-7 1 :79 87 +
A1.4:2000
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ja identne BN 60249-2-71:7994+
42,4:,2000
Base matedals for printed
circuits - Part 2z Specifications -
Specification \e. lft Jhin
epoxide woven glass fabric
coppet clad laminated sheeq
general purpose gtade, fot use
in the fabrication of multilayet
printed boards
Gives requirements for propeties
of thin epoxide woven glass fabtic
coppet-clad laminated sheeg
general purpose grade, for use in
the fabrication of multilayer
printed boards. Laminated sheets
covered by this specification have
dricknesses (of the !25g lnminals,
excluding the copper foil) not
greater than 0.8 mm (0.031 in). The
sheet consists o6* is5slating base
(epoxide rcsin bonded woven glass
fabtic laminate) q/ith metal foil
bonded to one or both sides. This
publication supersedes IEC 249-2C
(1e73).

E VS-EN 60219 -%722?.002
Hind 212,00
Identne IF,C 60249 -2-1 2:19 87 +
A1,24:,2000
ja identne EN 60249-2-12:7987+
42,4:2000
Base materials for printed
citcuits - Patt2-1122
Specifi cations - Specification:
thin epoxide woven glass fabric
copper-clad laminated sheet of
defined flammability, for use in
the fabrication of multilayer
printed boards
Gives requirements for properties
of thin epoxide glass fabric cobber-
clad laminated sheet, of defined
flammability fot use in the
fabrication of multilayer pdnted
boards. Laminated sheets covered
by this specification have
thicknesses (of the base laminated,
excluding the copper fo$ not
greater than 0.8 mm (0.031 in). The
sheet consists of an insulating base
(epoxide tesin bonded woven glass
fabdc laminate) udth metal foil
bonded to one or both sides.

EYS-EN 60?49 -2-1422002
Hind 190,00
Identne IE,C 60249 -2-1 4: 1 988+
A5:2000

ia identne EN 60249-2-74:1994+
A5:2000

Base matedals for pdnted
circuits -Prtt2z Specifications -
Specificaton No. 14: Phenolic
cellulose paper coppet-cl,ad
laminalgd sheet of defined
fla-m"6;1O (vemical buming
test), economic quality
Gives requircments for properties
of phenolic, cellulose paper
copper-clad laminated sheet of
defined flammability, in
thicknesses of 0.5 mm tp to 3.2
mm. The sheet consists of an
ltlsstating base (phenolic resio
bonded cellulose paper laminate
with defined flame resistance) with
metal foil bonded on ooe ot both
sides.

EVS-EN 60249 -2-16 22002
Hind 212,00
Identne EC 60249 -2-l 6:7992+
A3:2000
ja identne EN 60249-2-16:1993+
A3:2000
Base materials for printed
circuits -Patt2z Specifications -
Specificaton No. 16: Polyimide
woven glass fabric copper-clad
laminated sheet of defined
fl ammability (vertical buming
test)
This specificaior of EC 249 -2
gives requirements for properties
of polyimide woven glass fabric
copper-clad lamioated sheet of
defined flammability, in
thicknesses of 0,5 mm up to 6y'

EVS-EN 60249 -2-f I :2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IE:C 60249 -2-17 :799 2+
A3:2000
ja identne EN 60249-2-17:7993+
,{3:2000
Base materials for pdnted
citcuits - Patt 2z Specifications -
Specificaton No. 17: Thin
polyimide woven glass fabric
copper-clad larninated sheet of
defined flammability for use in
the fabrication of multilayer
printed board
This specificaion of EC 249 -2
gives requirements for properties
of thin polymide woven glass
fabric copper-clad laminated sheet
of defined flammability for use in
the fabrication of multilaver
printed boards.

EYS-EN 60V19 -2-18:2002
llln.d212,00
Identne TEC 60249 -2-18:1992+
A3:2000
ia identne EN 60249-2-18:1993+
A3:2000

Base matedals for pdnted
circuits -Part2:, Specifications -
Specificaton No. 18:
Bismaleim i d e / aiazine modifi ed
epoxide woven glass fabric
copper-clad larninalgd sheet of
defined fl a-'n ability (vertical
burning test)
This specificatioa of IEC 249 gves
requirements for properties of
bismaleimide / tn q{n e modified
epoxide woven glass fabric copper-
clad laminated sheet of defined
flammability, in thicknesses of 0,5
mmup to 6,4mm.

EVS-EN 67249 -2-12t2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IE,C 67249 -2-7 279 9 9
ja identne EN 61,249-2-72:7999
Materials for printed boards and
other interconnectiotr structutes
- Part2-li2z Sectional
specification set fot reinfotced
base materials, clad and unclad
- Epoxide non-woven aramid
laminate of defined
fl ammability, copper-clad
This part of IEC 7249 gves
requirements for properties of
epoxide non woven aramid
copper-clad laminate of defined
flammability, in thicknesses of 0,05
mm up to 6,4 mm.

EVS-EN 61249 -2-13:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IF,C 61249 -2-73:7999
ja identae EN 67249-2-13:1999
Materials for ptinted boards aad
other interconnecting structures
- PattLt3:. Sectional
specification set fot reinforced
base materials, clad and unclad
- Cyanate estef notl-woven
aramid taminate of defined
fl ammability, copper-clad
This part of IEC 67249 g1ves

requirements for properties of
c'yt ate estet nofr-woven aramid
copper-clad laminate of defined
flammability, in thicknesses of 0,05
mm up to 6,4 mm.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKIISITLUS
ptEVS 25476
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 123000:1991+
A7:1995+A2:7996
Generic Specification: Printed
boards
This document is a Generic
Specification (GS) applying to
printed boards within the
CENELEC system for Electronic
Components of Assessed

Quality.It relates to printed boards
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irrespective of their method of
manufacture,whea ready for
mounting of the components.
prEVS 55085
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 61 249 -2-7 :2002

ia identne E)'l 67249-2-7:2002
Materials fot printed boatds and
other intercotrttecting structutes
- P art L7 z Reinfotced base
materials clad and unclad -
Epoxide woven E-glass
laminated sheet of defined
fl ammability (vertical burning
test), copper-clad
Gives requirements for properties
of epoxide u/oven E-glass

laminated sheet 0,05 mm up to 3l
mm, of defined flammability,
copper-clad.
prEVS 55159
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 61 1 88-5 -l:2002
ia identne EN 61188-5-1:20O2
Printed boatds and printed
boatd assemblies - Design and
use - Part 5-t Attachment
(land/ joint) considerations -
Generic requirements
Provides information on land
pattem geometries used for the
surface attachment of electronic
components. The intent of the
information presented hetein is to
provide the appropriate size, shape

and tolerance of surface-mount
land pattems to insure sufficient
area for the appropdate solder
6llet, and also to allow fot
inspection, testing, and rcwork of
those solder loints.
ptEVS 55195
Tlhtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne EN 123400-800:1992
Capability Detail Specifi cation:
Flexible printed boards without
thrcugh connections
This Cap Dis is based on CECC Z
400. It relates to flexible printed
boards without thtough
connections made urith materials
and surface finishes as specified in
p.2.
prEVS 55196
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 123500:1992 +
A21996
Sectorial Specifi cation: Flexible
printed boards with thtough
co..ectiotts
This document is a Sectional
Specification (SS) relating to
flexible printed boards with
through connections irtespective
of th& method of manufactute,
when they are rcady for mounting

of the componots. It defines the
characteristics to be assessed and
the test methods to be used fot
capability approval tesiing and for
quality confot-aoce inspection

QorbyJot aod pedodic inspection)
prEVS 55465
T?ihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne EN 123500-840:7992
Capability detail specification:
Flexible pdnted boatds with
tough connectiotts
This Cap CD is based on CECC 23

500. It relates to flexible printed
boards with through connections
made with materials and surface

finishes as specified in 2.

31.190
Elektro onikakomponentid
e koosted

Elecuonic component
assemblies

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 760L0122002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 160101:1998
Blank detail specification:
Printed boatd assembly
modulat electrooic units of
as sessed quality. Capability
apptoval
This blank detail specification is a

supplementary documeot to
sectional specification EN 160100

and contains requirements for
styleJayout and mioimum content
of detail specifications.

EVS-EN 76020122002

Hind 101,00
Identne EN 160201:1997

Blank detail specifi cation:
Microwave modular electonic
units ofassessed quality -
Capability Apptoval
The document defines the
tequirements for a blank detail
specification (BDS) and includes,
as examples, fo*ats for
Customer's Detail Specifi cation
(CDS) and detail specification for
Standard Catalogues Items.

EVS-EN 1602.00 -l:?.002
Hind 199,00
Identne EN 160200-1:1997
Sectional Specification:
Mictowave modular electronic
units ofassessed quality -
Part t Capability apptoval

procedure

This CECC sectional specification
in conjuoction with the genedc
specification EN 160000 descdbes

a system for capability approval of
manufactureres of microwave
modular electronic units (mmeu's)
which are not covered by other
CECC specifications.

EVS-EN 60068-L2l:2002
f\^d272,00
Identne IEC 60068-2 -21 :1999
ja identne EN 60068-2-21:1999
Environm ental testing -
Patt2-21: Tests - Test U:
Robustness of tetminations and
ilrtegal mounting de'vices
Applies to all electrical and

elecftonic components whose
terminations or integral mounting
devices are liable to be subjected to
stress dudng normal assembly or
handling.

EVS- EN 600 68 -2-58:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60068-2-58: 1 999

ia identne EN 60068-2-58:1999
Environmentd testing - Part2-
58: Tests - Test Td: Test
methods for solderability,
tesistance to dissolution of
metallisation and to soldering
heat of Surface Mounting
Devices (SMD)
The standard provides a standard
procedure for determining the
solderability, resistance to
dissolution of mslallizztien 2n4

resistance to soldering heat devices
(SMD) (hereafter refered to as

specimens). The procedute uses a

solder bath and is applicable only
to specimens of products designed

to withstand short-term imrnersion
in molten solder.

EVS-EN 6A0 68-2-7 7 22002

Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60068-2 -77 :1999
ja identne EN 60068-2-77:7999
Environmental testiag -
Pa;tt2-772 Tests - Test 77: Body

.stength and impact shock
Provides test methods applicable
to surface mounting devices made
of glass or sintered materials such

as capacitors, resistors and

inductors incoqporating ferrites.
Two test methods exist body
strength and impact shock. The
object of both tests is to evaluate

the mechanical sftesses applied to
SMDs dudng and after mounting
these tests look at different
mechanical stresses.
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KAYANDITE
ARVAMUSKIISITLUS
prEVS 55082
T?ihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 61 1 90-1 -7 :2002

ia ideotne EN 61190-1-7:2002
AttachF ent materials for
electonic assembly - Part 1-1:
Requirements for soldering
fluxes fot high-quality
interco.nections in electonics
assembly
Specifies general requirements for
the classification and ls5ring of
solde'i.g fluxes for high-quality
interconnections in electtonics
assembly. This standard is a flux
chatactedzaion, qudity control,
and procurement document for
solder flux and flux containing
m2lsrial in electronics assembly
technology.
prEVS 55083
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 61 190-1 -2:2A02
ja identne EN 61190-1-2:2002
Attachment materials for
electtonic assembly - P att l-22
Requirements for solder pastes
fot high-quality
interconnections in electronics
assembly
Specifies general requirements for
the charactetization and testing of
solder pastes used to make high
quality electronic interconnections
in electronics assembly. Ptescribes
a quality control document (not
intended to relate directly to the
material pedotmance in the
manufacturing process).
prEVS 55084
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61 1 90-1-3:2002
ja identne EN 61190-1-3:2002
Attachment materials fot
electtonic assembly - Pat 1-
3: Requircments for elecronic
gtade soldet alloys and fluxed
and non-fluxed solid solde$ for
electronic soldering
applications
prEVS 55159
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61 1 88-5-7:2002
ja identne EN 61188-5-1:2002
Printed boards and printed
boatd assemblies - Design and
use - Paft 5-1: Attachment
(land/ioint) considerations -
Genedc requirements

Ptovides infotmation on land
pattem geometries used for the
surface attachment of electronic
components. The intent of the
information presented herein is to
provide the approptiate size, shape
and tolerance of surface-mount
land pattems to insure sufficieot
atea fot the appropdate solder
6llet, and also io allow for
inspection, testing and rework of
those solder joints.

31.200
Integraallfflitused.
Miktoelektroonika

Integrated circuits.
Microelectronics

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 190T16z2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 190116:1993
Family specification: AC MOS
digital integtated circuits
These conditions apply over the
operating temPeratufe range,
unless otherwise speciEed in the
DS.

EVS-EN 165000-12002
lilr;ld229,00
Identne EN 165000-1:1996
Fiftn and hybtid integtated
circuits - Partt Generic
specifi cation - Capability
approval procedure
This specification ptesctibes the
quality assessment procedures and
methods of tests to be used in the
assessment of film and hybtid
integrated circuits intended for use
in electronic equipment, under the
capability approval procedure. It
also applies to part completed
devices supplied to customers fot
subsequent processing. It should
be tead in conjunctioo with EN
165000-2, -3 and-4.

EVS-EN 165000-2:2AA2
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 165000-2:1996
Film a16 hybtid integrated
circuits - Part2t,Internal visual
inspection and special tests
This specification prescribes the
quality assessment procedures and
methods of tests to be used in the
assessment of film and hybdd
integtated cfucuits intended for use
in electronic equipmeag under the
capability approval procedue. It
also applies to pafi completed
devices supplied to customers for
subsequent processing. It should

be read in coniunction rrith EN
165000-1, -3 and -4.

EVS-EN 165000-322002
IJtlad,n2,00
Identoe EN 165000-3:1996
Filiar and hYbdd integnted
circuits - Part 3: Self-audit
checklist and report for film and
hybrid integtated citcuit
manufactutets
This specification prescribes the
quality assessment procedues and
methods of tests to be used in the
assessment of fikn and hybrid
integtated circuits intended fot use
in electonic equipmeat, under the
capability approval procedure. It
also applies to patr completed
devices supplied to customers for
subsequent processing. It should
be read in conjunction with EN
165000-1, -2and-4.
EVS-EN 1650004:2002
Iltrld272,00
Identne EN 165000-4:1996
Fitm and hybrid integtated
circuits - Part 4: Customer
infotrration, ptoduct
assessment level schedules and
blank detail specification
This specification prescribes the
quality assessment procedures and
methods of tests to be used in the
assessment of film and hybtid
integrated circuits intended for use
in electronic equipment, under the
capability approval procedure. It
also applies to part completed
devices supplied to customers for
subsequent processing. It should
be read in conjunction with EN
165000-1, -2arrd-3.

EVS-EN 165000-5:2002
Hind 170p0
Identne EN 165000-5:1997
Film and hybdd integtated
circuits - Part 5: Ptocedure for
qualification approval
This specification applies to film
and hybrid integrated circuits
manufactured as catalogue
ptoducts or as custom built
products using thick/thin 6lm
techniques and whose quality is
assessed on the basis of
Qualification Approval.

KAYANDITE
ARVAMUSKTISITLUS
ptEVS 55087
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 61967 -4:2002
ja identne EN 67967-4:2002
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Integtated circuits -
Measurement of
electomagnetic etnissionsr 150
kflz to lGHz -Patt4:
Measurement of conducted
emissions, 1 ohm/150 oh'n
direct coupling method
Specifies a method to measure the
conducted elecft omagnetic
emission of integrated circuits by
direct RF cunent measurement
with a 1 ohm resistive probe and
RF voltage measurement using a
150 ohm coupling network. These
methods guarantee a high degree
of tepeatability and correlation of
measurements.
prEVS 55187
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IE.C 679 67 -6:2002
ja identne EN 61967-6:2002
Integrated circuits -
Measurement of
electomagnetic emissions, 150
kFIz to lGHz - Pat 6:
Measurement of conducted
emissions - Magnetic ptobe
method
Specifies a method for evaluating
RF currents on the pins of an
integmted circuit (IC) by means of
non-contact current measwement
using a miniature magnetic ptobe.
This method is capable of
measuring the RF curreots
generated by the IC ovet a

frequency range of 0,15 MHz to 1

000 MHz.
prEVS 55245
Tlhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 619 67 -7:2402

ia identne EN 61967-1:2002
Integtated citcuits -
Measurement of
electomagnetic emissions, 150
kHz to lGHz - Pan t Genetal
conditions and definitions
Provides general information and
de6nitions on measurement of
conducted and radiated
electromagretic disturbances ftom
integrated circuits. Also provides a

description of measutement
conditions, test equipment and set-

up as well as the test procedures
and content of the test rcports. A
test method comparison table is
included to assist in selecting the
apptopriate measurement
method(s). Measutement of the
voltage and cunent of conducted
RF emissions or radiated RF
disturbances, coming from an
integtated circuit under contolled
conditions, yields information
about the potential for RF

disturbances in an application of
the integrated circuit.
prEVS 55308
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 597-3:1983
ja identne HD 95.3 51:1984
Aeriala for the reception of
sound and television
brcadcasting in the ftequency
range 30 MHz to lGHz -Pa*22
Methods of measutements of
mechanical ptoperties, vibration
and envitonmental tests
Aeriala for the reception of sound
and television broadcasting in the
frequency range 30 MFIz to 1

GHz. Methods of measutements
of mechanical properties, vibqtion
and environmental tests

31.220
Elektron- ia sideseadmete
elektromehaanilised osad

Electromechanical
components for electronic
and telecommunications
equiPment

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 60572-lt20A2
Hind 101,00
Identrre IEC 60 57 2-l :200 |
ia identne EN 60512-1:2001
Connectots fot electroaic
equipment - Tests and
measutements - Part 1 Geneml
This part of IEC 512 contains
fundamental information on test
methods and ptocedures. It is
intended to be used in those cases

where a generic, sectional or detail
specification for a cetain
component has been prepared, so

as to achieve uoiformity and
reproducibility on the testing
ptocedures.

EVS-EN 6051L6-5:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60512-6-5:7997
ja identne EN 60512-6-5:1999
Electomechanical compotrents
for electronic equipment - Basic
testing procedutes and
measuring methods - Part 6:
Dynamic scess tests - Section 5:
Test 6e: Random vibtation
Defines a test method intended to
assess the ability of components to
withstand speciEed severities of
random vibration.

EVS-EN 60512-l-100:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne IF,C 60572-7 -1 00:2001
ja identne EN 60512-1-100:2001

Connectors fot electronic
equipment - Tests and
measutements - Pat 1-100:
General; Applicable
publications
Provides the test numbers and the
applicable parts of the EC 60572
sefles.

EVS-EN 6057L72-7:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EC 60 51 2-72-7 :2001
ja identne EN 60512-12-7:2001
Connectots for electronic
equipment - Tests and
measurements - P att 72-7 z

Soldeting tests; Test 12gt
Solderability, wetting balance
method
Defines a standard test method to
assess the solderability of the
terminations of a component
designed for use with printed
boards or for other applications
using similar solderi.g techniques.

37.224.40
Elektron- ia sideseadmete
elektromehaanilised osad

Electromechanical
cornPonents for electronic
and telecommunications
equipment. General

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6057%10422002
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 60512-10-4:.7996
ja identne EN 60512-104:7996
Electromechanical components
for electronic equipment - Basic
lssting procedutes and
measudng methods - Part 10:

Impact tests (free components),
static load tests (fixed
components), endrrance tests
and ovetload tests - Section 4:
Test 10d: Electrical ovetload
(connectors)
The present section of IEC 512-10
applies to the elecrical ovedoad
test of mated contact pairs of
connectors. The object of this test
is to detail a standard method to
asses the performaoce of mated
contact pairs of connectors v/ith an
electdcal ovetload current flowing
through them fot a limited period
of time, in the order of 1 ms to 1 s.
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31.220.01
Elelcromehaanilis ed osad
iildiselt

Electromechanical
components in genenl

UUED STAI\DARDID
EYS-EN 60 572-l-3 z?.002

Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 60512-1-3:7997
ja identne EN 60512-1-3:1997
Electtomechanical components
for electronic equipment - Basic
gssting procedures and
measuring methods - Part 1:

Genetal e:.amin4tign -
Section 3: Test 1c: Electrical
engagement length
This section of IEC 60512-1, ufien
required by the detail specificatioo,
is used for testing
electromechanical components
within the scope of IEC technical
committee 48. This test may also
be used for similar components
when specified in a detail
specification. The object of this
test is to defne a standard test
method to measule the electdcal
engagement length in a conoector
as defined in IEV 581-03-15.

EVS-EN 60572-14:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EC 60572-l -4:7997
ja identne EN 60512-1-4:,1997
EIecft omechanical components
for electronic equipment - Basic
testing ptocedures and
measuring methods - Part 1:

General - Section 4: Test ld:
Contact protection effectiveness
(scoop-proof)
This section of IEC 60512-1 is to
be used when refetenced by the
detail specification to test
mechanical components overseen
by the IEC subcommittee 488.
This test can also be done on
similar devices when the detail
speciEcation so prescribes.

EVS-EN 6087L11-1:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne LE,C 60512-7 | -l :199 5
ja identne EN 60512-11-1:7999
Electromechanical components
for elecronic equipment - Basic
testing procedures and
measuring mettrods - Part 11:

Climatic tests - Section 1: Test
11a: Climatic sequence

This section of IEC 572-17 defines
a standard test method to assess

the ability of a component to
frrnction in a specified mannet, in a

specified environment which might
be encountered duting normal use'
including storage.

EVS-EN 605XLtl-1422002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60512-11 -14:,799 6
ja identne EN 60512-11-74:1997
Electromechanical components
for electtonic equipment - Basic
testing procedures and
measuriag methods - Part 11:

Climatic tests - Section 14: Test
11p: Flowing single gas
cotrosion test
This section of IEC 512-11, when
required by the detail specificatioo,
is used for testing
electtomechanical components
rvithin the scope of IEC /TC 48.
This test may also be used fot
similar components when specified
in a detail specification. The object
of this test is to de6ne standard
test methods to assess the effects
of a controlled corrosion in
industdal atmospheres, in specified
concenffation of polluting G"r("9.
It is not intended to be followed by
electtical tests.

EVS-EN 60512-7r-8:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne IF,C 605"1 2-1 7-8: 1 995
ja identne EN 60512-11-8:1999
Elec&omechanical components
for electronic equipment - Basic
testing procedures and
measuring methods - Part 11:

Climatic tests - Section 8: Test
11 h: Sand and dust
This section of IEC 512-11 defines
a standard test method to assess

the ability of a connector to
udthstand dti"iog 6ne sand and
dust.

EVS-EN 60 51J2-73 -7:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne IE,C 60572-73-7 :7996
ja identne EN 60512-13 -1:1997
Elecromechanical components
fot electronic equipment - Basic
testing ptocedures and
measuring methods - Part 13:
Mechanical operating tests -
Section 1: Test lila: Engagiag
and separa 'ng forces

This section of IEC 512-13 details
a standard method to measure the
force reguircd to fully engage or
separate mating components,
includi.g the effect of any device
that assists the engaging/separating
opetations.

EVS-EN 60572-79 -3 :2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IE:C 60512-1,9 -3:7997
ja identne EN 60512-19-3:7997
Electomechanical components
for electonic equipment - Basic
testing procedures and
measuring methods - Part 19:
Chemical resistance tests -
Section 3: Test 19c - Fluid
tesistance
This section of IEC 60572-19,
when required by the detail
specification, is used for testing
electromechanical components
within the scope of IEC technical
committee 48. This test may also
be used for similar components
when specified in a detail
specification. The object of this
test is to define a standard test
method to assess the effects of
accidental elposrue to fluids and
lubdcants on electrical connecting
devices.

EVS- EN 60 5X2-20 -2:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 60 51 2-20 -2:2000
ja identne EN 60512-20-2:2000
Elec&omechanical components
fot electronic equipment - Basic
testing procedures and
measuring methods - Patt 20-22
Test 20b: Flammability tests;
Fireproofress
Describes a standard test method
to assess the ability ofa connector
to withstand specified flame and
vibration dudng a20 nn exposrue
by ptoviding specified electrical
performance for the first 6 min of
exposrre and preventing the flame
ftom penetrating the fueproof
bulkhead on which the connector
is mounted throughout the test.

EVS-EN 60512-23-3 ;2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IE;C 60512-23-3 :2000
ja identne EN 60512-23-3:2007
Elecuomechanical components
fot electronic equipment - Basic
tes 'ig procedures and
measuring methods - Part' ?3-3:
Test 23c: $foigl.ling effectiveness
of connectors and accessoties
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This standard specifies a method
for measuring the shielding
effectiveness of a connector, or a

connector 6tted with ao accessory
and terminated with a cable. The
complete assembly shall have a
continuous 360 degrees rfuislding
capability throughout its length.
This test is suitable for measuring
the shielding effectiveness of a
connector fitted with ftiaxial
contacts terminated with shielded,
trvisted pair cables as used in Data-
Bus svstems.

37.220.10
Pistikseadised. Liitmikud

Plug-and-socket devices.
Connectors

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 722003:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 122003:1994
Blank detail specification for
the preparation of customer
detail specifications (CDS) and
detail specifications fot
standatd ptoduction items with
capability approval
Blank detail specification.

EVS-EN 175200;2002
|Lnd272,00
Identne EN 175200:1996
Sectional Specifi cation: Circular
confrectots
This Sectional Specification is
applicable to circular cotulectors
for use in electrical and electronic
equipment and systems. It shall be
used in conjunction with the basic
specification, IF,C 512l.

Electtomechanical components for
electronic equipment, basic testing
procedures and measuring
methods, and the relevant Detail
Speci6cation.

EVS-EN 17530022002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 175300:1996
Sectional Specification:
Rectangular connectors fot
ftequencies below3 MHz
This Sectional Specification is
applicable to rectangular
connectors particularily designed
for use in equipment for
telecommunication, electronic data
processhg and in electonic
devices employing similat
techniques. Connectots essentially
designed for use at frequencies
exceeding 3 MHz are not covered.
The object of this Sectional

Specification is to establish
unifomr specifications and type
test reguiremeots for rectangulat
comectors and to establish rules
for the preparation of Detail
Speci.fications.

EYS-EN 17550022002
I\nd272,00
Identne. EN 17 5500:7997
Sectional specifi cation: Cable
oudet accessories for
connectots, inqluding
qualification approval and
capability approval
This Sectional Specification (SS) is
applicable to cable oudet
accessories for connectors. It shall
be used in conjunction with the
relevant Detail Specification pS).
The object of this SS is to establish
uniform specifications, qpe test
requirements and quality
assessement procedures for cable
oudet accessories and to establish
rules for the preparation of detail
specifications for cable oudet
accessories of assessed quality.

EVS-EN 60130-9:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 60130-9:2000
ja identne EN 60130-9:2000
Connectors for frequencies
below 3 MHz - Part 9: Circular
connectors for tadio and
associated sound equipment
Relates to circular connectors for
radio and associated sound
equipment. Specifies IEC type
designation, contact arrurgenent
and connections, dimensions,
gauges, rated values, and a
schedule for type tests.

EVS-EN 60603-l:2002
II1^d229,A0
Identne 30990:1992
ja identne EN 60603-1:1998
Connectors for frequencies
below 3 MHz for use with
pdnted boards - Part t Genetic
specification - General
requirements and guide for the
preparation ofdetail
specifications, with assessed
quality
This part of IEC 603 is applicable
to printed board connectors
designed for use in equipmeat for
telecommunication and electroaic
data processing and in electronic
equipment or devices employing
similar techniques. This generic
specification shall be used in
coniunction with the relevant detail
specification(s).

EVS-EN 60603-2:.2002
Hind 316,00
Identne EC 60603-2:1995
ja identne EN 60603-2:1998
Conn ectots for frequencies
below 3 MHz for use with
printed boards -Patt2z Detail
specifi cation for two-part
comectots qrith assessed
quality, for priated boards, for
basic gtid of 2154 mm (0.1in)
with common mounting
featutes
This Intemationd Standard applies
to groups ofrelated connectors for
use urith ptinted boards. They
range from connectors with high
contact density for low-voltage
applications (Styles B and C) to
connectors for heavy currents and
high voltages having fewer
contacts (Styles D, E, F, G and fD.

EVS-EN 60603-3:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60603-3:1 987
ja identne EN 60603-3:1998
Conn ectors for frequencies
below 3 MHz for use with
pdnted boards - Part 3: Two-
part corurectors for printed
boards having contacts spaced

^t2.54 
mm (0.100 in) centies

and staggeted terminations at
that same spacing
Applies to a group of related
rectangular, multicontact, two-part
printed board connectors vith
male and female contact irx

coniunction with either solder or
soldedess terminations (such as

wrap type). AII comectors have the
same contact spacing using the
basic grid of 2.54 mm (0.100 in).

EVS-EN 606034;?-402
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60603-4:1987
ja identne EN 60603-4:1998
Conn ectors for ftequencies
below 3 MHz for use with
printed boards - Part 4: Two-
part connectors for printed
boatds having contacts spaced
atl,9l mm (0,075 in) centres
and staggered terminations at
that same spacing
This standard applies to a group of
related rectangulat, multicontact,
two-part ptinted board connectors
with male and female contacts in
conjunction with either solder or
soldedess terminations (such as

wrap type). All connectors have the
same contact spacing using the
basic grid of 1.91 mm (0.075 in).
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EYS-EN 60603-522002
FI1nd272,00
Identne IEC 60603-5:1987

ia identne EN 60603-5:1998
Connectots fot frequencies
below 3 MHz for use with
printed boards - Part 5: Edge-
socket connectots and two-pat
con n ectors for double-sided
printed boards with 2154 mm
(0,1in) spacing
This standard covers a range of
comectors wrth2.54 mm (0.1 in)
spacing intended to connect a

double-sided ptinted board to
another pdnted board ot wires.

EVS-EN 60603-6:2002
Hind 247,00
Identne IEC 60603-6:1987
ja identne EN 60603-6:1998
Connectots for frequencies
below 3 MHz for use with
printed boards - Part 6: Edge-
socket connectors and printed-
board connectors with 2154 mm
(0r1 in) contact spacing fot
single ot double-sided pdnted
boatds of 1,6 mrn (01063 in)
nominal thickness
This standard covers a mnge of
connectors with 2.54 mm (0,1 in)
contact spacing intended to
connect a single or double-sided
printed board to another pdnted
board or wires.

EVS-EN 60603-7:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 60603 -7 :199 6
ja identne EN 60603-7:1997
Connectors for ftequencies
below 3 MHz for use with
pdnted boatds -PattTz Detail
specification for connectors, &
way, includingfixed and free
connectors witl common
mating featufes, with assessed
quality
This part ofIEC 603 covets an 8-
way connector system of 4, 6 or 8
contacts consisting of a tange of
free and 6xed connectors. The
connectors cover a varity of
different mounting configurations
and termination types with a
cornmon mating configuration.

EVS-EN 60603-8:2002
H:u:rd,247,00

Identne IEC 60603-8:1990
ja identne EN 60603-8:1998

Connectors for frequencies
below 3 MHz for use with
pdrted boards - Pat 8: Two-
part coturectors for printed
boatds, fotbasic gid,of 2154
rnm (0r1 in), with square male
contacts of 0163 mm x 0163 mm
This standard is applicable to a
group of related t'wo-part
coflxectots fot printed boards for
board-to-board and board-to-wire
connection, with tin or gold plated
contact area according to the style,
The ftee or 6xed board-mounted
codrectors are provided with
terminations suitable for printed
boards in accordance witl IEC 326
and using a gid, of 254 mm (0.1

in) as laid dornn in IEC 97.

EVS-EN 60603-9:2002
Hind 316,00
Identne IEC 60603-9:1990

ia identne EN 60603-9:1998
Connectots for frequencies
below3 MHz fotuse with
printed boards - Part 9: Two-
part corurectors for printed
boatds, backpanels and cable
connectors, basic gtid of 2154
tntn (0rl in)
This standard covers a goup of
related two-part connectors fot
ptinted boards and cable
connectors associated uridr printed
backpanels. The gtoup covets
high-density connectors having up
to 96 miniature contacts for low-
voltage applications, connectors
having up to 6 high current
contacts, combined with up to 42
signal contacts and a range of4,
10,20, and, 64 way female cable
connectors and associated male
parts for 6aking connection to the
backpanel or to the printed board.

EVS-BN 60933422002
Hind 109,00
Identne IE:C 609334:7994
ja identne EN 60933-4:1994
Audio, video and audiovisual
systems - Intetconnections and
matching values - Part 4:
Connector and cordset for
domestic digital bus (D2B)
This Intemational Standard deals
with the application of a connector
and cordset for transmitting
domestic digitd bus p2B) control
data signals independently from
other (audio and video) signals.

EYS-EN 60933-522002
Hind 117p0
Identne IE,C 60933 -5 :1992
ja identne EN 60933-5:1993

Audio, video and audiovisual
systems - Intercon-ections and
6ag6hingvalues - Part 5: Y/C
connector for video systems -
Electrical matching values and
description of the connector
Applies to the tansfer of video
signals between two pieces of
equiprnentio an NTSC, PAL or
SECAM high-resolution video
systern, in the fonn of a Y-signal
consisting of luminance + blanking
* sync, and a C-signal, the same as

the modulated chrcminance signal
of the composite video signal. It
specifies the signal levels and
impedances at the intetface and the
type ofconnector to be used.

EVS-EN 61076-2t2002
Flluo,d212,00

Identne EC 6107 6-2:1998
ja identne EN 61076-2:1999
Connectots fot use in d.c. low-
frequency analogue and digital
high-speed data applications -
Patt2: Circular connectors with
assessed quality - Sectional
specffication
This part of IEC 61076 establishes
uniform specifications, type testing
tequirements and quality
assessment pfocedures for circular
connectors. It contains a choice of
all test methods and sequences,
sevedties and preferred values for
dimensions and charactedstics.
Guidance is provided on the rules
for the preparation of detail
specifications fot citcular
connectors of assessed quality,
used in electronic, electdcal
equipment and systems. It shdl be
used in connection with the
generic specification IEC 1076-1
and with the relevant detail
specification.

EVS-EN 67076-722002
lllrl.d247,00
Identne IE'C 6107 6-7 :2000

ia identne EN 61076-7:2000
Connectors for use in d.c., low-
frequency analogu'e and digitd
high speed data applications -
PattTt Cable outlet accessories
with assessed quality, including
qualification and capability
approval; Sectional specifi cation
This Sectional Specification (SS) is

applicable to cable outlet
accessodes for connectors. It shall
be used in conjunction with the
relevant Detail Specifi cation
ps).The object of this SS is to
establish uniform specifi cations,
type test requitements and quality
assessment procedures for cable
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oudet accessories and to establish
rules for the preparation of detail
specifications for cable oudet
accessories of assessed Suality.

EVS-EN 60778-72:?.002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60118-12:1996

fa identne EN 60118-12:1996
Hearing aids - Part 12:
Dimensions of electrical
connector systems
This International Staodard applies
to plugs and connector systems for
hearing aids and specifies the
dimensions and their tolerances
essential for ensuring
interchangeability.

EVS-EN 60L30-17:2002
I\nd229,00
Identne IEC 60130-17:1998
ja identne EN 60130-17:1999
Connectors fot frequencies
below3 MHz -PattlTz Detail
specifi cation for interconn ection
devices which permit multi-
directional mating, for use with
rechargeable batteries
This is a connector detail
specification for a battery
interconnection system for
portable computers, cellular
telephones and other electronic
devices requiring pou/er not to
exceed 50 V d.c. SELV (Safety
Exra Low Voltage).

EVS-EN 60603-702?.002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 60603-10:1991

la identne EN 60603-10:1998
Connectors for frequencies
below3 MHz for use with
printed boards - Part 10: Two-
part connectors for printed
boards for basic grid of 2154 m-
(0,1 in), inverted type
This specification covers a group
ofrelated two-part connectors fot
printed boards, with 32,48,64 all,d
96 contacts for low-voltage
applications.

EYS-EN 60603-72:2OO2
Hind 199:00
Identne IF,C 60603-12:1992

ia identne EN 60603-12:1998
Conn ectots fot ftequencies
below 3 MHz for use with
printed boards -Partt2: Detail
specifi cation for dimensions,
general requirements aud tests
fot a tange of sockets designed
for use with integrated circuits

This part of IEC 603 covers
dimensions, general requiremeflts
and tests for r tange of sockets
designed fot use with integrated
circuits in dual-in-line format.
Sockets include standard type and
low-profile type.

EVS-EN 60603-73:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 60603-13:1995
ja identne EN 60603-13:1998
Connectors for ftequencies
below 3 MHz for use with
printed boatds - Pa*l3t Detail
specifi cation for two-part
connectors of assessed guality,
fot printed boatds for basic gtid
of 2,54 mm (0,1 in), with free
connectots fot non-accessible
insulation displacement
terminations (ID)
This part of IEC 603 covers a

range of two-paft connectors with
contact afiangements having
spachgs of 2,54 mm (0,1 in) in
both directions. The two-part
connector range comprises a fixed
(board-mounted) connector
containing male contacts and a free
connector containing female
contacts. They are pd-atily
intended to provide
interconnection between printed
boards using a basic gtid of 2,54
mm (0,1 in) as laid doum in IEC 97
and round conductor tibbon cable
on 7,27 mm (0,05 in) centreline
spacing.

EVS-EN 60603-1422002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 60603-14:1998
ja identne EN 60603-14:1999
Connectors for frequencies
below 3 MHz for use with
printed boards - Part 14: Detail
specilikation fot citcular
connectors for low-frequency
audio and video applications
such as audio, video and audio-
visual equipment
This part of IEC 60603 applies to
circular connectors for low-
frequency audio and video
applications such as audio, video
and audio-visual eguipmenr The
object of this pat of IEC 60603 is
to speci$ the dimensions and the
general requirements and tests for
the circular connectors for use in
audio, video and audio-visual
equipment.

EVS-EN l7 510l-802:2002
Il:rl'd21290
Identne EN 1 75101-802:1999

Detail specifi cation: Two-part
connectots for printed boatds
fot high number of contacts
withbasic grid.of 2154 -'n on3
ot 4 tows
Detail specification for two part
connectors forprinted boatds for
high number of contacts with basic
gid of ',54 mm (0,1 in) on 3 or 4
rows.

EVS- EN l7 5701-809 22002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 1 751 01 -809:1999
Detail specification: Two-patt
connectors for printed boards
having a gid, of 2154 mm, short
version ia compliaace with
CECC 75 101-801, with assessed
quality
Two-part connectors for priated
boatds having a gdd of 2,54 mm,
short vetsion in compliance with
CECC 75 101-801 Issue 2 (1993),
with assessed quality.

EVS- EN 77 5201-80 4:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne EN 175201-8M:1,999
Detail specifi cation: Circular
connectots - Round contacts,
size diameter 1, 5 mm, threaded
coupling
Detail specification for circular
connectors, round contacts, size

diameter 1,6 mm, threaded
coupling.

EVS-EN 77 5301-807:2002
Hind 179,00
Identoe EN 175301-801:1999
Detail specilication: High
density tectangular conrrectols,
tound removable crimp contacts
Draft - Detail specificatioa fot
high-density rectangular
coruxectots, round removable
crimp contacts.

EVS-EN 175301-8032002
Hind 163,00
Identne EN 1 75301 -803: 1 999
Detail specification:
Rectangular connectors - Flat
contacts,0, 8 rnm thickness,
locking screw not detachable
Detail specification for rectangular
connectors, flat contacts, 0,8 mm
thickness, locking screr*/ not
detachable.

EYS-EN 60572-74-7 :20A2
Hind 83,00
Identne IF,C 60512-l +7 :1997

ia identne EN 60512-1,+-7:7998
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Electtomechanical compolrents
for electronic equipment - Basic
tes.'ng procedures and
measuring methods - Part 14:
Sealing tests - Section ?: Test
14g: Impactingwater
This section of IEC 60512-74,
when requfued by the detail
specification, is used for testing
electromechanical components
within the scope of IEC technical
committee 48. This test may also
be used for similar components
when specified in a detail
specification. This section of IEC
60512-14 defines a standatd
method to assess the effects of
impacting watet or specified fluid
on electrical connecting devices.

EVS-EN 6051L23-422002
Hind 170,00
Identne IE,C 6051 2-23 -4:,20A1.
ja identne EN 60512-234:2001
Connectors for elechonic
equipment - Tests and
measutements - P at 23-42
Screening and filtering tests;
Test 23d: Transmission line
teflections in the '".e domain
Defines two test methods for
evaluating the performance of a

connector in a tansmission line by
measuring the teflections produced
by it in the time domain. The
connector is treated as a

discontinuity in a transmission line
urith a controlled characteristic
impedance.

EVS-EN 6107 6 4-007:2002
Hind 0,00
Identne IEC 6707 6-+001 : 1 996

ia identne EN 61076-,1-001:1996
Connectors with assessed
quality for use in d.c., low-
frequency aaalogue and in
digital high-speed data
applications - Part 4: Pdnted
boatd connectors - Section 001:
Blank detail specifi cation
This part of IEC 1076 established
uniform specifications, type testing
lequfuements and quality
assessement procedures for a sub-
family of connectors for printed
board applications. It contains a

choice of all test methods and
sequences, severities and preferted
values for dimensions and
characteristics. Blank detail
specification.

EVS-EN 610764101.2002
Hind 0,00
Identne IE,C 67A7 6 - +7 01 :2007

ia identne EN 61076-,+-701,:2007

1,54

Connectots fot electronic
equipment - Part 4-101 Ptinted
board connectors with assessed
qualit$ Detail specification for
two-part connector modules,
having a basic gtid of 2, 0 rnrr
for printed boards and
backplanes in accotdance with
rEc 60917
This publication also beats the
numbet QC 480301)0(0002 which
is the specification number in the
IEC Qudity Assessment System
for Electonic Components
(IEcQ.
EVS-EN 67076410522002
Flllad272,00
Identne IEC 61 07 6-+1 05: 1 995
ja identne EN 610764105:1998
Connectors with assessed
gudity, for use ia d.c., low-
ftequency analogue and in
digital high-speed data
applications - Part 4: Printed
board connectors - Section 105:
Detail specification for 9 '.m
circular connector with 3 to 8
contacts for use in a wide range
of applicatioor irghrding the
telecommunication and audio
industry
This publication alio bears the
number QC 480301)00006 which
is the specification number in the
IEC Quality Assessment System
for Electronic Components
(rECQ).

EVS-EN 61076470422002
Hind 316,00
Identne reC 6rc7 6+704:1999
ja identne EN 61076-4704:1999
Connectots fot use in d.c., low
frequency analogue and digital
high speed data applications -
P art 4-1042 Printed board
connectors with assessed
quality - Detail specification for
two-part modular connectors,
basic gtid of 2r0 mm, with
terminations on multiple gtid of
0r5 mm
This publication also bears the
nurnber QC 480301)0(0005 which
is the specification number io the
IEC Qudity Assessment System
fot Electronic Components
(rECQ).

EVS-EN 610764102:2002
Fl1nd247,00
Identne IE,C 6107 6-+102:1997
ja identne EN 61076-+702:7997

Connectots vrfth assessed
judity, for use in d.c., low-
frequency analogue and in
diCrt"l high speed data
applications - Part 4: Printed
boatd connectofil - Section 102:
Detail specification for two-part
single-pole connectorsr for
multiple uses on plug-in 'nite,
with pre-centdng seding and
eady matiag features, having a
metric Crdd in accordance with
IEC 60917
This part of IEC 1076 establishes
unifotm specifications, q4)e testing
tequirements and quality
assessment procedwes for a sub-
family of connectors for printed
board applications. It contains a
choice of all test methods and
sequences, severities and pteferred
values for dimensions and
characteristics. Detail specification
for t'ro-patt single-pole
connectors, for multiple uses on
plug-in units, with pre-centring,
seding and eady mating features,
having a metric gtid in accordance
with IEC 917.

EVS-EN 6707 6 4-703:2002
Hind 306,00
Identne IF,C 6rc7 6-+703:1999
ja identne EN 61076-4-703:1999
Connectots for use in d.c. low-
ftequency analogue and digital
high speed data applications -
Part 4-103: Printed board
cotrnectots with assessed
quality - Detail specification fot
two-part connectors with
shielding and a basic grid of 2,5
mm
This document specifies a

corurector family having a basic
grid of 2,5 mm and a mounting
pitch of 25 mm (System Unit =
SU), which consists of a 6xed
connector u'ith a modular shielded
shroud, where a plurality of
shielded free cable connectots may
by plugged-in.

EVS-EN 6707 6 -4-100 2002
Hind 306,00
Identne IE,C 6107 6-+1 00:2001
ja identne EN 61076-zl-100:2001
Connectots for electtonic
equipment - Part,$-100: Printed
boatd coanectots with assessed
qualityi Detail specification for
two-part connector modules
having a grid of 2,5 mm for
printed boards and backplanes



This specification contains L rarrge
of modular two-part connectors
having a gdrd of 2,5 mm fot printed
boards and backplanes. The
coflrectofs cover a variety of
multiple modules n x 25 mm, with
t--1,2,4,9,70,in 6ve tows (1 to
475 contacts) with optional coding
shielding and special contacts.

KAYANDITE
ARYAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEVS 33412
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF.C 67 07 6-+1,07 :2001

ia identrre EN 61076-,1-707:2007
Connectors fot electonic
equipment - Part 4-707 z Printed
boatd connectors with assessed
quality - Detail specification for
shielded two-part connectors
having a basic gtid of 2r0 -m,
fixed part with solder and press-
in terminations for printed
boatds, free pat with non-
accessible insulation
displacement and crimp
terminations *
This publication also beats the
number QC 480301)0(0008 which
is the specification number in the
IEC Qudity Assessment System
for Elechonic Compooents
(rECQ.
prEVS 38065
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 61076-5:2001

ia identne EN 61076-5:2001
Connectots fot use in d.c., low-
frequency analogue and digital
high-speed data applications -
Part 5: In-line sockets with
assessed quality - Sectional
specification
Defines fuoctional levels, standard
test methods and gauges for use in
the examinatioo of sockets
designed for in-line electronic
packages. Lays down appropriate
reference dimensions of the mating
device and board layout to
establish intermateability and
interchangeability criteda. Lays
down test severity and
performance requirements.
prEVS 55100
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60603-7 -7 :2002
ia identne EN 60603-7-7:2002
Connectors for electtonic
equipment - Part 7 -1 : Detail
specilication for 8-way,
shielded, free and fixed
contlectors, for data
transmission with frequencies
up to 600 MHz (category 7,
shielded)

Covers 8 way connectors, up to 4
pairs, to be used up to 600 MHz,
when used with alr apptopdate
cable. These cables are speciEed in
the IEC 61156 series and used in
sxUing systems specified in
ISO/IEC 11801. The conoectors
are back'rard compatible with the
already defined IEC 60603-7-X
connectots. The connectors are
ioteroperable with the already
defined IEC 60603-7-X
connectofs.
prEVS 55104
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 61 07 6-2-1 02:2002

ia identne EN 61076-2-702:2002
Connectors for electronic
equipment - P a* 2-702: Circulat
connectots with assessed
quality - Detail specification for
plugs and iacks for external low
voltage power supply
This publication also bears the
number QC 480101)0(0003 which
is the specification numbet in the
IEC Quality Assessment System
for Electtonic Components
(rECQ.
pflVS 55147
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 603 52-7 :2002
ja identne EN 60352-7:2002
Soldetless connections - PattT:
Sp.iog clamp connectious -
Genetal requitements, test
methods and ptactical guidance
Deterrnines the suitability of
spring-clamp connections under
specified mechanical, electrical and
atmospheric conditions. Lays down
test procedures to ensure
electrically stable connections
under prescribed environmental
conditions and ptovides
information on matedals and data
from industrial expedence
prEVS 55230
Tlhtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne TE,C 6057 2-7 7 - 5 :2002
ja identne EN 60512-1 1 -5:2002
Specifies 16" salqrrlation
procedutes to be used for
deriving thetmal endurance
characteristics from
experimental data obtained in
accordance with the
instructions of IEC 60216-7and
IE,C 60276-2. The experimental
data may be obtained using
non-destructive, destructive or
proof tests. Data obtained from
non-destructive or proof tests
may be incomplete, in that
measurement of times taken to
reach the

Defines a standard test method to
assess the extent and the effect of
mould growth on the functioning
of a component (essentially a

connector) submitted to a mould
culture.
ptEVS 5521
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne EC 6057 2-1 1 - 6:2002
ja identne EN 60512-11-6:2002
Connectots fot electronic
equipment - Tests and
measurements - Part 11-6:
Climatic tests - Test 11f:
Conosion, sdt mist
Defines a standard test method to
assess the extent and the effect of a

controlled saltladen atmosphere
on the 6nish of a specimen
(essentially a connector).
prEVS 5522
Tlhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne EC 60512-17 -9:2002
ja identne EN 60512-11-9:2002
Corrnectors for electronic
equipment - Tests and
measurements - Part 11-9:
Climatic tests - Test 11i: Dry
heat
Defines a standard test method to
assess the ability of components
(essentially connectors) to be
stored and,/or to function in a
specified manner under specified
conditions ofdry heat.
prEVS 55233
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IE,C 60 57 2- +2:2002
ia identne EN 60512-4-2:2O02
Connectots for elecftonic
equipment - Tests and
measutements - Part 4-2:
Yoltage sttess tests - Test 4b:
Paftial discharge
Defines a standard test method to
assess the ability of an
electromechanical component
(essentially a connector) to be used
under specified voltage conditions
without showing partial discharges.
prEVS 55234
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 6051 2- 4 -3 :2002

ia identne EN 60512-43:2002
Connectors for electronic
equipment - Tests and
measurements - Part,1.3:
Voltage stress tests - Test 4c:
Vohage proof of pre-insulated
crimp barels
Details a standatd method to
determine the ability of pre-
insulated crimp barrels to
withstand the crimp operation
vdthout damage to the insulation.
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PiEVS 55235
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 6051 2-5- 7 :2002
ja identne EN 60512-5-l:2002
Connectors fot electronic
equipment - Tests and
measurements - Part 5-1:
Curent-carrying capacity tests -
Test 5a: Temperature rise
Details a standatd test method to
assess the ability of a component
(essentially a connector) to carry its
specified current, at toom
temperature, without exceeding a
specified temperature dse.
prEVS 55236
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60512-5-2:2002
ja idenrre EN 60512-5-2:2002
Connectors fot electronic
equipment - Tests and
measutements - Patt 5-2:
Current-carrying capacity tests -
Test 5b: Curent-temperatufe
derating
Details a standard test method to
assess the current-carrying capacity
of electromechanical components
(essentially connectors) at elevated
ambient temperatue.
prEVS 55237
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 60512-6-7 :2O02
ja identne EN 60512-6-7:2002
Connectors for electronic
equipment - Tests and
measurements - Part 6-1:
Dynamic stress tests - Test 6a:
Acceleration, steady state
Defines a standard test method to
assess the ability of components
(essentially connectors) to
withstand specified severities of
acceleration.
prEVS 55238
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE'C 6051 2- 6 -2:20O2
ja identne EN 60512-6-2:2002
Connectors for electronic
equipment - Tests and
measutements - Part 6-2:
Dynamic stress tests - Test 6b:
Bump
Defines a standard test method to
assess the ability of components
(essentially connectors) to
nithstand specified severities of
bump.
prEVS 55239
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 60512-6-3:2002
ia identne EN 60512-6-3:2002

Connectors for electronic
equipment - Tests and
measurements - Part G3:
Dynamic stress tests - Test 6c:
Shock
Defines a standard test method to
assess the ability of components
(essentially cofttectors) to
withstand specified sevetities of
shock.
prEVS 55240
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01,
Identne reC 60572-64:2002
ja identne EN 60512-6-4:,2002
Connectots for electronic
equipment - Tests and
measurements -Patt64z
Dynamic stress tests - Test 6d:
Vibration (sinusoidal)
Defines a standard test method to
assess ttre ability of components
(essentially conoectors) to
u'ithstand specified severities of
sinusoidal vibration.
prEVS 55252
T?ihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne reC 6107 6-+1O8:2002
ja identne EN 61076-,+-108:2002
IEC 6107G4-108: Connectors for
electrorric equipment - Patt 4-
108: Pdnted boatd connectors
with assessed quality - Detail
specification fot cable-to-board
connectots, with a modulat
pitch of 25 mm aad integrated
shieldi. g function, applicable
for transvesse packing density of
15 mm, having a basic grid of
2,5 mm in accotdance with IEC
60917-l
This publicatioa also bears the
number QC 480301)0(0009 which
is the specification number in the
IEC Qudity Assessment System
for Electonic Components
(ECQ.
prEVS 55253
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne BC 6107 6-+111 :2002
ja identne EN 61076-,1-777:20O2
Connectots for elechonic
equipment - Pat 4-111: Printed
board connectors with assessed
quality - Detail specification fot
two-Part powet connector
modules, for pdnted boards and
backplaaes having eatly mating
featutes, and having a basic grid
of 2r5 rnrn in accordance with
IEC 60917-1
This publication also bears the
number QC 480301)0(0012 which
is the specification numbet in the
IEC Quality Assessment System
for Elecuonic Components
(rECQ.

prEVS 55264
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identoe reC 6057 2-25 -3 :20A7

ia identne EN 60512-25-3:2001
Connectors for electonic
equipment - Tests and
measurements - Part 25-3: Test
25c - Rise ti-e degradation
Descdbes a method for measudng
the effect a specimen has on the
rise' eofasignalpassing
through it.
prEVS 55265
T?ihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 6051 2-25 - 4:20A7
ja identne EN 60512-25-4:2O01
Connectors fot electronic
equipment - Tests and
measurements - Patt 25-4: Test
25d - Propagation delay
Describes a method for measudng
the time it takes fes 2 digital signal
to propagate ftom one specified
point to a second specified point.
prEVS 55271
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IE,C 611 69 -2:2001

ia identne EN 61169-2:2001
Radio-ftequency connectors -
Patt 2:. Sectional specification -
Radio frequency coaxial
connectors oftype 9152
A sectional specification (SS),

provides information and rules for
the preparation of detail
specifications (DS) for RF coaxial
connectors of qr1,e9,5Z
prEVS 55273
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IE,C 6707 6-2-00 1 :2001
ja identne EN 61076-2-001:2001
Connectors for electonic
equipment - P art 2-0012 Circulat
connectors - Blank detail
specification
This publication also bears the
nurnber QC 480101 vftich is the
specification number in the IEC
Quality Assessment System fot
Electronic Components (IECQ.
prEVS 55368
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60603-7-L:2002
ja identne EN 60603-7-7:2002
Connectors for electtonic
equipment - P att 7 -lz Detail
specification for 8-way, shielded
free and fixed connectors w'ith
common mating featutes, with
assessed quality
This publication also bears the
number QC 010000)0(0004 which
is the specification number in the
IEC Quality Assessment System
for Elechonic Components

OECQ.
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prEVS 55463
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne IE'C 67 7 69 -2+2001
ja identne EN 61169-24:2001
Radio-frequency conn ectots -
Patt?4z Sectional specffication -
Radio frequency coaxial
connectots with sctew coupling,
typically for use in 75 oh'. cable
disttibution systems (type F)
A sectional specification (SS),

provides information and rules for
the preparation of detail
specifications pS) for RF coaxial
connectors urith screur coupling
typically for use in 75 . cable
distribution systems (typ. 9.

31.220.20
LflUtid

Switches

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 1960002.002
Fltnd229,00
Identne EN 196000:1 992+ A1:2001
Generic specification:
electomechanical switches
This generic specification relates to
electromechanical switches
intended primarily for use in
telecommunications equipment
and in electronic equipment
employing similar techniques. It is
limited toswitches vith a rated
voltage not exceeding 500 V (d.c
or a.c. r.m.s.) and a rated carrying
cnrrent not exceeding 25 A.It
specifies the terms, definitions,
symbols, test methods and othet
material necessary to prepare detail
specifi cations for these
components in the CECC System.

EVS-EN 7967032002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 196103:1998
Blauk Detail Specifi cation:
Rotary switches - Assessment
level Y
This specification relates to
manually opemted rotary wafer
switches a nominal panel
dimension of .. mm. Connection is
made by solder lugs ot printed
circuit terminations around the
periphery. The switches are
designed for sevete requirements.

EYS-EN 1964032?.002

Hind 179,00
Identne EN 196403:1998
Blank Detail specification: Push
button switches - Assessment
levelY

(A, statement of the principal
usage features ofthe device; for
example "panel mounting, high
current")

EVS-EN 796500:2002
f\^d,229,00
Identne EN 1 96500: 1 993 + Al :2007
Sectional specifi cation:
membrane switches including
blank detail specification EN
196501
This sectional specification applies
to membtane switches of assessed

Suality. It contains detailed
instnrctions for the preparation of
detail specificatioos and describes
the capability approval procedures
for membrane su/itches and panels.

31.220.99
Muud osad

Other electromechanical
components

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 72910022002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 129100:1993
Sectional specification:
Wirewound surface mounting
inductors
This speciEcation applies to wire
wound 6xed rectangular shaped
surface mountiog (SM) inductors
with a magnetic or non-magnetic
core for use in electronic
equipment. These inductors are
intended to be mounted direcdy
onto substrates or boards by their
terminations. It ptesribes preferred
ratings and characteristics and
selects from CECC 29000 (EN
129000:1993) the appropriate
quality assessment procedures and
measudng methods and gives
general performance requireme:nts
for this type of inductor.

31.240
Elektronseadmete
mehaanilised osad

Mechanical structures for
electronic equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60977-l:2002
Hind 212,00
Identne IEC 60917-1:1998+
A1:2000

ia identne EN 60917-1:1998+
A1:2000

Modular ordet for the
development of mechanical
structutes fot electtonic
equipment ptactices - Part 1:

Genedc standard
This Intemational Standard telates
to equipment practices. The
modular order isapplicable to the
nrain structural dimensions of
electronic equipmeotmounted in
vadous installations where
dimsrsional interfaces have tobe
considered. It refers to basic design
patamete$ and is not intended to
be used for manufacturing
tolerances or clearances.

EVS-EN 60917-2:2002
Fl:u;.d,272,00
Identne IE,C 609 77 -2:1 992
ja identne EN 60977-2:1994
Modular order fot the
development of mechanical
structures for electronic
equipment practices - Part2:
Sectional specifi cation -
Interface co-otdination
dimensions for the 25 tn
eguipment practice
Defines a sectional specification
for the mechanical structure of a
25 mm equipment practice to
provide for dimensional
compatibility at mechanical
interfaces with related engineedng
applications. Specifies tlle co-
ordination dimensions and pitches
for cabinets, racks, subracks and
chassis of all types used for
electronic equipment.

EVS-EN 61191-l:2002
IIind272,00
Identne IEC 61 191-1:1998
ja identne EN 61191-1:1998
Pdnted board assemblies -
Part t Generic specification -
Requirements fot soldered
elecrical and electronic
assemblies using sutface mount
and related assembly
technologies
This speciFcation prescribes
requirements for materials,
methods and verification critetia
fot producing quality soldeted
interconnections and assemblies
using sutface mouoted and telated
assembly technologies. Also
included are lecofirmendations for
good manufacturing processes.

EYS-EN 61797-222002
Hind 0,00
Identne IEC 61791-2:7998

ia identne EN 61191-2:1998
Printed board assemblies -
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P art 2: Sectional specifi cation:
Requirements for surface mount
soldered assemblies
Prescribes the requiremerrts for
surface mouoted solder
conoections. The requitements
pefrain to those assemblies that are
totally surface mounted or to the
surface mounted portions of those
assemblies that indude other
related technologies (e.g. through-
hole, chip mounting terrrinal
mounting etc).

EVS-EN 6t191-3:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 61191-3:1998
ja identne EN 61191-3:1998
Printed board assemblies -
Patt 3: Sectional specification -
Requfuements fot through-hole
mount soldered assemblies
This standard prescribes
requiremeots fot lead and hole
solder assembly. The requirements
pertain to those assemblies that are
totally lead aad hole, through-hole
mounting technology (ITfI), or
the THT portions of those
assemblies that include other
related technologies (.e. surface
mount, chip mounting, termind
mounting).

EVS-EN 61791422002
Hind 179,00
Identne IE,C 61191 -4:1998
ja identne EN 61191-4:1998
Printed board assemblies -
Pat 4: Sectional specification -
Requirements for termiaal
soldeted assemblies
This standatd prescribes
requirements for temrinal soldered
assemblies. The requLements
pertain to those assemblies that are
totally terninal/wte
interconnecting structures, or to
the terrninal/wfue portions of those
assemblies that include other
related technologies [.e. surface
mount, chip mounting, terminal
mounting).

EVS-EN 67760-722002
FI:u;'d272,A0
Identne IEC 61760-1:1998
ja identne EN 61760-1:1998
Surface mounting technology.
Part t Standatd method for the
specifi cation of surface
mounting components (SMDs)

This Intemational Standard gives a

reference set of process conditions
aod related test conditions to be
used q/hen qemFiling component
specifications. This standard
applies to all electonic
components covered by the IEC
system which tequire an
assessment with respect to their
application to surface mounting.

EVS-EN 60297 -5 -100 :2002
Hind 109p0
Identne IF;C 60297 -5-1 00:2001

ia identoe EN 60297-5-100:2001
Mechanical structures fof
electronic equipment -
Di- ensions of mechanical
sttuctures of the 482,6 mm (19
in) series - Pat 5-100: Subracks
and associated plug-in units;
Design overview
Gives a design overview of the
related detail standards which vill
ensure dimensional
interchangeability of subracks and
associated plry-i" units. The
extended features contained in this
standard may be referred to
and/or implemented
independently. Refer also to IEC
61587-7 and IEC/TS 67587-3.

EYS-EN 60297 -5 -101:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IF,C 60297 -5-101, :2O01
ja identne EN 60297-5-101:2001
Mechanical stnrctures for
elecuonic eguipment -
Dimensions of mechanical
structures of the 482,6 mm (19
in) series - Part 5-101 Subracks
and associated plug-in units;
Iniector/extractor handle
Specifies dimensions vhich will
ensure dimensional
intetchangeability of subracks and
associated plq-i" units using the
extended features of a plug-in trnit
injector/extactor handle added to
IE,C 60297-3,IEC 60297-4 atd
IE,C 60297-5-707.

EVS-EN 60297 - 5 -702:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne TE'C 60297 -5-702:2001
ja identne EN 60297-5-702:2007
Mechanical structures for
electronic equipment -
Dimensions of mechanical
stnrctures of the 482,6 mm (19
in) series -P*t5-7022 Subtacks
and associated plug-in units;
Electtomagnetic shielding
ptovision

Specifi.es dimensions which will
ensue dimensional
interchaageability of subtacks and
associated plW-in units using the
extended features of
electromagnetic shielding
protection added to IEC 60297-3,
TF,,C 60297-4 and IEC 60297-5-
r07.

EVS-EN 60297 -5-103 :2002
Hiod 101,00
Identoe EC 60297 -5 -l 03 :2007

ia identne EN 60297-5-103:2A07
Mechanical etructures for
electonic equipment -
Di-ensions of mechaaical
structures of the 4821 6 mm (19

in) series - Part 5-103: Subracks
and associated plug-in units;
Electrostatic discharge
ptotection
Specifies dimensions which will
ensure di-ensional
interchangeability of submcks and
associated pl"g-io units using the
extended function of electrostatic
discharge protection added to IEC
60297-3,TEC 60297-4 and IEC
60297-5-1,07.

EVS-EN 60297 -5 -10 4:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne IE.C 60297 -5-l 0 4:,2007

ia identne EN 60297-5-704:.2007
Mechanical structures for
electronic equipment -
Dimensions of mechanical
structuies of the 482, 6 mm (19
in) sedes - Part 5-104: Subracks
and associated plug-in units;
K.ying
Specifies dimensions which udll
ensure dimensional
intetchangeability of subracks and
associated plug-in units using the
extended feature ofa retained
k lrg method added to IEC
60297-3,lEC 60297-4 and IEC
60297-5-107.

EVS-EN 60297 -5-10 5 :2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 60297 -5-1 05:200 1

ja identne EN 60297-5-105:2001
Mechanical structures for
electronic equipment -
Dit ensions of mechanical
stf,uctures of the 482, 6 mm (19
in) series - Part 5-105: Subtacks
and associated plug-in units;
Alignment and/ot earth pin
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Specifies dimensions which will
ensure dirnensional
interchangeability of subncks and
associated plW-in units using the
extended frrnction sf s1 rlignrneot
atd/or earth pin rnethod added to
IE;C 60297 -3,8C 60297 4 and
IE,C 60297-5-107.

EVS- EN 60297 -5 -107 :?.0O2

Hind 126,00
Identne IE'C 60297 -5-707 :2001

ia identne EN 60297-5-107:2001
Mechanical strirctutes for
electronic equipment -
Dimensions of mechanical
structures of the 482, 6 mm (19

in) series - Part 5-107: Subracks
and associated plug-in units;
Reat mounted plug-in units
Specifies dimensions which will
ensure dimensional
interchangeability of subtacks and
associated pl"g-in units using the
extended frrnction ofrear subrack
mounted plug-in units added to
lEC 60297-3 and IEC 60297-4.

37.260
Optoelektroonika.
Laserseadmed

Ootoelectronics. Laser
t

equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 67040:?-002

Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 61040:1990
ja identne EN 61040:1992
Power and energy measudng
detectots, itrstuments and
equipment fot laset radiation
This standatd lays down definitioos
and minimum requirements, as

well as suitable test procedures, fot
the charactedstics and
manufactudng standards for
detectors, instnrments and
equipment fot the measurement of
power and energy of laser

radiation.

EVS-EN 6175122002
Hlul'd247,00
Identne IEC 61751:1998

ia identne EN 61751:1998
Laser modules used fot
telecommunication - Reliability
assessment
This Intemationd Standard deals

with reliability assessment of laset
modules used for
telecommunication, The aim of
this standard is: - to establish a
standard method of assessing the
reliability of laset modules in order

to minimize risks and to Ptomote
product developmeot and
reliability; - to establish means by
which the distribution of failues
urith time can be determined. This
should eoable the dete*i.ation of
equipment failure rates for
specified end of life ctiteria.

EVS-EN 9{t00822002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 120008:1993

Blank detail specification: light
emitting diodes and inftated
emitting diodes for fibte optic
system ot sub-system
Blank detail specifi cation.

EVS-EN 60904-6t2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 609046:1994+
A1:1998
ja identne EN 6090,1-6:1994+

A1:1998
Photovoltaic devices - Part 6:
Requfuements for refetence
solat modules
This part of IEC 904 gives

requirements for the selection,
packaging calibmtion, marking and
care of reference solar modules. It
is intended to supplement IEC
90+2.

EVS-EN 60617-132?.002

|Ind272,00
Identne IEC 60617 -73:7993

ia identne EN 60617-13:1993
Graphical symbols fot diagrams
- Part lil: Analogue elements
Graphical symbols for diag'ams.
Analogue elements. Genetal;
qualifring symbols; amplifiers;
fuoction geoerators; co-otdinate
converte$; signal convertets;
electonic switches; coefficient
scalar.

EVS-EN 60747-5-122002
Fltnd272,00
Identne IEC 607 47 -5-7:7997 +
Al:2001+42:2002
ja identne EN 60747-5-7:2001+
A1:2A02+A2:2002
Discrete semiconductor devices
and integtated circuits -
Part 5-1: Optoelectonic devices;
General
Deals with the terminolog5r telating
to the semiconductot
optoelecftonic devices.

EYS-EN 607 47 -S -2:?.0O2
Fl:rad212,00
Identne IEC 60747-5-2:7997
ja identne EN 60747-5-2:2001
Discrete semiconductor devices
and integtated circuits -

P att 5-22 Optoelectonic devices'
- Essential tatiags and
chatacteristics
Gives the essential ratings and
characteristics of the following
categodes or subcategories of
optoelectonic devices which are

not intended to be used in the 6eld
of 6bre optic systems or
subsystems: Semiconductor
photoernittets, serniconductor
photoelectric detectors,
semiconductot photosensitive
devices, and semiconductor
devices utilizing the optical
radiation for intemal operation.

EVS-EN 6O747-5-3:2002
FI:r;'d229,00
Identne IEC 607 47 -5-3:1997
ja identne EN 60747-5-3:2001
Discrete semiconductot devices
and integrated citcuits -
Pat 5-3: Optoelectronic devices
- Measuriag methods
Describes the measudng methods
applicable to the optoelectonic
devices which are not intended to
be used in the fibre optic systems

or subsystems.

EVS-EN 60825-X2001 / A222002

Il:ul'd229,00
Identne IF,C 60825 -7 :79 9 3 /
A2:2001

ia identne EN 60825-1:1994l
A2:2401
Safety oflaset products. Part 1:

Equipment classifi cation,
requirements and userrs guide
Deals with the safety of laser

ptoducts. Covers laser radiation in
the wavelength range 180 mm to 1

mm, indicates safe working levds
oflaset radiation and inttoduces a
system of classification of lasers

and laser products accotding to
theit degtee ofhazatd. Replaces

IEC 825 (198fl and IEC 820

(1e86),

KAVANTDITE
ARVAMUSKtTSITLUS
prEVS 55331
Tlhtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60825 - 1 :7993 /
Al:7997

ia identne EN 60825-1:1994l
A7:2002
Safety oflaserproducts. Part 1:

Equipment classification,
tequitements and usetrs guide
Deals with the safety of laser
products. Covers laser tadiation in
the wavelength range 180 mm to 1

mm, indicates safe working levels

of laser radiation and introduces a

system of classification of lasers
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aod laser products accordi:rg to
their degee of.hazatd.. Rq>laces
IEC 825 (198a) and IEC 820
(1e86).
prEVS 55339
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60825-4:,7997 /
A7:2002
ja identne EN 60825-4:1997l
A7:20O2
Safety oflaset products - Part 4:
Laser guatds
This standard specifies the
requLements for Laser Guatds,

Pesnaoent and tempotafy (e.g. for
senice), that enclose the process
zone of a Laser Ptocessing
Machine and specifications for
Proprietary Laser Guards.
prEVS 55458
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IF,C 60747-5-2:7997 /
AL:2002
ja identae EN 60747-5-2:2001/
A7:2002
Discrete semiconductor devices
and integrated circuits -
P art 5-2t Optoelectronic devices
- Essential ratings and
chatacteristics
Gives the essential l2tings and
characteristics of the following
categories or subcategories of
optoelectronic devices which are
not intended to be used in the field
of fibre optic systerns or
subsystems: Semiconductor
photoemitters, semiconductor
photoelecttic detectors,
semiconductor photosensitive
devices, and semiconductor
devices utilzing the optical
radiation for intemal operation.
prEVS 55459
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 60747-5-3:1997 /
41;2002
ja identne EN 60747-5i2AM/
A7:2002
Discrete semiconductor devices
and integrated circuirc -
Pac 5-3: Optoelecronic devices
- Measuring methods
Describes the measudng methods
applicable to the optoelectronic
devices which are not intended to
be used in the 6bre optic systems
or subsvstems.

33.040.20
Edastussffsteemid

Transmission systems

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50L36-2-322002
Hirld 75,00
Identne EN 50136-2-3:1 998
Hiifuesfisteemid.
Hiireedastussfi steemid ia -
seadmed. O sa ?-32 N6uded
seadm eteler mida kasutatakse
sisteetnides koos fildkasutatava
telefoniv6rgu
digitaalkommutaatoritega
Jlis stqndard specifies the
requirements for equipment used
in digital communicator systems
utilising the Public Switched
Telephone Nenvotk which arc in
addition to those specified in EN
50136-2-1. The remote cenre will
norrnally be an alarm receiving
centre but may be a satellite station
with onward transmission using an
alamr traosmission system meeting
the tequirements of EN 50136-l-2.

EVS-EN 50736-2-4:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50136-2-4:7998
Hiiiresiisteemid.
Hiiresffsteemide ia -seadmed.
OsaL4z N6uded
ii'ldkasutatavas telefoniv6rgus
t66tavate salvestatud
k6nekommunikaatorite
sff steemide seadmestikule
This standard specifies the
requirements for equipmeat used
in voice comminicatots systems
utilising the Public Switched
Telephone Network which are in
addition to those specified in EN
50136-2-1.

EVS-ES ?.0116822002

Hind 283,00
Identne ES 201168:2000
K6net66tlus, edastuse ia
lsaliteedi aspektid. Digitaalsete
PABXde edastuskaraktedstikud
iihendusteks privaaw6tkudessi, .

avalikkesse
kommuteeritavatesse
v6rkudesse v6i lP-liiiisidesse
See dokument kirjeldab
edastusn6udeid drgitadsetele
PABXdele (vahendusjaam,
kodukeskjaam, Private Branch
eXchange, PBX) (liibiva
iihendusega telekommunikatsiooni
seadmetele)

33.040.30
Liirlitus- ia
signaalsffsteemid

Switching and signalling
systems

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 50065-k2A02
Hind 146,00
Identne EN 50065-1:2001
Signa[ing on low-voltage
electrical installations in the
frequency range 3 kHz to 14815

kllz-ParttGenetal
requirements, ftequency bands
and electromagnetic
distutbances
This standatd applies to electrical
equipment using signals in the
frequency nnge3 kHz to 148,5
kHz to transmit information on
low-voltage electrical systems,
either on the public supply system
or within installations in
consumers' premises.

EVS-EN 50065-722A02
Hind 139,00
Idenkre EN 50065-7:2001
Signalling on low-voltage
electrical installations in the
frequency range 3 kHz to 1481 5
kHz - Part 7: Equipment
impedance
This standard applies to electrical
equipment, excluding decoupling
filters, using signals in the
frequency range 3 kHz to 148,5
kHz for data transmission on low
voltage electtical netwotks, either
on the public supply network or
within installations in consumers'
premises.

EVS-EN 500654122002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 50065-4*1:2001
Signallin g on low-voltage
electrical installations in the
frequency range 3 kHz to 1481 5
kHz - Part,l-1: Low voltage
decoupling filtetsl Generic
specification
This standard applies to
decoupling filters installed on the
low voltage mains network aod
operating in the frequenc'y tzo:ge 3
kHz to 748,5kIIz on lowvoltage
mains network.

EYS-EN 5006542.2002
Hind 163,00
Identne EN 50065-4-2:2001
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Signalling on low voltage
electrical installations in the
ftequency range 3 kHz to 1481 5
kHz - Pan 4-2: Low-voltage
decoupling filtets; Safety
tequfuements
This product safety standard
applies to electrical equipment,
such as decoupling filters aod
phase couplers in a mains
communicatioo system for a phase
to neutral voltage not exceeding
AC 250 V and a nominal current
not exceeding 125 A, intended for
household and similat 6xed-
electrical installations including
residential, commercial and light
industrial buildings

33.040.50
Liinid, tihendused,
vooluahelad

Lines, connections and
circuits

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 5077322002
Hind 259,00
Identne EN 50173:1 995+A1 :2000
Infonnation technology -
Generic cabling systems
This Euopean Standard specifies
generic cabling for use wtihin
commercial premises which may
comprise single or multiple
buildings on a campus. It covers
balanced copper cabling and
optical fibre cabling.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSXIT]SITLUS
prEVS 55095
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE'C 62056-61 :2002
ja identne EN 62056-61:2002
Electricity metering - D ata
exchange for meter rcading,
tariff and load control - Part 61:
Obiect identifi cation system
(oBrs)
The OBiect Identification System
(OBIS) defines the identification
codes (ID-codes) fot commonly
used data items in elecricity
metering equipment. This part of
IEC 62056 specifies the overall
structure of the identification
system and the mapping of all data
items to their identification codes.
prEVS 55096
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 620 5 6 - 62:20O2

ia identne EN 62056-62:2002

Electricity meteting - Data
exchange fot meter reading,
tadfrand load coatol -Patt62z
fnterface classes
Speci6es a model of a meter as it is
seen through its communication
iaterface(s). Generic building
blocks are defined using object
oriented methods, in the fomr of
interface classes to model meter3
ftom simple up to very complex
functionality.

33.060.01
Raadioside iildiselt

Radiocommunications in
general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6087%2:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne EC 6087 2-2:7999
ja identne El'J 6A872-2:7999
Maritime navigation and
radiocotn-unication equipment
and systems - Radar plotting
aids - Part 2: Automatic
tracking aids (ATA) - Methods
oftesting and tequired test
results
This Intemational Standatd
specifies the minimum
performance requirements,
technical charactedstics, methods
oftesting and test results required
by IMO Resolution MSC,64(67)
Annex 4. This standard takes
account of IMO Resolution 4.694
and is associated with IEC 945.
When a requirement in this
standard is different ftom IEC 945,
the requirement in this standard
shall take precedence. Equipment
intended for use on high speed
craft (FISQ shall additionally
satis$ the requirements of the
HSC scenatios as defined in IEC
60936-2 annex D.
EVS-EN 60936-l:2002
Iltnd247,00
Identne IEC 60936-1:1999
ja identne EN 60936-1:2000
Marititn e lavigation and
radiocommunication equipment
and systems - Radar - Pat 1:
ghipbome radar - Performance
requirements - Methods of test
and reqr ired test results

This Intemationd Standard
specifies the minimum
perforrnance requiremeots,
methods of testing and required
test results for conformance to
performance standards not inferior
to those required by IMO
resolutioa MSC.64(67), Annex 4,
Radar. In addition it takes accorurt
of IMO resolution A.694 and is
associated with IEC 60945. When
a requirements of this staodard is
different ftom IEC 60945, the
requirement in this standard shall
take precedence. This standard
does not include the optiooal
performance requirements for
superimposition of selected parts
of SENC information. These are
specified in IEC 60936-3 - Radar
with chart facilities.

EVS-EN 60936-222002
Fl1nd247,00
Identne IEC 60936-2:7998
ja identne EN 60936-2:1999
Maritime navigation and
tadiocommunication equipment
and systems - Radar -Patt2:
Shipborne radar for high speed
craft (FISC) - Methods of testing
and required test results
This Intemational standard
specifies the minimum operational
and performance requirements,
methods of testing and required
test results as required by IMO
resolution ,{.820 and Chapter X of
the hfuh speed craft (IISC) code. It
complies with the requirernelts of
13.13 of the HSC code and
incoqporates applicable pafis of
13.5 of the HCS code on radar
installations. In addition it takes
account of IMO resolution A.694
and is associated with IEC 60945.
When a requirement in this
standard is different fiom IEC
60945, the requirements in this
standard takes precedence.

EVS-EN 67162-122002
Hind 259,00
Idenkre IF,C 611 62-l :2oo0
ja identne EN 61162-1:2000
Maritime navigation and
tadiocommunication equipment
and systems - Digital interfaces
- Patt lz Single talker and
multiple listeners
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This part of IEC 1162 conains the
requirements for data
commuoication between madtime
electronic insttuments, navigation
and mdiocommrmication
equipment when interconnected
via an appropdate system. This
standard is intended to support
one-vray setial data traosmission
from a single talker to one or mote
listeners. This is data in pdntable
ASCII fotm and may include
information such as position,
speed, depth, frequency allocation,
ect.

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55358
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 60936-7:1999 /
A7:2002
ja identne EN 60936-1:2000/
A7:2002
Maritime navigation and
tadiocom rnunication equipment
and systems - Radar - Part 1:

Shipborne tadar - Performance
requirements - Methods of test
and req 'irgd test results
This Intemational Standard
specifies the minimum
performance tequirements,
methods of testing and requled
test results for conformance to
performance standards not inferior
to tlose tequired by IMO
resolution IvtSC.64(64, Annex 4,
Radar. In additioo it takes accorurt
of IMO resolution A.694 and is
associated with IEC 60945. When
a requLements of this standard is
diffetent from IEC 60945, the
requirement in this standard shall
take precedence. This standard
does not include the optional
performance requirements for
superimposition of selected parts
of SENC information. These are
specified in IEC 60936-3 - Radar
with chart facilities.

33.060.20
Vastuv6tu- ia
saateseadmed

Receiving and transmitting
equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60244-122002
Hind 259,00
Identne IF,C 602447:7999
ja identne EN 60244-1:2000
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Methods of measutement for
radiotransmitters. Part 1:
General chatacteristics fot
broadcast transmitte$
The scope of this standard is to
staodardise the conditions and
methods of measurement to be
used to ascettair ttre petfo*a.ce
of a broadcast transmitter and to
make possible the comparison of
the results of measurements made
by differeot observers.

EVS-EN 60V14-5:2002
Hind 381,00
Identne IE;C 602445:1992
ja identne EN 60244.5:1994
Methods of measurement for
radio transmittets - Part 5:
Performance charactedstics of
television transmitte$
Intended for type tests and
acceptance and factory tests. The
performance chatacteristics
measured in accotdance with this
standatd make it possible to
compare the results of
measurements made by different
observers.

FI:gJ'd247,00
Identne EC 602448:7993
ja identne EN 602,$48:1994
Methods of measurement for
radio transmitters - Part 8:
Performance characteristics of
vestigial-sideband
demodulaton used for testing
television transmittets and
transposets
To be used for type tests and
acceptance or factory tests or to
check the characteristics of a

demodulator measuring television
transmitters and transposers.

EVS-EN 60244-9:2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 602449:1993
ja identne EN 6O2449:7994
Methods of measurement for
radio tansmitters - Part 9:
Perfornance characteristics for
television transposef s
Assesses the perfomance
charactedstics of television
transposers. F.nables the
comparison of the results of
measurements made by different
observers.

EVS-EN 61079-122002
Hind 0,00
Identne IF,C 61O7 9 -l :1992
ja identne EN 61079-1:1993

Methods of measurement on
receive$ for satellite btoadcast
transmissions in the 72 G}lz
baud - Part t Radio-ftequency
measurements on outdoor units
Tbis standatd applies to the
cooditioos and methods of
measurement of overall
performance of receiver systerrrs
compdsing arx outdoor unit and a
DBS tuner 'ni1 fe1 direct teception
of satellite btoadcast transmissions
in the 12 GHz band.

EYS-EN 61079-220A2
Hind 283,00
Identne IE'C 67 07 9 -2:79 9 2
ja identne EN 61079-2:1993
Methods of measutement on
receivers for satellite btoadcast
transmission in the 12 GHz
band - Patt2z Electrical
measurements on DBS tuner
units
This standard applies to the
conditions and methods of
measuremert of overall
performance of receiver systems
comprising an outdoor unit and a
DBS tuner unit for direct reception
of satellite broadcast ffansmissions
in the 12 GHz band.

EVS-EN 61079-322002
Hind 229,00
Identne IE,C 6107 9 -3:7993
ja identoe EN 61079-3:1993
Methods of measurements on
teceivers for satellite btoadcast
tansmissions in the 12G}Iz
band - Part 3: Electrical
measurements of overall
performance of receiver systems
comprising an outdoot unit and
a DBS tuner unit
This standatd applies to the
conditions and methods of
measutement of overall
petformance of receiver systems
comprising an outdoor unit and a

DBS tuner unit for direct reception
of satellite broadcast transmissions
trathe1,2 GHz band.

EVS-EN 67079-5:2002
Hind 348,00
Identne IF,C 6707 9 -5:1993
ja identne EN 61079-5:1993
Methods of measurement on
teceivets for satellite btoadcast
transmissions in the 72 G}lz
band - Part 5: Electdcal
measurements on decodet units
for MAC/Packet systems
This standard defines the
conditions and methods of
measurement to be applied to
MAC/packet decoder units.



EVS-EN 6109?-722002
Fl:rlid,212,00
Identne IE.C 67097 -7:1992
ja identne EN 61097-1:1993
Global maritime distress and
safety system (GMDSS) - Patt 1:

Radar transponder - Madne
search and rescue (SART) -
Opetational and perfotmance
tequitements, methods of
testing and requfued test tesults
Specifies the performance
standards and type testing of
marine radar transponders used in
search and rescue operations at sea

(SART), as'required by the relevant
regulations of the intemational
SOLAS convention. Is associated
with IEC 936 and IEC 945.

EVS-EN 617lSl:2002
|Ind272,00
Identne IEC 677 7 47 :7999

ia identne EN 6111,{-1:1999
Receiving atrtennas for satellite
btoadcast ttansrnissions in the
7l/12GHz band - Part 1:

Electrical measurements
De6nes the conditions and
methods of measurements to be
applied. Does not specifr
petformance requirements.

EVS-EN 6021$1022002
Hind 295,00
Identne IE.C 6024470:1986
ja identne EN 602,14-10:1993
Methods of measutement fot
radio ttansmittets; part 10:

methods of measurement fot
television ttansmittets and
ransposets employing insertion
test signals
Applies to television ttansmitters
and transposers operating in
accordance with television systems
for monochtome and colour
transmission employing 625 or 525
lines as described in CCIR
publications. Deals with the
application of insertion test signal
measurement to television
transmitters and transposers. This
method of measurement is usefirl
for checking the line time
performance of the transmitters or
transpose$ dudng prograrnme
service and provides a convenient
method of testing transmission
performance stability drrring
acceptance tests. May also be used
as an altemative means of carrying
out some of the line time
measurements described in IEC
6024+5 and 602449.

EVS-EN 60244-llz?-002
Hll:^d229,00

Identne IF,C 6024477:1989
ja identne EN 602,1411:1993
Methods of measurement fot
tadio trans-ittets; part 11:

uansposers for FM sound
broadcasting
Applies to transposers opetating in
accordance with CCIR
Recommendation 450 for FM
sound broadcasting at VHF,
including stereophony. Also covers
requirements for other multiplexed
subcarder services. Lays down
detailed methods of measutements,
selected and recommended for
assessing the essential performance
and genetal chatacteristics ofFM
sound broadcasting transposers.

EVS-EN 6024513:2002
Fl:ulld272,00
Identne IEC 6024473:799 7

ja identne EN 6024413:1993
Methods of measurement fot
radio transmitters; part ll:
performance characteristics for
FM sound btoadcasting
Intended to be used for type tests
and acceptance or factory tests.

EVS-EN 60?44-14:2002
tl:rl.d272,00
Identne IEC 60244-7 4:,1997

ia identne EN 60244141997
Methods of measutement for
radio transmitters - Patt74:
Extemal intermodulation
products caused by two or more
transmittets using the same or
adiacent antennas
This part of IEC 60244 detuls a

measurement method for extemal
interrnodulation products
(ntermodulation components)
caused by nxro or more transmitters
using the same or adjacent
,ntennas. It describes
recommended methods of
assessing the performance of radio
broadcast ttansmitters.

EVS-EN 60?44-15:2002
Fl1nd,272,00
Identne IEC 602441 5:1999
ja idenine EN 6024475:2000
Methods of measurement for
radio tansmitters. Part 15:

Amplitude modulated
tratrsmitters for sound
broadcasting
This part of IEC 244 contains the
methods of measurement to assess

the performance charactetistics of
amplitude modulated transmitters
for sound broadcasting in the LF,
MF and HF bands.This standard is
intended to be used for type tests
and acceptance or factory tests.

EVS-EN 602M -1J2-7:?.002

tllrad229,00
Identne IF,C 6024+12-1 :1 989
ja identne EN 6024+72-7:7993
Methods of measutement fot
tadio transmitters; part 12:

guideline for drawing up
descriptive leaflets fot
transmitters and transposets fot
sound and television
btoadcasting; characteristics to
be specified
Applies to manufacturets'
descriptive leafl ets providing
information on transmitters and
transposers for sound and
television broadcasting. Lays down
uniform methods of expressing the
perfomrance chatactetistics of
transmitters and transposers for
sound and television broadcasting.
Lists the essential characteristics
and technical information needed
for the appraisal and comparison
of equipment. Provides, where
appropriate, ctoss-references to
standardized methods of
measurement for the performance
characteristics listed.

E VS-EN 60?44-12-222002
Hind 179,00
Identne IE,C 6024+ | 2-2:l 9 89
ja identne EN 6024412-2:7993
Methods of measutement fot
radio transmitters; part 12:
guideline fot drawing up
descriptive leallets for
ttansmittets and uansposers for
sound and television
broadcasting; specification
sheets
Contains the speciEcation sheets

described in IEC 6024+12-1.

KAVAI{DITE
ARVAMUSToSTTT,US
pdVS 32695
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-07
ldentne IE,C 6117 4-7:7999
ja identne EN 6111,1-1:1999
Receiving antennas fot satellite
broadcast ttans-issions in the
ll/72 GHz band - Part 1:

Electrical measutements
This pat of IEC 61114 applies to
individual and collective receiving
antennas for satelllite broadcast
transmissions n the 11 / 12 GHz
band.
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33.060.30
Raadioreleeliinid ia
statsionaarsed
s2lglliitsidesff steemid

Radio relay and fixed satellite
communications systems

UUED STANDARDID.
EVS-EN 60315-9:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 60315-9:1996
ja identne EN 60315-9:1996
Methods of measurement on
tadio receivets for various
classes ofernission - Part 9:
Measurement of the
chatacteristics televant to radio
data system (RDS) reception
This pat of IEC 315 specifies the
conditions, chatactetistics and
methods of measutement to be
used to determine the RDS
teception characteristics of a

sound-broadcasting receiver, so as

to make possible the compadson
of results of measurements made
by different observers.
Performance requirements (limit
values for the characteristics
required for acceptable RDS
performance) are not specified.
The methods of measurement are
conceived for detetmining the
overall performance of the
receiver, vdthout attempting to
study its functional units
sepatately.

EYS-EN 6710Uk2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 61108-1:1996

ia identne EN 61108-1:1996
Global navigation satellite
systems (GNSS) - Part t Global
positioning system (GPS) -
Receivet equipment -
Performance standards,
methods of testing and required
test tesults
This Intemationd Standard
specifies the minimum
performance standards, methods
of testing and requited test results
for GPS shipborne teceiver
equipment, based upon IMO
Resolution A.819(19), which uses
the signals from the USA,
Department of Defense (JS
DOD), Global Positioning System
(GPS) in order to determine
position. It is assumed that
Selective Availability (SA), as

defined in the GPS Standard
Positioning Service (SPS) signal
specifi cation, is activated.

764

Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 60835-1-1:1990
ja identne EN 60835-1-7:7992
Methods of measutement for
equipment used in digitd
microwave radio transrnission
systems - Part t Measutements
common to terestrial radio-
telay systems and satellite earth
stations - Section t General
The conditions of measutement
and the rnethods of measuriog the
characteristics given in this part of
the standard are common to
terrestrial radio-relay and satellite
eadh station systems using digital
rrrodulation. These test methods
are genetal and are applicable to
systems of all capacities and the
tests to be made should be agreed
between the parties concemed.

EVS-EN 60835-1-222002
Fltnd247,00
Identne IEC 60835-1-2:7992 +
A1:1995
ja identne EN 60835-1-2:1993 +
A1:1995
Methods of measurement for
equipment used in digital
mictowave tadio trans'nission
systems - Part t Measurements
common to terestrial tadio-
relay systems and satellite earth
stations - Section 2: Basic
characteristics
Deals with the measurernent of
basic characteristics common to
terrestrial tadio-relay systems and
satellite earth stations. These basic
characteristics apply to all of the
frequency tanges employed in the
radio systems.

EVS-EN 60835-2-l:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 60835-2-1:1990
ja identne EN 60835-2-7:1992
Methods of measurement for
equipment used in digital
microwave radio transrnission
systems - Patt 2: Measutements
on terresttial mdio-relay
systems - Section 1: General
This part of the standard, which is
supplementary to Part 1,

IEC 835-1-1, describes methods of
measurement applicable to
terrestrial radio-relay systems using
digital modulation.

EVS-EN 60835-2-222002
Hind 229,00
Identne IEC 60835-2-2:1994

ia identne EN 60835-2-2:1994

Methods of measurement fot
equipment used in digital
rnicrowave tadio transmission
systems - Pan 2t Measurements
on tenesEial mdio-relay
systems - Section 2: Ante-na
This section of IEC 83!2 gives
methods of measurement of the
electrical characteristics of
anteonas used in terestrial radio-
relay systems at frequencies above
7 GHz.

EVS-EN 60835 -2-32?.002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 60835-2-3:7992

ia identne EN 60835-2-3:1993
Methods of measurement fot
equipment used in digt"l
t ictowave radio transrnission
sygtems - P att 2'. Measurements
on terestrial radio-day
systems - Section 3: RF
branching netwotks
Deals urith methods of
measurement for branching
networks used in digital radio-relay
systems.

EVS-EN 60835-2-522002
1111ld229,00

Identne IEC 60835-2-5:7993
ja identne EN 60835-2-5:1995
Methods of measurement for
equipment used in diCrtd
mictowave radio transmission
systems - Part 2'. Measurements
on terrestrial tadio-relay
systems - Section 5: Digital
signal ptocessing sub-system
Deals with the methods of
measutement e1 2 digital radio
signal processing sub-system.

EVS-EN 60835-2-7:2002
tl:ul.d247,00
Identne IEC 60835-2-7 :1994
ja identne EN 60835-2-7:1994
Methods of measutement for
equipment used in digital
mictowave radio transmission
systems - Part 2z Measurements
on terestrial radio-telay
systems - Section 7: Diversity
switching a1ld sq6$inin g
equipment
This section of IEC 835-2 deals
with measurements for diversity
equipment o."6 ;r .ligital
microwave systems. For the
purpose of this section, diversity
equipment is assumed to consist of
the circuits for switching ard/ot
combining the diversity channels,
excluding the channel equipment
itself, i.e transmitters, receivers,
modulators demodulators, etc,



although these may also be
involved in the measuremenrs.

EVS-EN 6A835-3-7:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 60835-3-1:1990

ia identne EN 60835-3-7:7992
Methods of measurement for
equipment used in digital
tnictowave tadio ttansmission
systems - Part 3: Measurements
on satellite earth stations -
Section one: General
Describes measurements for
sntellite earth stations. Should be
used in conjunction with iEC 835-
1- 1.

EVS-EN 60835-3-5:2002
Hind 212,00
Identne IEC 60835-3-5:1,994
ja identne EN 60835-3-5:1994
Methods of measurement for
equipment used in digital
microwave radio transmission
systems - Part 3: Measutements
on satellite earth stations -
Section 5: Up and down
convertets
This section of IEC 835-3
describes methods of measurement
of the electrical characteristics of
up-converters and dourn-
converters used in satellite earth
station transmitters and receivers
with digital modulation.

EVS-EN 60835-3-6:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 60835-3 -6:1996
ia identne EN 60835-3-6:1996
Methods of measurement for
equipment used in digital
mictowave radio transmission
systems - Part 3: Measutements
on satellite earth stations -
Section 6: High power
amplifiers
This section of IEC 835-3 defines
and describes the measurements
normally carried out on high-
power amplifiers used in satellite
eardr station transmitters.

EVS- EN 60 83 5 -2-10 :2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 60835-2-70:1992
ja identne EN 60835-2-70:1,993
Methods of measutement for
equipment used in digital
microwave radio transmission
systems - P*t 2: Measutements
on terestrial mdio-relay
systems - Section ten: Overall
system performance

Deals with measulements to be
carried out dudng factory
acceptance tests and type approval
tests on a complete simulated
.ligital radio-relay system, following
tests on the individual parts of *re
system,

EVS-EN 60 835 -2-7122002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60835-2 -11:1996
ja identne EN 60835-2-71:7997
Methods of measurement for
equipment used in digital
microwave radio trausmission
systems - Patt 2t Measutements
on terrestrial tadio-telay
systems - Section 11: Ctoss-
polarization interference
canceller
This section of IEC 835-2 deals
with measurement fot cross-
polarization interfetence cancellers

Qil,IC) used in digital microwave
radio-relay systems.

EVS- EN 6083 5 -3 -10 :2002
Hlnd212,00
Identne IEC 60835-3- 10:1,994
ja identne EN 60835-3-10:7994
Methods of measutement for
equipment used in digital
mictowave radio ftansmission
systems - Part 3: Measurements
on satellite earth stations -
Section 10: Tetrninal equipment
TDMA traffic earth station
Deals with methods of
measurment on Time Division
Multiple Access CIDMA) terminal
equipment. There are various types
of TDMA systems which may
differ, for instance, in the bit rate,
the ftame,/burst fosnat, and/ot
the acquisition and synchronisation
scheme. The methods of
measufement are described as

generally as possible so that they
may be applicable to various
TDMA termind equipment used in
many intemational and regional
satellite systems.

EVS- EN 60 83 5 -3 -13 22002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60835-3 -13:7996
ja identne EN 60835-3-73:1996
Methods of measurement for
equipment used in digital
microwave radio transmission
systems - Part 3: Measurements
on satellite earth stations -
Section 13: VSAT systems

This section of IEC 835-3 deals
with measurement methods
applicable to very small aperture
terminals ffSATs) of data
transmit/receive type both in the
star network (many VSATs
contolled by the hub earth station)
and in the point to point network.
Some clauses may also be
applicable to the receive-only type
VSATs. This section does not
handle the measurements of the
hub earth stations' equipment.

EVS-EN 60835-3 -14:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60835-3-74:1996
ia identne EN 60835-3-14:7996
Methods of measurement foi
equipment used in digital
mictowave radio transmission
systems - Part 3: Measutements
on satellite earth statious -
Section 14: Earth stations fot
satellite news gathedng (SNG)
This section of IEC 835-3 deals
with measurement methods
applicable to satellite news
gathering (SNG) terminals.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\rS 55303
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne I{D 477.2.6 51:1987
Methods of measutement for
equipment used in terrestrial
radio-relay systems - Part2t
Measutement for sub-systems -
Section six - divetsity. Twin-
path and not stand-by
equipment
I\Iethods of measurement for
equipment used in terrestrial radio-
relay systems - Twin-path and not
stand-by eqlipment
ptEVS 55333
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60945:2002
ja identne EN 60945:2002
Maritime navigation and
radiocommunication equipment
and systelgs - General
tequitementd - Methods of
testing and requited test results
This International Standard assists
in meeting a requirement of the
Intemational Convention for
Safety of Life at Sea (SOL.r\S),
adopted by the International
Maritime Organization (IMO), that
the radio equipment defined in
chapters III and IV, and the
navigation equipment defined in
chapter V of the Convention, be
type-apptoved by administrations
to conform with performance
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standatds not infedor to those
adopted by the IMO.

33.060.40
Kaab elj aotussiiste emid

Cabled distribution svstems

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50080:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50080:1991
RF charactedstics of MAC AM-
VSB cable receivers
This standard specifies the RF
characteristics for MAC AM-VSB
cable receivers and defines the
behaviour of the receiver
demodulator by rcferring to the
charactedstics of the modulated
signal. It takes into account the
development of the HDMAC
specification and ensures
compatibility with the HDMAC
transmission parameters.

EVS-EN 50083-3:2002
Hlu;'d212,00
Identne EN 50083-3:2002
Cabled networks for television
signals, sound signals and
intetactive sen'ices - Part 3:
Active wideband equipment for
coaxial cable networks
This standard - applies to all
broadband ampliFrers used in
cabled distribution systems. -
covers the fiequency range 5 lvlHz
to 1 750 MHz. - applies to one-way
and two-way equipment. - lays
down the basic methods of
measurement of the operational
characteristics of the active
equipment in order to assess the
performance of this equipment. -
identifi es the petformance
specifications that shall be
published by the manufacturers. -
states the minimum performance
requirements of certain parameters

EVS-EN 50083-5:2002
Hlr,d272,00
Identne'EN 50083-5:2001
Cabled netwotks fot television
signals, sound signals and
interactive services - Patt 5:
Headend equipment
This standard defines the
characteristics of equipment used
in headends of terrestrial broadcast
and satellite receiving systems
(without satellite outdoor units and
without those broadband
amplifiers in the headend as

described in 50083-3). fhe sateilite
outdoor units for FSS are
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described in standard ETS 300
158, for BSS in standard ETS 300
249. This standard does not relate
to subscriber equipment, such as

receivers, tuners, decoders, video
recorders, ect.

EYS-EN 50083-9:2002
Hlr;ld272,00
Identne EN 50083-9:1998
Cable uetwotks for television
signals, sound signals and
interactive services - Part 9:
Interfaces for CATV/SMATY
headends and similar
ptofessional equipment for
DVB/MPEG-2 ttansport
stteams
This standard describes physical
interfaces for the intetconnection
ofsignal processing devices for
professional CATV/SMATV
headend equipment or for similar
systems, such as in uplink stations.
Especially this document specifies
the transfer of MPEG-2 data
signals in the standatdized
transpoit layer format between
devices of different signal
processing functions

EVS-EN 50098-12002
Hind 0,00
Identne EN 50098-1:1998
Customet ptemises cabling for
information technology - Part 1:

ISDN basic access
This standard defines the
requirements for the design and
configuration of customer premisis
cabling for the connection of basic
access ISDN equipment.

EVS-EN 50083-10:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne EN 50083-10:2002
Cable netrwodrs for television
signals, sound signals and
intetactive serrrices - Part 10:

System performance for return
paths
This standard is dealing with the
transparent retum path of cable
networks operated in the fiequency
range between 5 MHz and 65 MHz
or parts theteof. Higher
frequencies may be used in fibre
based networks. This standard lays

down the basic methods of
measurement fot signals typically
used in the tetum path of cable
networks in order to access the
performance of those signals and
their perfotmance limits.

EVS-EN 50083-7:1999 / Aj22002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 50083-7:1 996/
A1:2000

Cabled distribution systems for
television atrd sound sigaals -
P att 7 z System performance
This standard is applicable to any
distribution system fncluding
individual receiving systems)
having a coaxial cable output and
primadly inteoded for television
and sound signals operating
between about 30 MHz and 1750
MHz. This standard lays down the
basic methods of measurement of
the operational characteristics of
cabled distribution systems having
coa"ial cable outputs in order to
assess the performance of those
systems and their performance
limits.

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55391
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50083-8:2002
Cable networks for television
signals, sound signals and
intetactive services - Part 8:
Electomagnetic compatibility
for netwotks
This standard for elecuomagnetic
compatibility for ins tallations
applies to cabled distribution
systems for television, sound and
interactive multimedia signals (with
the wording "systems" in the sence

of tlre scope of CLC/TC 109) and
covets the frequenry range 0,3
MHz - 3,0 GHz

33.060.99
Muud raadioside seadmed

Other equipment for
radiocommunications

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSXSSITLUS
prEVS 55304
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IF.C 489-6:1987 -
A1:1989
ja identne ID 466.6 321992
Methods of measurement for
radio equipment used in the
mobile services - Part 6:
Selective-calling and data
equipment
Methods of measurement for radio
equipment used in the mobile
services - selective-calling and data
equipment



33.070.01
mobiilside ii{diselt

Mobile services in general

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 55139
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne EN 50383:2002
Basic standard for the
calculation and measutement of
electromagnetic fi eld strength
and SAR related to hurnan
exposure from radio base
stations and fixed terminal
stations fot wireless
telecommunication systems (110
MHz - 40 GHz)
This clause describes the
procedure to calculate, at points of
investigation (?OI), the
electromagnetic field components
and/or power density, radiated by
an antenna
prEYS 55142
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50384:2002
Product standatd to
demonsttate the compliance of
radio base stations and fixed
terminal stations for witeless
telecommunication systems
with the basic restrictions or the
reference levels telated to
human exposure to radio
ftequenry electromagnetic
Iields (110 MHz - 40 GHz)
Occupatioual
This product standard applies to
radio base stations and fixed
terminal stations for wireless
telecommunication systems as
defined in Clause 3, operating in
the frequency range 110 NIHz to
40 GHz
prE\zS 55145
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50385:2002
Product standard to
demonstrate the compliance of
tadio base stations and fixed
terminal stations for qrireless
telecommunication systems
with the basic testrictions or the
tefetence levels related to
human exposure to radio
frequency electromagnetic
fields (110 MHz - 40 GHz) -
Genetal public
This product standard applies to
radio base stations and fixed
terminal stations for wireless
telecommunication systems as
defined in Clause 3, operating in

the frequency range 110 MHz to
40 GHz

33.080
Integraalteenustega
digitaalv6rk (ISDN)

Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDI.I)

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50098-12002
Hind 0,00
Identne EN 50098-1:1998
Customet premises cabling for
information technology - Part 1:
ISDN basic access
This standard defines the
requirements for the design and
configuration of customer premisis
cabling for the connection of basic
access ISDN eqL ipment.

EVS-EN 50098-2:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 50098-2:1996
Customer premises cabling for
Information Technolog5r - Part
2z 2048 kbit/s ISDN primary
access and leased line netwotk
interface
This European standard specifies
the design and configuration of
customet premises cabling for the
connection of primary access
ISDN equipment. It includes -
design requirements for ISDN
primary access point-to-point
configurationi - cabling
requirements for the installation of
new cabling - criteria for the use
of existing cabling -
implementation of ISDN primary
access on structured cabling
svstems.

33.100
Elektromagnetiline
iihilduvus

Electromagnetic
compatibility @,Mq
UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 55073:2O02
Hlul.d229,00
Identne CISPR 13:2001

ia identne EN 55013:2001
Sound and television broadcast
teceivers and associated
equipment - Radio disturbance
chatacteristics - Limits and
methods of measutement

Applies to the emission of
broadband and narrowband
electromagnetic energy which may
cause interference to radio
reception and which is emitted
from: a) vehicles propelled by an
intemal combustion engine,
electrical means, or both; b) boats
propelled by an intemal
combustion engine, electrical
rneans, or both. c) devices

-equipped udth intemal combustion
engines. This standard includes
limits and test methods for both
broadband and narrowband
emissions. The limits are designed
to provide protection for broadcast
receivers in the frequency range of
30 MHz to 1000 MHz when used
in a residential environment.

EVS-EN 55A75:?-002
Hind 283,00
Identne CISPR 15:2000+A1 :2001

ia identne EN 55015:2000+
A1:2001
Limits and methods of
measuremetrt of radio
disturbance characteristics of
electrical lighting and similar
equipment
This Standard applies to the
emission (radiated and conducted)
of tadiofrequency disturbances.

EVS-EN 732400:2002
Hind 338,00
Identne EN 132400:1994+
A2j3"'\4:2001
Sectional Specification: Fixed
capacitots fot electromagnetic
interference suppression and
connection to the supply mains
(Assessment level D)
This specification applies to fixed
capasitors and resistor-capasitor
combinations for electromagnetic
inteference suppression (formedy
called radio inteference
suppression) for use within, or
associated with, electronic or
electrical apparatus and machines
where the capacitors will be
connected to a mains supply with a

voltage not exceeding 500 V d.c. or
500 V a.c. (r.m.s) between
conductors or 250 Y d.c. or 250 V
a.c. (r.m.s.) between any one
conductor and earth and with a
freguenry not exceeding 100 Hz.
EVS-EN 733200:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 133200:1999
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Sectionai Specification: Passive
filter units for electtomagnetic
interference suppression (Filters
for which safety tests are
requited)
This specification applies to
passive filter uoits for
elec&omagnetic interfetence
suppression ufiich fall within the
scope of tle Geoeric Specification
EN 133 000. The scope of this
specification is restticted to passive
filter units for which safety tests
are appropriate. This implies that
filters specified according to this
specification udll either be
connected to maiqs supplies, when
compliance with the mandatory
tests of Table 2 is necessary, ot
used in other circuit positions
rvhere the equipment specification
prescribes that some or all of these
safety tests are required.

EVS-EN 133201:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 133201:1998
Blank Detail Specification:
Passive filter units for
electromagnetic interference
supptession. Filters for which
safety tests are required
The numbes in square brackets
correspond to the following
indications which should be given.

EVS-EN 733221:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 133221:1998
Blank Detail Specification:
Passive filter units fot
electromagnetic interference
suppression - Filters fot which
safety tests are required (safety
tests only)
This blank detail specification
forms the basis for a uniform
procedure for a common
European Safety Mark. It
implements the approval schedule
for safety test in EN 733200,
requires a declaration ofdesign for
parameters relevant to safety and
prescribes conformance tests to be
conducted on every lot prior to its
release and requalification tests
depending on changes of dre
declared design.

EVS-EN 60718-13:2A02
Hind 155,00
I dentne IEC 601 l8-1 3 :1997

fa identne EN 60118-13:1997
Hearing aids - Part 13:
Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMc)

This International standard covers
all relevant EMC-phenomena fot
hering aids. It specifies
measurement methods and
acceptance levels for hearing aid
immunity to high frequenry
electromagnetic 6elds originating
from digital telephone systems as

specified in IEC 61000-,+-3.
Measurement methods for hearing
aids with non-acoustic outputs and
for hearing aids connected to other
equipment by cables are not given
in this standard.

EVS-EN 67000-2-9:2002
tl1nd272,00
Identne IEC 61000-2-9:7996
ja identne EN 61000-2-9:1996
Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) -Patt?: Environment -
Section 9:Description of HEMP
environment - Radiated
disturbance - Basic EMC
publication
This section of IEC 1000-2 defines
the high-altitude electromagneric
pulse (HEMP) environment that is
one ofthe consequences ofa high-
altitude nuclear explosion.

EYS-EN 61000-5-522002
Hind 247,00
Identne IEC 61000-5-5:1996
ja identne EN 61000-5-5:7996
Electomagnetic Compatibility
(EMC) - Part 5: Installation and
mitigation guidelines -
Section 5: Specification of
pfotective devices fot HEMP
conducted disturbance - Basic
EMC Publication
This part ofIEC 1000-5 defines
how protective devices for
conducted disturbance proposed
for FIEMP protection shall be
specified. It is intended to be used
for the harmonization of existing
or future specifications issued by
protective device manufacturers,
electronic equipment
manufacturers, administrations and
other ultimate buyers. Performance
requirements shall be given in
future IEC documents.

EVS- BN 670A0 - 4 -75 :2002
Hind 199,00
Identne iEC 61000-4-75:7997
ja identne EN 61000-4-15:1998
Elechomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Patt 4l Testing and
measurement techniques -
Section 15: Flickermeter -
Functional and design
specifications

This section of IEC 61000-4 gives
a functional and design
specification for flicker measuring
apparatus intended to indicate the
correct flicker perception level for
all practical voltage fluctuation
waveforms. Information is
presented to enable such an
instrurnent to be constructed. A
method is given for the evaluation
of flicker severity on the basis of
the output of flickermeters
complying with this standard.

EVS-EN 61000 - 4-76 :2002
Ilirld272,00
Identne IEC 61000-,+-1 6:1998
ja identne EN 61000-4-16:1998
Electromagnetic Compatibility
(EMC) -Part4-762 Testing and
measutement techniques - Test
for immunity to conducted,
common mode disturbances in
the frequency range 0 Hz to 150
kHz
This part of IEC 61000 relates to
the immunity requirements and the
test methods for electrical and
electronic equipment to conducted,
common mode disturbance in the
range DC to 150 kHz. The
immunity of the AC power port ro
harmonics of the mains is dealt
urithin another IEC Publication,
and the immunity to mains
signalling voltages is under
consideration.

EVS-EN 67000 - 4-24:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 61 000-4-24:1,997

ia identne EN 61000-4-24:7997
Elecftomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Part 4: Jgs.'ng and
measurement techniques -
Section 24: Test methods for
ptotective devices for HEMP
conducted disturbance. Basic
EMC publication
This section of IEC 1000-4 relates
to the immunity requirements and
the test methods for electrical and
electronic equipment, under
operational conditions. The object
of this basic standard is to establish
the immunity requirements and a

common teference for evaluating
in a laboratory the performance of
electrical and electronic equipment
intended for residential,
commercial and industrial
application, as well as of
equipment intended for electrical
stations, as applicable.
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33.100.01
Elektromagnetiline
iihilduvus iildiselt

Electromagnetic
compatibility in general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 550112001
Hnd272,00
Identne CISPR 11 (ed 3.1):1999

ia identne EN 55011:1998 +
A1:1999
Industtial, scientific and
medical (ISM) tadio-frequency
equipment - Elec&omagnetic
distutbance characterisitcs -
Limits and metlods of
measurement
The limits and methods of
measurement laid down in this
International Standard apply to
industdal, scientific and medical
(ISN! equipment as defiend in
clause 2, and to spark erosion
equipment.

EVS-EN 61000-4-7:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 61000-4-1:2000
ja identne EN 61000-4-1:2000
Elecftomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Part 4-1: Testing and
measurement techniques -
Overview of IEC 61000-4 series
This part of IEC 61000-4 is a basic
ENIC (electromagnetic
compatibility) publication. The part
4 series covers testing and
measurement techniques for
electric and electronic equipment
(appararus and systems) in its
electromagnetic environment. The
object of this part is to give
applicability assistance to tle
technical committees of IEC or
other bodies, users and
manufacrules of electdcal and
electronic equipment on ENIC
standards within IEC 61000 Part 4
series on testing and measurement
techniques.

EVS-EN 61000-5-7:2002
lllr;'d212,00
Identne IEC 61000-5-7:2001
ja identne EN 61000-5-7:2001
Electtomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Part 5-7: Installation
and mitigation guidelines;
Degrees of protection by
enclosutes against
electtomagnetic disturbances
(EM code)

This document specifies
electromagnetic shielding marking
and performance tequirements and
test methods for all ernpty
cabinets, subracks and chassis as

defined in the IEC 60917 and IEC
61000 series standatds, fot
frequencies between 10 kHz and
40 GHz. The pupose of this
standard is to proviile a tepeatable
means for evaluating the
electromagnetic shielding
performance of empty mechanical
enclosures, including cabinets and
subracks.

EVS - EN 61000 -2-10 22002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 61000-2-10:1 998

ia identne EN 61000-2-70:1999
Electtomagnetic Compatibility
(EMC) - Part 2-t0t Environment
- Description of HEMP
envitonment - Conducted
distutbance
This Intemational Standard defines
the high-altitude electromagnetic
pulse (HEMP) conducted
environment that is one of the
conseguences of a high-altitude
nuclear explosion.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSXIT.'SITLUS
prEVS 15667
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 619:2002
Continuous handling
equipment and systems - Safety
and EMC tequirements for
equipment fot mechanical
handling of unit loads
This European standard deals with
the technicd requirements to
minimise the hazards listed in
clause 4 and annex B. These
hazards can arise dudng the
operation and maintenance of
continuous handling equipment
and systems when carried out in
accordance with the specifications
grven by the manufacturet or his
authorised representative. This
standard deals with safety related
technical verification during
commissioning
prEVS 27310
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61000-2 -2:2002
ja identne EN 61000-2-2:2002
Electtomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Patt 2-22 Environment
- Compatibility levels fot low-
frequenry conducted
distutbances and signalling in
public low-voltage power supply
systems

This standard is concemed with
conducted distubances in the
frequency range from 0 kHz to 9
kHz, udth an extension up to 148,5
kHz specifically for mains
signa[ing systems. It gives
compatibility levels for public low
voltage a.c. distribution systems
having a nominal voltage up to 420
V, single-phase or 690 V, thtee-
phase and a nominal frequency of
50 Hz ot 60 Hz. Compatibility
levels are specified for
electromagnetic disturbances o f
the types which can be expected in
public low voltage power supply
systems, for guidance in: - the
limits to be set for disturbance
emission into public power supply
systems; - the immunity limits to
be set by product cornmittees and
others for the equipment exposed
to the conducted disrurbances
plesent h public power supply
systems.
prEVS 55216
Tlhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61000-5-7:2001

ia identne EN 61000-5-7:2001
Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Part 5-7: Installation
and mitigation guidelines -
Degtees of ptotection provided
by enclosutes against
electtomagnetic disturbances
(EM code)
Describes performance
requirements, test methods and
classification procedures for
degrees ofprotection provided by
empty enclosures against
electromagnetic disturbances for
frequencies between 10 kHz and
40 GHz. The shielding protection
is measured for
prEVS 55447
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne CISPR 71:7997 / A2:2002
ja identne EN
5501 1 :1998/A2:2002
Industrial, scientific and
medical (ISM) radio-frequency
equipment - Electromagnetic
distutbance characterisitcs -
Limits and methods of
measutement
The limits and methods of
measutement laid down in this
International Standard apply to
industrial, scientific and medical
(ISi\{) equipment as defiend in
clause 2, and to spark erosion
equipment.
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33.100.10
Kifugus

Emission

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 55011:2001
Fltl;'d272,00
Identne CISPR 11 (ed 3.1):1999
ja identne EN 55011:1998 +
A1:1999
Industrial, scientific and
medical (ISM) radio-frequency
equipment - Electromagnetic
distutbance characterisitcs -
Limits and methods of
measufement
The limits and methods of
measurement laid down in this
International Standard apply to
industrial, scientific and medical
(ISNf) equipment as defiend in
clause 2, and to spark erosion
equipment.

EVS-EN 55072|2002
Hind 283,00
Identne CISPR 72:2007

ia identne EN 55012:2002
Vehicles, boats and internal
combustion engine driven
devices - Radio disturbance .

chatacteristics - Limits and
methods of measurement for
the protection of receivers
except those installed in the
vehicle/boat/device itself or in
adiacent vehicles,/b oats/ devices
Applies to the emission of
broadband and narrowband
electromagnetic energy which may
cause interference to radio
reception and which is emitted
fiom: a) vehicles propelled by an
intemal combustion engine,
electrical means, or both; b) boats
propelled by an intemal
combustion engtine, electrical
means, or both. c) devices
equipped with internal combustion
engines. This standard includes
limits and test methods for both
broadband and narrowband
emissions. The limits are designed
to provide ptotection for broadcast
receivers in the frequency range of
30 lvfHz to 1000 MHz when used
in a residential environment.

EVS-EN 55014-7:2002
Hind 316.00
Identne CISPR 14-
1:2000+A1:2001

ia identne EN 5501+
1:2000+A1:2001

Electrcmagnetic compati6ility -
Requitements for household
appliances, electric tools aad
similal apparatus -- Part 1:

Emission
This standard applies to the
conduction and the radiation of
nidio-frequency disturbances ftom
appliances whose main functions
are perfonned by rnotors and
switching or rcgulating devices.

EVS-EN 606A1-L2:2002
fLnd272,00
Identne IEC 60601-1-2:2001
ja identne EN 60601-1-2:2001
Medical electdcal equipment -
P att l-2: General requirements
for safety - Collatetal Standard:
Electromagnetic compatibility -
Requirements and tests
Kiesolev standard rakendub
elektrilistele meditsiiniseadmetele,
elektrilistele meditsiinisiisteemidele,
elektrilistes meditsiinisiisteemides
kasutatavatele
infotehnoloogiaseadmetele ning
k6igile teistele seadmetele, mis
moodustavad osa elektrilisest
meditsiinisiisteemist

EVS-EN 61000-2-422002
tltnd272,00
Identne IEC 61000-2-4:2002

ia identne EN 61000-2-4:20O2
Electtomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Patt 2-4: Envitonment
- Compatibility levels in
industrial plants for low-
frequency conducted
distutbances
This section of IEC 1000-2 gives
the requirements for the
compatibility levels for industrial
and non-public networks. These
levels are relevant to disturbances
that may occur in the electrical
power supply in normal operating
conditions. This standard applies
to low-voltage and medium-voltage
a.c. power supply at 50 Hz/60 Hz.
Networks for ships aitctaft,
offshore platfotms and railways are
out of the scope of this standard.

EVS-EN 67000-3-222002
Hlr,d229,00
Identne IEC 61 000-3-2:2000
ja identne EN 61000-3-2:2000
Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) -Patt3-22 Limits -
Section 2: Limits for harmonic
cuffetrt emissions (equipment
input curtrent up to and
including 16 A per phase)

This Intemational Standard deds
with the limitation of harmonic
cutrents injected into the public
supply system. It specifies limits of
harmonic components of the input
current which may be produced by
an equipment tested under
speciEed conditions. Harmonic
components ate measuted
according to Annexes A and B
(Nornatives).

EYS-EN 67000-4n7:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 61000-,+-7 :2002
ja identne EN 61000-4-7:2002
Elekcomagnetiline ff hilduvus
(EMI)). Osa 4: Katse- ia
m66tetehnika . lagu 7z

Toitesfisteemide ia nendega
ihendatud seadmestiku
harmooniliste ia
vahehannooniliste m66tmiste ia
m66teapatatuuri iildjuhend
Kiesolev juhend on rakendatav
m66teaparatuurile, mis on ette
niihtud toitesageduslikule pingeJe
v6i voolule liitunud pinge- v6i
voolukomponentide m66tmiseks
sagedus-piirkonnas
alaliskomponendist kuni 2500 Hz.
Samuti on kiesolev standard
rakendatav m66teapamtuurile, mis
on ette niihtud nii sead-mestiku
ii&sikdetailide katsetamiseks
vastavalt standatdites antud
lubatud hiiiriiaemissiooninivoodele
(nditeks IEC 555-2 antud
vooluharmooniliste piiddele) kui ka
pinge- ja vooluharmooniliste
m66tmiseks tegelikes
toitesiisteemides. Erilist tdhelepanu
on po6rarud harmooni-liste
kontrollt66tmisele tugewoolu
toitesiisteemides.
Hiirijaemissioonika tse
m66tmisprotseduure ja

katsetingimusi selles juhendis ei
kisitleta: need n6uded sisalduvad
eristandardis. Tihelepanu on
koondatud peamiselt toitesageduse
harmoonilistele, kuid v6idakse
m66ta ka teiste sagedustega (vahe-'
sageduslikke) komponente.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 55447
Tdhtaeg: 20A3-02-01
Identne CISPR 77:7997 /A2:2002
ia identne EN 55011:1998/
A2:2002
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Industrial, scientific and
medical (ISM) tadio-frequency
equipment - Elecftomagnetic
disturbance characterisitcs -
Limits and methods of
measutement
The limits and methods of
measurement laid down in this
International Standard apply to
industrial, scientific and medical
(ISNf) equipment as defiend in
clause 2, and to spark erosion
equPmenr.

33.100.20
Immuunsus

Immunity

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 133700t2002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 133100:1998
Sectional Specification: Passive
filtet units for electromagnetic
interference suppression. Filtet
for which safety tests are note
required
This specification applies to
passive filter units for
electromagnetic interference
suppression which fall within the
scope of the Generic Specification,
EN 133000.The scope of this
specification is restricted to passive
filter units for which safety tests
are not appropriate. This implies
that filters specified according to
this specification urill not be
connected to mains supplies thar
such tests are required.

EYS-EN 733101:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 133101:1998
Blank Detail Specifi cation:
Passive fiIter rr*tits for
electomagnetic interfetence
suppression. Filters fot which
safety test are not required
Blank detail specification.

EVS-EN 73872722002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 138121:2001
Blank detail specification: Fixed
inductots fot elecfomagnetic
interfetence supptession -
Inductors for which safety tests
are tequited (safety tests only)

This blank detail specification
forms the basis of a uniform
procedure for a common
European Mark. It implements the
approval schedule for safety test in
EN 138100, requires a declaration
of design for parameters relevant
to safety and prescribes
conformance tests to be conducted
on every lot priot to its release and
requalification tests depending on
changes of the design.

EVS-EN 60601-1-2:N02
Hlnd272,00
Identne IEC 60607 -1 -2:2O01
ja identne EN 60601-1-2:2001
Medical electrical equipment -
Part l-2: Genetal tequirements
for safety - Collateral Standatd:
Electomagnetic compatibility -
Requirements and tests
Klesolev standard rakendub
elektrilistele meditsiiniseadmerele,
elektrilistele meditsiinisiisteemidele,
elektrilistes meditsiinisiisteemides
kasutatavatele
infotehnoloogiaseadmetele ning
k6igile teistele seadmetele, mis
moodustavad osa elektrilisest
meditsiinisiisteemist

EVS-EN 67A00-2422002
Htnd272,00
Identne IEC 61 000-2- 4:2002
ia identne EN 61000-2-4:2002
Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Patt 2-42 Environment
- Compatibility levels in
industrial plants for low-
ftequency conducted
distutbances
This section of IEC 1000-2 gives
the requirements for the
compatibility levels for industrial
and non-public netwotks. These
Ievels are relevant to disturbances
that may occur in the electrical
power supply in normal operating
conditions. This standard applies
to low-voltage and medium-voltage
a.c. power supply at 50Hz/60H2.
Networks for ships aictaft,
offshore platforms and railways are
out of the scope of this standard.

EYS-EN 67000-4-1:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 61000-+1:2000
ja identne EN 61000-4-1:2000
Electtomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Part 4-t Testing and
measufement techniques -
Ovendew of IEC 61000-4 series

This part of IEC 61000-4 is a basic
EMC (elecftomagnetic
compatibility) publication. The part
4 series covers testing and
measurement techniques for
electric and electronic equipment
(apparatus and systems) in its
elecftomagnetic environment. The
object of this part is to give
apptcability assistance to the
technical committees of IEC or
other bodies, users and
manufactures of electrical and
electronic equipment on EIvIC
standards within IEC 61000 Patt 4
series on testing and measurement
techniques.

EVS-EN 67000-4-322002
Hnd272,00
Identne IEC 61000-+3:2002

ia identne EN 61000-4-3:2002
Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) -Patt4-3t Testing and
measufement techniques -
Radiated, tadio-frequency,
electtomagnetic field immunity
test
This section of IEC 1000-4 is
applicable to the immunity of
electrical and electronic equipment
of radiated electromagnetic energy.
It establishes test levels and the
required test procedures.

EVS-EN 61000-4-7:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 61000-+7 :2002
ja identne EN 61000-4-7:2002
Elektromagnetiline iihilduvus
(EMU). Osa 4: Katse- ia
md6tetehnika , laga 7:
Toitesff steemide ia nendega
iihendatud seadmestiku
harmooniliste ia
vaheharmoonilislg m66trniste ia
m66teaparatuuri ildiuhend
Kdesolev juhend on rakendatav
m6dteaparatuurile, mis on ette
niihtud toitesageduslikule pingeJe
v6i voolule liitunud pinge- v6i
voolukomponentide m66tmiseks
sagedus-piirkonnas
alaliskomponendist kuni 2500 Hz.
Samuti on kiesolev standard
rakendatav m66teaparatuurile, mis
on ette nlhtud nii sead-mestiku
ii&sikdetailide katsetamiseks
vastavalt standardites antud
lubatud hdidjaemissiooninivoodele
(niiteks IEC 555-2 anrud
vooluharmooniliste piiridele) kui ka
pinge- ja vooluharmooniliste
m66tmiseks tegelikes
toitesiisteemides. Erilist tdhelepanu
on poriratud harmooni-liste
kontrollt66tmisele tugewoolu
toitesiisteemides.
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Hiirif aemissioonikatse
m66tmisprotseduue ja

katsetingimusi selles iuhendis ei
kdsitleta: need n6uded sisalduvad
eristandardis. Tihelepanu on
koondatud peamiselt toitesageduse
harmoonilistele, kuid v6idakse
m66ta ka teiste sagedustega (vahe-
sageduslikke). komponente.

EVS-EN 61000-4-8:2002
Hnd272,00
Identne IEC 61000-4-8:1993+
A1:2000

ia identne EN 61000-4-8:1993+
A1:2001
Electtomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Part 4: Testing and
measurement techniques -
Section 8: Power ftequency
magnetic field immuniry test -
Basic EMC Publication
Relates to the immunity
requirements of eqL;pment, only
under operational conditions, to
magnetic disturbances at power
frequency telated to:- residential
and commercial location -
industrial installations and power
plants - medium voltage and high
voltage sub-stations.

EVS-EN 61000-4-9:2002
ITtnd 272,00
Identne IEC 61 000-4-9:1993+
A1:2000

ia identne EN 61000-4-9:7993+
l1:2001
Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) -Part4z Testing and
measurement techniques -
Section 9: Pulse magnetic field
immunity test - Basic EMC
Publication
Relates to the immunity
requirements of equipment, only
under operational conditions, to
pulse magnetic distubances mainly
related to: - industrial installations
and power plants - medium voltage
and high voltage sub-stations.

EVS-EN 61000-6-2:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 61 000-6-2:7999
ja identne EN 61000-6-2:2001
Electrom agnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Patt 6-2: Generic
standards - Immunity for
industrial environments
This part of IEC 61000 for ENIC
immuniry requirements applies to
electrical and electronic apparatus
intended for use in the industrial
environment, as described in
Clause 4, for which no dedicated
product or product-family
immuniry standard exists.
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EVS-EN 6t000 - 4-10 |2002
Fl:u:Ld272,00

Identne IEC 610004-10:1 993+
A1:2000

ia identne EN 61000-,1-10:1993+
A1:2001
Electomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Part 4: Testing aad
measutement lsshniques -
Section 10: Damped oscillatory
magnetic field irnm"nity test -
Basic EMC Publication
Relates to the immunity
requirements of equipment, only
under operational conditions, to
damped oscillatory magnetic
distubances related to medium
voltage and high voltage sub-
stations,

EVS-EN 6700041122002
Fl:rl.d229,00
Identne IEC 61000-4-
11:1994+A1:2000

ia identne EN 61000-,{-
71.:1994+A1:2001,
Electromagnetic Compatibility
(EMC) - Pat 4: Testing and
measuring techniques - Section
11: Voltage dips, short
interruptions and voltage
variations immunity tests
This standard defines the immunity
test methods and range of
pteferred test levels for electrical
and electronic equipment
connected to low-voltage power
supply networks for voltage dips,
short interruptions and voltage
variations. It applies to electrical
and electronic eq riFmstl having a

rated input current not exceeding
16 A per phase. It does not apply
to electrical and elecftonic
equipment for connection to d.c.
networks or 400 Hz a.c. netwotks.

EVS- EN 61000 - 4-74 :2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 61 000-4-1,4:1,999

ia identne BN 61000-+14:1999
Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) Part 4-74: Testing and
measufement techniques -
Voltage fluctuation immunity
test.
This part of IEC 61000 is a basic
EMC @lectromagnetic
Compatibiliry) publication. It
consideres immunity tests for
electrical and f or electronic
equipment in its electromagnetic
environment. Only conducted
phenomena are considered,
including immunity tests for
equipment connected to public and
industrial networks.

EVS-EN 61000 -4-17 :20O2
Hhd 163,00
Identne IEC 61 000-,1-77 :7999
ja ideotne EN 61000-,f 17:1999
Electtomagnetic Compatibility
(EMC) -Patt4-77: Testing and
measuring techniques - Ripple
orr d.c input power port
immunity test.
This Intemational Standard relates
to the immunity requirements and
test methods for electrical and
electronic equipment, connected to
d.c. distributed systems , to
ripple.This standard is applicable to
low voltage d.c. power ports of
equipment supplied by extemal
rectifier systems or battedes,
charged during its operation

EVS-EN 67000 -4-27 22002

Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 61 000-427 :2000
ja identne EN 61000-,1-27:2000
Electomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) -Pzrt4-272 Testing and
measutement techniques -
Unbalance, immunity test
This section of IEC 61000, is a
basic EMC @,lectroN{agnetic
Compatibility) publication. I t
considers immunity tests for
electric and f or electronic
equipment (apparatus and system)
in its electromagnetic environment.
Only conducted phenomena are
considered, including immunity
tests for equipment connected to
public, and industrial nenvorks.

EVS- EN 67000 - 4 -28:2O02
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 61000-4-28:7999
ja identne EN 61000-4-28:2000
Electomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) -Patt4-282 Testing and
measurement techniques -
Variation of power ftequency,
immunity test
This section of iEC 61000-4 is a

basic EMC publication. It
considers immunity tests for
electric andf or electronic
equipment in its electromagnetic
environment. Only cs14rr.,.4
phenomena are considered,
including immunity tests for
equipment connected to public,
and industrial networks.

EVS- EN 670 00 - 4 -29 :2002
Hind 179-00
Identne IEC 6 1 000-4 -29 :2000
ja identne EN 61000-4-29:2000



Electromagnetic Compatibility
(EMC) -Patt4-292 Testing and
measurement techniques;
Voltage dips, shott internrptions
and voltage variations on d.c.
input power port immunity tests
This part of IEC 61000 defines the
test methods for immunity to
voltage dips, short interruptions
and voltage vadations at the d.c.
input power port of electrical or
electronic equipment. This
standard is applicable to low
voltage d.c. power ports of
equipment supplied by extemal d.c.
networks. The object of this
standard is to establish a conunon
and reproducible basis for testing
electrical and electronic equipment
when subiected to voltage dips,
short interruptions or voltage
variations on d.c. input power

Ports.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 55242
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61000-,+-13:2002
ja identne EN 61000-+73:2002
Electromagaetic compatibility
(EMC) -Patt4-13: Testing and
measurement techniques -
Harmonics and intetharmonics
including mains signalling at
a.c. power Port, low frequency
immunity tests
Defines the immunity test methods
and range of recommended basic
test levels for electrical and
electronic equipment with rated
cunent up to 16 A per phase at
disturbance frequencies up to and
including 2kIIz (for 50 Hz main$
and 2,4 kHz (for 60 Hz mains) for
harmonics and interharmonics on
low voltage power networks.
Establishes a common reference
for evaluating the functional
immunity of electrical and
electronic equipment when
subiected to harmonics and inter-
harmonics and mains signalling
frequencies. The test method
documented in this part of IEC
61000 describes a consistent
method to assess the immunity of
an equipment or system against a

defined phenomenon.
prEVS 55370
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 61 000-4 -3:2002 /
A7:2002
ja identne EN 61000-4-3:2002/
A7:2002

Electtomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) -Part4-32 Testing and
measutemenl gsshniques -
Radiated, tadio-ftequency,
electtomagnetic fi eld immunity
test
This section of IEC 1000-4 is
applicable to the immunity of
electrical and electronic equipment
of mdiated electromagnetic energy.
It establishes test levels and the
required test procedures,

33.100.99
Elektromagnetilise
iihilduvusega seonduvad
muud kiisimused

Other aspects related to
EMC

UUED STANIDARDID
EVS-EN 67000 - 4 -23 z?.002

Hind 338,00
Identne IEC 6 1 000-,+-23 :2000
ja identne EN 61000-,1-23:2000
Electomagnetic compatibility
(EMC) -Part4-23t Testing and
measutement techniques - Test
methods fot ptotective devices
fot HEMP and other radiated
disturbance
In this Intemational Standard, the
basis reasons behind I{EMP
testing are discussed and a brief
description of the most important
concepts for shielding element
testing is summarised. For each
test, the following basic
information is provided: -
theoretical foundation of the test
(*re test concept); - test set-up; -
required equipmenq - test
ptocedures, - data processing. This
Intemational Standard does not
provide information on
requirements fot specific levels for
testing.

33.r20.10
Koaksiaalkaablid.
Laineiuhid

Coaxial cables. Waveguides

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6172622002
Hind 190,00
Identne IF,C 61726:1999

ia identne EN 61726:2000

Cable assemblies, cables,
connectors and passive
mictowave components -
Scteening attenuation
measurement by the
revetbetation chamber method.
Describes the reverbation chamber
method, sometimes named mode
stirred chamber, suitable for
virnrally any type of microwave
component and having no
theoretical upper limit. It is only
limited toward low frequencies by
the size of the test equipment. This
publication has the status of a

Technical Report - type 3.

EVS-EN 50117-722.002

Hind 101,00
Identne EN 501 17-1:2002
Coaxial cables - Part t Generic
specification
This standard establishes the
requirements and applicable tests

for coaxial cables with
characteristic impedance of 75

ohm used in CATV networks. This
standard takes into account the
IEC 96 requirements. The relating
cables are recommended for use

with connector according to IEC
169.

EVS-EN 50117-322002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 501 17-3:1996
Coaxial cables used in cabled
distribution netwotks - Part 3:
Sectional specification fot
outdoot dtop cables
This Sectional Specification is

intended to be used in coniunction
with the Generic Specification EN
50117-1, Coaxial cables for use in
cabled distribution networks
operating at frequencies bet'ween 5

MHz and 862MHz.

EVS-EN 50717-422002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 501 17-4:1996
Coaxial cables used in cabled
distribution networks - Part 4:
Sectional specification fot
distributioa and trunk cables
This Sectional Specification is

intended to be used in coniunction
with the Generic Specification EN
50117-7, Coaxial cables for use in
cabled distribution networks
operating at frequencies bet'ween 5

MHz and 862N1112.

EVS-EN 50717-5:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50117-5:1997
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Coaxial cables used in cabled
distribution networks Part 5:
Sectional specifi cation for
indoot drop cables for use in
networks operating at
ftequencies between 5 MHz and
2150 MHz
This Sectional Specification applies
to drop cables for indoor
applications in net'works (e.g.

SMAID whose frequency of
operation is within the range 5
l./JIz - 2750WIz
EVS-EN 50777-6:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 501 17-6:1 997
Coaxial cables used in cabled
distribution networks. Patt 6:
Sectional specilication for
outdoor drop cables fot use in
netwotks operating at
frequencies between 5 MHz and
2750iNIHz
This Sectional Specification applies
to drop cables for outdoor
applications in networks (e.g.

SN4r\T\D whose frequency of
operation is within the range 5
lvIHz - 2150 MHz

EVS-EN 60754-k2002
Hind 247,00
Identne ItrC 601 5,1-2:1980+
A1:1997

ia identne EN 601542:1997+
A1:7997
Flanges fot waveguides - Part
2:Relevant specifications for
flanges fot otdinary rectangular
waveguides
This standard relates to the
dimensions of waveguide flanges
for use in electronic equipment. It
covers requirements for flanges
drilled before or after mounting on
waveguides. It should be noted
that fot optimum electrical
performance, post-drilling of the
alignment holes after mounting is
recommended.

EVS-EN 60966-7:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 609 66-1 :7999
ja identne EN 60966-1:1999
Radio ftequency and coaxial
cables assemblies - Part 1:

Generic specification - General
requirements and test methods
Establishes uniform requirements
for testing the electrical,
mechanical and climatjc properties
of r.f. and coxial cable assemblies
composed of cables and
connectors operating in the
transverse electromagnetic mode

crENO.
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EVS-EN 51196-322002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 61196-3:1998
ja identne EN 61196-3:1998
Radio frequency cables - Paft 3:
Sectional specilication fot
coaxial cables for local area
netwotks
This sectional specification
specifies requfuements for tadio
frequency coaxial cables for local
area networks. The object of this
sectional specification is to
prescribe recommended ratings
and charactedstics and to select
from the generic specification the
appropriate quality assesment
procedutes, test and measuring
methods, and to give a general
performance requirements for
coaxial cables for local area
net'qrorks plus complementary test
methods.

EVS-EN 61935-7:2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 61935-1:2000

ia identne EN 61935-1:2000
Genedc cabling systems -
Specification for the testing of
balanced communication
cabling in accordance with
ISO/IEC 11801- Part 1:

Installed cabling
This document, IEC 61935-1, has
t'wo obiectives. First, it specifies
reference measurement procedures
for cabling parameters identified in
ISO/IEC 11801. Secondly, it
specifies requirements for Freld

tester accuracy to measute cabling
parameters identified in ISO/IEC
1 1 801. This document presrunes
that the cable assemblies are made
of cables complying with IEC
1156-1 and IF,C 7756-2,IEC 1156-
3, IEC 1156-4 respectively and
connecting hardware as specified
in IEC 603-7 ot IEC 807-8. In case
where cables and or connectors do
not comply respectively with these
standards additional test may be
required.

EVS-EN 50289-3-7:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 50289-3-7:2001
Communication cables -
Specifications for test methods -
P att 3-7 z Mechanical test
methods - Abtasion resistance
of the cable sheath

This Part 3-7 of EN 50289
specifies the method of test to
determine the ability of the sheath
of a finished cable used in
analogue and digital
communication systems to
urithstand abrasion. It is to be read
in conjunction'rdth Part 3-1 of EN
50289, which contains essential
provisions for its application.

EVS-EN 50289-3-82002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 50289-3-8:2001
Communication cables -
Specifications for test methods -
Part 3-8: Mechanical test
methods - Abtasion resistance
of cable sheath markings
This Part 3-8 ofEN 50289 details
the method of test to determine
the ability of the sheath markings
of a finished cable used in
analogue and digital
communication systems to
withstand abrasion. It is to be read
in coniunction udth Part 3-1 of EN
50289, which contains essential
provisions for its application.

EVS-EN 50289-3-9:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 50289-3-9:2001
Communication cables -
Specifications for test methods -
Part 3-9: Mechanical test
methods - Bending tests
This Part 3-9 of EN 50289
specifies the method of test to -
determine the ability of a finished
cable used in analogue and digital
communications systems to
withstand - bending around a test
mandrel (clause 4); - repeated
bending (clause 5); - flexing in
service (clause 6); - repeated
flexingin service (clause 7); -
bending around rollers or bows
during installation (clause 8); and -
measure the stiffness (clause 9) of
such a table. It is to be read in
coniunction with Part 3-1 of EN
50289, which contains essential
provisions for its application.

EVS-EN 60966-2-322002
Hind 83,00
Identne IE,C 609 66-2-3:1996
ja identne EN 60966-2-3:7999
Radio frequency and coaxial
cable assemblies - Patt2-3:
Detail specification for flexible
coaxial cable assemblies



This detail specification relates to
the sub-family of flexible coaxial
cables and BNC connectot
assemblies. This detail specification
should be used together with IEC
966-2-1and IEC 966-1

EVS-EN 60966-%42002
Hind 83,00
Identne IEC 609 66-2-4:1997
ia identne EN 60966-2-4:7997
Radio frequency and coaxial
cable assemblies - Part2-4'.
Detail specification for cable
assemblies for radio and TV
receivers (Frequency range 0 to
3000 MHz,18C60769-2
connectors)
This detail specification relates to
cable assemblies for radio and TV
receivers, and in particular to the
cable subfamily 9.52. This detail
specification should be used
together with IEC 60966-1:1988,
IE,C 60966-2-7:7997 and IEC
60966-2-2:1992.

EVS-EN 60966-2-522002
Hind 101,00
Identne IE,C 609 66-2-5: 1 998
ja identne EN 60966-2-5:1999
Radio frequency and coaxial
cable assemblies - Part2-5:
Detail specification for cable
assemblies fot radio and TV
receivers - Ftequency range 0 to
1000 MHz,IEC 60169-2
connectofs
This detail specification telates to
cable assemblies for radio and TV
receivers, and in particular to the
cable sub-family 9.52.

EVS-EN 60966-2-622002
Hind 101,00
Identne IF.C 609 66-2-6:1998
ia identne EN 60966-2-6:1999
Radio ftequency and coaxial
cable assemblies - Part2-62
Detail specification for cable
assemblies for radio and fi
teceivets - Frequency range 0 to
3000 MHz,IEC60L69-U
connectots
This detail specifrcation relates to
cable assemblies for radio and T\r
receivers, and in particular to the
cable sub-family type F.

EVS-EN 60966-3-2:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 60966-3-2:7996
ja identne EN 60966-3-2:7999
Radio-frequency and coaxial
cable assemblies - Patt3-2t
Detail specification fot semi-
flexible coaxial cable assembtes
for GSM use (0,8 GHz - l GHz)

This detail specification relates to
the sub-family of coaxial cables
and connector assemblies
operating in the frequency nnge of
GSM (0,8 GHz - | GHz) This
detail specification should be used
together with IEC 966-3 and IEC
966-1

EVS-EN 61196-3-222002
Hind 92,00
Identne IE,C 6779 6-3 -2:1997
ja identne EN 61196-3-2:7997
Radio ftequenry cables - Part 3-
2: Coaxial cables fot digital
communication in horizontal
floor wiring - Detail
specification fot coaxial cables
with solid dielectric for local
atea networks of185 m reach
and up to 10 Mb/s
This sectional specifi cation
specifies requirements for coaxial
cables for local area net'gorks. It is
intended to be used with the
generic specification, IEC 1196-1.
The object of this sectional
specification is to prescribe
recommended ratings and
characteristics and to select from
the generic specifi.cation the
appropriate quality assesment
procedures, test and measuring
methods, and to give a general
performance requirements for
semi-rigid coaxial cables plus
complementary test methods.

EVS-EN 61796-3-322A02
Hind 92,00
Identne IEC 61196-3-3:1997
ja identne EN 61196-3-3:1997
Radio ftequency cables - Part 3-
3: Coaxial cables fot digital
communication in hodzontal
floor wiring - Detail
specification fot coaxial cables
qrith foamed dielectdc for local
atea netwotks of185 m teach
and up to 10 Mb/s
This sectional specifi cation
specifies requirements for coaxial
cables for local area net'works. It is
intended to be used with the
generic specification, IEC 1196-1.
The object of this sectional
specification is to presctibe
recommended ntings and
characteristics and to select from
the generic specification the
appropriate quality assesment
procedures, test and measuring
methods, and to give general
performance requirements for
semi-rigid coaxial cables plus
complementary test methods.

EVS-EN 50289 -3 -71:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 50289-3-77:2001
Communication cables -
Specifications for test methods -
Part 3-11 Mechanical test
methods - Cable cut-thrcugh
tesistaoce
This Part 3-11 ofEN 50289 details
the method of test to determine
the cut-through resistance of the
sheath of a finished cable used in
analogue and digital
communication systems. It is to be
read in coniunction with Part 3-11
of EN 50289, which contains
essential provisions for its
application.

EVS - EN 50289 -3 -12:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 50289-3-12:2001
Communication cables -
Specifications for test methods -
Patt 3-\2t Mgshniq2l ggsl

methods; Shot gun damage
This Part 3-12 ofEN 50289 details
the method of test to determine
the ability of a cable used in
analogue and rligital
communication systems to
withstand shot-gun damage. It is to
be read in conjunction with Part 3-
1 of EN 50289,which contains
essential provisions for its
application.

EVS-EN 50289-3-762002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 50289-3-16:2007
Communication cables -
Specilications for test methods -
Part 3-16: Mechanical test
methods - Cable tensile
perforrnance
This Part 3-16 ofEN 50289
specifies the methbd of test to
determine the ability of a finished
cable used in analogue and .ligrtal

cornmunication systems to
'qdthstand a tensile load. It is to be
read in coniunction with Pat 3-1
of EN 50289, which contains
essential provisions for its
application.

KAVANDITE
ARVAJVIUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55097
Tihtaeg: 20A3-02-07
Identne EN 50117-2-1:2002
Coaxial cables Patt 2-lz
Sectional speciliction fot cables
used in cabled distributiou
networks -Indoot drop cables
for systems opetating at 5 MHz
- 1000 MHz
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This European standard relates to
EN 50117-1 and should be read in
coniunction with this generic
specification. This standard applies
to indoor drop cables for use in
cabled distribution systerns
operating at temperatures between
-40 C and 70 C and at frequencies
between 5MHz and 1000 MHz and
complying with the requirements
ofEN 50083
prEVS 55355
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 501 17-3-7:2002
Coaxial cables - Part 3-1:
Sectional specifications for
cables used in Telecom
applications -Miniatudzed
cables used in digital
communication systems
This European Standard relates to
EN 50117-1 and should be read in
conjunction with this genedc
specification. This standard applies
to single atd/or multiple
miniaturised coaxial cables used in
digital communication systems on
the Telecom applications. The
cables covered by this standard ate
used for the internal wiring of and
interconnection between
switching-, transmission-,
multiplexing- and cross-connect
equipment and for the connections
,o fts digital distribution frame.
These coaxial cables are designed
for dre transmission of E1, (2
Nlbit/s), E2 (8 Mbit/9,E3 Q4
lv{bit/s), B4 (140 Mbit/s), STM
(155lv{bit/t, DS1 (1,5 Mbit/s),
DS2 (6 lvlbit/t and DS3 (34
lv{bitlt signals.

33.120.30
Raadio s agedusliitmikud

R.F, connectors

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67726:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 61,7 26:1999

ia identne EN 61726:2000
Cable assemblies, cables,
connectots and passive
mictowave components -
Screening attenuation
measurement by the
revetberation chamber method.
Describes the reverbation chamber
method. sometimes named mode
stirred chamber, suitable for
virtually any type of microwave
component and having no
theoretical upper limit. It is only
limited toward low frequencies by
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the size of the test equipment. This
publication has the status of a

Technical Report - type 3.

EVS-EN 122001:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 122001:1993
Blank detail specification:
CECC military specification for
tadio frequency connectors

[type MIL-C-390I21
This geneml Blank Detail
Specification was prepared by
wg22n coniunction with
MUAI{AG to meet the need for
European produced r.f. connectors
covered by approval and quality
assessment procedutes equivalent
to those in MILC-39012 but using
IEC test methods whetever
possible.

EVS-EN 722002:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN t22002:7993
Blank detail specification: tadio
ftequency coaxial connectors
Blank detail specifi cation.

EVS-EN 722110|2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 122110:1993
Sectional specification: radio
ftequency coaxial connectors;
series SMA
This sectional specification applies
to miniature screw-coupled coaxial
connectors, Sedes SMA. It
prescribes mating-face dimensions
for general pu{pose connectors
and standard test connectors,
Grade O, together with gauging
information. It also indicates
recommended performance
characteristics to be considered
when writing detail specifications,
and covers the test schedules and
inspection requirements for
Assessment kvel M, H and U.

EVS-EN 122740:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne EN 122140:1993
Sectional specification: radio

. ftequency coaxial connectors;
series SMC
This sectional specification (SS)

provides information and rules for
the preparation of detail
specifications pS) for miniature
screw-coupled coaxial connectors
Series SMC.

EVS-EN 722170:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne EN 122170:7993
Sectional specification: radio
ftequency coaxial connectors;
series SSMB

This sectional specification (SS)

provides information and rules the
preparation of detail speciEcations
pS) for miniatue snap-on coaxial
connectors Series SSMB.

EVS-EN 12?20022002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 122200:1,994
Sectional specification: radio
ftequency coaxial connectors;
series TNC
This sectional specification (SS)

provides information and rules for
the preparation of detail
specification (DS) for screw-
coupled coaxial connectors Series
TNC.

EVS-EN 60769-2722002
Hind 190,00
Identne IE,C 60169-21:1985 +
A1:1996

ia identne EN 60169-21:1997
Radio-ftequency conrlectors -
Pa*272 Two types of tadio-
frequency connectois with inner
diameter of outer conductor 9r5
mm (0,374 in) with different
vetsions ofscrew coupling -
Characteristic impedance 50
ohms (gpes SC-A and SC-B)
This specification standardizes dre
interface and ratings of trvo
versions of a medium size r.f.
connector for use with flexible and
semi-rigid cables.The connectors
are recommended to be utilized in
medium power and low reflection
applications up to 11 GHz.The
dielectric filled interface is
especially beneficial in applications
involving severe environmental
exPosure.

EVS-EN 60169-23:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IF,C 601 69 -23 :799 7

ia identne EN 60169-23:1993
Radio-ftequensy corurectors;
p^rt23:. pin and socket
connector for use with 3, 5 mm
rigid precision coaxial lines with
inner diameter of outer
conductor 3, 5 mm (0, 1378 in)
Covers a precision pin and socket
connector for use with 3,5 mm
rigid precision coaxial lines so as to
minimize test apparatus errors
attributable to coa.rial connectors.
These connectors are constructed
so as to affix on the 50 ohm, 3,5
mm rigid precision coaxial line
described in IEC 60457 -5, and to
provide low reflection to 34 GHz.
EVS-EN 60769-2422002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 601. 69 -24:799 1



ia identne EN 60169-24:7993
Radio-frequency connectors -
P att 24t Radio-frequency
coaxial connectots with sctew
coupling, typically for use in 75
ohm cable distribution systems
(Iyp. F)
This standard specifies radio-
frequency coaxial corurectors
which are typically for use in 75 '
ohm cable distribution systems
with a variety of flexible cables, but
which may also be used in both
matched and unmatched
applications. These connectors are

in general intended for permanent
mounting and for use with
infrequent engagement and
seperation. This standard only
specifies interface dimensions

EVS-EN 60769-2522002
Hind 126,00
Identne IF.C 60 1 69 -25:79 9 2

ia identne EN 60169-25:1993
Radio-frequency connectots;
p^rt25. two-pole screw (3/4-20
UNED coupled connectors for
use with shielded balanced
cables having 1u7in innsg
conductots with innet diameter
of outer conductor 13,56 mm (0,
534 in) (type TWHI$
Shielded balanced cables having
twin inner conductors are being
used extensively in data processing
s)'stems. These cables are used to
interconnect parts of comPuter
systems which feature 2-pole screw

Q/4-20 UNED coupled
connectors having an ianer
diameter of outer conductor
(IDOC) of 13,56 mm (0,534 in).

EVS-EN 61169-31:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IE,C 61 7 69 -37 :1999
ja identne EN 61169-31:1999
R.F. connectors. Part 3t R.F.
coaxial connectors with inner
diameter of outer conductor 1r0

mm (0,039 in) with sctew
coupling - Chatacteristics
impedance 50 ohms (Type 1r0)
T'his specification standardizes the
interfaces and ratings of the Type
1,0 R.F. connectors of 50 ohms
impedance and having a screw
coupling mechanism. These
connectors are recofiunended for
use with semi-rigid and fleible
cable and in microwave
applications requiring high
performance. These connectors
have an operating frequency range
of up to 110 GHz.

EVS-EN 61169-32:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 61769 -32:7999
ja identne EN 61169-32:1999
R.F. connectors. Part 32: R.F.
coaxial connectots with innet
diameter of outer conductor 1,85
mm (0,072 in) with sctew
coupling - Characteristics
impedance 50 ohms (Iype 1,85)
This speciEcation standardizes the
interfaces and ratings of the Type
1,85 R.F. connectors of 50 ohms
impedance and having a screrw

coupling mechanism.These
connectors are reconmended for
use with semi-rigid and flexible
cable and in microwave
applications requiring high
perfomance. fhese connectors
have an operating frequency range
of up to 65 GHz.

EVS-EN 61169-3322002
Flvl.d272,00
Identne IEC 671 69 -33:199 6

ia identne EN 61169-33:1997
Radio-ftequency connectors -
Part 33: Sectional specification
fot series BMA t.f. connectors
Series BN{A connectors have a

characteristic impedance of 50
ohm and are normally used for
blind-entry low-power microwave
applications in coniunction with
flexible and semi-dgd cables
having a dielectric diameter of up
to 3,00 mm. The connectols are
usable up to a fiequency of at least
18 GHz.

EYS-EN 61169-36:2A02
tll;r'd21,2,00
Identne IE,C 67 1 69 -3 6:1 99 6

ia identne EN 61169-36:1997
Radio-ftequency connectors -
Part 36: Sectional specification
for microminiatute r.f. coaxial
connectots with snap-on
coupling - Chamcteristic
impedance 50 ohm (type MCX)
This part of IEC 169 concerns
microminiature coaxial cotrnectors
for use udth fledble and semi-dgid
r.f. cables (96IEC 50-1-... and 96
IEC 50-2-..). These connectors
have a snap-on coupling
mechanism 50 ohms impedance,
an operating frequency raftgeat3
GHz and are known commercially
as IMCX connectors.

EVS-EN 61169-1-k2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 61 1 69 -1 -7 :199 6

ia identne EN 61169-1-1:1997

Radio-frequency connectors -
Part 1-1. Single, multi-series,
dual-language blank detail
specification
This standard relates to coonectors
for r.f. transmission lines for use in
telecommunications, electronic and
similar equipment

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55189
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 722720:1993
Sectional Specification: Radio
Frequency Coaxial Connectors.
Series B
Sectional Specification: Radio
Frequency Coaxial Connectors.
Series BNC
prEVS 55190
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 1221, 30:19 9 3
Sectional Specification: tadio
frequency Coaxial Connectors.
Series SMB
Sectional Specifi cation: Radio
Frequency Coaxial Connectors.
Series SN{B
prEVS 55192
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 122160:1993
Sectional Specification: Radio
Ftequency Coaxial Connectots.
Series SSMA
Sectional Specifi cation: Radio
Frequency Coaxial Connectors.
Series SSN'L\
prEVS 55193
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 122180:1993
Sectional Specification: Radio
Ftequency Coaxial Connectots.
Series SSMC
This sectorial specification (SS)

provides information and rules for
the preparation of detailed
specifications (DS) for coaxial
connectors Series SSMC
prEVS 55194
Tiihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 122190:7994
Sectional Specification: Radio
Frequency Coaxial Connectots.
Series 7-16
Sectorial specifications: Radio
Frequency Coaxial Connectors.
Series 7-16
prEVS 55197
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 122150:1993
Sectional Specification: Radio
Ftequency Coaxial Connectors.
Series EIA Flange
Sectional Specification: Radio
Frequency Coaxial Connectors.
Series EIA Flange
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33.720.40
Antennid

Aerials

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55309
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 597-4:1983
ja identne HD 95.4 51:1986
Aeriala for the reception of
sound and television
btoadcasting in the frquency
range 30 MHz to TGI{z -Part4:
Guide for the preparation of
aerial performance
specifications - Detailed
specification sheet fotmat
Aeriala for the reception of sound
and television broadcasting in the
frquency range 30 MHz to 7 GHz
Guide for the preparation of aerial
performance speciEcations -

Detailed specification sheet format

33.760
Audio- ia videoseadmed
ning -siisteemid

Audio, video and audiovisual
engineering

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 5703022002
Hind 247,00
Identne IEC 61030:1991 +
A1:1993
ja identne EN 61030:1993
Audio, video and audiovisual
systems - Domestic Digital Bus
(D28)
The audio-video cluster (fV set,
\/CR, etc.) needed a practical bus
for interconnecting devices and
exchanging messages. D2B was
developed for this purpose.This
Standard gives dte modes of
transmission, the communication
protocols, the addressing scheme,
the command language and the
electrical characteristics for the
Domestic Digital Bus p2B)
System.

33.160.01
Audio- ia videoseadmed
ning -siisteemid iiLldiselt

Audio, video and audiovisual
systems in general

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 60933-4:2002
Hind 109,00
l/d

Identne EC 60933-4:7994
ja identne EN 60933-4:1994
Audio, video and audiovisual
systems - Intetconnections and
matching values - Part 4:
Connectot and cordset for
domestic digitd bus (D2B)
This Intemational Standatd deals

with the application of a connector
and cordset for transmitting
domestic digital bus (D2B) control
data signals independently ftom
other (audio and video) signals.

EVS-EN 6095&12002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 60958-1:1999

ia identne EN 60958-1:2000
Digital audio interface - Part 1:

General
This standard describes a sedal
unidirectional, self-clocking
intetface fot the interconnection of
digital audio equipment fot
consumer and professional
applications, using lineat PCM
coded audio samples.This
document provides the basic
structure of the interface, Separate
documents define application
specific items. In all cases, the
clock teferences and auxiliary
information are ftansmitted along
with the progratnme.

EVS-EN 60958-322002
|Lnd272,00
Identne IEC 60958-3:1999

ia identne EN 60958-3:2000
Digitat audio interface - Part 3:
Consumer applications
This standard describes an
application of a serial, uni-
directional, self-clocking interface
as defined in part 1, for the
interconnection of digital audio
equipment for professional
applications. When used in a

consumer digital processing
environment, the interface is
primarily intended to caffy
stereophonic programmes, with a

resolution of up to 20 bits per
sample, an extension to 24 bits per
sample being possible.

EVS-EN 60958-422002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60958-4:1999
ja identne EN 60958-4:2000
Digital audio interface - Part 4:
Ptofes sional applications
This standard describes an
application of a serial, uni-
directional, self-clocking interface
as defined in part 1, for the
interconnection of digital audio
equipment for professional

applications. In both cases, the
clock references and auxiliary
information are transmitted along
with the prograrnme. Provision is
also made to allow the interface to
carry data related to computer
software.

EVS-EN 67834-222002
Hind 381,00
Identne IE,C 67 83 4-2:7 998
ja identne EN 6183,1-2:1998
Recording - Helical-scan digital
video cassette recording system
using 6135 mm magnetic tape
fot consumer use (525-60, 625-
50,7125-60 and 1250-50 systems)
- Part2z SD format for 525-60
and 625-50 systems
This part of IEC 61834 specifies
the content, format and recording
method of the data blocks forming
the helical records on the tape
containing audio, video, and
system data. It describes the
specifications for the 525-line
system udth a frame ftequency of
29,97 Hz and 625-line system with
aframe frequncy of 25,00H4
which are not included in Part 1.

EVS-EN 60268-16.2002
Tl1nd272,00
Identne IEC 60268-1 6:1 998

ia identne EN 60268-16:1998
Sound system equipment -
Part 16: Obiective tating of
speech intelligibility by speech
ttansmission index
This part ofIEC 60268 concerns
objective methods for rating the
ffansmission quality of speech with
respect to intelligibility. The three
methods, which are closely related
are referred to as the "STI" the
USTITEL" and the "RASTfu
methods. The methods are

intended for rating speech
transmission with or without sound
systems. A survey of other
methods of determining speech
intelligibility is also included,
toggther with a method of
correleting the results of different
methods of determination.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55112
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF-C 61937 -7 :2002
ia identne EN 61937-7:2002



Digital audio - Interface for
non-linear PCM encoded audio
bitstteams applying IEC 60958 -
PartTz Non-linear PCM
bitstreams according to the
ATRAC andATRAC2/3
formats
Specifies the method 5or 41s digital
audio interface specified in IEC
60958 to convey non-linear PClvf
bitstreams encoded in accordance
with dre ATR {C and ATRAC2/3
formats.

33.160.10
V6imendid

Amplifiers

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60268-3:20O2
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 60268-3:2000

fa identne EN 60268-3:2000
Sound System Equipment -
Part 3: Amplifiers
This standard applies to analogue
amplifiers, and the analogue parts
of analogue/digital amplifi ers,
which form part ofa sound system
for professional or household
applications. It specifies the
charateristics which should be
included in specifications of
amplifrers and the corresponding
methods of measurements. It is
intended to be used in conjunction
with: IEC 60268-7 (1985): Sound
s)'stem equipment - Part 1:

General,IE,C 60268-2 (1987) and
IEC 60268-2Am 1 (1991): Sound
system equipment - Patt 2:
Explanation of general terms and
calculation methods.

33.160.20
Raadiovastuv6tjad

Radio receivers

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50094:2002
Hind 348,00
Identne EN 50094:1992 +
l1:1995
Access control system for the
MAC/packet family:
EUROCRYPT
The document describes and
access control system for the
systems of the \,f,{C/packet
family: EUROCRYPT.

EVS-EN 50207:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne EN 50201:2001

Interfaces for DVB-IRD
This specification is an applicable
standard identifying which can be
selected for interconnections of
dig'tal video broadcast (D\|B)
equipment. The document
identifies interface options, none
of which are mandatory. If certain
options is supported however, then
the specification of that option
must be followed. Interfaces not
mentioned in this document are
not to be excluded.

EVS-EN 50203:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 50203:1996 +
A1:7997
Automatic channel installation
(Acr)
This document specifies elements
and describes characteristics for
remote channel-installation of TV
and VCR sets, by use of teletext.

EVS-EN 5024822002
Hind 146,00
Identne EN 50248:2001
Characteristics of DAB receivers
This standard describes the DAB
(Digital Audio Broadcasting)
receiver characteristics for
consluner eqtripment intended for
terrestrial and cable reception
operating in band III and L- band
and for satellite reception in L-
band. Dedicated receivers for
specific applications are not within
the mandate of this standard

EVS-EN 50255:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 50255:1997
Digital Audio Broadcas.:ng
system - Specification of tle
Receiver Data Iuterface (RDI)
The Eureka 147 Digital Audio
Broadcasting System (i) is able to
ransmit data rates of up 1.8432
IVbit/s. This data rate occurs in an
EEP with a coderate of 0.8 is
selected. Audio receivers generally
will be capable to decode one ot
sevetal MCS Subchannels, but will
not contain decoders for all
possible data services.

EVS-EN 5A256:2A02
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50256:1998
Characteristics of DVB receivers
This standard specifies the
characteristics of Digital Video
Broadcast @VB) receivers for
satellite, cable and tetrestrial
reception in Europe.

EVS-EN 55013:2002
Hlr:^d229,00
Identne CISPR 73:2001

ja identne EN 55013:2001
Sound and television broadcast
teceivers and associated
equipment - Radio distutbance
chatacteristics - I.imits and
methods of measuremenr
Applies to the emission of
broadband and narrowband
electromagnetic energy which may

'cause interference to radio
reception and which is emitted
from: a) vehicles propelled by an
intemal combustion engine,
electrical means, or both; b) boats
propelled by an internal
combustion engine, electrical
rneans, or both. c) devices
equipped with internal combustion
engines. This standard includes
limits and test methods for both
broadband and narrowband
emissions. The limits are designed
to provide protection for broadcast
receivers in the frequenry range of
30 MHz to 1000 lV{Hz when used
in a residential environmenr.

EVS-EN 55020:2002
Hind 316,00
Identne CISPR 2A:2002
ja identne EN 55020:2002
Sound and television broadcast
teceivers and associated
equipment -Immunity
characteristics -Limits and
methods of measurement
This standard for immunity
requirements applies to television
broadcast receivers, sound
broadcast receivers and associated
e9'rpment intended for use in the
residential, commercial and light
industrial environment. Immunity
requfuements are given in the
frequency tange 0 Hz to 400 GHz.
Radio-frequency tests outside the
specified frequency bands or
concerning other phenomena than
given in this standard ate not
required.

EVS-EN 60107-l:2002
Hind 456,00
Identne IEC 6Afi7 -1 :1997
ja identne EN 60107-1:1997
Methods of measuremenr on
receivers for television
btoadcast transmissious -
Part 1: Genetal considerations -
Measurements at radio and
video frequencies
This part of IEC 60107 deals with
the standard conditions and
methods of measurement on
television receivers that conform to
the terrestrial broadcast television
standards specified by the ITU-R
(former C.C.I.R) Such receivers
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may be used for direct off air
reception, reception via cabled
networks or as a monitor for
prerecorded video, home movies
and games among other
applications. This part does not
include the measurements specific
to the sound channels, which are
dealt with by other parts: IEC
60707 -2, 60707 -3 60107 -4, 601 07-
5. Measurements for the non-
broadcast signals see 60107-6.

EVS-EN 6A107-2:2002
Fllnd212,00
Identne IF,C 60707 -2:1997
ja identne EN 60107-2:1997
Methods of measurement on
teceivets fot television
btoadcast transmissions -
Part2: Audio channels - Genetal
methods and methods for
monophonic channels
This part of IEC 60107 deals with
dre general methods of
measurement of the audio
channels of receivers for
monophonic systems and
multichannel sound systems.
General conditions for the
measurements are specified in IEC
60107-1 and the measurements
specific to the multichannel sound
s)'srems are dealt with by IEC
60107-3, IF.C 60107-4 and IEC
60107-5. Measurements for non-
broadcast signals are dealt with by
IEC 60107-6.

EVS-EN 60107-722002
Hind 306,00
Identne IEC 60107 -7 :1997
ja identne EN 60107-7:1997
Methods of measurement on
teceivers for television - Part7..
HDTY displays
This part of IEC 60107 deals with
the standard conditions and
methods of measurement on high
definition television (HDT\r)
displays. Such displays may be used
as an integral part of an HDTV
receiver for direct offair reception,
reception via cabled networks or as

a monitot for pre-recorded video,
home movies and games among
other applications

EVS-EN 60707-8:2002
Hlr;'d272,00
Identne IEC 60107-8:1 997
ia identne EN 60107-8:1997
Recommended methods of
measurement on receivers for
television broadcast
transmissions - Part 8:
Measutement on D2-
MAC/packet equipment
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The object of this part of IEC
60107 is to de6ne quality
parameters and to provide a

guideline for measurement on D2-
MAC/packet equipments, under
uniform and tepetitive conditions.
The D2-MAC /packetprocess is
specified in EBU SPB 489. The
specifications of the lirnit values of
the various parameters of the
equipment are outside the scope of
this standard; however theoretical
curves and references are provided
which could be used as a guide fot
presentation of measurement
results.

EVS-EN 603153:2A02
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 60315-3:1989+
corr1994*A7:7999
ia identne EN 60315-3:1999+
A1:1999
Methods of measurement on
radio teceivets for vadous
classes of emission - Part 3:
Receivets for amplitude-
modulated sound-btoadcasting
emissions
The standard applies to radio
receivers for the reception of
amplitude-modulated sound
broadcasting emissions. Deals
mainly urith measurements using
radio-frequency sigpals applied to
the antenna terminals of the
receiver, or induced in a magnetic
antenna.

EVS-EN 6O375422002
Hind 316,00
Identne IF.C 6031 5 -4:7 997
ja identne EN 60315-4:1998
Methods of measutement on
radio teceivers for vadous
classes of emission - Part 4:
Receivers fot ftequency-
modulated sound broadcasting
emissions
This part of IEC 60315 applies to
radio receivers and tuners for dre
reception of frequency-modulated
sound-broadcasting emissions udth
rated maximum system deviations
of +75 kHz and +50 kHz in ITU
Band 8. It deals mainly with
methods of measurement using
radio-frequency signals applied to
the antenna terminals of the
receiver. The measurements and
specified conditions of test are

selected to permit the comparison
of results obtained by different
observers and on other receivers.
Performance requirements are not
specified in this standard.

EVS-EN 607 30-k2001 / All:2.002
Hind 49,00
Identne EN 60730-1:2000/
All:2002
Automatic electrical controls for
household and similar use -
Part ft General requirements
In general, this standard applies to
automatic electrical controls for
use in, on, or in association rrith
equipment for household and
similar use, includirrg controls for
heating air-conditioning and
similar applications. The
equipment may use electricity, gas,

oil, solid fuel, solat thermal energy,
etc,, or a combination thereof.
This part 1 is to be used in
conjunction with the appropriate
part 2 fot a particular type of
control, or for controls for
particular applications. This part 1

may also be applied, so far as

reasonable, to controls not
mentioned in a part 2, and to
controls designed

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSXf,ISITLUS
prE\rS 55188
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IBC 6227 6 -7 :2007
ja identne EN 62216-1:2002
Digital terrestrial television
teceivers for the DVB-T system
- Part 1: Baseline receiver
specilication
Specifies the baseline receiver for
the DVB-T (Digital video
broadcasting) system. Concems
broadcastets and teceiver
manufacturers. Ensures that
broadcasts are correcdy interpreted
by receivets and indicates the
features that need to be
implemented on receivers.

33.160.30
Ff etsalvestusstisteemid

Audio systems

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60908:2002
Hind 348,00
Identne IEC 60908:1999
ja identne EN 60908:1999
Audio recording - Compact disc
digital audio system
Applies to a pre-recorded optical
reflective digital audio disc system.
De{ines those parameters of
compact discs that affect
interchangeabiJity benveen discs
and players.



EVS-EN 67096220A2
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 61 096:1 992+Al:1996
ia identne EN 61096:1993+
A1:1996
Methods of measuring tle
characteristics of reproducing
equipment for digital audio
compact discs
Lists and defines the characteristics
affecting the perfotmance of CD
players, establishes conditions and
methods of measurement of those
characteristics and standardizes the
presentation of results.

EVS-EN 67705:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 61105:1991

ia identne EN 61105:1993
Reference tapes for video tape
recordet systems
Describes the general data for
reference tapes applicable to
various video tape recordet (VfR)
formats already covered by eisting
IEC standards.

EVS-EN 50157-7:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 50157-1;1998
Domestic and similar electronic
equipment intetconnection
requirements: AV.link - Part 1:
General
Within the A\/.link chain concept
(see EN 50157-2-1) a control
signal line at contact 10 of the
PERITELE\/ISION connector is
defined.

EYS-EN 60094-122002
Hlnd247,00
Identne IEC 60094-1:1981 +
A1:1994
ja identne EN 60094-1:1993+
A7:1,994
Magnetic tape sound tecording
and reproducing systems;
part t genetal conditions and
requitements
Applies to the dimensional,
mechanical and electrical
requirements for non-perforated
blank and pre-recorded magnetic
tape and for the associated
recording and reproducing systems
such as reel-to-reel, cassette and
cartridge. Gives methods of
measutement and necessary
tolerances to secure
interchangeability of recordings.

EVS-EN 60094-320A2
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 60094-3:1979+
41.\2*\3:1996
ja identne EN 60094-3:7996 +
.\3:1996

Magnetic tape sound recording
and teproducing systems -
Part 3: Methods of measuring
the characteristics of recording
and reproducing equipment for
sound on magnetic tape
This standard applies to recording
and reproducing equipment for
sound on magnetic tape (reel-to-
reel, cassette and cartridge) for
both professional and domestic
applications. This standard does
not apply to special purpose
equipment such as high speed
duplicators, artificial reverberation
recordets or dictation machines
not employing the reel-to-reel,
cassette ot cartridge principle. This
standard excludes all aspects of
safety, which are to be found in
IEC 65. It also excludes magnetic
tape properties, which are to be
found in IEC 9+4 and 94-5.

EYS-EN 60094-4:?.002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 6009,1-4:1986+
41.:7994
ja identne EN 60094-4:1994+
A7:7994
Magnetic tape sound recording
and reproducing systems -
Pan 4t Mechanical magnetic
tape properties
Applies to non-perforated
magnetic tape used for
professional and domestic
analogue sound recording and
reptoduction. Lists and defines the
methods of measurement and
equipment necessary to determine
the mechanical characteristics of
magnetic recording tape. Will also
enable users of magnetic tapes to
compare technical product data of
different manufacturers, produced
in accordance with this standard.

EVS-EN 60094-5:2002
tllrl'd247,00
Identne IEC 60094-5:1988+
A1:1996
ja identne EN 6009,1-5:1993+
A1:1996
Magnetic tape sound recording
and reptoducing systems - Part
5: Electrical magnetic tape
propeties
This standard applies to non-
perfomted magnetic tape used for
professional and domestic
analogue sound recording and
reproduction.

EVS-EN 60094-7:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 6009,1-7:1986
ja identne EN 60094-7:1993

Magnetic tape sound recording
and reptoducing systems -
PattTt Cassette for commercial
tape records and domestic use
This part applies only to cassette
recording and reproducing
systems.

EVS-EN 67119-222002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 61 1 1 9 -2:799 7
ja identne EN 61119-2:1994
Digital audio tape cassette
system (DAT) - Par 2: DAT
calibration tape
This part of IEC 1 1 19 applies to
calibration tapes for assessing and
correcting the technical
performance of equipment for the
.iigltal audio tape (DAT) cassette
system.The object of this part is to
speci$r programme content, format
and other parameters of calibration
tapes, so that direct comparison
may be made between the
technical perfotmance of different
equipment for the DAT cassette
system.

EVS-EN 67779-3:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 61 1 19 -3:1992

ia identne EN 61119-3:1994
Digital audio tape cassette
system (DAT) - Part 3: DAT
tape properties
This part of IEC 1 1 19 applies to
properties of magnetic tapes used
in the DAT cassette system.The
purpose of this part is to speci$
dre measurement methods and the
minimum requirements applicable
to these tapes.

EVS-EN 67119-522002
llind 272,00
Identne IEC 611 19-5:1993

ia identne EN 61119-5:1995
Digital audio tape cassette
system (DAT) - Part 5: DAT for
professional use
Applies to professional use of the
digital audio tape cassette system
pAT) for recording and/or
reproducing digital audio signals.
Defines the mechanical and
electrical characteristics necessarv
to ensure full hterchangeability
betureen software and hardware in
any geognphical location.

EVS-EN 67779-6:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 61 1 1,9 -6:1992
ja identne EN 61119-6:1994
Digital audio tape cassette
system (DAT) - Part 6: Serial
copy management system
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This part of IEC 1 1 19 is applicable
to the Digital Audio Tape (DAT)
cassette system for consumer
applications. It states the
requirements for the recording
function with d;gital audio
interface signals and for digital
ouqput signals on DAT recorders.

EVS-EN 67720-'|.2A02
Hind 170,00
Identne IEC 61 120 -l :199 1
ja identne EN 61120-1:1993
Digital audio tape recorder reel
to teel system, using 613 mm
magnetic tape, for ptofessional
use - Part 1: General
requirements
Applies to methods of
measurement for the properties of
magnetic tapes used in digital audio
reel-to-reel recording and
reproducing systems using 6,3 mm
magnetic tape for professional use.
Part 1: General requfuements.

EVS-EN 61720-2:2002
Hind 229,00
Identne IF,C 61 1 20-2:1 99 7

ia identne EN 61120-2:1993
Digital audio tape recorder reel
to teel system, using 6.3 mm
magnetic tape, fot professional
use - Part 2: Format A
Applies to methods of
measurement for the properties of
magnetic tapes used in .ligital audio
reel-to-reel tecording and
reproducing systems using 6.3 mm
magnetic tape for ptofessional use.
Pat 2: Format A.

EVS-EN 67120-3;2002
Fllr'd212,00
Identne IE,C 61, 120-3 :799 7
ja identne EN 61120-3:1993
Digital audio tape recorder reel
to teel system, using 6.3 mm
magnetic tape, for ptofessional
use - Paft 3: Format B
This standard applies to methods
of measurement for the properties
of magnetic tapes used in digital
audio reel-to reel-recording and
reproducing s)'stems using 6,3 mm
magnetic tape for professional use.
Part 3: Format B.

EVS-EN 67720-422002
Hind 179,00
Identne IF,C 61120 -4:799 2

fa identne EN 61120-4:1992
Digital audio tape recorder reel-
to-reel system, using 6.3 mm
magnetic tape, for professional
use - Part 4: Magnetic tape
properties: definitions and
methods of measurement
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Applies to methods of
measurement for the properties of
magnetic tapes used in drgital audio
reel-to-reel recording and
reproducing systems using 6.3 mm
mag!.etic tape for professional use.

EVS-EN 50157-2-222002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 50157-2-2:1998
Domestic and similar electronic
equipment interconnection
tequirements: A.V. link --
Part 2-2: Basic system otiented
commands
This document speciEes the A.V.
Iink communication ptotocols and
the basic A.V. link commands
within mode 2.

EVS-EN 50757-2-3:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50157-2-3:1998
Domestic and similar electronic
equipment interconnection
requfuements: A.V. link --
P art 2-3: System oriented
application
This document specifies the A.V.
link mode 3 communication
protocols,

EVS-HD 369.70 5422002
Hind 146,00
Identne IE,C 6057 4-1,0: 1 983 +
A1:1988+A2:1989

ia identne HD 369.10 S4:1991

Audio-visual, video and
television equipment and
systems; part 10: audio cassefte
systems
Lays down requirements for the
track configuration on the compact
cassette for language labotatory,
language trainer, tape-slide
synchronization systems or other
similar applications. Specifies
frequencies and durations ofcue
tones.

33.160.40
Video s alvestus stisteemid

Video svstems

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 5022722002
|fnd272,00
Identne EN 50221:1997
Common interface specification
for conditional access and other
digital video broadcasting
decoder applications

A set of standards has been
designed to be used in digital video
broadcasting. Ttese standards
include ssusss solding, channel
coding service information and
decoder interfaces. In addition, a

conditional access system is used
when there is a need to control
access to a broadcast service. This
specification only defines those
aspects of the host that are
required to completely speci$ the
interactions across the interface.

EVS-EN 55013:2002
F1lnd229,00
Identne CISPR 13:2001

ia identne EN 55013:2001
Sound and television broadcast
receivets and associated
equipment - Radio distutbance
chatacteristics - Limits and
methods of measurement
Applies to the emission of
broadband and narrowband
electromagnetic enetgy which may
cause interference to radio
reception and which is emitted
from: a) vehicles propelled by an
intemal combustion eng'ine,
electrical means, or both; b) boats
propelled by an internal
combustion engtine, electrical
means, or botll. c) devices
equipped with internal combustion
engines. This standard includes
limits and test methods for both
broadband and narrowband
emissions. The limits are designed
to provide protection for broadcast
receivers in the frequency range of
30 MHz to 1000 MHz when used
in a residential environment.

EYS-EN 60503.2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 60503:1998
ja identne EN 60503:1998
Spools for broadcast videotape
iecorders (YTRS)
This Intemational Standard is
applicable to tape spools which are
used'c/ith video recorders for
broadcast purposes. The object of
this standard is to standardize the
spools used throughout the various
broadcast video recording formats.

EVS-EN 60735:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 60735:1991
ja identne EN 60735:1991
Measuring methods for video
tape properties



Describes the measuring methods
for evaluation of the properties of
magnetic tapes for video recording
reproduction. The following
properties are considered: -
mechanical; - electromagnetic and
electrical; - tape on a video tape
record6r.

EVS-EN 60756:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 60756:1991

ia identne EN 60756:1993
Non-btoadcast video tape
recorders; time base stability
SpeciFres the time base errors of
the monochrome as 'qrell as of the
colour composite video signal
reproduced from two head helical-
scan domestic video recorders,
recording one field on each track.
This standard gives characteristics
and maximum Frgures of the time
base errors to make it possible to
design the horizontal flywheel of
television receivers so as to ensure
stability on the. screen.

EVS-EN 60967:2002
Hind 348,00
Identne IEC 60961:1993

ia identne EN 60961:1994
Flelican-scan videg-tape
cassette system using 12, 65 mm
(0,5 in) magnetic tape on typel
Applies to magnetic video
recording and, / ot reproduction
using 12,65 mm (0,5 in) tape on
helical-scan video cassette
recorders suitable for broadcast
applications.

EVS-EN 61016t2002
Hind 348,00
Identne IEC 6101 6:1989+A1 :1999

ia identne EN 61016:2001
Helical-scan digital component
video cassette recording system
using 19 mm magnetic tape
(format D-1)
Applies to magnetic recording of
ons rligital video and four.ligitd
audio signals using 19 mm tape
cassettes. Is valid for TV signals in
digital component form, generated
according to the rules of CCIR
Recommendations 601 and 656
and for digital audio signals
according to IEC 958. Also
describes the digital recording of
ancillary data and the analogue
recording ofone cue track and the
control track

EVS-EN 61077:2002
Hind 229,00
Identne IEC 61077:1991

ia identne EN 61077:1991

Helical-scan video tape cassette
system using 12,65 mm (0r5 ia)
magnetic tape on type YHS -
Compact YHS video cassette
Defines the mechanical parameters
and the necessary characteristics of
the compact ffHS) video cassette.

EVS-EN 67704:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne IE,C 67T04:1992

la identne EN 61104:1992
Compact disc video system - 12
cm CD-V
Specifies system parameters and
applies to the pre-recorded optical
reflective disc system called
"compact disc video (CD video)"
containing digital audio and "Laser
Vision" video information. In the
case of CD video, this standard
modifies the relevant text in
IEC 908.

EVS-EN 67706:2002
Hind 306,00
Identne IEC 61106:1993

ia identne EN 61106:1993
Videodisks - Methods of
measutements for patameterc
The standard collects the different
typical parameters for videodisks
described in IEC 844, 845,856 og
857 and proposes a method of
measurement for each.

EVS-EN 61118:20O2
Hind 381,00
Identne IEC 61118:1993
ja identne EN 61118:1993
Helical-scan video tape cassette
using 12165 mm (0,5 in)
magnetic tape - Type M2
Defines dimensions and other
characteristics of equipment which
are necessary to ensure *re
interchangeability of recorded
cassettes, The tequirements relate
to 525line-60 field and 625line-50
field systems.

EVS-EN 61722:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 61722:7992

ia identne EN 61122:1993
Still video floppy disk magnetic
recording system
The standard provides technical
requirements for still video floppy
disk systems which use a magnetic
disk in a jacket, knovun as a still
video floppy disk.

EYS-EN 612L322002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 61213:1993

ia identne EN 61213:1994
Analogue audio tecording on
video tape; polarity of
magnetization

Applies to audio recording and
processhg, and gives reguirements
for the presewation of signal
polatity, together with methods of
test which are not already included
in other standards. It is based on,
and consistent with, the relevant
text in IEC 60268-2, and the
connector applications
standardized in IEC 60268-77 and
IE,C 60268-12.

EVS-EN 50049-722002
Hind 139,00
Identne EN 50049-1:1997+
A1:1998
Domestic and sirnilar electtonic
equipment interconnection
requitements : Peritelevision
connectof
This standard defines the
interconnection characteristics of
peritelevision devices, both
between themselves and u/ith
television receivers (monochrome
or colour).

EYS-EN 50732-5:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50132-5:2001
Alarm systems - CCTV
sunreillance systems fot use in
security applications - Pan 5:
Video uansmission
This standard specifies the
minimum requirements for the
specification and testing of the
performance of a video
transmission channel involving
transmitter, receiver or
intermediate devices associated
with the selected ftansmission
media, for use in CCTV
surveillance systems.

EVS-EN 50157-l:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 50157-1:1998
Domestic and similat electtonic
equipment interconn ection
tequirements: AV.link - PattTz
General
Within the AV.link chain concept
(see EN 50157-2-l) a c.onftol
signal line at contact 10 of the
PERITELEVISION connector is

defined.

EVS-EN 60774-12002
Hind 306,00
Identne IEC 6077 4-1:1994
ja identne EN 6077,1-1:1994
Helican-scan video-tape
cassette system using 12, 65 mm
(0, 5 in) magnetic tape on type
VHS; part 1: YHS and compact
VHS video cassette system
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Defines the electrical and
mechanical parameters and the
necessary characteristics of the
VHS and the compact VHS video
cassette system, The requirements
relate to the 525 line-60 6eld and
625 line-5O field TV systems.
Equipment manufactured
according to this standard and
tapes recorded following this
standard, provide the necessary
interchangeability of recorded
video cassettes.

EVS-EN 60774-2:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IE,C 6077 42:1999
ja identne EN 6077,1-2:2000
Helical-scan video tape cassette
system using 12165 mm (0r5 in)
magnetic tape on type YHS -
Part2: FM audio recording
This part of IEC 60774is
applicable to frequenry modulation
(Fl4) audio rccording firlly
compatible with the VHS system
defined in IEC 60774-1.T"he
object of this standard is to define
dre electrical and mechanical
characteristics of FIv{ audio
recording which will provide for
the interchangeability of recorded
cassettes. The requirements given
relate to 525 line-60 field and 625
line 5O-field systems.

EVS-EN 60774-3:2002
Hlr,d212,00
Identne IF.C 607 7 4-3 :1993
ja identne EN 60774-3:1993
Flelican-scan video tape
cassette system using 12, 65 mm
(0, 5 in) magnetic tape on type
YHS; part3: S-YHS
Applies to magnetic video
recording on12,65 mm (0,5 in)
wide tape using the wide band
\/HS recording system.

EVS-EN 60M3-7.2002
Hind 326,00
Identne IEC 60843 -1 :1 993
ja identne EN 60843-1:1994
Helical-Scan video tape cassette
system using 8 mm magnetic
tape - 8 mm video - Part 1:

General specifications
This part of IEC 843 applies to
magnetic video recording andf or
playback with 8 mm tape cassettes

on two-head helical-scan video
cassette recordets, suitable for the
recording and,/or playback of
monochrome as well as colour
television signals.

EVS-EN 60843-422002
Hlr.d272,00
Identne IEC 60843-4:2000
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ja identne EN 60843-4:2000
Helical-scan video tape cassette
system using 8 mm magnetic
tape (8 mm video) - Part 4z

Video subcode (VSC)
This International Standard (?art
4) specifies a method of auxiJiary
data recording and playback with
the IEC 60843 8 mm video system.
This par is applicable to both 525
line - 60 6eld and 625line - 50
field TV systems.

EVS-EN 60933-3.2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IE,C 60933 -3 :1, 992
ja identne EN 60933-3:1992
Audio, video and audiovisual
systems - Intetcon.ections and
matching values - Part 3:
Interface for the interconnection
of ENG cameras and portable
VTRs using non-composite
signals, for 625line/SO field
systems
Defines an interface which is
desigred to enable the Electronic
News Gathering @'NG) signals
ptoduced in a non-composite form
to be sent through a parallel link
between a c metaand a portable
video tape recorde! flIIR) which
are separated by about 5 m to 10
m, instead of being combined in a

camera recorder.

EVS-EN 60933-522002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 60933 -5:7992

ia identne EN 60933-5:1993
Audio, video and audiovisual
systems - fntetconnections and
matchingvalues - Part 5:Y/C
connectot for video systems -
Electrical matching values and
description of the connectot
Applies to the transfer of video
signals between t'.vo pieces of
equipment in an NTSC, PAL or
SECAM high-resolution video
system, in the form of a Y-signal,
consisting of luminance + blanking
* sync, and a C-sigpal, the same as

the modulated chrominance sigpal
of the composite video signal. It
specifies the signal levels and
impedances at the interface and the
type of connector to be used.

EVS-EN 67047-422002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 61 0 41 -4:1997
ja identne EN 61041-4:1997
Non-broadcast yideo tape
recordets - Methods of
measufement - Part 4:
Calibration tape
(NTSC/PAL/SECAM)

This pan of IEC 61041 specifies
the general tequirements for the
calibration tape which is used for
measurement of signal
characteristics of the playback
systems of non-broadcast video
tape recorders

0{TSC/PAL/SECAM). The
calibration tape pecified in this
part of IEC 1041 applies
particulady to the measurement
items prescribed in the televant
part of IEC 1041 which requires
complex test signals, which are
unavailable from a general pupose
test signal generator.

EYS-EN 6L041-522002
Hlr;ri229,00
Identne IEC 67047 -5:1 997

ia identne EN 61041-5:1997
Non-broadcast video tape
recordets - Metlods of
measurement - Part 5: High-
band video tape recotderc,
including those equipped with
Y/C video connectors
(NTSC/PAL)
This part of IEC 61.041 specifies
the general requirements for
methods of measurement for high-
band video tape recorders,
including those equipped with Y/C
video connector(s) QTJTSC/PAL).
This part of IEC 61041 is
applicable bodr to machines using
normal input/output connectors
for the measurement of the
composite video signal and to
machines using the Y/C video
connector(s) for the measurement
of the Y/C separated video signal.
The obiect of this part is to
descdbe the methods of
measurement for non-broadcast
video tape recorders.

EVS-EN 67746-7220A2

Hind 338,00
Identne IF,C 67146-1:1994

ia identne EN 61146-1:1996
Video cameras
(PAL/SECAM/NTSC) -
Methods of measutement -
Part 1:Non-broadcast single-
sensot camefas
This part of IEC 7746 is applicable
to the assessment of performance
of non-broadcast colour video
cameras equipped with a single-
tube or solid-state imager. This
part ofIEC 1146 defines test
pattems and measurement
conditions, so as to make possible
the comparison of the results of
measurements. f'he methods of
measurement are designed to make
possible the assessment of the



performance of the camera by
using the lens input and any
electrical output terminals of the
device (e.g. Y/C and composite).

EVS-EN 67746-2:2002
Hrnd272,00
Identne IEC 671 46-2:1997

ia identne EN 61746-2:7997
Video cameras
(PAL/SECAM/NTSC) -
Methods of measutement -
Patt2z Two- and three-sensor
professional cameras
This part of IEC 61146 applies to
the assessment of performance of
professional colour video cameras
equipped with t'wo and three rubes
or solid state imagers, used for
educational pu{poses and in other
applications.This part of IEC
61146 defines test patterns,
measurement conditions, and
methods of measurement, so as to
enable the comparison of the
results of measurements. The
methods of measurement afe
designed to enable the assessment
of the performance of cameras by
using light input from the lens and
any electrical ouputs of the
carneras, for example, R-G-B
signals, Y-C separate signals, and
composite video signals.

EVS-EN 61746-3:2002
Hlr^d247,00
Identne IE,C 67 7 46 -3 :7997
ja identne EN 61146-3:1997
Video cameras
(PAL/SECAM/NTSC) -
Methods of measurement -
Part 3:Non-broadcast camera-
fecotders
The measudng methods descdbed
in this part of IEC 1146 concem
dre assessment of the performance
of non-broadcast camera-recorders
(t JTSC/PAL/SECAIv0. The
appropriate measurements are to
be applied according to whether
dre camera-recorder has a tube or
semi-conductor camera. In the
case of a camera-tecorderu/ithout
playback capabiJity, the details of
the separate player used for the
measurements shall be stated. In
this standard, the characteristics
apply to the camera-recorder as a

complete entity.

EVS-EN 61146-422002
Hind 190,00
Identne IE,C 6t1 46-4:1998
ja identne EN 61146-4:1998
Video cametas
(PALISECAM/NTSC) -
Methods of measutement -

Part 4: Automatic functions of
video cameras and cameta-
recofders
This part of IEC 61146 applies to
the assessment of caracteristics of
automatic functions which are
implemented in colour video
carneras and camera-recotders.
The performance to be assessed in
this standard is limited to
automatic functions relating to
light input from the lens and to the
electronic output from video
carneras and the video camera
portions of camera-recorders. This
standard defines test pattems,
measurement conditions, methods
of measurement and presentation
of measured results so as to make
possible the comparison of the
results of measurement.

EVS-EN 67237-722002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 61237 -7 :1994
ja identne EN 61237-1:1994
Btoadcast video tape tecorders -
Methods of measurement -
Part ft Mechanical
measufements
This part of IEC 127 describes
the mechanical measurement
methods on video tape recbrders
dating to the compatibility
parameters for recording and
measuring methods of the
recorded tape. This standard deals
with special mechanical
measurement techniques for
broadcast VTRs. It does nol
however, cover the special
mechanical measurements of the
eadier transverse track video
recorder standard (IEC 347). For
those measurements see IEC 1055.

EVS-EN 67237422-002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 61237 -4:7997
ja identne EN 61237-4:1997
Broadcast video tape recotders -
Methods of measurement -
Part 4: Analogue audio
performance measutements
This standard describes methods
of measurement and special test
signals for the audio analogue part
of equipment mainly dedicated to
record/reproduction of TV-signals
on magnetic tape on reels or in
cassettes.

EVS-EN 67834-7:2002
Hind 306,00
Identne IEC 618321-1:1998+
A1:2001

ia identne EN 61834-1:1998+
A1:2001

Recording - Helical-scan digital
video cassette recotding system
using 6135 mm magnetic tape
for consumer use (525-60, 625-
50, 1125-60 and 1250-50 systems)
- Pan t Genetal specilications
This part of IEC 61834 specifies
the content, format and recording
method of the data blocks forming
the helical records on the tape. It
describes the common
specifications for cassettes,

modulation method, magnetization
and basic system data, for helical-
scan digital video cassette
recording system using 6,35 rnm
(/a nch) magnetic tape. The
object of this standard is to de6ne
the electrical and mechanical
charactedstics of equipment which
will provide for the
interchangeability of recorded
cassettes.

EVS-EN 67834-3|2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 6183,t3:1999
ja identne EN 6183,1-.3:2000

Helical-scan digital video
cassette recording system using
6135 mm magnetic tape for
consrrmet use (525-60, 625-50,
1725-60 and7250-50 systems) -
Part 3: HD format for7725-60
and 1250-50 systems
This International Standard @at 1,

Part 3) specifies the content,
forrnat and recording method of
the data blocks forming the helical
records on the tape containing
audio, video and system data. Part
3 describes the speciEcations for
7125-lne system rvith a ftame
frequency of 30,00 Hz (herinafter
referred to as "1725-60 system")
and i250-line system with a frame
frequency of 25,00 Hz (herinafter
refered to as "1250-50 system")
which are not included in Part
land Part 2. On.e video channel
and fout independent audio
channels are recorded in dre digital
fotmat.

EVS-EN 61834-4:2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 6183,1-4:1998
ja identne EN 61834-4:1998
Recording - Helical-scan digital
video cassette recording system
using 6135 mm magnetic tape
for consumer use (525-601 625-
50,7125-60 and 1250-50 systems)
- Part 4z Pack header table and
contents
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This part bf IEC 61834 specifies
the pack headers and the contents
of packs $/hich are applicable to
the whole recording system of
helical-scan digital video cassette
using 6,35 mm magnetic tape.

EVS-EN 6L834-lA:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 6183,1-10:2001

la identne EN 61832t-10:2001
Recotding - Flelical-scan digital
video cassette recording system
using 6135 mm magaetic tape
for consumer use (525-60, 625-
50,1125-60 and 1250-50
systems) - Part 10: DTY format
This international standard
specifies the content, format and
recording method of the data
blocks forming the helical records
on the tape containing audio, video
and system data. This part
describes the specifications for the
recording of single DTV Ptogams.
The DT\r data is delivered to the
digital video cassette recorder via a

Digital Interface or by a bilit-in
tuner (IRD). The Dfi data
consists of an MPEG2 Transport
Stream containing one ot more
programs.

EVS-EN 50157-2-2t2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 50157-2-2:1998
Domestic and similar electronic
equipment interconnection
requirements: A.V. link -
Patt2-2: Basic system oriented
commands
This document specifies the A.V.
link communication protocols and
the basic A.V. link commands
within mode 2.

EVS-EN 50757-2-32002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50157-2-3:1998
Domestic and similar electonic
equipment interconnection
requirements: A.V. link --
P art 2-3: System oriented
application
This document specifies the A.\r.
Iink mode 3 communication
protocols.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\/S 55247
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IF.C 62122:2002
ja identne EN 62122:2002
Methods of measurement for
consumer-use digital VTRs -
Electronic and mechanical
performances
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Specifies the basic methods of
measurement fot evaluating the
electtonic and mechanical
performance of consumer-use
digital VTRs. Enables checks of
the interchangeability and
charactedstics of the equipment
under test and enables evaluation
of the quality of image and sound.

33.160.50
Lisaseadmed

Accessories

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 5033?-122002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50332-1:2000
Sound system equipment:
Headphones and earphones
associated with portable audio
equipment - Maximum sound
ptessute level measutement
methodology and limit
considetations Part 1: General
method fot ttone package
equipmentrl
The object of this standard is to set
up a suitable measuring
medrodology allowing accurate
measurement of the maximum
sound pressure level produced by
consumer's headphones and
ea{phones when associated with
portable audio equipment.

EVS-EN 60268-4:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 60268-4:1997
ja identne EN 60268-4:1999
Sound System Equipment - Part
4: Mictophones
This part of IEC 60268 applies to
sound system microphones for all
applications for speech and music.
They do not apply to measurement
microphones. The microphones
shall be understood to include
devices, ifany, such as

transformers, preamplifi ers, or
other elements which form an
integral part of the'microphone, up
to the oulput terminals specified by
the manufacturer.

EVS-EN 67094-2:2002
H1nd272,00
Identne IEC 61 09 42:1992
ia identne EN 61094-2:1993
Measutement microphones -
Patt2z Primary method for
ptessute calibration of
labotatory standard
microphones by the reciprocity
technique

Applies to laboratory standard
microphones meeting the
requirements of IEC 1094-1 and
other types of condenser
microphones having the same
mechanical dimensions or specifies
a primary method of determining
the pressure sensivity so as to
establish a reproducible and
accurate basis for dre measurement
of sound pressure.

33.180.01
Kiudoptikasiisteemid
ii{diselt

Fibre optic systems in
general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 61744:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IE.C 61744:2007

ia identne EN 61744:2001
Calibtation of fibte optic
chtomatic dispersion test sets
This Intemational Standard
provides standard procedutes for
calibration of optical fibre
Chromatic Dispersion (CD) Test
Sets. It also provides procedures to
perform calibration checking on
CD Test Sets, whereby an
extension to the Test Set

calibration period may be obtained.
This International Standard is
applicable to all types of CD Test
Set, with the exception that
measurements on multimode
optical fibers are excluded.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 55364
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 621 48-1 :2002
ja identne EN 62148-1:2002
Fibre optic active components
and devices - Package and
interface standards - Part 1:

Genetal and guidance
Aims to assure interchangeability
in physical interfaces bet'ween fibre
optic active components afld
devices supplied by diffetent
manufacturers. It defines physical
interfaces only, and not
performance standards.



33.180.10
Optilised kiud ia kaablid

Fibres and cables

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 187AA022002

I\nd212,00
Identne EN 187000:1992
Generic specification: optical
fibre cables
This specification applies to optical
fibre cables for use with
telecommunication equipment and

devices employing similar
techniques and to cables having a

combination of both optical fibres
and electrical conductors.

EVS-EN 787701:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 187101:1995
Family Specification: Optical
telecommunication cables to be
used in ducts or ditect buried
application
This Family Specification covers

Optical Telecommunication Cables

to be used in ducts or direct buried
application. Requirements of the
Sectional Specification for Optical
Telecommunication Cables are

applicable to cables coveted by this
Standard.

EVS-EN 78770422002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 187104:2001
Family specification - Single-
mode optical fibte cables to be
used as underwater cables fot
lakes and river ctossings etc.
This family specification covers
optical telecommunication cables
to be used as underrvater cables.
Tlpes of cables included in this
family specification are

"underwater cables" fot lakes, river
crossings etc. and are for cable
systems without power feeding
reguirements. This specifi cation
does not cover repair capability.
Requirements of the sectional
specification for optical
telecommunication cables EN
187100 (EN 60794-3) are
applicable to cables covered by this
standard.

EYS-EN 787200l,2002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 187200:2001
Sectional Specification: Optical
cables to be used along
electrical pou/er lines (OCEPL)

This standard specifies the
tequirements of single-mode and
gaded index optical fibre cables
for overhead powet lines.

EVS-EN 188000:2002
Hind 338,00
Identne EN 188000:1992
Generic specificatiou: optical
fibtes
This standard applies to primary
coated or buffered optical fibres
for use in telecommunication
equipment and in devices
employing similar techniques.

EVS-EN 60794-3:2002
Hlll.d229,00
Identne IF.C 607 9 4-3:2001
ja identne EN 60794-3:2002
Optical fibte cables - Part:
Sectional specification -
Outdoor cables
This part of IEC 794 specifies the
requirements of single-mode
optical fibre cables which are
intended to be used primarily in
public telecommunications
networks. Other types of
applications requfuing similar ty1>es

ofcables can be considered.

EVS-EN 60794-7-7:2002
Hlu;'d229,00
Identne IEC 607 9 4-1 -1 :2001

ia identne EN 60794-1-7:2002
Optical fibre cables - Part 1-1:

Generic specification - Genetal
This section of International
Standard IEC 6079+1 applies to
optical fibre cables for use vrith
telecornmunication equipment and
devices employing similar
techniques and to cables having a

combination of both optical fibres
and elecrical conductors. The
obiect of this section is to establish
uniform tequirements for the
geometrical, ttansrnission, material,
mechanical, ageing (environmental
exposure) and climatic
characterisation of optical fibre
cables, and electrical !equirements
where appropriate.

EVS-EN 60794-7-2:2002
Hind 316,00
Identne IE.C 607 9 4-1 -2:79 99
ja identne EN 60794-1-2:t999
Optical fibre cables - Pattl-2t
Generic specification - Basic
optical cable test procedutes

This section of Intemational
Standard IE,C 6079+1, applies to
optical fibre cables for use with
telecommunication equipment and
devices employing similat
techniques and to cables having a

combination of both optical 6bres
and electrical conductors. The
object of this section is to establish
uniform requirements for the
geometrical, transmission, matedal,
mechanical, ageing (envircnmental
exposure) aod climatic
characterisation of optical fibre
cables, and electrical requirements
where appropriate.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 55089
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IE,C 607 9 +3 -70:2002
ja identne EN 6079+3-70:2002
Optical fibte cables - Part 3-10:
Outdoor cables - Family
specilication fot duct and
dfuecdy buried optical
telecommunication cables
Describes a fanly specification
that covers optical
telecommunication cables to be
used in ducts or direct buried
applications. The sectional
specifications of IEC 60794-3 are
applicable.
prEVS 55090
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE.C 607 9 +3 -20:2002

ia identne EN 6079+3-20:2002
Optical fibte cables - Part 3-20:
Outdoor cables - Family
specification for optical self-
supporting aerial
telecommunication cables
Describes a family specification
that covers optical self-supporting
aerial telecommunication cables.
Sectional requirements of IEC
6079+3 ate applicable.
ptEVS 55255
Tihtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60793-1 -30:2001
ja identne EN 60793-1-30:2402
Optical fibres - Part 1-30:
Measurement methods and test
procedures -Fibre proof test
Describes procedures for briefly
applying a specified tensile load as

a proof test to continuous lengths
of optical 6bre. The method is
applicable to t14)es A1, A2, A3 and
B optical fibres.
prEVS 55257
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60793- 1 -37 :20Q1

ia identne EN 60793-1-37'2002
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Optical libres - Part 1-31:
Measurement methods and test
ptocedures - Tensile srength
Provides values of the tensile
strength of optical fibre samples.
Tensile strength values depend on
dre sample length, loading velocity
and environmental conditions. The
test can be used for inspection
where statistical data on 6bre
sfiength is required. Results are
reported by means of statistical
quality control distribution.
prE\rS 55258
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60793-1 - 47 :2007

ia identne EN 60793-1-41:2002
Optical fibres - Pat 1-41:
Measurement methods and test
procedures - Bandwidth
Two methods are described for
measuring bandwidth: impulse
response and frequency response.
Both methods apply to the
measurement of bandwidth of
category A1 multimode 6bres.
Application to other categories of
class A multimode fibres is under
srudy. Neidrer method applies to
measurement of type B single-
mode fibres.
prE\rS 55259
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60793-1 - 42:2007
ia identne EN 60793-1-42:2002
Optical fibres - Patt1-422
Measurement methods and test
procedures - Chromatic
dispersion
Four methods are described for
measuring chromatic dispersion:
(a) phase shift, (b) spectral gtoup
delay in the time domain, (c)

differential phase shift, and (d)
interferometry. Methods (a), (b)
and (c) apply to class A1 graded-
index multimode fibres and class B
single-mode fibres. Iv{ethod (d)
applies to single-mode 6bres, class
81 to 83 in the 1000 nm to 1700
nm wavelength range. The
methods can be applied to
labomtory, factory and field
measurements of chromatic
dispersion.
prEVS 55260
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60793-1- 43:2007
ja identne EN 60793-1-43:2002
Optical fibres - PartT-43:
Measutement methods and test
procedures - Numerical
apeftute

Establishes requirements for
measuring the numedcal apertue
of category A1 graded-index
multimode fibre, and its light-
gathering ability. This is used to
predict lauching efficiency, joint
loss at splices, and
micro/macrobending
petfrrmance.
prEVS 55261
Tdhtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 607 93 -7 44:2001
ia identne EN 60793-1-44:2002
Optical fibres - Partl-M'.
Measurement methods and test
procedutes - Cut-off wavelength
Provides methods for measuring
the cut-off wavelength of single-
mode optical fibres. The test
method applies to a sample fibre in
either an uncabled condition, or in
a cable, or as a irunper cable. All
methods require a reference
measurement, with either a bend-
reference technique or a
multimode-reference technique.
prEVS 55262
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60793-1-46:2007
ja identne EN 60793-1-46:2002
Optical fibtes - Pattl-462
Measurement methods and test
procedutes - Monitoring of
changes in optical
transmittance
Gives two methods for monitoring
the changes in optical
transmittance of optical fibres and
cables that occur during
mechanical and environmental
testing. It provides a monitor in the
change of optical transmission
charactedstics adsing from optical
discontinuity, physical defects and
modifications of tlle attenuation
slope. The methods are the change
in transmittance by transmitted
power, and by backscattering. They
apply to both multimode and
single-mode 6bres.
prEVS 55263
Tilrtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60793-1 - 47 :2001
ja identne EN 60793-1-47:2002
Optical fibres - Pattl-47:.
Measurement methods and test
procedutes - Macrobending loss
Establishes uniform requirements
for measuring macrobending
sensitivity for category 81 to 84
single-mode optical fibres at 1550
nm and of categoryAl multimode
6bres at 850 nm and 1300 nm. The
standard gives two methods for
measuring macrobending

sensitivity: power monitoring and
cut-back.
prEVS 55275
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60793-1 -20:2007
ja identne EN 60793-1-20:2002
Optical fibres - Partl-201
Measurement methods and test
ptocedutes - Fibre geometry
Gives four methods fot measuhg
the geometry of uncoated optical
Ebres. Para-eters include: cladding
diameter, cladding non-circuladty,
core diameter, core non-circularity,
core-cladding concentdcity error,
and theoretical numerical
numerical apernue.
prEVS 55277
Tilrtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60793-1 -22:2001
ja identne EN 60793-1-22:2002
Optical fibtes - Pattl-222
Measurement methods and test
ptocedures - Length
measutement
Gives methods for measuring the
length and elongation of optical
fibres (typically within a cable).
Length is fundemental for
evaluation of transmission
characteristics such as losses and
bandwidths. Five methods are

described: delay measurement,
backscattering, fibre elongation,
mechanical length, and phase shift.
ptEVS 55457
Tlhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 607 94-1 -2:1999 /
A7:2002
ja identne EN 6079,1-1-2:1999/
A1:2002
Optical fibre cables - Pattl-2l.
Generic specification - Basic
optical cable test procedures
This section of International
Standard IE,C 6079+l applies to
optical fibre cables for use with
telecommunication equipment and
devices emplo;'ing similar
techniques and to cables having a

combination of both optical fibres
and electrical conductors. The
object ofthis section is to establish
uniform requirements for the
geometrical, transmission, material,
mechanical, ageing (environmental
exposurQ and climatic
characterisation of optical fibre
cables, and electrical requirements
where appropriate.
prE\zS 55468
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60793- 1 - 52:2001

ia identne EN 60793-1-52:2002
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Optical fibres - Pattl-52t
Measurement methods and test
procedures Change of
temPefature
Defines a test that determines the
suitability of optical fibres (types
.\'1a to A1d and 81 to 84) to
withstand changes in temperature
in actual use, storage ard/ ot
transport. The test permits the
observation ofeffects ofchange of
temperature over a g;iven period
(following the test Nb of
rEC 60068-2-14).

33.780.2A
Kiudoptika liitmikud

Fibre optic interconnecting
devices

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 18700022002
Hind 295,00
Identne EN 181000:1994
Generic specification: Fibte
optic btanching devices
This specification is applicable to
hbre optic branching devices.
ffrese have all of the following
general features:-they are passive in
that they contain no optoelectronic
or other transducing elements; -
thel' [2rr" three or more ports for
the ingress and/or egress of optical
power and share optical power
among these ports in a

predetermined fashion; -the ports
are optical 6bres or optical fibte
connectors.

EVS-EN 78710722002

Hind 117,00
Identne EN 181101:1994
Blank detail specification: Fibte
optic btanching devices - Type:
Non wavelength selective
transmissive star
This specification is a BDS Fibre
Optic Branching Devices of the
"Non wavelenght selective
transmissive star" type. This
includes instructions for preparing
a DS.

EVS-EN 78110222002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 181102:1994
Blank detail specification: Fibre
optic branching devices - Type:
Wavelength selective
transmissive star

This specification is a BDS for
Fibre Optic Branching Devices of
the "Wavelenght selective
transmissive star" type. This
includes instnrctions for preparing
a DS.

EYS-EN l8ll03:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne EN 181103:1997
Blank Detail Specification:
Fibre optic bmnching devices -
Type: Non wavelength selective
transmissive star fot
telecommunication application
This specification is a BDS for
Fibre Optic Branching Devices of
the "Non wavelenght selective
transmissive star" type.

EYS-EN 1817042002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 181104:1997
Blank Detail Specification:
Fibte optic branching devices -
Type: \Wavelength selective
hansmissive star for
telecommunication application
This specification is a BDS for
Fibre Optic Branching Devices of
the "Wavelenght selective
ftansmissive star" type.

EYS-EN 186007:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 186001:i993
Blank detail specification:
connectots fot optical fibtes and
cables; envitonmental category
I
This BDS is not by itself a

specification level. It forms part of
the CECC specification system and
applies to environmental category
ilI.
EVS-EN 786002:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 186002:1993
Blank detail specification:
connectors for optical libres and
cables; envitonmental category
II
This BDS is not by itself a
specification level. It forms part of
the CECC specification system and
applies to environmental category
III.
EVS-EN 78600327-002
Hind 146,00
Iden$re EN 186003:1993
Blank detail specification:
connectors for optical fibres and
cables; environmental category
III

This BDS is not by itself a

specification level. It forms part of
the CECC specification system and
applies to environmental category
IIL
EVS-EN 78600422002
Hind 146,00
Identne EN 186004:1993
Blank detail specification:
connectors fot optical fibtes and
cables; environmental category
rv
This BDS is not by itself a

specification level. It forms part of
the CECC specification system and
applies to environmental category
rii.
EYS-EN 786005:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne EN 186005:1993
Blank detail specification:
connectors for optical fibtes and
cablesl environmental category
v
This BDS is not by itself a

specification level. It forms part of
the CECC specification system and
applies to environmental category
III.
EVS-EN 786700:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 186100:1994
Sectional specification:
connector sets for optical fibtes
and cablesl type F-SMA
This specificarion covers Type F-
SN{A fibre optic connector sets.
Type F-SNIA deEnes a singleway
connector characterized by a1/4
36 UNS screw thread coupling
mechanism and a sylindrical ferrule
of 3,775 mm nominal diamerer.

EYS-EN 186110:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 186110:1994
Sectional specification:
Connector sets for optical fibtes
and cables - Type FC
This specification covers a family
offibre optic connector sets
classified as Type FC. Type FC is a
single way keyed connectot
characterized by a lv{8 x 0,75 screw
thread coupling mechanism and
springJoaded, sylindrical, butting
ferrules of 2,5 mm nominal
diameter.

EVS-EN 78677A:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 186170:1998
Sectional Specifiication:
Connector sets for optical fibres
and cables - Type RCC
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This sectional specification covers
a family of single way multi-mode
Frbre optic connector sets v/hich
are classified as qrpe RCC. The
connector set featuring a self-
locking screw thread coupling
mechanism and butting 2.50 mm
ferrules. The fiber alignment
mechanism is self-containgd within
the plug. There are six options for
keyed -..5"tcal orientation, and
universal mechanical orientation
for test equipment application.

EVS-EN 78626022002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 186260:1997
Sectional Specifi cation:
Connector sets for optical fibres
and cables - Type SC
f'his sectional specification covers
a famiiy of single way fibre optic
connector sets which are classified
as type SC. Type SC is a connector
set of the plug-adaptor-plug
configuration. It features a push-
pull coupling mechanism and
cylindrical butting ferrules. The
optical alignment mechanism is a
split sleeve contained within the
adaptor.

EVS-EN 186270:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 186270:1997
Sectional Specification:
Connector sets fot optical fibres
and cables - Type LSH
This SS covers a family of single
way fibre optic connector sets
which are classified as type ISH.
Type I,SH is a connector set of
plug-adaptor-plug configuration. It
features a locked latch push-pull
coupling mechanism and a
cylindrical butting ferrule. The
optical alignment mechanism may
be a split sleeve or a rigid bore
contained within the adaptor.

EVS-EN 78629022002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 186290:1997
Sectional Specifi cation:
Connector sets for optical fibres
and cables - Type MPO
Th.is speciFtcation covers type
I'IPO fibre optic connector sets.

Type NIPO defines a multiway
connector characterised by a

rectangular ferrule nominally 6,4
mm x 2,5 mm which utilises trvo
pins of 0,7 mm diameter as its
alignment technology. It is

applicable to a joint of multiple
fibres by arranging them between
nvo pin-positioning holes in the

Plug.
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EVS-EN 186300:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 186300:1999
Sectional Specifi cation:
Connector sets fot optical fibtes
and cables - Type MSC
This sectional specification covers
a famtly of single way fibre optic
connectot sets u/hich are classified
as type MSC. Type MSC is a
connector set ofthe plug-adaptor-
plug configuration. It features a
push-pull coupling mechanism and
cylindrical butting ferules. The
optical alignrnent mechanism is a
split sleeve contained within the
adaptor. The specification contains
the requirements for type MSC
connectot sets.

EVS-EN 786370|2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 186310:1999
Sectional Specifi cation:
Connectot sets fot optical fibres
and cables - Type MF
This specification covets Type MF
fibre optic connector sets.The
specification contains tle
requirements for Type MF
connector sets to fix into a housing
suitable for back plane use.

EVS-EN 60874-7:2002
Hluad229,00
Identne IE.C 6087 4-1, :1 99 9
ja identne EN 60874-1:1999
Connectots for optical fibres
and cables - Part t Generic
specification
This part of IEC 60874 applies to
fibre optic connectors sets and
individual components (i.e.

adapters, plugs, sockets) for all
types, sizes and structures offibres
and cables. It includes: - connector
set requirements; - quality
assessment procedutes.

EVS-EN 60875-l:2002
Hind 229,00
Identne IEC 60875-1:2000

ia identne EN 60875-1:2001
Non-wavelength-selective fi bte
optic branching devices - Part 1:
Generic specification
Applicable to non-wavelength-
selective 6bre optic branching
devices which are passive (they
contain no optoelectronic or other
transducing elements) and have
three or more ports for the entry
ard/ or exit of optical power which
is shared among these ports in a

predetermined fashion.

EVS-EN 67073-122002
Hr:.d212.00
Identne IF,C 6107 3-1 :1999

ja identne EN 61073-1:2000
Mechanical splices and fusion
splices protectors for optical
fibtes and cables Part 1: Generic
specification
This part of IEC 1073 is a sectiooal
specification which covers the
general requirements and the
minimum Suality as sessment
procedure for mechanical splices as

defined in 1.4. All dimensional and
optical performance reqirirements
are to be defined in the appropriate
detail specification. Blank detail
specifications for the following
four kinds of splices are included: -
petmanent/seperable mechanical
single and multiple fibres splices.

EVS-EN 61202-7.2002
Hind 212,00
Identne IEC 61202-1 :2000
ja identne EN 61202-1:2000
Fibre optic isolators - Part 1:

Generic specification
This part of IEC 61202 applies to
isolators used in dre field of fibre
optics. These have all of the
following general features: - they
are non-reciprocal optical devices,
in which each port is either a 6bre
or. a pig-tail connector; - thel' 2L
passive components containing no
opto-elecftonic or other
transducing elements; - they have
t'wo optical ports for directionally
transmitting optical pou/er. This
standard establishes uniform
requirements for the following: -
fibre optic isolator requirements; -

quality assessment procedures.

EVS-EN 61754-7:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IF,C 617 54-1:1996

ia identne EN 61754-1:1997
Fibte optic connector interfaces
- Part 1: General and guidance
Contains general information
concerning connector interfaces
(definitions, dimensioning s)'stem,
tolerance grades, etc.).

EVS-EN 67754-2:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 617 54-2:199 6

ia identne EN 61754-2:1997
Fibte optic connector interfaces
-Patt2z Type BFOC/2,5
connector family
This document defines the
standard interface dimensions for
the q'pe BFOC/2,5 family of
connectors.

EVS-EN 67754-4:2002
Hind 316,00
Identne IEC 617 54-4:1997 +
A1:1999+A2:2001



ia identne EN 61754-4:7997+
A1:1999+A2:2001
Fibrc optic connector intetfaces
- Part 4: Type SC connector
family
Defines the standard interface
dimensions for type SC family of
connectors which is characterized
by a2,5 mm nominal fernrle
diameter and includes a push-pull
coupling mechanism which is
spring loaded relative to the ferrule
in the direction of the optical axis.

EVS-EN 61754-6:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IE,C 617 54-6:7997 +
A1:2001
ia identne EN 61754-6:1997+
A1:2001
Fibre optic connector interfaces
- Part 6: Type MU connector
family
This part of IEC 61754 defines the
standard interface dimensions for
type NIU family of connectors

EVS-EN 617558.2002
Hind 117,00
Identne IEC 677 54-8:1996

fa identne EN 6175,1-8:1997
Fibre optic connector interfaces
- Part 8: Type CF08 connector
family
This part ofIEC 1754 defines the
standard interface dimensions for
the Type CF08 family of
connectofs

EVS-EN 60874-17z?.002
Hind 130,00
Identne IE,C 6087 4- 17 :1,99 6

ia identne EN 60874-17:1997
Connectots for optical fibres
and cables -PttlTl Sectional
specification for fibre optic
connectot - Typ. F-05 (friction
lock)
This sectional specification is part
of the relevant specification for
type F-05 connectors. The
specification, along with the
appropriate blank detail
specification, defines the
requirements and the quality
assesment procedures for the
subfamily. Type F-05 is a
rectangular simplex optical 6bre
connector consisting of 2,50 mm
cylindrical ferrules and a push/pull
coupling mechanism

EVS-EN 60874-7922002
Hind 130,00
Idenme IEC 60874-19:1995 +
Cor.:1996
ia identne EN 60874-19:1997

Connectors for optical fibres
and cables - Part 19: Sectional
specification for fibre optic
connector - Type SC-D(uplex)
This sectional specification is part
of the relevant specification for
Type SC-D(uplex) connectors. The
specification, along with the
appropriate blank detail
specifi catioo, de6nes the
requirements and the quality
assesment procedures for the
subfamily. Type SC-D(uplex) is a
subfamily of two-way optical fibre
connector utilzing a push-pull
coupling mechanism and

rylindrical ferrules of 2,5 mm
nominal diameter.

EVS-EN 61754-10:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IF,C 617 5 4-1 0:2000

fa identne EN 61754-10:2001
Fibte optic connector intetfaces
- Part 10: Type Mini-MPO
connector family
Defines the standard interface
dimensions for the type Mini-MPO
family of connectors characterized
by a rectangular ferrule nominally
4,4 x 2,5 mm which utilize two
pins of 0,7 mm diameter as its
alignement.

EVS-EN 61754-422002
tlnd272,00
Identne IEC 6fi 5 aJ 2:19 9 9

ia identne EN 6175,1-12:1999
Fibre optic connector interfaces
-Part72z Type FS connectot
family
This document defines the
standard interface dimensions fot
the Type FS family of connectors

EVS-EN 67754-73:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 617 54-13:1999

ia identne EN 617521-13:1999

Fibte optic connector interfaces
- Part 13: Type FC-PC
connector family
This document defines the
standard interface dimensions for
the Type FC family of connectors.

EVS-EN 61754-15220A2
Hlr.d212,00
Identne IE,C 677 54-15:.199 9
ja identne EN 617521-15:2001

Fibte optic connectot interfaces
- Part 15: Type LSH connector
family
This part of IEC 61754 defines the
standard interface dimensions for
type LSH family of connectors.

EVS-EN 61754-762002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 617 54-16:1,999

ja identne EN 6175,1-16:2000
Fibre optic connector interfaces
- Part 16: Type PN connector
family
This patt of IEC 1754 defines the
standard interface dimensions for
the Type CF08 family of
connectors

EVS-EN 50317-2-722002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50377-2-1:2001
Connector sets and intetconnect
components to be used in
optical fibre communication
systems - Product specifications
-Pa*2-7: Type FC-PC
terminated on IEC 60793-2
category 81 singlemode fibte
This specification contains the
initial, start of life dimensional,
optical, mechanical and
environmental performance
requirements which a terminated
and assembled singlemode resilient
alignment sleeve FC/PC connector
set (plug adaptor plug) must meet
in order for it to be categorised as

an EN standard product. Since
different variants and grades of
performance are permitted,
product marking details are given
ln J.f.

EVS-EN 50377-3-1:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne EN 50377-3-1:2001
Connector sets and interconnect
components to be used in
optical fibre communication
systems - Product specifications
- Part 3-1: Type SG terminated
on IEC 60793-2 category A1a
andAlb multimode fibrc
This specification contains the
initial, start of life dimensional,
optical, mechanical and
environmental performance
requirements which a terminated
and assembled multimode V-
groove alignment SG connector set

(plug socket) must meet in order
for it to be categorised as an EN
standard product. Product marking
details are given in 3.5.

EVS-EN 60875-7-7:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 60875-1-7 :1996
ja identne EN 60875-1-1:1998
Fibte optic branching devices -
Part 1-1: Blank detail
specification
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This blank detail specification is
part of the genedc specification
IEC 875-1 (QC 810000) and
comptises a blank worksheet u/ith
instructions for preparing detail
specifications.

EVS-EN 677 53-l-7:.2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 617 53 -7-1 :2000
ja identne EN 61753-1-1:2001
Fibre optic interconnecting
devices and passive
components performance
standard - Part 1-t General and
guidance; fnterconnection
devices (connectors)
Covers general information on
fibre optic connector performance
standatds. Includes references,
definitions and rules for creating a

performance standard, as well as

additional information pertinent to
the subject.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
pfiYS 26477
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne IEC 617 54-3 :1 99 6
ja identrre EN 61754-3:2002
Fibte optic connector interfaces
- Part 3: Type LSA connector
family
Defines the standard interface
dimensions for type LSA family of
connectors which is a single
position plug connector,
characterized by a2,5 mm nominal
ferrule diameter.
prEVS 28886
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 1269 -1 -1 :199 4
ja identne EN 61269-1-7:7997
Fibte optic terminus sets -
Part 1-1: Blank detail
specification
This blank detail specification is
not, by itself, a speciFrcation. It is
part of IEC 1269-1 (QC 780000):
Genedc specification.It includes a

blank worksheet with instructions
for preparing detail specifications.
prE\rS 55162
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61 300-3-20:2007
ia identne EN 61300-3-20:2001
Fibre optic intetconnecting
devices and passive
components - Basic test and
measurement procedures - Part
3-20: Examinations and
measurements - Directivity of
fibre optic branching devices

Applies to measudng the
directivity of light between
channels of a multiport non-
wavelength-selective I\dxN fibre
optic branching device. The
directivity is the fraction of light
that goes from one input path to
another path, normally isolated
from each other.
prEVS 55170
Tdhtaeg: 2A$-02-0L
Identne EN 50377-6-7:2002
Connectot sets and iatetconnect
comPonents to be used in
optical fibre communication
systems -Product specifications
Part 6-1: Type SC-RJ terminated
on IEC 60793-2 category A1a
and A1b multi'.ode fibre
This European standard contains
dre initial, start of life dimensional,
optical, mechanical and
environmental performance
requirements which a terminated
and assembled multimode resilient
alignment sleeve SC-RJ
corurectorset (plug/adaptor/plug)
must meet in order for it to be
categorised as an EN standard
product
prE\zS 55179
Tihtaeg: 2003-01-01
Identne IEC 6 1 753-021 -2:2002
ia identne EN 61753-021-2:2002
Fibte optic interconnecting
devices and passive component
perforrnance standard - Part
027-2: F ibte optic connectors
terminated on single-mode fibre
to categoty C - Controlled
enviionment
Fibre optic interconnecting devices
and passive components
prE\rS 55183
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 617 54-20:2002
ja identne EN 6'1754-2A:2002
Fibrc optic connector interfaces
-Patt20: Type LC connector
family
Defines the standard interface
dimensions for the type LC family
of connectors.
prEVS 55267
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 617 53 -2-3:2001

ia identne EN 61753-2-3:2001
Fibre optic interconnecting
devices and passive
components performance
standard - Part 2-3: Non-
connectorised single-mode lxN
and 2xN non-wavelength-
selective btanching devices for
Category U - Uncontrolled
environment

Specifies the minimum
initialisation test and measurement
tequirements and severities for a

branchhg device. The
requirements cover balanced non-
connectodsed single-mode 1xN
and 2xN non-wavelength-selective
branching devices Q.{ is the
number of oulput ports).

33.180.30
Kiudoptikasffsteemid

Optic amplifiers

KAYANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55360
Tfitaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 61, 290 -5 -3 :2002
ja identne EN 61290-5-3:2002
Basic specification for optical
amplifier test methods -
Part 5-3: Test methods for
teflectance parameters -
Reflectance tolerance test
method using electrical
spectrum analyzet
Applies to commercial optical fibre
amplifiers (OFA$ using active
fibres. It establishes requirements
for accurate measurements, by
means of electrical spectrum
analy5sl test method, of the
maximum reflectance tolerable at
input and oulput (as defined in
clause 3 of IEC 61297-1).The
accuracy for reflectance tolerable is
+/-0,5d8.

33.180.99
Muud kiudoptikaseadmed

Other fibre optic equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 61757-l:2002
Hlu:rd212,00
Identne IF,C 617 57 -1 :7998
ja identne EN 61757-1:1999
Fibte optic sensors - Part 1:

Generic specification
The object of this generic
specification is to define, classi$
and provide the framework for
specifying fibre optic sensors, and
dreir specific components and
subassemblies. Fibre optic sensors
are devices for extracting
information from the environment
using fibre optic technology.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\/S 36455
Tilrtaeg: 2003-02-01
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Identne IEC 67746:2001
ja identne EN 61746:2001
Calibration of optical time-
domain reflectometers
(oTDRs)
Provides procedures for calibrating
single-mode optical time domain
reflectometers (ODTRs). It only
covers ODTR measurement errors
and uncertainties. The ODTR
must be equipped with a minimum
feature set: programmable index of
refraction, display ofa trace
representation, two cursors,
absolute distance measurement,
displayed power level relative to a
reference level. It does not cover
correction of the ODTR response.

$.204
Telemehaanika

Telecontrol. Telemetering

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60870-2-22002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60870-2 -2:1996
ia identne EN 60870-2-2:7996
Telecontrol equipment and
systems - Part 2z Operating
conditions - Section 2:
Environmental conditions
(climatic, mechanical and other
non-electrical inlluences)
This section of IEC 870-2 applies
to telecontrol equipment and
systems with coded bit serial data
transmission for monitoring and
control of geographically
processes. It is also a reference
standard for teleprotection
equipment and systems and for
eguipment included in a
distribution line carrier (DLC)
communication system supporting
a distribution automation system

@AS) and also for associated
communications such as power
line carrier.

EVS-EN 6A870-5-7:2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 60870-5-1 :1990

la identne EN 60870-5-1:1993
Teleconhol equipment and
systems - Part 5: Ttansmission
protocols - Section one:
Ttansmission frame formats
Covers asynchronous data
transmission with half duplex and
duplex link protocols operating
with window size one for message
transfers. Specifies the basic
requirements for services to be
provided by the link plus physical
lay6st, 1'ot telecontrol applications.

EVS-EN 60870-5-222002
Flnd272,00
Identne IEC 60870-5-2:7992

ia identne EN 60870-5-27993
Telecontol equipment and
systems - Part 5: Transmission
protocols - Section 2: Link
transmission procedures
Applies to telecontrol equipment
and systems with coded bit serial
data transmission for monitoring
and controlling geographically-
widespread processes.

EVS-EN 60870-5-3:2002
Hlll.d229,00
Identne IEC 60870-5-3:7992
ja identne EN 60870-5-3:1992
Telecontol equipment and
systems - Part 5: Ttansmissioa
protocols - Section 3: General
structure of application data
Applies to telecontol equipment
and systems with coded bit serial
data transmission for monitoring
and controlling geographically
widespread processes; specifies
rules for stnrcruring application
data units in transmission frames
of telecontrol systems.

EVS-EN 60870-5-4:2002
Fllr;.d229,00
Identne IEC 60870-5-4:7993

ia identne EN 60870-5-4:7993
Telecontrol equipment and
systems - Part 5: Trans-ission
protocols - Section 4: Delinition
and qqding of application
information elements
Gives rules for defining
information elements and presents
a set of information elements, in
particular of ,figital and analog
process variables frequendy used in
telecontrol applications.

EVS-EN 6087 A -5 -702:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 60870-5-702:7996
ja identne EN 60870-5-702:1996
Teleconuol equipment and
systems - Part 5: Transmission
protocols - Section 102:
Companion standard for the
transmission of integrated totals
in electric power systems
The purpose of this section of IEC
870-5 is to standardize the
transmission of integrated totals
representing the amount of
electrical energy transferred
between power utilities, or between
a pov/er utility and independent
procedures on a high voltage (H!
or medium voltage (1{V) network
as a part of EMS (energy
management systems)

firnctionality. This section is not
concemed with the low voltage
(LV) networks or the interfaces to
the energy consumption meters
themselves.

EVS-EN 60 87 0 -5-70 4 22002
Hhd 283,00
Identne IEC 60870-5 -7A4:2000

ia identne EN 60870-5-704:2001
Telecontrol equipment and
systems - Part 5-104:
Ttansmission protocols -
Network access for
IEC 60870-5-101 using standard
transport ptofiles
This section of IEC 60870-5
applies to telecontrol equipment
and systems vrith coded bit serial
data transmission for monitoring
and controlling geographically
widespread processes. It defines a
telecontrol companion standard
that enables interoperability among
compatible telecontrol equipment.

EVS-EN 6087 0 -6 -503 :20 02
Hind 306,00
Identne IEC 60870-6 -503:2002
ja identne EN 60870-6-503:2002
Telecontrol equipment and
systems - Part 6: Teleconfiol
ptotocols compatible s'ith ISO
standards and ITU-T
tecommendations - Section 503:
TASE.2 Services and protocol
This Intemational Standard
specifies a method of exchanging
time-critical control center data
through rvide- and local-area
networks using fulI ISO compliant
protocol stack. It contains
ptovision for supporting both
centralized and distributed
architectures. The standard
includes the exchange of reel-time
data indications control operations,
timeseries data, scheduling and
accounting infotmation, remote

Program control, and event
notification.

EVS-EN 60 87 0 -6-502:2002
IIu:d229,0A
Identne IEC 60870-6- 5021995
ia identne EN 60870-6-502:1996
Telecontrol equipment and
systems - Part 6: Telecontrol
ptotocols compatible with ISO
standards and ITU-T
recommendations - Section 502:
TASE.I protocol definitions
This section of IEC 870-6 specifies
the protocol for the services
provided by an application-service-
element - the Telecontrol
Application Service Element no.1
(IASE.l) - to support the
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exchange ofprocess data between
telecontrol systems.

EVS-EN 6087 0 -6-501t2002
Hind 326,00
Identne IEC 60870-6-501:1995
ja identne EN 60870-6-501:1996
Telecontrol equipment and
systems - Part 6: Telecontol
protocols compatible sdth ISO
standards and ITU-T
recommendatione - Section 501:
TASE.1 sen'ice definitions
This section of IEC 870-6 specifies
the protocol for the services
provided by an application-service-
element - the Teleconttol
Application Service Element no.1

CIASE.I) - for the exchange of
process data in telecontrol systems.

EVS-EN 6087 0 -6 -601:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 60870-6- 601:1994

ia identne EN 60870-6-601:1995
Telecontol equipment and
systems - Part 6: Teleconttol
protocols compatible with ISO
standards and ITU-T
tecommendations - Section 501:
Functional Profile for ptoviding
the Connection-Oriented
Transport Service in End
System connected via
perrnanent access to a Packet
Sq"itched Data Netqrotk
This section of IEC 870-6 defines
functional pro{iles to be used in
telecommunication networks for
electric power systems. It is largely
based on existing ISO/IEC
Intemational Standards and
Intemational Standardized Profiles
(rsP)

EVS-EN 6087 0 -6-7 02:2002
Hind 212,00
Identne IEC 60870-6-7 02:7998

ia identne EN 60870-6-702:1998
Telecontrol equipment and
systems -Patt6-702t
Telecontrol protocols
compatible with ISO standards
and ITU-T recommendations -
Functional profile for providing
the Tase.2. application service
in end systems
Is a functional ptofile FP) ^ddefines the provision of the
TASE.2 communications services
berween two control centre end
svstems. This FP also defines the
provision of the OSI connection-
mode presentation and session
services between the end systems.

EYS-EN 6087 0 -6-802:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 60870-6- 802:20A2
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ia identne EN 60870-6-802:2002
Telecontrol equipment and
systems - Part 6: Telecontrol
protocols compatible with ISO
standards and ITU-T
recornmendations - Section 802:
TASE.2 Obiect models
This Intemational Standatd
specifies a method of exchanging
time-critical control center data
through wide- and local-area
networks using firll ISO compliant
protocol stack, It contains
provision for supporting both
centralized and disttibuted
architectures. The standard
includes the exchange of reel-time
data indications, conhol
opetations, timesedes data,
scheduling and accounting
information, rernote program
control, and event notification.

3s.020
Infotehnoloogia
tildkiisimused

Information technology (IT)
in general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50176:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 50116:1996
Information technology
equipment - Routine electrical
safety testing in ptoduction
This European Standard appl-ies to
Information Technology
Equipment. It defines the routine
safety tests and their procedures to
be applied during the
manufacruring process of the
equipment. Altematively,
manufacturers can apply the tests
of this Standard to sub-assemblies
and components so long as the
total equipment continues to
comply with EN 60950. In all cases

dre application of the tests detailed
in this Standard is design
ilependent and need to be defined
by the manufacturer.

EVS-EN 6099022002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 60990:1999
ja identne EN 60990:1999
Methods of measutement of
touch current and protective
conductof curent
Defines measurement methods for
d.c. or a.c. of sinusoidal or non-
sinusoidal waveform, which could
flow through the human body, and
current flowing through a

protective conductor. The
measuring methods recommended
fotTOUCH CURRENT are based
upon the possible effects of
current flowing through a human
body. In this standard,
measurements of current through
networks representing the
impedance of the human body are
referred to as measutements of
TOUCH CURRENT. These
networks ale not necessarily valid
for the bodies of animals. The
basic safety publication is primarily
intended for use by technical
committees in the preparation of
standards in accordance with the
principles laid down in IEC Guide
104 and ISO/IEC Guide 51. It is
not intended for use by
manufacturers or certification
bodies. It has the status of a basic
safety publication in accordance
with IEC Guide 104.

EVS-EN 60950-7:2002
Hind 506,00
Identne IEC 60950-1:2001

ia identne EN 60950-1:2001
Information technology
equipment - Safety - Part 1:
General tequirements
This standard is applicable to
mains-powered or battery-powered
information technology equipment,
including electrical business
equipment and associated
equipment, with a R.\TED
VOLTAGE not exceeding 600 \r.
This standard is also applicable to
such informa

EVS- EN 5 5024 :2001 / Ll:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne CISPR 24:7997 /A7:2001
ja identne EN
55024:1998 / A1:2001
Information technology
equipment - Immunity
characteristics - Limits and
methods of measurement
This standard applies to
Information Technology
Equipment (ITE) as defined in
CISPR Standard 22. Procedures
are defined for the measurement
of ITE and limits are specified
which are developed for ITE and
within the frequency range of 0 Hz
to 400 GHz. The obiect of this
standard is to establish
requirements which will provide an
adequate level of intrinsic
immunity so that dre equipment
will operate as intended in its
environement. For exceptional
environmental conditions soecial



mitigation measules may be
required.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 55177
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 61286:2001

ia identne EN 61286:2001
Information technology - Coded
gaphic character set fot use in
the preparation of documents
used in electrotechnology and
fot information interchange
Specifies a standardized coded
graphic character set for use in
drawings and diagrams, and for the
design of graphical symbols.
Edition 2 describes the
correspondence between this
character set and drat of ISO/IEC
10646-r.

35.060
Infotehnoloogias
kasutatavad keeled

Languages used in
information technology

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67737-1:2002
Hind 0,00
Identne IE'C 67137 -l:1992
ia identne EN 61131-1:1994
Progtammable controllers - Patt
1: General information
The International Standard IEC
1131 applies to programmable
controllers and their associated
peripherals such as programming
and debugging tools @ADTs), test
equipment (lE) and man-machnie
interfaces (NII\tIs), etc. Equipment
covering in this standard is
intended for use in overvoltage
category II (see IEC 36++443),n
low voltage installations, where the
rated mains supply voltage does
not exceed 1000 V a.c. (50/60 Hz),
or 1500 V d.c., for the control and
command of machines and
industrial processes.

EVS-EN 67131-3:2002
Hind 338,00
Identne IEC 61 131-3:1993

fa identne EN 61131-3:1993
Ptogtammable conttollets - Part
3: Ptogtamming languages
This European Standard applies to
dre printed and displayed
representation, using characters of
the ISO/IEC 646 character set, of
the programming languages to be
used for programmable controllers.
Soecifies the svntax and semantics.

EVS-EN 67697-122002
Hind 381,00
Identne IE.C 67 691 -7 :7997

la identne EN 61691-1:1997
Design automation - Part 1:

VHDL language reference
manual
This standard defines the VHSIC
Hardware Description Language

$DHI-).VDHLis a formal
notation intended for use in all
phases of the creation of elecftonic
systems. Because it is both
machine readable and human
readable, it supports the
development, verification,
synthesis and testing of hardware
designs; the communication of
hardware design data; and the
maintenance, modification and
procurement of hardware. Its
primary audiences are the
implementors of tools supporting
the language and the advanced
users ofthe language.

35.100
Avatud siisteemide
iihendamine (OSD

Open systems
interconnection (OS!

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKCISITLUS
prEVS 55091
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
I den tne IFC 620 5 6 -27 :2OO2

ja identne EN 62056-27:2002
Electricity metering - Data
exchange for meter reading,
tariff and load contol -Part2l:.
Ditect local data exchange
Describes hardware and protocol
specifications for local metet data
exchange. In such systems, a hand-
held unit (HHU) or a unitwith
equivalent functions is connected
to a tariffdevice or a gtoup of
devices.

35.100.00
Avatud siisteemide
iihendamine (OSD

Open systems
interconnection (OS!

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50770:2002
Hind 582,00
Identne EN 50170:1996+
Als\27\3:2002
General Purpose Field
Communication Svstem

The "geneml pqpose 6eld
communication system" is
pri"ctp"lly a communication means
between equipment close to the
manufacturing plocess ]ike sensors
and actuators on machines, etc.
and the control level equipment.
Further precise definition is
difficult as it limits the use of this
communication technology. The
scope of inforrnation transfer goes
far beyond ofreplacing analog 4 to
20 m,\ signals. Decenffalized
intelligent systems need
communication from and to
devices in a comfortable user or
application oriented way.

35.100.10
Fiiiisiline kiht

Phvsical laver

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSXIUSITLUS
prEVS 55092
Tdhtaeg: 2A$-02-A1
Identne IF.C 62A56-42:2002

ia identne EN 62056-42:2002
Electricity metering - Data
exchange for meter reading,
tatiff and load contiol - Patt 422

Physical layer serrices and
ptocedutes fot connection-
oriented asynchronous data
exchange
Specifres the physical layer services
and protocols within the
Companion Specification for
Energy N{etering (COSEXQ three-
layer connection oriented profrle
for asynchronous data
communication.

3s.700.20
Kanalikiht

Data link laver

KAVANDITE
ARYAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55093
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
I d entne IF,.C 6205 6 - 46:2002
ja identne EN 62056-46:20O2
Electricity metering - Data
exchange fot meter reading,
tariff and load contol - Part 46:
Data link layet using HDLC
protocol
Specifies the data link layer for
connection-oriented, HDLC-
based, asynchf,onous
communication profile.

lvl



35.100.70
Rakenduskiht

Application layer

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEVS 55094
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF.C 6205 6-53 :2002
ia identne EN 62056-53:2002
Electricity metering - Data
exchange for meter reading,
tariffand load conrol - Part 53:
COSEM application layer
Specifies the COSEM application
layer in terms of structure, services
and protocols, for COSEM clients
and

3s.110
V6rk

Networking

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50174-7:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 5017u1-1:2000

Information technology -
Cabling installation - Part 1:

:1":""*::"" 
and quaritv

This European standard specifies
the basic requirements for the
specifi cation, implementation and
operation of information
technology cabling ushg balanced
copper cabling and fibre optic
cabling. This standard is applicable
to: a) cabling designed to support
particular analogue and ,{;gital
telecommunications services
including voice services; b) generic
cabling systems designed in
accordance with EN 50173 and
intended to support a wide range
of telecommunications services.

EVS-EN 50774-2:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne EN 50174-2:2000
Information technology -
Cabling installation - Part 2:
Installation planning and
practices inside buildings
This European standard specifies
the basic requirements for the
specification, implementation and
operation of information
technology cabling using balanced
copper cabling and fibre optic
cabling. This standatd is applicable
to: a) cabling designed to support
particular analogue utr6 d;gital
telecommunications services
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including voice sewices; b) generic
cabling systems designed in
accordance urith EN 50173 and
intended to support a wide range
of telecommunications sewices.

35.160
Mikroprotses sorsff steemid

Microprocessor systems

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 50254t2002
Hiod 381,00
Identne EN 50254:1998
High effi ciency communication
subsystem for small data
packages
This European Standatd is
specifying a set of solutions named
"High Effi ciency Communication
for Small Data Package' (I{ECS).
The scope covers the
communication of simple devices
such as I/Os ot sensors /
actuators. It is not specified for a

certain industry sector such as

manufactudng automation, but it is
targeted to any application
requesting fast access to small data
packages with deterministic and
predictabel access.

35.200
Liidestus- ja
iihendusseadmed

Interface and
interconnection equipment

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 50770:2002
Hind 582,00
Identne EN
501 70: 1 996+ Al A2A3:2002
General Purpose Field
Commuaication System
The "general pulpose field
communication systemrr is

principally a communication means
between equipment close to the
manufacturing process like sensors
and actuators on machines, etc.
and the control level equipment.
Further precise definition is
difficult as it limits the use of this
communication technology. The
scope of information transfer goes
far beyond of replacing analog 4 to
20 mA signals. Decentralized
intelligent systems need
communication from and to
devices in a comfortable user or
application oriented rvay.

EVS-EN 61707:2002
Hind 295,00
Identne IEC 61 1 07 :1,99 (
ja identne EN 61107:1996
Data exchange fot meter
teading, tariff and load contol -
Direct local data exchange
Speci6es hardware and protocol
specifications for local systems.
Deals with direct local systems, h
'which the hand held unit is
connected to one tariff device only
at a time.

3s.u0.47
Infotehnoloogia (IT)
rakendused iildiselt

Application of information
technology in general

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55270
Tdhtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 82045-1 :2001

ia identne EN 82045-1:2001
Document management -
Part t Principles and methods
Specifies pdnciples and methods to
de6ne metadata for the
management of documents
associated with objects throughout
their life cycle; This c1'cle generally
covers a range from the conceptual
idea of a document to its deletion.
The established principles and
methods are basic for all document
maoagement systems. This part is
intended as a general basic
standard in all application 6elds
and provides the framework
applicable for part 2. Intemational
Standard 82045 is primarily
intended as a resource for the use

in computerised systems such as

Electronic Document Nlanagement
Systems (E'DI,{S) or Product Data
Management Systems (PDN{S) for
the management, retrieval, storage
and selection agrd archiving of
documents, and a's a basis for the
exchange ofdocuments.

35.240.50
IT rakendused t66stuses

IT applications in industry

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67003-722002
Hlnd272,00
Identne IEC 61003-1:1991

ia identne EN 61003-1:1993



Industrial-process con&ol
systems - Instruments rrith
analogue inputs and two- ot
multi-state oulputs - Part 1:
Methods of evaluating the
performance
Applies to pneumatic and electric
industrial-process instruments
using measured values that are
continuous signals. Specifies
uniform methods of tests for the
evaluation of the performance.

EVS-EN 61069-2:2002
Hlr.d272,0A
I dentne IEC 61 069 -2:7993
ja identne EN 61069-2:1994
Industrial-process measurement
and control - Evaluation of
system ptoperties for the
pu{pose of system assessment -
Parl.22 Assessment
methodology
Details the assessment
methodology of industrial-process
measurement and control systems.
Describes the method for
analyzing the obiectives given for
dre assessment, the method for
weighing the relative importance of
the various system propenies and
influencing conditions, and for
determining an assessment

Progfamme.
EVS-EN 61069-3.2002
H:u:.d2"12,00

Identne IEC 61069-3:1 996

ia identne EN 61069-3:1996
Industrial-process measurement
and control - Evaluation of
system ptoperties for the
pufpose of system assessment -
Part 3: Assessment of system
functionality
This part of IEC 1069 describes in
detail the method to be used to
systematically assess the
functionality of an industrial
process measurement and control
s)'stem. The assessment
methodology detailed in IEC 1069-
2 is applied to obtain the
furlc tionality assessment
programme. The subsidary
functionality properties are
analyzed, and criteria to be taken
into account when assessing
functionality are described.

EVS-EN 61069-4:2002
Hurd247,00
Identne IE,C 61069 -4:1997

ia identne EN 61069-4:1997

Industrial process measurement
and control - Evaluation of
system properties for the
purpose of system assessment -
Pari. 4z Assessment of system
performance
This part of IEC 1069 covers the
method to be used to
systematically assess the
performance of an industrial
process measurement and control
systems. The assessment
methodology detailed in IEC 1069-
2 is applied to obtain the
performance assessment
programme. The subsidary
performance properties are
analyzed, and criteria to be taken
into account when assessing
performance are described.

EVS-EN 67731-}.2002
Hind 0,00
Identne IE.C 61731 -7 :1992
ja identne EN 61131-1:1994
Progtammable controllets -
Part 1: Genetal information
The International Standard IEC
1131 applies to programmable
controllers and their associated
peripherals such as programming
,tt6 6g[r'gging tools @ADTs), test
eqrripment (rE) and man-machnie
interfaces @IMs), etc. Eguipment
covering in this standard is
intended for use in overvoltage
category II (see IEC 36++443),n
low voltage installations, where the
rated mains supply voltage does
not exceed 1000 V a.c. (50/ 60 Hz),
or 1500 V d.c., for the control and
command of machines and
industrial processes.

EVS-EN 61737-3:2002
Hind 338,00
Identne IEC 61 131 -3 :7 993
ja identne EN 61131-3:1993
Programmable contollets -
Part 3: Programming languages
This Euopean Standard applies to
the printed and displayed
representation, using characten of
the ISO/IEC 646 chatacter set, of
the programming languages to be
used for programmable controllers.
Specifies the syntax and semantics.

EVS-EN 61731-5:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 61 131-5:2000

ia identne EN 61131-5:2001
Programmable controllers -
Part 5: Communications

This part of IEC 61131 specifies
communication aspects of a

programmable controller. It
specifies from the vieupoint of a

PC how any device can
communicate with a PC as a server
and how a PC can communicate
with any device.

ETS-EN 67691-2:2A02
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 67 19 | -2:2007

la identne EN 61691-2:2001
Behavioural languages - Part. 2:
VHDL multilogic system fot
model intercperability
This specification prescribes the
requirements for surface mounted
solder connections. The
requirements pettain to those
assemblies that are totally surface
mounted or to the surface
mounted portions of those
assemblies that include other
related technologies (e.g. through-
hole, chip mounting, terminal
mounting, etc.)

EVS-EN 67697-3-2:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 67 69 7 -3 -2:2001
ja identne EN 61691-3-2:2001
Behaviouml languages -
Pa*3-2: Mathematical
operation in VHDL
This set ofpackages provides a

standard for the declaration of
most frequendy used real and
complex elementary functions
tequired for numerically oriented
rnodeling applications. Use of
these packages with their defined
data types, constants, and
functions is intended to provide a
mechanism for writing VHDL
models (compliant with IEEE Std
1076-1993) that are portable and
interoperable with other VHDL
models adhering to this standard.
The standard serves a broad class
of applications with reasonable
ease ofuse and requires
implementations that are of high
quality. This standard includes
package bodies, as described in
annex B, which are available in
electronic format either on a

diskette affixed to the back cover,
or as a downloadable file from the
IEC tf(/eb Store.

EVS-EN 61691-3-3:2002
Hind 199,00
Identne IE.C 61 69 7 -3 -3 :2007

!a identne EN 61691-3-3:2001
Behavioural languages -
Part 3-3: Svnthesis in VHDL
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This standard supports the
synthesis and verification of
hardware designs, by defining
vector types for representing
sigred or unsigned integer values
and providing standatd
intelpretations of widely used
scalar VHDL values. Includes
package bodies, as described in
annex A, which are available in
electronic format either on a
diskette affixed to the back cover,
or as a doumloadable 6le from t}le
IEC Web Store.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSICiSITLUS
prE\zS 35178
Tilrtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne IE,C 61 69 0-2:2000

ia identne EN 61690-2:2000
Electronic Design Interchange
Format (EDIF) - Version 4.0.0
This document defines the syntax
and semantics fot EDIF \rersion 4
0 0. EDIF Version 4 0 0 addresses
EDIF Level0 and Level 1. EDIF
\/ersion 3 0 0 provided support for
Connectivity and Schematics;
EDIF \zersion 4 0 0 offers
additional capability by providing
support for the representation of
Printed Circuit Boards @CBs) and
tr lulti-chip lv{odules (lUCMs)
including technology rules and
assembly' drawings.
prE\rS 38827
Tilrtaeg: 2003-02-01
Iden tne IE,C 61 1 31 -7 :2000

ia identne EN 61131-7:2000
Ptogtammable conEollers -
Part 7: Ftzzy control
progtamming
This part ofIEC 61131 defines a

language for progamming of
Fuzzy Control applications which
use prograrnmable controllers.
prE\zS 55110
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 61 523 -2:2002
ia identne EN 61523-2:2002
Delay and power calculation
standards - Pan2l Pte-layout
delay calculation specification
for CMOS ASIC libraries
Applies to CNfOS ASIC libraries
which contain cell based primitives
and memories to be used dudng
the preJayout design phase oflogic
simulation, timing verification and
logic synthesis.The delay
calculation method addressed in
this standard consists of 1)

estimation of rvire capacttance2)
Delay 62lsuhtion method based on
tablelook-up. Vith use of DCL
and SDF, this delay calculation
198

method helps the user have a
unified timing model for vadous
EDA tools in the pre-layout design
phase.
prEVS 55186
Tihtaeg 2AC3-02-01
Identne IE,C 67 57 2-2:2001
ja identne EN 61512-2:2002
Batch con$ol - Part 2:D*a
structures and guidelines for
languages
This part of this standard on bitch
control defines data models that
describe batch control as applied in
the process industries, data
s tructures for facilitating
communications rrithin and
between batch control
implementations and language
guidelines for representing recipes.
Refer to Annex A for an

explanation of the UML notation
drat is used in this part of this
standard. Refet to Annex B for a
summary of all of the SQL
definitions from clause 5.

35.260.t0
Kontorimasinad

Officemachines

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 5O716:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 50116:1996
Information tech.ologiy
equipment - Routine electrical
safety testing in production
This European Standard applies to
Information Technology
Equipment. It defines the routine
safety tests and theit procedures to
be applied dudng the
manufacturing process of the
equipment. Altematively,
manufacturers can apply the tests
of dris Standard to sub-assemblies
and components so long as the
total equipment continues to
comply with EN 60950. In aU cases
dre application of the tests detailed
in this Standard is design
dependent and need to be defined
by the manufacturer.

EVS-EN 60950-1:2002
Hind 506,00
Identne iEC 60950-1:2001

ia identne EN 60950-1:2001
Information technology
equipment - Safety - Part 1:

Genetal requirements

This standard is applicable to
mains-powered or battery-poweted
information technology equipment,
including electrical business
equipment and associated
equipment, with a RATED
VOLTAGE not exceeding 600 V.
This standard is also applicable to
such informa

37.100.10
Paljundusseadmed

Reproduction equipment

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKITSITLUS
prE\rS 28324
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 3023:2002
Noise measurement methods
fot printing, paper converting,
paper making machines and
auxiliary equipment - Accuracy
gmdes 2and3
This standard specifies all the
information necessary to carry out
efficiendy and under s12nd21dizgd
conditions the determination,
declaration and verification of
airbome noipe emission from
printing and paper converting
machines covered by the EN 1010
series and from paper making and
finishing machines covered by the
EN 1034 series. It specifies noise
measurement methods and
installation and operating
conditions to be used for the test

43.040.10
Elektriseadmed

Electrical and electronic
equiPment

UUED STA}{DARDID
EVS-EN 60095-222002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 6009 5 -2:1 9 84

ia identne EN 60095-2:1993 +
477:1994
Lead-acid stafter batteries - Part
2: Dimensions of batteries and
dimensions and marking of
terminals
This standatd is applicable to lead-
acid batteries with a nominal
voltage of 12Y, used primarily as a
power source for starting and
ignition of intemal combusion
eng'ines, lighting and also for
au.riliary equipment of internal
combustion engine vehicles. These
batteries are commonlv called



"Startet batteries". This standard is
not applicable to batteries for other
purposes, for example the starting
of railcar intemal combustion
engines.

43.100
S6iduautod.
Haagiselamud ja

i iirelkiirud (kergehaagis ed)

Passenger c rs. C^t^v^ns and
light trailers

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 794922002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 1949:2002
Specification fot the installation
of LPG systems fot habitation
purposes in leisure
accomodation vehicles and in
othet toad vehicles
This European Standard specifies
the requirements for the
installation of liqueEed petoleum
gas systems for habitation purposes
in leisure accommodation vehicles
and in other road vehicles. It
details safety and health
requirements on dre selection of
materials, components and
appliances, on design
considerations and soundness
testing of installations and on the
contents of the user's handbook

4s.020
Raudteetehnika
iiLldktisimused

Railway engineering in
general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50122-222002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50122-2:1998+
A7:2002
Railway applications - Fixed
installations - Part 2'. Protective
provisions against the effects of
stfay curents caused by d.c.
tfaction systems
This standard specifies
requirements for the protective
provisions against the effects of
stray cuffents which result from
the operation of d.c. traction
systems. It applies to all metallic
fixed installations which form a

part of the traction system, and
also to any other unrelated metallic
components located in any
position in the earth, which may

carry stray curents tesulting from
the operation of the d.c. railway
system. It applies to all new
electriEcation of a d.c. railuray
system. The principles may also be
applied to eisting or electrified
systems where it is necessary to
consider the effects ofstray
currents.The range of application
includes railways; gu.ided mass
transportation systems such as:

Tramways, elevated and
underground railways, trolleybus
systems and magnetic levitated
systems. It also includes material
transportation systems.This
standard does not apply to: a) mine
tractjon systems in underground
mines; b) cranes, transportable
platforms and similar
transportation equipment on rails,
temporary structures (e.9.

exhibition structures) in so far as

these are not supplied direcdy
from the contact line system and
are not endangered by the traction
power supply systems; c)
suspended cars; d) funicluar
railways and e) maintenance wotk.

EVS-EN 50723-l:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50123-1 :1 995
Railway applications - Fixed
installations - D.C. switchgear -
Pat t General
This European Standard,
consisting of seven parts, specifies
requirements for d.c. switchgear
and controlgear and is intended to
be used in fixed electrical
installations, rvith nominal voltage
not exceeding 3000 V d.c., which
supply electrical power to vehicles
for public guided transport, i.e.
railway vehicles, tramway vehicles,
undergtound vehicles and
trolleybuses.

EVS-EN 50723-2:2002
Hind 179p0
Identne EN 50123-2:1995+
A1:1996
Railway applicdtiqns - Fixed
installations - D.C. switchgear -
Patt2z D.C. circuit bteakers
This Part ofEN 50123 specifies
requirements for d.c. circuit
breakers for use in stationary
installations of traction systems.
NOTE 1: EN 50123-6 specifies
requirements for d.c. swilchgear
assemblies. NOTE 2: EN 50121-5
specifies requirements for
electromagnetic compatibility
(EN{C). NOTE 3: EN 50126
specifies requirements for
dependability.

EVS-EN 50123-422002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 50123-4:1999
Railway applications - Fixed
installations - D.C. switchgear -
Part 4: Outdoot d.c. in-line
switch-discorurectors,
disconnectots and d.c. earthing
switches
This Part of EN 50123 specifies
requirements for outdoor d.c.
switch-disconnectors,
disconnectors and earthing
switches for use in outdoor
stationary installations of traction
systems.

EVS-EN 50723-622002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50123-6:1998
Railway applications - Fixed
installations - D.C. Switchgear -
Part 6: D.C. Switchgeat
assemblies
Tlris EN 50123-6 covers D.C.
metal-enclosed and non-metallic
switchgear assemblies used in
indoor stationary installations of
traction systems,'q/ith nominal
voltage not exceeding 3 000 V. It is
intended that individual items of
equipment, for example circuit
breakers, housed in the assembly is

designed, amufactured and
individually tested (simulating the
enclosure when necessary) in
accordance with their respective
parts ofEN 50123 or, when
appropriate, with another
applicable standard.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSK TSITLUS
prE\rS 37461
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 13230-2:20O2
Railway applications - Track -
Conctete sleepers and bearers -
P art 2: Ptesttessed monoblock
sleepets
This part of this European
Standard defines additional
technical criteria and control
procedures related to the design
and manufacture of ptestressed
monobloc sleepers

ptE\rS 37463
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 13230-3:2002
Railway applications - Track -
Conctete sleepers and bearers -
Part 3: Twin-block reinforced
sleepers
This part of this European
Standard defines technical criteria
and control procedures relating to
the design and manufacture of
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tudn-block reinforced concrete
sleepers

prEVS 38604
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 13230-4:2002
Railway applications - Track -
Concrete sleepers and bearers -
Part 4 : Prestressed bearers for
switches and crossings
This part of the European
Standard defines additional
technical criteria and control
procedures as well as specific
tolerance limits relating to the
design and manufacture of
prestressed bearers for switches
and crossings with a ma-ximum
Iength of 5,5 m
prEVS 55404
Tzihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14601:2002
Railway applications - Stmight
and angled end cocks for brake
pipe and main reservoir pipe
This European Standard is
applicable to manually operated
end cocks designed to cut-off the
Brake pipe and the Main Reservoir
pipe of the air btake and
compressed air system of rail
vehicles ; without taking the rlpe
ofvehicles and track-gauge into
consideration

45.060
Raudtee veerem

Railway rolling stock

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEYS 32344
Tilrtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 6007 7 -2:1 999
ia identne EN 60077-2:2002
Railway applications - Electric
equipment for rolling stock -
P art 2z Electrotechnical
components - Geneml rules
Provides general rules for all
electrotechnical components
installed in power circuits, control
and indicating circuits on rail
rolling stock. It supplements the
rules given in part 1 of IEC 60077.
This part and the part 1 replaces
IF.C 60077 published in 1968.
prEVS 55178
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 6137 7 -2:2002
ia identne EN 61377-2:2002
Railway applications - Rolling
stock - Combined testing -
P at 2: Choppet-fed ditect
cuffent traction motorc and
their control
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Applies to the combinations of
motor(s), chopper and theit
contol, and its object is to specifr
a)the perforrnance characteristics
of electric drives consisting of a
chopper, direct culrent motors,
and the related contol system
b)methods of veri$ring these
perfgrmance characteristics by
tests. In traction drives, a
combined system with chopper
and direct current motor(s)
rvithout any control benveen the
mechanical ouq)ut and the chopper
is not usual. It is not, therefore,
considered in this standard. iEC
60349-7 applies to chopper-fed
direct current motors, IEC 61287-
1 to power electronic convertors,
and IEC 60571 to electronic
equipments. As a consequence,
IEC 60349-1 describes the tests to
demonstrate dre compliance of the
motor to its specification, while
IF,C 67287-1 does the same for the
chopper.

45.060.00
Raudtee veefem

Railway rolling stock.
General

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55378
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01,
Identne EN 50153:2002
Railway applications - Rolling
stock - Protective provisions
relating to electrical hazards
This standard states a set ofrules
that are applied in the design and
manufacfure of electrical
installations and equipment to be
used on rolling stock so as to
protect the persons from electric
shocks. The methods used to
satisff the rules may be different,
according to the procedures and
practices of the operating
organization. This standard is
applicable to vehicles of rail
transpott systems, road vehicles
powered by an extemal supply
(trolley buses), magnetic levitated
vehicles and to the electrical
eqL ipment installed in these
vehicles.

45.060.01
Raudtee veerem ffldiselt

Railway rolling stock in
general

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 50206-222002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 50206-2:1999
Railway applications - Rolling
stock - Pantognphs:
Characteristics and tests -
Patt2t Pantogmphs fot metros
and light rail vehicles
This standard defines the general
assembly charctedstics which are

to be applied to pantographs, to
enable current collection from the
overhead line system. It also

defines the tests the pantographs
have to perform, excluding
insulators. This standard does not
apply to panto$aph dielectric tests,
which are to be performed on the
pantogtaph installed on the vehicle
roof. This standard does not apply
to pantographs used on main line
vehicles: these pantographs are
considered in EN 50206-1. This
standard relates to conventional
suspended overhead line sy51srn5

and accessories. The systems (or
part of them) which are rigidly
suspended will require special
consideration bet'qreen the
customer and the supplier.

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 35043
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 502641:2002
Railway applications -Railway
rolling stock cables having
special fire performance '
Standatd wall - Part 1: General
tequirements
Part 1 of EN 50264 specifies the
general requirements applicable to
the cables given in part 2 and part
3 of EN 50264.It includes the
detailed requirements for the
insulating and sheathing materials
and other components called up in
the separate parts. In particular
EN 50264-1 specifies those
requirements relating to fire safety
which enable the cables to satis$'
Hazard Levels 2,3 and 4 of EN
45545-1.
prE\/S 35045
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne EN 5026 4 -2:2002



Railway applicactions - Railway
sslling stock cables having
special fite performance -
Standard wall - Part 2: Single
core cables
Part 2 ofEN 50264 specifies
requirements for, and
constructions and dimensions od
single core cables of the following
q'pes and voltage ratings: 0,6/1 kV
unscreened, unsheathed (1 mm2 to
400 mm2), 1,8/3 k\/ unscreened,
unsheathed (1,5 mm2 to 400
mm?), 1,8 / 3 k\r unscreened
sheathed (1,5 mm2 to 400 mm2),
3,6 / 6 k\/ unscreened, sheathed

Q,5 rrrrr-l.2 to 400 mm2). All cables
have class 5 tinned copper
conductors to HD 383, halogen-
free insulation and where
applicable halogen-fiee sheath.
prE\/S 35048
Tihtaeg: 2043-02-01
Identne EN 50264 -3 :2002
Railway applicactions - Railway
tolling stock cables having
special fire performance -
Standard wall - Part : Multicore
cables
Part 3 ofEN 50264 specifies
requirements for, and
constructions and dimensions of,
multicore cables of the following
q'pes and voltage ratings: 300
\'/500 \/ Screened or unscreened
(1 mm 2,1,5 mm 2and2,5mm2,
number of cores ftom 2 to 40) -
0,6 k\'/1 kV Screened or
trnscreened, (1 mm2 to 50 mm 2 ,

2,3 and 4 core)
prEVS 55199
Tilrtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne EN 50305:2002
Railway applications -Railway
tolling stock cables having
special fite performance -Test
methods
This standard specifies special test
methods applicable to cables, and
their constituent insulating and
streathing materials, for use of
railway rolling stock. Such cables
are specified in the various parts of
EN 50264 and EN 50306

4s.060.10
Vedurid

Tractive stock

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50207:2002
Hlrl'd272,00
Identne EN 50207:2000

Railway applications -
Electronic power converterc for
rolling stock
This standard is applicable to
powet electronic converters
mounted on-board railway rolling-
stock and intended for supplying: -
traction circuits - auxiliary circuits
ofpower vehicles, coaches and
trailers The application of this
standard extends as fa! as possible
to all other traction vehicles,
including trolleybuses for example.

EVS-EN 50215:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 50215:1999
Railway applications - Testing
of rolling stock after completion
of constuction and befote entry
into sendce
This European Standard specifies
general criteria to demonstrate by
testing that complete railway
vehicles conform urith standards or
other normative documents. fLis
European Standard, as a whole or
in part, applies to all railway
vehicles except special pufpose
vehicles such as trackJaying
machines, ballast cleaners and
personnel carriers. The extent of
application of the standard for
particulat vehicles will be
specifically mentioned in the
contfact. In so far as this Eutopean
Standard is applicable it may be
used for the following: - generatot
sets mounted on a vehicle
provided for auxiliary puq)oses; -
the electrical ftansmission used on
rolley busses ot similar vehicles; -
conhol and auxiliary equipment of
vehicles with non-electrical
propulsion systems; - vehicles
guided, supported or electrically
propelled by systems urhich do not
use the adhesion belween wheel
and rail.

EVS-EN 50206-1:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne EN 50206-1:1998
Railway applications - Rolling
stock - Pantogtaphs:
Characteristics and tests -
Part 1: Pantographs for main
line vehicles
This document defines the general
assembly characteristics which are
to be applied to pantographs, to
enable curent collection from the
overhead line system. It also
defines the tests the pantogtaphs
have to perform, excluding
insulators.This standard does not
apply to pantograph dielectric tesrs,
which are to be performed on the

pantograph installed on the vehicle
roof.This standard does not apply
to pantogaphs used on isolated
metros and light rail systems: these
pantographs are considered in EN
50206-2.

45.060.20
Ilaagisveerem

Trailing stock

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\/S 39602
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 3775-1 :2002
Railway applications -
Measuring of new and modified
fteight wagons - Part 1:

Measuriag principles
This Euopean Standatd specifies
requfuements for measuring freight
wagons and bogies. This ensures
that the measuring methods are

applied in accordance with
uniform criteria. It applies to new
and modified freight wagons and
bogies. Provisions going beyond
the scope of these requirements
should be agreed upon by the
contracting partjes involved

45.080
R6dpad ja raudteeosad

Rails and rail'way
comPonents

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKIOSITLUS
prEVS 55153
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1367,t 1:2002
Railway applications - Track -
Rail - Patt t Vignole milway
rails 46 lrg/m and above
This European Standard specifies
Vignole railway rails of 46 kg/m
and greater linear mass, for general
and high speed railway track usage.

47.024.07
Laevaehituse ia
mereehitistega seotud
ti{dised standardid

General standards related to
shipbuilding and marine
stuctufes

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN X3195-7:20O2
Hind 139,00
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Identne EN 13195-1:2002
Aluminium and aluminium
alloys - Wtought and cast
products fot marine
applications (shipbuilding,
marine and offshore) - Part 1:

Specilications
This European Standard specifies
properties and technical conditions
for inspection and delivery of
wrought and cast aluminium and
aluminium alloy products
recornmended for marine
applications such as shipbuilding,
maritime and offshore applications

47.020.60
Laevade ia mereehitiste
elektriseadmed

Electrical equipment of
ships and of marine
stfuctufes

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6009%507:2002
Hind 247,00
Identne IEC 60092-507 :2000

ia identne EN 60092-507:2000
Electrical installations in ships -
Pac 507: Pleasure craft
This International Standard is
applicable to: - inland waters
pleasure craft: and - seagoing
pleasure crafts This Intemational
Standard establishes the
requirements for safe electrical
installations for all pleasure craft
with a length frcm 24 meters and
up to 50 meters or 500 gt.,
incorpomting good practice and
co-ordinating as far as possible
existing rules, for design,
construction and installation of
altemating culrent systems, which
operate at a nominel voltage not
exceeding 250 \r single phase, 500
\r drree phase, and for direct
cuffent 50 V, and for pleasure craft
with a length less than 24 meters
which operate a thtee phase system
at a nominel voltage not exceeding
500 \/.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\rS 55302
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60092-507 :2000
ia identne EN 60092-507:200A
Electrical installations in ships -
Part 507: Pleasure craft

47.020.70
Navigatsiooni- ia
juhtimisseadmed

Navigation and control
equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6093622002
Hind 146,00
Identne IEC 60936:1988

ia identne EN 60936:1993
Shipborne radar - Operational
and performance requitements -
Metlods of test and required
test results
Specifies the performance and type
testing of sh.ipbome radar required
by Regulation 12 of Chapter V of
the International Convention for
fie Safety of Life at Sea (SOI-AS)
1974.

EVS-EN 6702322002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 61023:1999
ja identne EN 61023:1999
Maritime navigation and
tadiocommunication equipment
and systems - Marine speed and
distance measuring equipment
(SDME) - Performance
requirements - Methods of
testing and required test results
Specifies the performance and type
testing of Marine Speed and
distance Measuring Equipment
(SDlvIE) required by Regulation 12
of Chapter \r of the International
Convention for the Safety of Ufe
at Sea (SOI-AS), 1974, as amended.

EVS-EN 67075:2002
Hly:,d229,00
Identne IEC 61075:1991

ia identne EN 61075:1993
Lotan-C receivets for ships;
minimum performance
standatds; methods of testing
and required test tesults
Specifies dre minimum
performance standards and type
testing of shipbome receivets for
Loran-C systems and is associated
with IEC 60945 andIEC 61023.
The obiective of the standatd is to
establish minimum performance
standards, methods of testing and
required test results for Loran-C
general purpose shipborne
navigational receivets.

EVS-EN 67774:2002
Hnd272,00
Identne IEC 61174:2A07

ia identne EN 61174:2001

Madtime navigation and
radiocommunication equipment
and systems - Elecronic chart
display and information system
(ECDIS) - Operational and
performance requirements,
methods of testing and required
test results
This Intemational Standard
specifies the performance
requitements, methods of testing
and required test results of
equipment conforming to
petformance standards not inferior
to those adapted by the IMO
resolution A.817. This standard is
based upon the performance
standards of INfO resolution
A.817, and is also associated with
IIVO resolution A.694 and IEC
60945. Reference is made, where
appropriate, to IIIO resolution
A.817, and all subclauses whose
wording is identical to that in dre
resolution are pdnted in italics.

EVS-EN 67209:2002
Hlu:^d229,00
Identne IEC 61209:1999

ia identne EN 61209:1999
Maritime navigation and
tadiocommunication equipment
and systems - Integrated Bridge
Systems (IBS) - Operational and
performance requirements,
methods of testing and required
test results
This Intemational Standard
specifles the minimum
requirements for the design,
manufacture, integration and
testing of integated bridge systems
(IBS) to comply with IIV{O
resolution MSC 64.(67) annex 1 of
the Itemational Maritime
Organization, and other relevant
INIO performance standards, in
order to meet the filrctional
requirements contained in
applicable IIvIO instruments, not
precluding multiple usage of
equipment and modules or the
need for duplication. This
Intemational Standard aims to
increase safe and efficient ship's
management by suitably qualified
personnel taking care of, inter alia,
uninterrupted fu nctional
availability of systems and of
human factors.

EVS-EN 60872-7:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60872-1 :1998

ia identne EN 60872-1:1998
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Maritime navigation and
radiocommunication equipment
and systems - Radar plotting
aids - Part 1: Automatic radar
plotting aids (ARPA) - Methods
of testing and required test
tesults
This Intemational Standard
specifies the minimum operational
and peiformance requirements,
methods of testing and test tesults
for equipment that complies with
performance standards not inferior
to those adopted by the
Intemational N{aritime
Organization (IX,IO) in Resolution
1.823. In addition, this standard
takes account of INfO resolution
A.694 and is associated with IEC
60945. \%en a requirement in this
standard is different from IEC
60945, the requirement in this
standard shall take precedence.

EVS-EN 60872-2t2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IE,C 6087 2-2:1999
ja identne EN 60872-2:1999
Maritime navigation and
radiocommunication equipment
and systems - Radar plotting
aids - Part 2: Automatic
tracking aids (ATA) - Methods
oftesting and requited test
results
This Intemational Standard
specifies the minimum
performance requirements,
technical characteristics, methods
of testing and test results required
by INIO Resolution N{SC,64(6?
Annex 4. This standard takes
accorurt of IMO Resolution A.694
and is associated with IEC 945.
\Vhen a requirement in this
standard is different ftom IEC 945,
the requirement in this standard
shall take precedence. Equipment
intended for use on high speed
craft (HSC) shall additionally
satis$'the requirements of the
HSC scenarios as defined in IEC
60936-2 annex D.

EVS-EN 60872-322002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 6087 2-3 :2000
ja identne EN 60872-3:2001
Maritime navigation and
radiocommunication equipment
and systems - Radar plotting
aids - Part 3: Electonic plotting
aid (EPA) - Performance
requitements - Methods of
testing and requited test results
This International Standard
specifies the minimum operational
and performance requirements,

methods of testing and test results
for equipment that complies with
performance standards not inferior
to those adopted by the
Intemational Maritime
Organisation (IMO) in Resolution
X,ICS.64 (6f Annex 4 - Appendix
2. In addition this standard takes
account of IIv{O resolution A.694
and is associated with IEC 60945

EVS-EN 60936-122002
tlluo.d247,00
Identne IEC 6093 6 -l :1999
ja identne EN 60936-1:2000
Maritime navigation and
tadiocommunication equipment
and systems - Radar - Part 1:

Shipbome tad.ar - Performance
requitements - Methods of test
and tequired test results
This Intemational Standard
specifies the minimum
performance requirements,
methods of testing and required
test results for conformance to
performance standards not inferior
to those required by IMO
resolution lvISC.64(67), Annex 4,
Radar. In addition it takes account
of IN{O resolution A.694 and is
associated with IEC 60945. When
a requirements of this standard is
different from IEC 60945, the
requirement in this standard shall
take precedence. This standard
does not include the optional
petformance requirements for
superimposition of selected parts
of SENC information. These are
specified in IEC 60936-3 - Radar
with chart facilities.

EVS-EN 60936-222002
tl:uJ.d247,00
Identne IEC 609 36-2:1998
ja identne EN 60936-2:1999
Maritime navigation and
radiocommunication equipment
and systems - Radar -Patt2:
Shipborne radar for high speed
cmft (HSC) - Methods of testing
and tequired test results
This Intemational standard
specifies the minimum operational
and performance requirements,
medrods of testing and required
test results as required by IMO
resolution A.820 and Chapter X of
the high speed craft (HSC) code. It
complies with the requirements of
13.13 of the HSC code and
incolporates applicable parts of
13.5 of the HCS code on radar
installations. In addition it takes
account of INfO resolution A.694
and is associated with IEC 60945.
Vhen a requirement in this

standard is different ftom IEC
60945, the requirements in this
standard takes ptecedence.

EVS-EN 61097-l:2002
Fllrlld212,00
Identne IEC 61097 -1 :7992
ja identne EN 61097-1:1993
Global maritime disttess and
safety system (GMDSS) - Part 1:

Radat transponder - Marine
search and rescue (SART) -
Operational and performance
requirements, methods of
testing and required test results
Specifies the performance
standards and type testing of
marine radar transponders used in
search and rescue operations at sea

(SART), as required by the relevant
regulations of the intemational
SOLAS convention. Is associated
with IEC 936 and IEC 945.

EVS-EN 61108-2:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne IEC 61 108-2:1998

ia identne EN 61108-2:1998
Maritime navigation and
radiocommunication equipment
and systems - Global navigation
sateUite systems (GNSS) -
P an 2: Global navigation
satellite system (GLONASS) -
Receiver equipment -
Performance standards,
methods of testing and requited
test results
This Intemationd Standard
specifies the minimum
performance standards, methods
of testing and required test results
for GLONASS shipborne receiver
equipment, based upon IMO
Resolution MSC.QOQ (66), which
use the signals from the Russian
Ivfinistry of Defense Global
Navigation Satellite System
(GLONASS), in order to
determine position. This receiver
standard applies to phases of the
voyage in "other waters" as defined
in IMO Resolution A.529.

EVS-EN 67162-7:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 61 | 62-1 :2000

ia identne EN 61162-1:2000
Maritime navigation and
tadiocommunication equipment
and systems - Digital interfaces
- Part 1: Single talker and
multiple listenets
This part of IEC 1 162 contains the
requirements for data
communication be tween maritime
electronic instruments, navigation
and radiocommunication
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equipment when intetconnected
via an appropriate system. This
standard is intended to support
one-way serial data transmission
from a single talker to one or mole
listeners. This is data in ptintable
ASCII form and may include
information such as position,
speed, depth, frequency allocation,
ect.

EVS-EN 61162-222002
Hind 155,00
Identne IEC 617 62-2:799 I
ia identne EN 61162-2:1998
Maritime navigation and
radiocommunication equipment
and systems - Digital interfaces
- Patt2t Single talker and
multiple listenets, high-speed
traasmission
This part of IEC 61162 contains
the requhements for data
communication between maritime
electronic instruments, navigation
and radiocommunication
equipment when interconnected
via an appropriate interface. This
standard is intended to support
one-way serial data transmission
from a single talker to one or more
listeners. This data is in printable
ASCII form and may include any
information as speciEed by
approved sentences or information
coded according to the rules for
proprietary sentences.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSI(TJSITLUS
prE\rS 55098
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
ldentne IF,C 609 3 6-3 :2A02

!a identne EN 60936-3:2002
Maritime navigation and
tadiocommunication equipment
and systems - Radat - Part 3:
Radar with chart facilities -
Performance tequirements -
Methods of testing and requfued
test results
Specifies the minimum operational
and performance requirements,
methods of testing and required
test results conforming to
performance standards not inferior
to those adopted by the II\IO in
Resolution MSC.64(64 Annex 4
Radar clauses 3.3.9 and 3.3.10 for
the optional requirements for
superimposition of selected parts
of SENC information. Takes into
account IIVIO Resolution A.694
and is associated with IEC 60945.
prE\zS 55212
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61 1 62- 400:2001
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ia identne EN 61162-400:2002
Maritime navigation and
radiocommunication equipment
and systems - Digital interfaces
- Part 400: Multiple talkers and
multiple listeners - Ship systems
interconnection - Inttoduction
and general principles
This standard series, IEC 61162-
400 and upwatds, specifies a

comrnunication protocol for use in
interconnected maritime systems.

Specifies an interface description
language for use together with tlle
protocol, a set of rules for the use

of this language and a set of
standard interfaces described in the
language. Provides a test plan and
list of required documents for
equipment using this standard.
Tlris part of IEC 67762 g1ves a

general overview of the
functionality of the protocol and
provides definitions common to
the other fragments of the
standard.
prEVS 55246
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 62065:2002

la identne EN 62065:2002
Maritime navigation and
tadiocommunication equipment
and systems - Track control
systems - Operational and
performance requitements,
methods of testing and required
test results
Specifies dre minimum operational
and performance requirements,
medrods of testing and required
test results conforming to
performance standards adopted by
dre IMO in resolution IrvISC.74(69)

Annex 2 Recommendations on
Performance Standards for Track
Control Systems. In addition takes
into account IMO resolution A.694
and refers to IEC 60945.
prE\rS 55333
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60945:2002

ia identne EN 60945:2002.
Maritime navigation and
radiocommunication equipment
and systems - Genetal
requitements - Methods of
testing and required test results
This Intemational Standard assists
in meeting a requirement of the
Intemational Convention for
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLr\S),
adopted by the Intemational
it{aritime Organization (IlvfO), that
the radio eguipment defined h
chapters III and l$, 2nd the
navigation equipment defined in

chapter V of the Convention, be
type-approved by adminis tra tions
to conform with performance
standards not inferior to those
adopted by the IN'IO.
prEVS 55358
Tlhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 60936-7 :7999 /
A1:2002

ia identne EN 60936-1:2000/
A7:2002
Mari ".e navigation and
tadiocommunication eguipment
and systems - Radar - Part 1:
Shipborne tadar - Performance
tequirements - Methods of test
and required test results
This International Standard
specifies the minimum
petformance requirements,
methods of testing and required
test results for conformance to
performance standards oot inferior
to those required by I1!IO
resolution I.ISC.64(67), Annex 4,
Radar. In addition it takes accounr
of IIvIO resolution A.694 and is
associated with IEC 60945. \Vhen
a requirements of this standard is
different from IEC 60945, the
tequirement in this standard shall
take precedence. This standard
does not include the optional
performance requirements for
superimposition of selected parts
of SENC information. These are
specified in IEC 60936-3 - Radar
with chart facilities.

47.080
Viiikelaevad

Small craft

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55373
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 8666:2002

ia identne EN ISO 8666:2002
Small craft - Principal data
This International Standard
establishes uniformitl' ef
definitions of main dimensions and
related data, and of mass

specifrciations and loading
conditions. It applies to small craft
having a length of the hull of up to
24m



49.020
Lennundus ia
kosmosetehnika
iildkiisimused

Aircraft and space vehicles in
general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67265:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 61265:"1995

ia identne EN 61265:i995
Electroacoustics - Instruments
for measurement of aircraft
noise - Performance
requirements for systems to
measure one-third-octave band
sound ptessure levels in noise
certifi cation of ttansport-
category aeroplanes
This International Standard
specifies requirements for the
electroacoustic performance of
svstems of instruments used to
measure sound for the purpose of
aeroplane noise certification, and
recommends methods by which
tests may be made periodically to
veri$ that the performance
continues to comply'qdth the
requirements given within stated
tolerances.

49.464
6fru- ia kosmoses6idukite
elektriseadmed ia -
siisteemid

Aerospace electric
equipment and systems

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60952-7:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 60952-1:1988
ia identne EN 60952-1:1993
Aircraft batteries - Part 1:
Genetal test requirements and
performance levels
This standard, published in two
parts, covers both vented nickel-
cadmium and vented lead-acid
aircraft batteries containing vented
or valve-regulated cells or
rnonoblocs. The batteries are used
for general pu{poses and dedicated
applications.

EVS-EN 60952-2:2A02
Hind 170,00
Identne IE.C 609 52-2:1 99 1

ja identne EN 60952-2:1993

Afuctaft batteries - Part 2z

Design and construction
tequirements
This part of IEC 952 covers both
nickel-cadmium and lead-acid
ai'r.craft batteries containing vented
or valve-regulated cells or
monoblocs. The batteries are used
for both geneml purposes and
specific applications.

EVS-EN 60952-322002
Hind 117,00
Identne IE,C 609 52-3 :1993
ia identne EN 60952-3:1995
Aircraft batteries -
Pan 3:Extemal electrical
connectofs
Defines the design and dimensions
of the external electrical
connectors on aircraft batteries
';zhich interface 

"rdth 
the connecror

plugs on the aircraft.

49.080
6hu- ja kosmoses6idukite
hiidrosiisteemid ia nende
koostisosad

Aerospace fluid systems and
components

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 3852:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 3852:2002
Aerospace series - Pipe
couplings, 600, spherical, in
titanium alloy TI-P64001 -
Straight unions, welded,
threaded
This standard specifies the
chatacteristics of thrcaded'welded
straight unions for pipe couplings,
60o, spherical, in TI-P64001, for
aerospace applications

EVS-EN 38532002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 3853:2002
Aerospace series - Pipe
couplings, 600, spherical, in
titanium alloy TI-P64001 -
Straight unions, threaded
This standard specifies the
characteristics of threaded straight
unions for pipe couplings, 60"
spherical, in TIP64001, for
aerospace applications

EVS-EN 38542002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 3854:2002
Aerospace series - Pipe
couPlings, 600, sPherical in
titanium alloy TI-P64001 -
Fetrules, welded

This standard specifies the
characteristics of welded ferules
for pipe couplings, 60", spherical,
in TI-P64001, for aerospace
applications

EVS-EN 3856:2002
Hind 75,00
Identoe EN 3856:2002
Aerospace series - Pipe
couplings, 600, spherical, in
titanium alloy TI-P64001 -
Swivel nuts for thrust wite
This standard specifies the
characteristics of s'urivel nuts for
thrust wire for pipe couplings, 60o,
spherical, in TIP64001, for
aerospace applications

EVS-EN 3857:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 3857:2002
Aerospace series - Pipe
couplings, 60", spherical, in
titanium alloy TI-P64001 -
Elbows 90o, welded
This standard specifies the
characteristics of welded elbows
90o for pipe couplings, 60o,
spherical, in TI-P64001, for
aerospace applications

EVS-EN 3858:2A02
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 3858:2002
Aetospace series - Pipe
couplings, 600, spherical, in
titanium alloy TI-P64001 -
Thrust wires in steel FE-PA 13
This standard specifies the
characteristics of thrust urires for
titanium alloy pipe couplings, 600,
spherical, in FE-PA 13, for
aef osPace applications

EVS-EN 405722-002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 4051:2002
Aerospace series - Pipe
couplings, 600, spherical, in
titanium alloy - Port connection
This standard specifies the
characteristics of port connection
for pipe couplings, 60", spherical,
in titanium alloy, for aerospace
applications. It is applicable to 60"
Ispherical tube coupling in
titanium alloy defined by the EN
3853 standard, to be mounted with
O-tirg defined in accordance rvith
the TR 4052
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49.100
Maapealse teeninduse ia
hoolduse seadmed

Ground service and
maintenance equipment

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN l?372-222002
Hind 139,00
I dentne EN 7 231 2-2:2002
Airctaft gtound support
equipment - Specific
requirements - Part 2z Catering
vehicles
This European Standard specifies
dre technical tequirements to
minimize the hazards listed in
clause 4 which can arise during the
commissioning, the operation and
the maintenance of catering
vehicles when carried out in
accordance with the specifications
given by the manufacturer or his
authorised representative. It also
takes into account some
requirements recognized as

essential by authorities, aircraft and
ground support equipment (GSE)
manufacturers as well as aidines
and handling agencies

EVS-EN 72312-1222002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 1.2312-1.2:2002
Aircraft ground support
equipment - Specific
requitements - Part 12: Potable
watet service equipment
This Part of dris European
Standard deals with the technical
requirements to minirnize the
hazards listed in clause 4 which can
arise during the commissioning,
operation and maintenance of
potable water service eqr ipment
rvhen carried out in accordance
widr dre specifications given by the
manufacturer or his authorised
representative. It also takes into
account some requirements
recognized as essential by
authorities, aircraft and GSE
manufacturers as well as airlines
and handling agencies

EVS-EN 72312-13:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 1 2312-1 3:2002
Aitcraft ground support
equipment - Specilic
reguitements - Part 13: Lavatory
service equipment

This Part of the European
Standad deals with the technical
requircments to minimize the
hazards listed in Clause 4 which
can arise during the
commissioning, operation and
maintenance of lavatory service
equipment when carried out in
accordance with the specifications
grven by the manufacturer or his
authorised representative. It also
takes into acco-unt some
requirements recognized as

essential by authorities, aircraft and
GSE manufacturers as well as

airlines 211d [61dling agencies

53.020.30
T6steseadmete
abivahendid

Accessories for lifting
equiPment

KAVANTDITE
ARVAMUSI(OSITLUS
prEVS 33355
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 4502-2:2002
Cranes - Equipment fot the
lifting of persons - Patt 2t
Elevating control stations
This European Standard specifies
additional requirements for the
design of elevating control stations
on cranes. General requirements
for contol stations on cranes are
given in prEN 13557. This
standard also specifies
requirements for the driving
mechanism, the suppoming and
suspension system and for safety
devices for the elevating conttol
station

53.040
Pidevtoimega
teisaldusseadmed.
Konveierid

Continuous handling
equipment. Conveyors

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55327
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 10336:2002
Continuously hot-dip coated
and elecftolytically coated strip
and sheet of multiphase steels
for cold forming - Technical
delivery conditions

This European Standard specifies
tequirements for continuously hot-
dip coated and electrolytically
coated products made of
multiphase steels for cold forming
(see Tables 1. alrd,2) coated with
fu. (Z atdZB), zinc-iron alloy

G\ ^d zinc-nickel alloy (ZN)
with dricknesses of 0,35 mm to 3,0
mm unless otherwise agreed

53.040.10
Konveierid

Conveyors

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 15667
Tiihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne EN 619:2002
Continuous handling
equipment and systems - Safety
and EMC requirements for
equipment for mechanical
handling of unit loads
This European standard deals with
the technical requirements to
minimise the hazards listed in
clause 4 and annex B. These
hazards can arise during the
operation and maintenance of
continuous handling equipment
and systems urhen carried out in
accordance with the specifications
given by dre manufacturer or his
authorised representative. This
standard deals widr safety related
technical verifi cation during
commissioning

55.020
Pakenduse flldkiisimused

Packaging and distribution
of goods in general

KAVAI\iDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\rS 39808
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13439:2002
Packaging - Rate ofenergy
tecovety - Definition and
method of calculation
Packaging - Rate of energy
recovery - Definition and method
of calculation
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55.040
Pakkematerialid

Packaging materials and
accessories

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN L3628-722002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 13628-1:2002
Packaging - Flexible packaging
material - Determination of
tesidual solvents by static
headspace gas chromatogaphy
- Part 1: Absolute methods
This part of this European
Standard describes methods for
the quantitative determination of
residual solvents in flexible
packaging by static headspace
chroma tographywhere the
chemical identities of the residual
solvents to be determined are
known before commencing the
analysis. Residues from thermal
decomposition products ate not
within the scope of this standard

EVS-EN 13628-2:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 13628-2:2002
Packaging - Flexible packaging
material - Determination of
tesidual solvents by static
headspace gas chromatography
- Part 2: Industrial methods
This part of this Ewopean
Standard describes rapid methods
as commonly used in quality
control for monitoring the level of
residual solvents used in the
production of flexible packaging by
static headspace chromatography.
The procedures described in this
part involve one single injection of
the headspace which implies an
incomplete extraction of the
solvent

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\/S 39807
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13437:2002
Packaging and material
recycling - Criteria for recycling
methods - Description of
recycling processes and flow
chart

This European Standard defines
the criteria for a recyclingprocess
and describes the principal existing
processes for material recycling
and their inter-relationship. Both
packaging and recovery
technologies are subject to
continuing and rapid development.
This European Standard describes
the present stage of knowledge but
may be subject to modifications in
the light of new developments
prE\rS 39810
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13,140:2002
Packaging - Rate of recycling -
Definition and method of
calculation
This European Standard
establishes a methodology for the
calculation of the rate of recycling
of packaging and packaging
material

55.050
Aarikpoolid. Koonuspoolid

Spools. Bobbins

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60264-3-122002
Hind 101,00
Identne IE.C 60264-3 -1 :799 9

ia identne EN 60264-3-1:2000
Packaging of windingwites -
Part 3-1: Taper barelled
delivery spools - Basic
dimensions
Specifies the basic dimensions for
taper barrelled delivery spools for
winding wires.

EVS-EN 60264-3-2:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne IE,C 602643-2:7999
ja identne EN 602648-2:1999
Packaging of windingwires -
P art 3-2: Taper barrelled
delivety spools - Specification
fot returnable spools made from
thermoplastic materials
Specifies the requirements for
retumable taper bacelled delivery
spools made from thermoplastic
material.

EVS-EN 60264-3-4:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne IF.C 6026+3 -4:7999
ja identne EN 6026,1-3-4:7999
Packaging of windingwires -
P art 3-4: Tapet bartelled
delivery spools - Basic
dimensions of containers for
tapet barelled delivery spools

Specifies the basic dimensions of
containers for taper banelled
delivery spools standardized in
IEC 264-3-1.

EVS-EN 60264-3-5:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IF,C 6026+3 -5 :7 9 99
ja identne EN 60264-3-5:7999
Packaging of winding wires -
Part 3-5: Tapet barrelled
delivery spools - Specification
fot spool containers made ftom
thermoplastic material
This section of IEC 264-3 specifies
the requirements for spool
containers made from
drermoplastic material and used for
taper barrelled delivery spools.

EVS-EN 602644-2:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60264-+2:7992
ia identne EN 6026+4-2:7994
Packaging of windig wires -
Pan 4z Methods of test - Section
2: Containers made from
thermoplastic material for taper
barelled delivery spools
Describes the methods of test for
containers made from
thermoplastic material to be used
for taper barrelled delivery spools
for winding wires.

EVS-EN 60264-5-7:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne IE,C 6A264-5 -1 :7997
ja identne EN 60264-5-1:1997
Packaging of windingwires -
Part 5-t Cylindrical barelled
delivery spools urith conical
flanges - Basic dimensions
Tlr.is part of IEC 264 specifies the
basic dimensions for cylindrical
barelled detvery spools with
conical flanges for winding wires.

EVS-EN 60264-5-2:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 60264-5-2:2001
ja identne EN 60264-5-2:2001
Packaging of windingwires -
Patt 5-2: Cylinddcal batelled
delivery spools with conical
flanges - Specification for
returnable spools made from
thermoplastic material
Specifies the requirements fior
returnable cylindrical barrelled
delivery spools with conical flanges
made from thetmoplastic material.
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55.080
Kotid. Taskud

Sacks. Bags

KAYANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 34615
Trihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 15867 :2002
ja identne prEN ISO 75867:2AA2
Intermediate bulk containers
(IBCs) fot non-dangerous goods
- Terminology
This European Standard defines
basic terminology for all forms of
IBCs intended to transport non-
dangerous goods

55.180.20
Uldotstarbelised
kaubaalused

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\rS 40017
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 12177 -3:2002

fa identne EN ISO 72777-3:2002
Methods of test fot pallet joints
- Part 3: Determination of
strength of pallet ioints
This pat ofISO 12777 specifies
methods of determining the
resistance of pallet joints primary
to static load by determining the
strength and stiffness ofnailed or
stapled joints, wood to wood,
rvood to wood-based materials,
wood to plastics or plastics to
plastics

ss.180.40
Tiiielikud pakkimis- ia
ttanspofdiiiksused

Complete, filled transport
packages

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\/S 39437
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 2873:2000

fa identne EN ISO 2873:2002
Packaging - Complete, filled
transport packages and unit
loads - Low ptessure test

This Intemational Standard
specifies a method for subjecting
complete, 6lled transport packages
and unit loads to conditions of low
air pressure similat to those
encountered in aircraft

55.230

Jaotus- ia
doseerimismasinad

Distribution and vending
machines

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 25537
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 335 -2-7 5:799 5
ja identne EN 60335-2-75:2A02
Household and similar
electrical appliances - Safety -
Part 2-75: Particular
requirements fot commercial
dispensing appliances and
vending machines *
Deals 'qdth the safety of electric
commercial dispensing appliances
and vending machines for
preperation or delivery of food,
drinks and consurner products,
their rated voltage being not more
than 250 V for single-phase and
480 \r for other appliances.
Examples of appliances that are
within the scope of this standard
are bulk tea or coffee brewing
machines, cigarette, hot and cold
beverage, newspaper,audio or
video tape or disc vending
machines, ice cream, whipped
cream and ice dispensers,
commercial liquid heaters, espresso
coffee appliances and packaged
food and drink vending machines.

59.080.60
Teks tiilp6randakatted

Textile floor coverings

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 73893:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 13893:2002
Resilient, laminate and textile
floor coverings - Parameters for
the measutement of dynamic
coefficient offriction on floor
surfaces

This Ewopean standard specifies
the parameters for the
measurement of dynamic
coefficient offriction (p) on
surfaces of resilient, laminate and
textile floor coverings, usually
walked on with shoes

59.080.70
Geotekstiil

Geotextiles

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSIdiSITLUS
prEVS 55149
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/TR 729 60:199 8

fa identne EN
14030:2007 /ptA7:2002
Geotextiles and geotextile-
telated products - Screening test
method for determining the
tesistance to acid and alkaline
liquid
This standard specifies methods
for screening the resistance of
geotextile products to liquids while
not subjecting them to external
mechanical sterss

59.100.10
Klaaskiust materialid

Textile glass materials

KAVAI\DITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\zS 39390
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 13360:2002
Reinfotcements - Specification
fot textile glass tovings - Part 2:
Methods of test and genetal
tequirements
This part of this European
Standard defines test methods to
be used to determine designated
and specified properties given in
Part 1 and 3, respectively. It
defines general requirements
applicable to the specification of all
types of glass fibre rovings falling
within the scope of this
specification as defined in Part 1 of
the standard

61.020
R6ivad

Clothes

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 73402-7:2002
Hind 92,00
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Identne EN 13402-1:2001
R6ivaste suurustehistus. Osa 1:
Terminid, miiratlused ja
m66duv6tuine (modifi tseeritud
ISO 3635:1981)
Standard miiradeb kehamd6tmed
r6ivastele, midrab kindlaks
meneduse keha m66tmiseks ja
esitab piktogrammid, mida nrleb
kasutada r6ivaetikertidel.

EVS-EN 73402-2:?.003
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 13 402-2:2A02
R6ivaste suurustehistus. Osa 2:
Suurustunnused ja abim66trned
Standard miirab kindlaks
suurustunnused ja abim6dtmed
kindlaksmidrarud rdivaliikidele,
mida nrleb kasutada koos
standardiga EN 13402-1.

61.060

Jalatsid

Footwear

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 55266
Tihtaeg: 2006-A2-01
Identne IEC 673 40 -4-3:2001,

ia identne EN 613,10-4-3:2001
Elecftostatics - Part 4-3:
Standatd test methods for
specific applications - Footwear
Desctibes a test method for
determining the electrical
resistance of footwear used in the
control of electrostatic potential on
people. fhis standard is suitable
for use by the manufacturer of
footwear as well as the end user. A
method for measuring the
electrical resistance of foonvear
alone is described and serves as an
acceptance test for new footwear.
Insulating footwear is not included
widrin dre scope of this standard
although the electrical resistance
measurement techniques may be
applicable.
prE\/S 55406
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 7 4602:2002
Footwear - Test methods for the
assessment of ecological criteria
This European Standard
establishes the test methods to
assess the ecological criteria ofthe
footwear manufacturing process.
This European Standard applies to
any kind of footwear except the
one containing electrical or
electronical components. ffle
chemical analysis of the metallic

components is outside of the scope
of this draft European Standard

65.040.10
Loomakasvatushooned,
sisseseade, seadmed

Livestock buildings,
installations and equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67017t2002
Hind 0,00
Identne IEC 61011:1989
ja identne EN 61011:1992+
A11:1996
Electric fence energizers -
Safety tequirements for mains-
operated electric fence
energizers
Applies to mains-operated electric
fence energ'izers which are not
designed for connection to other
sources ofenergy.

EVS-EN 67011-7:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 61011-1:1989 +
A2:7993
ja identne EN 61011-1:1992 +
A2:7994
Electric fence energizers -
Safety tequirements for battery-
operated electdc fence
energizers suitable for
connection to the supply mains
This standard applies to battery-
operated electric fence energizers
suitable for connection to the
supply mains. Mains-operated
electric fence energizers
incorpomting batteries to supply
the energizer if the mains supply is
interrupted and electdc fence
eneg'izers designed for connection
to a separate battery charger, are
within the scope of this standard.

EVS-EN 61077-2:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IF,C 67011-2:1990 +
.t,,2:7993
ja identne EN 61011-2:1992 +
12:7994
Electdc fence enetgizers -
Safety requirements for battery-
operated electdc fence
enetgizers not for connection to
the supply mains
Applies to battery-operated electric
fence energizers not for
connection to the supply mains.
Examples of such appliances are
electric fence energizers; - operated
by non-rechargeable batteries
either incorporated or separate; -
operated by sepatate accumulators

only; - intended to be connected to
a battery charger not designed for
connection to the supply mains; -
incolporating a dry battery or an
accumulator which can only be
recharged when removed from the
energizer.

65.040.99
Muud taluhoonete, -
rajatiste ia sisseseadega
seotud standardid

Other standards related to
farm buildings and
installations

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6033 5 -2-7 6 :2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IEC 60335-2-76:7997 +
A1:1999
ja identne EN 60335-2-76:7999 +
A1:2001
Safety of household and similat
electrical appliances - Pan 2:
Paticular tequirements for
electric fence energizers
This standard deals wirh the safew
of electric fence energizers, the
rated voltage of which is not more
than 250 \/ and by means of which
fence urires in agricultural, feral
animal control and security fences
may be electrified or monitored.

65.060.70
Aiat6driistad

Horticultural equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50338:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 50338:2000
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - Particular
tequirements for pedestrian
con&olled battery powered
electrical lawnmowers

' Tlis standard deals with the safetv
of pedestrian controlled battery
powered electrical, cylinder or
rotary lawnmowers desinged
primarily for use around the home
or for similar purposes, the rated
voltage of the battery being not
more than 42Y d.c.

EVS-EN 60335-2-7 7 :2002
Hind 295,00
Identne iEC 60335-2-77 :1996
ja identne EN 60335-2-77:2000
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Safety of household and similat
electrical appliances - Patt2-77t
Particulat tequfu ements for
pedestrian conttolled mains-
operated lawnmowen
This standard deals udth the safety
of pedestrian contolled mains-
operated electrical, cylinder or
rotary lawnmowAir rated voltage
being not more than A250 \r
single-phase.

6s.050.80
Metsat66seadmed

Forestry equipment

UUED STAINDARDID
EVS-EN 50ltA -2-15 22002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 50144-2-15:2001
Safety of hand-held electric
motor operated tools - Part2-752
Particular requitements fot
hedge trimmers
This standard applies to hedge
trimmers rvhich are designed fot
use b;' ens oPerator, for trimming
hedges and bushes utilizhg one or
more linear reciprocating cutter
blades.

KAVA}{DITE
ARVAMUSI(OSITLUS
prEVS 55300
Tdlrtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne HD 400.3L 52:1988
Hand -held motor opetated
tools - Part II: Particular
specification - Section L: Chain
saws
Chain saws operated by two
persons are excluded from the
scope of this section
prE\rS 55301

Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne HD 400.3N 32:7992
Hand-held motor opetated tools
- Part II: Particular specification
- Section N: Hedge trimmets
and scissot-qpe grass shears
This section applies to hedge
trimmers and scissor-type grass
shears

67.050
Oldised toidu katse- ia
analiiiisimeetodid

General methods of tests
and analysis for food
products

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55409
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1784:2002
Toiduained. Rasva sisaldava
kiidtatud toiduaine
viiliaselgitamine.Sff sivesinike
gaasikromatogtaafiline analff ff s
This European Standard specifies a

method for the identification of
iradiation fteatment of food'which
contalrs fat. It is based on the gas

. chromatographic (GQ detection
of radiation-induced hydrocarbons
(FIC). The method has been
successfirlly tested in
intetlaboratory trials on raw
chicken, pork and beef [1] to [4] as

well as on Camembert, avocado,
p^p^y^ and mango [5], [6]. Ot]rer
studies demonstate that the
method is applicable to a wide
range of foodstuffs pl to [28]
prE\rS 55410
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1785:2002
Toiduained. Rasva sisaldava
kiiritatud toiduaine
viiljaselgitamine. 2-
alkiifi ltsiiklobutano oni
gaasikromat o graafihne /
mas sispektromeetriline analiiis
This European Standard specifies a

method for the identification of
irradiation treatment of food
containing fat. It is based on the
mass spectometdc $aS) detection
of radiation-induced 2-
alkylryclobutanones aftet gas

chromatographic (GC) separation

[1] to [3]. The method has been
successfi.rlly tested in
intedaboratory trials on raw
chicken, pork, liquid whole egg,
salmon and Camembert [4] to [8].
Other srudies demonstrate that the
method is applicable to a wide
tange of foodstuffs [9] to [21]

67.250
Toiduga kokkupuutuvad
materialid ja esemed

Materials and articles in
contact with foodstuffs

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55154
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 10333:2002
Tin coated steel (tinplate)
intended for use in contact with
foodstuffs, ptoducts and
beverages for human and
animal consumption
This European Standard specifies
the composition of steel and tin to
be used for the production of
tinplate coating, either with or
widrout an organic coating, for use
in direct contact with foodsruffs ot
products for human and animal
consumption
prE\rS 55155
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 10334:2002
Non-coated steel for packaging
(blaclsplate) intended for use in
contact with foodstuffs,
products and beverages for
human and animal
consumption
This Euopean Standard specifies
the maximum content for alloying
and residual elements present in
steel (generally called blackplate)
used in the manufacture of
packaging and packaging parts or
for coated steel which, as finished
products, are intended for use in
direct contact with foodsruffs,
products and beverages for human
and pet food
prEVS 55156
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 10335:2002
Chtomium coated steel
intended for use in contact with
foodstuffs, products or
beverages for human or animal
consumption
This European Standard specifies
the steel and the composition of
the metallic coating to be used for
the manufacture of lacquered
electrolytic chromium-coated steel,
intended for use in direct contact
with foodstuffs or products for
human or animal consumption
prE\zS 55322
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/DIS 2751 1 :2002
ja identne prEN ISO 21577:2002
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Foodstuffs - Methods of
analysis for the detection of
genetically modifi ed otganisms
and derived products - Nucleic
acid exttaction
This draft standard provides
general requirements and specific
methods for DNA
extraction/purification and
quantification. These model
methods are described in the
annexes. This draft standard has
been established for food maftices,
but could also be applied to feed
and agricultutal/environmental
matrices rvith some adaptations, if
necessary
prE\rS 55323
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/DIS 2427 6:2002

ia identne prEN ISO 24276:2402
Foodstuffs - Nucleic acid based
methods of analysis for the
detection of genetically
modified organisms and derived
products - General
requirements and definitions
This document - describes how to
use the standards for sampling

@'N /ISO 21 568), extraction
(EN/ISO 2757 7), qualitative
nucleic acid analysis (EN/ISO
21570) and quantitative nucleic
acid analysis (EN/ISO 21569) and
their relationship in the analysis of
genetically modified organisms in
foodstuffs - contains general
definitions, requirements and
guidelines for: laboratory set-up,
method validation requirements,
description of methods, and test
rePorts

77.040
Analtiiitiline keemia

Analvtical chemistrv

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55185
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IF.C 607 46-3:2002
ia identne EN 60746-3:2002
Expression of performance of
electtochemical analyzers -
Part 3: Electrolytic conductivity
Electrolvtic conductivity

7r.040.t0
Keemialaborid.
Laboriseadmed

Chemical laboratories.
Laboratoty equipment

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\zS 40177
Tlhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Idenrre IEC 61010-2-081 :2001
ja identne EN 61010-2-081:2002
Safety requitements fot
electrical equipment for
measutement, control and
laboratory use - Pac 2-081:
Paticular requirements for
automatic and semi-automatic
laboratory equipment for
analysis and other purposes
Applies to automatic and semi-
automatic laboratory equipment
for analysis and other purposes.
Automatic and semi-automatic
laboratory equipment consists of
instruments or systems for
measuring or modi$ring
characteristics of samples,
performing the process without
manual intervention. Examples of
such equipment are: analytical
equipment, automatic sampler (e.g.

pipettor), equipment for sample
replication and amplifi cation.

71,.040.20

Laborin6ud ia -aparaadid

Laboratory ware and related
apPafatus

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67207-2:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IE.C 61,207-

2:7994+cotr:"1994

ia identne EN 612O7-2:1994
Exptession of performance of
gas analyzets - Part 2: Oxygen
in gas (utilizing high-
temperature electrochemical
sensots)
Applies to gas aoalyzers using high
temperature electrochemical
sensors for measurement of
oxygen in gas. Applies to both'in
situ' and extractive analyzers
installed indoors or outdoors.

71.040.40
Keemiline analiiiis

Chemical analvsis

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67207-l:2002
FLnd229,00
Identne IEC 61 207 -l :199 4

fa identne EN 67207-1:7994
Expression of perfonnance of
gas analyzers; part 1: general
Applies to gas analyzers used for
the determination of certain
constituents in gaseous mixtures.
Specifies general aspects of
terminology and definitions related
to the performance. Unifies
methods for making and verifying
statements on functional
performance. Specifies tests to
determine functional performance.

EVS-EN 61207-2:2002
Hind 190,00
Identne IF,C 61207-
2:1994+corr7994
ja identne EN 61207-2:1,994
Expression of performance of
gas analyzers - Part 2: Orygen
in gas (utilizing high-
temperature electrochemical
sensors)
Applies to gas analyzers using high
temperature electrochemical
sensors for measurement of
oxygen in gas. Applies to both'in
situ' and extractive analyzers
installed indoors or outdoors.

EVS-EN 61207-3:2002
tllr.d212,00
Identne IF,C 67207 -3:2002

ia identne EN 67207-3:2002
Gas analyzets - Exptession of
performance - Part 3:
Paramagnetic oxygen analyzers
This standard applies to the three
main methods oudined in Section
1.0; it considels essentail ancillary
units and it applies to analysers
installed indoors and outdoors. It
shall be used in coniunction with
Publication IF,C 7207-t
"Expression of Performance of
Gas Analysers". Note: Safety
Critical App. may require an
additional requirement of system
and analyser specifications not
covered in this document.

EVS-EN 67?-O7-6:2002
Hind 212,00
Identne IEC 67207 - 6:7 99 4

ia identne EN 67207-6:7994
Expression of performance of
gas analyzets - Part 6:
Photometric analyzets
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Applies to analyzers using non-
dispersive and dispetsive
wavelength selection and using
absolption, emission, or
wavelength derivative techniques.
Applies to analyzers receiving
conditioned or unconditiooed
samples ofgas under vacuum o!
pressurized, and to measurements
direcdy within the sample gas.

77.100.40
Pindaktiivsed ained

Surface active agents

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 19938
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 13717:2002
Surface active agents -
Determination of primary,
secondary and tertiary amino
nitrogen - Potentiometric
titration
This European Standard specifies
the methods for dre determination
of primary, secondary and tertiary
amino nitrogen content in surface
active agents by potentiometric
titration

71.100.50
Puidukaitse kemikaalid

Wood-protecting chemicals

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 335-722002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 335-1:1992
Puidu ia puitmaterialide
vastupidavus. Bioloogilise
kahjustuste ohuklasside
miiiratlus. Osa t Uldsatted
Standardi EN 335 klesolev osa
miiradeb viis ohuklassi, mis
v6ivad puidu ia puidup6histe
toodete mitmesuguste
kasutusolukotdade puhul esineda.
Uhtlasi osutab kiesolev osa
olulistele bioloogilistele m6iuritele
igas olukorras.

EVS-EN 335-2.2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 335-2:1992
Puidu ia puitmaterjalide
vastupidavus. Bioloogiliste
ohuklasside miiiiratlus. Osa 2:
Rakendus tdispuidule

Kiesolev EN 335 osa 2 annab

iuhised EN 335 osas 1 midradetud
ohuklasside rakenduseks
t?iispuidule s6ltuvdt bioloogilistest
m6juritest, mis ohustavad tiiispuitu.
Kiesolevat osa tuleb kasutada koos
EN 335 osaga 1. Lisa A annab
teavet ja juhiseid kasutaiale vastava
ohuLlassi ja sobiva vastupidavuse
taseme ftas loodusliku v6i
kaitsevahenditega to6demisel
saavutatu) miiramiseks.

EVS-EN 335-3:2002
Hind 130,00
Identoe EN 335-3:1995
Puidu ia puitmaterialide
vastupidavus. Bioloogiliste
ohuklasside militatlus. Osa 3:
Rakendus puitplaatidele
Kdesolev EN 335 osa annab

iuhised EN 335 osas 1 miiradetud
ohuklasside siisteemi
rakendamiseks puiplaatidele:
vineerile, puitlaastplaatidele,
orienteeritud laastuga plaatidele,
kiudplaatidele, tsementsideainega
puitlaasrplaatidele ainult
bioloogiliste m6judte korral, mille
m6iu kestus on kiillaldane nende
kahjustamiseks. IGesolevat
standardi osa nrleb kasutada koos
EN 335 osaga 1.

71.100.80
Kemikaalid vee
puhastamiseks

Chemicals for purification af
watef

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKJSITLUS
prE\rS 55076
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 12903:2002
Products used for treatment of
watet intended for human
consumption - Powdered
activated catbon
This European Standard is

applicable to powdered activated
catbon used for treatment of water
intended for human consumption.
It describes the characteristics of
powdered activated carbon and
specifies the requirements and dre
corresponding test methods for
powdered activated carbon. It
gives information on its use in
u/ater treatment
prEVS 55077
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 12907:2002

Ptoducts used for treatrneDt of
water intended for human
consumption - $rrolysed coal
matedal
Tlis European Standard is
applicable to pyrolyzed coal
material used for treatment of
water intended for human
consumption. It describes the
characteristics of pyrolyzed coal
material and specifies the
requirements and the
corresponding test methods for
pyrolyzed coal matedal. It gives
information on its use in water
treatment
prEVS 55078
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1291 5-7:2002
Ptoducts used for the &eatrxrent
of watet intended for human
consumption - Granular
activated catbon - Part t Virgin
granular activated carbon
This part of prEN 12915 is
applicable to virgin granulat
activated carbon used for
treatmeot of water intended for
human consrunption. It describes
the characteristics of virgin
granular activated carbon and
specifies the requirements and the
corresponding test methods for
virgin gtanular activated carbon. It
gives information on its use in
water trearnent
prEVS 55388
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 881:2002
Inimtarbevee t66tlemiseks
kasutatavad kemikaalid.
Alumiiniumkloriid,
alumiiniumkloriidhiidroksiid ia
alumiiniumkloriidhiidtoksiidsul
faat (monomeerne)
This European Standard is
applicable to aluminium chloride
(monomeric), aluminium chloride
hydroxide (monomeric) and
aluminium chloride hydroxide
sulfate (monomeric) used for
fteatment of water intended for
human consumption. It describes
the characteristics and specifies the
requirements of aluminium
chloride, aluminium chloride
hydroide and aluminium chloride
hydroxide sulfate (monomeric) and
refers to the corresponding
analytical methods
prE\rS 55396
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 882:2002
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Chemicals used fot treatnent of
water intended fot human
consumption - Sodium
aluminate
This European Standard is
applicable to sodium aluminate
used for treatment of rvater
intended for human consumption
.It describes the characteristics and
specifies the requirements of
sodium aluminate and refers to the
corresponding analytical methods.
It also gives information for its use
in vater treatment
prE\/S 55397
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 883:2002
Chemicals used fot treatrnent of
water intended for human
consumption - Polyaluminium
chloride hydtoxyde and
polyaluminium chloride
hydtoxyde sulfate
This European Standard is
applicable to polyaluminium
chloride h)'droxide and
polyaluminium chloride hydroxide
sulfate used for treatment of water
intended for human consumption
.It describes the characteristics and
specihes the requirements of
polyaluminium chloride hydroxide
and polyaluminium chloride
h)'droide sulfate and refers to the
corresponding analytical methods.
It also gives information for their
use in water treatrnent
prE\/S 55398
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 888:2002
Chemicals used for treatrnent of
watet intended for human
consumption - Iron QII)
chloride
This European Standard is
applicable to iron(Il! chlodde (a),
iron(Ilf chloride hexahydrate (b),
iron(Ilf chloride solution (c) used
for treatment of water intended for
human consumption. It describes
the characteristics and specifies the
requirements and the
corresponding test methods for
iron(ill) chlorides (a), @) and (c)
and gives information for their use
in water treatrnent
prEVS 55399
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 889:2002
Chemicals used fot treatment of
water intended for human
consumption - Iron (II) sulfate

This European Standard is
applicable to iron(Il) sulfate
heptahydrate used for treatrnent of
water intended for human
consumption. It describes the
characteristics of iron(Il) sulfate
heptahydrate and specifies the
requirements and the
coresponding analytical methods
ftir iron(Il) sulfate heptahydrate
and gives information on its use in
water treatment
prEVS 55400
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 890:2002
Inimtarbevee t66tlemiseks
kasutatavad kemikaalid.
Raud(III)sulfaat
This European Standard is
applicable to iron(III) sulfate of
various iron and/or acid contents
(see 3.2) used for treatment of
water intended for human
consumption. It describes the
characteristics of iron(Ilf sulfate
and specifies the requirements and
the corresponding analytical
methods for iron(Il! sulfate and
gives information on its use in
watef treatment
prEVS 55401
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 89112002
Inimtatbevee t66tlemiseks
kasutatavad kemikaalid.
Raud (III)kloriidsulfaat
This European Standard is
applicable to iron(Il! chloride
sulfate used for treatment of watet
intended for human consumption.
It describes the characteristics of
iron(Il! sulfate and specifies the
requirements and the
correspondin g analy d.cal me thods
for iron(Il) chloride sulfate and
gives information on its use in
watef treatment
prEVS 55402
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne p rEN 7 29 02:2002
Ptoducts used for treatment of
watet intended for human
consumption - Inotganic
supporting and filtering
materials - Methods of test
This European standard describes
methods of test to determine
physical and chemical properties of
Inorganic Supporting and Filtering
Nlaterials (ISFivD

n.420
Miendus

ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55060
Tiihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14066:2002
Natural stotre test methods -
Determination of resistance to
ageing by thermal shock
This European Standard specifies a
method to assess possible
modifications of natural stones
under the effect ofsudden changes
in temperature (thermal shock)

73.100.30
Puurimis- ia
viljamisseadmed

Equipment for drilling and
mine excavation

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 28529
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prF).J 72321 :2002
Underground mining
machinery - Specification for
the safety requfuements of
armouted face couveyots
This European Standard specifies
the safery requirements for
armoured face conveyors and
covers, conveyor drive units,
retum units, line pans, chain
assemblies, devices for tensioning
and locking chains

75.140
Vahad, bituuumsed
materialid im naftatooted
'Waxes, bituminous materials
and other petroleum

Products
KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSI(CISITLUS
prEVS 55320
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 12697-39:2002
Bituminous mixtures - Test
methods for hot mix asphalt -
Part 39: Bindet content bv
ignition

KAVANDITE
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This European Standard describes
dre procedures to be followed for
the determination of the binder
content of samples of bituminous
mixtures by ignition. As such, it is
an altemative to the more
traditional method of extracting
dre binder using solvents
ptEVS 55321
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 12697- 4l:2002
Bituminous mixtures - Test -

methods for hot mix asphalt -
Part 412 Resistance to de-icing
fluids
This European Standard describes
a test method to determine the
resistance of bituminous materials
to de-icing fluids such as solutions
of acetate, formate and urea. The
procedure determines the cohesion
of a specimen of asphalt mixtures
after storage in de-icing fluid, and
is intended for dense asphalt
mixtures, such as asphdt concrete,
and may not be appropdate for
more open asphalt mixtures, such
as porous asphalt

75.180.30
Volumeetrilised seadmed
ia m6dteriistad

Volumeric equipment and
measufements

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 7335222002
Hind 190,00
Identne EN 13352:2002
Specification for the
performance of automatic tank
contents gauges
This European Standard specifies
the minimum performance
requirements for various classes of
automatic tank contents gauges
rvhich are limited to static tanks of
shop fabricated manufacture both
metallic and non metallic,
underground and above gound
rvhich do not exceed 100 000 I in
capacity or 5 m in height

77.044.rc
Metallide mehaaniline
katsetamine

Mechanical testing of metals

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67788-6:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne IEC 61788-6:2000

ia identne EN 61788-6:2001
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Supeiconductivity - Part 6:
Mechanical propeties
measuremen$ Room
temperature tensile test of
Cu/Nb-Ti composite
supetconductors
Covers a test method detailing the
tensile test procedures to be
carried out on Cu/Nb-Ti
superconductive composite wires
at room temperature. This test is
used to measure modulus of
elasticity, 0,27o proof strength of
the composite due to a yelding of
the copper component, and tensile
s&ength.

77.080.10
Malmid

Irons

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 1383522002
Hind 146,00
Identne EN 13835:2002
Founding - Austenitic cast itons
This European Standard specifies
the gtades and cortesponding
requirements for austenitic cast
irons. These requirements are
specified in terms of: - gaphite
form and metal structure: either
flake or spheroidal graphite in an
austenitic matrix; - chemical
composition: as given for each of
dre grades; - mechanical properties:
obtained from separately cast
samples

77.080.20
Terased

Steels

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS 832-1:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EYS 832-7:2002
Teras betooni sarnrstamiseks.
Keevitatav sarrusteras. Osa 1:

Utdised n6uded
K,iesolev Eesti standatd miirab
kindlaks iildised n6uded
betoonkonstruktsioonide
sarrustamisel kasutatavatele
keevitatavatele sarrusterasele
kolmes venivusklassis A, B ja C,
mida tarnitakse varraste ja

vihtidena, mida saab vahenrlt v6i
materjalina keevisv6rkude v6i
sarruskarkasside valmistamisel
kasutada; tehases valmistatud
masinkeevisv6rkudena;
sarruskarkassidena ia mille

Ubim66t on standardikavandites
ptEN 10080-2 kuni -5 kindlaks
miiratud piirides.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 55214
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 10021:2002
Tetas- ia raudtoodete ffldised
tehnilised tarnen6uded
This European Standatd specifies
the general technical delivery
requirements for all steel products
covered by EN 10079 with the
exception of steel castings and
powder metallurgical products.
Whete the delivery requirements
agreed for the order or specified in
the appropriate product standard
diffet from the general technical
delivery requirements defined in
this standard, then the
requirements agreed fot the order
or specified in the appropriate
product standard applv

77.140.07
Malm- ia terastooted
iildiselt

Iron and steel products in
genefal

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55218
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 0025-4:2002
Hot rolled products of structural
steels - Parl-4: Technical
delivery conditions fot
thermomechanical rolled
weldable fine gtain structural
steels
Part 4 of this European Standard,
in addition to part 1, specifies
requirements for flat and long
products of hot rolled weldable
fine gtain strucrural steels in the
thermomechanical rolled condition
in the grade's and qualities given in
tables2to4(chemical
composition) and tables 5 to 7
(mechanical properties) in
tlrickness f,720 mm for flat
products and in thickness d 150
mm for long products
prE\/S 55221

Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 10025-5:2002



Hot tolled products of structural
steels - Part 5: Technical
delivery conditions for
structuml steels urith imptoved
atrrospheric corrosion
resistance
Part 5 of this Ewopean Standard,
in addition to part 1, specifies
requirements for flat and long
products of hot rolled steels urith
improved atrrospheric corrosion
resistance in the grades and
qualities given in tables 2 and 3

(chemical composition) and tables
4 and 5 (mechanical properties) in
the usual delivery conditions as

given in 6.3

prE\TS 55222
T:ihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 0025-6:2002
Hot rolled ptoducts of structural
steels - Part 6: Technical
delivery conditions for flat
products of high yield strength
structural steels in the
quenched and tempered
condition
Part 6 of this European Standard,
in addition to part 1, specifies
requirements for flat products of
high yield strength alloy special
steels. The grades and qualities are

given in tables 2 to 4 (chemical
composition) and tables 5 to 7
(mechanical properties) and are

supplied in the quenched and
tempered condition as given in 6.3

77.140.15
Armatuurterased

Steels for reinforcement of
concrete

UUED STANDARDID
EVS 832-12002
Hind 170,00
Identne E\IS 832-1:2002
Tetas betooni sarustamiseks.
Keevitatav sarrusteras. Osa 1:

Uldised n6uded
Iliesoley Eesti standard miirab
kindlaks iildrsed nduded
betoonkonstruktsioonide
sarrustamisel kasutatavatele
keevitatavatele sarrusterasele
kolmes venilrusklassis A, B ia C,
mida tarnitakse varraste ia
vihtidena, mida saab vahenrlt v6i
materf alina keevisv6rkude v6i
sarruskarkasside valrnistamisel
kasutada; tehases vdmistatud
masinkeevisv6rkudena;
sarruskarkassidena ia mille
labimodt on standardikavandites

prEN 10080-2 kuni -5 kindlaks
miirarud piirides.

EVS 833-12002
Hind 117,00
Identne EVS 833-1:2002
Pingestustetased. Osa 1:

Oldised n6uded
I*iesolev Eesti standard miirab
kindlaks ii'ldised n6uded k6rge
t6mbetugevusega terasest
toodetele, mida kasutatakse
laialdaselt betooni eelpingestamisel

ia ka teiste ehitusvaldkondade
tdmbeelementides, nagu pinnas-
ankrud, t6steseadmed, sildade
kande- ja ankurdustrossid.
Kdesolev standard rakendub ainult
neile toodetele, mille seisund on
sama, kui see oli valmistaja poolt
tarnimisel.

77.140.20
Roostevabad terased

Stainless steels

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 10264-422002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 70264 - 4:2002
Steel wire and wire products -
Steel wire for ropes - Part 4:
Stainless steel wite
This Part of this European
Standatd specifies the
characteristics of stainless steel
rvire for the manufacture of topes
that are exposed to corrosion and
in some cases to a moderate
temperahue. This part of this
European standard specifies the
following for stainless steel wire
for ropes - dimensional tolerances;
- mechanical characteristics; -
requirements relating to the
chemical composition of the
stainless steel wire; - conditions to
be satisfied by ^y coating

77J44.25
Vedruterased

Spring steels

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 10151:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne EN 10151:2002
Stainless steel strip for springs -
Technical delivery conditions

1.1 This European Standard
applies to cold rolled narrow strip
of thicknesses up to and including
3 mm in rolled u'idths less than
600 mm made from the stainless
steel gtades listed in Table 1. The
steels ate used in the conditions
given in Table 4 for the production
of springs and spring parts that are
exposid to corrosive effects and
sometimes slighdy increased
temperatures. 1.2 Other steel
grades than those listed in Table 1,

but covered by prEN 10088-
2:2007 can be supplied in the
above conditions after agreement
between supplier and customer
(see also annex A). 1.3 The general
technical delivery conditions
specified in EN 10021 apply in
addition to the specifications of
this European Standard, unless
otherqrise specified in this
European Standard.

77.140.30
Surveotstarbelised terased

Steels for pressure purposes

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 70A28-112002 / A7:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 10028-1:2000/
A7:2002
Lametooted terasest
surveseadmetele. Osa 1:

Uldnouded
This part of EN 10028 specifies
the general technical delivery
conditions for flat products used
principally for the construction of
pressure equipments.

KAYANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 11158
Tlhtaeg: 2003-03-0f
Identne prEN 10028-2:2002
Lametooted tetasest
surveseadmetele. Osa 2:
Stsinik- ia legeerterased t6iiks
k6tgematel tempetatuurildel
This European Standard specifies
requirements for flat products for
pressure equipment made of
weldable nonalloy and alloy steels

'q/ith elevated temperature
properties as specified in Table 1.

The requirements and definitions
of EN 10028-1 also apply
prEVS 55088
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 0028-4:2002
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Flat products made of steels for
ptessute purposes - Part 4:
Nickel alloy steels with
specified low temperature
properties
This European Standard specifies
requirernents for flat products for
pressule equipment made of nickel
alloy 51ss1t as specified in Table 1.

The requirements and definitions
of EN 10028-1 also apply

77.140.50
Lameterastooted ia -
pooltooted

Flat steel products and semi-
pfoducts

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 10028-122002 / N:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 10028-1:2000/
A7:2002
Lametooted terasest
surveseadmetele. Osa 1:

Uldnoud.d
This part ofEN 10028 specifies
the general technical delivery
conditions for flat products used
principally for the construction of
pressure equipments.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 11158
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-07
Identne prEN 1 0028-2:2002
Lametooted tetasest
surveseadmetele. Osa 2:
Siisinik- ia legeerterased t6iiks
k6tgematel temperatuurildel
This European Standard specifies
requirements for flat products for
pressure equipment made of
weldable nonalloy and alloy steels

with elevated temperature
properties as specified in Table 1.

The requirements and definitions
of EN 10028-1 also apply
prE\rS 55088
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 10028-4:2002
Flat products made of steels for
pressufe purposes - Part 4:
Nickel alloy steels with
specified low temperatute
propetties
This European Standard specifies
requirements for flat products for
pressure equipment made of nickel
alloy steels as specified in Table 1.

The requirements and definitions
of EN 10028-1 also apply
prE\rS 55157
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
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Identne prEN 1 01 69:2002
Pidevmeetodil otgaanilise
materialiga kaetud (rullis
kaetud) tasapinnalis ed
terastooted. Osa t Uldinfo
(miitatlused, materialid,
tolerantsid, katsemeetodid)
This European Standard ptovides
information on the selection and
ordering of continuously organic
coated (coil coated) steel flat
products and specifies appropriate '
technical requirements for the
products, e.g. for test methods and
tolerances on coating thickness,
appearatrce, and product
dimensions and shape
prEVS 55227
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 10131:2002
Cold rolled uncoated low
carbon and high yield sttength
steel flat products for cold
forming - Tolerances on
dimensions and shape
This Eutopean Standard applies to
cold rolled uncoated and
electrolytically zinc @N 10152) or
zinc-nickel coated @N 10271) low
carbon and high yield strength steel
flat products for cold fotming with
a minimum tliickness of 0,35 mm
and, unless otherwise agreed at the
time of ordering, less than or equal
to 3 mm thick, delivered in sheet,
wide strip, slit wide strip or cut
lenghs obtained from slit rvide
strip or sheet

77.140.65
Terastfaat, terastrossid ia
iihendusketid

Steel wire, wire ropes and
link chains

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 10264-32002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 102643:2002
Steel wire and wire products -
Steel wire for ropes - Part 3:
Cold &awn and cold shaped
non alloyed steel wire for high
duty applications
Steel'urire and wire products - Steel
wire for ropes - Part 3: Cold dravn
and cold shaped non alloyed steel
wire for high duty applications

EVS-EN 10264-4:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 102644:2002
Steel wite and wire ptoducts -
Steel wite fot topes - Part 4:
Stainless steel wire

This Part of this European
Standard specifies the
characteristics of stainless steel
wire for the manufacture of ropes
that ate exposed to corrosion and
in some cases to a moderate
temperature. This part of this
Euopean standard specifies the
following for stainless steel wire
for ropes - dimensional tolerances;
- mechanical characteristics; -

requirements relating to the
chemical composition of the
stainless steel wire; - conditions to
be satisfied b)'"tty coating

EYS-EN 12385-8:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 12385-8:2002
Steel wire ropes - Safety - Part 8:
Sranded hauling and catrying-
hauling topes for cableway
installation designed to carry
persons
This European Standard specifies
the additional materials,
manufacturing and testing
requirements to those given in Part
1 for standarded steel wire'hauling'
and'carrying-hauling' ropes for
cableway installations desigred
tocarry persons. The rope grade is
limited to 1960.

77.t40.70
Tetasprofrilid

Steel profi,les

KAVAI\iDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 33420
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 10162:2002
Cold rolled steel sections -
Technical delivery conditions -
Dimensional and ctoss-
sectional toletances
This European Standard specifies
dimensional and cross-sectional
tolerances for cold rolled steel
sections produced on roll-forming
machines

77.140.7s
Terastorud ia
eriotstarbelised torud

Steel pipes and tubes for
specific use

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\/S 38240
Tdlrtaeg: 2001-02-01,
Identne prEN 1 0305- 4:2002



Steel tubes for precision
applications - Technical
delivery conditions - Patt 4:
Seamless cold drawn tubes for
hydraulic and pneumatic power
systems
This European Standard specifies
the technical delivery conditions
for seamless cold drawn steel tubes
of circular cross section used in
h)'draulic and pneumatic power
systems. Tubes according to
European are characterized by
having precisely defined tolerances
on dimensions and a specified
surface roughness

77.150.10
Alumiiniumtooted

Aluminium products

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 13195-7:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne EN 13195-1:2002
Aluminium 61d 4lg6inium
alloys - Wrought and cast
products for marine
applications (shipbuilding,
marine and offshote) - Pat 1:

Specifications
Th.is European Standard specifies
properties and technical conditions
for inspection and delivery of
wrought and cast aluminium and
aluminium alloy products
recommended for marine
applications such as shipbuilding
maritime and offshore applications

79.040
Puit, saepdgd ja saepuit

Wood, sawlogs and sawn
timber

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 384.2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 384:1995
Ehituspuit. l\,ts[a2nilisf s
omaduste ia tiheduse
normviirtuste miiiramine
Kiesolev standard annab meetodi
mehaaniliste omaduste ja tiheduse
normveartuste milramiseks
puidukogumi visuaalse ja/v6i
masinsortimisega miiratud
rugevussortide puhul. Samuti on
anrud meetod puiduproovi
mhiratud rugevusviirtuse
kontrolliks.ICiesoleva standardi
alusel miirarud mehaaniliste
omaduste ia tiheduse vdirtused on

sobivad sortide ja liikids
paigutamiseks EN 338
tugevusklassidesse.

EVS-EN 408:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 408:1995
Puitkonstruktsioonid.
Ehituspuit ia liimpuit. M6nede
Itiisikaliste ia mehaaniliste
omaduste miiiramine
Kiesolev standard spetsifitseerib
meetodid ehituspuidu ja liimpuidu
j?irgmiste omaduste miiramiseks:
paindeelastsusmoodul,
paindetugevus,
t6mbeelastsusmoodul puidukiuga
paralleelsel t6mbel, t6mbetugevus
puidukiuga paralleelsel t6mbel,
surveelastsusmoodul puidukiuga
paralleelsel suwel, survetugevus
puidukiuga paralleelsel survel.
Lisaks on kirjeldarud m66tmete,
niiskussisalduse ja tiheduse
miiramist. I\feetodid on
rakendatavad tiiisnurkse ja

ringikuiulise (oluliselt konstantse)
ristl6ikega mitteliiderud monoliirse
vdi hammasliidetega ia liimitud
lamellpuidu kohta. Kiesolev
standard ei ole m6eldud
kvaliteedikontrolli katseteks.

EVS-EN 76!7-l:2007 / N:2002
Hind 57,00
Identne EN 161 1-1 :1 999 / A1:2002
Sawn timber - Appeatance
gtading of softwoods - Pan 1:

European spruces, firs, pines,
Douglas fits and larches
This European Standard defines
appearance grades for European
spruces, firs, pines and Douglas
firs. The standrd applies to dry and
gteen sawn timber.

79.060.01
Puitpaneelid ii{diselt

Wood-based panels in
general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 12871:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne EN 12871:2001
S7ood-based panels -
Performance specifi cations and
requitements fot load bearing
boatds for use in floors, walls
and toofs
This European Standard sets our
the performance specifications and
requirements for load bearing
wood-based panels used as

structural decking and sheathing in
floors, roofs and walls, and

provides a method of
demonstrating compliance based
on prototype testing.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKTJSITLUS
prEVS 33349
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 12871:2001
Wood-based panels -
Performance specifi cations and
requitements for load bearing
boards for use in floors, walls
and roofs
T'his European Standard sets out
ttre performance specifications and
requirements for load bearing
wood-based panels used as

structural decking and sheathing in
floord, roofs and walls, and
provides a method of
demonstrating compliance based
on prototype testing

79.060.99
Muud puitpaneelid

Other wood-based oanels

KAVANDITE
ARVAJVIUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55063
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne prEN 13353:2002
Solid wood panels (SWP) -
Requirements
This European Standard specifies
requirements for solid wood panels
as defined in EN 12775 for use in
dry, humid and exterior conditions
as defined in service classes 1, 2
and 3 of EN\z 1995-1-1:1993.
Additional information on
supplementary propetties for
certain applications is also given

79.120.20
Puidut66riistad

Woodworking tools

UUED STA}{DARDID
EVS-EN 5074 4-2-14:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 501 44-2-7 4:2001
Safety of hand-held electric
motot operated tools - PanLl4:.
Particular requirements for
planers
This standard applies to planers
with a cutting width up to 150 mm.
NOTE: For planers with a cutting
width above 150 mm other
requirements may apply.
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81.040
Klaas

Glass

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55470
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO /DIS 9100-5:2002

ia identne prEN ISO 9700-5:2O02
Glass containets - Vacuum lug
finishes - Part 5: 43 and 48
tegulat
This European standard specifies
the dimensions of vacuum lug
finislres with a nominal size of 43
mm and 48 mm regular for wide-
mouth glass containers

81.040.20
Ehitusklaas

Glass in building

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 1260022002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 12600:2002
Glass in building - Pendulum
test - Impact test method and
classification fot flat glass
This European Standard specifies a

pendulum impact test method for
single flat panes of glass for use in
buildings. The test is intended to
classiS' flat glass products in three
principal classes by performance
under impact and by mode of
breakage. This standard does not
speci$ requirements for
applications, nor does it speci$t
requitements for durability

EVS-EN 726032002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 12603:2002
Glass in building - Procedures
fot goodness offit and
confiidence intervals for Weibull
disributed glass sttength data
This European Standard specifies
procedures for the evaluation of
sample data by means of a two-
parameter Weibull distribution
function

EVS-EN 1279-3:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 1279-3:2002
Glass in building - Insulating
glass units - Part 3: Long tenrr
test method and tequirements
fot gas leakage rate and fot gas
concenttation tolerances

218

This Ewopean Standard is the
ptoduct standard for insulating
glass units, which defines insulating
glass units, and ensures by means
ofan adequate evaluation of
conformity to this standard that:
energy savings are made because
the U-value and solar factor do not
chaage significandy; health is
preserved because sound reduction
and vision do not change
significantly; safety is provided
because mechanical resistance does
not change significandy

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKTJSITLUS
prEVS 55064
Tdhtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 12543 -2:7998 /
prAT:2002
fa identne EN ISO 12543-2:1998/
prAT:2002
Klaas ehitusmaterialina.
Lamineeritud klaas ja
kildumatu lamineeritud klaas.
Osa 2: Kildumatu lamineeritud
klaas
This Standard specifies
performance requLements for
laminated safety glass as defined in
EN ISO 12543-1

81.060.30
K6rgtehnoloogiline
keraamika

Advanced ceramics

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 658-3t2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 658-3:2002
Advanced technical ceramics -
Mechanical prcperties of
cetamic composites at toom
tempetatute - Part 3:
Determination of flexutal
strength
This part of EN 658 describes a

method for the determination of
the flexural strength of ceramic
matrix composite materials with
continuous fi bre reinforcement,
under three-point ot fout-point
bend at foom temperature. This
method applies to all ceramic
matrix composites with a
continuous 0bre reinforcement,
unidirectional (1D), bidirectional
(2D), and tridirectional xD with (2
< x < 3) as defined in ENV 13233,
loaded along one principal axis of
reinforcement

81.080
Tulekindlad materialid

Refractories

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 993-18;2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 993-18:2002
Methods of test for dense
shaped refractory products -
Part 18: Determination of bulk
density of gtanular materials by
the water method with vacuum
This European Standard specifies a

method based on water absorption

',vith vacuum for the deterrnination
of the bulk density of granulat
refractory materials Grain bulk
density) having a grain size greater
than 2 mm

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 22711
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1402-1:2002
Unshaped reftactor5r products -
Part 1: Introduction and
classification
This European Standard defines
terms relating to unshaped
refractory products and establishes
the cassification for the various

$'pes of products. Raw materials
and crushed or granulated
reftactory materials which do not
contain any binder are excluded
prEVS 32195
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-07
Identne prEN 1402-2:2002
Unshaped refractory products -
Part 2: Sampling for tes t:ng
This part of this European
Standard gives guidance on the
sampling of unshaped refractory
materials for the purpose of
inspection and testing for quality
and general information on the
reduction and treatment of
samples prior to testing. It covers
all materials formulated as

unshaped refractory materials
prE\rS 34230
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ptEN 1 402-6:2002
Unshaped refractory products -
Part 6: Measurement of physical
ptoperties
This part of this European
Standard specifies methods for the
determination of properties of
unshaped materials from test
pieces prepared and stored
according to prEN 1402-5.T\e
methods are applicable to dense



and insulating castables and to
ramming materials (including
plastics) as defined in prEN 1402-1
before and after firing
prE\/S 36661
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 7402-7 :2002
Unshaped reftactory ptoducts -
PattT: Tests on prc-formed
shapes
This European Standard specifies
methods for the testing of as-
delivered pre-formed shapes. It
applies to shapes fabricated from
dense and insulating castables and
ramming materials as defined in
prEN 1402-1
prEYS 37521
Tilrtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1402-3:2002
Unshaped refractory products -
Part 3: Chatacteization as
received
This part of this European
Standard specifies the methods for
the characterization of unshaped
refractory materials as received and
for checking the homogeneity of a
delivery of a product. It is
applicable to castables (dense and
insulating), gunning materials and
tamming materials, as defined in
prEN 1402-1
prEVS 38111
Tiihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1402-8:2002
Unshaped refractory products -
Part 8: Determination of
comPlementary properties
This European Standard describes
methods for determination of the
properties of unshaped reftactory
materials from test pieces prepared
and stored in accordance with
prEN 1402-5. The methods
complement those described in
prEN 1402-6. The methods have
been adapted from standards for
shaped refractory products to
make them applicable to dense and
insulating castables, and ramming
materials as defined in prEN 1402-
1, before and after firing
prE\rS 38611
Tihtaeg: 2003-8-A1
Identne prEN 7 402-4:2002
Unshaped tefractory products -
Part 4: Determination of
consistency of castables
This European Standard describes
methods for the determination of
the consistency ofdense and
insulating castables as defined in
prEN 1402-1
prEVS 38613
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01

Identne prEN 1402-5:2002
Unshaped reftactory products -
Pan 5: Pteparatioa and
teatrnent of test pieces
This part of this European
Standard specifies methods for the
pteparation and treatment (curing
drying and firing) oftest pieces
from unshaped refractory
materials. The dimensions of the
test pieces are specified. The
methods are applicable to dense
and insulating castables and to
ramming materials with the four
types of chemical composition
defined in ptEN 7402-7

81.100
Klaasi- ia
keraamikatd6stuse
seadmestik

Equipment for the glass and
cefamics industries

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55460
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/DIS 9700 -1, :2002
ja identne prEN ISO 9700-1:2002
Glass containers - Vacuum lug
Iinishes - Part 1: Dirngls;.r.
This European standard - together
with prEN ISO 9100-2 to prEN
ISO 9100-14 - specifies the
dimensions of vacuum lug finishes
for wide-mouth glass containers
prEVS 55461
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/DIS 9100-2:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 9700-2:2002
Glass containerc - Vacuum lug
finishes - Part 2: 33 medium
This European standard specifies
the dimensions of a vacuum lug
finish with a nominal size of 33
mm medium for glass containers
prEVS 55464
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Idenffre ISO/DIS 9100-3:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 9100-3:2002
Glass containers - Yacuum lug
finishes - Part 3: 38 regular
This European standard specifies
the dimensions of a vacuum lug
finish with a nominal size of 38
mm regular forqride-mouth glass
containers
prEVS 55466
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/DIS 9100-4:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 9100-4:2002
Glass containers - Yacuum lug
finishes -Part4t 38 medium

This European standard specifies
the dimensions of a vacuum lug
6nish with a nominal size of 38
mm medium for wide-mouth glass
containers
prEVS 55471
Tihtaeg: 2003-0+07
Identne IS O/DIS 9 1.00 -6:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 9700-6:2002
Glass containers - Vacuum lug
finishes - Part 6: 53 and 58
regular
This European standard specifies
the dimensions of vacuum lug
finishes with nominal sizes of 53
mm and 58 mm regular for wide-
mouth glass containers
prEVS 55472
Tihtaeg: 2003-0+01
Identne ISO/DIS 9100-7 :2002
ja identne prEN ISO 9100-7:2002
Glass containers - Vacuum Iug
finishes -PartTz 58 deep
This European standard specifies
the dimensions of vacuum lug
finish with nominal size of 58 mm
deep for widemouth glass
containers
prEVS 55473
Tdhtaeg: 20A3-0+01.
Identne ISO/DIS 9100-8:2002

ia identne prEN ISO 9100-8:2002
Glass containers - Vacuum lug
finishes - Part 8: 63166 and70
tegulat
prEVS 55474
Tihtaeg: 2003-0+01
Identne ISO/DIS 9fiA-9.2002
ia identne prEN ISO 9100-9:2002
Glass containers - Vacuum lug
finishes - Part 9: 631 66 and70
deep
This European standard speciFres
the dimensions of vacuum lug
finishes with nominal sizes of 63,
66 and 70 mm deep for wide-
mouth glass containers
prEVS 55475
Tdhtaeg: 2003-04-01
Identne ISO/DIS 9100-10:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 9100-10:2002
Glass containers - Yacuum lug
finishes - Part 10: 77 regalar
This European standard specifies
the dimensions of a vacuum lug
finish with a nominal sbe of 77
mm regular for wide-mouth glass
containers
prE\zS 55477
Tihtaeg: 2003-04-01
Identne ISO /DIS 97A0-1 1 :2002
ia identne prEN ISO 97A0-11:2002
Glass containers - Vacuum lug
finishes - Part 11: 82 regular
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This European standard specifies
the dimensions of a vacuum lug
frnislr with a nominal sbe of 82
mm regular for wide-mouth glass

contahets
prEVS 55479
Tilrtaeg: 2003-0+01
Identne ISO/DIS 9 100-12:2002

ia identne prEN ISO 970O-72:2AA2

prEVS 55480
Tihtaeg 2003-0+01
Identne ISO/DIS 9100-13 :2002
ja identne prEN ISO 9100-73:20A2

83.080.01
Plastid iildiselt

Plastics in general

KAVAi\DITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\rS 55066
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 67 21 -1 :2O01

ia identne EN ISO 6727-7:20O2
Plastics - Determination of
dynamic mechanical properties
- Part 1: Genetal principles
The various parts ofISO 6721
speci$ methods for the
determination of the dynamic
mehanical properties of rigid
plastics within the region of linear
viscoelastic behaviour. This part of
ISO 6721is an introductory
section which includes the
definitions and all aspects that are
cornmon to the individual test
methods described in the
subsequent parts

83.120
Tugevdatud plastid

Reinforced plastics

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKTJSITLUS
prE\/S 30502
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 45P8-'l :2002
Reinforced thermodetting
moulding compounds -
Specification fot Sheet
Moulding Compound (SMC)
and Bulk Moulding Compound
(BMC) - Pat 1: Designation
This part of prEN 14598
establishes a data block system for
the designation of Sheet N{oulding
Compounds (SMC) and Bulk
Nloulding Compounds (BMC)
prEVS 55453
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne preN 14598-2:2002
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Reinfotced thermosetting
moulding compounds -
Specification for Sheet
Moulding compound (SMC)
and Bulk Moulding compound
(BMC) -Patt2:. Methods of test
and genetal tequitements
This part ofprEN 14598 specifies
the methods of preparation of test
specimens and the test methods to
be used in determining the
properties of Sheet Moulding
Compound (SMQ and Bulk
Nloulding Compound @MC).
Requirements for handling test
material and for conditioning both
of the test material befote
moulding and of the specimens
before testing are found here
prEVS 55454
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14598-3:2002
Reinfotced thermosetting
moulding compounds -
Specification for Sheet
Moulding Compound (SMC)
and Bulk Moulding Compound
(BMC) - Part 3: Specific
requirements
This part ofprEN 14598 specifies
dre requirements for physical and
chemical properties of Sheet
moulding Compounds (SMC) and
Bulk Moulding Compound (BI\IC)
and compression or injection
moulded specimens. The selection
in this part is limited to those
materials the composition and
properties of which are

signific andy different

83.140
Kummi- ia plasttooted

Rubber and plastics products

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60454-2:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 60 454-2:1 9 9 4
ia identne EN 60454-2:1995
Specification for pressure-
sensitive adhesive tapes for
electrical pu{poses P art 2z

Methods of test
Describes methods of determrnrng
the mechanical and electrical
resistance and the adhesive
properties of pressure-sensitive
adhesive tapes, and the test
methods to be used.

EVS-EN 60674-3-422002
Hind 109,00
Identne IE.C 60674-3-4 to 6:7993
ia identne EN 60674-3-4 to 6:7995

Specification for plastic films for
electrical pulposes - Part 3:
Specifi cations for individual
materials - Sheets 4 to 6:
Requirements for polyimide
films used for electrical
insulation
Gives the requirements for the
following polyimide. films with or
without heat sealable

fluoroethylene-propylene (FEP)
coatings; based on poly Q.{, N'-
pp'-orydiphenylene
pyromellitimide) (sheet 4); based
on poly (1.J, N'-p-phenylene
biphenyl tetra carboxylimide)
(sheet 5); based on poly (1.J, N'-
pB'-orydiphenylene biphenyl-
tetracatboxylimide) (sheet 6).

83.180
Liimid

Adhesives

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 73750:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 13750:2002
Domestic watet ketdes for use
on top ofstove, cooker or hob -
Definitions, requirements and
test methods
This European Standard specifies
safety and performance
requhements of domestic water
ketdes for use on top ofa stove,
cooker or hob and applies to all
ketdes regardless of material or
method of manufacture. This
standard does not apply to electric
kettles

I(AVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 55081
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 11343:1993

ia identne EN 74493:2002
Structural adhesives -
Determination of dynamic
tesistance to cleavage ofhigh
sttength adhesive bonds under
impact conditions - Wedge
impact method
This European Standard specifies a

dynamic impact wedge method for
dre detetmination of the cleavage
resistance under impact loading of
high-strength adhesive bonds
between two metallic adherends,
when tested under specified
conditions of preparation and
testing. The method allows a

choice of sheet metal substrate
corresponding to those materials



frequently used in industry, e.g. for
automotive applications

85.040
Tselluloos- j a puitmass

Pulps

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55341
T:ihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ISO 5264-2:2002
ja identne EN ISO 5264-2:2002
Tehnilised tselluloosid.
Laboratoome iahvatamine.
Osa 2: PFl-veski meetod
Tlris part of ISO 5264 specifres a
method, using a PFI mill, for the
laboratory beating of pulp. The
description is lirnited to the
sampling and beating of the pult,
the widrdrawal and distribution of
samples, and the beating
equipment

85.080
Pabertooted

Paper products

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 72287:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 12281:2002
Printing and business paper -
Requirements for copy papet for
dry toner imaging processes
This European Standard speciFres

the performance requirements for
uncoated cut-size paper for dry
tonet imaging processes (i.e. copy
paper), in 80 g/m'zand in A4
format based on EN ISO 216.
Other grammages and sizes of the
ISO-A series are covered by this
European Standard, as long as the
requirements specified h this
European Standard are hrlfilled

85.100
Paberitd6stuse seadmed

Equipment for the paper
indusuy

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 28324
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13023:2002

Noise measutement methods
for printing, papet converting,
paper making machines and
auxitary equipment - Accuracy
gtades 2and3
This standard specifies all the
information necessary to cary out
efficiendy and under standardized
conditions the detemrination,
declaration and verification of
airbome noise emission from
pri"ting and paper converting
machines coveted by the EN 1010
series and from paper making and
finishing machines covered by the
EN 1034 series. It specifies noise
measurement methods and
installation and operating
conditions to be used for the test

87.100
Virvimisvahendid

Paint coating equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50050:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 50050:2001
Electrical apparatus for
potentially explosive
atmosphetes - Electrostatic
hand-held spmying equipment
1.1 This European Standard
specifies the constructional and
test requirements fot hand- held
and hand-operated electrostatic
spraying apparatus and associated
apparatus which can be used to
spray flammable liquid coating
materials, flammable coating
powders or flamrnable flock in
spraying areas which may ot may
not contain flammable adhesives.
These spraying devices are

considered to be apparatus of
goup II category 2 in accordance
udth Directive 94/9 /EC for use in
potentially explosive atmospheres
formed by their spray cloud.

EVS-EN 50176:2AA2

Hind 109,00
Identne EN 50176:1996
Automatic electostatic spraying
installations for flamtrable
liquid sptaying material
This European Standard specifies
requirements for automatic
electrostatic spraying installations
which are used for spmying
flammable liquids which may form
explosive atmospheres in the
spraying area. In this connection
distinction is made between
spraying devices rvhich due to their
type of construction comply with

requirements as laid down in EN
50050:1986 as applicable, and
those for urhich other discharge
energies al;.d/ot curent limits are
stipulated.

EYS-EN 50777:2002
Hind 117,00
Idenhre EN 50177:1996
Automatic electrostatic spraying
installations fot flammable
coating powder
This European Standard specifies
requirements for automatic
electrostatic spraying installations
which are used for spraying
flammable coating powders which
may form explosive atmospheres
in the spraying area. In this
connection distinction is made
betrveen spraying devices which
due to their type of construction
comply with requirements as laid
down in EN 50050:1986 as

applicable, and those for which
other dischatge energies and/or
current limits are stipulated.

EVS-EN 50223:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 50223:2001
Automatic electrostatic
application equipment for
flammable flock material
This European Standard specifies
requirements for automatic
elecrostatic spraying installations
which are used for spraying
flammable flock which may form
explosive atmospheres in the
spraying area. In this connection
distinction is made berween
spraying devices which due to their
type of construction complywith
requitements as laid down in EN
50050:1986 as applicable, and
those for which other discharge
energies and/or current limits are

stipulated.

EVS-EN 50144-2-7:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 501442-7 :2000
Safety of hand-held electric
motor operated tools - Pztt2-7:
Particular requirements fot
sptayA guns
This standard applies to spray guns
for non-flammable materials. This
standard does not give
requirements for the reduction of
the risk arising from noise and
vibration..
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91.010
Ehitus(t66stus)

Construction industrv

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS 812-1:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne EVS 812-1:2002
Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 1:

S64avara
Kiesolev standard sitestab
ehitusliku tuleohutuse m6isted.

91.010.01
Ehitus (td 6stus) iirldis elt

Construction industry in
genefal

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55478
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-03
Identne EVS 834:2003
Ehitusettev6tete
kvalifitseerimine

91.010.30
Tehnilised aspektid

Technical aspects

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 799022002
Hind 0,00
Identne EN 1990:2002
Eutokoodeks.
Ehituskonstruktsioonide
proiekteedmise alused
EN 1990 kehtestab p6him6tted ja
n6uded konstruktsioonide
ohutusele, kasutusk6lblikkusele ja

kestvusele, ki{eldab nende
projekteerimise ja kontrolli aluseid
ning annab juhised
konstruktsioonide tocikindluse
kohta. EN 1990 on ette nihtud
kasutamiseks koos EN 1991 kuni
EN 1999-ga hoonete ja rajatiste
konstruktsioonide pro jekteerimisel,
h6lmates ka geotehnika aspekte,
ehituslikku nrleohurust ning
maavirina, ehitamise ja ajutiste
konstruktsioonidega kaasnevaid
olukordi.

EVS-EN 1997-l-7:2002
Hind212,00
Identne EN 1991-1-1:2002
Eurokoodeks 1:

Ehituskonsftuktsioonide
koormused. Osa 1-1:

Uldkoormused . Mahukaalud,
omakaalud, hoonete
kasuskoormused
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EN 1991-1-1 annab hoonete ja

rajatiste konstruktsioonide
ptojekteerimiseks juhised ja
koormused, kaasa arvatud
m6ningad geotehnilised aspektid.:
ehitusmaterjalide ja ladustatud
materjalide mahukaalud, ehitiste
omakaal hoone kasuskoormused.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 53983
Tihtaeg 20A3-A2-03
Identne EVS 829:2003
Soojuskadude miiiramise
metoodika

91.020
Projekteerimine.
Linnaplaneerimine

Physical planning. Town
planning

UUED STANDARDID
EVS 809-1:2002
Hind 212,00
Identne EVS 809-1:2002
Kuritegevuse ennetamine.
Linnaplaneerimine ia
arhitektuut. Osa 1:

Linnaplaneerimine
Standard toob dra erinevaid kuriteo
riski jalv6i kuriteohirmu hindamise
meetodeid ning nende riskide
vihendamise vahendeid, menedusi
ja tegevuskavu.
Proiekteerimisjuhendid erinevate
kuriteoprobleemide ennetamiseks
v6i nende vastu v6idemiseks on
esitatud elukeskkonna tiiiipide
kaudu. Esitatud on ka jiirjepidevad
tegevuskavad k6ikide
linnaplaneerimise ja kuritegevuse
ennetamisega seotud osapoolte
ning teiste, peamiselt piirkondliku

ia kohaliku v6imu esindajad ja

elanikud, kaasamiseks
ametkondadevahelisse kuritegevuse
ennetamise ja kuritegevuse hirmu
vihendamise tegevusse.

91.040.01
Hooned iildiselt

Building in general

UUED STANDARDID
EYS 812-2t2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EYS 812-2:2002
Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 2:
Ventilatsioonisiisteemid ia
suitsueemaldus

Kiesolev standard sitestab
tuleohutusn6uded ehitiste
ventilatsiooni- !a
siutsueemaldussiisteemide
projekteerimisele, ehitamisele ia
ekspluatatsioonile.

91.060
Ehituselemendid

Elements of buildings

UUED STANDARDID
EVS 812-3:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EVS 812-3:2002
Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 3:
Kffttesiisteemid
Klesolev standard kiisideb ehitiste
kiitmiseks, auru tootmiseks ia
kiiruse hoidmiseks ettendhtud
ruumide ja seadmete nrleohutust.

91.060.40
Korstnad, l66rid, kanalid

Chimneys, shafts, ducts

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 5506i
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 1457:1999 / A1:2002
Chimneys -Clay/Ceramic Flue
Liners - Requirements and test
methods
This European standard is a

product standard for clay/ceramic
flue liners with solid walls or walls
with vertical perforations for use in
the construction of chimneys and
flue pipes which serve to convey
products of combustion from
fireplaces or heating appliances to
the atmosphere by negative or
positive pressure

91.060.50
Uksed ia aknad

Doors and windows

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 7227622002
Hind 259,00
Identne EN 12216:2002
Shutters, external blinds,
internal blinds - Terminology,
glossary and definitions
This document applies to all types
of blinds, awnings and shutters
regardless of their purpose, and
design, and the component
materials, as they are normall)' used

and applied in buildings. It does



not apply to industrial, commercial
and garage doors (for houses and
dwellings).

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\/S 52728
Tehtaeg: 2003-01-02
Identne EN 12433-2:1999
T66srus-, kommerts- ning
gataaliuks ed ia vdrav ad.
Terminoloogia. Osa2:
Ukseosad
This standard specifies the terms
for parts of most types of doors,
gates and barriers in common use.
The terms used are therefore also
applicable for barriers.

91.080.20
Puitkonstruktsioonid

Timber structures

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 408:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne EN 408:1995
Puitkonstruktsioonid.
Ehituspuit ia liimpuit. M6nede
ftiiisikaliste ia mehaaniliste
omaduste miiiiramine
Kiiesolev standard spetsifitseerib
meetodid ehituspuidu ja liimpuidu
iiirgmiste omadusre miiramiseks:
paindeelastsusmoodul,
paindetugevus,
t6mbeelastsusmoodul puidukiuga
paralleelsel tdmbel, t6mbetugevus
puidukiuga paralleelsel t6mbel,
surveelastsusmoodul puidukiuga
paralleelsel survel, survetugevus
puidukiuga paralleelsel survel.
Lisaks on kirjeldatud mddtmete,
niiskussisalduse ia tiheduse
miiramist. Nleetodid on
rakendatavad tlisnurkse la
ringikujulise (oluliselt konstantse)
ristl6ikega mitteliidetud monoliirse
v6i hammasliidetega ja liimirud
lamellpuidu kohta. Kiesolev
standard ei ole m6eldud
kvaliteedikontrolli katseteks.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55163
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14592:2002
Timbet structures - Fasteners -
Requirements

For the purpose of this standard,
fasteners fior timber structures are
taken to be nails, staples, sctews,
dorvels, and bolts. Defnitions of
these items are given in clause 4
below. Only products
manufactured ftom steel are
covered by this standard

91.080.40
B etoonkonstruktsioonid

Concrete structures

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 35607
Tiihtaeg: 2003-03-07
Identne prEN 1261 7- 7:2002
Products and systems fot the
protection and tepait of
concrete structures - Test
methods - Part t Determination
of linear shrinkage for polymers
and surface protection systems
(sPs)
This European Standard specifies a
method for determining the linear
shrinkage of solvent free
multicomponent cold curing
reactive resins for the protection
and repair ofconcrete structures
prE\/S 36281
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-07
Identne prEN 13062:2002
Products and systems for the
ptotection and repair of
cotrcrete structure - Test
method - Determination of
thixotropy of products for
protection of reinforcement
This European Standard specifies a
method for determining the
thixotfopy of products and systems
intended for the ptotection of
reinforcement
prEVS 55164
Tlhtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne EN 501,142- 73:2002
Safety of hand-held electric
motor opetated tools - Patt2-732
Particulat requirements for
chain saws
This standard applies to chain sa'urs

but does not apply to chain sarvs
operated by t'wo persons and to
polecutters and pruners. This
standards does not give
requirements for the design of the
tool to reduce the risks arising
ftom noise and vibration

91.090
Viliskonstruktsio onid

External structures

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEYS 27826
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne lE;C 60335 -2-95: 1 998
ja identne EN 60335-2-95:2007
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - Part2-95:
Particular tequirements for
drives for vertically moving
garage doors for residential use
This standard deals with the safery
of non automatic electric drives for
garage doors for residential use by
one household only which open
and close in a vertical direction, the
rated voltage of the drives being
not more than 250 \r for shgle-
phase appliances and 480 V for
other appliances. It covers the
hazards associated'rith the closing
and opening movement of door
leaf.

91.100
Ehitusmaterialid

Conctruction materials

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
ptEYS 37412
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-03
Identne E\zS 853:2003
Ribilised p6tandaelemendid
This standard deals with precast
concrete ribbed elements used in
floors or roofs. The elemenrs
consist of a top slab and one or
more (usually two) ribs, containing
the main longirudinal
reinforcement; a bottom slab and
transversal ribs may also be

Pfesent.

91.100.10
Tsement. Kipr. Lubi. M6rt

Cement. Gypsum. Lime.
Mortar

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 720A2:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 12002:2002
Adhesives for tiles -
Determination of transverse
deformation fot cementitious
adhesives and grouts
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This European Standard specifies
the test method to be used to
determine the transverse
de forrnation of cementitious
ceramic tile adhesives and grouts.
This standard is applicable to all
cementitious ceramic tile adhesives
and grouts for intemal and external
tile installations on floors and walls

EVS-EN 480-132002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 480-13:2002
Admixtures for concrete, mortar
and gtout - Test methods -
Part 13: Refetence masonry
mortar for testing mortar
admixtures
This Standard specifies the
constituent materials, the
composition and the mixing
procedure to produce a reference
masoflT mortar with standard
consistence for testing mortar
admixtures as defined in EN 93,1-

3. It also describes the
determination of the water
reduction of the test mix compared
to the control mix

EVS-EN 13892-7:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 13892-1:2002
Methods of test fot scteed
materials - Part 1: Sampling,
making and curing specimens
fot test
This European standard specifies a

medrod for sampling of mixed
screed materials, making and
curing of specimens for
subsequent testing

EVS-EN 73892-22002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 13892-2:2002
Methods of test for screed
materials - Part2z
Determination of flexural and
comptessive strength
This European Standard specifies a
method for deternining the
flexural and compressive strengtlr
of moulded mortar specimens
made from cementitious-, calcium
sulfate screed-, magnesite screed-
and synthetic resin screed material.
These methods are also suitable for
specimens cut from floor screed

EYS-EN 13892-6:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 13892-6:2002
Methods of test for screed
materials - Part 6:
D eterminatiori of surface
hardness

This Ewopean standard specifies a

method fot determining the
surface hardness of moulded
mortar specimens made ftom
magnesite screed material ot from
cementitious screed-, calcium
sulphate scteed-, magnesia screed-
and synthetic resin screed material
with 6ne aggregates (<4 mm). The
method is also suitable for
specimens cut from floor screed

91.100.15
Mineraalsed mate{alid ja
tooted

Mineral materials and

Products

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 1367-5:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 1367-5:2002
Tests for thermal and
weathering properties of
aggregates - Part 5:
Determination of resistance to
thetmal shock
This Eutopean Standard specifies
methods for the determination of
resistance to thermal shock of
aggregates, subject to heating and
dq'ing in the production of hot
bituminous mixrures

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\zS 55060
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-07
Identne prEN 1 4066:2002
Natural stone test methods -
Determination of resistance to
ageing by thermal shock
This European Standard specifies a

method to assess possible
modifications of natural srones
undet the effect ofsudden changes
in temperature (thermal shock)

91.100.30
Betoon ia betoontooted

Concrete and concrete

Pfoducts

UUED STANDARDID
EYS 832-12002
Hind 170,00
Identne E\rS 832-1:2002
Teras betooni satrustamiseks.
Keevitatav sarrusteras. Osa 1:

t ldised n6uded

Kiesolev Eesti standard miirab
kindlaks iiLldised n6uded
betoonkonstruktsioonide
sarrustamisel kasutatavatele
keevitatavatele sarrusterasele
kolmes venivusklassis A, B ja C,
mida tarnitakse varraste ja
vihtidena, mida saab vahenrlt v6i
materialina keevisv6rkude v6i
samrskatkasside valmistamisel
kasutada; tehases valmistatud
masinkeevisv6rkudena;
samrskarkassidena ia mille
Hbimddt on standardikavandites
prEN 10080-2 kuni -5 kindlaks
mllratud piiddes.

EVS 833-1:2002
Hind 117,00
Identne E\rS 833-1:2002
Pingestustetased. Osa 1:

tJtdised n6uded
K:iesolev Eesti standard miirab
kindlaks iiLldised n6uded kdrge
t6mbetugevusega terasest
toodetele, mida kasutatakse
laialdaselt betooni eelpingestamisel
ja ka teiste ehitusvaldkondade
t6mbeelementides, nagu pinnas-
ankrud, t6steseadmed, sildade
kande- ja ankurdustrossid.
K"iesolev standard rakendub ainult
neile toodetele, mille seisund on
sama, kui see oli valmistaia poolt
tamimisel.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSIruSITLUS
ptEVS 20378
Tihtaeg 2003-02-03
Identne EVS 857:2003
Betoonist sillutiseplaadid.
N6uded ia katsemeetodid
This standard specifies materials,
properties, requirements and
methods of testing for precast
concrete flags and complementary
fittings. This standard is applicable
to precast concrete flags that are
particulary in use for extemal
paved trafficked areas.

prEVS 20379
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-03
Identne E\/S 856:2003
Betoonist sillutisekivid. N6uded
ja katsemeetodid
This standard is to speci$'
materials, properties, requirements
and methods of testing for precast
concrete paving blocks and
complementary fi ttings. This
standard is applicable to precast
concrete paving blocks for
pedestrian and vehicular use e.g.

footpaths, precincts, cvcle tracks,
car parks, roads, highways,
industrial areas (including docks
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and harbours) , aitcraft, pavements,
bus stations, petrol filling stations.
prE\/S 37105
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13198:2002
Precast concrete products -
Stteet fumiture and garden
products
This European Standard specifies
the requirements fot street
furniture and garden products in
precast concrete. This kind of
prefabricated, non-strucrural
products and accessories can be
used in public and private areas

such as gardens, parks, foot-paths,
squares, essentially for the
landscaping,',vithout, however,
being subiect to loads resulting
from vehicle traffic. They can also
be used for internal applications
prE\/S 37412
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-03
Identne E\rS 853:2003
Ribilised p6tandaelemendid
This standard deals with precast
concrete ribbed elements used in
floors or roofs. The elements
consist ofa top slab and ooe or
more (usually two) ribs, containing
the main longitudinal
reinforcement; a bottom slab and
transversal ribs may also be
pfesent.
prE\rS 37491
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-03
Identne E\zS 854:2003
Lineaarsed kandvad
betoonelemendid
This standard identifies the
requirements and the basic
performance criteria and specifies
minimum values where appropriate
for precast linear elements made of
reinforced or presEessed concrete.
The standard covers terminology,
performance criteria, preferred
shapes and dimensions, tolerances,
relevant physical properties, special
test methods, and special aspects
of transport, erection and
connection.
prE\zS 54075
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-03
Identne E\tS 851:2002
Betoonist vundamendivaiad

91.100.99
Muud ehitusmaterialid

Other construction materials

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 72600:2002
Hind 179,00
Identne EN 12600:2002

Glass in building - Pendulum
test - Impact test metlod and
classification for flat glass
This European Standard specifies a

pendulum impact test method for
single flat panes of glass for use in
buildings. The test is intended to
classi$ flat glass products in three
principal classes by performance
under impact and by mode of
breakage. This standard does not
speci$t requitements fot
applications, nor does it speci$'
requirements for durability

91.120.10
Soojusisolatsioon

Thermal insulation

KAYANDITE
ARVAMUSI(OSITLUS
prEVS 53983
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-03
Identne EVS 829:2003
Sooiuskadude miiitamise
metoodika

97.720.30
Niiskuskaitse

Waterproofing

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50164-122002
Hind 109,00
Identne EN 50164-1:1999
Lightning protection
components (LPC) - Part 1:

Requirements for coqnection
components
This European Standard specifies
the requirements and tests for
metallic connection components
such as connectors, bonding and
bridging components, expansion
pieces as well as test joints for
Ughtning Protection Systems
(LPS).

91.720.40
Piksekaitse

Lightning protection

KAVA}{DITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 55143
Tihtaeg 2003-01-01
Identne IEC 61024-1 :1990
Ehitiste piksekaitse. Osa 1:

Uldm6isted

This standard is applicable to the
design and installation of Lightning
Protection Systems (LPS) for
cofilmon structures up to 60 m
high.
prEVS 551,14

Tihtaeg: 2003-01-01
Identne IEC 61 A24-1 -7 :1 9 93
Ehitiste piksekaitse. Osal-1:
Oldm6isted. Juhis A:
Piksekaitse ststeemide
kaitsetasemete valik
Contains information on the
classification of structures
according to the consequential
effects of a lightning stroke. Gives
procedures for the selection ofa
lightning protection system. Is to
be used with part 1.

prEVS 55146
Tihtaeg: 2003-01-01
Identne IE,C 61024-1 -2:7 9 9 8

Ehitiste piksekaitse. Osal-2:
Uldm6isted. Juhis B: Pikskaitse
ststeemide proiekteerimine,
paigaldamine, hooldus ja
kontroll
Applicable to the design and
installation of Ughtning Protection
Systems (SPS) for common
structures up to 60 m high, in
accordance with IEC 6102+7.
Provides guidelines on how to use
TEC 61024-7 and assists the user
with the physical design and
construction, maintenance and
inspection of an LPS

91.140.10
Keskkiittesiisteemid

Central heating systems

UUED STANDARDID
EYS8t2-32002
Hind 170,00
Identne E\t S 812-3:2002
Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 3:
Kiittesisteemid
Kdesolev standard k2isideb ehitiste
ktitmiseks, auru tootmiseks ia
kiituse hoidmiseks ettenihtud
ruumide ja seadmete nrleohutust.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 7025
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14037-7 :2002
Ceiling mounted radiant panels
suppUed with water at
temperature below 720 oC -
Part t Technical specifications
and tequirements

zz)



This European Standard defines
the technical specifications and
requirements of ceiling mounted
hot water radiant panels fed with
water at temperatures below
120 'C supplied by a remote heat
source, The European Standard
does not apply to independent
heating appliances. The Eutopeal
Standard also defines the
additional conrmon data that the
manufacturer shall provide to the
trade in order to ensure the correct
application of the products
prE\rS 55054
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 303-1:1999/
prAT:2002
Kiittekadad.
Sundt6mbep6letitega
ktttekatlad. Osa 1:

terminoloogia, iildn6uded,
testimine ia mitgistus
This European Standard applies to
standard boilers and low-
temperature boilers rvith forced
draught burners'with a nominal
heat ouput not exceeding 1000
kW, which are operated either with
negative pressure (natural draught
boilers) or with positive pressure
(pressurised boiler) in the
combustion chamber, in
accordance with the boiler
manufacturers instruction
prEVS 55055
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 303-
2:1998/prA1:2002
Heating boilets - Part 2l
Heating boilers with fotced
draughtburners - Special
requitements for boilers with
atomizing oil burnets
This European Standard applies to
low-temperarure boilers in
accordance with EN 303-
1:7999/ptA7 and specifies the
heating-related requirements
necessary for liquid fuels for low-
temperature boilers and the
required additional tests on oil-
fired low-temperanlre boilers
prE\rS 55056
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 304:1992 /prA2:2002
Heating boilers Test code for
heating boilets for atomizing oil
burners
This European Standard applies to
low-temperature boilers in
accordance with EN 303-1 and
specifies the deviating boundary
conditions for the heating-related
tests on lorv-temperaftrre boilers
fired with liquid fuel
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prEVS 55057
Tdhtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ptEN 14037-2:2002
Ceiling mounted radiant panels
supplied with water at
temperature below 120 oC -
Part t Technical specifications
and requfuements
This European Standard defines
the technical specifications and
tequirements of ceiling mounted
hot watet radiant panels fed with
water at temperatures below 120

"C supplied by a remote heat
source, The European Standard
does not apply to independent
heating appliances
prEVS 55059
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 14037-3:2002
Qsiling mounted radiant panels
supplied with watet at
temperature below 120 oC -
Part 3: Rating method and
evaluation of radiant thermal
output
This European Standard describes
the procedure to determine the
rated thermal output and the mean
surface temperature (trp). Ceiling
mounted radiant panels exchange
heat mainly by radiation
prEYS 55065
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne EN u+42-

2:1996/prA2:2002
Radiaatorid ia konvekrorid.
Osa2: Katsemeetodid ia
hindamine
This European Standard defines
procedures for determining the
standard thermal output of the
heating appliances fed with water
or steam at temperatures below
120"C, supplied by a remote heat
source. This European Standard
specifies the laboratory
arrangements and testing methods
to be adopted, the admissible
tolerances, the criteria for selecting
the samples to be tested and for
verifying the conformity of the
current production with the
samples tested at the initial test

91.1403A
Ventilatsiooni- ia
kliimasiisteemid

Ventilation and air-
conditioning systems

UUED STANDARDID
F,I{S 872-2:2002
Hind 155.00

Idenme EYS 812-2:2002
Ehitiste tuleohutus. Osa 2:
Ventilatsioonisff steemid ia
suitsueemaldus
Kiesolev standard satestab
tuleohutusn6uded ehitiste
ventilatsiooni- ja
siutsueemaldussiisteemide
projekteerimisele, ehitamisele ja
ekspluatatsioonile.

KAVANIDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\rS 53984
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-03
Identne E\rS 830:2003
Kiitte-ventilatsioonis e admete
hooldamiseks vaialikud
meetmed
prE\rS 53985
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-03
Identne E\rS 831:2003
Ventilatsiooni tingmntgid

91.140.s0
Elektrivatustus s tisteemid

Electricity supply systems

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6038722002
H:rrrd212d0
Identne IF.C 60387:1992

ia identne EN 60387:1992
Symbols for alternating-cu$ent
electricity meters
This intemational standard applies
to letter and graphical symbols for
a.c. electricity meters and their
auxiliary devices, independent of
induction or static measurement
elements.

EYS-EN 61740:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IEC 61140:2007
ja identne EN 61140:2002
Ptotection against electric
shock - Common aspects for
installation and equipment
Applies to the protection of
persons and animals against
electric shock. It is intended to give
fundamental principles and
requirements which are common
to electrical installations, s)'stems
and equipment or necessary for
their co-ordination. Prepared for
installations, systems and
equipment without a voltage limit.
NOTE - There are some clauses in
this standard wh.ich refer to low-
voltage and high-voltage systems,
installations and equipment. For
the purpose of this standard, low -

voltage is any rated voltage up to
and including 1 000 \/ a.c. or 1 500



\/ d.c. High voltage is any rated
voltage exceeding 1 000 V a.c. or 1

500 V d.c. The requirements of
this standatd apply only if they are
incorporated, or ate refered to, in
the relevant standards. It is not
intended to be used as a stand-
alone standard. Has the status of a
basic safety publication in
accordance with IEC Guide 104.

EVS-EN 50174-2:2002
Hind 199,00
Idenhre EN 50174-2:2000
Information technology -
Cabling installation - Pat 2z

Installation planning and
ptactices inside buildings
This European standard specifies
the basic requirements for the
specifi cation, implementation and
operation of information
technology cabling using balanced
copper cabling and fibre optic
cabling. This standard is applicable
to: a) cabling designed to supporr
particular analogue 

"tr6 
digital

telecommunications services
including voice services; b) generic
cabling systems designed in
accordance with EN 50173 and
intended to support a wide range
'of telecommunications services.

EVS-HD 384.4.482 572002
Hind 75,00
Identne HD 384.4.482 S1 :1,997

Electrical installations of
buildings - Part 4: Protection for
safety - Chapter 48: Choice of
protective measures as a
function of external influences -
Section 482: Protection against
fire where particular risks or
danger exist
Selection and erection of
installations on locations'vith risks
of fire due to the nature of
processed or stored materials like
the manufacturing, processing,
storage of combustible materials,
including the accumulation of dust
as in barns, woodworking factories,
paper mills, textile factories or
similar.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 27570
T:ihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identrre IE,C 36+4-43:7977 +
A7:7997
ja identne HD 384.4.43 52:2001
Electrical installations of
buildings - Par 4: Protection for
safety - Chapter 43: Protection
against overcurrent

Sets out general rules for
protection of live conductots
against ovedoad and shott circuit.
Specifies the features ofvadous
protective devices and necessary
coordination between conductors
and ovetload protective devices.
prEVS 35020
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF.C 603 64-+46:1,9 81
ja identne HD 384.4.46 32:2001
Electrical installations of
buildings - Part 4: Protection fot
safety - Chapter 46: Isolation
and switching
Electrical installations of buildings
- Isolation and switching
prEVS 37485
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 603 6q-,7 :19 92
ja identne HD 384.152:2001
Electrical installations of
buildings - Part 1: Scope, object
and fu ndamental principles
This harmonisation document
applies to electrical installations
such as those of: residential
premises, commercial premises,
public premise, industrial premises,
agdcultural and horticultural
premises, prefabricated buildings,
calavans, cat van sites and similar
sites, construction sites,
exhibitions, fairs and others
temporaty installations, marinas
and pleasure craft. It covers:
circuits supplied at nominal
voltages up to and including 1000V
a.c. or 1500V d.c., for a.c. the
preferred frequencies which are
taken into accorult in this standard
are 5AHz,60Hz, and 400H2,
circuits other than the intemal
wiring of apparatus, opetating at
voltages exceeding discharge
lighting, electrostatic precipitators,
'q/iring systems and cables not
specifically covered by the
standards for appliances, consurner
installations external to buildings,
fi-red wiring for
telecommunications, signalling,
control and the like, the extension
or alteration of the installation.
prEVS 55091
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 6205 6 -21 :2002
ia identne EN 62056-21:2002
Electricity metering - Data
exchange for meter reading,
tariff and load contol -Part2l.
Direct local data exchange

Describes hatdware and protocol
specifications for local meter data
exchange. In such systems, a hand-
held unit (FIHQ or a unitwith
equivalent frrnctions is connected
to a tariffdevice or a group of
devices.
prEVS 55092
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 620 5 6 - 42:2002
ja identne EN 62056-42:2002
Electricity metering - Data
exchange for meter teading,
tadff and load control - Patt 422
Physical layet services and
procedures for connection-
oriented asynchronous data
exchange
Specifies the physical layer servrces
and protocols within the
Companion Specification for
Energr Nletering (COSElvf) drree-
layer connection oriented profile
fot asynchronous data
communication.
prEVS 55093
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE.C 62056-46:20A2
ja identne EN 62056-46:2002
Electricity metering - Data
exchange fot metet reading,
tariff and load control - Patt 46:
Data link layer using HDLC
protocol
Specifies the data link layer for
connection-oriented, HDLC-
based, asynchronous
communication profile.
prEVS 55094
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 62056-53:2002

fa identne EN 62056-53:2002
Electricity metering - Data
exchange for metet reading,
tariffand load control - Part 53:
COSEM application layer
Specifies the COSEM application
layer in terms of strucfure, sen'ices
and ptotocols, for COSEM clients
and
prEVS 55095
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identhe IE;C 620 56- 61 :2002
la identne EN 62056-61:2002
Electricity metering - Data
exchange for meter reading,
tariff and load con&ol - Part 61:
Obiect identifi cation system
(oBrs)
The OBject Identification System
(OBIS) defines the identification
codes (ID-codes) for commonly
used data items in electricity
metering equipment. This part of
IEC 62056 specifres the overall
structure of the identification
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system and the mapping of all data
items to their identification codes.
prEVS 55096
Tlhtaeg: 2003-02-01
I dentne IE'C 6205 6 - 62:2002

ia identne EN 62056-62:2002
Electricity metedng - Data
exchange for meter reading,
tariff and load conttol - Part 622

Interface classes
Specifies a model of a meter as it is
seen through its communication
interface(s). Generic building
blocks are defined using object
oriented methods, in the form of
interface classes to model meters
from simple up to very complex
functionality.
prEVS 55287
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 60050-826:7982+
A1+A2+A3:1999

ia identne HD 384.2 52:2001
International electrotechnical
vocabulary - Chapter 826:
Electrical installations og
buildings
International electrotechnical
vocabulary - Chapter 826:
Electrical installations og buildings
prEVS 55292
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 364-4-42:1980

ia identne HD 384.4.42 51:1985+
A1:1992+A2:7994
Electrical installations of
buildings - Pat 4: Protection for
safety - Chapter 42: Protection
against electdc shock
Persons, fixed equipment, and
fixed materials adiacent to
electrical equipment shall be
protected against harmfi.rl effects
of heat developed by electrical
equipment, or thermal radiation,
particulady the following effects: -
combustion or degradation of
materials; - risk of bums; -

impairment of the safe function of
installed equipment.
prEVS 55294
Tilrtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 364-4-45:1984
ia identne HD 384.4.45 51:1989
Electrical installations of
buildings - Part 4: Protection for
safety - chapter 45: Protection
against undervoltage
Electrical installations of buildings
- Part 4: Protection for safety -
chapter 45: Protection against
undervoltage
h?k \,\ \\ /tl\

Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 364-5-56:1 980
ia identne HD 384.5.56 51:1985
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Electrical installations of
buildings - Part 5: Selection an
etection of electrical equipment
- Chapter 56: Supplies for safety
services
The scope of this harmonisation
Document is Cenelec
Harmonisation Document
HD 384.1
prEVS 55296
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF:C 3 646 -67 :7986

ia identne HD 384.6.61 Sl:7992
Electrical installations of
buildings - part 6: Verilication -
Chaptet 6t Initial verification
Electdcal installations of buildings
- Initial verification
prEVS 55298
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IE,C 36+7 -7 02:7983
ja identne ID 384.7.702 51:1991
Electrical installations of
buildings -PartTz
Requirements fot special
installations or locations -
Section 702: Sqdmming pools
Electrical installations of buildings
- Swimming pools
prEVS 55299
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 6036+7 -7 04:19 89
ja identne HD 384.7.704 S1:2000
Elecrical installations of
buildings -PartTz
Requirements fot special
installations ot locations -
Section 704: Constructions and
demolition site installations
The requirements of Part 7

supplement, modi$ and replace
the general requhements of the
other parts
prEVS 55344
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IF,C 603 6++443 :199 5

ia identne ID 484.4.443 51:2000
Electrical installations of
buildings - Part 4: Ptotection for
safety - Chapter 44: Protection
against overvoltage - Section
443: Protection against
ovewoltage of atrnospheric
origin or due to switching
Electrical installations of buildings
- Protection for safety - Protection
against overvoltage -Protection
against overvoltage of atmospheric
origin or due to switching

9t.740.64
Veevarustus siisteemid

Water supply systems

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS-EN 7?1129:2002

Hind 66,00
Identne EN 12729:20O2
Devices to pievent pollution by
bacldlow of potable water -
Controllable bacldlow preventer
with reduced pressure zone -
Family B -TypeA
This Eutopean Standard specifies
the field of application, the
dimensional, the physico-chemical,
the design, the hydraulic, the
mechanical and the acoustic
characteristics of controllable
backflow pleventer tn/ith reduced
pressure zone Family B Type A
EVS-EN 50193:2002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 50193:1997
Closed electrical instantaneous
water heaters - Methods for
measuring performance
This standard applies to hydraulic,
closed electrical instantaneous
watet heaters for household and
similar use. This standard does not
apply to storage water heaters (FID
500 51) and to instantaneous water
heaters with electronically
controlled power input. This
standard specifies definitions and
measurement methods for
assessing the performance
characteristics. It does not deal
with safety requirements which are

covered by EN 60335-2-35.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55086
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 1 587 5 -2:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 15875-2:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold water installations -
Crosslinked polethylene (PE-D
- Part 1 General
This Part of prEN ISO 15875
specifies the general aspects of
crosslinked polyethylene ("E-D
piping systems intended to be used
for hot and cold water installations
within buildings for the
conveyance of water, whether or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic srrstems),

and for heating systems, under
design pressures and temperanlres
accordhg to tlre class of
application (see Table 1)



PrEVS 55111
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 1 587 5-3:2002
ia identne prEN ISO 75875-3:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold watet installations -
Ctosslinked polyethylene (PE-
X) - Part 3: Fittings
This Part of prEN ISO 15375
specifies the characteristics of
fittings for crosslinked
po\'ethylene @E-! piping
systems intended to be used for
hot and cold water installations
within buildings for the
conveyance ofwater, whether or
not intended for human
consumption, (domestic systems)
and for heating s)'stems, under
design pressures and temperatures
appropriate to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15875-1:2002)
prE\/S 55114
Tdhtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ISO /FDIS 1587 5 -5:2002
ia identne prEN ISO 15875-5:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Crosslinked polyethylene (PE-
X) - Part 5: Fitness for purpose
of the system
This Part of prEN ISO 15875
specifies the characteristics of the
{itness for purpose of crosslinked
polyethylene @E-g piping
s)'stems, intended to be used for
hot and cold rvater installations
within buildings for the
conve)rance of vrater whether or
not inteoded for human
consumption (domestic systems)
and for heating systems, under
design pressures and temperatures
accotding to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15875-1:2002)
prE\/S 55115
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 1587 6-1:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 15876-1:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold water installations -
Polybutylene (PB) - Part 1:

General
This Part of prEN ISO 15876
specifies the general aspects of
polybutylene ("B) piping systems
intended to be used for hot and
cold water installations uithin
buildings for the conveyance of
rvater whether or not intended for
human consumption (domestic
s)rstems) and for heating systems,
under design pressures and

temperatures according to the class
of application (see Table 1)
prEVS 55116
Tiihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 1587 6-2:2A02
ja identne prEN ISO 75876-2:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold water installations -
Polybutylene (PB) - Patt 2:
Pipes
This Part of prEN ISO 15876
specifies the characteristics of -

pipes made of polybutylene (PB)
for piping systems inteoded to be
used for hot and cold water
installations within buildings for
the conveyance of water whether
or not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems),
and for heating systems, under
design pressures and temperatures
appropriate to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15876-1:2002)
prEVS 55117
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 1587 64:2A02
ja identne prEN ISO 15876-3:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold water iastallations -
Polybutylene (PB) - Part 3:
Fittings-
This Part of prEN ISO 15876:
specifies t}le characteristics of
fittings for polypropylene (?B)
piping systems intended to be used
for hot and cold water installations
within buildings for the
conveyance of waterr'vhether or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems)
and for heating systems under
design pressures and temperatures
according to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15876-1:2002)
prEVS 55119
Tihtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne IS O/FDIS 1 587 6 -5:20A2
ja identne prEN ISO 75876-5:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold water installations -
Po$butylene (PB) - Part 3:
Fittings
This Part ofprEN ISO 15876:
specifies thej characteristics of
fittings for polypropylene (PB)
piping systems intended to be used
for hot and cold watet installations
within buildings for the
conveyance of water, whether or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems)
and for heating systems under
design pressures and temperatures
according to the class of

applichtion (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15876-1:2002)
prEVS 55124
Tdhtaeg 2003-02-07
Identne ISO/FDIS 7587 41:2002
ja identne prEN ISO 15874-l:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Polypropylene (PP) - Part 1:
General
This Part ofprEN ISO 15874
specifies the general aspects of
polypropylene (PP) piping systems
intended to be used for hot and
cold water installations within
buildings for the conveyance of
water whether or not intended for
human consumption (domestic
systems) and for heating systems,
under design pressures and
temperatures according to the class
of application (see Table 1)
prEVS 55134
Tihtaeg 2003-02-0L
Identne ISO/FDIS 7 587 44:2002
ja identne prEN ISO '158744:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Polypropylene (PP) - Part 2:
Pipes
This part ofprEN ISO 15874
specifies the characteristics of
pipes made from polypropylene
(PP) for piping systems intended to
be used for hot and cold water
installations within buildings for
the conveyance of water whether
or not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems)
and for heating systems under
operating pressures and
tempemtures appropriate to the
class of application (see Table 1 of
prEN ISO 75874-1:2002)
prEVS 55135
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 7587 4-3:2002
ja identne prEN iSO 75874-3:2002
Plastics piping systems fot hot
and cold water installations -
Po$propylene (PP) - Part 3:
Fittings (ISO/FDIS 7587 4-3:
2002)
This Part of prEN ISO 15874
specifies the characteristics of
fittings for polypropylene (PP)
piping systems intended to be used
for hot and cold water installations
within buildings for the
conveyance of water, whether or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems)
and for heating systems under
design pressures and temperatures
according to the class of
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application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 1587,1-1:2002)
prEVS 55136
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne ISO /FDIS 7 587 45:2002
ia identne prEN ISO 15874-5:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold watet installations -
Polypropylene (PP) - Part 5:
Fitness for purpose of the
system
This Pan ofprEN ISO 15874
specifies the characteristics of the
fitness for purpose of
po\propylene @P) piping systems,
intended to be used for hot and
cold water installations within
buildings for the conveyance of
rvater, whether or not intended for
human consumption (domestic
q'stems) and for heating systems,
under design pressures and
temperatures according to the class

of application (see Table 1 of
prEN ISO 15874-1:2002)

91.140.65
Veesoendussiisteemid

Water heating equipment

UUED STAI\DARDID
EVS- EN 60 3 3 5 -2-27t2007 /
A1722002

Hind 49,00
Identne EN 60335-2-21:1999 /
A71:2002
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - Patt 2:
Pamiculat requirements fot
storage water heaters
This standard applies to stationary
non-instantaneous storage water
heaters intended for heating water
to a temperature below its boiling
point. Water heaters may be
thermally insulated for long-term
storage or uninsulated for
temporary storage of hot water.
Water heaters not intended for
normal household use, but which
nevertheless may be a source of
danger to the public, such as water
heaters intended to be used in
shops, in light industri and on
farms, are within the scope of this
standard.

91.140.80
Kanalisatsioon

Drainage systems

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55137
Tdhtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identrre ISO/FDIS 1 587 7 -7 :2002
ja identne prEN ISO 75877-1:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Chlorinated poly(vinyl chlodde)
(PYC-C)-ParttGeneral
This Part ofprEN ISO 15877
specifies the general tequirements
of chlorinated poly(vinyl chloride)
(I'VC-C) piping systems intended
to be used for hot and cold water
installations within buildings for
the conveyance of water, whether
or not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems),
under design pressures and
temperatures appropriate to the
class of application (see Table 1)

prEVS 55138
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne ISO/FDIS 15877 -2:2002

fa identne prEN ISO 1587'7-2:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Chlorinated poly(vinyl chloride)
(PVC-C) - Part 2: Pipes
This Part of prEN ISO 15877:2002
specifies the requirements of pipes
made from chlorinated poly(vinyl
chloride) (PVC-C) for piping
systems intended to be used for
hot and cold'd/ater installations
wiftin buildings for the
conveyance ofwater, whether or
not intended for human
consumption (domestic systems),
under design pressures and
tempelatures appropriate to the
class of application (see Table 1 of
prEN ISO 1,587 7 -1 :2002)
prEVS 55140
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Ideritne ISO/FDIS 75877 -3:2002

ia identne prEN ISO 15877-3:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold water installations -
Chlorinated poly(vinyl chloride)
(PVC-C) - Part 3: Fittings
This Part ofprEN ISO 15877
specifies the characteristics of
fittings made from chlorinated
poly(vinyl chloride) @\zC-C) for
piping systems intended to be used
for hot and cold rvater installations
within buildings for dre
conveyance ofwater, rvhether or
not intended for human

consumption (domestic systems)
and for heating systems under
desigr pressures and temperatures
according to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15877-1:2002)
prEVS 55141
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne ISO/FDIS 75877 -5.2002

ia identne prEN ISO 75877-5:2002
Plastics piping systems for hot
and cold watet installations -
Chlorinated poly(vinyl chloride)
(PVC-C) - Part 5: Fitness for
purpose ofthe system
This Part of prEN ISO 15877
specifies dre characteristics of the
fitness for purpose of chlorinated
poly(vinyl chloride) (P\/C- C)
piping systems, intended to be
used for hot and cold water
installations within buildings for
the conveyance of water, whether
or not intended for human
consumption, (domestic systems)
and for heating systems, under
design pressures and temperatures
according to the class of
application (see Table 1 of prEN
ISO 15877-1:2002)

97.140.90
Liftid. Eskalaatorid

Lifts. Escalators

I(AVANDITE
ARVAMUSXfISITLUS
prEVS 55073
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 81-58:2002
Safety rules for the construction
and installation of lifts -
Examination and tests - Part 58t
Landing doors fire resistance
test
This European Standard specihes
the method of test for determining
the fire resistance of lift landing
doors which may be exposed to a

fite from the landing side. The
procedure applies to all types of lift
landing doors used as a means of
access to lifts in buildings and
rvhich are intended to provide a

fire barrier to the spread offire via
the lift well

97.160
Valgustus

Lighting

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
orE\rS 55049
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Tiihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 13032-2:2002
Light and lighting -
Measurement and presentation
of photometric data of lamps
and luminaires - Part 2:
Presentation of data for indoor
and outdoor work places
This standard specifies the
required data for lamps and
luminaires for the verification of
conformity to the requirements of
prEN 12464. It also specifies data
rhat are commonll' used for
lighting of indoor and outdoor
work places. When these data arc
provided, they shall conform ro
this standard

97.160.20
Viilisvalgustus

EVS-EN 60598-2-
3:2007/M:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60598-2-
3:1993/A2:2000
ja identne EN 60598-2-3:1994/
A2:2007
Luminaires - Part 2t Particular
requirements - Section 3:
Luminaites for toad and street
lighting
Specifies requirements for
luminaires for road and sfteet
lighting, for use with tungsten
filament, tubular fluorescent and
other discharge lamps on supply
voltages not exceeding 1 000 V.

91.220
Ehitusseadmed

Construction equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 72770:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 12110:2002
Tunnelling machines - Air locks
- Safety requitements
This standard applies for the
design, construction, equipping,
marking and testing of air locks
and pressure bulkheads, which are
to be used in tunnelling work
EVS-EN 13377:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 13377:2002
Prefabricated timb er formwotk
beams - Requirements,
classification and assessment

This European Standard specifies
classifi cation, requirements and
assessment procedures for
prefabricated timber formwork
beams as defned rn3.2 fot
temporary use in construction
works

%.a20.
Mullat66d. Siivendid.
Vundamendiehitus.
Allmaat66d

Earthworks. Excavations.
Foundation construction.
Underground works

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 13331-1:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 13331-1:2002
Trench lining systems - Part 1:
Ptoduct specifications
This European Standard specifies
requirements for metallic trench
lining systems assembled
completely from purpose made
prefabricated components. It
includes material, consructional
and structural requirements. Partial
safety factors for design refer to
annex A
EVS-EN 73331-222002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 13331 -2:2002
Ttench liniug systems - Part 2:
Assessment by calculation ot
test
This European Standard specifies
methods of calculation and tests to
assess the conformity of trench
lining systems with the
requirements of prEN 7333L-1

93.060
Tunneliehitus

Tunnel construction

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 72710:2002
Hind 126,00
Identne EN 12110:2002
Tunnelling machines - Air locks
- Safety requirements
This standard applies for the
design, construction, equipping
marking and testing of air locks
and pressure bulkheads, which are
to be used in tunnelling work

%.480.20
Teedeehitusmateridid

Road construction materials

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 7367-5:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 1367-5:2002
Tests for thermal and
weathering ptoperties of
aggtegates - Part 5:
Determination of tesistance to
thermal shock
This European Standard specifies
methods for the determination of
resistance to thermal shock of
aggregates, subject to heating and
drying in the production of hot
bituminous mixtures

EVS-EN 12697-922002
Hind 92,00
Identne EN 12697 -9:2002
Bituminous mixtures - Test
methods for hot mix asphalt -
Patt9: Determination of the
refetence density
This European Standard describes
a test method for the
determination of reference
densities of binrminous mixtures.
These densities are obtained on
specimens compacted by three
altetnative compactors at specified
compaction energies in accordance
with prEN 72697-3},prEN 12697-
31 and prEN 12697-32 fot the
impact, gyr tory and vibratory
compactors respectively

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55407
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 2697-37 :2002
Bituminous mixtures - Test
methods for hot mix asphalt -
Part 372 Ffot sand test for the
adhesivity of biader on
precoated chippings for HRA
Bituminous mixtures - Test
methods for hot mix asphalt - Part
37: Hot sand test for the adhesivity
ofbinder on precoated chippings
for HRA

93.080.30
Teepiraldised

Road equipment and
installations

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-HD 638 31:2002
Hind 170.00

UUED STANDARDID
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Identne HD 638 51:2001
Road uaffic signal systems
This standard specifies
requirements for Road Ttaffrc
Signal Systems, hcluding their
development, design, testing
installation and maintenance.

93.080.40
Tiinavavalgustus

Steet lighting and related
equipment

UUED STAi\DARDID
EYS- EN 60 598-2-3 :20A7 /
A2:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60598-2-
3:1993/A2:2000
ja identne EN 60598-2-
3:1994/A2:2001
Luminaites - Part 2z Particular
requirements - Section 3:
Luminaites for toad and street
lighting
Specifies requirements for
luminaires for road and street
lighting, for use with nrogsten
filament, tubular fluorescent and
other discharge lamps on supply
voltages not exceeding 1 000 V.

93.100
Raudtee-ehitus

Construction of railwavs

UUED STAI{DARDID
EVS-EN 73746-822002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 13146-8:2002
Railway applications - Track -
Test methods for fastening
systems - Part 8: In senrice
testing
This Part of this European
Standard specifies a procedure for
the comparative testing of
fastening systems in track. f'he test
procedure is applicable to fastening
systems which in all other respects
comply with prEN 73487 Parts 2-
7. This test applies to complete
fastening assemblies. It is only to
be used for comparative testing of
such fastening systems installed at
the same time on the type of
support for which they are
intended

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prE\/S 55408
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
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Identne ptEN 13481-7 :2002
Railway applications - Ttack -
Performance requitements for
fastening systems - Part 7:
Special fa51sning systems for
switches and crossiug and
check tails
This European Standatd specifies
performance requirements for
special fastening systems for
switches and crossings and for
check rails connected to running
rails (not independendy 6xed to to
the bearers) on wood, concrete and
steel bearers in ballasted track and
on slab track

97.020
Kodumajanduse
iiLldkffsimused

Home economics in genetal

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60065:2002
Hind 433,00
Identne IEC 60065:2001

ia identne EN 60065:2002
Audio, video and similar
electronic apparatus - Safety
requitements
This International Standard applies
to electronic apparatus designed to
be fed from the MAINS or from a

SUPPLYAPPARATUS and
intended for reception, generation,
recording or teproduction
respectively of audio, video and
associated signals. It also applies to
appa{atus designed to be used
exclusively in combination with the
above mentioned apparatus. This
standard concems only safety
aspects of the above apparatus; it
does not concern other matters,
such as style or performance.

97.030
Elektrilised kodumasinad

Domestic electrical
appliances in general

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6073422002
Hind 146,00
Identne IE.C 60734:1993
ja identne EN 60734:1993
Hard water to be used for
testing the performance of some
household electrical appliances

This intemational standard applies
to hard v/ater to be used for testing
the performance of some
household electrical appliances
such as washing machines, stearn
irons, etc. It defines the
characteristics of this hard water
and establishes dre method to be
used for obtaining it.

EYS-EN 60704-1:2002
Hind 229,00
Identne IE,C 607 A4-7 :7997
ja identne EN 6070,1-1:1997
Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
aitbome acoustical noise - Part
1: General tequirements
This standard applies to electric
appliances (including dreir
accessories or components) for
household and similar use,
supplied ftom mains ot fiom
batteries. This standard does not
apply to: - appliances, equipment
or machines designed exclusively
for industrial or professional
purposes; - appliances which are
integrated parts of a building or its
installations such as equipment for
air conditioning, heating and
ventilating (except household fans,
cooker hoods and free standing
heating appliances), oil burners for
central heating, pumps for water
supply and for sewage systems.

EVS-EN 60335-2-59 :2007 /
A1l:.2002
Hind 57,00
Identne EN 60335-2-59:7997 /
A11:2000
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - Part2z
Particulat tequitements for
insect killers
This standard deals rvith the safefv
of electric hsect killers for
household and similar purposes,
their rated voltage being not more
than 250 \/.So far as is practical,
this standard deals with.the
cotnmon hazards presented by
appliances which are encountered
b)'all persons in and around the
home.

EVS-EN 60335-2-
59:2007/N:2002
Hind 57.00
Identne IF,C 60335-2-59:1997 /
A1:2000

ia identne EN 60335-2-59:7997 /
A1:2001



Safety of household and similat
electdcal appliances - P tt 2:
Particular requitements fot
insect killers
This standard deals with the safety
of electric insect killers for
household and similar pulposes,
their rated voltage being not more
dran 250 \r.So far as is practical,
this standard deals with the
common hazards presented by
appliances which are encountered
bv all persons in and around the
home.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prE\/S 55172
Tihtaeg: 2003-02-07
Identne IEC 60335-1 :2001
ja identne EN 60335-1:2002
Household and similar
electrical appliances - Safety -
Part 1: General requirements
Deals with the safety of electrical
appliances for household and
similar purposes. It deals with the
common hazards presented by
appliances that are encountered by
all persons in and around the
home. It also covers appliances
used by laymen in shops, in light
industry and on farms (such as

catering equipment, and industrial
and commercial cleaning
appliances). The rated voltage of
dre appliances are not more than
250 \' for single-phase appliances
and 480 \t for other appliances.

97.040.20
Pliidid, tdiilauad, ahiud
ims

Cooking ranges, working
tables, ovens and similar
appliances

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 60705:2002
Iflr:,d 229,00
Identne IEC60705:1999
ia identne EN 60705:1999
Household microwave ovens -
Methods fot measuring
performance
Applies to appliances for heating
food and beverages, by
electromagnetic energy
(microwaves) in one or more of
the I.S.NI. frequenry bands
between 300 NIHz and 30 GHz,
for household use. These
appliances may also use thermal
cooking means As emplol'ed in
conventional cooking ranges and

ovens for household use. They
may also incoqporate a browning
function. It also applies to
combination microwave ovens
when used in the microwave
generating mode only.

EYS- EN 607 0 4-2-73 220A2
Hind 170,00
Identne IE,C 607 A+2-73:2000
ja identne EN 60704-2-13:2000
Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
aitborne acoustical noise -
Patt 2-73: Particular
tequirements for range hoods
This standard applies to electrical
range hoods (including their
accessories and their component
parts) for household and similar
use. By similar use is understood
the use in similar condition as in
households, for example in inns,
coffeehouses, tea-rooms. This
standald applies to range hoods
intended for filtering the air of the
room or to exhaust the air out of
the room . This standard does not
apply to: range hoods for industrial
or proffessional purposes.
Appliances in which the fan is
located in a separate unit from the
range hoos itself.

97.440.40
N6udepesumasinad

Dishwashers

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50242:2002
Hind 170,00
Identne EN 50242:1998+
A1:1999+A2:2001
Electric dishwashets for
household use - Test methods
for measuring the performance
This standard is applicable to
electric dishwashers for household
use that are intended to be
supplied with cold water and
incolporate an electrical heating
system. It is not applicable to
dishwashers supplied with hot
water or hot and cold water. It is
applicable to dishwashers intended
to be supplied by hot or cold water
when supplied urith cold water
only. This standard is concemed
neither udth safety nor with
performance requitements.

EVS-EN 60704-2-3:2002
Hind 109,00
Identne IF.C 607 0 4-2-3:200 1

ia identne EN 60704-2-3:2002

Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
aitborne acoustical noise -
Part2-32 Paticular
requirements for dishwashers
These particular requirements
apply to single unit electric
dishwashers for household and
similar use, with and without
automatic Pfogramme control, fof
cold and (or) hot water supply, for
detachable or permanent
connection to water supply or
sewage systems, intended for
placing on the floor against the
wall, for building in or placing
under a counter, a kitchen work-
top or under a sink, for wall-
mounting or on a counter.
Limitations for the use of this test
code are given in the scope of
IEC Publicatior.T04-7.

97.040.sa
Kddgi viikevahendid

Small kitchen appliances

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6044222002
Hind 0,00
Identne IE,C 60442:1998
ja identne EN 60442:1998
Electric toasters for household
and similat purposes - Methods
fot measuring the performance
Applies to electric toasters for
household use. The purpose of this
Standard is to state and define the
main performance characteristics
for toasters, which are of interest
to the user, to describe the
standard methods for measuring
these characteristics and to give
some guidelines for the evaluation
of test results.

EVS-EN 60619:2002
Hind 247,00
Identne IEC 60619:1993

ia identne EN 60619:1993
Electrically operated food
pteparation appliances -
Measuring methods
Applies to electrically operated
food preparation appliances for
household use. States and defines
test methods for measuring the
functions that can be done by
means of household electrical food
preparation appliances which are
of interest to the user and gives
some guidelines for the evaluation
of the test results.

ZJJ



EVS-EN 6066h2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60661:1999

ia identne EN 60661:2001
Methods for measuring the
performance of electric
household coffee makers
This Intemational Standard applies
to electric. coffee makers for
household and similar use. It does
not apply to appliances designed
exclusively for commercial or
industrial use. The purpose of this
Standard is to state and to define
the main performance
characteristics for coffee makers,
which are of interest to the uset
and to describe the standard
methods for measudng these
characteristics. This standard
concerned neither with safety nor
with performance requirements.

EVS-EN 60335-2-
64:2007/N:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne IEC 60335-2-64:1997 /
A1:2000

ia identne EN 60335-2-64:2000/
A7:2002
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - Patt2-64:
Particular requitements for
commetcial electric kitchen
machines
Tl'ris standard deals with the safety
of electrically operated commercial
kichten machines not intended for
household use, their rated voltage
being not more than 250Y fot
single phase appliances connected
between one phase and neutral,
and 480 \r for other appliances.
This standard also deals'vith
hlgiene and acoustical noise (see

annex ZAA).

EVS- EN 607 0 4 -2-17:2002
Hind 130,00
Identne IEC 607 04-2-7 7 :7 99 8

ia identne EN 60704-2-11:7999
Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
airborne acoustical noise -
Parr.2-17: Particulat
requirements for electrically
opetated food preparation
appliances
This standard applies to the
electricalll' operated food
preparation appliances, either in
the form of separate machines with
a single function or in the form of
multi-purpose machines'urith
appropriate tools or attachments
for several functions, intended for
placing on counters, tables work
234

tops or sinks, for wall-morurting,
for building-in, or for hand-held
use, supplied fiom mains o! from
batteries and able to ensure the
functions described in clause 4 of
IEC 60619. Limitations for the use
of this test code are given in the
scope of IEC 6070+1.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 39546
Tihtaeg 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 61817:2000

ia identne EN 61817:2001
Electrical installations for
lighting and beaconing of
aerodtomes - Maintenance of
aeronautical gtound lighting
constant curfefrt sefies citcuits
This Intemational Standard applies
to the maintenance of AGL
constant cuffent series circuits.
This Intemational Standard '
covers constant current series

circuits for AGL installed at
aerodromes and heliports; .

concentrates on providing the
safety requirements for the
mahtenance of an AGL constant
current series circuit. It is
recognised that AGL constant'
current sedes circuits of different
design characteristics and
parameters are in existence; . is
mainly concerned with safety to
persons by specifying the rules and
fundamental principles for the
maintenance of AGL constant
current series circuits; . is not
intended to apply to AGL primary
sedes circuits supplied direcdy
from a mains constant voltage
source; ' is not intended to be used
for public sreet lighting, roadway
lighting or any other installation
requiring the use of constant
current series circuits.

97.060
Pesumaiade sisseseade

Laundry appliances

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50229:2002
Hind 101,00
Identne EN 50229:2001
Electric clothes washet-dryets
for household use - Methods of
measuring the performance

This European Standatd specifies
the test methods for measuring the
performance of electric clothes
washer-dryers for household use as

required by the Commission
Directive on energy labelling and
standard product information.

EYS-EN 60335-2-7:2002
Hind 139,00
Identne IEC 60335-2-7 :2000
ja identne EN 60335-2-7:2001
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - Patt2:
Particular requirements for
washing machines
Deals udth the safety of electric
washing machines for household
and similar purposes, intended for
washing clothes and textiles, thei
rated 'voltage is not mote than 250
\r for single-phase appliances and
480 \.r for other appliances.

EVS-EN 60704-?-4:2A02
Hind 163,00
Identne IE,C 607 0 +2-4:2001
ia identne EN 6070,N-.2-4:2001

Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
fot the determination of
aitborne acoustical noise -
Parr.2-4: Particular
tequitements for washing
machines and spin exractors
This standard applies to single unit
electric washing machines for
household and similar use, and to
spin extractors. Limitations for the
use of this test code are g'iven in
the scope clause of IEC
Publication 7041.

EVS-EN 60704-L627.002
Hind 190,00
Identne IEC 607 0+2- 6:799 4
ja identne EN 60704-2-6:7995
Test code for the determination
of airborne acoustical noise
emitted by household and
similat electrical appliances -
P a* 2: Particular tequitements
for tumble-dryers
This standard applies to household
electric nmble-dryers as defined in
IEC 1121.Its application to
washer-dryer combinations, when
operated as a dryer, is under studl'.
Limitations for the use of this test
code are given in the scope of
rEC704-1.

EVS- EN 60335 -2-77:2002
Hind 146,00
Identne IE.C 60335-2-1 1 :2000+
A1,\11:2002
fa identne EN 60335-2-11.2001+
A1,,\11:2002



Safety of household and si-ilar
electrical appliances - P art 2:
Particulat requirements for
tumbler dryers
Is to be used in conjunction with
IEC 335-1, third edition. Deals
with the safety of electric tumbler
dryers intended for household and
similar purposes whose rated
voltage is not more than 250 V for
single phase appliances and 480 V
for other appliances.

EVS-EN 60335-2-
4:2007/A2:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne IE.C 60335-2-
4:1993/ A2:7999

!a identne EN 60335-2-
4:1995/A2:2000
Safety ofhousehold and sirnilar
electrical appliances - P art 2-4:
Particular requirements for spin
extfactors
Deals with the safety of electric
spin extractors for household and
similar purposes, having a capaciry
not exceeding 10 kg ofdry cloth
and a drum peripheral speed not
exceeding 50 m/s, theit rated
voltages being not more than 250
V for single-phase appliances and
480 \7 for other appliances. Spin
extractors incorporated in washing
machines are withh the scope of
this standard, irrespective of their
capacity.

EVS-EN 60456:2007 / A77:2002
Hind 49,00
Identne EN 60456:1 999 / A1l:2007
Clothes washing machines for
household use - Methods for
measuring the performance
This standard deals with the
methods for measuring the
performance of appliances for
clothes washing rnachines with or
'without heating devices, for
household use. It also deals with
the appliances for water extraction
by centrifugal force. It is also
applicable to appliances for both
washing and drying textiles (called
washer-dryerc) -irh respect to dreir
rvashing performance.

EVS-EN 60 45622A07 / ltl2z2002
Hind 57,00
Identne EN 60456:1 999 / A12:2001
Clothes washing machines for
household use - Methods fot
measuring the performance

This standard deals uzith the
methods for measuring the
performance of appliances for
clothes washing machines vdth or
without heating devices, for
household use. It also deals udth
the appliances for water extraction
by centrifugal force. It is also
applicable to appliances for both
washing and drying texriles (called
washer-dryert *ith respect to their
washing performance.

EYS-EN 67127:2007 / AlLz2002
Hind 49,00
Identne EN 61 121 :1 999 / A7'l :200O
Tumble dryers for household
use - Method for measuring the
performance
This standard is applicable to
household electric tumbler dryers
of the automatic and non-
automatic type, with or without
cold water supply and
incorporating a heating device.
States and defines the principal
performance characteristics of
household electric tumbler dryers
of interest to the users and
describe the standard methods for
measuring these characteristics.

97.080
P6tandaho oldusvahendid

Floor treatment appliances

UUED STANDARDID
EYS-EN 60312:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IEC 60312:1998+
A1:2000 ja identne
EN 60312:1998+A1:2000
Yacuum cleanets fot household
use - Methods of measuring the
performance
This Intemational Standatd is
applicable to vacuum cleaners for
household use in or under
conditions similar to those in
households. The purpose of this
standard is to speci$ essential
performance characteristics of
vacuum cleaners behg of interest
to the users and to describe
methods for measuring these
characteristics.

EVS-EN 60704-2-l:2002
Hind 163,00
Identne IF,C 607 0+2-1 :2000
ja identne EN 60704-2-1:2001
Household and similar
electrical appliances - Test code
for the determination of
airborne acoustical noise -

Part2-l: Particular
tequirements for vacuum
cleaners
This standard applies to dry pick-
up portable electric vacurun
cleaners for household and similar
use, supplied from mains or from
battteries. By similar use, is
understood the use h hotels,
hospitals, shops, offices etc.

EVS-EN 60335-2-
7912001/A7220A2
Hind 66,00
Identne IEC 60335 -2-7 9 :1995 /
A1:2000
ja identne EN 60335-2-79:1998/
A1:2001
Safety of household and similar
efectrical apptances - Part2:.
Particulat requitements fot high
pressure cleaners and steam
cleaners, for industrial and
commercial use
This standard applies to high
pressure cleaners having a pressure
not less thar. 25 bars and not more
than 250 bars with an inout to the
drive for the high pr"..ur" p*p
not exceeding 10 kW. It also
applies to steam cleaners having a

usable volume of the water
container equal to or greater than
1,5 litres even if the pressure is less
than 25 bars.

97.700
Kodu-, ilri- ia
tdiis tuskiittes e adme d

Domestic, commercial and
industrial heating appliances

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6053122002
Hlr:.d229,00
Identne IEC 60531:1999

ia identne EN 60531:2000
Household electric thermal
storage room heaterc - Methods
for measuring performance
The standard applies to electric
storage heaters having a daily
operating cycle and intended to
heat the room in which thev are
located. Defines the main
performance characteristics of
storage heaters and specifies
methods for measuring these
characteristics, for the information
of the users. This standard does
not speci$' values for performance
characteristics.

EVS-EN 606752002
Hlr.d247,00
Identne IEC 60675:1 994+A1 :1998



ia identne EN 60675:1995+
A1:1998
Household electric direct-acting
toom heatets - Methods for
measuring performance
This standard applies to electric
direct-acting room heaters. They
ma)' be portable, stationary, 6xed,
or built-in.This standard defines
the main performance
characteristics of direct-acting
room heaters and specifies
methods for measuring these
characteristics, for the information
of users.

EVS-EN 61255:2002
Hind 155,00
Identne IF,C 61255:1994

ia identne EN 61255:1994
Household electric heating
pads - Methods fot measuring
performance
Defines the main performance
characteristics of electric heating
pads and specifies methods for
measudng these chatacteristics, for
the infotmation of users. Does not
speci$ values for performance
characteristics. Does not deal with
safety requirements.

EVS-EN 60335-2-
662200UAl:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne IEC 60335-2-
66:7993/47:2000
ia identne EN 60335-2-
66:1995/A1:2007
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - Pa* 2..

Particulat tequirements fot
water-bed heaters
Deals with the safety of water-bed
heaters and their associated conffol
units. for household and similar
purposes whose rated voltage is
not more than 250 V. Is to be used
in conjunction with IEC 335-1
(third edition).

97.100.20
Gaasiga kdetavad
kiitteseadmed

Gas heaters

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55062
Tilrtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne EN 613:2000 /prA2:2002
Independent gas-fited
convection heaters
This European Standard specifies
the requirements and test methods
for the construction, safety,
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marking and rational use of enetgy
of independent gas-fued
convection heating appliances,
hereafter referred to as appliances

97.120
Mai apidamis automaatika

Automatic controls for
household use

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50090-8:2002
Hind 66,00
Identne EN 50090-8:2000
Home and Building Electronic
Systems (HBES) -- Part 8:
Conformity assesment of
ptoducts
This standard is relevant for all
electronic products and systems
(including their softrvare) having
home and/or building control
functions. This standard defines
the general conformity assesment
tequirements for the
communication protocols.

EVS-EN 50090-2-7.2002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 50090-2-7:7994
Flome and Building Electtonic
Systems (HBES) - Part 2-l:
System oven'iew - Architecture
This European Standard specifies
the general features and
architecture of the FIBES. The
obiect is to define new terms for
use in dre EN 50090 series, to give
general information and advice on
the requLed FIBES fearures and its
architecture, to speci$r the FIBES
model, to speci$r the basic
functional structure of an FIBES
with its reference points and
interfaces.

EVS-EN 50090-3-1:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 50090-3-7:7994
flome and Buil.lirrg Electronic
Systems (HBES) - Pat 3-l:
Aspects of application -
Inttoduction to the application
stnrctufe
This European Standard is part 3-1
of the series of standards EN
50090 on Home and Building
Electronic Systems (HBES). It
gives an overview of the
application related user process as

defined in EN 50090-3-2 and the
Application Layer(see ENV 50090-
3-3). Is founded on the general
structure defined in EN 50090-2-1,
rvhich is based on the basic
reference model for the

interconnection of open systems
(OSD.

EYS-EN 50090-3-222002
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 50090-3-2:7995
Flome and Building Electtonic
Systems (HBES) - Patt 3-2t
Aspects of application - U6er
Pfocess
This standard specifies the
structure, the basic means and
rules to descdbe the user process.

EYS-EN 60730-2-222002
Hind 199,00
Identne IEC 607 30 -2-2:200 1

ia identne EN 60730-2-2:2002
Automatic electrical con$ols for
household and similat use -
Pan2-2: Particular
tequirements for thermal motor
Protectors
Applies to the partial evaluation of
thermal motor protectors and their
inherent safety. Applies also to
thermal motor protectors'rdthin
dre scope ofIEC 335-1.

EVS-EN 60730-2-4t2007
Hind 101,00
Identne IF,C730-2-
4:7990+47:1994
ja identne EN 60730-2-
4:1993+A1:1998
Automatic electrical controls fot
household and similat use -
P art 2z Particular requirements
for thermal motor protectors for
motor-compressors of hermetic
and semi-hermetic type
Applies to the partial evaluation
and inherent safety of thermal
motor protectors for motor-
compressors widrin the scope of
EN 60335-1. EN 60730-2-1 does
not apply to such motor
protectors.

EVS-EN 60730-2-5:2002
Hind 283,00
Identne IF.C 607 30 -2-5 :2000

fa identne EN 60730-2-5:2002
Automatic electrical controls for
household and similat use -
Part 2-5: Particular
tequitements for automatic
electrical burner control
systems
Applies to automatic electrical
bumer conftol systems for the
automatic control of burners for
oil, gas, coal or other combustibles
for household and similar use
including heating, air conditioning
and similar use. To be used in
conjunction with EN 60730-
7:7995.



EVS-EN 60730-2-8:2002
Hind 259,00
Identne IE.C 607 30 -2-8:2000

ia identne EN 60730-2-8:2002
Automatic electrical controls fot
household and similar use -
Part 2-8: Particulat
requirements for electrically
opetated watet valves, including
mechanical tequirements
Applies to electrically operated
water valves for use in, or in
association with, eqnipment for
household and similar use (for
applications such as heathg, air
conditioning and similar).Specifies
requirements for electrical features
of rvater valves and for mechanical
features that affect their intended
operation.Applies to the inherent
safety, to the operating valves and
to the testing of these automatic
electrical controls.

EVS-EN 60730-2-922002
Hind 49,00
I dentne IEC 607 30 -2-9 :2000
ia identne EN 60730-2-9:2002
Automatic electrical conrols fot
household and similat use -
Part 2z Patticular requirements
fot temperature sensing controls
Applies to automatic electrical
temperature sensing controls for
use in, on or in association with
equipment for household and
similar use, that may use electricity
or anodrer source ofenergy. It
deals with inherent safety, the
operating values, operating times
and sequences where such are
associated with equipment safety.

EVS-EN 50o90 -2-222001 /
N:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50090-2-
2:7996/Al:2002
Home and building electtonic
systems (HBES) - Part2-22
System overview - Genetal
technical requitements
This standard defines the general
technical requirements of a Home
and Building Electronic System
(HBES) based on SEL\/ or PEL\/.
It concems cabling and topology,
electrical and functional safety,
environmental conditions and
behaviour in case of failures as well
as specific FIBES installation rules.
The FIBES includes also the
interfaces of devices and
equipment providing connection to
the HBES. Parts of devices and
equipment not providing FIBES
functionality are not included. For

such parts the relevant ptoduct
standards apply.

EYS-EN 607 30 -?-10 :2001
Hind 92,00
Identne IE,C 7 30-2-10:1 991 +
A7:7994
ja identne EN 60730-2-10:1995+
A11:1996
Automatic electrical controls fot
household and similar use -
P art 2z Particular requirements
for electrically operated motor
starting telays
Applies to controls for
automatically controlling the
starting windings of single phase
motors associated with equipment
for household and similar use
(including starting relays
incotporating electronic deyices
and starting relays using thermistor
elements, thermal elements and
magnetic elements). Specifies
inherent safety, opetating values,
operating times, and the testing of
full motor starting relays.

EYS- EN 607 30 -2-73 22007 /
M22002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 607 30 -2-7 3 :799 5 /
A2:2000

ia identne EN 60730-2-73:7998/
A2:2002
Automatic elecfical controls for
household and similat use -
Part 2-73: Particular
requitements for humidity
sensing controls
This part of IEC 60730 applies to
automatic electrical humidity
sensing controls for use in, on or in
association with equipment for
household and similar use,
including controls for heating, air-
conditioning and similar
applications. The equipment may
use electricity, gas, oil, solid fuel
solar thermal energf, etc., or a

combination thereof. This part 2
applies to the inhetent safety, to
the operating values, operating
times, and operating sequences

'urhere such are associated with
equipment safety. It also applies to
the testing of automatic electrical
control devices used in, or in
association with, household or
similar equipment. This part 2 does
not apply to automatic electrical
controls designed exclusively for
industrial applications. This part 2
is also applicable to individual
controls utilised as part of control
system or controls which are
mechanically integral with

multifunctional controls having
non-electrical outputs. Automatic
electrical controls for equipment
not intende

EVS-EN 60730-2-
16z200l/A222002
Hind 109,00
Identne IEC 607 30-2-7 6:7995 /
A2:2001

ia identne EN 60730-2-16:7997 /
A2:2001
Automatic electrical controls fot
household and similar use -
Patt 2: Particular tequirements
for automatic electrical watet
level operating controls of the
float type for household and
similar applications
This part of IEC 730 applies to
automatic electrical water level
operating controls of the float type
for use in, on or in association with
equipment for general household
and similar use. Examples are
water level controls for swimming
pool pumps, water tank pumps,
cooling tovers, dishwashers and
washing machines. This part 2
applies to the inherent safery, to
the operating values, operating
sequences where such are
associated with equipment
protection, and to the testing of
automatic electrical water level
operating controls used in, on or in
association with household and
similar equipment.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSI(LISITLUS
prEVS 55443
Tiihtaeg: 2003-02-01
Identne IEC 607 30-2-70:7997 /
A2:2001

ia identne EN 60730-2-70:1995/
A2:2002
Automatic electrical conrols fot
household and similar use - Part
2: Particular requirements for
electrically operated motor
statting relays
Applies to controls for
automatically controlling the
starting windings of single phase
motors associated with equipment
for household and similar use
(including starting relays
incorporating electronic devices
and starting relays using thermistor
elements, thermal elements and
magnetic elements). Specifies
inherent safety, operating values,
operating times, and the testing of
full motor starting relays.
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97.730
Poevarustus

Shop fittings

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKOSITLUS
prEVS 55219
Tlhtaeg 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 0268:2002
Cold rolled flat products with
highet yield stength for cold
forming - Technical delivery
conditions
This European Standard applies to
cold -rolled non-coated steel flat
products for cold forming with
higher yield strength. The thickness
is equal to or less tlan 3 mm

97.r40
M66bel

Furniture

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN t7?520A2
Hind 117,00
Identne EN 1725:1998
Kodum66bel - Voodid ia
madtatsid - Ohutusn6uded ia
katsemeetodid
See Euroopa standard miirab
kindlaks ohutusn6uded ja

katsemeetodid tdielikult kokku
monteeritud ja koduseks
kasutamiseks ettenihtud igat tiiiipi
tiiskasvanuvoodite kohta. mis
sisaldavad k6iki
konstruktsioonielemente, nagu
nditeks voodi raam, p6hi, madrats

ia madratsipadiad ftui need
moodustavad madratsiga
komplekti). Standard ei kehti
vdlivoodite, naride, lastevoodite
ega fiiiisiliste puuetega inimestele
ettenahtud reguleeritavate voodite
kohta. millele kehtib eraldi
standard, samuti ei kehti standard
vesivoodite ega dhkmadratsiga
voodite kohta.

EVS-EN 772722A02

Hind 101,00
Identne EN 1727:1998
Kodum66bel - Hoium6iibel -
Ohutusn6uded ia
katsemeetodid
See Euroopa standard miirab
kindlaks ohutusn6uded ja

katsemeetodid igat tiitpi
hoiumoob[ kohta, vilja arvatud
ko6gim66bel (vt EN 1153).
Standard ei kiside hoone
konstruktsioonist olenevat ohutust,
niiteks seinakapi tuger,rrse puhul
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kisidetakse iiksnes kappi ja selle
osi. Seina ia seinakinnitust standard
ei h6lma. Standard on ette nihtud
normaalse eesmirgipirase
kasutamise ia ka oodatava mitte-
eesmirgipirase kasutamise
tagajdtlel tekkivate t6 sis emate
vigastuste v:iltimiseks. Tuleb aru
saada, et n6udeid rahuldavad
katsefi:lemused ei taga
konstruktsioonivea ilmnematust
pirast korduvat mitte-
eesmirgiprirast kasutamist v6i
pirast liiga pikka kasutamist.

97.150
Mittetekstiilsed
p6randakatted

Non-textile floor coverings

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 13893.2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 13893:2002
Resilient, laminate and textile
floor coverings - Patameters fot
the measutement of dynamic
coefficient of friction on floor
surfaces
This European standard specifies
the parameters for the
measurement of dynamic
coefficient of friction (p) on
surfaces of resilient, laminate and
textile floor coverings, usually
walked on with shoes

97.770
Tualett-tarbed

Body care equipment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 67254t2002
Hind 306,00
Identne IEC 61254:1993
ja identne EN 61254:i994
Electric shavets for household
use - Methods for measuring
the performance
This intemational standard states
and defines the principal
performance characteristics for
men's electric shavers, rvhich are
of interest to the user, and
describes standard methods for
measuring these characteristics.
This standard is not concemed
with safety or with performance
requirments.

EVS-EN 60704-2-82002
Hind 130,00
Identne IE C 607 04-2,8:1997
ia identne EN 60704-2-8:1997

Household and similat
electrical appliances - Test code
fot the determination of
aitborne acoustical noise -
P art 2: Particular requitements
fot electric shavers
This standard applies to electric
shavers for domestic and similar,
supplied from mains or batteries..
By similar use is understood the
use in hotels, shops, offices, etc,
Note - This standard does not
apply to shavers which are
powered b)'odrer than electrical
means for example by a spring-
device. Ifpossible, this standard
can also be applied to analogous
electrically operating devices such
as hair clippers and depilating
devices.

97.180
Mitmesugused kodutarbed

Miscellaneous domestic and
commefcial equiPment

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 6033s-2-
41:2001/AJ22002
Hind 66,00
Identne IEC 60335-2-41 :1996 /
A1:2000

fa identne EN 60335-2-41:1996/
A1:2001
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances - Part 2-47:
Particular tequirements for
pumPs
This standard deals with the safety
of electric pumps for liquids
having a temperature not
exceeding 35 oC, wh.ich are
intended for household and similar
pu{poses, their rated voltage being
not more dran 250 \' for single-
phase appliances and 480 \/ for
other appliances.

97.200.30
Matkavarustus ia
laagrikohad

Camping equipment and
camP-sites

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 194922002
Hind 155,00
Identne EN 1949:2002
Specification for the installation
of LPG systems for habitation
purposes in leisure
accomodation vehicles and in
other road vehicles



This European Standard specifies
the requirements for the
installation of liquefied peroleum
gas systems for habitation purposes
in leisure accommodation vehicles
and in other road vehicles. It
details safety and health
requirements on the selection of
materials, components and
appliances, on design
considerations and soundness
testing of installations and on the
contents of the user's handbook

EVS-EN 73538-7:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 13538-1:2002
Determination of dimensional
characteristics of sleeping bags
- Part 1: Internal dimensions
This European Standard specifies a
procedure for the determination of
the internal dimensions of sleeping
bags as specified in prEN 13537

EVS-EN 13538-2:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 13538-2:2002
Determination of dimensional
characteristics of sleeping bags
- Patt 2z Thickness and elastic
(ecovery
This European Standard specifies a
method for the determination of
the thickness and elastic recovery
of sleeping bags filled widr feathers
and/or down

EVS-EN 73538-3:2002
Hind 75,00
Identne EN 13538-3:2002
Determination of dimensional
characteristics of sleeping bags
- Pat 3: Volume under load and
easiness of packing

This Euopean Standard specifies a

method of measurement of the
volume under load of sleeping bags

as specified in prEN 13537 arrd a

method of calculation of easiness

of packing of sleeping bags filled
udth feather and/or down

97.200.50
Miinguasjad

Toys

UUED STANDARDID
EVS-EN 50088:200U A3:2002
Hind 83,00
Identne EN 50088:1 996 / A3:2002
Safety of electric toys
This standard deals rvith the safety
ofelectric toys. It also applies to
electrical constructional sets and
electrical functional toys. Toys
using electricity for functions other
than the principal function are
uithin the scope of this standard.
If the packaging in which the toy is
sold is also intended to be played
rvith, it is considered to be part of
the toy.

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 33345
Tihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 71-10:2002
Safety of Toys - Part 10: Organic
chemical compounds - Sample
pteparation and extraction
(Referred to as Part X)
This Part X of the European
Standard EN 71 for safety of toys
specifies sample preparation and
extraction procedures for
establishing the release or content
of organic compounds from those
toys for which requirements exist
in EN 71-Y

prEVS 33346
Tiihtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 71-9:2002
Safety of Toys - Part 9: Otganic
chemical compounds
Requirements (Referred to as
Part Y)
This Part Y of the European
Standard EN 71 for safety oftoys
specifies requirements for the
migration or content of certain
hazatdous organic chemicai
compounds frcm/n toys and toy
materials

97.220.40
Vilis- ia veespordi tarbed

Outdoor and water sports
equipment

KAVANDITE
ARVAMUSKUSITLUS
prEVS 36437
Tdhtaeg: 2003-03-01
Identne prEN 1 3138-7:2002
Buoyant aids for swimming
instruction - Part t Safety
tequirements and test methods
for buoyant aids to be worn
The f.uropean Standard specifies
safe ty requirements for
construction, performance, sizing
and markjng for swimming aids
intended to assist users with
movement through the water
whilst learning to swim or whilst
leaming part of a swimming stroke.
It also gives methods of test for
verification of these requirements
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